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Preface

Cognitive Science in Northeastern Europe

Today’s cognitive science is the latest version of the century-long quest for a better
understanding of the human mind and brain. Various disciplines have brought
together empirical methods and theoretical models from their respective fields to
further these interdisciplinary efforts. Amongst major of them, one has to mention
contemporary informatics with artificial intelligence and robotics, mind philosophy,
psychology, linguistics, biology at large, and, of course, neurophysiology. What are
scientific sources and organizational history of cognitive and neurophysiological
studies in the northeast of Europe?

In this part of the world that is in the former USSR and the contemporary
Russian Federation cognitive endeavor has the same root as elsewhere—the
romantic tradition of European science. Hermann von Helmholtz was the central
figure here in the nineteenth century. He graduated from the Prussian
Medical-Military School in Berlin, where his education was paid for by the state.
Therefore, he should work as military chirurgic in troops for the rest of life. It was
Alexander von Humboldt—nature -philosopher, world traveler, and foreign mem-
ber of St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences—who as high-ranking Prussian official
together with his brother, the great linguist Wilhelm von Humboldt, freed him up
from the duties of military service. This opened Helmholtz way to scientific carrier.
In the following decades, he contributed a lot not only to his favorite physics but to
physiology, mind philosophy, and psychology as well. The founder of this later
discipline was his research assistant at Heidelberg University, Wilhelm Wundt.
Ladies doctor by education, Wundt was also convinced that newborn “mental
chemistry”, as science could only be one of interdisciplinary and experimental kind.

The known Russian scholars, Ivan Sechenov and a bit later Vladimir Bechterev,
made their studies with Helmholtz, Wundt, and the founder of electrophysiology
Emil Duibois Reymond. They studied the same problems but sometimes with
radically different accents. For example, when Duibois Reymond declared that
consciousness and volition were and would be in the future outside of natural
sciences competencies—ignorabis et ignorabimus—Sechenov indirectly replied
that conscious thought can be understood objectively, that is, by methods of natural
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sciences, as inhibited reflex. This approach demonstrated a remarkable productivity
in research on the role of prefrontal inhibition in cognitive control and working
memory some 100 years later [1]. In the focus of Bekhterev’s interests were brain
anatomy, mental diseases, psychology, and sociology. In 1885, he founded the
laboratory of objective psychology at Kazan University in Volga. This happened
only few years after Wundt opened the first psychological institute in the world in
Saxonian Leipzig. Linguistics already flourished in Kazan at those times in the
work of Jan Baudouin de Courtenay and his students, one of which, Nikolay
Trubetskoy, later became international celebrity in phonology. The major interna-
tional acclaim in the 19th Century the Kazan University had for the work of its
liberal rector, mathematician Nikolay Lobachevsky, author of non-Euclidian
geometry

In the twentieth century, the idea of integrating different branches of
mind-and-brain studies received further impetus from the rocketing development of
informatics. In fact, the von Neuman architecture of conventional computer was the
first metaphor of modern cognitive psychology [2]. Swiss biologist Jean Piaget
even gave psychology a central place among the sciences and technologies,
because, in his view, only this discipline studies the conscious mind that makes
science and critical thinking possible [3]. However, he always insisted that he
studied “epistemic” and not psychological issues. In a similar vein, some of
researchers in artificial intelligence, neurophysiology, and psychology would say
today that they belong to an interdisciplinary cognitive community whereby
adjective “cognitive” replaces here what Piaget called “epistemic” half a century
ago. Frankly, other researchers would rather emphasize higher nervous activity and
behavior in this context as, for instance, founders and members of Physiological
Society named after Ivan Pavlov. An important pioneer of cognitive neuroscience
was neuropsychologist Alexandre Luria who became widely known for his research
of cognitive development, neurolinguistics, and the functions of brain’s frontal
lobes [4]. At the end of his life, Luria worked in Moscow but he graduated from
Kazan University.

On these historical reasons, the First International Conference of Cognitive
Science in the former USSR took place in Kazan in 2004. The 2nd to 8th biannual
conferences followed in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Tomsk, and different places of
Baltic region. They were organized by the Interregional Association of Cognitive
Studies (IACS). Many distinguished international speakers and guests were among
hundreds of participants. In particular, one has to name a number of Nobel Prix
winners visiting these and related scientific events at different times, such as Daniel
Kahneman, Gerald Edelman, James Watson, and Roger Penrose.

The actual book is the postproceeding volume of the 9th International
Conference of Cognitive Science, which took place in Moscow from October 10 to
16, 2020 (Intercognsci–2020). The Russian Academy of Sciences
(RAS) participated in the organization of this conference, and it was partially
supported by the Russian Foundation of Basic Research and a number of univer-
sities and institutions including the National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute.”
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In the particular circumstances of this year due to the coronavirus pandemic,
only a few colleagues from other parts of Europe and the world were able to
participate physically. On the contrary, the interdisciplinary character of reports and
virtual discussions at this year conference was very strong. Contributions spanned
from artificial intelligence and robotics, to consciousness and voluntary actions, and
eye–brain–computer interfaces. For the first time, they also reported on the activ-
ities of the Physiological Pavlov Society, besides those of the IACS. We are glad to
present a selection of peer-reviewed papers written by members of both these
learned societies to our readership around the world.

This publication was made possible thanks to the expertise and generous help of
Springer Nature. Special thanks go to Dr. Leontina Di Cecco and Arumugam
Deivasigamani from the editorial and production departments of this publishing
house, respectively. We are also thankful to Dr. Anna A. Zinina, who intelligently
managed the work of communicating with authors during the preparation of their
articles. As mentioned above, the work on the volume was supported by the
National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” (decisions 1055 and 1057 from
July 2, 2020) and the Russian Foundation of Basic Research (project
18-00-00569/18-00-00940).

January 2021 Boris M. Velichkovsky
Pavel Balaban
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Abstract. Language and speech constitute one of the major manifestations of
the covert cognitive systems. Each representative of Homo sapiens constantly
and massively produces material that can be used as a source of data for the
reconstruction of cognitive processes. At the present time linguistic corpora exist
that represent linguistic behavior, both spoken and written. This observational
resource remains underestimated. Linguists are usually interested in narrow lin-
guistic issues, while specialists in cognitive science only infrequently consult
observational data. I discuss a number of linguistic phenomena that manifest gen-
eral cognitive systems. These linguistic phenomena include discourse structure,
disfluencies, a range of reference-related processes, agreement, and multichannel
communication. I demonstrate that corpus-based studies of these phenomena shed
light on cognitive systems and processes, such as goal-oriented behavior, decision
making, non-deterministic choice,workingmemory, attention, consciousness, the-
ory of mind and so forth. Linguistic resources thus provide a window into gen-
eral cognition. The methodology of observation may be very useful to this end,
especially if used in conjunction with experimentation and modeling methods.

Keywords: Language · Cognitive systems · Observational evidence · Linguistic
resources · Discourse structure · Reference · Multimodality

1 Introduction

In this paper I argue for the following two interrelated points:

• Cognitive science may gain from linguistic evidence much more than it currently
does;

• Observation is a valuable and informative scientificmethodology, alongwith the other
widely recognized methodologies.

Language and speech are among the major manifestations of the covert cognitive
systems. Each representative of Homo sapiens constantly and massively produces mate-
rial that can be used as the source of knowledge on how cognitive systems operate.
This source of knowledge is strongly underestimated in general cognitive studies, being
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usually delegated to specialized fields such as psycholinguistics or cognitive linguis-
tics. In this paper I discuss a number of linguistic phenomena that manifest various
cognitive systems or cognitive processes, such as dynamic structure of behavior, deci-
sion making, attention, working memory, consciousness, predictive planning, theory of
mind, embodiment, etc. Such notions are italicized in the discussion below for a reader’s
convenience.

Nowadays, linguistic evidence is available in the form of various resources, or
corpora, representing linguistic behavior, both spoken and written. Observation of the
evidence contained in those resources complements the knowledge obtained via the
methodologies of experimentation and modeling.

The importance of the observation methodologywas pointed out many times in the
history of science. For example, one of the founders of Gestalt psychology Wolfgang
Köhler wrote: “There seems to be a single starting point for psychology, exactly as for
all the other sciences: the world as we find it, naively and uncritically. The naivetémay be
lost as we proceed. Problems may be found which were at first completely hidden from
our eyes. < … > This origin is necessary because there is no other basis from which
a science can arise.” [1, p. 3]. Wallace Chafe, a linguist whose fundamental contribu-
tion will be salient in the discussion below, said: “I will be combining observations of
natural language with introspective data concerning the meanings and functions of phe-
nomena observable in compilations of naturally occurring corpora.<…> Furthermore,
both spoken and written corpora have the decided advantage of providing data that are
natural and not manipulated. <… > Certainly corpus-based observations must be sup-
plemented with introspections, constructed sentences, and experiments, which can carry
us beyond the accidental limits of a corpus and give us further insights and further veri-
fiability. But introspections, constructions, and experiments without corpora are fatally
limiting.” [2, p. 19–20].

The linguistic phenomena considered below in six subsequent sections include:

• Discourse Structure
• Disfluencies
• Reference and Referential Choice
• Referential Strategies and Referential Conflict
• Agreement
• Multichannel Communication.

This particular selection is not uniquely suited to the goals of the paper. Virtually
any linguistic phenomenon would work to demonstrate the point. I concentrate here on
the linguistic phenomena I studied over the years. So this paper largely recounts studies
done by myself and my coauthors.

My approach is in line with what George Lakoff [3, p. 40] called the cognitive
commitment: “a commitment to providing a characterization of general principles for
language that accords with what is known about the brain and mind from other disci-
plines, as well as our own.” As was pointed out by Dagmar Divjak [4], this commitment
is not always taken sufficiently seriously by cognitive linguists. Furthermore, Aleksandr
E. Kibrik (1939–2012) proposed the idea of the reconstruction of cognitive structure:
“At the foundation of the contemporary cognitive approach to language there is an idea
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of a focused reconstruction of cognitive structures on the basis of overt linguistic form.
Such reconstruction relies on the postulate of cognitive motivation of linguistic form: to
the extent that form is motivated it reflects the underlying cognitive structure” [5, p. 53].

In this paper I intentionally avoid numerous references to general cognitive literature;
if I tried, for example, to involve vast literature on attention or working memory, my task
would become boundless. Relevant references may be found in the specific linguistic
studies that I cite here.

2 Discourse Structure

Discourse is a complex phenomenon. Particular discourses, such as a long conversation
or a novel, can be very voluminous. The highest level divisions of discourse determine
its global structure, such as chapters in a book. At the opposite end, there is local
discourse structure consisting of minimal units of discourse. It is the local structure
that is the subject of this section, and the discussion is limited to spoken discourse.
Local discourse structure provides a window into the basic cognitive phenomenon of
the dynamic structure of behavior.

The local structure of spoken discourse consists of elementary discourse units
(EDUs), see [6]. Speech is produced not as a monotonous flow, but in a stepwise fashion.
A study of local discourse structure done by our group is based on the corpora of Russian
and some other languages, see www.spokencorpora.ru. Our approach was significantly
influenced by thework of Chafe [2] and by thework of theRussian phonetician SandroV.
Kodzasovwho explored various aspects of prosody, that is non-segmental sound, see [7].
Spoken discourse can only be explored via a procedure known as discourse transcription:
a systematic graphic representation of the structural and functional phenomena of speech,
see [6].

EDUs are identified on the basis of prosodic (behavioral) criteria, including paus-
ing, tonal contours, accentual centers, tempo patterns, and loudness patterns. Consider
example (1) from the Russian corpus “Funny Life Stories”:

(1)

21.33 15 •••(0.90) Kogda mne budet /dvadcat’ let,
When I am twenty years old,

23.44 16 /–tebe budet ••(0.39) tol’ko \pjatnadcat’.
you will only be fifteen.

An acoustic representation of example (1) appears in Fig. 1. This example contains
twoEDUs, #15 and#16.Thefirst of these has an absolute boundarypause at the beginning
marked as “A” in Fig. 1. Both EDUs have holistic tonal contours. Each of the EDUs has
an accentual center; the corresponding syllables are marked by ellipses in Fig. 1. There
is a clear deceleration effect: in EDU #15 the difference between the mean durations of
the initial and final syllables is 128 ms to 206 ms, while in EDU #16 it is 118 ms to
176 ms.

http://www.spokencorpora.ru
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Fig. 1. An acoustic representation of example (1)

The stepwise character of speech and the organization of EDUs have deep evolu-
tionary roots and have much in common with the structure of goal-oriented behavior in
other species. Chafe [2] suggested that EDUs (intonation units, in his terms) are an overt
manifestation of the foci of consciousness – a cognitive system that also progresses in
a stepwise fashion. Semantically, EDUs typically represent events or states and form a
network of connected nodes that can be depicted via hierarchical graphs of Rhetorical
Structure Theory [8].

Syntactically, EDUs correlate with clauses. In a number of studies of various lan-
guages and various corpora, the level of such correlation was found to vary between
40% and 70%, the latter being more common. There are always residues of subclausal
and superclausal EDUs; in a Russian corpus their shares were found to be 26% and
6%, respectively. Overall, clauses are target units via which discourse production pro-
gresses. At the same time, clauses are units of experience storage in long-term memory.
Clause is thus at the intersection of two axes: online dynamic structure of behavior and
offline storage. Clause as the fundamental unit of language must have arisen on the
basis of the proto-humans’ converging abilities to structure their own behavior and the
reported experience. In contrast, sentences as groups of EDUs or clauses are much less
robust, second-order units that can only be identified in spoken discourse through a fairly
sophisticated prosody-informed procedure; see [6] for further details.

To recapitulate this section, spoken discourse is a structured and uniquely explicit
manifestation of meaningful behavior. Local discourse structure consists of identifiable
behavioral acts – elementary discourse units. EDUs conform to fundamental cogni-
tive constraints, also found in non-linguistic behavior. EDUs correlate with the basic
linguistic unit: clause. Human speech is shaped by the coordination of two kinds of
segmentation: the quanta of one’s own behavior (EDUs) and the quanta of reported
experience (clauses).
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3 Disfluencies

The delivery of speech is often less than ideal, cf. [9]. Various kinds of disfluencies
occur. Roughly one can distinguish between two kinds: hesitation (mild disfluency)
and self-correction (severe disfluency); see [10] for additional detail. An example of a
hesitation is found in example (1): it is a pause in the middle of EDU #16, which is
not a canonical place to make a pause. In general cognitive literature, this phenomenon
is sometimes described as lingering; it results from some kind of a temporary cognitive
deficit: the speaker has hard time finding an appropriate way to phrase his/her thought.
This deficit is eventually overcome, and the structure under construction is completed.

Self-correction occurs when a speaker is not able to resolve his/her difficulties and
has to cancel and redo some part of the already begun structure. Consider example (2)
from the “Funny Life Stories” corpus.

(2)

22.99 23 mne \stydno bylo v /školu xodit’,
I was ashamed to go to school,

24.12 24 ••(0.38) a u nas /malčik učilsja,
and there was a boy in our class,

25.53 25 •••(0.72) i ètot /malčik menja posto===
and this boy const===

26.94 26 (A on naoborot \otraščival /volosy,
(While he the other way around was growing his hair,

28.28 27 i u nas s nim polučilos’ odnoj \dliny gde-to primerno.)
and he and I got the hair of about the same length.)

30.29 28 •••(0.28) i /on menja načal podka = || nu tipa \postojanno /podkalyval,
and he started teas = || well he was like constantly teasing me,

In EDU #24 the speaker introduced a new character, and in #25 she starts telling
about the boy teasing her but interrupts herself, having realized that the addressee lacks
crucial information, necessary for understanding the reported events. This background
information is introduced in EDUs #26 and #27 by way of a parenthetical construction,
and subsequently the situation of teasing is reported anew in EDU #28. The cognitive
basis of this phenomenon of self-repair is twofold. First, it is self-monitoring: the speaker
not only speaks, but also listens to herself at the same time. Second, it is the permanent
process of modeling the other, known as theory of mind: the speaker assesses her own
discourse from the point of view of the interlocutor’s supposed cognitive states and,
if such assessment suggests that her contribution was not satisfactory from the other’s
point of view, she corrects her behavior accordingly.

4 Reference and Referential Choice

What is inside EDUs and clauses? One of the main phenomena found there is instances
of reference, that is linguistic expressionsmentioning referents, or entities. For example,
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at a certain point in discourse I may want to mention Peter the Great, as opposed e.g. to
Catherine the Great. An elegant demonstration of how important referential expressions
are was offered in [11, p. 230–232], where all referential expressions were removed
from a piece of text, which operation rendered the text entirely incomprehensible. In
contrast, if one removes everything except for referential expressions, a semantic back-
bone of the text remains partly recoverable. Reference thus constitutes a lion’s share of
all information conveyed in natural communication.

Reference is among the most basic cognitive operations performed by language
users. Cognitively, reference is a linguistic manifestation of attention. Just like attention,
reference is selective: at any moment one can only attend to a few things and can only
mention a few entities. As was demonstrated in the Sect. 2, discourse tends to move
forward via clause-size moments. Clauses typically involve one or two participants,
much more rarely three participants and very rarely more than three. This linguistic
limitation is a specific instantiation of amore general limitation of the attentional system.
Furthermore, many languages attribute the privileged status of subject to one of clause
participants. This corresponds to the cognitive notion of focal attention, cf. [12].

When the decision to mention Peter the Great is in place, the speaker needs to choose
a particular referential expression among the available options. This is the process of
referential choice.

Basic referential choice is the choice between a lexically full and a lexically reduced
forms. Lexically full forms are also called full noun phrases (full NPs) and include,
primarily, proper names (such as Peter) and descriptions based on common nouns (e.g.
the tzar). Reduced mentions include pronouns (such as he) and zero expressions. Basic
referential choice is driven by a referent’s status in working memory, specifically by the
degree of its activation:

• high activation in working memory => reduced mention
• low activation in working memory => full mention

Reference and referential choice are instances of decision making; speakers make
decisions of this kind every moment and do that very rapidly. Table 1 summarizes the
cognitive underpinnings of the two phenomena. In [13] I discussed the major issues in
reference and referential choice, including both theoretical and cross-linguistic ones.

Table 1. Reference, referential choice, and the corresponding cognitive systems

Linguistic phenomenon Cognitive phenomenon

Reference Decision to mention a
referent

Attention Selective processing of
certain information to the
exclusion of other
information

Referential
choice

Decision on which
referential expression to
employ

Working memory High level of activation,
allowing immediate access
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Referential choice is based on referent activation in working memory. But where
does activation come from? According to one of the suggestions, attention and working
memory are two related cognitive systems: “attention can serve as a kind of ‘gatekeeper’
for working memory” [14, p. 202]. This idea is supported by the observation of linguis-
tic evidence: what is mentioned (and therefore attended) at the discourse moment tn
is mentioned in a reduced way (and thus highly activated) at the discourse moment
tn+1. In linguistic terms, mention tn+1 is usually called an anaphor and mention tn its
antecedent. All models of referential choice (aka anaphora, coreference, etc.) recog-
nize that proximity to antecedent is among the key factors of reduced reference. The
omnipresent connection between a prior mention and the current reduced reference thus
sheds crucial light on the issue of the relationship between these two central cognitive
systems, attention and working memory, hotly debated in psychology for decades (see
e.g. a recent review in [15]).

Distance to antecedent is among the main activation factors, contributing to a ref-
erent’s current activation. There is a number of metrics used in the measurement of
referential distance, including linear distance in clauses, distance along the hierarchi-
cal discourse structure, distance in paragraphs, etc. Another activation factor is the role
played by the antecedent in its clause: it is known that subjects make good antecedents
for subsequent reduced mentions. Remember that subjects encode focal attention, which
again corroborates the attention-working memory relationship.

The above mentioned factors are grounded in the current discourse context. Another
group of activation factors is associated with the referent’s more permanent properties,
such as the status of the current discourse’s protagonist or the inherent property of
animacy. In particular, discourse evidence suggests that human referents aremaintained
in workingmemory better than inanimate ones; a similar conclusionwas reached in some
experimental studies, e.g. [16]. A flow chart of activation factors, activation level, and
referential choice appears in Fig. 2 in the next section.

A number of studies in which activation factors were mathematically assessed and
shown to work together in a calculative or a neural network model are reviewed in
[13]. One of the results of such modeling is a linguistically based evaluation of the
working memory capacity. Since the developed calculative model can compute each
referent’s activation at each discourse moment, summary activation is easily obtained.
In that model the value of 1 was the maximal activation of a referent. It was found
that summary activation of all referents mostly fluctuates between 2 and 3 and does not
exceed 4.

Amachine learning study of referential choice in a corpus of English texts is reported
in [17]. Several thousand anaphor-antecedent pairs were explored and a number of algo-
rithms were tested. The basic referential choice between full NPs and reduced expres-
sions was predicted with the accuracy of about 90%. Subsequently we inquired into
the remaining 10% and found that many of those instances were appropriate to human
language users as well. An experimental study demonstrated that the texts containing
referential options proposed by the algorithm were comprehended as successfully as
those that contained original expressions. This suggests that referential choice is a case
of partly non-deterministic decision making.
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To summarize the discussion in this section, reference and referential choice are
decision making processes, related to attention and working memory activation, respec-
tively. In particular, high activation is responsible for reduced reference. There is a set of
activation factors, grounded in discourse context and in referent’s properties. Discourse
evidence suggests that working memory is controlled by attention and has a capacity
limit of 4 items. Referential choice is partly non-deterministic.

5 Referential Strategies and Referential Conflict

When making referential choice, a speaker has direct access only to his/her referent
activation. But it is also important to model one’s addressee’s cognitive processes. For
example, if I say he or them without caring about the mental state of my interlocutor,
the act of reference will likely be unsuccessful. The human ability of modeling the
other’s cognitive processes is conventionally called theory of mind. The observation of
actual practices of referential choice in discourse suggests that there are three different
referential strategies, related to modeling the other and employed by various speakers:

• Egocentric: assume that others’ thoughts are just like mine → referential choice is
overly economical;

• Overprotective: no assumptions about others’ thoughts → referential choice is overly
detailed;

• Optimal: make reasonable assumptions about others’ thoughts → referential choice
is just about right.

The egocentric strategy is found in young children, sometimes in the elderly, and
in certain neurological disorders. The overprotective strategy, for example, is observed
in certain computational applications imitating human behavior. Those who generally
stick to the optimal strategy may occasionally slip into the egocentric strategy and then
mend referential choice immediately after, as in example (3) from the “Night Dream
Stories” corpus, similar to what linguists call “antitopic construction”.

(3)

13.85 7 I /ja < 2 > ••(0.13) /podo-ošël k nemu,
And I approached it,

15.93 8 ••(0.34) nu k ètomu /derevu,
well this tree,

17.38 9 u kotorogo /sverkalo čego-to,
near which something was flashing,

In EDU #7 the speaker uses a third person pronoun, apparently meaning the tree
that was activated in his working memory at that time, and then realizes that the referent
is not activated in the addressee. He then adds two EDUs that specify the referent by
means of a noun phrase with a relative clause.
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There is another important domain in which speakers need to utilize their theory of
mind: those associatedwith referential ambiguity, or referential conflict. Aswas pointed
out in the previous section, more than one referent may be activated in the participants’
working memories at the same time. Consider the following constructed example.

(4) Uncle John was sitting at the table. Suddenly a boy approached him. He yelled
at him.

By the beginning of the last sentence of (4) the system of activation factors brings two
referents to a high level of activation, appropriate for the use of third person pronouns.
Two pronouns are used in that sentence, but that is infelicitous: a potential addressee
would not know who was the agent and who was the patient of the yelling event. A
proper speaker, deploying his/her theory of mind, foresees this situation, filters out at
least one of the pronouns and uses a full NP in spite of high activation.

It is important to realize that referential conflict is a separate component of referential
choice and not one of the activation factors. It is easy to see that: suppose it is not a boy
but a girl appearing in the second sentence of (4). Then He yelled at her or She yelled
at him would be perfectly comprehensible. Therefore, the infelicitous character of (4) is
certainly due to something different from insufficient activation. We see that gender is
a feature of the English language that helps to remove a potential referential conflict. A
variety of such devices (referential aids, or deconflicters, see [13]) are employed in each
language and cross-linguistically.

We are now ready to consider the full organization of referential choice, shown in a
flow chart in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The cognitive multi-factorial model of referential choice

6 Agreement

According to the linguistic tradition, many morphological facts about languages are
explained via the notion of agreement: certain words agree with other words in cate-
gories such as person, number, or gender. Agreement is thought to be a purely gram-
matical asymmetric relationship between verbal units. This view is largely shared by
psycholinguists, as well as the general learned public. Consider Russian examples in (5).
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(5) a. my bež-im       ‘We run’ 

   We  run(PRES)-1PL

b. ona beža-l-a       ‘She ran’

she run-PAST-FEM.SG

Russian verbs happen to agree with the subject in person and number in the present
tense (5a) and in gender and number in the past tense (5b). It seems unquestionable that
–im in (5a) appears because the clause subject is the first person plural pronoun, and –a
in (5b) because the subject is a feminine singular pronoun. But now consider (6), said
by a woman.

(6) ja beža-l-a         ‘I ran’

  I run-PAST-FEM.SG

What does the verb agree with now? With the first person subject pronoun? Hardly,
as that pronoun is not specified for gender. If the verb in (6) agrees with anything, it is the
speaker’s own gender. This counterexample is very simple and basic, but it suffices to
undermine the traditional grammatical approach. An alternative approach was proposed
in [18], the so-called cognition-to-form mapping. Apart from instances such as in (6),
there are other massive types of evidence that present problems to the grammatical
approach. To mention just a few:

• Instances of exophora: in a language such as Russian or Spanish, where adjectives are
specified for gender, one can use a sole feminine adjective as applied to a female that
is visible to the speaker and the addressee but was never mentioned before verbally.

• Non-local context: agreement features may appear on certain words, while the nearest
previous mention in discourse was beyond a reasonable syntactic context, for example
in the previous sentence or the previous paragraph.

• Conjunction: conjoined singular nouns typically cooccur with plural forms of verbs,
as in John and Mary are singing.

The cognition-to-form mapping approach suggests that referents are equipped with
certain features in mental representation, and these features are mapped on certain sites
required by the grammar of the given language. If features of one and the same referent
are mapped onto two or several sites, we observe agreement between these sites, as in
(5). But it is parallel agreement, resulting from a common external cause, rather than
from a formal relationship between linguistic constituents.

The reason why linguists and other scholars still adhere to the problematic notion
of form-to-form grammatical agreement is probably associated with the common but
narrow view of language as a symbolic system operating on words and governed by for-
mal rules. If language is seen as a cognitively-based and usage-oriented communication
process, the picture becomes much more clear and makes better sense.

7 Multichannel Communication

Whenwe communicate naturally, we not only produce chains of words, but also intonate,
gesticulate, assume various postures, interact with eye gaze, etc. These processes are
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traditionally studied by different academic disciplines. Linguistics has been traditionally
largely restricted to the verbal component,while someother componentswere considered
in psychology, neuroscience, or other disciplines. However, the actual communication
process is whole and undivided, and the realization of this truth gave rise to the idea
of multimodality, see e.g. [19–23]. Verbal language is interwoven with other kinds of
communicative behavior, and this is one of the facets of language embodiment.

In fact, the notion of multimodality is somewhat overstated, as just two modalities
are explored at the present time: auditory and visual, or, from the addresser’s perspective,
vocal and kinetic. Each of the modalities involves a number of communication channels,
so I prefer the notion of multichannel discourse; see [24] and Fig. 3 below.

Fig. 3. A model of multichannel discourse

This approach was used as a foundation for the resource “Russian Pear Chats and
Stories” (RUPEX) created for multichannel research, see www.multidiscourse.ru. This
resource is intended to approach the actual richness of natural communication “as is”
and registers multiple kinds of communicative behavior, including verbal, prosodic, ges-
tural, and oculomotor behavior. These kinds of behavior are presented in the form of
multimedia documentation and the corresponding detailed annotations. Figure 4 illus-
trates the organization of RUPEX. RUPEX has an advanced search system allowing
one to find specific phenomena of various channels and combinations thereof, see
www.multidiscourse.ru/search/?locale=en#!/query.

This kind of a resource allows one to address numerous research questions about the
actual use of language in communication, for example:

• Cooperation of channels: how various commnication channels are coordinated with
each other, for example how different is manual behavior while speaking and while
listening;

• Temporal alignment of channels: how individual behaviors belonging to various chan-
nels are (de)synchronized with respect to each other, for example whether manual
gestures anticipate the corresponding EDUs;

http://www.multidiscourse.ru
http://www.multidiscourse.ru/search/%3Flocale%3Den%23!/query
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Fig. 4. An illustration of RUPEX organization

• Relationships between the vocal and and the kinetic channels: how different are the
systems of speech and gestures, for example whether termporal characteristics of
gestures and prosody are organized by the same or different basic principles;

• Addressee’s attention to addresser’s behavior: which communicative behaviors are
produced in the interests of the addressee and which ones mostly help the addresser
to formulate the message, for example whether addressees watch manual gestures
produced by the speaker;

• Individual variation: what is the degree of variation in interlocutors’ patterns, for
example how the individual F0 range affects intonational patterns or how individual
amplitude of manual movements affects the interpretation of such movements as
communicative or physiological.

According to the widely held assumptions, linguistic communication consists of ver-
bal code. An act of communication is a message sent from an addresser to an addressee.
The speaker is an addresser, and the hearer is an addressee. Messages sent back and forth
between interlocutors are temporally sequential (turn taking). Production and compre-
hension are two separate processes. All of these traditional assumptions are called into
question in the multichannel perspective.

While speaking, the speaker visually tracks the hearer’s behavior. That helps the
speaker’s predictive planning [25]. An interlocutor can simultaneously produce signal
in one channel and receive signal in another channel (or even in the same channel).
The speaker thus is, simultaneously, an addressee in communication. Accordingly, the
hearer is an addresser at the same time. Instead of clear-cut communication turns we
observe multiple communication acts across various channels. Channels conspire in
building multi-channel turns. A complex cognitive ensemble of interwoven vocal and
kinetic acts operates, in which interlocutors simultaneously transmit signals in various
directions [26]. A new theory of natural communication must be developed along these
lines, on the basis of the reality of face-to-face multichannel discourse.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

We daily produce a huge amount of talk and writing. Language and speech are an overt
manifestation of our covert cognition. They represent a massive and directly observ-
able source of knowledge on general cognitive systems, such as those mentioned in
this paper: goal-oriented behavior, decision making, non-deterministic choice, working
memory, attention, consciousness, predictive planning, self-monitoring, theory of mind,
embodiment, etc. It would be equally easy to demonstrate how other cognitive systems
surface in everyday language use, for example long-term memory, intentionality, cate-
gorization, affordances, or priming. The observation of natural language use may lead
to novel insights and grounded conclusions on cognitive systems and processes.

At the present time, the observation of linguistic phenomena is expedited due to
the existence of resources, or corpora. For example, the Google Books Ngram Viewer
is a vast collection of written texts allowing diachronic cognitive studies such as [27].
The Russian National Corpus, mostly containing written texts (but speech as well) gives
rise to studies in cognitive semantics such as [28]. The potential of various spoken and
multichannel corpora was discussed above in sufficient detail. Apart from corpora, it is
important to mention that grammars of various languages can also serve as resource for
general cognitive studies.

I believe that the usefulness of linguistic resources remains underestimated. Most
typically, linguists are interested in narrow linguistic issues, while those interested in
cognitive science only infrequently consult rich observational data. I hope to havedemon-
strated in this paper that corpus-based studies, using the general scientific methodology
of observation, may be quite powerful. It is useful to look at what people do when they
communicate naturally. And nothing prevents one from using observation in conjunction
with the complementary methods of experiment and modeling, as again was illustrated
above.

Conversely, in order to understand linguistic phenomena, one needs to turn to general
cognitive processes. Even though the interdisciplinary field of cognitive science has been
around for a long time, serious convergence is still in the future. Such convergence may
lead to a better understanding of how the human mind works.
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Abstract. Here, we present a selective review of the tendencies in the develop-
ment of mind-and-brain studies and their emerging perspectives. Our assessment
is less subjective in the part, which concerns with major trends of cognitive sci-
ence. Two of them are, firstly, the interdisciplinarity of research, and, secondly, an
accent on intended (or at least claimed) practical results. In fact, the trends have
been established decades ago but new quality was reached towards the beginning
of the 21st century. Thus, natural sciences started tomergewith the humanities and
applied research was involved in advance of new and emerging technologies. This
development requires assimilating basic cognitive results if they are sufficiently
reliable. As perspectives, we discuss at more lengths four actual challenges: the
necessity to implement gaze contacts in video-based conferences and distant com-
munication; classical problem of sensus communis: evolutionary models of cogni-
tive organization; possible methodological drawbacks in the recent brain-mapping
studies of lexical representations while listening to orally presented narratives.

Keywords: Attention · Communication · Eye-to-Eye contacts · Sensus
communis · FMRI · Evolution · Lateralization · Neurosemantics · Narratives

1 Introduction

Galilean revolution as the way of gaining new knowledge was connected to a radical
simplification of picture of the world. These developments led to the rise of nature
philosophy as a precursor to modern natural sciences. Centuries later, a prominent stu-
dent of motivation, Heinz Heckhausen [1], described the early history of psychology
in approximately the following words: “To become a science, psychology, first, lost
soul, and then – consciousness and reasoning”. New mentalist strain in psychology and
related disciplines can be described as regaining these previously lost research territories,
however under the methodological standards of natural sciences. While reasoning and
intellect were central components from the beginnings of cognitive science the study
of consciousness and awareness are at focus of many contemporary efforts. Though
today’s status of soul is less clear, phenomenology of shame, conscience, and personal
significance is slowly becoming an important topic of research as well.

Similarly, Jerry Fodor [2] describing the organization of the mind-and-brain has
assumed that besides sensory ‘transducers’ and classical cognitive modules some non-
modular systems with isotropic architecture may exist. He called these hypothetical
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mechanisms of higher-order cognition ‘central systems’ and claimed that they will be
outside of reach for scientificmethodology. It seems that this last assertionwas premature
in the view of recent studies on neurosemantics, which we will discuss at the end of the
article.

The major correlate of this trend to interdisciplinarity is the combination of methods,
which virtually led to qualitative shift in the whole scientific landscape. There seems to
be no impassable gap between the two branches of science–onewhich tries to understand
(as in the humanities), and one which tries to explain (as in mathematics and natural
sciences) mental phenomena. The splitting was popular at the beginning of the 20th

century and afterward.
The second main trend is the intention to apply cognitive science to real world prob-

lems. The support for applied research was increasingly important for granting agencies
and foundations. The members of scientific community were not always unanimously
positive on this trend as it was sometimes different from the standards of basic science.
However, applied studies have some obvious primacies vis-à-vis academic research. In
basic research, one can be satisfied with rather spurious effects on the edge of statis-
tical significance. We can easily accept a 5% level of significance in basic research of
cognitive effects but hardly one would accept a flying apparatus that successfully lands
only 95 times out of one hundred. Metaphorically speaking, the cognitive pudding has
to be eaten. This means that we have to show that the results of cognitive manipulations
are of some relevance for the domains of public practical interests, such as medicine,
education, and technology. Fortunately, the development of these domains is fast and
overwhelming, especially in new and emerging technologies. Therefore, demands on the
applicability of predominantly basic studies are not very strong. One can even say that
every reliably established effect in cognitive research will sooner or later get practical
significance and the only problem is to find, which ones. A priority of applied research
is also that we have to pay more attention to ecological validity. This emphasis on the
world around usmay be helpful in revealing the real cognitivemechanisms and facilities.

Of course, the issue of perspectives is more related to individual preferences and
granularity of interests. There are many studies from various topics, where we see today
a sudden progress in revision of seemingly well-established views, for example, in eye-
tracking research [3, 4] and in discussing the classical problem of visual world stability
[5–7]. For this paper, we have selected four such topics based on our personal research
experience, and evaluation of their immediate and middle-term potential for application.

2 Communication Through Gaze Contacts

The pandemic has demonstrated once more that communication is the core cohesion
element of our society and any functioning economy. Though telegraph and telephone
made serious changes in behavior and, probably, mentality of people, these technologies
raised only minor attention of the first experts to human factors engineering. It was the
WWII that posed issue of attention and communication with the help of new technical
means. As a young pilot in the Battle of England, Donald Eric Broadbent [8] first
noticed that it is difficult to identify the content and to localize the source of one of the
dozens voices simultaneously heard through his headphones during an air fight. These
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communication problems in understandingwhat was being said contrastedwith a perfect
understanding of one interesting talk among many others in natural spatial environment,
for example, during a cocktail party. Broadbent’s observation was a starting point for
the decades of known cognitive studies of selective attention, initially auditory and then
also visual.

By the end of 20th century, a variation of this general theme has arisen, as a bun-
dle of new topics on human-robot interaction and joint human-machine activity. The
first studies only mimicked the interaction. They demonstrated that gaze direction is of
importance to disambiguate the notorious difficulty in understanding words involved
in the description of an object’s spatial locations [9]. Disambiguation of speech about
spatial locations is crucial for any constructive enterprise, both for human-robot and for
human-human interactions.

Besides the spatial aspect, eye movements in communication are of importance for
something else, namely for establishing a channel of an immediate emotional feedback
and for supporting mutual trust and affection in conversation. For example, eye-to-eye
contacts facilitate alignment of emotional expression and feeling of human participants
[10] and it helps in interaction with artificial agents [11]. Their implementation in pro-
totypes of industrial communication systems dramatically improved mutual satisfaction
and joint performance in constructive tests up to the level close or equal to that of face-
to-faces meetings [12]. Moreover, dedicated brain ‘machinery’ seems to be behind these
cognitive-affective effects with specific course of neurodevelopment in early ontogen-
esis [13]. The role of gaze contacts is different for children with disturbance such as
Autistic Spectrum Disorders and Williams syndrome [14, 15].

Immediate feedback, fluency and mutual trust certainly do not belong to the strong
features of all the conventional “talking heads” systems,which are used nowadaysworld-
wide for distant teaching and business communication. Interacting with these systems is
tiresome and irritating for most of participants. Perhaps, their major drawback is the lack
of eye-to-eye contact? Not only in ordinary conversation but even in public lecturing in
front of big audience as well, we select some persons face and eyes for such personal
contact. This basic biosocial mechanism has to be better studied and implemented before
long as one of the primary perspectives of cognitive research.

3 Metamorphoses of “Sensus Communis”

The next perspective is in fact a very old one. Around 350 BC, Aristotle in “De Anima”
(III, 2) argued for the integrated sensorial capacity of the soul’s possession that allows it to
feel and to differentiate any, as wewould say, intermodal qualities of objects. This “koine
aesthesis” capacity –or “sensus communis”, in Latin translation1– is instantaneous and
therefore cannot be attributed to one of the many symmetrical organs of the human body.
For Aristotle, that was the heart playing the role of a link between body and soul. With
the progress in understanding of heart functioning in subsequent centuries, the focus of
search for the seat of sensus communis shifted to brain structures. Descartes attributed
it to the pineal gland on the reason that it is not an anatomically duplicated part of the

1 Unfortunately, the English translation of the Aristotle’s term as “common sense” is rather
misleading.
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brain and, thus, could serve as the site of the Aristotelian sensus communis. On the eve of
Christmas in 1640, Descartes wrote to his life-long friend Marin Mersenne: “And since
it is the only solid part of the whole brain which is unique, it is necessary that it is the
seat of the sensus communis, that is to say, that of thought, and as a consequence that of
the soul; for the one cannot be separated from the other” [16; 264].

The story of locating reflective thought within the midbrain’s structure could be dis-
missed as one of “Descartes errors” but we cannot so easily discharge the very Aristotle-
Descartes’s problem. In our century, a hypothesis about the special role in intermodal
integration of the subcortical clausrum was proposed by Frencis Crick and Christof
Koch [17]. Diffusion tensor imaging reinforced the view on the exceptional density and
variation of sensory tracts in this structure and there was a report on reversible changes
of consciousness during claustrum’s deep brain stimulation in clinical context [18]. At
the same time, direct experiments did not support the idea of intermodal integration
because the responses of the claustrum to sensory stimulation were primarely unimodal
[19]. There is no obvious growth of the claustrum in anthropogenesis. This means that
it may play a relay’s function in connection between the neocortex and the hippocampal
formation [20].

Perhaps, the hippocampal formation, specifically the right parahippocampal gyrus,
is a more promising target in the search. There was an asymmetry in the effective (cause-
and-effect) connections of this part of the hippocampal formation and two intermodal
areas, the left and the right inferior parietal cortex (LIPC and RIPC, respectively), as
reported by a couple of studies [21, 22]. Thesewere resting state functional neuroimaging
studies were participants’ brain activity is recorded in the absence of a task, during rest,
which is a basic state of consciousness. In this state, the right hippocampuswas influenced
by both LIPS and RISP, when the left hippocampus was influenced only ipsilaterally, by
the LIPC activity.

If we take into account that the parahippocampal gyrus is one of themain destinations
for the dorsal visual stream with its egocentric spatial coordinate system [23], then one
can explain why the phenomenology of Cartesian cogito in health and disease seems
to be particularly related to the right hemisphere [24]. Indeed, there may be a simple
heuristics, which is to look for self-related data at the center of egocentric representation
of environment. Therefore, normally, it is the right hippocampal formation providing
an easy-to-find gateway into much of what we call “subjective experience”. After right-
hemisphere lesions, representation of “Ego/Self” may vanish or be somewhere shifted
and, thus, lost within the scrambled spatial frame of reference leading to a variety of
more or less salient and predictable consequences for the behavior and mental life. This
hypothesis can be better specified or possibly (dis)proven in the years to come.

4 Grand Design of Cognitive Organization

In 2020, a book was published by Routledge [25]. The book waited for a translation into
English more than 70 years, since its first appearance in 1947 in Moscow. The author,
Nikolai Bernstein, was one of the founders of biomechanics and an enthusiastic propo-
nent of evolutionary view on the development of motor behavior. He and his work fell in
disgrace for the overt criticism of Pavlov’s conditional reflexes and the theory of Higher
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Nervous Activity in the last chapter of the book. But the main body of the text is a posi-
tive stance devoted to description of four levels of movements’ construction in humans,
from level A to level D. First level (Paleokinetic Regulations) involves spinal cord and
brain stem up to midbrain. Its function is the regulation of the muscles’ tonus, vestibular
and defensive reflexes. At the second level (Synergies), the “thalamus-pallidum system”
permits a broad sensory integration, which regulates movements of the organism as a
whole and transforms it into a “locomotory machine”. Rhythmic and cyclic patterns
of movements are typical for this level’s control. The next round of evolution (Spatial
Field) adds exteroception to the sensory feedbacks. This makes possible one-time goal/
place-directed movements and spatially-contingent behavior. The structures that sup-
port these functions are new parts of the basal ganglia (striatum) and stimulotopically
organized cortical areas, especially in the posterior parietal cortex. Then, a new spiral
of evolution leads to the building of secondary areas of the neocortex such as found in
parietal, premotor, and temporal regions. This level of Object Actions permits detailed
form perception and object-adjusted manipulations.

Not much could be said about cognition and affect in 1947. Bernstein sketchy
described sensory side of these four levels and their forms of awareness, from pro-
topathic sensitivity and proprio-/tangoreceptoric sensation within the body’s frame of
reference (levels A andB) to phenomenal experience of a stable voluminous surrounding
and individualized objects affording some but not other actions at the levels C and D
(the latter description is a bit in the spirit of Gestalt school [26]). He also said in one
sentence that there are one or two levels of “higher symbolic coordination” above this
hierarchy.

Now, the main problem of this remarkable book is the evidence base and relation to
modern data. The distinction of levels C and D vividly reminds us all the discussions
about two pathways (dorsal and ventral streams) in visual and auditory information
processing [27, 28]. Extending Bernstein’s model and linking it to the bulk of contem-
porary neurocognitive data, lead to the proposal of two additional levels [24, 29] −
Conceptual Structures (as level E) and Metacognitive Coordination (as level F). These
considerations are qualitative. In a more quantitative manner, there seems to be a strange
difference in predominant hemispheric localization between levels. It is right-sided for
levels C and F, and left-sided for levels D and E, with respect to functional and effective
connectivity [22, 29, 30] as well as to the expression of molecular mechanisms such
as classical protein-coding genes and regulatory microRNA [31]. Does evolution play
Ping-Pong with our brain’s hemispheres?

A number of other questions arise both on global and on micro scales of an analysis.
Could the spontaneous natural evolutionon its-ownproduce thewell-organizedhierarchy
or does it rely on a flexible heterarchical structure? Dynamically changing roles of the
leading and background levels are characteric for heterarchies [32].WilliamBechtel and
Leo Bich [33] recently argued for the heterarchical hypothesis and showed that cognitive
control as decision-making does exist already in bacteria. These authors discussed how
some species of cyanobacteria rely on an internal representation of the light–dark cycle
(a circadian clock) to regulate a host of activities. For Bechtel and Bich, this is an
example of ‘grounding cognition’, which is a decision-making demand placed on all
living organisms. Thus, one could ask on how data on biochemistry and genetics of this
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kind have to be integrated into a general model of cognitive organization (Grand Design
Model)? We must also explain other apparent paradoxes of the evolution of cognition
such as the intellectual achievements in some species of birds, which are creatures
without a neocortex. And what are the final stages in evolution of mind-and-brain? In
any case, the newest part of the human brain, its frontopolar regions (BA 10), seems to be
involved not in abstract cognition but rather in multitasking of banal everyday activities.

5 Semantics in the Brain and in the World

The last perspective to discuss here emerged only a few years ago. In 2016, Alexander
Huth and his colleagues published a paper demonstrationg for the first time how semantic
information is represented in the entire neurocognitive system [34]. As a matter of fact,
previous studies tested only a small set of categories (living things, tools, food and
others) [35, 36] or relied solely on clinical observations [37]. Huth and colleagues [34]
studied brain representation of the English language words with the help of functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in seven participants in response to orally presented
meaningful stories (narratives). The authors reported two main results. Firstly, brain
mapping of natural language categories on a two-dimensional surface of the cortex
showed a similarity in activated voxels and their zones to the outlines of theDefaultMode
Network (DMN). Secondly, these representations demonstrated a wide distribution with
no obvious signs of the initially expected asymmetry towards the left hemisphere.

There were several follow-up studies. Dehghani et al. [38] used a slightly different
methodology and three groups of native speakers of English, Chinese, and Farsi. They
reported similar results for all languages confirming the DMN involvement. A number of
different studies were conducted with meaningful texts in the Russian language [39, 40],
two of which are published in this volume [41, 42]. These numerous studies reflect the
search for an appropriate methodology of investigation on the intersection of linguistics,
psychology, and neurophysiology. At last, they were closer in methods and results to the
initial researchofHuth and colleagues [34]with evenbroader distributionof active voxels
across the whole brain. A few neurosemantic lexical clusters were clearly identified after
processing the data. The clusters were thematically specific and relatively coherent. One
can then speculate that meaning construction by the human brain is a process in the art of
using Propp’s “narratemes” grammar [43] or in the stylistics of Picasso’s late paintings
producing an exact meaning by a combination of only few crude brushes.

All these results are interesting and at the same time they are a bit suspicious. As
to the unusually wide distribution of activated clusters it could simply be explained by
the low level of significance and multiple comparisons as mostly the faults positive.
However, individual data in a subgroup of participants –we selected them as committed
to the study and interested in the content– were well correlated after only a minimal
smoothing of voxels [42]. Our data also showed that lexical representations of narratives
have situational nature [40]. Descriptions of situational semantics are well-known from
this part of semantic literature [44]. Still, many questions remained unanswered. Why
were the successful studies of the sort confined to the coherent stories with a plot and
not to lists of words or fragments of otherwise meaningful texts? Is this a motivating
effect that has better ecological validity? Or is it an artifact due to some circularity of
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the procedure? At the beginning, one builds-up the metrics of semantic similarity into
features of multidimensional vectors that describe the words of narratives. Then, a long
post-processing of combined linguistic and imaging data follows. Perhaps, at the end, we
receive a kind of the same metrics again within and between the resulting neurosemantic
clusters.

Disentangling the world and its brain representations is a formidable scientific and
philosophical problem. For us, it seems plausible that the regularities of language and the
world they reflect may shape the processing correlations in the brain. Moreover, the real
world is represented in multiple imaginary worlds that are as subjective as are the stories
in the most narratives. Hopefully, general considerations like these would be acceptable
for the cognitive science community as a sufficient explanation, which is necessary at
early stages of the long way to a better understanding of, in Donald Hebb’s forulation,
the “Conceptual Nervous System”.

6 Conclusions

Based on an invited talk to the conference, in this article we described two major trends
and four perspectives of modern cognitive research. The major trends of the last decades
emphasize interdisciplinarity of research and potential for practical use. In the near
future, the third trend may well be the emphasis on artificial – the introduction of virtual
andmixed realities aswell as artificial forms of life in ther standard experimental settings.
Already today, there are many examples that point in this direction [10, 12, 45].

Our selection of perspectives was rather arbitrary. These respective four domains of
research are new and old. For example, very new are imaging studies in neurosemantics,
which were conducted only in couple of laboratories. Relatively new is the theme of
communication by the gaze contacts. In contrast, very old is the classical Aristotle-
Deascartes’ sensus communis problem. The issue of hierarchical modeling in functional
neurology is also started even before the book by Nikolai Bernstein was published in
1947.Names scolars such as JohnHughlings Jackson [46] and PaulMacLean [47] should
be mentioned. A common denominator in all the perspectives is that some dynamics is
currently visible in their investigation. This permits us to hope on a further progress.

Acknowledgments. Thanks are due to Maria Arsiladou, Artemiy Kotov, and Michael Posner for
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Abstract. Cognitive abilities are related to academic performance and profes-
sional success. Research shows that about 1–10% of individuals have outstanding
cognitive abilities. Critically, theoretical and empirical criteria of assessing cog-
nitive performance are understudied and less well understood. A measure of core
cognitive performance is mental attentional capacity that reflects the number of
items an individual can hold and manipulate in mind; quantitative changes in
the development of mental attentional capacity have been theoretically defined.
We examine normative performance, as well as theoretical and empirical criteria
for identifying children with outstanding cognitive performance in early grades
using a classic measure of mental-attentional capacity. Children in grades 1, 2,
3, and 4 (N = 277) completed the Figural Intersection Task (FIT). Results show
that normative scores fromRussian speaking children closely followed theoretical
expectations for all grades and were in agreement with past empirical data. Crite-
ria for over-performance were set to be+2 and+3 above theoretical expectations
and empirical scores for each age group. Percentages close to those obtained in
the literature were obtained primarily using the stricter criterion. Considerations
for future research and practical implications are discussed.

Keywords: Cognitive ability · Cognitively gifted children · Criteria ·Mental-
attentional capacity

1 Introduction

A small percentage of children significantly outperform their peers on measures of cog-
nitive abilities. Cognitively gifted children are usually defined as those who per- form
within the top 1–10% of the same age sample [1–3]. This advanced intellectual capacity
is linked to successful performance in school settings [4]. Intelligence tests and related
metrics remain popular measures for identifying gifted children [5, 6]. Critically, intel-
ligence tests have been widely recognized as being culturally biased [6]. More recently
there has been a shift in measures from intelligence scales to tasks based on core cog-
nitive abilities, such as executive function and working memory [7]. Core cognitive
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abilities improve across childhood and adolescence; however, developmental theories
rarely quantify these changes. One theory that quantifies changes in cognitive abilities
is the Theory of Constructive Operators by way of increases in mental attention [8,
9]. Mental attention is a limited resource, which corresponds to the ability to hold and
process information in mind. Mental attention undergoes linear, quantitative increases
that can reflect stagewise changes in capacity across typically developing children and
adolescents [8–11]. Specifically, the Theory of Constructive Operators proposes that
mental-attentional capacity increases by 1 unit every other year after the age of 3 years
and reaches 7 units in 15–16 year olds [8, 12]. Thus, typically developing children
entering school in Moscow at 7–8 years in grade 1 are expected to have on average a
mental-attentional capacity of 3 units and at 9–10 years in grade 3 this capacity should
increase to 4. Grade 2 (8–9 years) and grade 4 (10–11 years) can be considered as years
with mental-attentional capacity between units 3 and 4 and units 4 and 5, respectively.
This study examines for the first time normative performance of Russian speaking chil-
dren on a classic measure of mental-attentional capacity and identifies the criteria for
detection of comparable proportion (i.e., 1–10%) of over-performers for this task using
theoretical and empirical thresholds.

Parametric measures of mental attentional capacity are characterized by multiple
levels of difficulty and invariant executive demand across levels. Because these tasks
require minimal background knowledge and pose minimal language demands they have
been characterized as culture-fair [11, 13]. The original task that evaluates mental-
attentional capacity is the FIT - Figural Intersection Task [8, 13], which demonstrated
high correlations with intelligence tests [12, 14] and academic performance [15, 16].
Research shows that children who are identified as gifted using intelligence measures,
on average score one unit abovemainstreamchildren onmental-attentional capacity tasks
[14]. Another study showed gifted children scoring about two units higher on measures
of mental-attentional capacity [17]. Critically, the proportion of over-performers in tasks
of mental attentional capacity has not been directly investigated. To test methods that
can help obtain 1–10% of over-performers on the FIT we consider the following criteria:
Theoretical (prediction for their age+ 2± 1) and Empirical (average M-score of an age
group + 2 ± 1).

Overall, the aims of the present study are (a) to verify normative performance
in school age children on the FIT and (b) to identify the optimal criterion of over-
performance for the FIT.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Participants

Children from grades 1, 2, 3 and 4 participated in the study (N = 277; 53% of males,
6–12 years old, M = 9.24, SD = 0.9; Table 1). Participants completed the FIT as part
of a larger study. All methods and procedures were approved by the ethics committee at
National Research University Higher School of Economics, and signed consent forms
were obtained from parents.
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Table 1. Sample characteristics by grade.

Grade Age Females Males

Mean SD N

1 7.88 0.41 17 4 13

2 8.69 0.35 132 60 72

3 9.68 0.38 84 42 42

4 10.71 0.65 42 22 20

2.2 Materials

The FIT [13] was presented on paper. This task contained several levels with increasing
complexity. Each assignment consisted of some geometrical shapes presented on the
right side of the page that children had to mark with a dot, and the overlap of these
shapes was presented on the left side of the page where respondents had to place only
one dot where all the shapes intersected. The task has seven levels of mental demand,
which were indexed by the number of relevant shapes that ranged from 2 to 8. Items
were marked as correct or incorrect. The highest achieved mental demand level passed
with a percentage of 75% or higher represented the mental-attentional (M)-score of the
child and constituted its mental-attentional capacity.

3 Procedures

Testing was conducted in groups of 15–20 children in their classrooms using the paper-
and-pencil FIT. After each session that lasted around 45 min, children received a small
gift (e.g., pencil, ruler).

Average scores and proportion of over-performance were calculated. To achieve
the top 1–10% of over-performers we consider the following two criteria: Theoretical
prediction for their age + 2 ± 1, and empirical average M-score of age group + 2 ± 1.

4 Results

Mean M-scores for each age group are shown on Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows percentage of
students who passed the theoretical and empirical criteria.
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Fig. 1. Mean M-scores for all children.

Fig. 2. The percentage of children that passed the +2 and +3 theoretical and empirical criteria.
Note: The black line represents the expected 1–10% of over-performers, as proposed by the
literature.
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5 Discussion

We examined normative scores and criteria of cognitive over-performance using the FIT
in young school aged children. Results show that children in our sample showed mean
M-scores consistent with theoretical predictions [8, 18] that are also comparable with
empirical scores from previous studies [11, 19]. These findings provide further support
to past claims that parametric measures of mental attentional capacity are culturally fair
[11, 20], and can be administered to Russian speaking children for assessing mental
attention.

Percentage of children over-performing at+2 criterionwas close to 10% for children
in grade 1 and grade 2, however for children in grades 3 and 4 the+2 criterionwas liberal
as we obtained a higher-than-expected percentage of over-performers. The empirical cri-
terion was more conservative than the theoretical criterion, for all grades, except grade 1.
A stricter criterion of+3 units above theoretical predictions and empirical scores yielded
no child over-performers in grade 1, and proportions closer to 5% for children in grade 2,
consistent for both theoretical and empirical criteria. Children in grade 3 and 4 showed
percentage discrepancy between empirical and theoretical percentages. In agreement
with past reports on the proportion of over-performing children [1–3], the current data
suggest that over-performance criteria on the FIT were better for younger children. Con-
siderations for the factors of why a larger number of children over-performed in older
grades may be related to situational aspects. Specifically, testing with a large number
of children at the same time may have encouraged children, particularly older children,
to interact and help each other. Also, older children may have used strategies that they
were asked to avoid (i.e., using their fingers or pens to outline shapes). Future research
should take this into consideration, as this is the first study that examines theoretical and
empirical criteria to identify the percentage of over-performance on a classic measure of
mental attentional capacity. Indeed, further research is needed to replicate the findings
on this task and verify criterion validity with additional measures of mental attentional
capacity.

6 Conclusion

The current study examined normative mental attentional scores in school age children
and theoretical and empirical criteria for identifying over-performance using FIT. The
M-score +2 criterion is too lenient for older children that required a higher criterion
M-score +3 to reach percentage levels closer to expected 1–10% of over-performance.
Theoretically, results suggest that core cognitive measures of mental attentional capacity
generate comparable normative scores with Russian children, verifying culture fairness.
Practically, this research points to additional research directions to replicate and verify
over-performance criteria, useful for assessing children with high cognitive abilities.
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Abstract. Video game competitions known as “esports” are rapidly gaining pop-
ularity around the world. Esports is legally recognized as a sport in several coun-
tries. It was a demonstration event at the 2018 Asian Games and was discussed as
a potential addition to the Olympic program at the 2018 Esports Forum, organized
by the International Olympic Committee. Even so, the status of esports remains
a highly disputed topic in academia. In this paper, we argue that to be promoted
as a full-fledged sport esports has to be associated with talents and health benefits
similar to traditional sports. Existing studies indicate that traditional team sports
and amateur gaming are both related to cognitive advantages. To evaluate the
extent of this similarity at the professional level, we assessed perceptual-cognitive
abilities of (semi-)professional esports players (N = 31) and professional soccer
and basketball players (N = 43). Esports players and athletes performed equally
well in complex tests measuring attentional control, short-term and working spa-
tial memory span, attention distribution, reaction time, and hand-eye coordina-
tion. Esports players outperformed athletes in the speed of visual search. This
data supports the idea that esports and traditional team sports demand a similar
level of perceptual-cognitive ability from professionals and might provide similar
cognitive benefits.

Keywords: Esports · Video games · Competitive gaming · Perceptual-cognitive
skills ·Multiple object tracking · Visual attention · Sport psychology

1 Introduction

1.1 Relevancy of Esports

Today 2.7 billion people in the world play video games on different devices [1]. Rapid
growth of the video game industry supports the rise of professional athletic ambition.
Large-scale tournaments with championship titles and prize money are held every year
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for multiple competitive video games. Jointly they are recognized as “esports” (or “elec-
tronic sports”). In 2019 viewership of these tournaments has exceeded 450 million
people; in 2020 global esports economy is expected to generate revenues of $1.1 bil-
lion, a year-on-year growth of +15.7% [2]. Today professional gamers can seek not
only long-term contracts with esports organizations, salaries, and sponsorships, but also
scholarships in universities around the world. They can also count on government sup-
port: for example, in 2016 esports was included in the Russian National Register of
Sports [3]. In 2018 esports was featured as a demonstration event in the Asian Games
(second largest multi-sports event after the Olympic Games) [4].

Despite the popularity and state recognition of esports in several countries, its status
and ambitions remain a hot topic of discussion. Electronic sport has formal features
of sport such as tournaments, referees, records, fans, federations, and so on. However,
player’s activity unfolds mainly in the virtual environment; player manipulates game
objects through input devices (keyboard, mouse, controller) while maintaining a sitting
position. The physical component of gaming is limited to finemotor skills of hands; there
is no heavy load on the muscles, most of the work takes place in the mental sphere. This
peculiarity has led some researchers to the conclusion that esports can’t be considered
a sport, and is instead an example of “sportification” (inclusion of sports elements into
non-sports activity for monetization) [5, 6]. Others, guided, for example, by B. Suites’
criteria, acknowledge esports as a full-fledged sport [5, 7, 8].

Conflicts of opinions about the status of esports are aggravated by the lack of sci-
entific data. So far, little is known about professional gaming’s physical and cognitive
requirements and how they compare to the requirements of traditional sports activity. Is
esports hard enough? Does it reveal peak human ability, and if it does – what kind of abil-
ity? Is competitive gaming beneficial to people who participate in it? These questions
were voiced, for example, at the 2018 Esports Forum, organized by the International
Olympic Committee in Switzerland [4]. Insufficient understanding of the cognitive and
physical demands of esports makes it difficult to make decisions about its promotion.

Data presented in this article might offer a partial solution to this problem.

1.2 Studies of Amateur Gaming

The highest demands and benefits of competitive gaming most likely belong to the
perceptual-cognitive domain. In the game, players must quickly react to a rapid change
of events, make decisions in conditions of uncertainty, track movement of characters on
the screen, discern relevant information in splashes of color, navigate the map - all while
performing quick and accurate keystrokes, movements of the mouse or thumbsticks on
the controller. These and other game tasks engage a wide range of perceptual-cognitive
abilities. It is logical to assume that people with higher cognitive abilities (due to talent
and/or training) are more likely to succeed in the game and achieve better results than
people with lower abilities. Esports players, being the most successful players, could
then possess the highest cognitive abilities among gamers that would reflect the peak
demands of the profession.

Studies of amateur gaming indicate exactly that. Over the past twenty years, the topic
of video game influence on perceptual-cognitive abilities has received decent coverage.
It is established that fans of the so-called “action” genre surpass people without gaming
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experience in reaction speed, accuracy of visual and auditory perception, volume and
distribution of attention, spatial abilities, subitizing, impulse control, volume of short-
termmemory, hand-eye coordination, cognitiveflexibility andmultitasking [9, 10]. Some
of these abilities improve in people without gaming experience when they are tasked to
play action video games for a period of time. The highest training effects are achieved
for perception, attention, and spatial abilities [9]. (Although some studies deny existence
of such effects [11]).

It is important to note that other genres of video games are less studied and are
sometimes associated with different or lesser cognitive advantages [10]. Fortunately,
in the discussion of esports, action video game studies are the most relevant. Many
esports video games officially belong to the action category (shooters, fighting games),
and others (e.g., MOBA, RTS) display key features of the genre that are relevant to
cognition: high tempo, bright visual stimulation, high mobility of objects on the screen,
rapid change of goals and input requirements, etc. Thus, the results ofmore general action
video-game studies could apply to them. Few notable studies examined esports video
games directly: for example, in one study women without gaming experience improved
cognitive flexibility after hours of training specifically in an esports game Starcraft [12].

Cognitive advantages of amateur players over non-players do not guarantee that
superior cognitive abilities also differentiatemore successful players from less successful
ones. Fortunately, this is addressed in several studies [13, 14]. For example, X.Li and
colleagues [13] compared cognitive abilities of average and high-rated amateur players
in the esports game League of Legends (participants were equal in how much time they
have invested into the game). Successful amateurs have shown superiority in all abilities
that were measured: cognitive flexibility, interference immunity, and impulse control.

Thus, existing studies provide some support to the ideas that cognitive abilities are
heavily engaged in competitive gaming, that abilities are enhanced to some extent, and
that elite players likely exhibit peak cognitive performance among gamers. How high
is this peak, however? No studies, to our knowledge, examined professional players
directly, nor explored whether cognitive demands of esports are high enough to match
those of traditional sports.

Traditional team sports, such as soccer and basketball, are associated with high
cognitive requirements. Studies confirm that high-skilled athletes are distinguished by
superior foresight, visual search, pattern recognition, situational awareness, and attention
distribution, not to mention reaction speed and hand-eye coordination [15, 16]. One
would imagine that to be included inmulti-sports events such as the Olympic games, that
celebrate peak human ability, esports has to be associatedwith someperceptual-cognitive
demands and benefits at least at the same level as traditional sports.

As a response to this concern, this article features results of our preliminary study
in which we administered several cognitive tests to (semi-)professional gamers and
professional soccer and basketball players and then compared the scores.
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2 Methods

2.1 Measures

Assessment of perceptual-cognitive abilities was conducted at the Moscow center of
advanced sport technologies. All data were collected in a single laboratory using one
set of equipment. Both athletes and gamers viewed testing as an evaluation of their
sport-related abilities and were instructed to try their best.

The following perceptual-cognitive skills were tested:
Visual attentional control was assessed by a Multiple object tracking task (MOT),

administered as a one “Core” session on the Neurotracker system [17]. Participant stood
in front of a screen with 3D glasses on. Before each trial, 8 identical targets (yellow
balls) appeared on the screen. Participant was instructed to pay attention to 4 of these.
Afterwards all 8 objects moved simultaneously for 8 s. At the end of the trial, participants
had to identify 4 key targets: the correct answer increased the speed of movement of
the objects in the next trial, mistake decreased it. The session consisted of 20 trials.
Maximum effective speed of tracking was recorded.

Choice reaction time was assessed by the Choice test on the Thought Technology
system. Participant stood in front of the PC screen divided into two halves; he was
holding two joysticks in his hands. Occasionally an arrow appeared on the right or left
side of the screen. Participant had to react as quickly as possible by pressing a button on
the left or right joystick. Speed and accuracy were measured.

Reaction time, hand-eye coordination, attention distribution, and peripheral vision
were assessed by two complex tests on Dynavision D2 system [18]. Dynavision D2 is
a panel equipped with light bulbs that can be pressed like buttons and are positioned in
the form of concentric circles. In the “standard” test, light bulbs lit up one by one in a
chaotic order across the entire area of the device. Participant’s task was to quickly notice
the signal and press the correct bulb with his hand. The signal persisted until the press.
The test lasted one minute. The best attempt of two in terms of speed was recorded.
In the “periphery” test light bulbs lit one by one on the peripheral circles of the panel.
Each signal only lasted 500 ms, after which the next bulb lit up. Participant was required
to press the correct bulb before its light disappeared. The test lasted two minutes; the
number of successful presses was recorded.

Visual search (switch) was assessed by the digital “Red-black tables” Schulte test.
Participant saw a table filled with black and red numbers on a PC screen, and was
instructed to click on these numbers in a given order: ascending – for black figures,
descending – for red Figs. (1 BLACK, 24RED, 2 BLACK, 23RED…). Thus, participant
had to quickly switch between principles of search. Speed was recorded.

Short-term spatial memory span was assessed by the “Geometric shapes” test. Nine
shapes flashed rapidly one after another on a PC screen. After that, participant was
presented with a series of shapes that included those he has seen before and new ones.
The task was to correctly identify shapes from the first series. Accuracy was measured.

Working spatial memory span was assessed using the Corsi block-tapping test [19].
Participant saw nine cubes on a PC screen. A cursor directed by the computer then
touched a certain number of cubes in a certain order. The task was to repeat the sequence.
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The length of the sequence increased after every third attempt up to nine touches.
Maximum length of successfully repeated sequence was recorded.

2.2 Participants

31 male Russian esports video game players aged 19–30 took part in the study. All
have recently participated in official Russian and international esports tournaments and
maintained top 2% ranked gaming profiles in their game of choice at the time of the study.
12 players were professionals, bound by contract to an esports organization. The rest
participated in tournaments independently and identified as semi-pro. 14 participants
specialized in shooter video games (CS:GO, Overwatch, Rainbow 6 Siege), the rest
specialized in MOBA and RTS video games (League of Legends, Dota 2, Starcraft 2).

43male professional soccer and basketball players aged 19–31 took part in the study.
All have recently participated in national and/or European championships. 14 out of 43
athletes were basketball players.

2.3 Ethics Statement

The research protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Moscow center of
advanced sport technologies (Protocol 10, 30.09.2019) [20]. All participants gave their
written consent.

3 Results

The comparison of samples was performed using Mann–Whitney U-test.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for each test. 1 – Dynavision “Standard”, 2 – Dynavision
“Periphery”, 3 – Neurotracker MOT, 4 – “Red-black tables”, 5 – “Geometric shapes”, 6 – Corsi
block-tapping test, 7 – Choice reaction time test (left-hand speed), 8 – Choice reaction time test
(right-hand speed).

Test Median
– esports

Median
– athletes

Min – max
esports

Min – max
athletes

Range
– esports

Range
– athletes

p-value

1 0.70 0.68 0.60–0.80 0.57–0.98 0.20 0.41 p > 0,39

2 22.00 24.00 6.00–58.00 6.00–78.00 52.00 72.00 p > 0,98

3 1.22 1.28 0.55–2.37 0.60–2.11 1.82 1.51 p > 0,27

4 3.29 4.02 2.27–5.35 1.84–6.21 3.08 4.37 p < 0,01

5 0.83 0.81 0.58–1.00 0.35–1.00 0.42 0.65 p > 0,07

6 7.00 6.50 5.00–9.00 6.00–9.00 4.90 3.00 p > 0,24

7 239.00 245.65 125.30–279.00 209.20–290.00 153.70 80.80 p > 0,4

8 245.00 236.56 208.23–286.00 202.23–279.88 77.77 77.65 p > 0,3
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Our data shows that esports players and team sports athletes perform equally well
in tests that measure visual attentional control, short-term and working spatial memory
span, choice reaction time, and hand-eye coordination. Esports players outperform team
sports players in the speed of visual search (switch) in the “Red-black tables” test (p <

0,001).

4 Discussion

Interpretation of the results must take into account possible advantages that one group
had over another. Neurotracker and Dynavision tests were developed specifically for the
evaluation and cognitive training of athletes [17, 18]. Neurotracker presents objects in
3D, while Dynavision demands wide hand movements, favoring those who swing with
strength; both tests involve a wide field of view. All this is more relevant to traditional
sports activity rather than esports. Thus, it is unexpected that our esports sample has not
fallen behind professional athletes in these tasks. Researchers have previously expressed
concern that cognitive advantages of gamers over non-players are only significant due to
the use of game-like digital tests in studies [10, 11]. Our results suggest that this might
not be the case. Since Dynavision tests are complex tests, measuring several abilities at
once, it is also possible that athletes and esports players relied on different abilities to
achieve similar results.

Esports players could have had an advantage over athletes in PC-based tests due to
their experience with mouse input. However, “Geometric shapes” test and Corsi block-
tapping test require neither speed nor high precision of mouse movements when dealing
with stimuli. It is unlikely that athletes were disadvantaged. We suggest that this also
applies to the “Red-black tables” test – the only test where gamers outperformed athletes.
In this task, speed of search was recorded, and one could argue that gamers clicked on
numbers quicker than athletes purely because of superior mouse movement. Although
this is true to some extent, it is important to note that the “Red-black tables” task is
normally performed at a relatively slow speed due to the high difficulty of switching
between search principles (participant needs to click black numbers in ascending order,
and red numbers – in descending order). It is unlikely that gamers’ advantage in mouse
movement rather than switch-efficiency and speed of visual search led to significant
differences between groups.

Video games indeed seem to be very demanding of visual search ability. Players
have to swiftly identify key units of information in a visual swarm of game events,
being guided by different principles of search for different units in different situations.
It makes sense that successful gamers succeed due to innate advantages in visual search.
In addition, studies indicate that video game training can further enhance visual search
ability [10].

5 Conclusion

Esports enthusiasts have long argued that esports deserves the same level of recognition
and promotion as traditional sports [4, 5]. Yet we argue that any high-profile sport
should be able to reveal peak human ability and offer potential health benefits to those
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who engage in it on an amateur or professional level. The results of our study provide
evidence that esports might at the very least have similarly high cognitive requirements
as soccer and basketball, and might provide similar cognitive benefits.

The main limitation of this study is that our esports sample included semi-
professional players and thus was less elite than our sample of professional athletes. If
samples were more equal, results could be more flattering for esports. It is also possible
that our sample of tests was not broad enough to identify perceptual-cognitive abilities
that are most involved in professional gaming. These concerns should be addressed in
future studies.
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Abstract. Theunderstandingof the relations between executive functions (specif-
ically cognitive flexibility) and language development (narrative production) in
5–6 years old children remains limited and contradictory. In this study we asked
269 monolingual children who were developing typically to performDimensional
Change Card Sort (DCCS)method, Raven’s Colored Progressivematrices test and
to create four narratives (retelling, creating a story based on one picture and on a
series of pictures). The aim of the study was to examine significant predictors of
the language development level in preschoolers. In children’s narratives one can
distinguish macrostructure and microstructure. The macrostructure comprises the
length of a story, its completeness, adequacy, narrative structure and narrative type,
i.e. structure parameters form a narrative as a cohesive and coherent utterance.
Phonetics, vocabulary, morphology, syntax compose narrative’s microstructure.
The results show that there is a strong correlation between cognitive flexibility
and macrostructure indicators of narrative production whereas there are much
fewer microstructure indicators that have correlations with cognitive flexibility.
The children who were able to perform the most difficult task of DCCS method
(with borders), were much better in narrative production. Raven’s results showed
that both indicators (non-verbal intelligence and cognitive flexibility) were pre-
dictors of the narrative structure. The results obtained in this study can contribute
to better cognitive development of children and their readiness for school.

Keywords: Preschool age · Cognitive development · Executive functions ·
Cognitive flexibility · Oral language · Narrative production

1 Introduction

1.1 Executive Functions and Language

Executive functions and language are both very important for academic performance in
different ages [1–3] but most of all they are key-factors that characterize readiness for
school [4, 5]. Numerous studies show that there is a strong correlation between executive
functions (EF) and literacy acquisition in 5–7 years old children [6, 7]. Among execu-
tive functions working memory seems to have the strongest relationship with language
production [8], however cognitive flexibility and inhibitory control are also related to [9,
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10]. However, data on the relation between cognitive flexibility and language production
remains limited and contradictory [11–14]. In particular, there is no data on the relation
between cognitive flexibility and narrative production in children for Russian language.

The current study aims to fill in this knowledge gap. It examines the relationship
between cognitive flexibility (as a component of executive functions) and oral narrative
skills in 5–6 years old children. In addition, one more question is raised: are there
any factors that can explain the relationship between EF and language development,
for example non-verbal intelligence (assessed with the Raven’s progressive matrices)?
Our study aimed to specify the contribution of each factor to the level of narrative
development.

1.2 Cognitive Flexibility

In this research cognitive flexibility is regarded as a component of EF. According to
Miyake’s model, EF are divided into the following three main components: working
memory, inhibition and cognitive flexibility [15]. Despite the fact that this model was
originally based on the results obtained in adults, the possibility of its use in describing
EF development during childhood was confirmed in the works of many authors [16–19].

Cognitive flexibility is related to the ability to switch from one rule to another or
«to shift between tasks or mental sets» [15]. One of the aspects of cognitive flexibility
is being able to change perspectives on an object or situation (i.e. to see it from another
position or point of view). Another aspect of cognitive flexibility involves changing the
way of thinking about the task and the way of choosing the ways to solve it. This ability
is based on two other EF components (working memory and inhibition) and comes later
during a child’s development [16]. For example, 3 years old children remain stuck in
their initial way of perceiving tasks and they cannot switch perspectives, for instance,
to change sorting dimensions in a sorting task [20]. Only at the age between 4 and
5 years most children can switch sorting dimensions on the Dimensional Change Card
Sort (DCCS) task [21].

1.3 Language Production

Language development includes a number of skills. It begins with the development of
phonetics and vocabulary; then grammar competence appears and becomes more and
more complex, the syntactical development begins as one-word-phrase (holophrase),
then complicates to two-words phrase etc. [22].

The most complex form of speech is a narrative (i.e. a monologue that is cohesive
and of coherent utterance). This form appears at the age of 5–6 years and is developing
until adulthood [23]. Narratives can be evoked by a story (retelling), by a picture and a
series of pictures and by a given situation [24–26].

Narrative as a complex utterance includes a number of indicators, such as phonetics,
vocabulary, morphology, syntax and structure parameters. These structure parameters
(completeness, adequacy, narrative structure and narrative type) form a narrative as a
cohesive and coherent utterance and differ it from just a number of sentences. Phonetics,
vocabulary, morphology, syntax are represented on word or sentence level, so within the
narrative they compose its microstructure. The means that allow to create a narrative
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as a cohesive and coherent utterance are called macrostructure of the narrative. The
macrostructure comprises the length of a story, its completeness, adequacy, narrative
structure and narrative type [27, 28].

1.4 Relation Between Cognitive Flexibility and Language Production

Numerous studies have revealed a significant relationship between language skills and
EF in children [29]. Most of them revealed intercorrelations between working memory
and language development. Nevertheless, the relationship between cognitive flexibility
and inhibitory control and language production remains not very clear.

There are some indirect indices of this relationship. For example, the Uzundag and
Küntay study [30] showed that for children at 5 years old the level of EF’s development
(including cognitive flexibility) is important for production of referential communica-
tion. Gillis and Nilsen [13] proved that preschoolers with better results in cognitive
flexibility task were more successful in detecting ambiguity in a speaker’s messages
[14]. Blain-Briere [9] demonstrated that EFs (including inhibitory control and cognitive
flexibility) are very important for developing pragmatic skills in preschool children (3,10
– 5,7 years old). Crosbie et al. [31] also showed a significant difference in cognitive flex-
ibility among children with and without speech disorders. Slot and von Suchodoletz [10]
managed to analyze the intercorrelations of language development and EF (including
cognitive flexibility) in preschoolers aged 31–50 months. In this study EF were related
to such language indicators as vocabulary and grammar. The researchers made the con-
clusion that the relationship was bidirectional: language development influenced EF’s
level and vice versa.

Consequently, our literature analysis showed that there was an intercorrelation
between EF’s and language development. Nevertheless, no studies of intercorrelation
between cognitive flexibility and narrative production in children were found. Yet there
remain unsolved questions: 1) is there a strong correlation between language develop-
ment and cognitive flexibility; 2) is there a relationship between cognitive flexibility and
narrative parameters.

1.5 Aims and Hypotheses

The goal of our study was to examine the relationship between cognitive flexibility and
narrative production in preschoolers. In line with previous research [9, 10] we expected
to reveal a relationship between these indicators. We hypothesized that there was not
only a correlation between cognitive flexibility andmicrostructure of narrative (its lexical
and grammatical aspects), but also between cognitive flexibility and macrostructure of
narrative (its length, number of words, accordance to narrative structure, adequacy etc.).
As a collateral variable we used nonverbal intelligence (assessed by Raven’s matrices).

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Psychology at
Lomonosov Moscow State University (the approval No: 2018/42).
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2.2 Participants

A total of 283 children were recruited to take part in the study. Data from 4 children were
excluded from the analysis. The final sample consisted of 279monolingual children who
were developing typically (i.e. who were not having delays in language and cognitive
development) aged from 5 to 6 years (M = 5.6 years; Sd = 0.48). Children attended
different kindergartens in Moscow. There were 139 boys and 140 girls.

2.3 Measures

2.3.1 Cognitive Flexibility Assessment

The Dimensional Change Card Sort method (DCCS) [20] was used to assess cognitive
flexibility. In this technique children were required to sort a series of bivalent test cards
with pictures of red rabbits and blue boats. Firstly, a child sorts 6 cards according to one
dimension (color) and then 6 cards - according to another dimension (shape). In the third
task a child had to sort cards according to the more complicated rule with the additional
factor - cards with/without borders [20]. Performance on the border version is scored as
the number of correctly placed cards out of 12. Children are considered to pass this third
task if they sort nine or more cards correctly out of 12 test trials. The accuracy score for
all three tasks was calculated (max = 24).

The DCCS is an easily administered and widely usedmeasure of cognitive flexibility
that is suitable to use with young children [16] and it was adopted in Russia [18, 19].
Main advantage of this method is that difficulties with task implementation cannot be
attributed to problems with working memory for the relevant rules [20].

2.3.2 Language Assessment

To elicit narratives from children we used two main techniques, standard for this type
of tasks:

1) “Story Retelling” technique: in this study the “The Jackdaw and the Pigeons” fable
by Tolstoy was used [32]. The story was read to a child one, two or three times in
accordance with the child’s capacity to retell it.

2) “Creating a story based on one picture/on a series of pictures” technique, that [32]
is centered around one or two series of pictures (“Broken Cup”, “Tower”, “Cat and
Dog”), that children had to assemble in their logical sequence of events and to build
a story based on those pictures.

The following linguistic variableswere analyzed in these linguistic tasks: firstly, vari-
ables characterizing a text’smacrostructure: such as semantic completeness, semantic
adequacy, story programming, number of words, number of syntagmas (significant col-
locations) and simple sentences [33], narrative’s type (complete, simplified or distorted
[27]) and compliance with the narrative structure [33, 34]. Secondly, variables related to
text’smicrostructure: lexical accuracy (how correctly a child usedwords), grammatical
accuracy and syntactical gaps (e.g. omitting the significant parts of sentence).
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2.3.3 Nonverbal Intelligence Assessment

We used nonverbal intelligence assessment as a collateral variable. Non-verbal fluid
intelligence was assessed with the Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices test [35]. The
task included three sets of matrices: 12 items per set. Children were tested individually
with no time limit, but the task was stopped if a child responded incorrectly on four
items in a row. Accuracy scores were calculated (max = 36).

2.4 Procedure

All tasks were performed in the second half of the school year during two individual
meetings lasting 20–25 min with each child in a quiet room of kindergarten that a child
was attending. Children’s stories were recorded on a dictaphone.

3 Results

3.1 Correlation Analysis of Cognitive Flexibility and Oral Language Skills
in Preschoolers

At the first step, we performed a correlation analysis between the scores of oral narrative
language development of all four tasks and the total score obtained in the DCCS task
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Correlation of linguistic variables and cognitive flexibility in preschool children (Pearson
criterion).

Linguistic variables Broken cup The Cat and the Dog Tower Retelling

Macrostructure

Semantic completeness 0.190** 0.111 0.118 0.208**

Semantic adequacy A*** −0.183** −0.079 −0.142* –

General semantic adequacy*** – – – −0.206**

Programming*** −0.167** −0.088 −0.108 −0.196**

Number of words 0.138* −0.024 −0.05 0.202**

Number of syntagmas 0.142* −0.044 −0.013 0.224**

Number of simple sentences 0.119* −0.001 −0.036 0.223**

Narrative structure 0.132* 0.122* 0.133* 0.136*

Narrative type 0.151* 0.088 0.082 0.146*

Microstructure

Grammatical accuracy*** −0.03 −0.022 −0.050 −0.114

Lexical accuracy*** −.107 0.018 −0.153* −0.104

Syntactical gaps 0.039 −0.017 −0.138* −
* p < 0.05 (2-tailed); ** p < 0.01 (2-tailed), statistically significant correlations in bold.
***Please note that high scores indicate low performance.
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According to the data, the largest number of correlations between the cognitive
flexibility and the linguistic variables was found in the task “Broken Cup” and the
“Story Retelling” method. Also it is notable that most of correlations were found with
macrostructure indicators, whereas there are almost no correlations with vocabulary and
grammar.

3.2 Differences in the Development of Oral Language in Preschoolers
with Different Levels of Cognitive Flexibility

At the first stage of the analysis we checked the consistency between the four stories (one
from retelling and three from creating a story on a series of pictures) for the 12 linguistic
variables. All of them showed consistency by the Alpha-Cronbach criterion above 0.50.
Then, we computed one cumulative score across the four narratives for each linguistic
variable.

At the second stagewe compared (usingT-criteria) the linguistic variables of children
who coped with the third task of the DCCS method (67 children) and those who failed
(scored less than 9 points) (209 children) (see Table 2).

Children who coped with the third task (with/without borders) in the DCCS method
made significantly more semantically complete and adequate stories, they had a higher
rate of story programming, they used a larger number of sentences and syntagmas com-
pared to children who did not cope with the third task. Also children who managed to
successfully perform the third task in the DCCS, showed significantly better results with
narratives: they produced complete narratives without distortion. At the same time there
were no significant differences in the grammatical and lexical accuracy scores.

It is important to note that children, who coped with the third task in the DCCS
method, had significantly higher levels of non-verbal intelligence than children who did
not copewith it. In this regard the next step in the analysiswas to evaluate the contribution
of intelligence and cognitive flexibility to narratives performance.

3.3 Regression Analysis of Cognitive Flexibility, Intelligence and Oral Language
Skills in Preschoolers

Linear regression analysis (Enter method) was used to checkwhat was amore significant
predictor of the level of storytelling linguistic indicators in preschoolers: the level of
non-verbal intelligence or cognitive flexibility (see Table 3).

It was revealed that cognitive flexibility is a predictor of such linguistic variables
as semantic completeness (general) and semantic adequacy, programming, number of
words, syntagmas and sentences. At the same time the level of non-verbal intelligence is
not a predictor of these variables. Both indicators (non-verbal intelligence and cognitive
flexibility) are predictors of the narrative structure. Moreover, only cognitive flexibility
predicts the type of narrative. Level of nonverbal intelligence is a predictor of grammat-
ical accuracy, whereas the lexical correctness of the story is not associated with any of
the indicators under consideration.
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Table 2. Differences in linguistic variables in preschoolers who passed 3rd task in DCCSmethod
and who didn’t pass it.

Linguistic
variables

Children who didn’t pass
3rd task

Children who pass 3rd task T-criteria p-value

Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Macrostructure

Semantic
completeness

54.93 18.91 64.16 17.12 −3.557 0.000

Semantic
adequacy A*

5.01 1.81 4.46 1.65 2.198 0.029

General semantic
adequacy*

10.90 3.57 9.84 3.37 2.159 0.032

Programming* 7.64 2.15 6.99 1.80 2.24 0.026

Number of words 71.13 31.51 79.48 29.02 −1.922 0.056

Number of
syntagmas

19.17 7.82 21.75 7.57 −2.366 0.019

Number of simple
sentences

14.02 5.16 15.43 4.82 −1.975 0.049

Narrative
structure

1.97 1.47 2.79 1.55 −3.95 0.000

Narrative type 2.06 1.49 2.61 1.55 −2.607 0.010

Microstructure

Grammatical
accuracy*

5.24 2.05 4.96 1.96 0.999 0.319

Lexical accuracy* 7.30 2.12 6.87 1.91 1.481 0.140

Nonverbal
inntelligence

11.45 6.202 17.06 7.393 −6.173 0.000

* Please note that high scores indicate low performance.

4 Discussion

In this studyweaimed to examine the relationship between cognitiveflexibility andnarra-
tive production in preschoolers.Wehypothesized that there are correlations between cog-
nitive flexibility and macrostructure of narrative as well as between cognitive flexibility
and microstructure.

According to the obtained data our hypothesis was confirmed. Cognitive flexibility
and narrative production in preschoolers are indeed interrelated. However, the correla-
tionswere foundbetween cognitiveflexibility andnarratives’macrostructure parameters.
Also the largest number of correlations between the cognitive flexibility and the linguis-
tic variables was found in the task of “Broken Cup” and the “Story Retelling” method.
We suppose that these results are due to the fact that macrostructure parameters of nar-
ratives are more difficult than microstructure parameters. As we noted earlier, narrative
structures appear only at the age of 5–6 years and continue to develop up to adulthood
[28]. Also the “Broken cup” method is a narrative based on one picture. This type is
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more complicated for children than a narrative based on a series of pictures, as well as
story retelling [36]. Thereby we see that at the age of 5–6 years children, who are able
to flexibly use the rules, create more complex and adequate stories, especially in more
difficult tasks.

Children who are not able to perform the third task in the DCCS test show signif-
icantly worse results in macrostructure of their narratives whereas there is no signifi-
cant difference in microstructure indicators (lexical and grammatical performance). The
obtained results may be interpreted on the basis of the cognitive development model
suggested by Zelazo [37]. This model is called “levels of consciousness” (LOC). It
suggests that through the “labeling of one’s subjective experiences language helps to
make those experiences an object of consideration at a higher LOC. Stepping up in
LOC, in turn, allows for the flexible selection of perspectives from which to reason.”
[38: P.15]. Unexpectedly, there were almost no correlations between cognitive flexibility
and microstructure parameters of narratives (lexical and grammatical correctness). This
may be explained by the easiness of tasks from the lexical and grammatical correctness
point of view or by the assessment technique that supposed only 0–3 points for these
parameters.

Linear regression analysis (Enter method) showed that cognitive flexibility is a pre-
dictor of such linguistic variables as semantic completeness (general) and semantic
adequacy, programming, number of words, syntagmas and sentences. At the same time,
the level of non-verbal intelligence is not a predictor of these variables. Both indica-
tors (non-verbal intelligence and cognitive flexibility) are predictors of the narrative
structure. Moreover, only cognitive flexibility predicts the type of narrative. Thus, in
this study we excluded the influence of nonverbal intelligence level as a predictor of
narrative macrostructure. But it is possible that there are other collateral variables. For
example, Diamond suggests that there is a strong correlation between the third task in
the DCCSmethod and Theory of mind [16]. On the other hand, Theory of mind is highly
related to language [38].We hypothesize that Theory of mind can be a collateral variable
and explain both cognitive flexibility and narrative production, but to prove this remains
a task for the future research.

5 Conclusions

The aim of our study was to examine the relationship between cognitive flexibility and
narrative production in preschoolers. We expected that there is not only a correlation
between cognitive flexibility and microstructure of narrative, but also between cognitive
flexibility and narrative’s macrostructure. We also used nonverbal intelligence level as
a collateral variable. The study showed that there is a strong correlation between cog-
nitive flexibility and narrative production in 5–6 years old children whereas there are
much fewer microstructure indicators that have correlations with cognitive flexibility.
Children with lower level of cognitive flexibility showed significantly worse results in
terms of macrostructure of their narratives whereas there is no significant difference
in microstructure indicators (lexical and grammatical performance). It was shown that
cognitive flexibility, in contradistinction to non-verbal intelligence, is a predictor of
macrostructure parameters of children elicited narratives.
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These results may be interpreted on the basis of “levels of consciousness” (LOC)
model suggested by Zelazo [34]. In this study we managed to show that Zelazo’s theory
is correct especially for complex forms of speech, particularly narratives. Diamond
suggests that there is a strong correlation between the third task in the DCCS method
and Theory of mind. We hypothesize that Theory of mind can be a collateral variable
and explain both cognitive flexibility and narrative production, but this task remains for
the future research.
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Abstract. School entry is a critical stage in children’s development, that is intrin-
sically related to preparedness to learn as reflected in cognitive and behavioral
maturation in terms of psychophysiology. The growing number of cognitive and
behavioral disorders makes school maladjustment (SM) a socially relevant issue.
Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is reported as themost frequent
but not the only reason for behavioral deviations, study difficulties and schoolmal-
adjustment. The current study applies the methodology of digital psychophysio-
logicalmapping for primary-school childrenwith andwithout learning difficulties.
The analysis has revealed several quantitative indicators as non-specific indica-
tors of psychopathology that accompany a high level of school maladjustment.
Still other ones are specific to clinical populations. The study also revealed spe-
cific features characterizing SM and non-SM children’s performance on various
sensorimotor tasks. Children with ADHD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
are characterized by overall power reduction in heart rate spectral variability and
inhibition of central regulation activity. In contrast to ADHD-children, children
with MCI did not show increased tension of the regulatory systems. Children
diagnosed with anxiety (AD) demonstrate a juggled pattern of central regulatory
activity induced by cognitive and sensorimotor load; parietal-occipital focus of
alpha-rhythm is less pronounced in the right central-parietal area for children with
MCI, and children with AD demonstrate the smallest deviation from the pattern
that is typically observed and represents the norm. Theta/beta relation for theMCI
and the ADHD-group is significantly higher than for the control group, and chil-
dren with AD do not differ from the control group on this measurement type.
Our results show that the method of adaptive neuromodulation for optimizing the
functional brain status is a highly promising tool for diagnosis of different clinical
groups.
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1 Introduction

School entry is a critical stage in children’s development. Literature review shows
that sustainable education success depends both on the child’ personality and on their
psychophysiological maturation to enter school [1–4].

Almost all developed countries are currently confronted with the problem of neu-
ral and mental disorders (most importantly cognitive disorders) among children and
young people. Cognitive and behavioral disorders rank top on the children’ disability
scale in Russia. The number of children identified with cognitive and behavioral disor-
ders increased by 33.5% from 2005 to 2016. Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) is the most prevalent reason for deviations in behavior, study difficulties and
SM. There is increased attention to ADHD nowadays due to its pervasive nature and
social significance [5, 6].There are still no common criteria for diagnosing ADHD [7,
8]. It is diagnosed by professionals (psychiatrists or neuropsychiatrists) based on sev-
eral behavioral aspects. The issue is acute since there are no methods of early ADHD
detection based on physiological aspects of a child’ growing central nervous system.
Consequently, there are no effective ways of ADHD treatment [9]. In the absence of bio-
logicalmarkers revisedDSM-Vand ICD-11 diagnostics aremostly focused on children’s
behavioral problems with a recent extension to adults [10].

Fact-based international recommendations stress the importance of other methods
and approaches to ADHD diagnostics that go beyond clinical interviews [11–13]. One
of the directions for methodological development is to look at psychophysiological
differences between children with and without ADHD, and children faced with SM
problem [14].

Therefore, today it is highly relevant to further develop technologies that make
diagnostic procedures more objective and the development of cognitive functions in
children at risk of ADHD and clinical patients with inherently high SM more effective.
It is also necessary to use interdisciplinary approaches for the functional diagnostics and
rehabilitation with the use of telemetry information systems.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

All the experimental procedures were designed and held in accordance with the ethical
standards of the Lobachevsky University Committee and with the 1964 Helsinki decla-
ration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was
obtained from all the participants (their legal representatives).
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2.2 Participants

A total of 68 primary school children participated in the current study. Upon advice of
school psychologists and caregiver consent, 44 schoolchildren underwent examination
to initially determine the reason for study difficulty 23 students were taken as a control
group displaying typical development. The groups are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Participants’ grouping according to their diagnosis

Group Age (years) Number of participants

Control group (The typical development) 10.0 ± 0.5 23

ADHD (ICD-10, F90.0 Disturbance of activity and
attention)

8.3 ± 0.2 22

MCI (ICD-10, F06.7 Mild cognitive impairment) 8.0 ± 0.3 12

Anxiety disorder (AD) (ICD-10, F40.9 Phobic anxiety
disorder, unspecified)

8.5 ± 0.3 11

2.3 The Digital Psychophysiological Mapping. Assessment of the Level
of Attention and Features of Sensorimotor Activity

The Toulouse-Pieron (TP) test was applied to evaluate the sustained and selective atten-
tion, processing speed, visuo-perceptive and inhibition abilities. The TP test demands
high concentration levels and fatigue resistance. The stimulus material consisted of 8
types of squares, differing in which side or to which of the corners a black semicircle
or a quarter circle is added. The participants were suggested to find and cross out the
squares which are similar to the samples and underline the rest. Two parameters were
fixated: speed (number of characters processed per minute) and accuracy (the ratio of
correctly processed characters to the total number of characters processed per minute).

Additional tests were held for evaluating the participants’ level of attention. Within
the platform ApWay.ru three sensorimotor tasks were created:

1. Alertness test: this subtest measures the reaction time (RT) to a simple visual target;
stimuli: the pictures of a cat and a mouse; a total of 20 trials.

2. «Go/NoGo» test: this subtest measures selective attention; stimuli: the pictures of a
cat and a mouse (target and non-target stimuli), all in five positions of the screen; a
total of 20 trials.

3. SemanticAttention test: this subtestmeasures semantic capacity; stimuli: the pictures
of a fish, a pear, an apple, a crocodile, an eagle, and a cat; only «edible objects» were
targets; a total of 30 trials.

The main parameters were the RT - the total time of the sensorimotor reaction from
the beginning of the stimulus occurrence to the end of the motor response, the Motor
reaction (MR) – the time from the start of pressing the key to its release, Cognitive
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reaction (CogR) - the time from the beginning of the stimulus occurrence to the beginning
of the motor response for correct ones, and the number of false reactions - Errors (ERR1
- event skipping, ERR2 - double or multiple click, ERR3 - clicking on a non-target
stimulus).

2.4 Monitoring of Heart Rate Variability and the Autonomic Regulation

The autonomic regulation peculiarities of the sensorimotor activity were estimated on
the base of the event-related telemetry technology of the heart rhythm (cogni-nn.ru,
Lobachevsky State University) [15]. The sequence of R–R intervals of the electrocardio-
gram (ECG) was transmitted from the placed on the participants’ chests sensor (Zephyr
TM HxM TM Smart – Zephyr BIO PACH BH3-M1 (Zephyr Technology, USA)) to the
smartphone via Bluetooth. After processing, the data were transmitted to the dedicated
server system in the Internet via GSM channels. The processing algorithm consisted
of the following steps: 1) the R–R signal fragmentation with a time window of 100 s
and a time shift of 10 s; 2) the calculation of the frequency spectrum by the method of
nonuniform discrete Fourier transform; 3) the spectrum splitting (very low frequency
band (VLF)—0.003–0.040 Hz, low frequency band (LF)—0.04–0.15 Hz, and high fre-
quency band (HF)—0.15–0.4 Hz); 4) the calculating of the total spectrum power (TP) of
heart rate variability (HRV) and sympathovagal balance (vegetative/autonomic balance
index)—LF/HF. Themain attentionwas paid to the TP as it reflects the adaptive potential
of the central nervous system and to the LF/HF ratio as it reflects the level of regulatory
systems tension.

2.5 Assessment of the Maturation of Cortical Rhythms

EEG signals were recorded using an EEG recorder (EEGA-21–26 «Encephalan − 131
− 03» manufactured by «Medicom MTD Ltd», Taganrog, Russian Federation). The
registration was carried out with 16 electrodes with standard «10–20» positioning, with
referent electrodes mounted to earlobes and ground electrode at vertex. Sample rate was
250 Hz.

On-line filtering was applied: cut-off frequency for high frequency filter is 0.5 Hz,
cut-off frequency for low frequency filter is 70Hz, notch filter for 50Hz. Discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) was applied to calculate EEG spectral characteristics to estimate the
power in theta (4-8Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz) and beta (13–21 Hz) frequency ranges.

«Brainstorm» software packet was applied for EEG processing [16] (v. 3.200909,
09-Sep-2020) as public license agreement software. The formation of parietal-occipital
focus of alpha rhythm and theta/beta ratio were estimated.

2.6 Assessment of the Adaptive Neuromodulation for the Correction of School
Disability

The neurofeedback sessions included the exposition of the LED stimuli with the grad-
ually increasing frequency rate from 4 to 20 Hz for resonant detection of the EEG
oscillators. The on-line registered amplitude of subject’s EEG oscillator was automati-
cally converted intomusic-like signals resembling flute sounds with smooth variations in
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pitch and intensity. These EEG-based music-like stimuli were supplemented with weak
auditory signals corresponding to subject’s heart rate. Simultaneously, LED stimuli were
presented generated on the base of the subject’s native EEG.

The shifts in the power of the main rhythms and in the peak frequency of the EEG
under the influence of the neurofeedback session relative to the background sample were
assessed.

Within the statistical analysis, Statistica12.0 and Microsoft Excel 2010 software
packages were used. To validate statistical significance non-parametric Mann-Whitney
Rank SumTest and Kruskal-Wallis H-test were applied. The significance of the features’
differences before and after neurofeedback session was calculated via Student paired
t-test.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Representation of School Disability in the Level of Attention and Features
of Sensorimotor Activity

Speed and accuracy on TP test are non-specific markers of psychopathology that is
characterized by high level of SM. In all clinical groups the parameters of speed and
accuracy are significantly lower compared to the control group (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Speed and Accuracy values by groups, asterisks mark significant differences with control
(p < 0.05)

The overall time for simple sensorimotor reaction as well as for its cognitive
component are significantly higher for children with ADHD (see Fig. 2, A).

The cognitive component marker of «GO/NO GO» task is significantly higher
for children with ADHD, compared to other groups. The markers of overall time for
«Go/NoGo» task and for Semantic Attention task, and also the cognitive component of
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Semantic Attention task are specific not only being in the opposition “norm-pathology”,
but differ depending on the group (see Fig. 2, B–C), and the maximum reaction time we
see in clinical ADHD- and MCI groups.

Thus here’ a trend of time reaction increasing in clinical groups; in ADHD and
AD groups it increases through cognitive sensorimotor component, while in MCI group
children take more time both for conscious decision making and estimation, and for
sensorimotor response.

Fig. 2. Reaction time (RT), motor time (MR), cognitive time (CogR) for Alertness test (A),
«Go/NoGo» test (B) and Semantic Attention test (C) by groups, asterisks mark significant
differences with control, and lines – between clinical groups (p < 0.05)
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Moreover, a non-specific marker of psychopathology that is characterized by high
level of SM is total amount of mistakes while completing sensorimotor tasks, graded by
its complexity.

3.2 Representation of School Disability in Heart Rate Variability
and the Autonomic Regulation

The estimation of functional status of autonomic nervous system was made by analysis
of heart rate recording in the context of sensorimotor task activity. We see it’s typical for
children with ADHD the reduction of total heart rate variability spectrum, the reduction
of central regulation, the tension of regulatory systems with prevailing of sympathetic
branch of autonomic nervous system.According to the index of sympatho-vagal balance,
all groups significantly differ from each other; it seems atypical the essential increase of
overall spectral power in AD group, that may be indicative of disorganization of central
regulation over the phone of cognitive and sensorimotor loads (see Fig. 3).

3.3 Representation of School Disability in Cortical Rhythms

In parietal-occipital focus the values of alpha rhythm significantly differs for the focus
group compared to other groups, and parietal-occipital focus of alpha rhythm in right
central-parietal head area (P4, T6, Cz, C4, T4 electrodes) is a specificmarker for ADHD-
group (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. The spectrum into ranges (LF—0.04–0.15 Hz, and HF—0.15–0.4 Hz), the total power of
the HRV spectrum (TP), the sympathovagal balance (LF/HF) by groups, asterisks mark significant
differences with control, and lines – between clinical groups (p < 0.05)

Theta/Beta ratio (TBR) coefficient forMCI- andADHDgroups is significantly higher
than for the control group (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. The parietal-occipital focus alpha rhythm by groups (p < 0.05)

Fig. 5. The theta/ beta ratio by groups, asterisks mark significant differences compared to the
control group (p < 0.05)

3.4 Effectivity of the Adaptive Neuromodulation for the Correction of School
Disability

Within the analysis of neurofeedback sessions data for each group, the power shifts of
theta, alpha, and beta EEG rhythms during neurofeedback sessions were calculated in
relation to the background sample level.The analysis revealed that in the control group,
under the influence of a neurofeedback session a significant increase was noted only
for the power of the EEG alpha rhythm, and shifts in other indicators did not reach
the level of significance. In case of encephalopathies and ADHD, on the contrary, the
maximum shifts in all indicators were recorded: the power of the theta rhythm signifi-
cantly decreased, and the power of the alpha and beta rhythms significantly increased.
Within these two groups, the peak EEG frequency also increased significantly. In anxiety
disorders, the shifts in all indicators were minimal (see Table 2).
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Table 2. The shifts in the power of themain rhythms and peak EEG frequency under the influence
of a neurofeedback session relative to the background sample and the level of significance of these
shifts within different groups of subjects.

Indicator Group M ± m p-value

Power shift of the theta rhythm (relative units) Control −0.07 ± 0.06 0.317

MCI −0.41 ± 0.14 0.017

ADHD −0.28 ± 0.10 0.026

Anxiety disorder −0.15 ± 0.17 0.254

Power shift of the alpha rhythm (relative units) Control 0.10 ± 0.03 0.017

MCI 0.16 ± 0.04 0.004

ADHD 0.31 ± 0.10 0.013

Anxiety disorder 0.18 ± 0.11 0.234

Power shift of the beta rhythm (relative units) Control 0.03 ± 0.02 0.225

MCI 0.06 ± 0.01 0.004

ADHD 0.11 ± 0.03 0.005

Anxiety disorder 0.01 ± 0.04 0.962

EEG peak frequency shift (Hz) Control 0.10 ± 0.16 0.528

MCI 0.70 ± 0.17 0.002

ADHD 0.81 ± 0.23 0.005

Anxiety disorder 0.88 ± 0.36 0.096

3.5 Psychophysiological Markers of Different Kind of School Disabilities

Thus, the examination has revealed several quantitative indicators that characterise each
group of primary schoolchildren. Some of those indicators are non-specific psychopatho-
logical indicators in children characterized by a high level of SM. It is reflected in speed
and accuracy on Toulouse-Pieron test as well as in total amount of mistakes when
performing various sensorimotor tasks, and in overall formation of parietal-occipital
alpha-rhythm focus. These estimates may be useful for clinical risk screenings therapy
efficiency.

The study identified specific indicators to arrive at better differentiation of psy-
chopathologies associated with a high level of SM. ADHD children take longer to com-
plete different sensorimotor tasks; they take longer to become aware, evaluate and make
a conscious decision. Children with MCI are less accurate on «Go/NoGo» task, both at
the stage of decision making and in terms of their sensorimotor response, while children
with AD are less accurate on semantic sensorimotor tasks.

The decrease in the overall heart rate spectrum variability and the reduction of central
regulation contour were evidenced in children with ADHD and MCI. In contrast to
ADHD-children, for children with MCI there’s no increase in regulatory system while
the sympathetic part of autonomic nervous system prevails For children with AD, we
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observe a jumbled central regulation contour against the background of cognitive and
sensorimotor load.

Children with MCI have less shaped parietal-occipital focus of alpha rhythm at the
right central-occipital head area (P4, T6, Cz, C4, T4 electrodes) followed by ADHD
children. AD group deviated least from typical values. It is consistent with other results,
mentioned the focus of alpha rhythm as a common method to determine EEG markers
[17]. Theta/beta ratio is significantly higher inMCI- andADHD-children than in the con-
trol group. The AD group does not deviate from the control group on this measurement
type.

The data on changes in EEG rhythms in different groups of primary schoolchildren
during neurofeedback sessions are as follows. In the control group, a significant increase
in the power of the EEG alpha rhythmwas noted, while in encephalopathies and ADHD,
on the contrary, themaximum shifts in all indicatorswere recorded: the power of the theta
rhythm significantly decreased, and the power of the alpha and beta rhythms significantly
increased. The peak EEG frequency also increased significantly in these two groups. In
anxiety disorders, the shifts in all indicators were minimal.

In the modern literature, neurofeedback sessions aimed at reducing the power ratio
of the theta and beta EEG rhythms are considered one of the most effective non-drug
treatments in the treatment of ADHD and comorbid disorders in children [18]. In our
study, just such a result, which indicates the normalization of the EEG spectral com-
position, was recorded under the influence of a session of neurobiological control in
schoolchildren with encephalopathies and ADHD.

As for the control group, an increase in the severity of the EEG alpha rhythm could be
due to the formation of an “alpha state”, which is characterized by general relaxationwith
a decrease in the level of stress, anxiety and depression [19]. In addition, model studies
have shown that the interaction of endogenous and exogenous oscillations during EEG
neurofeedback opens up the possibility of personalized control of brain rhythms, leading
to an increase in cognitive activity and an improvement in overall well-being [20].

4 Conclusion

The undertaken research shows that the developed methodology of digital psychophys-
iological mapping is an effective tool for identifying precise quantitative indicators
that determine the psychophysiological status of junior schoolchildren who are experi-
encing and not experiencing learning difficulties. The revealed features of each of the
surveyed groups can contribute to an objective clarification of the reasons for school
maladjustment.
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Abstract. In this paper, we have compared the development of theory of mind
(ToM) and behavioral control in children with special needs with/without bor-
derline intellectual functioning. An assessment of ToM included tasks for under-
standing visual perspectives, false beliefs, deception, and “white lies”. “Reading
the Mind in the Eyes” (child version) test was used to assess the understanding of
mental states by the expression of eyes. Behavioral control is assessed by Kogan’s
task of combining attributes, Tower of Hanoi, Temple-Dorky-Amen “Test of chil-
dren anxiety”, neuropsychological tasks. For assessment of intelligence, we used
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC). The study involved 34 chil-
dren 7–11 years old (13 girls). The research revealed significant differences in the
understanding of communicative intentions in situation of deception and “white
lies” and in recognition of emotions and other mental states between children with
and without mild disorder of intellectual functioning. Thus, children with special
needs 7–11 years old with borderline intellectual development have ToM deficit
comparing with their peers with normal verbal intelligence, while the deficit of
self-regulation is weakly expressed in them.

Keywords: Theory of mind · Behavioral control · Executive functions · Verbal
intelligence

1 Introduction

The theory of mind and self-regulation are abilities that are of importance to school
in children with special needs. The theory of mind is the ability to attribute mental
states (intentions, desires, emotions, and beliefs) to ourselves and other people and to
predict our own and others’ behavior [1]. Regulatory aspects are investigated within
the framework of the concept of control of behavior [2], which unites the cognitive,
emotional, and volitional aspects of self-regulation. Recently, a lot of studies investigate
the role of individual differences in the development of these abilities in ontogenesis.
One of these factors may be an intellectual development.

Data about the role of intelligence in the development of the self-regulation ability
and ability to understand the mental world are contradictory. It is not entirely clear
whether the executive functions (EF) are poorer in children with intellectual disabilities.
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Even though EF and intelligence partially overlap, a meta-analysis by Ackerman et al.
[3] indicates that EF and intelligence share less than 25% of the diversity. In general,
the available data suggest a possible lag in the development of EF in children with
intellectual delay, but it at great extent depends on the degree of intellectual delay and
on the assessment methods of EF [4]. Similar results were obtained in a study of the
relationship between the theory of mind and intelligence: some studies did not reveal
a linear relationship between these abilities in children with typical development and
intellectual disabilities [5], but other studies show a delay in theory of mind development
in children with low intelligence [6, 7].

In the present study,we compared the development of a theory ofmind and behavioral
control in disabled children with moderate and low verbal intelligence. The division of
children into subgroups according to verbal intelligencewas due to the results of previous
studies on the relationship between the theory of mind, EF and verbal intelligence [8, 9].

2 Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

Written informed consents to participate in the study had obtained from parents/legal
guardians of participants of this research. Parents/legal guardians were informed about
the purpose and methods of research and confidentiality of the results.

2.2 Participants

Data were collected and analysed on 34 students with special needs studying in primary
school (1st–4th Grade). The characteristics of the groups are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographical and intellectual characteristics of children.

Groups N Age
M (SD)

M:F VIQ PIQ FIQ

Children with verbal IQ > 85 17 8,11
(1,2)

8:9 97,94
(10,31)

108,05
(18,03)

105,94
(14,51)

Children with verbal IQ < 85 17 8,10
(1,1)

13:4 71,76
(7,48)

93,94
(19,79)

80,7
(11,59)

2.3 Methods

The tasks to understand the visual perspective of second levels, to understand the first
and second order false beliefs (like “Sally-Anne test” and “Ice-cream test”) and two
stories from “Strange story” (deception and “white lie”) [1, 10, 11] were used to assess
theory of mind. All the variables of ToM were measured based on dichotomous scale: 0
= the task was not performed correctly; 1 = the task was performed correctly. Overall
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score of theory of mind was the sum of all tasks performed (The Cronbach’s alpha is
0.714).

All participants were tested with a “Reading the Mind in the Eyes” (child version)
test to assess their understanding of mental states by the expression of eyes [12].

For assessment of cognitive control, we used theKogan’s task of combining attributes
[13] and “Tower of Hanoi”. Kogan’s task examines child’s abilities to focusing, shifting
and maintain attention. During this task a child asked to sort cards with different geo-
metric shapes by different colors (with preliminary series when child just counts cards),
first – by color, then – by shape and in final series a child has to put them in special
table considering both color and shape. The experimenter recorded time for each series
and a number of errors in counting and/or sorting. The “Tower of Hanoi” is well-known
puzzle, frequently used in psychological research on problem solving. We registered
time spent on solving a task and a number of moves.

We took “Child anxiety test” by R. Temple, M. Dorky, B. Aman [14] and “ABC of
mood” by N.L. Belopolskaya [15] to estimate the emotional control. Wemodified “ABC
ofmood” for investigating purposes. A set of pictures with images of people and animals
(a man, a woman, a cat, a bird) with different moods (a joy, an anger, a fear, a grief,
a discontent, a complacency) was selected. For assessment of a correctness of emotion
naming we presented each picture to a child and asked them about depicted character:
“What is his\her mood?” Synonyms (for example, angry, rage, grief, annoyed, etc.)
were considered as right answers. After that, we mixed the pictures and asked children
to arrange the pictures to piles that in each pile there were images of people and animals
with the same mood. Then we asked children to name mood of characters in each pile.
It was an estimation of emotion classification. We estimated the correctness of emotion
classification by how much it coincides with the classification of the author of the “ABC
of mood”. In both cases a number of errors was accounted.

The control of actions was assessed by neuropsychological tasks (for reciprocal hand
movement, repetition of rhythmic sequence and a task “Fist-Rib-Palm” for execution of
a sequence of actions – two sequences for each hand) [16]. Max score was 6.

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) was used to assess the level of
intellectual development of children with special needs. Eight subtests were used, four in
each test series, which allowed calculating the Full-scale IQ, Verbal IQ and Performance
IQ [17].

For statistical analysis we used Statistica 6.0. And SPSS 23, with chi-quadrat test
(χ2) and Mann-Whitney criterion (U) to determine the differences in the success of
performing certain tasks on theory of mind and behavioral control.

3 Results

3.1 ToM’s Tasks Performance

Based on the assumption that the verbal intelligence played the role in the development
of theory of mind, the aim of this study was to investigate a possible difference in the
understandingmental states by childrenwith andwithout borderline intellectual disorder.
It is evident from the results that overall (Fig. 1), there were significant differences in
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Fig. 1. Results of ToM’s tasks performance (%) by children with and without borderline
intellectual functioning.

the understanding of deception (χ2 = 11,22, p = 0,001) and “white lie” (χ2 = 7,34, p
= 0,007) between the two groups of children.

Also, there were found significant differences between childrenwith disabilities with
normal and reduced verbal intelligence in the general indicator of the theory of mind (U
= 71.50; p = 0.019) and the indicator of the “Reading the Mind in the Eyes” test (U =
19,50; p = 0,000). These results are in line with those of Baker et al. [18], who noted
that intelligence does play a significant role in performance on the “Reading the Mind
in the Eyes” test. It is apparent that verbal intelligence plays a role both in the cognitive
aspect of understanding the mental world (theory of mind), and in the emotional one
(recognition of mental states by facial expressions).

3.2 Behavioral control’s Tasks Performance

Children with higher verbal intelligence had a larger range of values for most indica-
tors (except for the classification of emotions and neuropsychological tests) (Table 2),
which may indicate the heterogeneity of this group of children. Thus, the level of ver-
bal intelligence cannot be considered as a single indicator of children’s performance in
self-regulation tasks.

Significant differences in behavioral control indicators between children with
reduced and normal verbal intelligence were found only in the number of errors when
sorting cards by color in the Kogan task. There were also differences at the border of sig-
nificance in the number of errors when sorting cards by shape in the Kogan task, i.e. chil-
dren with low verbal intelligence had difficulties with distribution of attention between
two processes (counting and sorting by color, counting and sorting by shape). The dis-
tribution of attention between three processes simultaneously (count, color, shape) was
apparently equally difficult for both groups of children, so no significant differenceswere
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Table 2. Demographical and intellectual characteristics of children.

Scales IQ > 85 (M (min-max)) IQ < 85 (M (min-max)) p-level

KoganCount, s 47 (14–131) 45 (25–111) 0,828

KoganColour, s 56 (25–292) 55 (33–125) 0,969

KoganForm, s 90 (37–435) 79 (49–199) 0,864

Kogan Color-Form, s 143 (81–657) 141 (41–344) 0,985

KoganCountErr 0 (0–5) 1 (0–5) 0,438

KoganColourErr 0 (0–25) 2 (0–25) 0,017**

KoganFormErr 1 (0–25) 2 (0–25) 0,051*

Kogan Color-Form Err 2 (0–25) 3,5 (0–25) 0,594

TowerTurn 19 (7–49) 15 (7–30) 0,761

TowerTime, s 121 (20–300) 106 (30–206) 0,705

Anxiety, % 42 (21–63) 50 (28–57) 0,059*

EmotionNaming (errors) 6 (0–15) 7 (4–15) 0,353

EmotionClass (errors) 6 (0–13) 7 (0–24) 0,899

Neuropsy 4 (1,5–6) 3,75 (0–6) 0,637

found in this series. The significance of differences also in anxiety reached the borderline
values; it was higher in children with low intelligence. This may be due to the children’s
experience of their failure in learning and social interaction, communication difficulties
associated with low verbal intelligence, the difficulty of school adaptation [19].

4 Discussion

The results of the study show that children with special needs 7–11 years old with
borderline intellectual functioning have a deficit in the development of the theory of
mind compared to their peers without borderline intellectual functioning, while the
shortage in self-regulation is weak. Cognitive control is impaired to a greater extent, the
accuracy of task performance suffers when children must distribute attention to several
attributes. As a tendency, a lack of emotional control is manifested as an increased
anxiety in children with low verbal intelligence. These results are in line with data from
other studies [20]. Children with borderline intellectual functioning were less likely to
understand the communicative intentions of the speaker in a situation of deception and
“white lie”, and they were less likely to recognize emotions and other mental states by
facial expressions. These results are consistent with data from other studies [6, 7, 18]. In
general, we found a moderate relation of ToM and verbal IQ and a weak one of verbal
IQ and behavior control.
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5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that our results indicate that primary school-
ers with a borderline intellectual functioning have a deficit of social understanding rather
than a deficit of self-regulation. In primary school, children enter a new social environ-
ment and relationships, and understanding the mental states of another person becoming
critically important. The verbal intelligence plays an important role in this process,
and the borderline level of verbal intelligence causes difficulties in social understand-
ing. These findings provide important details about the developmental trajectory of
self-regulation and theory of mind in children with and without borderline intellectual
functioning during middle childhood.

The authors declare that the researchwas conducted in the absence of any commercial
or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest.
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Abstract. In bilingualism research, there is a rapidly growing interest towards
potential neuroprotective mechanisms against age-related cognitive decline, sup-
ported by dual and multiple language use. In this brief review, we discuss exist-
ing evidence, which generally suggests that bilingualism may foster neuroplastic
changes resulting in beneficial consequences for the brain both at the structural
level and at the functional one during later stages of life. First, we outline the
interplay between the neural function and the bilingual experience. We then pro-
pose how bilingual and multilingual experience may protect the mind and the
brain from the age-related cognitive decline and its consequences. We continue
by discussing the notions of cognitive and brain reserve and contextualize existing
findings from bilingualism literature with regard to this newly proposed reserve
framework. We highlight how bilingualism-induced neural and cognitive changes
may pave the way for the development of the neural foundations of reserve: both
at the neuroanatomical and at the cognitive levels. We conclude our review by
proposing possible models of bilingualism-induced successful aging.

Keywords: Bilingualism · Cognitive reserve · Age-related cognitive impairment

1 Introduction

Average life expectancy is predicted to continue to grow in the coming decades [1].
Alongside the obvious advantages of an extended life span come a number of negative
consequences, for example, increase in the occurrence of neurodegenerative disorders
in progressively aging population. Unsurprisingly, there is a sense of urgency to search
for factors protecting against neurocognitive decline. This sense of urgency is further
amplified if one considers the relatively slow pace at which pharmacological research is
proceeding.

Several neuroprotective factors have recently been identified including high edu-
cational and occupational attainment, physical exercise, and social interactions (for a
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review, see [2]). The search for these and similar factors has been motivated by the
remarkable interindividual variability observed in the cognitive aging trajectories. One
concept developed to describe and subsume the neuroprotective factors is reserve [3].
It is defined as the discrepancy between the severity of observed brain damage (or age-
related deterioration) and the resulting level of cognitive impairment [3]. Reserve is
believed to alleviate the cognitive decline via several mechanisms (see below) that allow
to prevent – and compensate for – neural damage causing age-related cognitive impair-
ments [4, 5]. The abovementioned lifestyle-related protective factors are thus believed
to promote “successful aging” by enhancing the development of reserve. Here, we will
review evidence supporting the role of bilingualism in promoting reserve and explore
potential neuroanatomical mechanisms supporting this promotion of reserve by means
of bilingualism.

1.1 Bilingualism and Successful Aging

Existing evidence suggests that bilingualism supports successful aging in healthy older
adults, both at the cognitive and at the neural levels (e.g. [6, 7]; see also [8] for a review).
Indeed, the use of multiple languages has been shown to improve executive control (EC)
abilities across the lifespan (for a review, see [9]). In particular, there is considerable
amounts of evidence supporting these effects in older bilingual adults, who have been
shown to outperform their monolingual peers on several EC tasks [10–14].

However, the neurocognitive value of bilingualism is not limited to healthy aging.
For example, the onset of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia symptoms has
been shown to be delayed in bilinguals by an average of 4.5 years in both cross-sectional
[15–21] and longitudinal studies [22]. However, while existing evidence suggests that
bilingualism indeed fosters the development of reserve both in healthy and in patholog-
ical aging, the neurocognitive mechanisms underlying this phenomenon remain under-
explored. Below, after a short review of existing evidence, we will propose potential
neural mechanisms at the basis of bilingualism-induced reserve.

2 Consequences of Bilingualism for Brain and Cognition

The key to the beneficial effects of bilingualism on the mind and brain seems to be the
increase in cognitive effort constantly required by dual-language use [23]. Indeed, bilin-
guals, unlike monolinguals, need to exercise constant control over their two languages
to prevent interference and to maintain fluency [24]. The cognitive facility supporting
this EC system is referred to as language control, and is rooted in a neural network
that overlaps with the domain-general EC network [25]. Due to this substantial over-
lap, regular use of the language control system should lead to the population-specific
enhancement across the EC network – by (1) strengthening the efficiency of connections
and (2) increasing the gray and white matter volumes of its sub-components. Thus, bilin-
gualism is thought to affect the brain both at the structural and at the functional levels.
Respectively, reserve has beenpostulated to act via both structural- and functional-related
mechanisms, namely, brain reserve (BR) and cognitive reserve (CR).
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In brief (see [3–5] for a detailed account), BR has been defined as individual capacity
for resilience to age-related deterioration of the neural substrate arising from both innate
and environmental (i.e. experienced-induced neuroplasticity) causes. CR, on the other
hand, is a compensatorymechanism, acting against age-related cognitive impairment via
two different yet interlinked mechanisms. The first is neural reserve (NR), the individual
degree of flexibility, capacity, and efficiency of brain networks. The second is neural
compensation (NC), the ability to deploy alternative (relatively to healthy subjects)
neural/cognitive resources following neural deterioration.

2.1 Bilingualism and Brain Reserve

Extensive evidence suggests that bilingualism supports the developments of BR across
the lifespan. Bilinguals have repeatedly been shown to have increased gray matter vol-
umes (GMVs) in a number of key components of the language/executive control network,
including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [7, 26, 27], inferior parietal lobule [7, 11, 27–
30], anterior cingulate cortex [7, 11, 31], temporal pole [32, 33], caudate nucleus [34],
thalamus [35], cerebellum [36, 37], putamen [35, 38], and globus pallidus [35]. Bilin-
gualism has also been shown to contribute to the preservation of white matter integrity
in the corpus callosum, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus [39], and
superior longitudinal fasciculus [39, 40].

It is important to note that some of the abovementioned brain areas (e.g., the tem-
poral pole reported in Abutalebi and colleagues’ [32] study) are among the first cortical
structures to be affected by age-related brain atrophy [41]. Moreover, atrophy in the infe-
rior parietal lobule is related to MCI [42] and to early stages of dementia [43]. Finally,
frontal white matter is well known to suffer from age-related deterioration [44, 45].
Therefore, the evidence reviewed above provides an initial indication of bilingualism’s
role in supporting successful aging.

2.2 Bilingualism and Cognitive Reserve: Neural Reserve and Neural
Compensation

Bilingualism has also been shown to foster CR via NR. Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) studies have reported increased neural efficiency in bilinguals who out-
perform their monolingual peers on a number of EC tasks while showing less activation
of their executive network [6, 31, 46]. Moreover, increased flexibility of bilinguals’ EC
network has been repeatedly reported with bilinguals activating alternative/more exten-
sive neural pathways to those of monolingual controls while performing executive tasks
[47, 48]. Finally, bilingual functioning promotes stronger functional connectivity in older
adults, as found in both fMRI [49] and magnetoencephalography [50] investigations.

Existing evidence also assigns an important role to bilingualism in fostering NC.
Following its definition, individuals with high NC show better cognitive performance
than can be expected given their level of neurodegeneration. In other words, at behav-
iorally comparable levels of cognitive functioning and dementia severity, individuals
with higher NC will show more severe neurodegeneration at the neural substrate level.
Indeed, higher degrees of neurodegeneration affecting gray and white matter in regions
affected by cognitive aging have been consistently reported for bilinguals compared to
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the monolingual controls matched for severity of dementia symptoms, signaling higher
NC in the former population [51, 52]. Similarly, positron emission tomography (PET)
studies showed more severe glucose hypometabolism in frontotemporal brain areas of
bilingual dementia patients as compared to themonolingualsmatched on disease severity
[53, 54].

2.3 Etiology of Bilingualism-Induced Reserve

The interplay between bilingualism-induced BR and CR remains largely understudied.
One notable exception [7] compared young and older bilingual and monolingual adults’
executive performance and brain network. The results indicated (1) a behavioral execu-
tive advantage for senior bilinguals over the monolingual age peers, (2) GMV increases
in bilinguals across the EC network’s areas as compared to monolinguals, across the
whole age span, and (3) a modulatory effect of bilingualism, among older adults, mit-
igating the GMV/performance relationship. In brief, bilingual seniors showed optimal
EC performance irrespectively of executive network’s GMV variation (i.e. brain atro-
phy) while senior monolinguals’ performance declined in the face of lower GMVs. The
authors interpreted this evidence as a sign of bilingualism-induced NC, as discussed
above. Although the study lacked a functional component, it suggested that bilingual
experience may foster the development of BR, which in turn may support the estab-
lishment of NR and NC. This result has been recently reinforced by a longitudinal
study showing bilingualism-induced mitigation of semantic memory loss in the face of
enthorinal cortex thinning [55].

There have been some efforts recently in modeling the underlying mechanisms
of bilingualism-induced successful aging. Grant et al. [56] hypothesized that the phe-
nomenon may be framed in the context of the posterior-to-anterior shift in aging (PASA)
model [57, 58]. PASA model proceeds from the observation that, following age-related
decline in task-related posterior neural activation, older adults tend to compensate with
increased reliance on activation in frontal brain areas. Based on the above-par integrity
of posterior regions, as the temporal pole and inferior parietal lobule [7, 32, 59], and
enhanced frontoposterior connectivity [39] observed in senior bilinguals (see section
Bilingualism and Brain Reserve above), Grant and colleagues argue that they may be
able to postpone such shift thus leading to increased neural resources’ availability when
performing complex tasks.

Further developing this argument, Grundy et al. [60] proposed the bilingual anterior
to posterior and subcortical shift (BAPSS) model. The model is centered around the
hypothesis that bilingual expertise would affect the neural activation patterns related
to executive task performance, resulting in an activation shift to mainly posterior and
subcortical areas when exerting EC. Following evidence from neuroimaging studies of
bilingual processing, BAPSS argues that expert bilinguals progressively shift towards
automatic, bottom-up executive processing due to their lifelong training of language con-
trol. This would lead bilingual older adults to experience less of the typical PASA effect,
and, in line with Grant and colleagues’ [56] assumptions, to an enhanced availability of
neural resources in the face of increasing cognitive load.
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Finally, Guzmán-Velez & Tranel [61] offer a cytochemically focused account based
on the noradrenergic theory of CR [62]. Reserve-inducing factors (including bilingual-
ism) in this framework are thought to upregulate the noradrenergic system promoting
compensatory mechanisms as neurogenesis/synaptogenesis and stimulation of brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) production as well as mechanisms reducing the
impact of dementia, as prevention of amyloid burden formation.

3 Conclusion

Here, we discussed evidence in support of the role of bilingualism in promoting success-
ful aging. Combating age-related cognitive impairment is a priority in the progressively
aging world, which dictates the need to maintain the ageing individuals’ quality of life
and mitigate further increases in public expense. As we witness an impasse in dementia-
related pharmacological advances, non-pharmaceutical, cognition- and behavior-based
protective factors acquire ever more importance and should thus be give due attention
by researchers and public health authorities.
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Abstract. In everyday life, humans seemanyvisual objects simultaneously. Some
of them are important for the current task; others capture our attention due to their
great social significance. This study aimed to evaluate the influence of forward
masking with photographs of faces and houses on the recognition of target objects
and to assess the influence of low spatial frequency filtration (LSF) of a mask.

Twenty participants performed recognition of target man-made objects when
the stimuli were preceded by irrelevant images. Behavioral data and event-related
potentials (ERPs) were collected. Target stimuli were recognized faster when they
were preceded by faces. The amplitude of the early ERP components depended
on the mask category as well as LSF transformation. The forward masking by
faces enhanced occipital-temporal N50 and frontal P50, but LSF transformation
evoked a decrease of the components. The amplitude of the mid-latency N150 and
P200were depended on the spatial frequencymore than on themask category. The
LSF-masks increased the amplitude of N150 in the frontal and occipital-temporal
areas, and at the same time, it decreased the P200 in the occipital areas. The N150
amplitude in the occipital-temporal areas was higher under masking by faces. We
assume that the masking effect evoked by faces was weaker than the effect evoked
by houses due to face ability to increase spatial attention. The increased caudal
negativity N150 under the LSF mask may be due to increased top-down frontal
influences, and also to the greater difficulty of the recognition task.

Keywords: Human · Vision · Perception · Forward masking · Face ·
Event-related potentials (ERPs) · Spatial attention · Spatial frequency

1 Introduction

The efficient performance of visual behavioral tasks requires the ability to allocate atten-
tion to relevant information and to inhibit irrelevant signals. Faces are a unique category
of images due to their role in social interaction [1]. They automatically capture visual
attention, regardless of the observer’s current goals [2, 3]. Faces are not only recognized
faster and more accurately than images of other categories but also facilitate recognition
of subsequent visual stimuli [4].

Houses are another category of unique complex images common in every-day life.
They represent spatial informational and are perceived as landmarks, thus playing an
important role in navigation [5]. Therefore faces and houses represent special classes
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of complex images which perception is associated with category-selective areas, the
fusiform face area for first ones, and the parahippocampal place area for second ones
[6–8].

Traditionally, theories of human visual perception assume a bottom-up hierarchy
of ventral areas that perform sequential processing of the visual signals [9]. But recent
findings showed that top-down mechanisms might play an important role in visual pro-
cessing. It was supposed that low spatial frequency (LSF) information about an object is
conveyed rapidly to the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and is used for the prediction stim-
ulus category [10]. Then the OFC influence on areas of the ventral pathway to activate
appropriate visual representation [10].

The aimof the present studywas to compare the influence of preceding face andhouse
images on object recognition. Due to the significant role of LSF in object categorization,
we also used LSF transformation for face and house masks to assess the role of low-
frequency information in the unconscious processing of socially important images.

2 Methods and Materials

2.1 Subjects

Twenty participants (10 females; mean age= 24.9± 1.0 years), with normal or correct-
to-normal vision, participated in the study. All participants gave their informed written
consent before participating in the experiments. The study was approved by the local
ethical committee and was performed according to the ethical principles for medical
research involving human subjects of the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki.

2.2 Stimuli and Procedure

Black-and-white photographs of everyday objectswere used as target stimuli; black-and-
white photographs of houses and emotionally neutral human faces, as masks (Fig. 1).
Face images were retrieved from the Radboud Faces Database, Radboud University
Nijmegen [11]. Images of objects and houses were selected from color images available
on the Internet and were converted to grayscale. To convert images to LSF versions, they
were processed by applying a Gaussian blur with a 3-pixel blurring index to the target
stimuli. The image resolution was about 210× 210 pixels covering 4.5°× 4.5° of visual
angle at a viewing distance of 120 cm.

For every category of target man-made objects (a bag, a cap, an iron, etc.) we found
four different images. In total, 48 images were created for each of the two experiments,
including 32 masks (16 houses and 16 faces) and 16 stimuli. These masks and stimuli
were combined to produce 96 unique mask–stimulus pairs, each of which was presented
once in the experiment.

Every subject participated in two experiments. In the first one, the subject recognized
objects which were preceded by unfiltered mask image, in another experiment we used
LSF mask images.

Masks and stimuli were displayed against a white background on a 17 in. CRT
monitor with a spatial resolution 800 × 600 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. E-Prime
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Fig. 1. Examples of masks (A) and stimuli (B). Schematic example of the trial procedure (C).

software (E-Prime Psychology Software Tools Inc., USA)was used to present the images
and recorded participant’s behavioral responses (accuracy and reaction time).

Mask was presented for 100 ms, a target stimulus was demonstrated for 100 ms
immediately after a mask. The interval between trails varied at random from 2.8 to 3.2 s.
Subjects were asked to recognize the target image and press the appropriate button on
the Serial Response Box keyboard.

2.3 Recording and Data Analysis

ERPs were recorded using a Geodesic electroencephalogram (EEG) system; NetAmps
300 and high-density 128-channel HydroCel Geodesic Sensor net (Electrical Geodesics
Inc., USA). The sampling rate was 500 Hz. EEG data were collected using the vertex
(Cz) electrode reference.

NetStation 4.5.4 program software (Electrical Geodesics Inc., USA) was used for
offline ERP processing. Data were re-referenced to the averaged reference. EEG record-
ings of each subject were filtered (0.5–45Hz) and used to isolate the 1100-ms epochs that
contained 300-ms intervals before mask presentation and 800-ms intervals after mask
presentation. Epochs that contained artifacts were rejected for subsequent analysis.

For every subject, artifact-free EEG epochs (25–45, 36.5 on average) were then used
to average the ERPs for correct answers, separately for each mask category and spatial
frequency characteristics. Baseline correction was performed using the 300-ms EEG
segment before mask presentation.
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The amplitudes of the ERP components were measured using NetStation 4.5.4.
The adaptive minimum or maximum was found in the component-time window. The
amplitudes of the ERP components were averaged over the following symmetrical the
right and left electrode clusters: frontal, temporal, and occipital.

For statistical analysis, we applied the repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVARM)with category (face and house), spatial frequency (unfiltered and LSF), as
within-subjects variables. The factor of the hemisphere (the right and left) was also used
as a within-subjects variable for all ERP components and area (occipital and temporal)
was used for posterior N50 only. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction for nonsphericity
was applied whenever appropriate.

3 Results

3.1 Behavioral Results

Target accuracy (ACC) and mean reaction time (RT) data are presented in Table 1.
For RT, an ANOVA revealed a main effect of category F (1, 19) = 11.85; p < 0.01;

indicated faster responses when the target image was preceded by face. In terms of
accuracy, we found the significant interaction of mask category and spatial frequency F
(1, 19)= 6.07, p< 0.05. For houses, the unfiltered masks cause less masking effect than
LSF house masks. For faces, accuracy was not significantly affected by mask spatial
filtering.

Table 1. Mean response time and accuracy (and standard errors of the means) across masking
conditions.

Mask Face House LSF face LSF house

RT, ms 683 (33) 716 (30) 715 (31) 737 (33)

ACC, % 97.7 (0.8) 98.1 (0.6) 98.5 (0.4) 96.7 (0.6)

3.2 ERP Results

Posterior N50. For the amplitude of the posterior N50 component, there were effects
of area F(1, 19) = 14.93, p < 0.001, spatial frequency F(1, 19) = 28.31, p < 0.0005,
and category F(1, 19) = 31.84, p < 0.0005, and interactions between area and spatial
frequency F(1, 19) = 6.85, p < 0.05, area and category F(1, 19) = 24.12, p < 0.0005,
area, spatial frequency and category F(1, 19) = 6.24, p < 0.05, and area, category and
hemisphere F(1, 19) = 7.27, p < 0.05.

The effect of the areawas due to the amplitude of theN50 being larger in the temporal
areas in comparisonwith the occipital areas.Masking by house images evoked a decrease
of N50 amplitude. The N50 amplitude was significantly higher for unfiltered masks than
for LSF masks (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Grand-averaged ERP waveforms for the different mask conditions recorded at right
occipital, right temporal, and right frontal areas.

Posterior N150. In the occipital cluster, an ANOVA revealed significant effects of spa-
tial frequency F (1, 19) = 7.21, p < 0.05 and category F (1, 19) = 7.05, p < 0.05. In
the temporal cluster, significant effects were observed for the factors spatial frequency
F (1, 19)= 12.84, p< 0.01, and category F (1, 19)= 5.94, p< 0.05, and the interaction
between category and hemisphere F (1, 19) = 4.91, p < 0.05 was found. The effect of
spatial frequency was present because the size of the N150 was larger when the target
stimulus was preceded by the LSFmask. The effect of the category was due to the ampli-
tude of the N150 being smaller under the house mask condition. The N150 amplitude
observed in the temporal cluster of the left hemisphere at unfiltered face masks was
significantly higher than at unfiltered house masks.

Posterior P200. For the amplitude of the occipital P200 component, there were effect
of category F (1, 19) = 20.60, p < 0.0005, and interaction between spatial frequency
and category F (1, 19) = 6.07, p < 0.05. Low-pass filtering of the mask decreased the
P200 amplitude. A decrease observed with house masks (p < 0.0005) was greater than
with face masks.

Anterior P50. In the frontal cluster, an ANOVA revealed significant effects of spatial
frequency F (1, 19) = 4.59, p < 0.05 and category F (1, 19) = 67.63, p < 0.0005. The
face mask produced a greater P50 amplitude compared to the house mask. Low-pass
mask filtering decreased the P50 amplitude.

Anterior N150. An ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the spatial frequency F (1,
19) = 8.22, p < 0.01. Low-pass filtering of the masking images increased the N150
amplitude.

4 Discussion

4.1 RT Depended on Mask Category

Our results demonstrate that images of man-made objects which were preceded by
face masks recognized faster than under house masks. Our behavioral data confirmed
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the assumption that faces capture attention and facilitate the processing of subsequent
visual information.

4.2 Early ERP Components

The amplitudes of the early ERP components were significantly affected by the mask
category. The increase of the posterior N50 was more pronounced in temporal cortical
areas. This component was detected 150ms after mask presentation and corresponded to
the conventional N170, which reflects the encoding of individual face features [12, 13].
The frontal P50 reflects the early processing of themask and therefore is comparablewith
the positive P200 component, which is detected 150–200 ms after image presentation
[14, 15]. The increased P200 is associated with an allocation of exogenous attention
[16].

The amplitudes of the early ERP components also depended on the spatial frequency
of the mask. LSF images decreased the posterior N50 and the frontal P50 amplitudes.
Several studies showed that the increase of early posterior negativity reflects the pro-
cessing of the previous irrelevant image object [17, 18]. We conclude that the depth of
mask processing was larger in the case of an unfiltered mask because it contains more
detailed visual information about the image as compared with an LSF mask. Thus, it
was easier to inhibit an irrelevant signal in the case of an unfiltered mask.

4.3 Mid-latency ERP Components

An analysis of the mid-latency ERP components showed the more pronounced depen-
dence of their amplitudes on mask spatial frequency compared with the mask category.
LSF masks increased the N150 in the frontal and caudal areas and decreased P200 in the
occipital ones. Mu and Li [19] showed the relations of the increased frontal negativity
with interference in the processing of low-frequency and high-frequency information.
Thus, the larger N150 reflects more pronounced interference from the non-attended LSF
information and poorer processing of the stimulus. It was assumed that the increased
posterior N150 was associated with influences from higher-level regions which were
activated by the preceding low-frequency mask image [20]. The amplitude of the mid-
latency posterior component P200 was higher in the condition of forward masking by
unfiltered images. It was shown that the higher positivity in this time window indicated
efficient inhibition of visual information about distractors [21, 22].

An effect of the mask category was only observed in the case of the N150 component
in the posterior cortical regions. The N150 amplitude observed under face masks was
larger than under house masks. This result may be associated with increased spatial
attention to faces that facilitate the recognition of the following visual stimuli [4].

5 Conclusions

Summing up, socially significant images - faces and buildings - when presented centrally
just before the target, show amasking effect, and for faces, this effect is less marked than
that of buildings. We suppose that face masks increase the subject’s spatial attention and
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thus facilitate the processing of the subsequent relevant stimulus. LSF transformation
enhances the masking, probably by reducing their visibility, which prevents an efficient
inhibition of the irrelevant signals. The early ERP components were predominantly
affected by the mask category, while the mid-latency components were more sensitive
in the spatial frequency.

The research was carried out within the state assignment of IHNA&NPh RAS.
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Abstract. We studied the role of ventral visual cortex areas in processing color
and shape information during memorizing these characteristics. The participants
(22 people) were presented with blots of different colors and shapes (9 shapes,
8 colors). There were 3 experimental series in which participants had to memo-
rize shape, color, or both characteristics at once. A control block was also con-
ducted, in which the task was to count the number of the same color images. EEG
was recorded, then the brain activity sources were localized. Also, we calculated
the connectivity parameters (via Granger causality method). During memorizing
colors, we found strong connections between the V3v and hV4 areas. During
memorizing the shape, connection between the VO1 areas in both hemispheres
was found. When both characteristics were memorized, we found connections
between the V3v, hV4, and VO1 areas. In addition, connections were observed
between the VO1 and VO2 areas of both hemispheres. We suggested that hV4 and
VO1 areas are related to color and shape processing, respectively. In VO2 area all
characteristics are integrated into a holistic image of perception.

Keywords: Ventral visual cortex · Visual working memory · Visual perception

1 Introduction

Large amounts of data suggest that various characteristics of visual stimuli are processed
by the ventral part of the visual cortex. Although the areas of the brain responsible for
the perception of complex objects such as faces are fairly well established, it was more
difficult to localize cortex areas that process simpler visual characteristics such as the
color and shape of objects. For example, there is conflicting data on the role of the hV4
area (human V4) in visual perception: some studies have found that this area is involved
exclusively in the processing of color information [2] or other characteristics of stimuli
[10]. Other studies show that the color and shape information is processed in other areas
of the ventral visual cortex [12].

We suggest that the reason for this discrepancy is due to the peculiarities of experi-
mental procedures. In most studies, experimental designs are made so that participants
perceive stimuli passively, without performing any task. We suppose that perception is
an active process that depends on the task being performed by a person at the moment.
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In our study, the participants were given a task in which they were required to select and
memorize individual characteristics of visual stimuli. The aim of the study is to identify
areas of the ventral visual cortex involved in processing the color and shape of stimuli.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

We collected data on 22 participants (13 female, 9 male, age 19.6 years, SD= 1.84). All
participants were healthy with no history of neurological and/or psychiatric disorders.
Each participant had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and normal color
vision. The experiment was considered and approved by the Research Ethics Committee
of the Faculty of Psychology, Lomonosov Moscow State University.

2.2 Visual Stimuli and Experimental Design

The participants were presented with the picture of color blot for 400 ms period (there
were 8 different shapes and 9 colors). The taskwas tomemorize either the color or shape,
or both characteristics together. In the control series, the same stimuli were presented,
but the task was to count the number of figures with a certain color (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Design of experiment. A – shape memorizing session, B – color memorizing session, and
C – both shape and color memorizing session.
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2.3 EEG Methods

EEG was recorded (19 channels, 10–20% system) and evoked potentials (ERP) were
calculated for presenting an image with a figure in each of the series. Based on the results
obtained, the sources of brain activitywere localized viaBrainstorm [11] using the dSPM
algorithm [3]. For further analysis, we selected 8 areas of the ventral visual cortex:
V3v (VP), hV4, VO1, and VO2 in both hemispheres. Coordinates of areas boundaries
according to Wang et al. [13] were adapted for Brainstorm. Using the Granger causality
estimation method [9], causal connections between these areas of the ventral visual
cortex were calculated.

3 Results

We obtained causal connections between 8 areas of the visual cortex: V3v, hV4, VO1
and VO2 in both hemispheres (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Granger causal connections between the areas of ventral visual cortex for experimen-
tal sessions and the control block. “L” and “R” mean “left” and “right”, respectively. The line
with one arrow indicates unidirectional connections, double line with two arrows – bidirectional
connections.
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In the control block we found connections between V3v (right hemisphere) and VO1
(left hemisphere), and unidirectional connection between VO2 areas.

The color memorizing session shows bidirectional connections between VO2 areas,
and unidirectional ones between V3v and hV4 (left), VO1 (left) and VO2 (right) areas.

In the shape memorizing session, there are unidirectional connections between V3v
(left) and hV4 (right), VO1 andVO2 (right) areas, and bidirectional connections between
VO1 and VO2 areas in both hemispheres.

When participants were to memorize both characteristics were, we found an inte-
grative pattern of activation. There are bidirectional connections between VO1 and VO2
(left and right), hV4 and VO1 (left) areas, and unidirectional ones between V3v (right)
and hV4 and VO1 (left) areas.

We can distinguish several patterns of causal connections. Memorizing color infor-
mation requires connections between V3v, hV4 and VO1 areas; shape information—
between V3v, VO1 and VO2 areas. Memorizing both visual characteristics involves all
these activity patterns.

We found that visual information comes from V3v area to hV4 and VO1 areas in
each experimental series, because the stimulus has color and shape characteristics. If
the task is “to memorize the color”, participants will switch attention from the whole
stimulus to its color. That leads to increasing the level of hV4 activation and the level of
connections with other areas. Under other conditions we can observe the same patterns.

4 Discussion

In a series in which participants had to memorize the color shade of stimuli (both sep-
arately and in combination with the shape), the activation of hV4 area was observed
immediately after the activation of the V3v (VP) area. Human fMRI experiments have
shown that V3v area neurons respond to chromatic stimuli [7]. Recently, it was proved
that V4 area neurons (in primates) form a “hue preference map” [5]. It can be assumed
that the humanV4 (hV4) performs a similar function and integrates the color information
received from V3v area.

When participants had to memorize the shape of stimuli, there were revealed strong
connections between VO1 areas of both hemispheres. We suggest that connection can
be associated with shape information processing. We assume that these visual cortex
areas integrate information about the shape of the stimulus from both semifields of the
visual field. In support of this assumption, the activity of V3v is also observed in the
perception of illusory contours [6] and contours of geometric shapes [8].

We revealed that in a series in which both color and shape were required to be
memorized, bidirectional connections between hV4 and VO1 were found. This data is
well explained by hypothesis that hV4 is responsible for integrating information about
color, and VO1 integrates information about shape of the stimuli. It is likely that when
these two characteristics are processing, there is an interaction between these areas.

Finally, both the experimental and control series show activation of VO2 areas in
both hemispheres. There are unidirectional (in control series) and bidirectional (in all
other series) connections between these areas. In the literature there is a little amount
of data which allows us to establish a functional role of these areas, and the available
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data is quite contradictory. Thus, according to the hypothesis of Goddard and Mullen
[4], neurons in the VO2 are responsible for separating color from achromatic contrast in
these areas. Wang et al. [14] suggest that this area of the ventral visual cortex has large
fields of attention modulation for face and house images. It can be cautiously assumed
that VO2 is rather related to the perception of stimuli as complete familiar objects. Thus,
our experimental design with ERP, as well as the experimental designs described in the
literature, where similar VO2 activation was observed, suggest multiple presentations
of similar stimuli. Accordingly, bidirectional connections between these areas of two
hemispheres may indicate the integration of information from both semifields, which is
necessary for object recognition. In addition, this assumption is indirectly supported by
the close connection of the VO2 area with the parahippocampal cortex, which plays an
important role in the recognition process [1].

5 Conclusion

Our study clarifies the role of ventral visual cortex in color and shape perception of
objects. We assume that the hV4 area is related to the integration of color information,
and the VO1 area is related to the integration of information about the shape of objects.
In addition, the activity of the VO2 area is probably associated with the formation of
a holistic image of perception that combines all the important characteristics of the
stimulus for the observer.
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Abstract. One of the difficulties in research of insight problem solving is that
insight solutions are hard to control consciously. Moreover, participants cannot
verbally report about problem solving [14] or evaluate their progress to the answer
[11]. In this study we assumed that metacognitive hints could enhance an insight
solution effectiveness. The hints may be helpful to participants’ progress moni-
toring, understanding of contradictions and conflicts in insight problems. To test
this hypothesis, we conducted the experiment where participants had to solve
the Five-Square problem under one of two conditions: a) control – experimenter
periodically gave supportive statements to participants (for example, “You will
succeed”, “You can do it”); b) experimental – experimenter periodically gave
metacognitive hints to participants (for example, “What prevents you from solv-
ing the problem?”, “What else can you use?”).We compared the number of solvers
who successfully solved the problem within 15 min in each group. As a result,
we found that the insight problem is more likely to be solved in the condition
with metacognitive hints than in the condition with supportive statements. The
result indicates that an incentive to conflict analysis plays a greater role in insight
problem solving compared to the motivation to solve.

Keywords: Insight · Insight problem solving ·Metacognition ·Metacognitive
hints

1 Introduction

The study of insight problem solving is one of the complex and controversial challenges
in modern psychology of thinking. One of the difficulties in insight problems is an
inaccessibility of solving processes for an observer. The inaccessibility manifests as an
inability to monitor a solution progress [1], an inability to give a verbal report about
the progress [2], and a participants’ immunity to verbal hints [3]. From this perspective
insight solution occurs unconsciously, uncontrollably, and largely spontaneously [4].
However, there are striking evidences that information is available to consciousness
during insight problem solving [5, 6]. Such information can be used as a source of
knowledge by metacognitive processes [7], i.e., processes that track solution progress.

In a recent literature, two views on the role of metacognitive monitoring in insight
problem solving can be distinguished. The first view belongs to adherents of the nothing
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special approach, who consider mechanisms of insight and algorithmic solutions as
identical. They suppose that metacognitive monitoring of progress to the goal state in
insight problems should proceed according to the same principles as in algorithmic
problems. For example, a use of metacognitive progress-monitoring heuristic in the
classical insight problemswas shown [8–10]. The use of the heuristic in the nine-dots and
the eight-coins problems is available due to the fact that these problems have sufficient
requirements for the goal state and it is only required to find a path to achieve the goal.
The second view belongs to adherents of the specific approach and deals with problems,
in which the goal state is not given or the goal requirements are unclear to the solver.
The metacognitive monitoring in these problems can be very difficult due to the lack
of feedback and, as a result, the monitoring is limited. The main information source
for metacognitive processes is emotional signals. In particular, Aha! experience (an
accompanying feeling for the emergence of a solution or hypothesis) can be considered as
a signal from unconsciousness to consciousness that the problem solution has been found
[11]. The two indicated theoretical views about the role of metacognitive monitoring in
problem solvingmanagement are not opposite, but they are probably aimed at explaining
different problems and various difficulties in their solution.

The key evidence of the important role ofmetacognitive processes in insight problem
solving is the solver’s ability to use preliminary metacognitive training. A number of
studies have shown that the training (to pay attention to obstacles and barriers in the
problem space; to identify a set of initial solver assumptions) improves the efficiency
of spatial insight problems [6]. For this purpose, the authors used various questions
aimed at the activation of metacognition. For example, “What strategies have you tried?
Why?”, “What are you trying to do?”, etc. Another work [5] also demonstrated the
possibilities of metacognitive training, but at this time to increase the effectiveness of
verbal insight problems. It was shown that verbal insight problems are better solved after
participants have been trained to look for inconsistencies in the problem representation.
The effectiveness of such training is associated not only with a conscious attitude to the
problem solving, but with a training to detect conflicts.

These studies not only show the importance ofmetacognitive training, but also reveal
the key role of conflict detection and contradiction analysis in insight problem solving.
The importance of conflict detection is indirectly indicated by recent data about the
brain correlates of creativity and insight. A number of studies of brain activity in insight
problems indicate a significant activity of anterior cingulate cortex, namely ACC [12].
Activity of ACC accompanies the unexpected failures detection and, possibly, provides
the search and detection of conflicts and contradictions [13, 14]. It is important to note
that ACC activity is observed in insight problems, but is not observed in creativity [12].

Thus, we suggest thatmetacognitive processes are useful for increasing the efficiency
of insight problem solving. Their role is primarily associated with an increase of the
solver’s attention to the contradictions and conflicts in the problem. However, it should
be noted that some studies show the impossibility of building a complete and adequate
metacognitive model for the insight problem. For example, differences between insight
and algorithmic in solution monitoring were found [1]. Participants could carefully
monitor their solution progress in algorithmic problems, measuring a feeling-of-warmth.
But during the solution of insight problems, the participants were not able to adequately
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assess their solution progress. Another work obtained the similar data [15]: participants
showed a divergence between objective and subjective measurements of the impasse.

2 Experiment

The aim of this study is to test the role of metacognition in insight problem solving. We
suppose that metacognitive hints allow participants to monitor their solution progress.
The main function of monitoring is increasing the solution effectiveness. The metacog-
nition compensates the incompleteness of problem representation and reveals the con-
tradictions and inconsistencies in it [16]. The positive role of metacognitive hints will be
manifested both in an increase of successful attempts in the experimental group and in a
decrease in the solution time in the experimental group compared to the control group.

3 Method

3.1 Participants

Participants were 60 persons: the control group – 30 persons (21 women), aged 18–
53 years (M = 22.7, SD= 7.09); the experimental group – 30 persons (22 women), aged
18–34 years (M = 21.2, SD = 4.03) All participants were tested individually, took part
voluntarily, and were not paid for their participation.

3.2 Stimuli

As an insight problem we used the five-square problem [17], in which participants
should move three sticks to reduce the number of five squares to four squares of equal
size (see Fig. 1). The problemwas presented to the participants on the table. Square sides
were made from counting sticks of the same color. The initial state of the problem was
presented for the participants; they did not see building process. The participants were
instructed aloud. The experimenter could repeat the problem instruction at the request
of the participant.

Fig. 1. The five-square problem (a) – initial problem state, (b) – one of the correct solutions.
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3.3 Procedure

The participants were tested individually. The solution time limit was 15 min. The
time was measured by a stopwatch. A start was a moment when participants reported
understanding of the instruction. A finish was a moment when participants found the
solution and was certain of its correctness. The participants were randomly assigned to
one of the two groups:

1) experimental group that receives a metacognitive hint from the experimenter
every minute during problem solving. Metacognitive hints were phrases such as “What
prevents you from solving the problem”, “What else can you use?”, “Is there a conflict in
the problem?”, “Are there any unusual elements in the problem?”, “What do you want to
achieve?”, “What should be in the solution final?”, “Do you have any internal constraints
that do not allow you to solve the problem?”, “Maybe you overlook anything?”.

2) control group that receives supportive statement from the experimenter also every
minute. The control group received supportive statements to control the factor of partici-
pant distraction from the solution process. The following phraseswere used as supportive
statements: “Please, try again”, “You will succeed”, “The problem at first seems difficult
for all participants”, “You need to make a little more effort”, “You can do it”, “You have
all the necessary knowledge”, “You are doing well”, “Feel free to make hypotheses”.

The order of phrases presentation was random, but it was corrected in the light of
participant’s remarks in the problem solving process.

4 Results

Weused the Chi-squaremethodwith Yates correction to compare the number of success-
ful (when the problem was solved) and unsuccessful (when the problem was not solved)
attempts in the control and experimental groups. The Yates correction was introduced,
because the value of one cell of the contingency table does not exceed 10, but not less
than 5. The method revealed a significant difference between the distribution of success-
ful (control group – 5, experimental – 13) and unsuccessful (control – 25, experimental
– 17) attempts in the control and experimental groups, χ2 = 3.889, p = .049, Cramer’s
V = 0.017.

We used the independent sample t-tests to compare the solution time. We found
significant difference of the total solution times of successful and unsuccessful attempts
(time of unsuccessful attempt is 900 s) between the control (M = 840, SD = 171) and
experimental (M = 709.4, SD = 261.8) groups, t(49.94) = 2.288, p = .026, r = 0.275.
However, the comparison of the solution times only in successful attempts using the
Mann-Whitney test did not reveal the difference between the control (M = 540, SD =
277.5) and experimental (M = 460, SD= 216.4) groups, U(Ncontrol = 5, Nexperimental =
13) = 25, z = −0.739, p = .46.

5 Discussion

Based on the obtained data, we can conclude that metacognitive hints significantly
influence the probability of insight solution comparing to the supportive statements in the
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control group. The main function of supportive statements was participants’ motivation
to continue problem solving, while metacognitive hints induced analysis of problem
difficulties, detection of contradictions and ambiguities in representation. The result
indicates that the inducement to conflict analysis plays a greater role in problem solving
in comparison with the motivation to find the answer. We assume that the result is
associated with the fact that metacognitive hints are a kind of external tool for assessing
and monitoring problem progress.

Metacognitive hints allow solvers not only analyzing problem conditions, but also
analyzing their representation and solution processes. In particular, such hints can be
used to search for sources of difficulty in the problem; search for conflict elements in the
initial representation; search for representation components that are flexible or change
resistant.All of this demonstrates the possibility of conflict detection and conflict analysis
in the insight as tools for representational change.

Unfortunately, our results only barely pass the threshold of significance after applying
the Yates correction, and the effect size is not large enough. Nevertheless, we consider
the data as confirmation of our hypothesis and plan to conduct similar experiments about
the role of metacognitive hints in insight problem solving.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, we found that conflict analysis in the problem representation increase the
effectiveness of insight problems. Metacognitive hints could be the base for metacogni-
tive monitoring. The monitoring allows the solver to consciously track his own mistakes
and distortions in insight problem solving and to receive additional feedback about
solution processes. Thus, high-level processes in insight problems can be effective and
our data demonstrate the possibility of conflict analysis as a mean of representational
changing in the insight.
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Abstract. Insight is the sudden unpredictable appearance of a problem’s solution.
The solution of anagrams is one of the tasks available for studying insight. Repet-
itive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) allows the detection of a causal
relationship between the activity of a cerebral cortex area and the studied cogni-
tive phenomenon. During online-rTMS, the presentation of a short train of stimuli
causes a so-called “virtual lesion” - a disruption of the task performance in which
this area is involved. We aimed to study online effects of rTMS over left and right
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) on insight solution of anagrams. Healthy
volunteers aged 18 to 55 years who did not have contraindications for magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and rTMS were included. Each volunteer underwent
3 sessions of rTMS of left DLPFC, right DLPFC and Vertex (Control region) in
a randomized order with intersession interval not less than 48 h. The presentation
and solving of anagrams was synchronized to the rTMS train. During each ses-
sion, 35 anagrams were presented with the intertrain intervals not less than 26 s.
We assessed the total number and frequency of insight problem solving, mean
duration of an insight solution and the percentage of correct answers. The data
of 16 healthy volunteers were analyzed. No significant differences were observed
depending on the stimulation zone when comparing the studied parameters for
the three stimulation protocols and in pairwise comparisons between them. These
results may be associated with a high degree of interindividual variability of the
insight rate and a relatively low total number of insights. Further studies in this
area are needed patients.

Keywords: Insight · Aha!-moment · Creativity · Repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation · Online effects · Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

1 Introduction

Insight is the sudden and unpredictable appearance of a problem’s solution. Insight is
usually contrasted with two other ways of problem solving – analytical solution and
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memory retrieval, and is thought to be associated with creativity and creative thinking.
This explains a significant interest in studying the neural bases of this phenomenon and
exploring possibilities of its modulation. The solution of anagrams is one of the tasks
available for studying insight, in which, compared to “classical insight tasks” such as
the nine-dot problem and the eight-coin problem, it is possible to apply not only the
insight-based but also the analytical solution strategy, which allows the computation
of the insight rate. Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a method
of noninvasive brain stimulation (NIBS) using an alternating magnetic field to excite
neurons [1]. rTMS allows the detection of a causal relationship between the activity of
a certain area of the cerebral cortex and the studied cognitive phenomenon. Two main
approaches are used in cognitive studies: online-rTMS and offline-rTMS. In both cases,
one modulates brain activity using magnetic stimuli and evaluates the effects of this
modulation. However, in online-rTMS, the stimulation effect is assessed directly during
the stimulation, while in offline-rTMS - after the stimulation. Online-rTMS applied
during task performance is a widely used approach to disrupt brain regions that are
involved it task processing. During online-rTMS, the presentation of a short train of
stimuli causes a so-called “virtual lesion” - a temporary and reversible dysfunction of the
stimulated area of the brain immediately at the moment of stimulation and, accordingly,
a disruption of the task performance in which this area is involved. To our knowledge, no
studies of the insight phenomenon using the online-rTMS approach have been published
yet. Previous studies discussed the role of right prefrontal cortex in insight problem
solving [2]. At the same time, studies using another NIBS method, transcranial direct
current stimulation, showed that anodal stimulation of the left DLPFC can modulate
insight problem solving [3–5]. Our aim was to study online effects of navigated rTMS
over left and right DLPFC on insight solution of anagrams. Conscious awareness.

2 Method

2.1 Subjects

24 volunteers (19 women, age 18.0 [18.0; 23.5] years) were screened for participation
in the study. All participants were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory. All procedures performed in the study were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the Ethics Committee of the Research Center of Neurology (reference
number 2–4/19 from 20.02.2019) and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later
amendments or comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was obtained from the
24 volunteers.

Inclusion criteria for participation in this study:

• age of 18–55 years;
• normal or corrected-to-normal vision;

Exclusion criteria:

• MRI contraindications, e.g., implanted cardiac devices, claustrophobia, pregnancy,
and others according to the guidelines [6];
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• intake of drugs acting on the central nervous system;
• history of neurologic or psychiatric disorders;
• severe chronic diseases.

Three volunteers were excluded at the screening stage. One volunteer dropped off
the study due to loss of interest, three more volunteers dropped off due to logistical
difficulties. 17 participants completed the study protocol.

2.2 Neuromodulation

All participants underwent MRI to obtain structural data and import it into the NBS
eXimiaNexstimneuronavigationTMSsystem (Nexstim,Finland). TheMRIacquisitions
were performed on a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Verio scanner. Anatomic images were
obtained using a 3D-T1-gradient echo sequence (T1-MPR) and consisted of 176 sagittal
slices (TR= 1900 ms, TE= 2.47 ms, slice thickness= 1.0 mm, voxel size 1.0× 0.977
× 0.977 mm3, FOV = 250 mm).

Each volunteer underwent 3 sessions of rTMS of left DLPFC, right DLPFC and
Vertex (control region) in a randomized order with intersession intervals not less than
48 h. The targets within the right and left DLPFCwere 5 cm forward from the “hot spot”
of the abductor pollicis brevis muscle representation of the corresponding hemisphere.
The area of the vertex was determined by structural MRI. The following stimulation
protocol was used: frequency - 10 Hz, duration of one train - 4 s, stimulation intensity -
90% of the resting motor threshold measured by the Rossini-Rothwell algorithm [7].

2.3 Task

Russian language anagrams with 5–8 letters were presented on a display and synchro-
nized to rTMS trains by Trigger Station (BrainTrends, Italy). The structure of a single
anagram presentation is shown in Fig. 1.

At the first stage, an anagramwas presented for 9 s without stimulation. If the subject
solved it within 9 s and pressed the button “solved”, the subject would be asked about
the first letter of the answer, which was followed by the display of the correct answer.
If the subject did not solve the anagram within the first 9 s, one train of 10-Hz rTMS
lasting 4 s was performed followed by 4 more seconds of anagram presentation. If the
subject found the correct solution (during stimulation or within 4 s after), the subject
would be requested to answer the following questions:

1) Did the solution come by insight? Yes/No;
2) Select one of three ways of reaching the solution: instant solution/unsuccessful

search followed by a sudden solution emergence/search resulting in finding the
solution;

3) Select the first letter of the answer: A/B/C;
4) Select the last letter of the answer: A/B/C.

After these questions, as well as in the case when the subject did not solve the
anagram, the correct answer was demonstrated. The next anagram was presented in no
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less than 22 s after that, so as to fulfill the safety requirements [8] regarding the number
of stimuli per unit time. During each session, 35 anagrams were presented.

Fig. 1. Repetitive TMS-synchronised paradigm for the anagram solving problem. Green lines
correspond to a button press; red lines correspond to transitions due to elapsed time. The rTMS
train is shown by blue arrows.

2.4 Data Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA). Safety and tolerability was evaluated after each session using in-house question-
naires. We assessed the total number and frequency of insight problem solving, mean
duration of an insight solution and the percentage of correct answers obtained by any of
the two strategies. Since all the parameters were distributed non-normally (Shapiro-Wilk
test) we applied non-parametrical statistic tests: Friedman’s test was used to compare
results between protocols; pairwise comparisons of the protocols were performed using
the sign test (Wilcoxon’s test excluded based on a visual assessment of distribution
symmetry).

3 Results

No serious adverse events were reported during rTMS. All solutions of one subject fit
into the first 9 s of anagram presentation, so rTMS was not performed at all, and the
obtained data were excluded. Thus, the data of 16 healthy volunteers were analyzed.
Data from volunteers who had at least one insight in each session (a total of 7 people)
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was used for analyzing the time spent on an insight solution. On average, during one
session, the volunteers experienced 2–3 insights, and they spent an average of 12 s on
each insight solution (Table 1).

Table 1. Investigated parameters of insight solution in three stimulation conditions. Data are
presented as the median and quartiles Me [LQ; HQ].

Parameter/Protocol Left DLPFC Right DLPFC Vertex

Total number of insight problem
solutions

2,5 [0;3] 1,5 [0,5;3,5] 2 [0,5;4]

Frequency of insight problem
solving

0,27 [0;0,63] 0,35 [0,06;0,64] 0,47 [0,06;0,63]

Percentage of correct answers 0,63 [0,3;1] 0,6 [0,18;0,79] 0,67 [0,44;0,71]

Mean duration of an insight
solution, s

12,0 [11,4;13,5] 12,4 [11,4;12,6] 12,3 [11,8;13,5]

Weobserved great interindividual variability in insight rates,without a clear tendency
towards higher or lower average rates in any of the protocols (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Frequency of insight problem solving during the stimulation of the three studied brain
areas.

No significant differences were found between the stimulation zones when compar-
ing the studied parameters for the three stimulation protocols (Friedman test) and in
pairwise comparisons between them (sign test).
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4 Discussion

In our study, we tested whether left or right DLPFC has a causal role in insight problem
solving by assessing the online effects of navigated rTMS on anagram solving. We did
not find significant effects on the frequency of insight solving as well as its speed and the
overall rate of correct solutions. These results may be associated with a high degree of
interindividual variability and the relatively low total number of insights. One of themain
limitations of our studywas the subjectivity of determining the problem-solving strategy.
Although the self-report approach is thought to be reliable and is widely used in studies
of insight [9], its obvious disadvantages are the difficulty and possible inaccuracies in
the distinction between insight and analytical solutions. Our data failed to reinforce
previous obtained results from Cerruti et al. [5], Metuki et al. [4] and Zmigrod et al.
[10] who showed an increase in insight problem solving by anodal tDCS of the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. However, it should be noted that the authors used CRA
(Compound Remote Associate) problem solving as an insight task and we used anagram
solving. In addition, the role of the DLPFC appears to be complex and involve various
aspects of the insight and creative thinking, such as the integration of semantically distant
information, creative choice of ideas and convergent thinking [11]. The heterogeneity
of NIBS effects depending on the choice of the task is also discussed. Chi RP and
Snyder AW [12] showed the enhancement of non-verbal insight by stimulating anterior
temporal lobes (ATL). At the same time Aihara et al. [13] found that anodal tDCS of the
right anterior temporal lobe did not significantly affect performance in either verbal or
non-verbal insight tasks. Finally, a basic difference in the approaches to assessing NIBS
effects between our research and all the mentioned studies should be noted. The cited
authors [3–5, 10–13] used an offline approach when the effects are assessed after the end
of stimulation. In our study, we used an online approach when the effects are assessed
during the stimulation thus allowing a more accurate assessment of causality. Future
rTMS studies may explore different areas reported to be involved in creative thinking,
as well as the effects of different stimulation protocols.

5 Conclusions

We did not find significant effects on the frequency of insight solving as well as its speed
and the overall rate of correct solutions and thus did not reinforce study results obtained in
previous studies usingNIBS. In conclusionwewould like to note that despite the negative
results obtained in our pilot study, further research in this area is warranted, in particular,
the study of different insight tasks using multiple approaches including functional MRI,
electroencephalography (EEG) and event-related potential (ERP) studies. Our group is
planning to perform an experiment studying offline effects of rTMS on insight problem
solving.

Acknowledgements. The reported study was funded by the RFBR according to the research
project № 18–00-01100 (18–00-01078).
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Abstract. The mirror neurons are involved in learning, empathy, and social inter-
actions. Themirror neuron system (MNS) is activatedwhen observing, presenting,
and performing social gestures, so the MNS projects the action seen, determines
its purpose, emotion, and motivation of the person. The most commonly used
paradigm inMNS researches is to demonstrate biologicalmovements using a video
clip, although initially the mirror properties of neurons were discovered during a
personal demonstration. As an indicator of the MNS activity, we used the level
of EEG mu-rhythm suppression in the central areas of the scalp when performing
certain tasks. We found differences in the MNS activation when demonstrating
movement in person or when using a video clip. The mu rhythm suppression was
significantly greater in the higher alpha range (10.5–13 Hz) in central and parietal
areas during observation, imagination, and execution in paradigm with a personal
demonstration. This indicates that theMNS is more active in personal social inter-
action, as opposed to video clipmode. Since one of the functions ofmirror neurons
is associative learning in childhood, our discovery may indicate poor quality of
learning from video clips and online.

Keywords: Mirror neuron system ·Mu suppression · Personal demonstration

1 Introduction

1.1 Mirror Neurons Discovering

Mirror neurons were discovered in 1996 by Italian scientists in experiments on the motor
cortexofmonkeys [1].RizzolattiwithColleagues conducted a studyon the localizationof
motor neurons when they placed electrodes in the ventral premotor cortex of themonkey.
During each experiment, the researchers showed the monkey by themselves what to do
and then allowed the monkey to repeat that motion. It turned out that particular neurons
responded identically when the experimenter showed the action, and when the monkey
performed it. So a mirror neuron is a neuron that fires both when one acts and observes
the same action performed by another one. At the same time, Rizzolatti showed the
importance of understanding the purpose of the action and the physical ability to repeat
it for activation of the mirror neurons [2]. Further studies have already been conducted
in humans using indirect methods such as fMRI and EEG, which allows to identify the
increase in the mirror neurons system (MNS) activity.
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1.2 Mirror Neurons Functions

Oneof the theories of theMNSorigin reports [3] that themirror neurons appear in infancy
during associative learning and are intermediaries between sensory and motor systems.
So, the first function of the mirror neurons is learning through imitation. The second
important function of mirror neurons is the ability to perceive and understand the actions
and emotions of other people in social communication [4–7]. So, the mirror neurons
play a key role in the processes of learning, imitation, and perception. Apparently, the
MNS helps to accommodate the emotional mood of the interlocutor, to understand his
motivation and goals. Thus mirror network is a key mechanism in social behavior.

1.3 Mirror Neuron System Research Methods

If we talk about methods of studying the MNS, in addition to neuroimaging methods,
EEGwith functional samples is also widely used. This method does not allow us to iden-
tify the localization of the MNS activity, however, it allows us to identify the moment
and degree of the MNS activation by reducing the mu-rhythm. The mu-rhythm or senso-
rimotor rhythm of the EEG is associated with motor activity and reduces its power when
observing or performing motor movements, i.e. just when the mirror system is activated.
Thus, mu-rhythm can serve as an indicator of the MNS activity in various tasks [8]. Not
so long ago, in invasive experiments, it was shown that mirror neurons modulate the
amplitude of the mu rhythm [9].

The typical scheme of the MNS experiment is recording EEG during observation
and repeating of biological movement when mirror neurons work. Our scientific team
has conducted the MNS researches since 2015 using various types of demonstrating
stimulus material. The first studies of the MNS were conducted using a personal direct
demonstration of hand movement by an experimenter [10], like in the original Riz-
zolatti’s experiment. Subsequent studies were conducted using a mounted video clip,
where the same hand movement was shown to the subject on the monitor screen [11].
Then we realized that mu-suppression was higher in our experiments with a personal
demonstration of hand movement. This fact led us to a new study of the activation force
of the mirror neuron system in different paradigms of biological motion demonstration.
This research seems to be very topical in the field of the fact that social interaction is
forced to switch to online mode in the modern world. The question remains how much
this will affect the quality of communication and understanding of each other.

2 Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

The researchmethods were approved by the ethical committees of the Institute of Higher
Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology of the Russian Academy of Sciences and the
Research and Clinical Center for Neuropsychiatry of Moscow Healthcare Department.
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2.2 Experimental Design

EEG recording was performed at resting state with open eyes (baseline) and during
the implementation of tasks that activate the MNS – “observation”, “imagination” and
“execution”. The motor task was clenching the right hand. The first paradigm was a
personal direct demonstration of motor movements by the experimenter. In this case, the
experimenter sat opposite the subject, and the subject first observed the clenching of the
experimenter’s hand, then imagined and repeated this movement. The second paradigm
was to use a mounted video clip with visualization of the same motor movement at the
same task sequence. Each active task in both paradigm lasted 10 s. There were pauses
between tasks when the experimenter reminded what to do next. Paradigms were ranked
among the subjects.

2.3 Participants

The participant group consisted of 37 healthy subjects aged 20 to 37 years, all right-
handed without psycho-neurological disorders: 17 subjects (11 women, 6 men, average
age 27 years) with personal demonstrating, 20 subjects (14 women, 6 men, average
age 29 years) with using a video clip. The experiment took place in the same room,
the experimenter was the same, the procedure for preparing for the experiment was
exactly the same for both groups of subjects. The exclusion criteria were the following:
left-handedness; low amplitude resting-state EEG (<20 µV); strong alpha resting-state
activity (>150µV); alcohol and drug addiction; diabetes; chronic neurological diseases.

2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

EEG recording was performed using an EEG-21/26 encephalograph analyzer “MTD
ENCEPHALAN 131–03”, (19 electrodes according to the 10–20 system, monopolar
relative to the combined ear electrodes A1 and A2) at rest with open eyes (baseline) and
during the tasks. Data was sampled at 256 Hz with filter settings of 0.5 to 60 Hz in DC
acquisition mode with impedances kept below 10 k�. EEG recordings were processed
by spectral correlation analysis based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) over 3 frequency
bands: alpha1 (8–10.5Hz) and alpha2 (10.5–13Hz). To identify the sensorimotor rhythm
changes we analyzed C3, C4, Cz (central), P3, P4, Pz (parietal) electrodes, furthermore,
we verified O1 and O2 (occipital) electrodes to exclude visual alpha rhythm suppression
during the experiment.

Statistical comparison was made with the logarithmic powers of EEG rhythms rel-
ative to baseline. The paradigm of repeated measurements (observation, imagination,
execution) with the factors “brain location” (central, parietal, occipital) and “group”
(personal demonstration or using video clip) were used. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using an ANOVA, and Tukey’s test for post-hoc analysis was used to determine
pairwise differences (StatSoft© Statistica 8).

3 Results

After FFT analysis, power values were obtained in the alpha1 and alpha2 frequency
sub-bands for each electrode in three active tasks and the baseline. Natural logarithms
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of the spectral power in each of the tasks relative to the baseline were calculated. We
performed an ANOVA of the relative logarithmic powers separately for the alpha1 and
alpha2 ranges. Note that when we talk about rhythm suppression in central and parietal
areas,wemean sensorimotormu rhythm, considering in two sub-bands: 8–10.5Hz called
alpha1 band and 10.5–13Hz called alpha2 band.Whenwe consider changes in these two
sub-bands in occipital electrodes, we mean changes in the visual alpha rhythm verifying
the level of visual attention.

3.1 Changes in the Alpha1 Band

ANOVA with repeated measures didn’t show significant effect of factors interaction
R1*group*location. Current effect was F(4, 660) = 2.04, p = 0.09. One can see mu
rhythm suppression in alpha1 frequency band only in the “observation” task in central
and parietal areas (see Fig. 1). There was no mu suppression in the “imagination” and
the “execution” task in 8–10.5 Hz frequency range.

Fig. 1. Relative changes in the alpha1 range in occipital (O), parietal (P) and central (C) regions
during the implementation of three tasks (observation, imagination, and execution) - in two groups
of subjects: by a personal demonstration (blue circles) and using a video clip on the monitor screen
(red squares). The baseline values are equal to zero.

3.2 Changes in the Alpha2 Band

At the same timewe received a significant effect of factors interactionR1*group*location
in alpha2 frequency band: F(4, 660) = 3.03, p = 0.02. Post-hoc Tukey’s test showed
significant differences (p < 0.02) between a degree of rhythm suppression in groups
with different types of stimulus demonstration (see Fig. 2). One can see that the mu
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suppression occurred in the “observation” and the “imagination” tasks only in the group
that was shown the movement in person, moreover, the suppression occurred only in
parietal and central areas of scalp. The mu suppression in the “execution” task occurred
in both groups in central areas only.

Fig. 2. Relative changes in the alpha1 range in occipital (O), parietal (P) and central (C) regions
during the implementation of three tasks (observation, imagination, and execution) - in two groups
of subjects: by a personal demonstration (blue circles) and using a video clip on the monitor screen
(red squares). The baseline values are equal to zero. * - significant pairwise differences between
groups (post-hoc Tukey’s test).

4 Discussion

4.1 Changes in Upper Alpha Band

According to some data, the upper and lower ranges of alpha or mu rhythm may have
different functional significance [12]. So we divided the standard range of alpha activity
of 8–13 Hz into two sub-ranges: alpha1 and alpha2 (see the Sect. 2 “Methods”). It was
found that the decrease in the mu-rhythm power in the central areas in all three tasks was
revealed only in the frequency range of 10.5–13 Hz (which corresponds to the range of
alpha2) and only in subjects to whom the stimulus material was demonstrated directly by
the experimenter. Since the degree of the mu suppression can be estimated by the degree
of theMNSactivation, it can be argued that theMNSactivitywas higher only in the group
of subjects whowere personally shown the handmovement. It can also be concluded that
the rhythm functionally associated with theMNS activation is in the upper alpha2 range.
These results are in good agreement with recent work that simultaneously recorded the
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activity of the premotor cortex neuronsMUA,LFP, andEEG inmonkeyswhen observing
and performing grasping movements, and the demonstration was performed directly by
the experimenter [9]. Authors found that the activity of neurons in the premotor cortex
significantly correlated with an increase in the LFP gamma rhythm and a decrease in
EEG power in the range of 10–20 Hz, i.e., the upper alpha and lower beta rhythms.

4.2 Occipital Alpha Rhythm and Visual Attention

To find out whether the decrease in alpha-band power during tasks is associated with
visual information perception or increased concentration, we compared the desynchro-
nization of alpha-band power in various areas of the cortex, including the visual (occipital
leads). Some researchers reported that in the “observation” tasks, the power of not only
the mu rhythm in the central regions, but also the alpha rhythm in the occipital regions
decreased [13–15]. At the same time, the power suppression in the occipital regions in
alpha band directly related to visual attention. In such cases this alpha suppression in the
occipital regions leads to distrust of the mu-rhythm suppression in the central regions,
since visual alpha can be mixed in. There was no decrease in rhythm power in the occipi-
tal areas during all active tasks. In our study, when demonstrating hand compression live,
there was a significant decrease in the mu power in the central and parietal regions only
(the motor and the sensorimotor regions of the cortex, which functionally corresponds
to the perception and projection of movement) without visual alpha mixed in.

4.3 Demonstration Type Effect

In this study for the first time, a comparative analysis of the MNS activity using various
methods of stimulus material presentation was demonstrated. The results indicated that
the decrease in mu-rhythm and, accordingly, the MNS activation were significantly
higher with personal demonstration of hand movement. We can only assume that in
a personal demonstration the activation threshold of mirror neurons decreases, or the
modulation of the mu rhythm occurs in a larger volume. It is interesting that the presence
of an opponent (a social context) has a prolonged effect on the MNS. We revealed more
activation not only in the observation task, but also in subsequent tasks (imagination and
execution) when the participant didn’t watch the experimenter’s motion.

Is the discussed result of detecting more mu-rhythm suppression with personal
demonstration can be related to the effect of the experimenter’s presence and the feeling
of control? In experiments with both groups, the same experimenter was present and
prepared. During the demonstration of the hand clenching using the monitor, the same
experimenter was also present in the room at that moment, but was not in the field of
view of the subject. The subjects at that moment felt his presence and understood that
the experimenter was continuing their work in close proximity to them. However, the
moment of personal direct interaction during the EEG recording was excluded in case of
video-clip demonstration.We believe that it is the lack of social contact in the perception
of movement (primarily in the task “observation”) was the cause of the differences in the
mu rhythm suppression. The results of this work serve as a prerequisite for new MNS
research, which will aim to identify the effect of “live” social interaction in comparison
with the online format.
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5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that we have found differences in the MNS
activation when using two different methods of stimulus material demonstrating – per-
sonally by the experimenter and using a video clip. A decrease in mu-rhythm power was
observed in all three tasks only in the upper frequency range (10.5–13 Hz), in the central
regions, and only in the group that was demonstrated live. Moreover, the presence of
an opponent affected the results not only in the observation task, but also in the other
two tasks. The results of this comparative analysis allow us to hypothesize that the mir-
ror neuron system is more active during “live” social contact. Thus, it can be assumed
that social contacts via video communication, for example, online, do not significantly
involve the MNS in the work. In this regard, non-verbal contact, the understanding of
the emotional background of the interlocutor can significantly deteriorate, and the learn-
ing process can be worse implemented. To test this hypothesis, additional studies are
planned with the most identical conditions for demonstrating stimuli live and on the
monitor screen.

The authors declare that the researchwas conducted in the absence of any commercial
or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest.
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Abstract. Inattentional blindness is observed when a visible object is not noticed
because attention is focused elsewhere. It is an open questionwhether inattentional
blindness is related to working memory load. In this study, subjects performed a
demanding visual task under various levels of visual working memory load. In the
last trail of the visual task, an unexpected objectwas presented in one of four shapes
and in one of four locations. The subjects were asked if they have seen something
unusual. If yes, they were asked to judge the shape and location of the unexpected
object. It was found that workingmemory load induced inattentional blindness but
this was observed only in men. Men generally noticed more unexpected objects
than women. Generally, men judged the location of the unexpected object better
than women at all working memory load levels. Women better judged the shape
of the unexpected object at low working memory load. In women, shape and
location identification worked in parallel while in men they differed. This points
to the existence of two types of attention – spatial attention and object attention
– which may work differently in men and women.

Keywords: Working memory · Inattentional blindness · Object attention ·
Spatial attention · Gender difference

1 Introduction

Inattentional blindness is the failure to notice an unexpected object when attention is
focused elsewhere and loaded with something else [1]. The study of this phenomenon
is relevant for various spheres, for example, the usability of computer interfaces, safe
driving, and others. Technically, this phenomenon can be an indicator of attention effec-
tiveness. According tomany researches, one of themain causes of inattentional blindness
is load on subject’s working memory (WM) [2, 3]. Specifically, if visual-spatial WM
is loaded, some researches show that the probability of noticing an unexpected object
is lowered [4, 5]. But there are also conflicting results. Seegmiller et al. [6] found no
relationship between working memory and noticing of an unexpected gorilla. Also, in
Bredemeier and Simons [7] neither tracking task nor working memory load predicted
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the noticing of an unexpected object. Thus, there is still need for more data on the
relationship between WM load and inattentional blindness.

Considering inattentional blindness, it is interesting to compare the recognition of
different characteristics of stimuli. First, attention (“object attention”) can be focused
on the visual characteristics of the stimulus, i.e. shape, color, size, etc. Second, attention
(“spatial attention”) can be used to notice the location of an object. As a rule, indicators
of object and spatial attention are different. For instance, they are characterized by
different types of eye movements (saccades and fixations) [8]. This can be explained by
separation of the ventral and dorsal pathways of the visual cortex, which are responsible
for the perception of the “what” and “where” systems [9]. This corresponds to the idea
of attention as a multi-level structure that includes different mechanisms.

It is assumed that different types of attention prevailed at different stages of human
evolutionary development. Its earliest form was spatial attention. It is responsible for
determining the location of objects. It also includes the fixation of moving objects. In
some cases the reaction of spatial attention tomovement is so fast that the object does not
have time to be identified [10]. It is spatial attention which is associated with the “where”
system. Object attention emerged in later stages of development. It is responsible for
identifying objects, their shape, color, size, and so on. This type of attention assumes
the participation of WM resources, as well as more complex and conscious forms of
perception than with spatial attention. It is object attention that is associated with the
“what” system.

Inattentional blindness may affect object and spatial recognition of a stimulus in
different ways. In this study, we focus on gender differences in inattentional blindness
underWM load with respect to spatial and object recognition of an unexpected stimulus.
Based on rather primitive evolutionary considerations, we assumed a different degree
of inattentional blindness in male and female It is an open question whether males
and females differ in attention capacity. While previous research did not find gender
differences in inattentional blindness [3], a recent studyfind a substantial effect of gender,
with men noticing the unexpected object more often than women [11]. In addition, we
suggested gender differences in howWM load affects inattentional blindness and in the
recognition of object and spatial characteristics.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Participants

Participants were 160 students (71 males, 89 females), students of Moscow universities,
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment complied with Declaration
of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics committee of the LomonossovMoscow
State University.

2.2 Materials

In our experiment, we compared the ability to spot the critical stimulus and to identify
the shape and location of the critical stimulus with low and high level of visual WM
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load. One group of participants remembered the color of one object, and the second
group - the colors of the four objects. Thus, we controlled the level of visual WM load:
low or high. We chose four colors because there is a hypothesis that four objects lead
to high visual-spatial WM load. Then the participants performed a series of visual tasks
(line length comparisons). During the last task, an unexpected critical stimulus appeared.
We compared the ability of participants to spot this object and determine its shape and
location.

Figure 1 illustrates procedure of the experiment. At first, the participants remembered
the colors of objects. One group of participants remembered the color of one square
(300× 300 pix), and another group – of four squares (size of one object 200× 200 pix).
This task (200-ms showing duration and 200-ms perceptual mask duration) allowed us to
vary the low and high level of visual WM load. After that there was the task to compare
the length of two lines (blue and yellow, size 700× 700 pix, 10 s presentation duration).
The answer was given using the keyboard. In our research, this task was distracting
and we did not process this data. The participants were instructed to answer as quickly
as possible, using the key “left” if they thought that blue line is longer, and “right”, if
yellow. The keyboard has been marked with stickers. Next was shown the perceptual
mask (the gray background) with duration of 200 ms. Then the participants saw again
one or four objects of different colors. They answered if colors match or do not match
with those that they saw on the first slide. The duration of this test was regulated by
clicking the key. The participants were instructed to click the key “5”, if the colors are
the same, and “7”, if they are not the same. The keyboard has also been marked with
stickers.

2.3 Procedures

The participants performed a total of 10 trials. The first 3 consisted of practice trials,
followed by 7 experimental trials that were identical to the practice trials. In the last
(1oth) trial for comparing the length, an unexpected critical stimulus (100 × 100 pix,
black arrow of one of the four forms) was presented for 10 s (duration of the whole trial)
35° away from the fixation point in one of the four corners of the display. The participants
were not informed of the presentation of this stimulus. Detection of the critical stimulus
wasmeasured after experiment by a series of questions presented on the computer screen.
The first question assessedwhether the participants had seen anything unusual during the
trial. The participants responded by selecting yes or no, using separate keyboard presses.
The second question asked the participants to select which form of stimulus they might
have seen among 4 possible forms. The third question asked the participants to select in
which of the four corners the critical stimulus had appeared. Critical stimulus detection
was considered successful (without “inattentional blindness”) if the participants reported
“yes” to the presence of the unexpected stimulus. Correctly selection of stimulus form
and location reflected efficiency of object and spatial attention.

The total duration of the experiment was approximately 16 min. All responses and
clicks were saved in the program “PsychoPy2”. Incorrect answers to the questions about
form and location of the stimulus were took for inattentional blindness in determining
the form or location of stimulus.We assume that the object could be noticed but its visual
and location characteristics could not be processed by perceptual systems.
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Fig. 1. The procedure and time-course of the experiment.

3 Results

As can be seen from Fig. 2, men were better at the identification of an unexpected
stimulus than women. This effect was reduced to the identification of the location of the
unexpected stimulus only (spatial attention). There were no gender differences in the
identification of the unexpected object’s shape (object attention). In the male sample,
inattentional blindness was observed significantly more often with high WM load than
with low WM load, χ2(1, 43) = 4.51, p = .022. However, we found no significant
differences in inattentional blindness under different WM loads in the female sample,
χ2(1, 45) = 0.92, p = .338. Women were more likely to identify the shape at low WM
loading than at highWM load, χ2(1, 45)= 3.962, p= .047. There was no effect of WM
load on object shape detection in men sample, χ2(1, 43) = 0.270, p = .603. We also
didn’t find significant effect of WM loading on location detection in men, χ2(1, 43) =
0.767, p = .381, and in women, χ2(1, 45) = 1.968, p = .161. In addition, we found
that women’s object and spatial attention systems worked mostly in concert, χ2(1, 45)
= 6.3, p= .012. In men sample they work inconsistently at any WM loading, χ2(1, 43)
= 1,1, p = .294.
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Fig. 2. The percentage of children that passed the +2 and +3 theoretical and empirical criteria.

4 Discussion

Our evidence shows that the high WM loading led to obvious decrease in the visual
attention effectiveness in the male sample, that is, “inattentional blindness” occurred
more often. However, men identified the location of the unexpected object. We tried
to explain these results according to the evolutionary point of view. Men in general are
more able to recognize unexpected extraneous objects (spatial attention), since theywere
required to pay a high level of attention in the early stages of human development.

Comparing the interaction of object and spatial attention systems, we found that
these systems work in concert in women. In men, locations were identified more often
than shape, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is assumed that men’s attention can generally
fix an object faster than women’s [12]. Thus, in men, different attention systems are
mismatched, since spatial attention has a higher speed than object attention [11]. Based
on the fact that women recognize the spatial characteristics of an object at the same
probability as its shape, we assumed that their object attention “keeps up” with the
spatial one. This results in a consistent operation of the two systems.

It can be noted that the participants generally recognized the location better than the
shape at any level of WM loading. 87% of the participants who identified the shape of
the object correctly identified its location. However, only 73% of the participants who
identified the object’s location were able to identify its shape. Thus, spatial attention
is more successful in most cases. These conclusions confirmed that the localization is
primary in relation to the identification of object characteristics. Identifying the loca-
tion of an object requires less awareness/higher level processing than identifying object
characteristics. This means that increasing the WM load does not reduce the ability to
detect a location as much as the ability to consciously identify a form. It is, of course,
related to the fact that we loaded the visual part of visual-spatial WM in our experiment.
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5 Conclusion

The present study showed an effect of WM load on inattentional blindness, which could
be reduced to a specific effect in the males. Males were generally better than women in
the noticing of an unexpected object. This gender difference was primarily observed for
the localization of the unexpected object. Shape identification was specifically adversely
affected by WM load in women. The results point to the existence of two attention sys-
tems. One is spatial attention responsible for the quick localization of objects including
unexpected ones. The other is object attention responsible for object’s shape (or other
visual characteristics’) identification. These systems are differently developed in men
and women. There seems to be gender specificity in WM load effects on these two
systems of attention. Gender differences discovered in our study can have evolutionary
origin.

Acknowledgements. This study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (#19–18-
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Abstract. The ‘dry’ immersion (DI) is the well-known model of gravitational
unloading used for studying the physiological effects of space flights on Earth.
The prolonged muscle unloading is similar to its effect on the muscles unloading
in microgravity. The changes in the vestibular system activity due to the sensory
disintegration processes have also appeared. Here we summarized our findings
of the influence of the 5-day and 21-day DI on the estimation of neutral stimuli
and onto the strength of theMuller-Lyer and Ponzo visual illusions. The responses
were registered in verbal andmotor domains. TheDI influence on the sensorimotor
tasks was more pronounced than on the verbal one. It was shown that the strength
of Muller-Lyer illusion registered by tracing and grasping tasks was modulated
strongly by the DI time-course. It tended to decrease during DI while the use of
a ‘Penguin’ suit that provided axial load or high-frequency myostimulation of
muscles of both legs had restored its strength to the pre-DI level. We propose that
hyperactivation of the dorsal pathway of visual processing can be one possible
reason for such result patterns.

Keywords: Dry immersion · Visual illusions · Dorsal pathway

1 Introduction

Typically, the influence of microgravity on the physiological properties of muscles and
tissues is studied. However, microgravity also affects the central mechanisms of move-
ment coordination and some cognitivemechanisms [1, 2]. The absence of normal gravity
disturbs the vestibular system function. Simultaneously, the human brain already cannot
use the gravity vertical for building the reference frames. It seems that these lead to
the restructuring of different pathways of visual processing. Namely, the dorsal stream
receives the additional load. This load, in turn, results in some peculiarities of visual
processing.

One way to study the functioning of the dorsal and ventral stream is to measure the
strength of visual illusions. Since Agliotti had performed his experiments [3] andMilner
and Goodale suggested the idea of comparison grasping and verbal answer for visual
illusions [4], many other studies were made with the help of various visual illusions
(Ebbinghaus, Muller-Lyer and Ponzo) to support or to deny the effect of verbal and
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motor estimation mismatch. Grasping is not the only way for motor estimation of the
object size. Tracing also can be used: the participant moves his finger across the line,
from the start to the endpoint.

The datasets obtained from the space flights are small, and the experiments’ perfor-
mance during the flights meets several difficulties. The parabolic aircraft flights allow
studying the cognitive performance only during short microgravity periods (about 20 s).
The geometric visual illusions were less frequent [5] and the reaction times to complex
tasks decreased [6] in this condition that needs further investigations.

One of the models used on Earth for microgravity studies is the ‘dry’ immersion
(DI). During DI, the volunteers are laying on the rubber textile in the bath filled with
comfortably warm water. The prolonged muscle unloading is similar to its effect on the
muscles unloading in microgravity. The vestibular system activity changes due to the
prolonged constancy of the laying position also appeared. DI’s effects on the eye and
hand movements are similar to those observed in real microgravity [7]. The DI is also
used in the medical treatment of Parkinsonism. A course of the 7-day DI had decreased
the Parkinsonism symptoms, especially the motor symptomatic [8].

Meanwhile, the influence of the DI on visual perception per se is rarely investigated.
Here we summarized the main findings of our works performed on the different DI
groups with visual illusions [9–12]. The participants had to respond to the presented
stimuli either verbally or by tracing hand movements or grasping hand movements. The
aim of using different response modalities was to activate the different visual streams,
dorsal or ventral one, to a different extent.

2 Methods

Three groups of volunteers, six men in each, participated in the 5-day DI. The volunteers
of the (IM+L)-5 groupwerewearing a suit ‘Penguin’ providing axial load four hours per
day during DI. The volunteers of the (IM + HFMS)-5 group were subjects of everyday
high-frequency myostimulation (HFMS) of mm.Quadriceps femoris, triceps surae, and
tibialis anterior of both legs. The volunteers of the IM-5 group were not exposed to
any influence other than DI. One group of ten volunteers, IM-21, participated in the
21-day DI. They were also not exposed to any other influence than DI. All volunteers
were admitted to participation in the experiment by an expert medical commission. They
signed Informed Consent to participate in the study following the Helsinki Declaration
of Human Rights. Research procedures were preliminarily reviewed and approved by
the Biomedical Ethical Commission of IBMP RAS.

The stimulus consists of a pair of equal to each other horizontal segments. In the
case of neutral stimulus, they were flanked by small vertical segments. In the case of the
Muller-Lyer illusion, arrows that point in different directions flanked them. In classical
Ponzo illusion, the central horizontal segments were surrounded by converging lines to
the left and the right. The stimuli were presented by blocks of the same type having
central segments of different lengths. For verbal response, the stimuli were presented on
display or printed on A4 paper. For tracing, the stimuli were presented on the sensory
monitor (iiyama, Japan), allowing us to register the finger touching or presented in A4
paper. In the latter case, the registration was performed using an electromagnetic system
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(Ascension Technology Corporation, Burlington, Vermont, USA). The IM-21 group
additionally performed the grasping task. For this task, the stimuli were constructed from
the plastic shafts that allow executing real grasp; the registration was performed using
an electromagnetic system (Ascension Technology Corporation, Burlington, Vermont,
USA). For tracing, the start and the endpoint of the touching of the sensory screen were
registered. For grasping, the maximum of the grip aperture on the trajectory of hand
movement was detected. The strength of the effect was calculated as a ratio between
differences in measured values for the upper and lower segments and the segment’s
length by itself.

At the verbal task, the volunteer had to say which of the central segments is larger
than the other one and to estimate the percentage difference. At the tracing task, the
volunteer had to move the index finger of his leading hand at first across the upper
central segment and then across the lower one. At the grasping task, firstly, the volunteer
grasped the upper central segment with his leading hand and, secondly, the lower one.
The experimental trials were performed before DI, after DI, and three times during DI:
at day 1, 3, and 5 of 5-day DI; at day 3, 10, and 20 of 21-day DI. During all trials, the
volunteers were half laying in the bath (during DI) or on the bed (before and after DI).

3 Results

It appeared that theDI by itself does not influencemuch the results of the verbal task. The
estimates of neutral stimuli were correct. Typically, both illusions’ strength was slightly
but significantly higher than zero at first measurements before the DI. After that, it stayed
on the same level or decreased down to zero due to learning processes. Presumably, the
verbal response’s illusions’ weakness is associated with more conscious control of the
volunteers than for ordinary participants, due to both an unusual lying position and
unusual research conditions. It is worth noting that in the microgravity during parabolic
flight, the visual illusions measured with verbal response were also diminished [5].

The DI influence on the sensorimotor tasks was more pronounced. The strength of
the Ponzo illusion had become negative; that is, the volunteers overestimated the lower
central segment relative to the upper one. It can be assumed that volunteers perceived
their index finger moving along the segments as the distractor at a higher than usual level
of conscious control. It is known that point distractors located on the central segments
of stimuli can change the illusion sign. The Muller-Lyer illusion’s strength was positive,
which might suggest that these two illusions originate in the visual system’s different
levels. Such a possibility was indicated in [13]: these two visual illusions were classified
into distinct global classes.

The estimates of neutral stimuli were correct during 5-dayDI.Meanwhile, the under-
estimation of the upper central segment was observed on the tenth day of the 21-day DI
in relation to values obtained before DI for the grasping task and on the twentieth day
of the 21-day DI in relation to its third day for the tracing task.

The strength of the Muller-Lyer illusion was modulated strongly by the DI. For the
IM-5 group, its strength decreased at DI and then increased after DI relative to the DI’s
fifth day. For the (IM+HFMS)-5 group, its strength did not change during DI; but after
DI, its strength increased relative to the DI’s third day. It can be assumed that HFMS
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increases the afferent flow in conditions of its deficit during DI, thus normalizing the
dorsal and ventral visual pathways’ interaction. For the (IM + L)-5 group, its strength
during DI did not change significantly. Furthermore, its strength measured at trials per-
formed when the volunteers wear a ’Penguin’ suit was higher in relation to the trials
performed on the same day before the volunteers put on this suit. Presumably, the axial
weight loading on various body segments, created with rubber straps, diminished the DI
effect of gravitational unload.

For the IM-21 group, the dynamics of the Muller-Lyer illusion strength was more
complicated. At the tracing task, it decreased in the first half of the DI. Then, on the
twentieth day, it increased relative to the before-DI measurements. Then, after DI, it
decreased again down to zero. At the grasping task, the Muller-Lyer illusion’s strength
decreased on the third day of the DI. Then, on the tenth day, it increased relative to
the third day. Then it decreased again down to zero. Thus, in comparing IM-5 and
IM-21 groups, the volunteers tried to compensate for the visual processing changes
during DI. However, the compensatory effect had disappeared in the second half of the
prolonged DI.

4 Discussion

To our knowledge, cognitive experiments are rarely performed in space missions. The
exceptions are the mental rotation studies that led to contradictory results [1]. It was
shown the difficulty of performing mental transformations that requires a perception of
the position in the space of one’s own body or its parts in microgravity. Presumably, such
a task needs the egocentric coordinate system that is proper for the dorsal pathway. The
samemay be said for orientation illusions experienced by the astronauts at the beginning
of the flight, then their strength decreased, but they continued to be present when the
cosmonauts were in the dark or had their eyes closed [14]. The mental representation of
the vertical dimension of flat objects and volumes is also altered [15]. In such a situation,
the perception of illusory objects that induce the incorrect estimation of size, depth, and
so on in normal gravity can be changed.

Visual illusions are a powerful tool for studying the features of visual processing.
They are used to study visual impairments in both altered states of the subject, caused,
for example, by sensory deprivation [16] or physical exhaustion [17], and in various
diseases, for example, in schizophrenia [18], autism spectrum disorders and develop-
mental dyslexia [19]. It was shown that the motor responses to visual stimuli activate
the dorsal pathway more than the verbal ones [4]. However, our results had shown the
persistence of the Muller-Lyer illusion in the dorsal pathway. In this aspect, they contra-
dict the original hypothesis proposed in [4]. However, they are in line with other works
providing pieces of evidence of the existence of different illusions in the dorsal pathway
[20, 21]. We propose that the change of the Muller-Lyer illusion strength observed in
our experiments reflects the restructuring of visual processing during DI, namely, the
shift of the balance of activation to the dorsal pathway. This proposal is supported by
an observed in DI decrease of EEG activity of the brain’s left hemisphere that is more
related to the ventral pathway processing [22]. The increase of contrast sensitivity in the
low spatial frequency range on the third day of the DI and after the DI was registered in
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the same IM-21 group by the visocontrastometry [23]. This finding indicates the dorsal
pathway’s involvement in the adaptation to the DI conditions process and supports our
hypothesis.

The peculiarities of the illusory object evaluation by patients are associated with
disorders in the dorsal pathway. It is assumed that patients with schizophrenia have a
deficiency in the dorsal flow [18]. For example, in the study of the grip, the modified
Ebbinghaus illusion’s strength when it was estimated statically by the grip aperture did
not differ from that in healthy subjects. The authors suggest that such a response activates
the ventral pathway. In contrast, the strength of the modified Ebbinghaus illusion during
grasping was higher than that of healthy subjects. The authors suggest that this type
of response normally activates the dorsal pathway. Conversely, in schizophrenia, the
strength of the illusion increases due to a decrease in dorsal flow activity. As in DI as in
schizophrenia, there are differences in the work of the dorsal (activated by motor tasks),
but not the ventral (activated by verbal response) flow of visual information processing.
EEG data of cosmonauts when solving navigation problems also indicate functional
reorganization of feedback in the dorsal, but not ventral pathway [24].

5 Conclusions

The Muller-Lyer and Ponzo visual illusions were studied during 5-day and 21-day DI
in 4 groups of volunteers. It was shown that the DI influence was more substantial on
the motor than to the verbal response. The strength of the Muller-Lyer illusion was
modulated to the greatest extent. It tended to decrease during DI while high-frequency
myostimulation or axial loading suit restored the illusion’s expected strength. One of
the reasons for such a pattern of the results observed can be the hyperactivation of the
dorsal pathway of visual processing.
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Abstract. The aim of this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study
was to identify human brain multimodal areas that are sensitive to auditory infor-
mation about the direction of footsteps. Our analysis with multimodal area mask
revealed that the direction of conspecific sound movement could be decoded from
fMRI response patterns in the both hemispheres (Supra-marginal Gyrus, posterior
division Right and Left; Middle Temporal Gyrus, posterior division - hMT/V5).
Sounds of approaching footsteps and foot-steps-in-place also caused various acti-
vation of the cortex, which was found only in the right hemisphere (Supramarginal
Gyrus, posterior division; Angular Gyrus and Precuneus). These findings provide
further evidence for the multimodal areas that are the key in supporting motion
perception.

Keywords: Spatial hearing ·Motion perception · Conspecific signal perception ·
FMRI · Multimodal integration

1 Introduction

In the problem of motion perception, the processing of conspecific motion sounds is a
particular interest. These sounds accompany a person throughout life. It is likely that
their analysis is performed by the same brain regions as any other movement. In the
study [1], the sounds of human footsteps were assigned to emotionally neutral sound
sources, and no differences were found in the emotional perception of approaching and
retreating footsteps. Thus, there is no clear reason to suggest that the sounds of footsteps
will trigger the activity of cortex areas involved in the processing of emotions.

Studies of auditory motion analysis performed in recent years indicate that parallel
mechanisms of motion and static spatial processing co-exist within the auditory dorsal
pathway [2–4]. However, the direction-selective processing of auditory information is
the subject of a long discussion and the areas that perform it are still the subject of search.
A possible candidate for such selectivity may be multimodal areas at the junction of the
temporal, parietal, and occipital cortex, which are anatomically extension of the dorsal
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auditory pathway. The aim of our work was to identify differences in the activation
of multimodal cortex regions in response to the sounds of approaching and retreating
human footsteps also steps-in-place.

2 Methods

The fMRI study was conducted with the participation of 22 healthy adult subjects (19–
33 years old)with normal hearing. The experimentwas approved by the ethics committee
of the NRC Kurchatov Institute. Stereo recordings of approaching and retreating steps,
as well as steps-in-place, were used as sound stimuli. The rhythm of steps was 133
per minute, the speed of movement when approaching and moving away was about
1.6 m/s. Sequences of 45 s each were formed from 6-s fragments of the audio record-
ing of steps. The study was performed on a Magnetom Verio 3T MR imager (Siemens,
Germany) using a 32-channel head coil. The subjects were instructed to passively listen
to the sounds of footsteps presented in headphones with active noise reduction Optoa-
coustic. The paradigm of the experiment included the task of studying the activity of
brain areas when three types of stimuli were presented four times in pseudo-random
order (approximation, deletion, and in-place steps). Group maps were formed on the
basis of the obtained individual maps of the subjects using the Gauss random field
theory. When analyzing the activity of multimodal zones based on the AAL Atlas (auto-
matic anatomy labeling), masks of multimodal zones were created, including MT/V5,
Precuneus, Angular Gyrus, and Supramarginal Gyrus regions.

The contrast of interest was the difference between the approaching footstep condi-
tion and the step-in-place state condition, we called this contrast: “approaching footsteps
- step-in-place footsteps”.And in case of the difference between the approaching footstep
condition and the retreating footstep condition, we called this contrast correspondingly:
“approaching footsteps - retreating footsteps”.

3 Results

Three cortical multimodal regions of right hemisphere were revealed when searching
for areas involved in auditory movement processing (P < 0.001, corrected, Fig. 1 and
Table 1). Comparison of activity for sound of approaching steps and steps in place
revealed differences in the right hemisphere in the areas of the Angular Gyrus (50 –48
16, t = 4.93), the Supramarginal Gyrus (38 –6 38 t = 3.85) and in the Precuneus (8
–68 44, t= 4.29). Hence, activation patterns in these areas contained information about
sound-source motion.

Our region-of-interest-based analysis identified also three cortical regions whose
activation patterns contained directional information (P < 0.001, corrected, Fig. 2
and Table). According to the group analysis, when comparing activities to sounds of
approaching and retreating human steps a difference was found in the left hemisphere in
the Supramarginal Gyrus (–52 –48 10 t= 4.68), and in the right hemi-sphere – both in the
Supramarginal Gyrus (64 –36 18 t= 4.50). Thus, similar volume and fairly symmetrical
location of both activation areas were shown. Another activation area was revealed in the
MT/V5 region of right hemisphere (64 –34 2 t = 4.72). Its size was significantly larger
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Fig. 1. Topography of the brain activation areas found as result group statistical analysis when
contrasting approaching footsteps auditory perception to steps-in-place, displayed on flat cortex
template. See Table for the detailed characteristics of these areas. AG: Angular Gyrus; Pr: Pre-
cuneus Cortex; pSMG: Supramarginal Gyrus, posterior division. R or L stands for right or left
hemisphere. M-scores for all children.

Table 1. Table captions should be placed above the tables.

Side region MNI coordinates Cluster size

x y z t

Approaching steps – steps-in-place contrast

AG r (Angular Gyrus Right) 50 −48 16 4.93 22

Precuneous r (Precuneus Cortex) 8 −68 44 4.29 14

pSMG r (Supramarginal Gyrus,
posterior division Right)

38 −46 38 3.85 4

Approaching steps - retreating steps contrast

pMTG r (Middle Temporal
Gyrus, posterior division Right)

64 − 34 2 4.72 40

pSMG l (Supramarginal Gyrus,
posterior division Left)

− 52 − 48 10 4.68 8

pSMG r (Supramarginal Gyrus,
posterior division Right)

64 − 36 18 4.50 9

than the other two cortex areas. Therefore, all three types of steps caused significantly
different activation of multisensory zones specialized for spatial orientation.
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Fig. 2. Group statistical maps for approaching steps - withdrawing steps conditions

4 Discussion

Accordingly, our results conspecificmotion sounds in human caused different activations
when moving forward and moving in place. The differences were shown at multimodal
areas in the right hemisphere. It iswell known that fMRI has failed to showany significant
motion-specific activity in primary auditory areas [5]. Along with that auditory motion-
specific areas described in the study of the nonprimary auditory cortex of awakemonkeys
using fMRI have been found to extend on the inferior bank of the STG (equivalent of
the superior bank of the temporal sulcus), in the vicinity of visual motion areas, and
visual experiment in the study revealed also a small overlap between auditory and visual
motion-selective areas in this region [2]. Therefore, the identification by us of cortex
areas specific to the movement in Angular Gyrus, in the Supramarginal Gyrus and in the
Precuneus do not appear to be unexpected.

It seems to be of importance that all the differences in activity were detected in
the right hemisphere. The fact indicates the hemispheric lateralization of the auditory
orientation function, which is widely dis-cussed according to neurophysiologic data
[4, 6]. The fundamental asymmetry in auditory spatial processing between the left and
right hemispheres is consistent with findings of specific sound lateralization deficits in
patients with callosotomy, which also indicate a stronger reliance of the left hemisphere
on the callosal transfer of auditory spatial information form the right hemisphere than
vice versa [7]. Note that we have studied the movement along the radius, and not along
the azimuth, as in all the works mentioned above. The similarity of the results may
additionally indicate two essential moments: first, a single representation for different
coordinates of space; and second, the role of binaural cues in distance performance.
Their detailed consideration requires a further research.
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In contrast to the hemispheric localization of movement, its direction processing
(comparison approaching steps versus retreating steps) evoked bilateral differences in
activity in the Supramarginal Gyrus and, additionally, in the right pMTG. Note that the
sizes of the areas were almost equal, while differences in the right pMST placed near
to MT/V5 were found on a significantly larger number of voxels. Bilateral symmetric
and unilateral more volumetric activity differences with localization in a separate cortex
area may indicate two different mechanisms for analyzing movement information.

5 Conclusion

The visual area V5 is known to be multimodal and is activated by tactile stimulation [8].
An increase in the activity of this area with the sounds of conspecific information about
the approach compared to the removal can indicate a restructuring multimodal cortex
processing, because in the near future information about contact with a moving object
will appear in the peripersonal space.
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Probability of Visually Perceiving Emotional
Expression During Saccade is Rising,
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Abstract. Subjects were required to perform a horizontal reactive saccade
towards a laterally misplaced cross. A photoimage of a human face with a basic
emotional expressionwas flashed either perisaccadically or intrasaccadically, with
a step size of 2 frames. A stably rising facial expression identification rate during
the course of a saccade spanning 10 dva is shown. No evidence of a saccadic
suppression with this type of stimulus is found, at least not for all of them. Perfor-
mance metrics for identificaiton rate are reported. Possible unintended procedural
artifacts are discussed. Spatial frequency analysis is held. Evidence for contin-
uous, uninterrupted perceptive process during rapid eye movements is shown.
Comparison with classic papers of 1970’s given. Interaction of luminance, spatial
frequency, angular distance, chromaticity and angular size factors is suggested. It
is shown that psychophysical (visual) features of the stimulus used are likely to
be most predetermined for correct identification with given temporal (and func-
tional) constraints. Shape of contour, spatial frequency distribution, skin texture
and facial features, optimal angular size are yet to be determined, but evidence is
shown that a special type of stimulus has to be developed and generated to control
this issue.

Keywords: Saccadic suppression · Postsaccadic blanking · Face recognition ·
Eyetracking · Naturalistic validity

1 Introduction

Recent studies suggest there is a continuous perception process across saccade. Seminal
papers theorized that rapid gaze shift triggers a special physiological mechanism which
suppresses the vision, which is afterwards resumed and seamlessly appended. Saccadic
suppression is what makes the visual environment seen as a stable world during gaze
shifts. Breaking the environment continuity illusion, e.g. by means of target gap (see [1])
cancels the effect of suppression and makes even the brightest stimuli identified above
chance. The hypothesis proposed by Bridgeman et al. [2] suggests ‘tag assignment’
takes place instead of compensation and/or visual map comparison. Only the presence
of visual properties is stored, not positions.
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As shown by multiple evidence, higher relative luminance (contrast ratio of stim-
ulus to background) actually provokes stronger suppression. Naturally, higher spatial
frequencies require higher relative luminance for the same detection rate (see Fig. 4). It
is of paramount importance to know while choosing image database for the experiment,
if stimuli are equiluminant or not. If so, its intrasaccadic detection is, in fact, not subject
for suppression (see evidence in [3]).

The study byDeubel et al. [1] (experiment 3) yields interesting results, none of which
are obvious: the longer duration perisaccadical stimulus has, the lower identification rate
is; whilst pure intrasaccadical ones are correctly identified almost 100% of the time. The
disappearance itself (of the stimulus image) provokes visual analysis of the area in
question (information not normally used postsaccadically), whilst continuous stimulus,
and sometimes, absolutely steady (see Yarbus’ experiments with absolutely stabilized
retinal projections), actually, makes it sub-threshold.

Mostmodern research papers seek answers to practically valuable questions:whether
a person can detect a flashing dot during saccade; how much will it be displaced visu-
ally; if, at all, motion properties of a saccade are affected [4]; how much is direction
[5] of a moving target misinterpreted in perisaccadic interval. A study by Panouillères
et al. investigates interaction of gaze speed and perturbing stimuli during saccades [4].
The study showed that adaptive saccade shortening is easier reached (16% gain), while
adaptive saccade lengthening is rare (7% gain). Remarkably, a concave spherical screen
was used for stimulus exposition, yielding a perfect setup for controlling angular speed
and gaze focusing issues, not possible with flat screen setups. It was also shown that
perturbing stimulus is ignored when presented during peak speed phase, but affects the
saccade offset position when presented during deceleration phase. In our present study,
we could not control the stimulus onset time so precisely (trial-to-trial fluctuation due
to uncontrollable vertical scan phase of CRT display), and could not bin the results due
to insufficient data (because of very high data corruption rate). Overall, the study shows
that saccadic suppression phenomena ‘does not prevent brief visual information deliv-
ered in-flight from being processed’. Authors also report that kinematics of saccades
changed (peak velocity decreased) compared to control condition.

But few studies, to our knowledge, utilize natural stimulus so far [6]. Therefore, we
address a different class of problem: whether a person can identify a human face flashed
during saccade for as low as 13.9 ms. And if so, if she can correctly identify which
basic emotion the face depicts. It is worth noting that naturalistic stimuli may or may not
contain chromatic variations specific to this kind of visual objects (e.g. human faces),
depending on image databased used. This class of stimuli is not subject to saccadic
suppression and may, in fact, even yield enhanced detection rates during saccades due
to spatial frequencies which are better suited for perception when eye speeds are high
(e.g. V-shaped contrast sensitivity curve in [3]).

2 Methods

Participants. 32 subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated (22
female); age 18.6 ± 0.7; students, naïve as to goals and procedure of experiment; 35%
of trials were rendered as valid (1164 out of 3354 in total); each subject completed 45 ±
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28 valid trials. Participants were dark-adapted, lasting from briefing to initial eyetracker
calibration. All procedures complied with Declaration of Helsinki and were approved
by the local ethics committee of Moscow State University of Psychology and Education,
project id №28-5-20, date 22 June, 2020.

Apparatus. SMI HiSpeed tower-mounted eyetracker operating at 1250 Hz monocu-
larly, with a chin-rest. Color-calibrated (gamma-linearized) ViewSonic G90fB CRT dis-
play operating at 144 Hz refresh rate; 800 × 600 px. Head distance was 57 cm. A
custom software was controlling the stimulus machine, and the onset/offset moments
were recorded in real-time and synchronized with the data feed by means of phototran-
sistor attached to a white strobe nearby the screen edge (which was covered by a piece
of cardboard).

Stimulus. 7 color photos of an adult male face expressing basic emotions plus a neutral
one (maximum luminance = 79.8 cd/m2). Stimulus size 3.47 × 5.93 dva. Log relative
luminance of stimuli = 0.24 (75% gray background, 46.3 cd/m2). Maximum spatial
frequency 2 cpd. Luminance of foveal glare was not measured [7].

We have conducted spatial frequency analysis of images by means of filtering with
Gabor patches of varying size and orientation. Because the eyemade a horizontal saccade
towards the target cross, we assess spatial frequency in horizontal direction, and as such,
we applied vertically oriented Gabor patches (Fig. 1) to images. As can be seen, stimuli
have 7 spatial cycles in horizontal direction (this is themaximumGabor filtering possible
before gratings become distorted, unclear and/or blend together, which can be checked
by thresholding the result (not shown here, for clarity)). Therefore, we conclude that
images presented during the experiment have approximately 2 cycles per degree spatial
frequency (while they still also have 0.57 and 0.86 cpd, the dominant one is 2, considering
the size of fovèa relative to stimulus size). Notice, this calculation assumes the visual
subsystem samples image along gaze trajectory uniformly, i.e. each retina ‘pixel’ has
equal weight as all others, which is a coarse approximation of actual physiological
sampling process.

Fig. 1. Luminance bitmaps of stimulus images, together with their corresponding vertically ori-
entedGabor features; order same as in Table 1; angular size of stimulus was 3.5× 5.9 dva, yielding
approximately 2 cpd dominant spatial frequency, as can be deducted from the bottom row

It isworth noting that all stimuli photoswere smoothly strippedof background (notice
the neck was trimmed with a half-circular mask (Fig. 1), and therefore, no unnaturally
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sharp edges (except the ones stimulus contained itself) were present anywhere within
visual field (plus rectangular borders of the screen and the cardboard attached (see
Apparatus). Rest of the roomwas completely dark, relative to screen illumination.Hence,
Ss could not show rising visual thresholds during saccades due to structured background
(see [8] for reference). Nevertheless, fixation cross (54′ of visual angle in both directions)
was in fact a sharp border containing several straight lines (black; 5′26′′ of visual angle
thick) and right angles. As shown in previously cited paper, suppression dominates
‘smearing’ in presence of sharp edges (moving contours). If sharp contours are absent
(0.375–3.0 cpd spatial frequency; see [6]), no suppression should occur.

Procedure. A short briefing was held prior to calibrating the eyetracker. Subjects were
given directions to shift their gaze from the fixation cross to the target cross as soon as
they notice the displacement. They were told that either before or after that, they are
going to see a human face, and their objective is to assess the perceived localization and
emotional expression. No explanations were given for the goal of experiment except
that it records the eye movements and studies visual perception. Reactive saccades were
required to be performed by Ss. Position judgement and expression identification were
held under no time pressure.

It has been stated that temporal gap of the test object forces visual subsystem to
reassess target position during saccade. ‘The gap should begin (or end) during the period
of saccadic suppression for the enhancement to appear’, [1, p. 994]. The study was not
designed with temporal gap in mind. However, two sources of stimulus blanking actu-
ally exist. First, the vertical scan phase of computer display was neither controlled nor
accounted for. The vertical scan is itself continuous, and exposes frames progressively.
Considering we have not implemented VSync capability (meaning some of trials con-
sisted of bottom part of the stimuli presented, then a time gap of approximately 5.41 ms,
then the top part of the stimuli finally gets drawn), unintended intrasaccadic blanking
took place. Importantly, detection rate may in fact be conditioned by this apparatus arti-
fact. Second target gap, introduced in close proximity to saccade offset (see Fig. 2), was
caused by unanticipated consequence of the programmed procedure itself. The displaced
fixation cross (the one acting as an initial saccade target for naïve Ss) also vanished when
the test stimulus vanished, effectively meaning that postsaccadic target blanking was in
place (see [1]). Target blanking facilitates perception of stimulus displacement, and,
probably, identification, too.

Analysis. Eyetracking data was first analysed to remove any trials where the eye-
movement did not match the required trial protocol: the stimulus duration must fall
within 1–2 display frames range; stimulus onset time relative to saccade must fall within
−200 − + 200 ms. Mean gaze properties: saccade latency 143 ± 30 ms; duration 48 ±
13 ms; amplitude 9.9 ± 2.1 dva; average velocity 196 ± 57 dva/s; peak velocity 407 ±
116 dva/s. R 4.0 was used for statistical analysis and plotting [9].

3 Results

Our study shows the identification rate of human face expression is actually rising during
saccade, not being suppressed. Average F1 score= 0.77 (Table 1), which coincides with
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Fig. 2. Time flow of experiment setup; naturalistic stimulus is presented for 2 display frames
(including decay time) during perisaccadic proximity range (−200 − + 200 ms from saccade
onset). Notice the target cross is covered with the test image, then stimulus vanishes and there
is no target cross anymore; meaning there is a target gap going on before the saccade ends (the
screen is blanked with gray background between stages 3 and 4 until t4 begins)

our previous study of pure intrasaccadic identification of same stimulus [10]; statistical
test for accuracy (Table 2) chi sq. = 348, p< 0.001; statistical test for detection rate and
stimulus expression, chi sq. = 36.52; p < 0.001. No significant connection was found
for expression of alternative choice.

Table 1. Performance metrics grouped by stimulus expression

Joy Surprise Anger Sadness Disgust Fear Neutral

Precision .81 .79 .78 .74 .73 .77 .79

Recall .84 .81 .80 .68 .74 .87 .67

F1 .83 .80 .79 .71 .73 .82 .72

It can be seen (Fig. 3) that detection rate begins constantly rising after saccade onset,
and reaches its maximum at the moment of saccade offset (a line with gray ribbon).
Notice, according to the procedure, the stimulus always appeared 10° displaced, either
left or right. Thatmeans angular distance to the imagewas smaller for trials with stimulus
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Table 2. Cross-table of identification rate for stimulus/alternative expression of 2AFC task

Stimulus expression

Alternative Joy Surprise Anger Sadness Disgust Fear Neutral Mean

Joy .85 .92 .83 .77 .71 .80 .82

Surprise .86 .90 .61 .76 .86 .71 .80

Anger .85 .79 .71 .82 .96 .72 .80

Sadness .84 .85 .79 .62 .82 .54 .75

Disgust .96 .91 .65 .63 .94 .50 .75

Fear .73 .70 .82 .59 .64 .76 .71

Neutral .80 .76 .74 .69 .78 .96 .79

Mean .84 .81 .80 .68 .74 .87 .67 .77

beginning after the saccade onset (study not balanced with naturalistic conditions in
mind).

Fig. 3. Detection rates of various stimuli types during saccade (and in temporal proximity), with
previous studies’ data reproduced and superimposed (scale unified; units converted), with saccade
and stimulus physical properties annotated; a present study; conducted with naturalistic stimulus;
notice most cited papers conducted detection tasks, while ours is a 2AFC identification task; gray
ribbon demarcates 95% confidence interval; b Latour [12]; detection task conducted with test
flashes of sub-threshold duration (50microseconds); stimulus size and spatial frequency cannot be
derived from reported data; suppression reported as long as−40ms before saccade onset; c Zuber,
Stark [11]; detection task; notice duration is in microseconds; dMitrani et al. [13]; seminal paper
which stated the importance of spatial frequency and structured background for detection tasks;
e Deubel et al. [1]; direction identification task; f Dorr, Bex [6]; direction identification task
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Detection rate as a function of luminance is plotted in Fig. 4. As can be seen, lower
relative luminance guarantees higher detection rate (which is clearly stated in [15]), given
low enough spatial frequency. Our data suggests we have the least luminous stimulus
so far, which may or may not be typical for this kind of stimulus. For [15], inverted
values given for sake of comparison, because the original paper used additive flashes
(always less luminous than the background) superimposed on screen, yielding negative
relative luminance values. Notice the steepness of the detection curve, indicative of
lowest suppression with these physical conditions. Lederberg utilised a specific type of
test flash, spanning 4 by 10° of visual angle and flashed additively on semitransparent
screen from behind. Therefore, those results are barely comparable, although the curves
are very similar.

Fig. 4. Detection rate at saccade onset as a function of log relative luminance (We assume the
authors of cited papers calculated log relative luminance as log10(A/B), given A is luminance of
stimulus, B is luminance of background.); data from different studies reproduced; a present study;
0–13.9 ms time range (43 trials) relative to saccade onset taken; whiskers denote 95% confidence
interval; b Latour [12]; cVolkmann [7]; data for left and right-sided saccades pooled; Ss averaged;
d Zuber, Stark [11]; authors report the test flash intensity (not luminance, therefore plotting for
reference only) together with retinal smear causes saccadic suppression with given conditions;
e Lederberg [15]; f Deubel et al. [1]; precise dual Purkinje eyetracking was utilized together with
target gap design, yielding a detection rate similar to our identification rate

4 Discussion

It can be seen that positive detection rates during saccades were registered at least 3 times
before (Fig. 4). Moreover, Mitrani et al. have shown that ‘saccadic suppression is not
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saccadic but merely depends on the motion of the entire visual pattern on the retina’ [8,
p. 1161]. Nevertheless, some researchers state that the retinal ‘smear’ is not important,
because suppression actually begins earlier, 80 ms before saccade [16]. Deubel et al. [1]
conducted their studywith brighter, butmuch smaller targets (not photos) and fundamen-
tally different type of stimulus (gap durations for target displacement, amplitude 0.33
dva, direction varies). This study yields a curve most similar to ours. Rising intrasac-
cadic detection rate can be seen. It shows that impairing stimulus during saccade, in fact,
facilitates visual perception by breaking the continuity illusion and provoking immediate
reassessment of visual environment. Authors report display phosphorus decay time of
10 ms; mean saccade duration = 25 ms.

Notice, test flash studies were conducted with very short durations, orders of mag-
nitude lower than ours. Also, notice how the curve from Mitrani et al. [13] coincides
with the rightmost part of Zuber’s curve (with a shift of some 20 ms), which is not
noticeable until plotting scales unified. In their successive paper [8], they have shown
that the brighter the test flash is, the more suppressed it gets. Moreover, suppression
rises even more (x3.7) after introducing structured background, while the least lumi-
nous (−0.48 log relative units) flashes are not suppressed even with highly structured
background, which coincides with results by Volkmann [7]. See also [14], conducted
in absolute darkness. As may be hypothesized, detection rate above chance reported in
[1] became possible thanks to high relative luminance (1.06 log units in experiment 1;
1.56 log units in subsequent series). Lederberg [15] openly states that medium-luminous
flashes are suppressed the most, and the dim ones cannot have color identified correctly,
while the brightest ones are both correctly identified by color and detected by presence.
Chromatic properties of naturalistic stimulus have been studied by Richards [16] and
Lederberg [15]. Both report that blue hues are suppressed the least, and require lower
relative luminance for the same detection rates, while green hues require the highest
luminance. Evidently, these facts indicate that perisaccadic suppression is a product of
contrast-velocity interaction, rather than a mere effect of spatial properties of stimulus
and/or saccade velocity.

Also, target blanking during saccade is a special experiment design which facili-
tates the visual perception, breaking the possible suppressive process. Volkmann’s curve
intersects with Deubel’s stimulus by luminance value, but it has somewhat smaller test
flash diameter. Notice that increasing relative luminance finally makes detection pos-
sible (see Fig. 4). A study by Zuber and Stark [11] was conducted with test flashes of
known size and luminance. Long-size saccades were provoked. Suppression begins −
80ms before saccade onset, and reaches maximum−40—−20ms before saccade onset
(Fig. 3). Luminance not reported. Notice, relative intensity reported for microsaccades,
not saccades. A steep suppression curve was carried out. But steady rising also occurs
nearby saccade onset. Also notice that Zuber’s test flash luminance is close to ours (rel-
ative intensity reported as 1.75), but smaller size and/or spatial frequency do not allow
for reliable detection rates at the moment of saccade onset. A very similar curve was
acquired by Latour [12] several years earlier, but stimulus size and spatial frequency
were not reported. Classic saccadic suppression study by Latour utilised very bright test
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flashes. It is possible that merely the luminance of the test flash in Latour’s study deter-
mined absolute suppression nearby saccade onset. Compare this to Lederberg’s paper
with significantly less luminous stimulus.

A remarkable gaze-contingent study was held by Dorr and Bex [6], with naturalistic
video-stimulus. Test object was a patch of different spatial frequency smoothly injected
into the source signal (Gaussian pyramid decomposition) and offset by 2 dva from the
current gaze position in variable direction. Whole system latency is reported <26 ms.
Authors report perisaccadic compression of space for cases when saccade direction
matches test object displacement direction. The detection rate curve of this study differs
by gain significantly, and the stimulus is barely comparable to others.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that with given conditions, photos of human face depicting emo-
tions are not subject to saccadic suppression, not before, not during saccade, and that
angular distance to the stimulus is still a determinant for visual identification, even dur-
ing saccade with top speeds already reached. Different emotional expressions yielded
varying detection rates. Exact psychophysical properties determining the detection lev-
els are yet to be investigated, but it can be stated that overall spatial frequency (holistic)
of all faces is nearly same. Therefore, a detailed spectral analysis should be conducted,
accounting for angular sizes, luminance spectra and visible spatial frequencies during
eyemovements (saccadic trajectory-centered approach).Moreover, gaze velocity should
be considered separately for each trial. One of the most important variables to control in
further investigations is the baseline level. In presented study we assumed that baseline
for all stimuli is equal and uniform. i.e. equals 0.5. It may possibly turn out that joy,
for instance, actually has a higher baseline level, and neutral expression has a baseline
significantly lower than 0.5.

Although stimulus onset and offset times had been proof-checked by a custom pho-
totransistor sensor, there is still a small possibility that CRT display phosphorus is being
responsible for the phenomena reported. If the decay time is higher or equal to 2 more
frames, then it means in some trials participants actually had possibility to perceive
the stimulus face while being fixating their gaze already. To address this issue, in the
upcoming study we are going to utilize an LCD display with 240 Hz refresh rate and
1 ms gray-to-gray refresh time, with a VSync capability enabled and multiple-diode
sensor attached to both top and bottom screen edges (to address the issue of lower part
of the stimulus being presented before the upper one, with a blanking gap inside). We
are also going to conduct a whole new run with geometric face-alike shapes instead of
actual photos, in order to investigate if naturalistic properties of the image play a crucial
part for visually perceiving the face.

Acknowledgments. This study was funded by Russian Scientific Foundation (grant number 18–
18-00350).
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Abstract. Interest as a positive emotion is closely related to the ability to pro-
cess new information and/or better consolidate the information which has already
been perceived, increase in attention to what one is interested in, and indicators
of processing, learning, and motivation [1]. Here we aim to identify oculomotor
and electroencephalographic correlates, which could serve as predictors of a locus
of interest based on the travel locations perception. Thirty-eight (38) healthy vol-
unteers took part in the study (people aged between 18 and 27, the average age
was 22 ± 0.4 years, 14 males and 24 females). Eye movements were registered
simultaneously with monopolar EEG using a standard 10/20 system (O1, O2, T3,
T4, P3, P4, C3, C4, F3, F4). Participants were watching at the slides describing
eight different places of interest in Russia. After seeing each slide, volunteers said
whether the information shown to themarouse their interest or not.As each textwas
shown twice in different forms, statistical analysis, taking into account changes in
answers about interest, was conducted. The fixation during the first demonstration
was longer in case of interest, and doubts in answers also made the fixation dura-
tion longer. Saccade amplitudes showed the opposite trend. The electrical activity
in the theta-band in frontal channels increased, compared to resting state in case
of interest; however, if a participant said that he or she was not interested, there
was an even larger increase. Therefore, eye movement and EEG characteristics
reflect a subjective assessment of interest when reading information.

Keywords: Eye tracking · Eye movements · EEG · Reading · Theta-band ·
Interest

1 Introduction

Interest as a positive emotion is connected with the ability to perceive new information
and/or to better understand the already consolidated information. It is related to an
increased attention to a subject, information processing, comprehension of the subject,
learning, and motivation [1]. Interest may be described as an emotion [2, 3], emotional
schema [2, 4], or affect [1]. Interest is considered to take into account aesthetics [5],
marketing [6], and education [1]. In all these spheres text construes an important part
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of informational content as part of advertising, website content, educational books,
literature in various spheres, etc.

Eyemovements performed during reading reflect cognitive processes related to com-
prehending and interpreting a text [7] understanding lexis [8] and syntax [9]. Readability
of a text, word frequency, and features related to age and professional competence influ-
ence eye movements [7, 8, 10]. The above-mentioned works allow suggesting that eye
movements may reflect interest considered as an emotional schema [2] during read-
ing. Additional information (such as pictographs or images) may also modulate eye
movement parameters [11]. Emotional state and preferences regarding subjects were
extensively studied using EEG, however, there are only a few works including interest
[12]. No multimodal research of interest during reading using EEG and eye-tracking has
been conducted.

The purpose of thework is to investigate eyemovements and EEGparameters related
to the subjective assessment of interest during reading.

2 Methods

Thirty-eight healthy volunteers aged between 18 and 27 (14 male and 24 female with
an average age of 22 ± 0.4 years) took part in the study. The whole procedure was
performed meeting the bioethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. Eye move-
ments were registered using a patented system [13]. The monopolar EEG was registered
simultaneously, based on the 10/20 system (O1, O2, T3, T4, P3, P4, C3, C4, F3, F4)
(Mitsar-EEG 202 system, Russia), against a “summed ears” electrode and “summed
ground” electrodes, in Cz and Pz positions.

Descriptions of tours were chosen as a material for research since they arise positive
emotions. Overall, eight texts describing places of interest in Russia that were provision-
ally divided into two groups were used. One way of presenting included only the text
with a title, while the other contained additional information in the form of pictographs
(16 stimuli, four blocks with four stimuli each). The research scheme is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A research scheme for blocks (1–4) of stimuli, with four texts in each block presented
in a row. When the answers marked with * and ** on the scheme were correlated, four groups
of answers were compiled taking into account doubts: “interesting”, “interesting” (replaced by
“uninteresting”), “uninteresting”, “uninteresting” (replaced by “interesting”).
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Calibration was carried out before every four texts, and after that, it was suggested
that a person select a version which he or she liked best. In the next four presentations,
the same texts were used, but the form of organizing informationwas different. The order
of presenting groups of materials, forms of presentation, texts within a block, location
of possible answers, and location of pictographs changed in a pseudorandom manner.
After each presentation, there appeared the following question on a screen: “Are you
interested in the presented information?”.

Texts were standardized in terms of readability and number of symbols using Flesch-
Kincaid, SMOG, and ARI tests adapted for the Russian language. After recording the
background EEG for a minute with eyes opened, the respondents were instructed to look
through the material and to answer a question about their interest afterward. There were
no explicit instructions about looking through the whole material or reading the text
thoroughly or for specific information.

Statistical data processing was carried out using RStudio and Matlab, with the
unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test (W) and the Kruskal-Wallis test (H). To analyze EEG
indicators, the first 15 s, starting from the presentation of stimuli with artifacts deleted
in advance, were used. Relative changes in indicators were calculated compared to a
resting state with open eyes (control) using the following formula:

x = xn
x0

× 100% (1)

where xn is the indicator value in the current presentation, and x0 is the background
value for a particular volunteer.

Eye movement indicators were analyzed taking into account the specific areas of
interest – a text, a heading, and five pictographs with additional information. Blinking
and fixations outside the studied part of the visual field were excluded from the analysis.
The eye movement parameters were analyzed during the entire period of reading a text
fragment. Fixation durations shorter than 80 and longer than 800 ms were filtered to
exclude fixations not related to reading [7]. Besides, high-amplitude saccades when a
person moved the gaze at a new line were excluded.

3 Results

A positive answer to the question about interest in content during the first presentation
is characterized by an increase in the spectral power in the theta-band of EEG (4–8 Hz)
compared to the control but is less intensive compared to a negative answer. During
reading the material, such an increase with a positive answer amounted to 12% in F3,
13% in F4, and 30% in T3. In case of a negative answer, it totaled 34%, 30%, and 40%
for F3, F4 and T3 channels respectively (WF3= 13041, WF4= 13022, WT3= 12718,
n = 303, p < 0.05). At the same time, it is quite impossible to predict a subsequent
change in the answer based on the spectral power in the theta rhythm range during
the first demonstration, only the F4 lead showed differences at the level of p < 0.05
(H = 8.14, df = 3, n = 303) considering situations of doubt. After repeated reading,
the theta-band spectral power reflects the change in the answer both to a positive and
negative one, which had already occurred (n = 608, df = 3) in the following channels:
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F4 (H = 17.0, p < 0.001), T3 (H = 11.0, p < 0.05), T4 (H = 13.0, p < 0.01), P3 (H =
8.0, p < 0.05) and O1 (H = 11.0, p < 0.05). Therefore, spectral power during the first
reading reflects the fact of interest, while during the repeated reading it shows a change
of content assessment to a subject of interest. A change in the theta-band spectral power
during the first reading in percent compared to control is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Intragroup indicators of the theta-band spectral power during the first reading, standardized
with resting state with open eyes. *- p < 0,05, unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Results of analyzing fixation duration within the range of 80–800 ms are given in
Fig. 3. The eye movement parameters during reading also reflect a subjective level of
interest. The fixation duration was lower in the case of positive assessment. The median
fixation duration in the case of a positive answer during the first presentation was 215 ms
as compared to 219 ms in the case of a negative answer (W = 90637850, n = 26910,
p < 0.01). The fixation duration during the first text demonstration allows predicting a
subsequent change in the answer to positive or negative ones (H = 113.42, n = 26910,
df = 3, p < 0.0001).

During the second presentation, fixation duration was 204 and 208 ms respectively
(W= 29319536, n= 15239, p< 0.05), and the difference taking into account a change
in the answer which already happened was also significant (H = 62.26, n = 15239, df
= 3, p < 0.0001). Only two groups of doubt have not significant differences (Fig. 3, on
the left). Density (on the right) in a given fixation duration range shows that the density
for the answer “interesting” and the answer “uninteresting” with its future change is
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slightly higher in themedian area compared to opposite answers. This describes a quicker
scanning type of reading in case of the already existing or potential interest.

Fig. 3. Intragroup change of fixation duration in case of reading during the first presentation and
answering questions about the level of interest. ***- p< 0.001, unpairedWilcoxon rank-sum test.
The right figure shows fixation duration distribution density in the range 80–800.

A decrease in saccade amplitudes in case of reading during the first (W= 70552925,
n = 24164, p < 0.05) and second (W = 21684005, n = 13412, p < 0.05) presentations
compared to the control is not solely related to the answer to the question about interest.
It also allows predicting a future change in the answer after the first presentation (H
= 16.73, n = 24164, df = 3, p < 0.0001), and occurred change after the second one
(H = 13.73, n = 13412, df = 3, p < 0.01). The values of all four answer options have
differences. However, the indicator value and interest have a non-linear relationship, like
in the case of fixation duration but with opposite tendency.

4 Discussion

The activity in the EEG theta-band indicated the brain mechanisms that ensure a top-
down control and activate large areas in the brain [14]. Theta activity changes are com-
monly identified when cognitive tasks are performed; it shows integrative information
processing [14]. The increasing activity in the theta-band in frontal leads is related to
positive emotions, including interest [12], as well as to the fact that the stimulus is new
[14]. Theta activity changes in frontal and temporal channels may be related to the work-
ing memory involving and connected with the capability of predicting words in a context
[15], in occipital leads shows the connection between visual attention and preference
[16]. When the text complexity increases, fixation duration and the number of regressive
saccades grow as well, whereas the saccade amplitude decreases, which was shown in
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early works related to reading [10]. Theta activity reflects associative and integrative
processes that could characterize the influence of interest as factor. Therefore, interest
is characterized by a quicker and a smother reading process, revealed by in the fixation
durations distribution density figure (Fig. 3). At the same time, some doubt in answering
triggers a considerable increase in fixation duration, which could be related to difficulties
in analyzing and assessing the content.

5 Conclusion

Eye movement parameters and EEG in the theta-band reflect a subjective assessment of
interest during reading the information. Moreover, some indicators may act as predictors
of changes in answers after the secondpresentation.Therefore, eyemovement parameters
and EEG can be used for determining a person’s emotional and cognitive state as well
as for assessing various types of content. The obtained data could be useful in devising
high-quality teaching materials or creating efficient advertisements.
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Abstract. This paper presents the study of age-related changes in oculomotor
activity of 11–15-year-old adolescents when they are reading texts from various
electronic devices. The study involved 74 teenagers; 38 of themwere reading from
a display made using liquid crystal technology, 36 participants were reading from
a display made using e-ink technology. In adolescence, the formation of skills that
support the reading process does not stop. Heterochrony in the development of
mental operations and brain structures that support them is reflected in age-related
changes in the speed of information perception and information processing. The
study of the perception of texts from various electronic devices that have different
page-turning mechanisms, which influences the total reading time, did not reveal
clear differences between reading from a liquid crystal display and an e-ink display
within the short-term use.

Keywords: Adolescent · Reading · Eye movements · Displays

1 Introduction

The study of changes in oculomotor activity at different stages of the development of
reading skills is one of the priorities of Developmental psychophysiology [1]. Reading
is a complex cognitive process, the most important components of which are the visual
perception of the text and the extraction of information with the help of oculomotor
function. Eye movements during reading are seen as a reflection of complex multi-stage
cognitive processes associated, firstly, with the perception of the text, its lexical and
semantic analysis, embedding information in the general context and its processing,
and, secondly, with the development of a general reading strategy and specific patterns.
Studies have shown that the parametric characteristics of eye movements are determined
by both the muscular activity of the oculomotor apparatus and cognitive processes. They
are associated with the influence of various morphological and visual properties of the
text and visual information processing [2, 3].

The relevance of the study of oculomotor activity comes from the current widespread
tendency to introduce various electronic devices for displaying textual information into
everyday and educational activities at rather early stages of cognitive development.
Currently, during puberty, which is characterized by desynchronization between the
links of the regulatory system and a decrease in cortical control, emotional instability,
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reduced adaptive capabilities and work capacity [4], adolescents actively use different
electronic devices for reading and leisure, preferring them to books.Over the past decade,
there has been a constant increase in the time that teenagers spend on various interactions
with digital texts (text messaging, Internet search, emailing, chatting and reading posts
on social networks and websites). However, there are differences between reading from
paper and reading from an electronic device [5]. Experience in using devices and the
visual characteristics of the text (font size, line length, etc.) have the biggest influence
[6].

In the literature, it is noted that changes in the functional state of adolescents when
working on a computer is characterized, primarily by visual fatigue, which is noted by
40 to 92% of users [7] and a decrease in mental performance [8]. There was determined
a direct correlation between the frequency of ophthalmic problems and age and work
experience of a computer user. Objective (blinks per second) and subjective (visual
fatigue scale) studies have shown that reading from an LCD display causes higher visual
fatigue in comparison with an e-ink reader and a paper book [9]. There was also revealed
heterochronous growth of negative changes in the functional state after using a computer,
which is associated with an increase in the general adaptive capabilities of the organism
with age [7]. The identification of mechanisms and strategies of oculomotor activity
during reading from various devices may serve as a predictor of possible difficulties in
perceiving educational texts.

2 Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

The research methods were approved by the ethical committee of the Institute of
Developmental Physiology of the Russian Academy of Education.

2.2 Participants

The study involved 74 teenagers. 38 participants read from the LCD display, 36 - from
e-ink display. The primary analysis of the data showed that it is necessary to take into
account not only the age of the adolescent, but also the school grade. The subjects were
divided into the following groups:

Age groups: 11–12 years - 13 people (average age 12.1); 12–13 years - 19 people
(average age 13.2); 13–14 years - 21 people (average age 14.0); 14–15 years - 21 people
(average age 15.3);

School grade groups: 6th grade - 18 people (average age 12.3); 7th grade – 22
people (average age 13.4); 8th grade - 14 people (average age 14.3); 9th grade - 20
people (average age 15.3).

2.3 Design and Apparatus

Themain research paradigm is based on the registration of oculomotor activity in adoles-
cents (11–15 y.o.) reading a deliberately complex text from electronic devices equipped
with displays of one of two types: liquid crystal display and electronic ink display.
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The study is based on binocular registration of eye movements using video regis-
tration with the elements of the photoelectric method using Eyegaze Analyzing System
by «Interactive Minds». The shooting speed with variable polling is 120 Hz (~1 shot
in 8 ms). Accuracy is 0.45° (3.8 mm on the screen). The preset minimum duration fix-
ation is 50 ms. The apparatus was equipped with a specially made additional holder
for “devices”. The layout of the text was always the same when reading from different
devices. Two “devices” were used. The display of the first was made using liquid crystal
technology (TFT) - Digma; the second display used electronic ink technology (e-ink)
- PocketBook. Specifications: contrast PocketBook - 7.4:1, Digma - 300:1, brightness
(cd/m2) PocketBook - 37.9, Digma - 250–300.

2.4 Stimuli

The stimulus material was a complex philosophical text. The average number of words
in a sentence was 15; the average number of letters in a word was 6; the Flash-Kincaid
coefficient was 27.94; the percentage of abstract words was 7.5. The text was split into
6 slides, 10 lines each. Monospaced font of a comfortable size (4 mm) was used for
reading from a distance of 50 cm. All visual characteristics of texts were similar for
different devices.

3 Results and Discussion

The analysis of oculomotor activity showed that the formation of skills that ensure
reading processes does not stop in adolescence. There was found a significant correlation
between the age of participants and such temporal and integrative indicators of eye
movements recorded during reading as duration of all types of fixations (r = −0.229 -
−0.260, p < 0.05), percentage of regressions (r = -0.340, p < 0.05), reading speed (r
= 0.275, p< 0.05), and reading time (r=−0.275, p< 0.05). For example, the average
duration of progressive saccades was 244 ms in the 6th grade, and it decreased to 228 ms
in 9th grade. The decrease in the duration of other types of fixation also ranged from
10 to 30 ms. The number of regressive fixations decreased with age from 9.5% to 7%.
The average time taken to read also decreased from 106.4–110.0 to 86.7–87.1 s - within
20–23 s. The reading speed increased on average by 3 characters per second from 11.2
to 13.8 from 6th grade to 9th grade. At the same time, the average amplitude of saccades
practically did not change with age. The amplitude of progressive saccades was 2.7
angular degrees (in our experiment 2.7° makes 6 symbols), regressive saccades - 1.8–2.3
angular degrees. These data partially confirm the studies of age-related variability of
oculomotor activity and such changes as a decrease in the total reading time, fixation
duration, a decrease in the number of fixations, re-fixations and regressions, an increase
in the amplitude of saccades and the chance of missing short and function words in the
text [10, 11].

The graph of changes in the durations of various types of fixations has a parabolic
shape. The mean of fixation duration at the age of 13–14 is higher than at the age
of 11–12 and 14–15. It was shown [3] that the graph of changes in the reactivity of
the motivational system also has its peak, which reaches its maximum by the age of
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12–13. At the beginning of puberty, the reactivity of motivation exceeds the gradually
increasing reactivity of regulatory structures (areas of the frontal cortex), which reduces
their influence on the organization of activity. Thus, it is the motivational and emotional
factor at this that has the greatest influence on the reading process. Motivation had a
significant impact [12] on the differences in reading skills: the ability to generalize, the
speed of reading the whole text and individual words.

There was noted a rather sharp increase in the degree of text internal representation
in the 9th grade (14–15 y.o.). In comparison with the early adolescence, the score of text
comprehension and reproduction rises two times from 6–7% to 12–13%. It should be
noted that grouping older adolescents by school grade gives bigger increase (by 1.5%)
in the level of text comprehension than grouping by age. In our opinion, this is due
to the fact that natural science subjects (chemistry, biology) are being introduced from
the 8th–9th grades. Knowledge in the exact sciences becomes more complicated, which
develops and consolidates new abstract concepts in the adolescent and makes it possible
to better perceive the stimulus material presented in the experimental study. With age,
the speed and efficiency of lexical access, the integration of pragmatic knowledge and
the level of discourse representation increase, and therefore directly affect the change in
the duration of progressive fixations [13].

The efficiency of cognitive performance during adolescence is supported ormediated
by emotionally attractive factors. Consequently, the parameters of oculomotor activity
during reading, as a complex polymodulated cognitive activity, are influenced by emo-
tional “coloring” of the text, emotional involvement of an adolescent in this type of
educational work [14]. At this age, it is important to take into account the motivational
involvement in the reading process, which becomes not only a way of gaining new
knowledge, but also a way of teenager socialization. If this method is not very important
for the group of adolescents they belong to, there is an increase in the tension of this
cognitive skill.

The analysis of the parameters of oculomotor activity usingvarious electronic devices
showed that the main differences in the mechanics of reading are mainly in the different
time spent on turning the text “pages”. When using a PocketBook, the total time is
11–15 s (2.2–3.0 s per page), while when using swiping (sliding the finger across the
screen) when reading from Digma is 4–6 s (around 1.0 s per page). The influence of the
factor “Electronic device” on the time of page turning in different age groups was the
following: 11–12 y.o. - F(1, 11)= 17.83, p= 0.001429; 12–13 y.o. - F(1, 17)= 49.65, p
= 0.000002; 13–14 y.o. - F(1, 19)= 17.30, p= 0.000532; 14–15 y.o. - F(1, 19)= 28.82,
p = 0.000035. Similar effect was noted in different school grades. Analysis of variance
revealed that the factors “Age group” and “School grade group” have a different degree
of influence on the temporal indicators of eye movements. So, the influence of the factor
“Age group” on the duration of progressive fixations when reading from Digma (TFT)
was F(3, 34) = 3.55, p = 0.0245, when reading from Pocket (e-ink) the influence was
tendentious - F(3, 32)= 2.83, p= 0.0542; on the average duration of all fixations when
reading with Digma - F(3, 34)= 3.81, p= 0.0186, when reading from Pocket - F(3, 32)
= 3.16, p= 0.0381; on the duration of setting fixations when reading with Digma - F(3,
34) = 3.27, p = 0.033, when reading from Pocket - F(3, 32) = 2.97, p = 0.0464. The
influence of the factor “School grade” on the duration of progressive fixations was noted
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only when using factor analysis without dividing students into groups according to the
devices they used; the effect on the average duration of all fixations when reading with
Digmawas F(3, 34)= 3.31, p= 0.0317, when reading fromPocket - F(3, 32)= 3.15, p=
0.0382; on the duration of setting fixations when reading from Digma - F(3, 34)= 3.29,
p= 0.0322, when reading from Pocket - F(3, 32)= 4.02, p= 0.0155. The research data
and correlation analysis indicate that when reading from Pocket (e-ink), the significance
of influence of age factors on oculomotor activity decreases, i.e. reading from a low-
contrast display had a negative effect on the skill. It should be noted that assessing the
influence of the school grade on the degree of text understanding made it possible to
reveal significant differences (p< 0.05) in this indicator between the adolescents of the
6th and the 9th grades.

The reading time when using a display with e-ink technology is on average 17–18%
longer than when using a LCD display. It should be noted that the greatest difference in
reading time when using various devices was registered in older adolescence (26%) and
in younger adolescence (18–24%). This partially agrees with the data of Nielsen [15],
who found that reading from an e-ink reader was 10.7% slower, and from an electronic
tablet - 6.2% slower than when reading a classic paper book. Contrast has a marked
effect on visual perception. Low-contrast leads to decreased efficiency of perception
and oculomotor activity within 10–20% [16].

Some studies did not find difference in the increase of visual fatigue during prolonged
reading from various devices [17]. However, the study [6] of eye movements in reading
from three different devices at adolescents revealed difficulties in reading from devices
with e-ink display: it is shown a relative increase of reversible and progressive saccades.
Reading from an e-ink display causes a number of physiological changes in adolescents,
indicating a higher physiological cost of its use in comparison with the paper. The
analysis of the dynamics of the number of errors showed that the effect of eye fatigue
and an increase in the number of saccadic movements began after reading more than
3–4 thousand characters from a LCD display. In our study, the number of characters
with spaces was only 1300, so the opposite tendency was noted, when the number of
saccades was higher when reading texts from the e-ink display. Apparently, the number
of saccades grows as the total reading time increases.

The analysis of the ratio of different fixation types to their total number showed
that average percentage of progressive fixations is ranges from 63% to 65%, average
percentage of regressive fixations is ranges from 7% to 10%. There was established
direct relationship between the proportion of regressions and the duration of progressive
and regressive fixations, as well as with the total number of fixations. A high amount of
correlations was showed between the durations of regressive and setting fixations when
reading from a low-contrast display (e-ink), but when reading from a LCD display a
high amount of correlations was showed between the durations of progressive and line
fixations. This observation suggests that reading from a low-contrast display causes not
only a greater number of clearly traced regressions as a result of both oculomotor reading
errors and lexical word recognition errors, but also makes the participants look at each
word longer, which is reflected in a slight increase of the duration of fixations.
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4 Conclusion

In adolescence, the development of skills supporting the reading process does not stop.
However, at the same time, the graph of changes in the speed of perception and pro-
cessing of textual information on the age scale has a parabolic shape, i.e. from 6th to
7th–8th grades the indicators of oculomotor activity deteriorate, and then there is a sharp
improvement. Apparently, this could be explained by the heterochrony of the develop-
ment of cognitive processes and the brain structures supporting them. Along with the
different time of the formation of cognitive functions, their manifestation in educational
activity is largely influenced by the emotional and motivational processes, characteristic
of puberty. It is possible that the decreased interest in reading is associated with changes
in the motivational aspect and explains the decrease in reading skills. Differences in
temporal indicators of oculomotor activity in different groups of adolescents (by school
grade and age) indicate a greater influence of the learning experience on the reading
process. The use of various electronic devices when reading complex texts made it pos-
sible to determine the influence of display type and the type of text presentation (the way
pages are turned). Reading from a display with electronic ink technology (e-ink), which
has a low image contrast, showed that the parameters of eye movements have inferior
characteristics compared to reading from a liquid crystal display. However, it is impor-
tant to take into account the short study period, during which the negative consequences
of reading from a display with its own luminosity might not have occurred.
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Abstract. We investigated dependence of eye movement parameters on musical
notation complexity and performance quality. 29 students of piano classes of
Tchaikovsky Moscow State Conservatory and The Gnesins Russian Academy of
Music were enrolled in the study. The participants were asked to sight-read three
two-staves fragments of classical music works of different levels of complexity.
Pianists were divided into two groups based on total score for all three fragments
– medium score (MS) group and high score (HS) group. We assessed the the eye-
hand span (EHS), the duration of gaze fixations (FD), number of fixations (NF),
percentage of refixations after regressive saccades (RFP) and fixations on hands
percentage (FHP). The value of EHS parameter significantly decreased as the
background of increasing complexity of the musical fragment for FD the opposite
pattern was observed. For other parameters, these dynamics were not revealed.
Simple and complexmusical fragments in theMS group lead to significantly more
fixations than HS group. In this case, the NF parameter turned out to be a predictor
of awell-developed sight-reading skill. The PRFvalueswere significantly larger in
a simplemusical fragment. For aMSgroup the proportion of refixes is significantly
higher in a simple piece of music. Thus, the PRF parameter turned out to be
sensitive to the level of a sight-reading skill when the task is relatively simple. The
FHP parameter in general was significantly higher for the HS group than for MS
group.

Keyword: Eye movements · Sight-reading ·Music

1 Introduction

Musical performance is the result of one of the most complex functional integrations
that people can perform. Studying sight-reading is a particularly promising experimental
approach to examine cognitive processes. During sight-reading it is necessary to process
a huge amount of incoming visual information combined with producing a complex
sequence of actions as the output. This requires a highly structured coding, as well
as execution processes characterized by anticipation and going beyond the low-level
processes of controlling eye movements when reading a text. The skill of sight-reading
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is formed over the years, but even among the highly qualified musicians not everyone
can reach mastery in it.

It is well-established, that both when reading a verbal text aloud [1] and when sight-
reading with simultaneous performance [2–5], the eye moves ahead of the reproduced
place. Therefore, eye-hand span (EHS) was introduced to estimate the span between
reading the notation characters and playing them. EHS was previously shown to be
influenced by the complexity and structure of the music itself [6, 7]. The effect of
skill on EHS was also demonstrated: experienced musicians have a higher EHS value
compared to less experienced ones [3, 4, 8]. Thus, EHS depends on both the experimental
conditions (the nature of the stimulus material) and the skill of the musician.

In this paper the process of sight-reading is considered as a viablemodel of a complex
visual-motor task. The processes of perceiving visual information are reflected in the
parameters of eye movements and depend on a number of factors, for example, on
the complexity of the text [9]; and the result of sight-reading is the quality of musical
reproduction of the text. Notably, the skill of sight-reading includes not only the visual-
motor task of reproducing written notes, but also an important musical component of
performance – phrasing and intonation of the text or, asmusicians also say, “meaningful”
performance. Therefore, this paper examines the correlation between the eye movement
parameters and both the complexity of the musical text as well as the quality of the
performance.

2 Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

The research methods were approved by the ethical committees of the Biological facility
of Lomonosov Moscow State University.

2.2 Participants

The participant group consisted of 29 students (19 men and 10 women) of Tchaikovsky
Moscow State Conservatory and Gnesins Russian Academy of Music at the age of 18–
25 specializing in piano (22.3 ± 1.8, M ± SD) with an experience of playing the piano
varying from 12 to 20 years (15.6 ± 2.1) participated in the study.

2.3 Equipment

A Yamaha P-45 digital piano was used for the performance. The performance was
recorded in the MIDI data format synchronously with the recording of eye movements
using the Arringtone eye tracker (Arringtone Research Inc., USA, Scene Camera Eye
Tracking System option, frequency 30Hz)without rigid head fixation. Using the original
method of recording and subsequent processing of the recorded signals, the coordinates
of the gaze were determined taking into account the movement of the head relative to
the notes.
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2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

Themusical quality of reading was evaluated by a professional teacher-musician accord-
ing to a traditional 5-point scale (5 – excellent, 4 – good, 3 – satisfactory, 2 – bad). Based
on the sum of points for the performance of three musical fragments, the pianists were
divided into groups with low scores (8–11 points, MS – medium score) and high scores
(12–15 points, HS -high score). We analyzed the fixation durations (FD), which were
filtered out in the range of 90–600 MS, since the FD of this range is associated with
physiologically significant visual processes during reading [9]. The number of fixations
(NF) in each bar of a musical fragment was normalized by the number of notation char-
acters. The proportion of refixes after regressive saccades (PRF) was calculated as the
ratio of their number to the total number of fixations when reading each music piece.
Percentage of hand fixations (FHP) was calculated as the ratio of their number to the
total number of fixations when reading each musical piece. The last parameter was intro-
duced in the analysis as when sight-reading, a musician performs a visual-motor task
and periodically performs saccades on the hands to correct the position of the hands
relative to the keyboard. Presumably, this parameter may also be sensitive to the level
of skill development and the complexity of the musical text. In the scientific literature,
no studies assessing hand fixation while sight-reading have been found, although this
parameter is of particular interest for analysis. We also analyzed the EHS, which was
estimated as the number of musical symbols between the current position of the eye on
the text and the position of the notes currently being played on the keyboard. The EHS
was calculated based on MIDI data and the eye position recorded by the eye tracker.

Data sets were tested for compliance with the normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk
test). For paired comparisons Student’s t-tests and Mann-Whitney (MW) U-test were
used depending on the data distribution. The effect of various factors on the parameters
under scrutiny was evaluated by the ANOVA analysis of variance and Kruskal-Wallis
(KW) test depending on the distribution of values. For paired multiple comparisons, the
Bonferroni correction and Dunn’s test were used.

3 Results

EHS significantly depended on the “musical fragment” factor (F(2,3139) = 33.22, p
< 0.0001), as well as on the “group” factor (F(1,3489) = 25.22, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1).
FD significantly depended on the “musical fragment” factor (F(2.3462) = 72.82, p <

0.0001) (Fig. 1), but there was no significant effect of the “group” factor (F(1.3463) =
0.01, p= 0.92). NF significantly depended on the “musical fragment” factor (F(2,3149)
= 15.01, p < 0.0001) and the “group” factor (F(1,3519) = 40.28, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2).
PRF significantly depended on the factors “musical fragment” (KW, H(2.83) = 7.96, p
= 0.019) and “group” (MW, Z(83)=−2.39, p= 0.017) (Fig. 3). For FHP no significant
effect of the “musical fragment” factor was found (KW, H(2.83) = 0.42, p = 0.81),
but statistically significant differences were revealed between the groups (MW, Z(85)=
2.78, p = 0.005) (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. On the left, EHS (eye-hand span, characters), on the right, FD (duration of fixations, ms)
during the sight-reading musical fragments with an increasing complexity. Mean± SEM. *** – p
< 0.001; * – p < 0.05

Fig. 2. On the left, EHS (eye-hand span, characters), on the right, NF (normalized number of
fixations) during the sight-reading musical fragments with increasing complexity for a group with
high and average performance ratings. Mean ± SEM. *** – p < 0.001; * – p < 0.05

Fig. 3. On the left, PRF (percentage of refixes,%), on the right, FHP (percentage of hand fixa-
tions,%) while reading from a sheet of music fragments with increasing complexity for a group
with high and average performance ratings. Median (25%-75%). *** – p < 0.001; * – p < 0.05;
dotted line – 0.05 < p < 0.10.
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4 Discussion

The value of EHS parameter significantly decreased as the background of increasing
complexity of the musical fragment which corresponds to the results of previous studies
[3, 4, 8, 10–12]. For FD the opposite pattern was observed, which is also consistent with
the literature data that the fixation duration increases with increasing the text complex-
ity, since the complexity of the text increases the requirements for visual information
processing resources both when reading verbal text [9, 13] and musical text [12, 14].
For other parameters, these dynamics were not revealed, which is presumably due to the
different texture of musical fragments and, accordingly, the specifics of reading them.
In particular, the same NF values were observed for simple and complex fragments,
but these values were significantly higher for a fragment of an average complexity. The
musical texture of this fragment required simultaneously reading and playing chords
of at least 4 notation characters (4-voice chorale), which, apparently, lead to a greater
number of fixations. Interestingly, the NF in a musical fragment of average difficulty
did not significantly differ between the groups of pianists with different scores. There-
fore, in this case we can conclude that the choral structure of a musical text affected the
number of fixations more strongly than the skill of sight-reading (at a certain level of
development). At the same time simple and complex musical fragment in the MS group
leads to significantly more fixations than in the HS group. In this case, the NF parameter
turned out to be a predictor of a well-developed sight-reading skill.

The PRF values were significantly larger in a simple musical fragment. On the one
hand, these results seem to contradict those obtainedwhen reading a verbal text of varying
complexity [15], where refixes are considered a correlate of difficulties encountered
when reading. On the other hand, for a MS group pianists the proportion of refixes is
significantly higher in a simple piece of music (Fig. 3). Thus, the PRF parameter turned
out to be sensitive to the level of a sight-reading skill when the task is relatively simple.

The FHP parameter in general was significantly higher for the HS group than for
the MS group. However, for a simple musical piece and that of medium complexity the
differences were found only at the trend level. Sight-reading is not just a visual-motor
task, but also a spatial one, since the spatial position of the note must be transferred to the
topographical space of the instrument [16]. In other words, a musician performs the task
of transferring an object from one coordinate system to another. The better the pianist
performs this task, the less fixations on his hands he needs to make and, accordingly, the
more time he has to read the notes.

Rosemannwith colleagues [10] showed a positive correlation between the EHS value
and the cognitive abilities of musicians (visual image recognition, speed of cognitive
and psychomotor processes). Thus, EHS is a complex parameter that evaluates the abil-
ity to effectively recognize visual information, transfer an object from one coordinate
system (musical stanza) to another (topography of the instrument), and form a complex
coordinated motor response pattern at a high speed of mental processes. Taken together,
the relatively lower values of EHS and NF indicators in the group with high scores can
be associated with greater efficiency of working memory functioning, thus recognizing
standard patterns of musical notation, and, as a result, successfully integrating eye and
hand movements during performance in the HS group [17].
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Considering the value of EHS at the performing tasks of varying complexity in the
“resource theory” of D. Kahneman [18], it can be assumed that the pianist reads simpler
musical fragments at the skill level, which requires a minimum of resources. More com-
plex pieces of music require more conscious control and involve RP processes. This,
in turn, raises the requirements for available resources, which is reflected decreasing of
EHS parameters. This fact can explain the decrease in the EHS value with an increase in
the complexity of the musical text in both groups of pianists. The increase in the com-
plexity of the text increases the requirement for the cognitive processes of recognizing
the musical pattern both in the visual-spatial system of notation and in the harmonic-
semantic system. This means that a smaller number of characters per unit of time can
be recognized.

Since EHS is considered as an integral indicator of cognitive activity it should be
paid attention to the processes of working memory as a central mechanism in the system
of cognitive process. It is known the capacity of working memory according to Cowan
is estimated within 3–4 elements and the value of EHS exceeds this value. Therefore, it
can be assumed that pianists recognize notation characters patterns rather than by single
characters.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, an increase in the complexity of a musical text significantly causes an
increase in the duration of fixations in both groups of pianists, while the differences
between the groups are not significant. And the EHS value decreases with an increase in
the complexity of the musical text in both groups, while pianists with high scores have
significantly higher EHS in each task. The parameter normalized number of fixationswas
significantly influenced by both the level of skill development (significant differences
between groups of pianists in a simple and complex task) and the texture of the musical
text itself (the absence of significant differences between groups in a text of average
complexity which has texture features).

To summarize, sight-reading of a complex musical text is characterized by longer
fixations and a smaller volume of the read musical text ahead of a playback. Pianists
with higher scores are characterized by more advanced text coverage, fewer fixations,
refixes, and hand fixations.
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Abstract. In the current study linear and non-linear eye movement patterns of
lexical search were distinguished, based on the combination of intersaccadic angle
and saccade direction measures, which proved to differ in subjects with different
vocabulary knowledge. Participants, who were classified as experts and novices
by their vocabulary test score, were asked to find 10 foreign language words
in letter matrices. Eye movement data – peak saccade velocity and blink rate –
indicated higher level of cognitive load in subjects with lower vocabulary test
results. Subjects with minor vocabulary knowledge tended to adopt a non-linear
eye movement pattern, characterized by frequent change of saccade direction
and lack of prevalent direction, whereas proficient language learners were more
inclined to demonstrate a more structured search pattern with prevailing either
horizontal or vertical directions. The results confirmed our hypotheses: subjects
with lower, intermediate and higher vocabulary expertise demonstrated different
performance, different rates of cognitive loadmarkers and different eyemovement
patterns. The acquired data, combined with the results of our previous study,
support the argument that experts’ advantage in professional tasks is mediated by
cognitive control.

Keywords: Experts and novices · L2 learners · Visual search · Eye movement
patterns · Intersaccadic angle · Saccade direction

1 Introduction

Features of experts’ and novices’ information processing is a challenging area of
eye movement research. Experts have extensive and in-depth knowledge and skills
in domain-specific areas as compared to novices. When solving cognitive tasks, they
demonstrate faster and more accurate execution. The key concept of the experts-novices
studies is that solving visual tasks differs in people with different level of expertise: in
general, the feature of experts’ eye movements is their “fluency” of viewing and focus
on relevant details, which is based on their extensive knowledge of the subject [1] and
the attention distribution in favor of the target areas of interest, while ignoring irrele-
vant areas [2]. This common idea notwithstanding, evidence of experts’ and novices’
basic eyemovement parameters seem to be domain-specific. In some cases, experts were
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reported to make more short fixations, as compared to novices, e.g. in reading mathe-
matical proofs [3], while other research report a more efficient gaze behavior indexed
by lower fixation rates, e.g. as in laparoscopic surgery training environment [4, 5].

Integrative eye movement measures are often used to solve this discrepancy, such as
the ratio of fixation duration and saccadic amplitudes, that characterizes the preference
of either ambient or focal visual systems [6]. This metric has been used in a number of
comparative studies of expert and novice cognitive performance. [7, 8]. Other possible
measures of visual search task performance, which can be used to study the nature of
scanning process, are the saccadic direction and intersaccadic angles [9]. This particular
measuring technique was applied in this research.

Visual search in a complex environment is a common task for experts and novices
in any domain. In the current research we modelled a lexical search task, where sub-
jects were supposed to find familiar, but undefined words among randomly assigned
letter charts. As visual search involves both looking (moving the gaze to new loca-
tions) and seeing (distinguishing between targets and non-targets), the identification of
eye movement patterns involves defining to which degree each process was involved.
As demonstrated in previous research, structured and unstructured search patterns can
reflect the use of different cognitive strategies, such as the choice between looking versus
seeing strategy. The latter are connected with the active managed search [10] and high
cognitive control rates [11].

In our previous study [12] we defined three scanning patterns, based on the interrela-
tion of saccade direction and intersaccadic angle. These patterns proved to be connected
to the levels of impulsivity and executive or cognitive control involvement. Subjects who
tended to demonstrate a steady linear eye-movement pattern (“Horizontal sequential”)
also showed low Impulsivity indices. In this case, subjects’ search was organized in left-
right, bottom-top manner. In contrast, the subjects with high impulsivity indices demon-
strated a less structured search. Therefore, executive and cognitive control manifested
itself in linear characteristics of eye movement patterns.

The question of which scanning method leads to higher performance remains open.
Some studies show that unstructured search movements lead to faster responses with
less error rates, while others show the opposite trends. It is also not completely clear how
the scanning methods are related to the level of expertise [13]. Some authors insist that
experts use less structured and more intuitive strategies, while others hold the opposite
opinion.

The current study is aimed at identifying visual lexical search patterns in subjectswith
different expertise in foreign languages. We hypothesized that subjects will demonstrate
different performance scores, different rates of cognitive load markers (peak saccade
velocity, blink rate) and cognitive control in a lexical search task depending on their
foreign language vocabulary knowledge. These parameters should be reflected in their
eye movement patterns: linear or non-linear.

2 Method

32 Russian-speaking subjects took part in the research. Before the main task the subjects
did a WAT test [14] to estimate their English vocabulary level. The subjects had to find
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10 English 4-letter words in 15*15 matrices containing English letters (randomized by
frequency) in 40 s (a relatively easy task for skilled English learners and a reasonably
hard, but solvable one for novice learners).

All procedures performed in the study were in accordance with the ethical standards
of the ethics committee of Lomonosov Moscow State University and with the Helsinki
declaration.

Recorded Data. We recorded the search success rate and eye movement data. Eye
movements were sampled monocularly at 250 Hz using the SMI iView X RED 4
(FireWire) tracking system with on-line detection of saccades and fixations and a spatial
accuracy < 0.5°.

Visual search patterns of eye movements were defined on the basis of saccade
directions and intersaccadic angles. SMI BeGaze data about the starting (Saccade Start
Location X, Y) and ending (Saccade End Location X, Y) coordinates of the saccades
(identified by SMI BeGaze by velocity and acceleration thresholds) were used.

We used the procedure of saccadic direction angles computation similar to the one
described by Amor et al. [9], where the horizontal angle for the i-th saccade (Ai) is
computed as:

arctan(ai) = arctan
(
ri, y

/
ri, x

)
,

where ri,y = |Location End Y - Location Start Y|, and ri,x = |Location End X -
Location Start X|.

The obtained angles (0°–90°) we attributed to 8 directions according to substraction
values of yi and xi, where yi = Location End Y - Location Start Y, and xi = Location
End X - Location Start X. Similarly to the previous research [13], we distinguished 8
possible directions. The percent of saccades in every direction was counted up for every
trial.

The angle between the i-th saccade and the successive saccade (βi) was computed
as: in case both saccades were directed upwards or both directed downwards

βi = 180 − (|ai − ai + 1|),
in case one saccade was directed upwards and the other downwards:

βi = 180− ai − ai + 1

The percent of 0–45°, 45–90°, 90–135°, 135–180° angles was counted up for every
trial.

Data Processing. The total of 288 trials was recorded. The data were calculated and
subjected to factorial ANOVA using IBM SPSS Statistics 20.

3 Results

Cluster analysis was used to categorize the subjects on the basis of their WAT perfor-
mance. We opted a 3-cluster solution: lower score (cluster center = 55,75, 8 subjects),
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intermediate score (cluster center = 97,46, 13 subjects), higher score (cluster center =
132,06, 11 subjects). The groups varied in their verbal search performance: the average
of 0.86 words was identified in the lowWAT score group; intermediateWAT score group
found 1.35 word per trial; 1.95 words were found on average in the high WAT score
group. The differences proved to be significant (F (2; 286) = 28. 33; p < 0,01).

Thus, it was found that subjects with a lower level of language competence demon-
strate poor performance and find fewer lexical units in random letters. In addition, it
was found that for this group of respondents solving the task is associated with higher
cognitive load, manifested in an increase in the number of blinks and the peak saccade
velocity. Subjects with lower WAT scores demonstrated higher blink rate and higher
peak saccade velocity as compared to subjects with intermediate and high WAT score
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Eye movement data of subjects with different vocabulary knowledge

Blink rate (total count per trial
– 40s)

Peak saccade velocity (o/s)

Low WAT score 7.4 (4.5) 212 (72)

Intermediate WAT score 4.2 (3.1) 206 (56)

High WAT score 4.1 (2.9) 169 (55)

The results are significant at F(2;288) = 6,6, p < 0,01 F(2;288) = 12,9, p < 0,01

As it was expected, the obtained results indicated that the subjects with lower lin-
guistic competence achieve less success and spend more effort while solving lexical
problems. It was much more interesting to find out what strategies of search activity are
used by people with different linguistic experience and different levels of performance,
and to what extent these strategies are subject to conscious cognitive control.

In order to identify the scanning patterns, we analyzed saccadic directions and inter-
saccadic angles for each trial. If a saccade is represented as a vector, the horizontal angle
to the x-axis is its direction, and the angle between two consecutive saccadic events is
the intersaccadic angle, which is a marker of the change in eye movement direction.
Further, cluster analysis was used to define search patterns based on saccade direction
and intersaccadic angle measures.We opted for a 3-cluster solution, which corresponded
to the 3 patterns of visual search in our previous study (see Table 2).

Therefore, three search patterns were identified: “Horizontal” - mostly horizontally
oriented directions, intersaccadic angle values with little change in direction (0°–45°), a
few “backtrack” 135°–180° angles (49 trials); “Vertical” – more vertical (mostly down-
ward) directions, intersaccadic angle values, indicating little change of direction and
occasional “backtrack” 135°–180° angles (44 trials); “Non-linear” - a relatively even
distribution of saccade directions and intersaccadic angles, with slight prevalence of
horizontally oriented saccades (136 trials). The use of Non-linear pattern was associated
with higher saccadic amplitude and peak saccade velocity (see Table 3).
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Table 2. Cluster analysis results

Horizontal pattern (49
trials)

Vertical pattern (44
trials)

Non-linear pattern
(136 trials)

Angles 0–45° (%) 45.76 41.62 31.97

Angles 45–90° (%) 13.98 17.45 20.13

Angles 90–135° (%) 11.74 14.97 18.93

Angles 135–180° (%) 28.51 25.96 28.97

Direction
right-upward (%)

24.74 15.02 17.07

Direction
upward-right (%)

5.15 9.32 9.51

Direction upward-left
(%)

5.04 10.47 9.59

Direction left-upward
(%)

13.06 10.86 12.94

Direction
left-downward (%)

17.40 12.91 14.04

Direction
downward-left (%)

5.37 13.61 9.89

Direction
downward-right (%)

5.65 12.94 10.20

Direction
right-downward (%)

23.59 14.86 16.76

Table 3. Saccade velocity and amplitude measures in search patterns

Peak saccade velocity (o/s) Saccadic amplitude (°)

Horizontal 161 (37) 2.1 (1.1)

Vertical 179 (46) 2.9 (2.9)

Non-linear 202 (71) 5.5 (6.0)

The results are significant at F(2;288) = 9,9, p < 0,01 F(2;288) = 12,9, p < 0,01

Next, using the coefficient of contingency, we attempted to find out if there was a
relationship between the level of language competence and the patterns of eye move-
ments. The coefficient of contingency between WAT score cluster and eye-movement
cluster equals 0.21, p< 0,01 (see Table 4). The result maintains that subjects with differ-
ent levels of linguistic competence use different strategies for scanning the search space.
The data in Table 4 show that subjects with lowerWAT score tended to use the non-linear
pattern more frequently, while higher WAT results were associated with increasing use
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of linear horizontal and vertical patterns. At the same time, the strategies themselves
obviously differed in order and control during implementation. The implementation of
a horizontal or vertical scanning pattern implied the use of a higher level of cognitive
control. In contrast, the non-linear pattern reflected a chaotic, poorly controlled search.

Table 4. Crosstabulation results (n trials) for use of the patterns in subjects with different WAT
score

Low WAT score Intermediate WAT score High WAT score

Horizontal pattern 5.8% 19.5% 29.9%

Vertical pattern 14.7% 18.5% 21.8%

Non-linear pattern 79.5% 62% 48.3%

4 Discussion

The results of the study indicate that language expertise can be traced in eye movement
patterns in visual search task. Notably, blink rate and peak saccade velocity, acknowl-
edged markers of cognitive load [15] increase in subjects with lesser language compe-
tence, which can be attributed to the laborious vocabulary task. The obtained results
correspond to the vast amount of research on the eye movement strategies of experts
and novices in terms of providing eye movement evidence for higher cognitive load of
novices [16], which is especially manifested in saccade metrics [17].

Although oculomotor measures have long been used in relation to search efficiency
[18], expert-novice research in different domains demands introduction of novel complex
eyemovement patterns, such as theway of identifying structured and unstructured search
patterns. In the present study subjects with lower lexical test score demonstrated more
frequent use of a non-linear scanning pattern, while the use of linear patterns increased
in more efficient language learners.

As shown in previous research, structures and unstructured search patterns can reflect
the use of different cognitive strategies, such as choosing “looking” versus “seeing” strat-
egy [10]. Therefore, the question, raised by the current research, is whether the revealed
eyemovement patterns are determined by cognitive strategies,which, in turn, are induced
by experience, or whether they can be accounted for by the increased cognitive load.

The results of our previous research, where non-linear eye movement pattern was
associated with higher impulsivity index [12], support the latter hypothesis to a certain
extent. As higher peak saccade velocity is supposed to be related to higher cognitive load
and as it has also been registered in impulsive subjects, the use of Non-linear pattern can
reflect reduction of cognitive control.

The acquired data can contribute to a challenging discussion in cognitive psychology
on the features of experts’ cognitive activity [19]. Although experts retrieve relevant
information quicker, their execution is not entirely effortless and intuitive. However,
the distinct feature of experts is the higher cognitive control, which is reflected in more
structured eye movement patterns.
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5 Conclusions

The present study documented eye movement features of expert and novice language
learners in vocabulary search task, which a) indicate higher level of cognitive load in
subjects with lower vocabulary test results (higher peak saccade velocity and blink rate
in less proficient subjects) and b) different visual lexical search patterns on the basis of
eye movement data on intersaccadic angles and saccade direction (which were named
Horizontal, Vertical and Non-linear).

The described patterns correspond to the patterns obtained in preceding research
[12], which had also been shown to correspond to cognitive control factor. The current
study displayed the relation of cognitive load and the preference of using the linear
and non-linear pattern. According to the empirical data, these patterns are more or less
manifested in subjects according to their expertise in foreign languages.
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Abstract. The study compares performance and eye-movement indicators in stu-
dents from Russia, Japan, and China when searching for English words among
randomly organized letters. The assumption was that social and linguistic experi-
ence affects visual scanning strategies and cognitive processing of verbal material.
The study involved 64 respondents, demonstrating similar levels of English pro-
ficiency. Eye movements were recorded with SMI Gaze & Eye-tracking System
(SMIRED 250 Hz). Russian respondents were the most successful at performing
the task. Presumably, their success is determined by the experience in analyz-
ing letter strings during sequential cognitive processing. Significant differences
between the groupswere established for both fixation duration and saccadic ampli-
tude that describe the characteristics of cognitive processing (Velichkovsky et al.,
2005). The Russian sample was characterized by high fixation durations (m =
239.5 ms) and low saccade amplitudes (m = 4.1°), demonstrating the focal pat-
tern of attention distribution. The opposite trend toward ambient and gliding type
of processing was recorded in the Japanese sample. In addition, the parameters of
intersaccadic angles and saccade directions were analyzed. Return saccades were
most characteristic of the Japanese group with direction changes in the range of
90–135°. Russian students demonstrated saccades of a sequential pattern in the
range of 0–45°. Chinese students considered letter sets only once showing the
smallest number of return saccades (the range of 135–180°). Based on the results
of this study, the basic characteristics of visual semantic search can be associated
with the first language experience that defines the patterns and the architecture of
cognitive processing.

Keywords: Cross-cultural differences · Cognitive processing · Eye movements ·
Visual semantic search · Linguistic experience ·Writing system

1 Introduction

The assumption that people of different cultures use different cognitive processing styles
or strategies is repeatedly supported by academic research [1, 2]. Most studies com-
pare respondents who belong to Western or European culture to those who come from
Eastern or Asian cultures. The idea that Western culture instills an analytical style of
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information processing, while Eastern culture implies a holistic style has become topi-
cal. The style preferences result in different patterns of attention distribution (either to
the salient object or to the background characteristics) and judgment (either based on
an object’s attributes and their categorization, or on the basis of contextual information
and similarity) [3]. Characteristics of language systems, particularly, features of scripts
are considered among the factors of culture that may be important along with social
relations.

The development of European culture is associated with alphabetic writing systems,
while Asian civilizations have relied on hieroglyphic scripts for many centuries. The
alphabetic script involves a subtle distinction between individual morphemes and word
composition that can be broken down into elements. Hieroglyphic writing is based on
the perception of more holistic configurations. Although hieroglyphs generally take up
less space than words, they have a greater semantic capacity. Reading one character
provides more information than reading one letter [4]. Thus, it can be assumed that
the characteristics of a script determine certain strategies for information processing.
People who practice hieroglyphic writing should use a more holistic type of cognitive
processing when analyzing visual information with shorter fixations and longer gaze
movements.

Differences in the characteristics of cognitive processing between the representatives
of Eastern and Western cultures have been found in a number of studies using eye
movements. In particular, in the work of H. Chua, J. Boland and R. Nisbett [5], where
the subjects attempted to memorize complex foregrounded figures, it was shown that
the oculomotor pattern of Chinese participants was characterized by a greater number
of shorter fixations and transitions between figure and ground. A review by Y.-K. Tsang
and H.-Ch. Chen [6] found that, while some aspects of eye movement control in reading
seem to be universal (e.g., the availability of orthographic information in the parafoveal
preview), others are more script-specific (e.g., the size of the perceptual span).

This study is aimed to determine the extent to which information processing is gov-
erned by the properties of a language and its writing system. The research compares
the performance and eye-movement patterns during lexical search across three groups
of respondents: Russian, Japanese, and Chinese students. The experimental task was
to search and identify meaningful words in a foreign language in a field of chaotically
arranged Latin letters. We assumed that the number of successfully identified words, fix-
ation and saccade duration, as well as the scanning pattern can differ among respondents
who have mastered different scripts since their early years.

2 Method

2.1 Sample

The study involved 64 respondents: 43women and 21men. 22 participantswere included
in the Russian-speaking sample, 20 respondents composed the Japanese sample, 22
people represented the Chinese sample. The average age of the subjects was 19, 20 and
23 years, respectively. The Russian-speaking group included 22 participants with the
average age of 19. The Japanese-speaking group was represented by 20 respondents
with the average age of 20. Finally, the Chinese-speaking group included 22 participants
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of 23 years of age on average. The ratio of men to women was equal in all three groups.
The students demonstrated similar levels of English proficiency supported by the results
of the Word Associates Test [7] offered to each participant prior to the experimental
series.

2.2 Stimuli and Task

The subjects were presented with letter matrices for analysis (See Fig. 1a). The stimu-
lus material included eighteen matrices with randomized letters of the Latin alphabet.
Randomization procedure was thoroughly described in our previous work [8]. It was
performed in accordance with the frequency of letter use in the English language. Each
matrix incorporated 10 different words. The length of the target words varied from 4 to
9 letters. The task of the subjects was to find a word and mark it by pressing a computer
mouse button.

Fig. 1. (a) Sample stimulus matrix and (b) a matrix with a scan path and mouse clicks

2.3 Procedure

First, having been pretested on English verbal competencewith theWAT test, the respon-
dents completed a questionnaire that collected information on biographic data, linguis-
tic background, and current physical state. Next, they participated in two experimental
series with nine stimulus matrices presented in each series. Each of the eighteen stimuli
appeared on the monitor for 40 s. A calibration point was displayed between stimuli.
All procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were
approved by the local ethics committee of Lomonosov Moscow State University.

2.4 Recorded Data

The indicators of eyemovement (fixation duration and saccade amplitude)were recorded
by the SMI Gaze and Eye-tracking System (SMI RED 250 Hz).
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The data of 475 samples were additionally analyzed for the parameters of saccadic
angles and changes in gaze direction. The procedure, used to describe the search patterns,
analyzed two angles, i.e., the angle between a saccadic event and the horizontal direction
(“Direction”) and the angle between two consecutive saccadic events (“Intersaccadic
angle”). The data about the coordinates in the starting point and the ending point of the
saccades were provided by SMI BeGaze. Saccades are identified by SMI BeGaze by
their velocity and acceleration thresholds. This procedure of analyzing saccadic direction
angles is similar to the one described by T.A. Amor and colleagues [9] and was applied
in our previous research [10].

2.5 Data Processing

Statistical processing was conducted with IBM SPSS Statistics 19 package.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Word Recognition Results

The total numbers of words and, specifically, the numbers of horizontally-orientedwords
detected by the respondents significantly differed in the three language groups (F (2,124)
= 15.4, p< 0.01; F (2,124)= 14.9, p< 0.01)1. Russian students had more success (total
m= 11.5, horizontal orientationm= 10.07, vertical orientationm= 1.32) than Japanese
(total m = 8.41, horizontal orientation m = 6.72, vertical orientation m = 1.72) and
Chinese students (total m = 5.3, horizontal orientation m = 4.57, vertical orientation
m = 0.75). Since the level of language proficiency in all groups was approximately
the same, these results can only be explained by the fact that the task itself was less
demanding for native Russian language speakers. Mastering literal writing involves
the skill of element-wise reconstruction of lexical units, which was the key scope in
solving the experimental problem. However, mastering hieroglyphic scripts does not
imply the development of these cognitive skills. Perhaps this explains why the Chinese-
and Japanese-speaking students find it more challenging to construct letter chains and
assess their lexical relevance.

The number of identified vertically-oriented words differs at the level (F (2, 124) =
4.6, p < 0.05). In this respect, Japanese students demonstrated better results in compar-
ison to Russian and Chinese subjects. Taking into account the fact that their total scores
were considerably lower than those in the other groups, this trend seems to point to a
relevant feature of visual scanning in Japanese respondents. Successful strikes on the
vertically-oriented words can be explained by the fact that Japanese hieroglyphic system
is characterized by vertical reading.

3.2 Scanning Patterns

Examining the scan paths of individual respondents (see Fig. 1b), we noticed completely
different patterns of visual search activity. In order to describe these patterns, we cal-
culated the directions of saccades and intersaccadic angles for each trial. Considering

1 The results of each participant in two series were analyzed. Two records were dismissed as a
result of undue calibration of the apparatus.
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the saccade directions, we found that significant differences in data mark two general
trends (see Fig. 2). First, Russian respondents demonstrate considerably more saccades
in horizontal direction to the right, which suggests the preference for sequential pat-
terns in the Russian language (literal) writing system. Second, Japanese respondents
demonstrate more saccades in the vertical directions, i.e. the upward-left direction (M
= 10.33, compared to 8.9 in the Russian group and 9.1 in the Chinese group (F (2,473)
= 5.008, p = 0.007)) and the downward-right direction (M = 11.21, compared to 9.87
in the Russian group and 9.43 in the Chinese group (F(2, 473)= 4.788, p= 0.009)). No
evident significant trends were established in the Chinese respondents’ results.
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Fig. 2. Statistically significant differences between groups in the saccade directions

The analysis of the saccade directions showed that the Japanese students resorted
to vertical transitions significantly more often when searching for words. This may be
due to the distinct characteristics of the Japanese scripts, where the vertically-oriented
positioning of words is typical.

The analysis of variance for the change in saccade directions during the search
demonstrated that students of the Japanese group more often than others showed inter-
saccadic angle values within the range of 90–135° (F (2,473)= 17.02, p< 0.001). This
means that the switches between horizontal and vertical guides were rather common in
their trials. This trend may indicate a higher lability of eye-movements and easier switch
between horizontal and vertical directions. These data are consistent with the higher
performance in identifying vertically-oriented words.

Participants in the group of Russian students demonstrated progressive saccadeswith
intersaccadic angles of 0–45° (F (2,473) = 12.58, p < 0.001) significantly more often,
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which corresponds to a sequential eye-movement pattern with the priority for horizontal
guide-lines in reading.

The group of Chinese students show the smallest number of recurrent saccades with
intersaccadic angles in the range of 135–180° (F (2,473)= 3.899, p= 0.021). Thatmeans
they rarely return to the previously scannedmaterial as compared to the representatives of
the other groups. Perhaps this is due to the logographic writing of the Chinese language,
where each unit is interpreted unambiguously, reducing the need for returns in visual
scanning. This feature of scanning seems to impede the total performance in the lexical
search task, since the cognitive processing in lexical decision presumes recurrent letter-
strings analysis. Namely, if the relevant letter combination does not fall into the focus
of a fixation at once, the subject tends to skip the target and never returns to the same
area of the matrix.

3.3 Cognitive Processing Features

One of the significant characteristics of cognitive processing is the ratio of fixation
duration and saccade amplitude in eye movement patterns [11, 12]. For both of these
parameters, significant differences were found between groups (F(2,1114)= 85.66, p<
0.01; F (2,1114) = 42, p < 0.01, respectively)2. The values presented in Fig. 3 indicate
that Japanese respondents used a strategy differing from the one of the other groups. The
Russian sample was characterized by high indices of the average fixation duration (m=
239.5 ms) and low indices of the saccade amplitude (m = 4.1°). Similar trends, though
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Fig. 3. The ratio of fixation duration and saccade amplitude in eye movement patterns

2 The total of 1152 trials were recorded, though 36 of them were dismissed as a result of undue
calibration of the apparatus.
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with less dramatic values, were observed in the Chinese respondents (m = 236.63 ms
for fixation durations and m= 4.95° for saccadic amplitudes). For the Japanese sample,
the opposite tendency was recorded: lower indices of the average fixation durations (m
= 201.6 ms) and higher indices of saccade amplitudes (m = 10.3°).

This finding suggests that Russian respondents used a method of cognitive process-
ing based on focal attention, while native Japanese speakers demonstrate an ambient
and sliding type of processing. The cognitive processing strategy applied by the Chi-
nese respondents seems similar to the one, used by Russian-speakers. However, if this
strategy is to be considered comprehensively in connection with the scanning pattern,
a specific method to solve the lexical search task is observed in the trials of Chinese
respondents. This pattern agrees with the general trends of modern Chinese language
development towards simplification of hieroglyphic writing and introduction of sound-
letter writing. The results can also be attributed to the peculiarities of reading directions
in the respondents’ native language.

4 Conclusion

The analysis of the task performance, saccade directions and the ratio of fixation dura-
tions and saccade amplitudes in the identification of visual verbal stimuli shows that the
writing system of the native language affects the parameters of visual semantic search.
It appears that linguistic experience, being connected to mastering a particular writing
system, plays a role in determining the cognitive architecture of the two core components
of search: the patterns of visual scanning and the style of cognitive processing.
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Abstract. A considerable body of research on saccade trajectory has been carried
out to gain a better understanding of cognitive processes. Deviations in a saccade
trajectory could be caused by the distractor stimuli appearing during the saccade
initiation. Several recent studies explored specific distractor features that make
saccades curve away fromdistractor stimuli. They have shown that this deviation is
affected not only by visual, but also by semantic saliency. However, many previous
studies have focused only on the visual images with presumably evolutionary
significance, such as violent scenes or frightened faces. The general purpose of
this study was to understand whether more abstract semantic information, such
as word meaning, could affect the saccade trajectory. In particular, the focus of
our interest was saccade deviation after the presentation of emotional distractors
compared to non-emotional ones. For a more detailed study, various measures of
saccade trajectories were used, such as saccade deviation, overall direction and
initial direction. Contrary to the previous research, our results did not match our
initial hypothesis about significant changes in the saccade trajectory owing to the
word meaning. The results suggest that competitive interaction of word meaning
and saccade timing could be more complex than has been previously thought.

Keywords: Attention · Saccade trajectory · Distractor · Emotion

1 Introduction

An increasing number of publications on visual perception show the growing role of eye
movements in cognitive psychology. With the worldwide spread of new equipment for
measuring eye fixations and eye movements, the features of these micro-movements
became popular external measures reflecting internal brain processes. Among the
brain processes which can be studied through eye movements, emotional information
processing is a field of great interest.

Many authors argue that the stimuli basedon fear tend to capturemore visual attention
as compared to the non-emotional ones [1–3]. However, most of these studies are limited
in interpretation, because emotional stimuli were relevant for the task, and participants
were paying attention to them in order to complete the task. Therefore, the question as to
whether emotional stimuli automatically attract attention remains insufficiently tested.
To address this issue, distractor stimuli which are completely irrelevant to the task are
usually used, and appear on the screen during the saccade initiation.
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Subsequent analysis of saccade trajectories confirmed the assumption that covert
attention can be biased, not only by physical characteristics of a distractor stimulus
[4–6], but also by its emotional load (for example, saccades tend to “deviate” from
frightened faces or violent scenes). Anatomically, this phenomenon is explained by
the commonality of subcortical information processing between the Amygdala, which
is involved in the processing of emotional information, the Pulvinar nuclei and the
Superior colliculus, which are involved in saccades programming. However, there is
a lack of empirical research focusing specifically on a single saccade trajectory in the
presence of an emotional distractor stimulus.

In 2009, Nummenmaa et al. have found that the scene emotional load can affect sac-
cade trajectories, even if the emotional scene is not associated with the task. The authors
used a saccade trajectory as a dependent variable. Participants in their experiment were
instructed to perform vertical saccades, the trajectory of which was orthogonal to the
emotional and neutral images presented at a saccade onset. Therefore, all images were
completely irrelevant to the task. The results showed a significant influence of the emo-
tional image on the saccade curvature, whichmakes it possible to say that the oculomotor
system is affected by the emotional contents of the scene, even if the emotional distractor
is completely irrelevant to the task [7]. In 2012, Schmidt and colleagues replicated the
study of Nummenmaa et al., but used emotional and neutral faces instead of emotional
and neutral scenes [8]. Their results showed that the main effect of facial expressions
was significant, however, only angry faces significantly changed the saccade trajectory.

Taking into account the results fromNummenmaa et al.’s and Schmidt et al.’s studies,
it can be argued that the emotional load of a distractor image affects eye movement.
Nevertheless, the stimuli used in theseworks (faces or scenes of violence) are quite simple
in terms of visual information processing.Brain areas involved in visual perception and in
the eye movements programming have a high speed of image processing, but are unable
to analyse a stimulus in detail. This effect follows both from theoretical assumptions and
experiments [9]: themore complex the object, the longer it takes for the attentional system
to analyse the visual stimulus and the more delayed and the weaker the effect of saccade
deviation from the distractor. In the experiment by Laidlaw et al., participants produced
saccades from the fixation point to the target position, while task-unrelated (normally
oriented or inverted), emotionally neutral faces or scrambled non-faces appeared on the
screen. The results showed that face distractors affected saccade deviations, but only
when the time latency between the distractor appearance and the saccade start were
long enough. Weaver and colleagues decided to use more complex stimuli [10]. They
investigated whether linguistic content could influence saccade trajectories. The results
of Weaver et al.’s experiment showed that the main effect of emotional (taboo) and non-
emotional words was similar at the interval from 100 to 400 ms, but then it acquired a
statistically significant difference (800 ms).

Saccade trajectory deviations at short time intervals between a saccade start and the
distractor appearance (100–400 ms) can be explained by the topographic and retinotopic
maps changes, when, due to the appearance of black letters on a white background, the
saccade deviates from a word as from a simple distractor without any semantic meaning.
Neurolinguistic data also demonstrate that it is impossible to extract the wordmeaning at
such early stages of visual information processing (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980). An evoked
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potential for a word, not corresponding to the context of a sentence, appears only 400 ms
after reading this word (N400). Thus, in Weaver et al.’s experiment, time course plays
a dual role: on the one hand, time is required for the semantic analysis of the word;
while on the other hand, attention decrease occurs over time, and as a result, the saccade
curvatures decrease as well. If in the interval from 100 to 400 ms it is quite possible
to observe a linear decrease in the deviation of the saccade with time, in the interval
from 400 to 800 ms the influence of the semantics of the word is also added to the
trajectory of the saccade. This conclusion suggests that the saccade will not “straighten
out” linearly in the interval from 400 to 800 ms, and that it is the interval in which the
complex dynamics of competitive interactions between time and word meaning can be
traced.

The main goal of our study was to find out how time intervals and emotional load of
a word can affect exogenous (involuntary) attention. We addressed two questions: first,
whether there is a difference in the saccade trajectories for emotional and neutral words,
and second, how much time between word onset and the saccade initiation is necessary
for this difference to emerge.

Accordingly, we hypothesized that (1) word meaning could affect saccades trajec-
tories; (2) due to time latency necessary for semantic processing and for the transfer
of semantic information to the attentional system, the difference in saccade trajectory
deviations caused by emotional and non-emotional words will appear between 400 and
800 ms.

To address the first question, the intervals of 400 and 800 ms were used to replicate
the effect found inWeaver et al.’s study. To address the second question, (1) the intervals
of 500, 600 and 700 ms were additionally used for a more detailed study of the temporal
processing dynamics, and (2) in addition to the saccade deviation analysed by Weaver
and colleagues, the saccadic trajectory was also calculated through the initial and overall
direction for a more detailed analysis of saccade trajectories dynamics.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Thirteen participants (8 females) aged from 18 to 22 studying at the National Research
University “Higher School of Economics” were recruited for the experiment as volun-
teers. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, spoke Russian as a
native language and were naive to our experimental hypotheses.

2.2 Apparatus, Stimuli and Procedure

Eye movements were registered using the EyeLink1000 + TowerMount eye-tracker.
The automatic detection algorithm detected a saccade using speed and acceleration
parameters 30°/s i 8000°/s2, respectively. For the calibration and validation procedure,
nine points were used. The participants were allowed to proceed with the experiment, if
the mean calibration error was less than 0.45° for all 9 points and less than 1° for each
one point. The experiment was programmed using OpenSesame (a program to create
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experiments for psychology, neuroscience, and experimental economics) for an SMI
display with 1920 × 1080 screen resolution. The distance between a participant’s eyes
and the experimental display was 62.5 cm. Thus, there were 39.5 pixels on the screen
for one visual angle. To fix the participant’s head position, a chin rest was used.

The stimulus set included ten neutral and ten obscene Russian words. Both sets
of words were normalized for word length and word frequency as far as possible. By
analogy with the study by Weaver et al., obscene words were used, because obscene
vocabulary is more expressive than words denoting emotions. For example, the word
“accident” in the ENRuN database of Russian emotional database [11] has a score of
3.47/5 on the fear scale, however, when a participant hears the word “accident”, s/he
does not feel the fear, although s/he knows that the word “accident” itself implies fear.

The experimental display consisted of a black fixation cross and three empty black
rectangles (right, center, and left) in the upper half of the screen (Fig. 1). In order to
obtain results withminimal difference fromWeaver and colleagues’ results, the distances
between the fixation cross and the rectangles, the position of the rectangles relative to
each other, as well as the sizes of the rectangles and arrows, were recalculated and
programmed according to the parameters described by Weaver and colleagues in their
study.

Fig. 1. Experimental procedure

2.3 Experimental Design

The saccade trajectory was used as a dependent variable. The time latency (time intervals
between the word onset and the saccade start: 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 ms) and word
meaning (emotional or non-emotional) were used as independent variables.
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3 Results

TheMeans and Standard errors for Saccade deviation, Overall direction and Initial direc-
tion for emotional and non-emotional words and different time intervals are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for Saccade deviation, Overall direction and Initial direction

SOA Word Saccade deviation Overall direction Initial direction

M SE M SE M SE

300 Emotional 0.134 0.111 0.073 0.131 0.094 0.095

300 Non-emotional 0.026 0.272 0.040 0.103 0.004 0.223

400 Emotional 0.0009 0.190 −0.019 0.121 0.004 0.164

400 Non-emotional −0.196 0.331 −0.113 0.244 −0.198 0.258

500 Emotional −0.102 0.519 0.006 0.095 −0.093 0.519

500 Non-emotional −0.082 0.201 −0.055 0.111 −0.074 0.154

600 Emotional 0.021 0.155 −0.009 0.061 0.014 0.129

600 Non-emotional 0.072 0.156 0.157 0.466 −0.003 0.153

700 Emotional 0.084 0.288 −0.007 0.102 0.103 0.234

700 Non-emotional 0.093 0.119 0.084 0.101 0.066 0.113

To calculate the effects of time and word meaning on saccade trajectories, the
repeatedmeasuresANOVA (rmANOVA)was used. Themain effect of wordmeaning (M
= 0.03°, SD = 0.22 for emotional words and M = 0.06°, SD = 0.19 for non-emotional
ones) on Saccade deviation wasn’t found (F(1.9) = 0.51, MSE = 0.1, p = 0.5, η2 =
0.05), in contrast to the main effect of time (F (4.36)= 2.94, MSE= 0.05, p= 0.03, η2
= 0.25). The mean values of deviations for intervals of 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 ms
were M = 0.04°, SD = 0.14; M = 0.08°, SD = 0.21; M = 0.01°, SD = 0.27; M =
0.009°, SD = 0.21; M = 0.05°, SD = 0.17, respectively. However, the interaction of
word meaning and time neutralized its effect (F (4.36) = 0.84, MSE = 0.07, p = 0.5,
η2 = 0.08). An additional comparison of two extreme intervals of 400 ms and 800 ms
by Student’s test (t(37.97)= − 0.128, p= 0.89) also showed no significant differences
(Fig. 2).

For Initial direction, the main effect of word meaning wasn’t found either (F (1.9)
= 1.2, MSE = 0.08, p = 0.3, η2 = 0.11), but the main effect of time was significant (F
(4.36)= 1.2, MSE= 0.04, p= 0.035, η2= 0.24). For the Overall direction, there were
no significant effects of time (F (4.36) = 1.44, MSE = 0.05, p = 0.23, η2 = 0.13) and
word meaning (F (1.9) = 0.15, MSE = 0.031, p = 0.7, η2 = 0.02).
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Fig. 2. Saccade trajectory deviation differences and standard errors for emotional and non-
emotional trials.

4 Discussion

Despite many similarities in the experimental design, our results appear to be quite
different from Weaver and colleagues’. First, we found no effect of word meaning.
Second, the main effect of time for Saccade deviation (F(4,36) = 2.94, MSE = 0.05,
p = 0.03, η2 = 0.25) and Initial direction (F(4,36) = 1.2, MSE = 0.04, p = 0.035, η2
= 0.24) was found. However, in Weaver et al.’s study, the effect of the emotional word
for 400 ms interval was 5°, while in this experiment it was less than 0.1°; in Weaver
and colleagues study, the average effect of a non-emotional word for an interval of
800ms showed a deviation from theword; in this experiment, under the same conditions,
saccades deviated to the word. There are a few possible explanations below as to why
such discrepancies could emerge.

Differences in the Experimental Design. In Weaver et al.’s study, the participants per-
formed saccades to the middle, right and left rectangles. In our experiment, participants
were instructed to perform saccades from the fixation cross to the middle rectangle only
(in order to save the participants’ time and prevent fatigue). This procedure simplifi-
cation reduced all the subject’s actions to a single saccade, from fixation point to the
middle rectangle.

Difference in the Stimulus Material. The words used in Weaver and colleagues’ study
might be different from the words which were used in this experiment, and we are not
able to compare themdirectly because of the differences between cultures and languages.

Obscene Words. It is impossible to assess whether obscene words seem visually unac-
ceptable to young people between the ages of 18 and 22 or not (in contrast to older
generations).

Exclusions. During pre-processing, Weaver and colleagues excluded 16.7% of trials in
whichparticipantsweremaking a saccade to an inappropriate location. In our experiment,
according to a similar criterion, a much greater number of trials were excluded (from 35
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to 60% for individual participants). A more detailed analysis of the saccade recording
at low speed in the EyeLink DataViewer showed an interesting effect: the saccades
with a big deviation from distractor, tend to slow their speeds halfway to the endpoint.
The automatic algorithm interpreted this speed reduction as the end of the saccade and
recorded its further movement as a second saccade, which ended on the target. This
suggests that, in contrast to our experiment, Weaver and colleagues regarded such a
saccade as one, which allowed them to obtain large values of saccadic deviations.

However, the automatic saccade detection algorithms reported by Weaver and col-
leagues contradicts that assumption: the algorithm used by Weaver and colleagues rec-
ognized the saccade using the velocity and acceleration parameters 30°/s and 8000°/s2
respectively, similar to the algorithm used in our study.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the competing interaction of time and word meaning in their influence on
saccade deviations was studied. We attempted to determine the minimum time interval
necessary for the word meaning to bias the saccade trajectory. However, we were able to
only partially replicate the effects found in previous studies (in particular, we replicated
the effect of time, but not the effect of word meaning). This suggests either there is no
difference between emotional and non-emotional words, or the competitive interaction
of word meaning and time is more complex than has been previously thought. Further
investigations into the distractor word meaning effect on eye movements are necessary
to find plausible explanations for the inconsistencies in experimental data.
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Abstract. Here, we offer a reflection on ambiguity, its typology, production and
effects as well as cognitive mechanisms of disambiguation. We approach ambigu-
ity from the cognitivist viewpoint combined with elements of enactivism under-
stood as embodied knowledge, interactivity and distributiveness. Without refuting
the cognitivist paradigm or incurring into contradiction, we use these features as
additional engines of our reflexing. Ambiguity is enacted by a network of hetero-
geneous participants (agents, subjects, objects) in various roles and with varying
degrees of reflexive awareness and intentionality. Based on this we built a typology
of ambiguity according to several criteria: the degree of awareness or intention-
ality, pragmatic effects achieved, language mechanisms, the volume of encoded
conceptual information, the type of modality, and the number of events referred
to. We hold that the process of disambiguation is triggered by cognitive context
and conceptual primes over time, both in pre- and post-position.

Keywords: Ambiguity · Disambiguation ·Manipulation · Cognitive context ·
Decision-making

1 Introduction

Ambiguity is an indispensable element of everyday communication. It is the embodiment
of theflexibility ofmind and the epitomeof our interpretative cognitive functions.Despite
numerous attempts to study the nature of ambiguity and its conceptual and pragmatic
mechanisms [1–5], ambiguity, polysemy and vagueness [6–8] a further andmore detailed
study is required to explore its conceptual foundations, productionmechanisms, typology
and disambiguation decision-making.

One of the most renowned typologies of ambiguity was the one offered by Empson,
whoanalyzednumerous examples of poetry.He sawambiguity as “a verbal nuancegiving
room for alternative reactions to the same piece of language” [9]. Empson’s typology
largely reflected the main sources of lexical ambiguity – metaphor, polysemy, and simile
among others. Since the publication of his work, there have been several attempts to
structure ambiguity [6, 10, 11]. However, most authors focused on the typology of
lexical ambiguity only.

Whatever its type, there is alwaysmore than one interpretation, more than one under-
standing of a sentence, an utterance, an image, a gesture or even a situation. In the
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neurological sense, the processes, which enable the brain to select a one-way path to
produce the mind-experienced awareness, are perception and interpretation. Ambiguity
is not about undecidability in interpretation, it is about a choice or choices, which are
based on the mental ability to perceive and interpret a complex environment without
experiencing the subjective difficulty of having to solve problems and find solutions
[12]. In Berthoz’s domain, embodied experiences play a key role in the perception and
interpretation of reality: it is the aggregate of the visual system, the brain and the entire
body, which generate a visual impression. This impression is not felt as complex and
problematic because all the available solutions are embedded in it. The same is true about
language: language is a complex apparatus enabling the user (speaker, listener) to engage
in complex interactions in a complex world without experiencing any difficulty. Berthoz
names this property of complex living systems (like the visual system in the human
brain) simplexity. It enables the experiencer to engage in interactions in a complex envi-
ronment without experiencing its complexity, that is, without having to solve detected
problems. Simplexity bridges the phenomenological mismatch between the complex-
ity of systems and interactions modelled by specialists in a third-person perspective
(as meta-cognitive observers) and the user-friendliness of structures and interactivity in
a first-person perspective (as epi-cognitive agents and experiencers). Recent research
extends this problematic to social science (ergonomy, management), including language
[13]. In this perspective, ambiguity can be envisaged as a case of failure in simplexity:
cognitive events in which ordinary simplexity, for some reason, appears to break down.

In our research, we attempted to reflect on ambiguity within an integrative approach,
offering a trans-paradigm perspective on ambiguity by merging language and cognition.
Specifically, we looked at ambiguity from the point of view of embodied and linguistic
experiences.

2 Towards a Typology of Ambiguity

Building a typology of ambiguity is a tantalizing task. Ambiguity is conceptually elusive
and, consequently, difficult to analyze given a variety of its types. A typology of ambi-
guity cannot be based on a single criterion or analyzed within one paradigm. Ambiguity
requires a multifaceted approach developed on the cognitive, psychological, philosoph-
ical and linguistic basis. There are several questions to be considered before attempting
a typology of ambiguity.

Temporality. When the enactive process of interpreting one semiotic situation (object,
saying, a road sign, etc.) concludes on two possibilities or more, ambiguity occurs.
Ambiguity is a result of several possible interpretations of one situation. Each situation
can be interpreted as a mental representation of an event. By contrast, ambiguousness
is the ongoing feeling experienced by a subject who cannot arrive at a conclusion,
not even ambiguity as a result and conflict between two representations; and opera-
tional ambiguousness does not necessarily lead to conclusive representational ambiguity.
Todorov defines fantastic literature in terms of experienced ambiguousness: a fantastic
novel leaves the reader unable to decide whether mysterious events are to be ascribed
to natural or supernatural causes from the beginning to the end of the narration [14].
Although dictionaries tend to consider those terms as synonyms, ambiguousness and
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ambiguity are sufficiently distinctive to occasionally occur together in literary criticism.
First-order empirical, unreflexive ambiguousness is construed in a first-person perspec-
tive by an internal, engaged agent, while second-order reflexive, epistemic ambiguity
is construed in a third-person spectatorial perspective by a disengaged observer. On
this basis, ambiguousness and ambiguity are to be distinguished as epi-cognitive and
meta-cognitive construals.

Nature of Ambiguous Items. The question is what kind of ‘items’ are good candidates
for ‘accidents’, semiotic divergence and resulting ambiguity. In theory, natural objects
and qualia are not prone to ambiguity. Natural objects are shaped by converging motor
patterns, both intra-subjective (multimodality) and inter-subjective (standard routines,
norms, civilized culture). In practice, some natural objects are intrinsically ambivalent
in that they possess traits, which are normally typical of completely incompatible cate-
gories, for instance, animals looking like plants (biomimetism),mirages, etc. Fortunately,
they are exceptions rather than the rule. It would be impossible to survive in the world
when a table can be perceived as a table and something different. The same holds true
about qualia.

Artefacts can be designed to be deliberately ambiguous, like the famous duck-rabbit.
Such artificial ambiguity rests on the principle of closure in Gestalt psychology. The
perception of the duck-rabbit depends on how the observer conduces the construal of
the image, which is designed to present alternative paths, a kind of gestaltian labyrinth.

Language. A variety of linguistic features are prone to suggest diverging conceptual
paths: lexical homonymy, homophony, homography, syntactic arborescence, the impos-
sibility to manage some anaphoric chains (John dropped Peter’s hat, picked it up and put
it on his head). In this domain, lexical and grammatical ambiguity is language-specific.
The English language does not distinguish between the general human faculty (the
French langage) and the specific language spoken by a community (the French langue,
which is also the living organ; see the English tongue with the same polysemy). Con-
cerning anaphoric chains in syntax, in Basque, the translation of his is disambiguated by
two possessives, the reflexive possessive bere (his= John’s) and the obviative possessive
hare (his = Peter’s). English and French we and nous first-person plural pronouns do
not explicit whether the addressee is to be included or not; many languages like guarani
(Paraguay) distinguish two pronouns, the inclusive vs exclusive first-person plural pro-
nouns. In English, will can be ambiguous in some contexts (prediction vs necessity),
which cannot happen in German (werden unequivocally means either the future or to
become depending on a syntactic position; and wollen means volition). In discourse,
at the scale of entire sentences or cues, linguistic ambiguity tends to occur in written
texts, whose reading is disconnected from the material environment of conversation. In
situated speech, interpretation is distributed between verbal cues and non-verbal clues,
so ambiguity is more uncommon. It does happen though, incidentally or intentionally,
as in this remarkable instance (from a genuine conversation in French between two lin-
guists): “Pourquoi me regardes-tu comme une bête curieuse?” “Why are you staring
at me like/as if I were a curious animal?” In this context, curieuse can mean either
showing curiosity or bizarre, and the construction relates this equivocal property either
to the observing addressee tu, or to the observed speaker me. The question stalled the
conversation, leaving all participants perplexed.
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Phenomenological Networking of Ambiguities. Ambiguity is a cognitive event and
as a cognitive event, it is distributed between a coalition of participants. It emerges from
a network of agents and objects (being enacted by those agents) and cannot always be
traced back to an unequivocal source. In France, some road signs by double carriageways
say “Fin de limite de vitesse à 90 km/h” without telling the driver if he/she should
accelerate to 110 or slow down to 70 km/h, which is a real nuisance when there is no
obvious reason for slowing down. In this case, ambiguity is on the side of the driver, not
on that of the designer of the sign. Obviously, ambiguity is accidental and unintended.
The duck-rabbit, ambiguity is planned (intended) by the designer and performed by the
observer.

Ambiguity is a distributed performance grounded in embodied cognition and carried
out by a network of heterogeneous actors (agents, subjects, objects) having various roles,
varying degrees of reflexive awareness and intentionality. With such criteria, it becomes
possible to shift from a representational – computational approach to ambiguity to an
enactive and distributed one. These two approaches are not incompatible as it may seem:
embodied cognition reflects mental representations. The constituting processes differ in
those two paradigms but the results very often converge, especially in the domain, of
ambiguity.

With these inmind, we posit that ambiguity can be classified according to: the degree
of awareness or intentionality (intended vs unintended ambiguity); pragmatic effect
achieved (constructive vs destructive ambiguity); language mechanisms (lexical, mor-
phological and syntactic ambiguity); volume of conceptual information encoded (fixed
vs varying scope ambiguity); number of events referred to (event-referential ambiguity,
several interpretations of one event vs a single reference to several events); type ofmodal-
ity (verbal and non-verbal ambiguity (visual ambiguity, gesture ambiguity and ambiguity
of the situation)). The proposed typology of ambiguity is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Proposed criteria and the typology of ambiguity.

Criteria Types of ambiguity

Degree of awareness or intentionality Intended ambiguity
Unintended ambiguity

Pragmatic effect achieved Constructive ambiguity
Destructive ambiguity

Language mechanisms involved Lexical ambiguity, morphological ambiguity
syntactic ambiguity

Volume of conceptual information encoded Fixed scope
Varying scope

Number of events referred to Event-referential ambiguity: reference to one
event possible reference to several events

Types of modality Verbal ambiguity
Non-verbal ambiguity (visual, gesture,
situational, etc.)
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It should be noted that all types of ambiguity can be intended or unintended depend-
ing on the speaker’s goal of using an ambiguousword or creating an ambiguous situation.
Unlike vagueness, which does not lead to a polemic or controversy, ambiguity results
from occasionally intentional cognitive sabotage. The speaker resorts to intended ambi-
guity to achieve a complex communicative effect. Pragmaticmotives and communicative
goals tend to blend in intended ambiguity since pragmatic factors and social variables
are an inseparable part of any communicative act.

In most cases, intended ambiguity is used for manipulation – gaining control or forc-
ing the recipient to make a decision that he or she probably would not have made. By
opting for an ambiguous word or an ambiguous structure, the speaker distracts the recip-
ient’s attention. We argue that intended ambiguity leads to manipulation since when the
speaker intends to alter the recipient’s opinion or deliberately distort it.Manipulation and
numerous techniques of achieving it have become a popular topic of linguistic narrative.
Our analysis of extensive linguistic data shows that averaging, the use of ambiguous and
vague lexis, euphemisms as well as different forms of modality expressing probability
or likelihood are amongst the most popular techniques of achieving ambiguity.

Consider the following example:
A decade has not made the concept of Thatcherism attractive to the British people.

According to Gallup (April 1989) the term Thatcherism has negative connotations for
most people. MORI (April 1989) found widespread supportfor the idea of a society which
placed collective over individual values. Surveys of attitudesto so-called Thatcherite
ideas (for example, a government sticking to its principles, however unpopular; not
consulting with the major economic interests; and the government’s inability to do
much about unemployment) found that, on average, Thatcherite supporters (40%) were
outnumbered by opponents (47%) (https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc1/).

In this example, the lexis in bold – for most people (it is not clear for how many),
widespread support (it is not evident how many people supported the idea), surveys
of attitudes (it is not clear what attitudes were surveyed and how many respondents
participated in the survey), create an opportunity to draw numerous inferences, which
are made individually depending on a combination of pragmatic characteristics of the
recipient, including his/her age, education, gender, social status, etc. These techniques
of achieving manipulation result in several interpretations of the same event.

Unintended ambiguity occurs if the speaker, for some reason, perceives polysemy as
monosemy. Our analysis of intended and unintended ambiguity has proved that intended
ambiguity tends to be used for manipulation.

Constructive ambiguity can be defined as an intentional choice of words permitting
the freedom to choose between several interpretations. Constructive ambiguity as a com-
municative strategy is often used in politics, diplomacy and international law. Moreover,
the theory of diplomacy puts emphasis on the art of ambiguity and disambiguation in
peace agreements. Pehar [15] notes that “while ambiguities have led to a continuation
or re-starting of hostilities in some cases, in many other cases they have provided the
only bridge between conflicting parties and allowed for a cessation of violence”.

(https://www.diplomacy.edu/resources/general/use-ambiguities-peace-agreem
ents).

https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc1/
https://www.diplomacy.edu/resources/general/use-ambiguities-peace-agreements
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We differentiate constructive ambiguity as a strategy and as a term denoting the
phenomenon. The examples above illustrate the mastery of using ambiguous language
for achieving a certain goal whereas the example below illustrates the use of the term
‘constructive ambiguity’ as such:

Last night’s vote was a triumph for what diplomats call constructive ambiguity. To
allow everyone in Serbia and Kosovo to be able to get on with the rest of their lives, we
could do with a lot more of it. (https://www.economist.com/eastern-approaches/2010/
09/10/brussels-trumps-inat).

Although most would like the IRA to disband completely rather than lurk in the
wings, the judicious application of constructive ambiguity has helped to keep the peace
process afloat. (https://www.economist.com/britain/2015/08/29/the-consequences-of-a-
killing).

Initially, the term ‘constructive ambiguity’ was negative rather than positive.
Consider the example below dating back to 2007:

Now was the time for the Eurocrat to deploy his most potent weapon: constructive
ambiguity. “Why don’t we make a reference to nuclear in paragraph 7, cross-ref it
to another mention in paragraph 11, then cross-ref that to a report that nobody can
remember reading?” he said, trying to stifle his excitement. Across the table, there were
baffled looks: “What exactly does that mean?” asked one diplomat. “Precisely,” shot
back the Eurocrat. Diplomats call it “constructive ambiguity”: wording an agreement
— or a disagreement — so as to disguise the fact that there wasn’t one (https://www.
economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2005/04/14/a-spat-of-sorts).

As we just said, constructive ambiguity was initially perceived as a destructive
communicative strategy aimed at evasive and duplicitous responses. However later, it
acquired a more positive if not completely positive meaning while retaining the ini-
tial negative one. This is an interesting example of enantiosemy – the term having two
meanings, one of which is the opposite of the other.

This interpretation of constructive ambiguity is rather close to another subtype –
strategic ambiguity. The two terms are often used interchangeably. In our earlier works,
we interpreted the terms ‘strategic’ and ‘constructive’ as synonyms referring them to
the same subtype [16]. However, further research has shown that strategic ambiguity
may not necessarily be constructive since there are strategies aimed at achieving purely
negative objectives. Similarly to constructive ambiguity, the term ‘strategic ambiguity’
has started to acquire a more positive meaning. This could probably be explained by both
extralinguistic and linguistic factors – the primary meaning of ‘strategic’ as opposed to
‘unplanned and chaotic’ and numerous examples of strategic ambiguity for reaching a
positive goal.

According to the criterion of language mechanisms, ambiguity can be classified as
lexical, morphological and syntactic. These types of ambiguity result from polysemy,
homonymy or syntax. Among these three types of ambiguity, lexical ambiguity is more
frequent since lexis is more flexible and more easily responds to both extralinguistic and
linguistic changes.

According to the volume of conceptual information encoded, we distinguish scope
ambiguity, which can be of two subtypes – fixed or varying. Our research has shown that
scope ambiguity ismainly achieved through the use of pronouns (it, they, we), quantifiers

https://www.economist.com/eastern-approaches/2010/09/10/brussels-trumps-inat
https://www.economist.com/britain/2015/08/29/the-consequences-of-a-killing
https://www.economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2005/04/14/a-spat-of-sorts
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(every, all), negations, and adverbial modifiers. We deliberately chose an excerpt from
the minutes of a regular business meeting to show the ubiquity of scope ambiguity:

I don’t know if you’re aware that using low sulphur coal, reduces only by 50%
whereas if you use the other method it reduces by 90%, and what, in fact, Didcot
are doing by that, is really not giving us a very good service. And, to top it,
they are actually importing their coal which comes from Africa, which is another
aspect (unclear). However, whatever, the reason why I mention it, I do notice that
Greenpeace are thinking of, perhaps some members saw it in the press, did you,
that Greenpeace are making a formal complaint to the European Commission
about switching from de-sulphurisation to importing low sulphur coal, and it may
be something that we should focus on it as well (https://www.english-corpora.org/
bnc/).

The pronoun it in the example above may refer to different things: in to top it it
covers all the preceding conceptual information about methods, percentages, etc. In why
I mention it, the pronoun may mean the whole problem of using coal, or the availability
of different methods of reducing its negative impact on the environment or many other
options. In some members saw it in press it may refer to an array of scenarios or situations
related to carbon footprint, reducing emissions, using sulphur coal, etc. This example
vividly shows a wide scope of conceptual information that can be encoded by a pronoun
thus resulting in ambiguity.

The number of events a sentence may accidentally or intentionally refer to is another
criterion of the proposed typology. Event-referential ambiguity is all about references
rather than purely semantic meaning. We hold that this type of ambiguity has several
subtypes: a possible reference to two or more events in one context, numerous inter-
pretations of the same event and a reference to different events occurring in different
contexts. We analyzed the first subtype in more detail in our earlier work [16].

In this paper, we will reflect on another subtype of event-referential ambiguity, in
which a sentence activates three different contexts as shown in the following example:
(Rus.) On gyl�et (on guliaiet, informal), which may mean a) he has gone out for a
walk and is walking; b) he is having an affair and is cheating on his wife; and c) he is
having a rowdy party. One sentence refers to three completely different events – a walk,
an affair and a party.

There are examples of several possible interpretations of the one event in the same
context. For instance, the interpretations of The paper is ready to be delivered may vary
fromThe paper is ready so I can deliver it now orThe paper is ready so it can be delivered
by somebody else or even The paper is ready so it can be delivered to somebody else.

According to the type of modality, ambiguity can be categorized into verbal and non-
verbal, the latter is represented by such types as visual ambiguity, ambiguity of gestures
and ambiguity of a situation. Visual ambiguity is known to be caused by multistable
perception. The earliest known, the famous duck-rabbit, dates back to 1892. Research
has shown that the viewer sees only one image at a time. However, there is an instant
of ambiguity or fuzziness in which neither object is clearly perceived [17]. This can be
explained by object consistency – the ability to recognize objects from different viewing
positions, differently colored or seen from abnormal angles [18]. Holistic perception

https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/
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as a form of perceptual analysis also plays an important role in the recognition and,
consequently, in the disambiguation of reversible image.

Non-verbal ambiguity also includes ambiguous gestures and situations, which are
mainly studied in cognitive psychology and social science. Gestures are known to facil-
itate disambiguation. However, recent research shows that gestures may both perform
the function of a context to an ambiguous sentence or verbal descriptions can operate as
a context to resolve the ambiguity of a gesture [17]. Similarly to gestures, ambiguous
situations invite more than one interpretation. Having found themselves in an ambigu-
ous situation, participants tend to seek resolution sometimes unconsciously [19]. Non-
verbal ambiguity (there is more to it than just the types described above, for instance,
the ambiguity of facial expressions, body language, etc.) needs further trans-disciplinary
research.

3 Ambiguity Perception and Resolution

Ambiguity is experienced as an unanswered question, which is reconstructed a posteri-
ori: “what is that thing”, or “what does the sentence mean”. It happens when automatic
construal fails at the moment of encountering diverging conceptual paths, which creates
a dilemma. Facing ambiguity, interlocutors have to extract meaning fromwhat they hear.
From the point of view of perception, ambiguity: 1) can be perceived in the intended way
with the intended meaning and the message extracted. This occurs when interlocutors
have common conceptual ground, knowledge, attitudes and strive for ‘interactive align-
ment’ [6]; 2) may remain unnoticed by the recipient due to several reasons: pragmatic
factors, different level of the development of the conceptual system and, finally, linguistic
factors (as is the case with non-native speakers). From the point of view of its pragmatic
effect, ambiguity may be enjoyed by the recipient (for instance, in humorous discourse)
or it may complicate the understanding of a message and result in a communicative fail-
ure. The recipient may not have sufficient background knowledge to resolve ambiguity
or maymake wrong inferences due to differences in the combination of cognitive, social,
professional, value and gender attributes.

It has long been known that ambiguities require much more time and effort to under-
stand that unambiguous sentences or structures [18–20]. Psychological consequences of
ambiguity result in its slower perception. Experiments demonstrate that it takes longer
to process sentences with three meanings than those having two or one [1]. Disambigua-
tion is a complex cognitive process involving a whole array of conceptual structures
ranging from separate concepts to conceptual scenarios or scripts. Generally speaking,
the ‘right’ meaning is inferred from context, which is understood broadly as any type
of information, which can be used for resolving the ambiguity dilemma (conceptual,
linguistic, visual, etc.). Each meaning is activated by a different clue – a prime. Consider
the following example of the polysemous word brain. The Word Net 3.1 entry of the
noun brain describes the following senses:

1. brain, encephalon (that part of the central nervous system that includes all the higher
nervous centers; enclosed within the skull; continuous with the spinal cord).

2. brain, brainpower, learning ability, mental capacity, mentality, wit (mental ability).
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3. brain, psyche, nous (that which is responsible for one’s thoughts, feelings, and
conscious brain functions; the seat of the faculty of reason).

4. brain, genius, mastermind, brainiac, Einstein (someone who has exceptional intel-
lectual ability and originality).

5. brain as food (WordNet3.1).

Search hits from several corpora – iWEB,BNCCorpora and the linguistic application
(https://ludwig.guru) provide numerous examples of different senses, each having a
different prime, mostly in pre-position. Primes are given in bold:

(1) So these channelsshow significant although not extensive sequence homology with
the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor,which enables you to place them in the same
class of being a ligand binding channel. Had similar evolutionary origins. It binds
barbiturates. Similarly, the glycine receptoris also an inhibitory chloride channel,
also found in brainand closely related to the G A B A, A receptor.

(2) I’m resisting temptation to get involved in this debate. Let’s stick to this concept. I
welcome it, I think it shows good thinkingon the part of our officersand I would
like to suggest that er, I take er, a back seaton this one, and I, I, I’d feel probably,
set up a sub-committee, I would think four or five is ample, and I would like to
propose that Malcolm chairs this meeting, so that we have a fresh brainand a
younger brain, looking atthe future’s problems. How do you feel about it?

(3) It is not so much that machine learningwill be superior to our brain, but that
our brainextended with machine learning will be superior to our brainwithout it.
(https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/).

In each example, the noun brain is used in one of its meanings being primed by a set
of conceptual (semantic) clues, which gradually shape a conceptual scenario with the
adequate sense of the word brain filling in one of its conceptual lacunas. For instance,
consider example (1), in which the noun brain means ‘part of the central nervous system
that includes all the higher nervous centres; enclosed within the skull’. The sequence
of conceptual clues looks as follows: channels – sequence homology – nicotinic acetyl-
choline receptor – enables – class – ligand – binding channel – evolutionary origins
– binds – barbiturates – glycine – receptor – inhibitory chloride – channel. These primes
help activate the intended sense of the word since they gradually create a mental picture
of the brain as a human organ in its purely anatomical or biochemical sense. One may
argue that even the immediate environment, found in brain, is enough for disambiguation
since it brings about the idea of brain as an organ. However, this narrow context would
not disambiguate the two senses – brain as an organ and brain as food. In example (2)
the noun brain is used metaphorically meaning ‘people’. The identified conceptual clues
create a scenario of a meeting, debate, election or appointment: debate – good thinking
– officers – suggest – take a back seat – set up a sub-committee – I would like to propose
– chairs a meeting. Example (3) demonstrates the use of the noun brain in the sense
‘brain power, mental ability’. This sense is activated by the primes machine learning
– superior to and is an indispensable part of a scenario of the battle between artificial
and human intelligence.

https://ludwig.guru
https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/
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The question about the number and character of primes required for the disam-
biguation remains open and needs further research. For instance, consider the primes in
example (1) channels – sequence homology – nicotinic acetylcholine receptor – enables –
class – ligand – binding channel – evolutionary origins – binds – barbiturates – glycine
– receptor – inhibitory chloride – channel. Undoubtedly, they help activate a whole
scenario for disambiguation. However, the question is how many primes are needed
for disambiguation. Would just two be enough – receptor and channel? None of the
meanings of the noun brain fits the context delineated by these two nouns.

Another interesting observation comes from the fact that ‘wrong’ interpretations of
meaning, or ‘wrong’ inferences are kept in the working memory for several seconds [18,
20]. Itmeans that primes in post-positionmayalso facilitate disambiguation. It happens in
humorous discourse, when in comedic timing the punch line comes long after the clause
boundary thus allowing the listener time to pursue wrong interpretations, but quickly
enough to ensure that the original word or phrase that activated the multiple meanings is
still available in working memory after the punch line (ibid). In our example (2), so that
we have a fresh brain and a younger brain, looking at the future’s problems, ‘looking at
the future problems’ may act as a prime in post-position. Let us abridge example (2):

I would like to propose that Malcolm chairs this meeting, so that we have a fresh
brain and a younger brain, looking at the future’s problems. How do you feel about it?

Or even shorter:
We have a fresh brain and a younger brain, looking at the future’s problems. How

do you feel about it?
Therefore, we conjecture that both types of primes, preceding the ambiguous word

and primes in post-position, are crucial for resolving ambiguity.

4 Conclusion

Ambiguity is a complex conceptual phenomenon, which requires transdisciplinary
research. In essence, it is a distributed biosemiotic performance grounded in embod-
ied cognition and carried out by a network of heterogeneous actors in various roles and
with varying degrees of awareness and intentionality. It is enacted by a coordination
of participants (agents, subjects, the objects they produce, the environment; all of this
depending on individual and collective autopoiesis. As a complex perceptual and con-
ceptual phenomenon, ambiguity becomes even more challenging when combined with
generality, vagueness or sensitivity to context. The proposed typology of ambiguity is
based on several criteria – pragmatic factors and the pragmatic effect achieved, language
mechanisms, the volume of conceptual information encoded by an ambiguous word or
phrase, the number of events referred and the type of modality used. These types are
further divided into subtypes offering a more detailed understanding of the mechanisms
of the phenomenon.

Ambiguity is processed through the complex cognitive process of disambiguation. It
involves a whole array of conceptual structures ranging from separate concepts to larger
conceptual representations. The intended meaning is inferred from cognitive contexts
with the help of primes. Traditionally, primes have been studied in preceding positions.
However, we argue that primes in post-position are also crucial for disambiguation
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since they remain activated long enough to draw relevant inferences. Each sense of a
word is primed differently by primes in pre- and post-position. Further research into
ambiguity should combine a variety of traditional linguistic and novel cognitive and
psycholinguistic approaches for a deeper understanding of its sources, types, functions
and mechanisms of disambiguation.

Acknowledgements. The study has been supported by the grant from the Russian Science
Foundation № 17–78-30029 and is a continuation of the earlier works on the problem.
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Abstract. In the present study, the interactions among brain areas involved in
the processing of non-selected meaning while dealing with ambiguous word pairs
were investigated. The study was aimed at clarifying the question of which brain
structures and how exactly are involved in supporting the processes of unconscious
selection of one of the meanings of a word and what can happen, at the same time,
with its unselected meaning. Philips Achieva 3 T MRI scanner was used to obtain
fMRI data on 17 healthy right-handed subjects performing the task of completion
of adjective-noun pairs comprising words with missed letters: ambiguous pairs, as
compared with unambiguous ones, had at least two variants of completion. Psy-
chophysiological interaction analysis was conducted for the volume of interest
located within the right and left hippocampus in which the effect of decreased
BOLD signal was revealed in previous study. As a result the modulatory effect
of the automatic disambiguation process on the functional coupling between the
region of interest in the left hippocampus and the left and right inferior frontal
gyrus, right caudate nucleus, the right inferior and superior parietal lobules (BA
39/7). The completion of ambiguous word pairs, as compared with unambigu-
ous ones, was associated with a decrease in functional interactions within these
integrated brain regions. The revealed data demonstrate the new evidence for
involving the processes of suppressing unselected word meanings when choosing
the meaning of an ambiguous word.

Keywords: Ambiguity · Inhibition · Functional MRI

1 Introduction

Humans store and process millions of bits of information during language acquisition,
the majority of which is lexical semantics. On average we extract over 2000 bites of
linguistic andmorewidely semantic data a day [1].Most of it is ambiguous; somuchmore
neuro-physiological activity is needed to choose a contextually relevant variant which is
crucial for understanding the message. Language deals with many interconnected levels:
lexicon, semantics, syntax, type and token frequencies, etc., therefore necessary cerebral
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computational capacities are enormous. Meaning (rather than syntactic structures, as
previously accepted) must be the first generative component evoking the appearance and
further development of language. The main concept is that of a parallel architecture in
which phonology, syntax, the lexicon, and semantics are independent generative systems
connected to each other via interfaces, and it is consistent both with neuroscience data
and the mental theory of semantics [2]. General principles controlling both language and
biological evolution are discussed, functional change and ambiguity before structural
change and specialization is one of them [3–5].

Dealing with ambiguity is a challenging task. For instance, practically every word is
ambiguous. Therefore, the cognitive system and the brain should have flexible and effec-
tive mechanisms to select one particular meaning among several possible. Considering
one of the possible mechanisms of such ambiguity resolution, we focused on one of the
proposed hypotheses that the unconscious process of automatic disambiguation while
dealing with ambiguous stimuli heavily relies on the suppression of the non-selected
meaning [6–8]. This hypothesis was supported by our recent fMRI study [9], which
demonstrated that the process of completion of ambiguous word pairs, as compared
with unambiguous pair, was associated with decreased hemodynamics in the posterior
hippocampus bilaterally. This finding corresponds to the wide range of effects of willful
or automatic forgetting exhibited as changes in interactions between the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex and hippocampus [10]. For instance, in a study [11] it was demon-
strated that effective suppression of information for memorization led to a decrease in
the coupling between the hippocampus and the left DLPFC. Although this suppression
processwas related to fulfilling instructions,we expected that similar functional coupling
changes would be observed when such or similar but unconscious type of suppression
will be involved in ambiguity resolution. This prediction was also based on the notion
that suppression of hippocampal activity is associated with suppressing the memory
traces in both human and rodent brain [12].

To test our prediction, we analyzed the interactions between brain areas involved
in processing non-selected meanings with ambiguous word pairs. In a current study,
the experimental model assumed that conditions required the completion of visually
presented phrases with missing letters, which consisted of a pair of words “adjective-
noun”. For example, the following phrases were presented: “mja-noj far-” ([mjasnoj
farš], ground meat), “-ootballnui f_nat” ([“futbol’nyj fanat”], soccer fan), etc. Created
research design provided an opportunity to assess the aftereffect of the selection (or
rejection) of a word meaning. At the same time, this stimulus repeatedly encountered in
different contexts, with semantic priming (requiring a different solution, for example,
when presenting “mya_noi -arsh” (groundmeat) after “vo_nnui -arsh” (militarymarch)).
The process of choosing the word meaning was controlled by the post-study survey of
supposedly unconsciousness decision during the experiment. It was used to identify and
reject samples in which both variants of completing phrases were recognized.
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2 Method

2.1 Participants

The current fMRI study was conducted with the participation of 17 volunteers (7 males,
10 females) with the mean age 26.3 ± 4.5. Before the beginning of the experiment,
participants gave written informed consent and completed the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) All procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of the
N.P. Bechtereva Institute of theHumanBrain, St. Petersburg, Russia. All volunteers were
right-handed native Russian speakers without a history of psychological, neurological
diseases or current medication intake.

2.2 Stimuli and Procedure

During the experiment, participants saw Russian adjective-noun pairs with missing let-
ters on the screen (for example, “mja-noj far-” (“mjasnoj farš”,), “-utbol’nyj f-nat”
(“futbol’nyj fanat”) etc.). They were instructed to complete these phrases explicitly.
Depending on the position of a missing letter in the noun word, all stimuli were divided
into two groups: 1) unambiguous phrases (could be correctly completed only in one
way – “mja-noj far-”, “vo-nnyj ma-š”); 2) ambiguous phrases (had at least two variants
of completion – “mja-noj -arš”, “vo-nnyj -arš”, where “-arš” can be completed both as
“marš” and “farš”). In the ambiguous condition, the relevant variant of completion was
unconsciously selected due to the context created by an adjective. In addition, the current
experimental design allowed to estimate the priming effect of the selected/non-selected
meaning during the second encounter with the same uncompleted noun with a different
adjective, when a different meaning had to be selected (for example, the presentation of
“mja-noj -arš” after “vo-nnyj -arš”).

The list of 96 stimuli (adjective-noun pairs) grouped into 12 lists was used in the
fMRI study. The interval between repeatedly presenting phrases that were similarly
looking but requiring different completion (depending on the context specified by an
adjective) has consisted of the three trials.

Stimuli were presented on the screen for 5 s. Participants were instructed to press
the button on the MR-compatible controller when they recognized the phrase and spell
the completed variant (the voice was recorded throughout the experiment with the MR-
compatible microphone with a noise reduction). The phrase remained on the screen for
5 s, regardless of the pressing of the button. Then the fixation cross was presented on
the screen for 3 s or 8 s (the time was chosen with the 50:50 probability). Next, the new
stimulus was presented on the screen. One fMRI study lasted for 16.8 min.

According to the pilot study, in some cases, participants realized multiple variants
of completion for some phrases. To distinguish these phrases after completing the main
experiment, participants filled a questionnaire. In this questionnaire, the phrases from
the main task were presented in chronological order. The task was to indicate how many
meanings a volunteer recognized for named phrases. Based on the answers, phrases
for which a participant recognized both variants of completion were distinguished in
an additional type of stimuli was distinguished. For example, if the phrase “s-hoe-ino”
was presented on the screen and the participant indicated that, besides “suhoe vino”, he
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or she remembered/recognized the second variant of completion of the noun “-ino” –
“kino”, this phrase was classified as a double meaning condition. Phrases with explicitly
recognized double meaning were excluded from further analysis.

Those trials in which participants did not recognize the second variant of comple-
tion of the noun were crucial for the study’s central purpose to explore mechanisms of
automatic processing of the non-selected meaning in ambiguity resolution settings. To
our knowledge, this is the first study in the research field that controls for the number
of recognized meanings. Another advantage of the current experimental design was that
the same words were used in different conditions (types of stimuli) participants and,
therefore, the effect of a particular word meaning was eliminated.

To sum up, experimental events of interest in the fMRI study was divided in the
following way: 1) Ambig1st – the first presentation of an ambiguous noun (for example,
“vo-nnyj -arš” – the variant of completion “marš”); 2) Ambig2nd – the second presen-
tation of an ambiguous noun (for example, “mja-noj -arš” – the variant of completion
“farš”); 3) Control1st – control condition for the condition Ambig1st – the presenta-
tion of an uncompleted noun that has to be finished the same way as the noun in the
condition Ambig1st and is presented first in the pair like “marš-farš” (“vo-nnyj ma-š”
– one variant of completion “marš”); 4) Control2nd – control condition for the condition
Ambig2nd – the phrase “mja-noj far-” presented after “vo-nnyjma-š”. Figure 1 illustrates
the scheme of the experimental design. Phrases in Ambig1st and Ambig2nd conditions
and Control1st and Control2nd conditions were presented with the three stimuli interval.

2.3 fMRI Image Acquisition Procedure and Image Processing

The fMRI data (structural and functional) was recorded using a 3T Phillips Achieva
scanner with the 8-channel receiving coil (Philips Medical Systems, Best, Netherlands).
The specialized system for presenting visual stimuli NordicNeurolab was used to syn-
chronize stimuli presentation (using E-prime) with participants’ responses (by pressing
the button) and BOLD signal registration in the scanner.

Structural images for each participant were recorded using T1-weighted pulse
sequences of high resolution (T1W-3D-FFE; [TR] = 2.5 ms; [TE] = 3.1 ms; flip angle
= 30°; 130 slices, [FOV] = 240 × 240 mm; matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness =
0.94 mm). Functional images reflecting BOLD signal changes were obtained with echo-
planar imaging (EPI) sequences (so-called dynamic scans): the registration time of 32
axial slices was 2 s (TE = 35 ms) with the FOV 208 × 208, flip angle = 90° and pixel
size 3 × 3 mm. The thickness of the slices was equal to 3 mm. Individual structural
images were further used for spatial normalization of individual data into a standard
stereotactic space and for creating a mean grey matter image used as an “explicit mask”
in the fMRI-data analysis (allowed to perform the statistical analysis only for those
voxels, which were localized in the grey matter for all participants.

Individual dynamic scans have undergone several steps of preprocessing: 1) realign-
ment of all images relative to the first dynamic scan with the calculation of head move-
ment parameters; 2) slice-time correction; 3) normalization of functional images into
a standard stereotactic space with the coregistration of structural T1-image with the
first dynamic scan and its segmentation; 4) Gaussian smoothing (8 mm, FWHM). Pre-
processing and statistical analysis were performed using the SPM12 software package
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Fig. 1. The scheme of the experimental design in the fMRI study. The table illustrates types
of experimental conditions, the BOLD signal during which was analyzed to test experimental
hypotheses. Pictures in the lower part illustrate variants of completion of the noun “-ino” (“vino”
or “kino”). In the case, when the noun “-ino” is presented with the adjective “s-hoe”, the context
facilitates the unconscious choice of the variant “vino”. The study tested if the alternative variant
of completion (“kino”) is inhibited during this choice. Another question was if this complicates
the process of selection of supposedly inhibited variant during the second encounter (with the
three stimuli interval) with the same noun “-ino”, but in the context of the adjective “i-teresnoe”).

(Statistical parametric mapping 12) running in Matlab (2012b, Mathworks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA).

2.4 Psychophysiological Interactions Analysis

To analyze functional interactions characterizing the process of suppression of non-
selected meaning during the unconscious meaning selection while dealing with ambi-
guity the generalized form of psychophysiological interactions analysis (gPPI-analysis)
was performed. The gPPI-analysis allows to detect areas of the brain that change func-
tional interactions with the predefined region of interest (ROI) in association with per-
formed task. Importantly, the analysis is performed for all voxels in the brain. According
to set goals the area in the posterior hippocampus was selected as the 4mm-radius sphere
ROI in the current study. This choice is supported by previous analysis and literature
data.

Previously performed analysis of changes in local neuronal activity for the t-contrast
“Ambig1st < Control1st” revealed significant changes in the BOLD signal in a num-
ber of areas including the posterior hippocampus bilaterally. Thus, compared to control
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condition with only one variant of completion of the word (Control1st), the unconscious
choice of the right variant of completion of the same noun in ambiguous condition
(Ambig1st) is characterized by significant decrease of the BOLD signal in bilateral
posterior hippocampus. This is explained by the involvement of brain mechanisms of
inhibition, which are activated to suppress the non-selected meaning in the settings of
ambiguity. Besides, in neurophysiological literature the decreased activity in hippocam-
pus is associated with the retrieval induced forgetting (RIF) (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork,
1994).

Therefore, it is justifiable to assume that the ROIs in the hippocampi demonstrates
the involvement in the process of suppression of non-selectedmeaning through changing
its distant functional interactions.

On the first (individual) level of statistical analysis changes in functional interactions
were assessed for each participant separately using the generalized linear model (GLM).
GLMs included following regressors: 1) six PPI regressors for experimental conditions
Ambig1st, Ambig2nd, Control1st, Control2nd, doublemeaning, and a separate regressor
for trials, in which participants gave wrong variants of completion or did not give an
answer; 2) six regressors used in the classical analysis for same events as PPI regressors
(modelled with onset times of stimuli presentation); 3) regressor, representing time
series of the mean BOLD signal in all voxels in the ROI; 4) 6 regressors representing
head movement parameters obtained on the realignment step of preprocessing [13]. To
calculate PPI regressors BOLD signal time series in the ROI were first deconvolved
with the hemodynamic response function to reveal the underlying neuronal activity and
then multiplied by stimuli onset times. All regressors were convolved with the standard
hemodynamic response function and beta-coefficients of regression were estimated.

In the second (group) level of analysis participated beta-coefficients of linear con-
trasts “experimental condition”> “baseline” obtained on the individual level. The voxel-
wise analysis was performed using the random effects model. The statistical inference
was made based on the classical frequentist statistics with the voxel-wise threshold p <
0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using the family-wise error corrections method
(FWE).

3 Results

From two posterior hippocampal ROI analyzed in the current study significant changes
in the psychophysiological interactions were revealed only for the left posterior hip-
pocampus. In the Ambig1st> Control1st t-contrast between parameters of psychophys-
iological interactions, the modulatory effect of the automatic disambiguation process on
the functional coupling between the region of interest in the left hippocampus and the
left inferior frontal gyrus, right caudate nucleus, the right inferior and superior parietal
lobules (BA 39/7) was revealed. The completion of ambiguous word pairs, as compared
with unambiguous ones, was associated with a decrease in functional interactions within
these brain regions (Fig. 2 and Table 1).
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Fig. 2. Changes of functional interactionswith the left hippocampus. Denotations: L/R – left/right
hemisphere; g. – gyrus.

Table 1. Decreases of functional interactions with the left hippocampus associated with
processing of non-selected meanings.

Brain region Cluster level
p-value
(FWE-corrected)

k T-value Z- value Peak MNI coordinates

x y z

R anterior
cingulate
gyrus/Caudate
n./Middle frontal
g

< 0.001 167 6.74 4.58 18 35 20

R occipital
lobe/White matter

0.037 68 5.54 4.08 30 −67 14

L inferior frontal
g

0.02 81 5.5 4.06 −39 26 −4

R precuneus < 0.001 260 5.4 4.02 18 −58 47

L cerebellum 0.019 82 4.6 3.62 −3 −40 −4

Denotations: L/R – left/right hemisphere; k – cluster size in voxels; FWE – family-wise error; g.
– gyrus; n. - nucleus.

4 Discussion

Considering that both the reduction of the BOLD signal in the left hippocampus and the
reduction in its connectivity with prefrontal and parietal brain regions were associated
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with automatic disambiguation, the revealed data supports the hypothesis of suppression
of the unselected meaning. Theoretically, this effect is close in its manifestation of the
so-called forgetting effect associatedwith retrieving information frommemory (retrieval-
induced forgetting [14]), which at the neurophysiological level can manifest itself as a
relative decrease in the activity of hippocampus. In line with this, a similar decrease in
functional coupling between the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex was observed in
a number of situations where inhibition of competing memory is expected [12, 15, 16].
In such studies, the willful forgetting was associated with decreasing the hippocampus’s
local activity and decreased hippocampal-prefrontal coupling. Moreover, the greater the
need to suppress the memory was imposed, the greater the connectivity decrease was
observed [16].

In this respect, the present study, for the first time, demonstrated that similar con-
nectivity changes could be revealed not only in forgetting-related conditions. Revealed
results show the new evidence for involving the processes of suppressing unselected
word meanings when choosing the meaning of an ambiguous word. This substantially
impacts the previous neurobiological data and shows that inhibition-related activity
can play a prominent role in comprehension based ion selection between two possible
meanings. This also demonstrates that retrieval-inducedmemory suppression/forgetting,
ambiguity resolution, and willful forgetting could be executed via similar neurobiologi-
cal mechanisms of the fundamentally identical cognitive process of suppressing compet-
ing/alternativemeaning.Our data showeconomical and therefore effective algorithm that
the brain has developed to deal with dynamic and ambiguous surroundings. Biologically
this cognitive achievement is critical for individual and species survival.

5 Conclusion

Revealed decrement of functional coupling between the hippocampus and prefrontal
brain regions while subjects completed ambiguous, fragmentedword pairs demonstrated
new evidence towards how non-selected meanings of ambiguous information could be
processed. Similar down-regulation of hippocampal activity was previously observed
in the settings of willful instruction driven forgetting. Such purging awareness from
unwanted memories is a voluntary process induced by study instruction. In the current
study, subjects were not aware of the alternative context-inappropriate meaning, which
was not selected and, probably, inhibited. Thus hippocampal down-regulation can be
associatedwith bothwillful forgetting and unaware processing of non-selectedmeanings
of the ambiguous word. Therefore the present research demonstrates the similarity in
neurobiological basics for voluntary and automatic control of awareness content.
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Abstract. We present the results of the experiment investigating the mechanism
of phonetic ambiguity resolution.A cross-modal priming paradigmwas employed.
This study takes into account factors potentially influencing the results but irrel-
evant to the issue itself: a word recognition task (not a lexical decision) was
used; the measurements of the same word recognition in control and experimental
conditions were compared; the semantic relatedness between the prime and the
target word was provided by their common lexical root. The results are discussed
from the perspective of activation/suppression approach to the meaning selection
process in comparison with the positive/negative choice theory explanation. In
contrast to activation-based models, the negative choice is not about the gradual
suppression of the activated contextually irrelevant interpretation but aims at keep-
ing it from becoming conscious within the current context. The obtained data is
more consistent with the latter explanation and gives rise to some new research
questions.

Keywords: Negative choice · Phonetic ambiguity resolution · Negative priming
effect

1 Introduction

Any meaningful information implies its various interpretations and leads to the neces-
sity to choose the one which is going to be realized as the only appropriate one for each
instance of its recognition. It is the process of meaning selection that is usually referred
to as a work of consciousness (even though the process itself is unconscious). Exploring
the mechanisms involved in semantic ambiguity resolution can shed light on the under-
standing of meaning comprehension in general. Hence, this study can be regarded as a
part of a theoretical research on the mechanisms of consciousness.

2 Background

Results of many studies on verbal ambiguity have shown that more than one of the possi-
ble interpretations are actualized at themoment of its perception: there is a positive prim-
ing effect for the words related to different meanings of an ambiguous word [1–7 but see
also 8, 9]. Then, approximately 150 ms later, a positive priming effect is only observed
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for words related to the contextually appropriate interpretation. Most researchers paid
their attention primarily to the question whether (and when) there was a positive priming
effect for information related to the inappropriate meaning compared with contextually
appropriate information. In much fewer studies it has been shown that contextually inap-
propriate interpretations tend to take even longer to recognize than others, unrelated to
ambiguity: a negative priming effect is observed [10–13].

2.1 Activation-Based Model vs. Negative Choice Theory

As an illustration for the activation-based approach,we describe amodel byM.A.Gerns-
bacher [10, 14], which focuses on the mechanism of suppression. Also, we present the
positive/negative choice theory by V. M. Allakhverdov [15, 16] and compare the two.

The first general difference between these approaches is that the activa-
tion/suppression model assumes some degree of meaning activation which can differ
for various meanings and can vary with time. According to the positive/negative choice
approach, meaning selection is a one-time “yes and no” event: an appropriate meaning is
chosen to be recognized while the inappropriate meaning(s) is (are) kept from becoming
conscious. There are no levels or degrees to those choices.

Activation and suppression have different sources: activation happens as a function
of word frequency (and in a lesser degree because of the context) and suppression – as
a function of context. The more biases it provides, the more the inappropriate meaning
gets suppressed. It is important to emphasize that it is widespread to consider frequency
as a variable separate from the context and as a one influencing the initial degree of
meaning activations. Another way would be to consider word frequency as a wider
dimension of context which works in the same way as closer context does. Context
(including frequency) influences the direction of meaning selection (which one will be
chosen positively and which one – negatively). The minimal margin in favor of one
meaning over others is enough to make the choice.

Another important distinction between the two models is that the activation-based
approach explains and predicts priming effects but does not directly bind activation levels
with conscious recognition. For example, a low-frequency contextually appropriate (and
consciously recognized) meaning will only gain the same level of activation as a high-
frequency inappropriate (and not recognized) meaning. Moreover, if there is not enough
biasing information in the context (or due to a person’s poor comprehension skills), the
inappropriate meaning is not supposed to be suppressed at all, despite the fact that it is
not consciously recognized. Thus, if it has to be assumed that only the predominance in
activation of one of the meanings is essential for the recognition, the idea of different
activation levels seems redundant. Positive (and negative) choice of a meaning implies
the recognition of that meaning (and non-recognition of others).

The final difference is crucial for explaining the results of our experiment. Both
approaches connect context shifting to positive priming effect for previously inappro-
priate meaning but their causes and consequences are understood in opposite ways: The
failure to suppress the meaning (which manifests in a positive priming effect) leads to
the context shift; the prediction of the negative choice theory is that the context shift
leads to the positive priming effect for the meaning rejected earlier.
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The goal of the study was to test the hypothesis that for the conscious recognition
of one meaning of an ambiguous word (positive choice), it is necessary to keep another
possible interpretation from becoming conscious (negative choice). Negative priming
effect for words semantically related to contextually inappropriate meanings (targets)
was expected. A possible reason for this effect is that the meaning is not recognized
within the current context and the only possibility for it to become conscious is to
change the context. Thus, the time cost is due not to the longer processing of the word,
but to its non-recognition at first. The important requirement for the experimental design
was to ensure common context for each prime and its target word: It was supposed to be
secured by their closeness in time and the natural intention of consciousness to reconcile
incoming information.

3 Experiment

Phonetic ambiguity is a fruitful source for investigating the processes of meaning selec-
tion because it is: widespread and naturally occurring; intrinsically connected with the
very process of speech comprehension; processed subjectively easily, quickly and accu-
rately. In addition to the fact that meaning selection happens without any conscious
experience of this process, more important is that the very possibility of various inter-
pretations of a speech signal does not normally consciously realized – thus, the observed
effects should be the least affected by other cognitive and metacognitive processes. The
study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Saint Petersburg Psychological
Society (IRB00012426 Saint Petersburg Psychological Society IRB #1).

3.1 Method

Participants. Sixty-five right-handed native Russian speakers aged from 18 to 35 years
old took part in the experiment. They reported no visual, hearing, neurological, or motor
problems. They were not paid for participation.

Materials. We have chosen twelve phonetically ambiguous Russian words as primes.
They were embedded in utterances biased toward each of their meanings. Twenty-four
biasing contexts contained one of the homophones at the end and twenty-four equivalent
contexts contained the homophones at the beginning of the utterances. We have also
recorded twelve filler utterances (without the homophones).

Target words consisted of twenty-four words with the same root corresponding to
each of the homophones meaning. The same root ensured their semantic relatedness and
helped to avoid the contentious issue of how and what words associated with competing
meanings are affected by meaning selection processes. To prevent the awareness of the
ambiguity, the targets were chosen phonetically and graphically as different as possible
from the primes. As a result, most of the targets were complex and quite different from
each other in their formal characteristics, too. In addition, twelve rare, old-fashioned and
pronounceable pseudo-words were chosen for the task.

The utterances and the targets were organized in four experimental sets. There were
three conditions (seeTable 1): the experimental condition included the utteranceswith the
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homophones and the words related with their inappropriate interpretations as targets; the
control condition included the filler utterances with the same targets; the filler condition
(the utterances with the homophones and the filler targets) was not analyzed.

Table 1. Examples of utterance-target pairs (conditions) in the experiment. The homophones
(primes) are given in bold with their phonetic transcription in square brackets. The translation is
given in italic.

Condition Utterance Target

Experimental Lica [l’its@] i ppiqecki y nix poxo�ie, po�tomy ix i
pepepytali dpyg c dpygom
They had similar faces and haircuts that’s why they were
mixed up with each other

BYLIT�
to pour out

Control Tam vcemy mogyt nayqit�: i po kanaty xodit�, i
�onglipovat�
They can teach you everything there: both to walk on a rope
and juggle

Filler Lit�c� [l’its@] do�d� tam mo�et neckol�ko dne�, a
potom mec�cami cyxo i �apko
It can rain for some days there and then it’s dry and hot for
months

DOLIMAH
a dolman

A total of thirty-six utterances were presented to each participant. The conditions
were mixed in a pseudo-random order. The order of the targets was the same for all four
sets. Contexts biased towards both interpretations of each homophone were presented
within each set, but only one of them was either in the experimental or in the control
condition; the context biased towards the other meaning was used for filler condition.
If set 1(3) contained one of the targets in the experimental condition, this target was
featured in the control condition in set 2(4) and vice versa. Set 1 and set 2 contained the
utterances with the homophones at the beginning; sets 3 and 4 – with the homophones
at the end.

Procedure. The experiment was conducted using the PsychoPy software and presented
on a computer. The participants wore the headphones to assure audio quality control.
They were instructed to listen to utterances on various topics. When words would appear
on the screen (500 ms after each utterance), they were told to reply as fast as they can
whether they were familiar with the word (by pressing the right arrow button) or not
(the left arrow button). The task resembled lexical decision but it rather was a lexical
recognition task. It aimed at ensuring that the resulting effects belong to the same kind
of information processing as meaning selection. Before running one of the experimental
sets, each participant listened to a training set and took a comprehension test after. The
instruction to the test was to fill the gaps in the sentences they have just heard. This test
intended to motivate participants to listen to the utterances attentively.

All of the participants were interviewed after the experiment to ensure they had not
become aware of any case of ambiguity.
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3.2 Results

Out of a possible total of 1560 response latencies, we discarded 3.8% due to incorrect
answers. We z-standardized the reaction times (RTs) for each participant and excluded
from the analysis the responses three SDs above and below the mean RT of each target
word (<1%). Three targets (the same for both homophone positions) were not included
in the analysis since their mean RTs in the control condition were approximately twice
as long as the mean RT of all the other target words. We assume that these words formed
a separate context due to their formal (or other) characteristics. Besides the fact that
these targets stood out so significantly in the reaction times, we have also noticed a
positive priming effect for them in the experimental condition (which is consistent with
the theory).

Different methods of non-parametric statistical analysis were applied to examine
the data in detail but averaging over items was deemed the most appropriate for this
experimental design and material.

Data analysis showed significant increase in RT in the experimental condition com-
pared with the control condition for the contexts where the homophones were situated
at the end of the utterances: for data averaged over items W= 69.0, p= .056 (averaged
over subjects W = 158.0, p = .024; without averaging U = 43567.5, p < .001). There
was no evidence for significant difference between the conditions when the homophones
were situated at the beginning of the utterances although in the experimental condition
the RTwas tending to slow down:W= 97.0, p= .27 (W= 225.0, p= .16; U= 53188.5,
p = .23). The analysis of the combined data for both homophone positions showed a
significant increase in RT in the experimental condition: W = 314.0, p = .043 (W =
751.0, p = .018; U = 194032.5, p = .005) (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The comparison of average z-scores of the target words recognition in the control (cntr)
and the experimental (exp) conditions.

Furthermore, there was no statistically significant evidence that the negative prim-
ing effect was affected by the relative frequencies of the contextually appropriate and
inappropriate meanings. To check it, all the targets were divided into two groups: those
preceded by the utterances with more frequent inappropriate than appropriate meaning
(in the experimental condition) and those preceded by more frequent appropriate than
inappropriate meaning (frequencies of the word forms were derived from [17]). Then the
proportion of cases of negative and positive priming effects between these groups was
compared by chi-square test that did not reveal any statistically significant differences.
In addition, RTs in different conditions within each group were compared using Dunn’s
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post hoc test with multiple comparison correction. Similar to the results for the cases not
divided by the relative frequencies of the homophonesmeanings, RTs in the experimental
condition were longer than in the control when the homophones were positioned at the
end (z= −2.175, pdunn = .015 for cases where inappropriate meaning is more frequent
than the appropriate one; z = −2.238, pdunn = .013 – when the appropriate meaning is
more frequent than the inappropriate one). We did not find any statistically significant
differences of RTs when the homophones were at the beginning of the utterances (z =
−0.806, pdunn = .21; z = −0.056, pdunn = .47).

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The results for the homophone final position condition could be explained, with some
reservations, from the perspective of activation/suppression approach. A lot of preceding
biasing context elements lead to strong suppression. A different frequency or degree of
negative priming effect could probably be expected because of different initial levels of
high- and low-frequency inappropriate meanings, but it is hardly possible to measure
the impact of each contextual element on the overall resulting suppression to evaluate
it. Such results also imply that all the participants in the random sample were generally
skilled comprehenders (that is, were able to suppress inappropriate meanings).

The other explanation in accordance with the theory of positive and negative choice
fits the obtained results aswell: negative priming effect is due to keeping the inappropriate
meaning from becoming conscious within the context where the choice has been made.

To understand the results for the cases where the homophonewas placed at the begin-
ning of the utterance, their differences from the homophone final position cases should
be taken into consideration. First, there was less biasing information at the moment of
meaning selection. From the perspective of activation/suppression view, nevertheless,
the same strong suppression (as for the homophone final position cases) should have
happened because there had been the same amount of biasing information by the end of
an utterance which was supposed to suppress the inappropriate meaning but did not do
so. Another possible explanation is that there was some amount of less skilled compre-
henders (with insufficiently developed suppression mechanism) in the sample. However,
if such comprehension impairment had been so usual, the significant negative priming
effect would not have been observed for the cases where homophones were in the final
position either. In line with the positive and negative choice explanation, the amount of
biasing information does not matter – it should be just enough to make a choice. But
why was a pronounced negative priming effect not obtained? Actually, it can be assumed
that the negative choice did happen at the moment of meaning recognition, but – and
here comes the second distinction: more time has passed from meaning selection until
the target perception. Time itself cannot serve as an explanation because if some kind of
weakening of the suppression is implied, we would have to return to the activation app-
roach (in terms of positive/negative choice theory choice reduction seems illogical). The
consistent explanation is that the more time passes (and the more information arrives),
the more probable is that the context will shift. This shift leads to positive priming effect
for information that was previously kept from recognition (it was actualized by the pre-
vious selection task and in a new context there is no necessity to keep it from becoming
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conscious anymore). Taking into account that each utterance indeed constitutes a sin-
gle coherent context, such shifting was not ubiquitous – that is why the resulting data
shows neither pronounced negative nor positive priming effect. Presumably, the context
shift could sometimes happen due to the fact that most of the utterances contained two
clauses, or the comprehension test after the training set provoked participants to try to
memorize separate collocations.

This study provides evidence for treating the cause of the obtained effects as an
important part of meaning selection process and not as an optional consequence of other
circumstances of perception. The key variable underlying this process is the compatibil-
ity of various interpretations with the majority of context dimensions. Some challeng-
ing questions, as in what these context dimensions are and what factors cause context
shifting, require future investigation.

Acknowledgments. The reported studywas funded byRFBR through the research project№. 18-
00-00646 K (18-00-00644).
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Abstract. Three experiments (N = 190) were conducted to study the effect of
control strategy on the strength of interference in a reverse Stroop task. The partic-
ipants were asked to determine as quickly as possible the meanings of incongruent
words (for example, the word “red” printed in blue) and to ignore the color of the
text. Responses were registered using the “up”, “down”, “left” and “right” arrow
keys on the keyboard. Colored squares were used to assign keys to responses in
the current trial. For example, if the red square was in the top part of the picture,
the participant had to press the “up” button in order to response “red”. In the
“conflict” stimuli, a square of the same color as the word was presented; in the
control stimuli, there was no corresponding square. The color-meaning combina-
tions were identical in both “conflict” and control stimuli. A significant difference
in response times for conflict and non-conflict stimuli was only observed when 1)
they were presented in separate blocks, or 2) the colored squares were presented
before the word. This difference decreases significantly if the conflict stimuli are
presented as a separate block after the block of control stimuli and if the block
of control stimuli is presented after the conflict stimuli. The effect of cognitive
control strategy and conflict detection on the efficiency of solution of interference
tasks is discussed.

Keywords: Stroop effect · Cognitive control · Reverse Stroop effect ·
Response set effect · Response conflict · Block effect

1 The Stroop Effect

When performing any task, a person perceives irrelevant information. Yet, in most cases,
the irrelevant information is not connected with any answers that can potentially be
the solution to the task. In such cases, the irrelevant information is filtered out and
does not have significant effect on how efficiently the main task is solved. However,
if the irrelevant information is in some way similar to the correct answer, a cognitive
conflict arises between relevant and irrelevant information. The Stroop effect (Stroop
interference) is a classic example of a cognitive conflict situation. In the classic Stroop
test, the subjects are asked to rapidly name the colors of the words, while ignoring their
meanings. When there is a mismatch between the color and the meaning (e.g., the word
“red” printed in blue), the subjects perform the task slower than they do when presented
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with a colored set of non-word characters (for example, “XXXXX”). There has also been
observed a response set effect in the Stroop test: interference decreases if theword’s color
does not correspond to any of the correct response in the current trial (for example, if
all the words in the trial are printed in red or yellow and the word “pink” is presented).

2 The Mechanisms for Overcoming Cognitive Conflict

In spite of the cognitive conflict, the subjects give correct responses in most of the
trials, although there is a time lag. The cognitive conflict is thought to be solved using
cognitive control strategies. The cognitive control system consists of severalmechanisms
[1]. When discussing the overcoming of Stroop interference, the most often mentioned
mechanism is response inhibition. This mechanism inhibits the wrong response (in this
case, the meaning of the word). The earlier this mechanism is activated, the quicker the
task is solved. However, there are other mechanisms of cognitive control. For example,
V.M. Allakhverdov has hypothesized that the response is generated automatically, and
then reevaluated [2]. The response is actualized after it has been confirmed to be different
from the irrelevant stimulus (the successful performance of the “ignoring the irrelevant
stimulus” task has been confirmed). Such “reevaluation” necessarily leads to slower
response time. Therefore, the “reevaluation” mechanism should only be activated if
signals of possible conflict have been discovered in the environment. If conflict and
non-conflict stimuli are as similar as possible, it is hypothesized that a similar response
time lag will be observed for both types of stimuli.

Response set effect can be explained by both the response inhibition mechanism and
the mechanism for controlling the performance of the “ignoring the irrelevant stimulus”
task. On the one hand, if the set of correct responses only contains the words “red”
and “blue”, then the word “pink” does not activate the corresponding representation as
strongly, therefore it is inhibited more easily. On the other hand, if the word “pink” is not
part of the set of correct responses, there are few reasons to control the performance of
the “ignoring the irrelevant stimulus” task (see [3] for a detailed analysis of the possible
reasons for response set effect).

3 Experimental Stimuli

In our experiments, we used special stimuli, in which the conflict between possible
responses was difficult to detect using heuristics such as “there is no responses conflict
in the word “pink”. An incongruent Stroop stimulus was presented in the middle of the
screen. The word was surrounded by four colored squares on the left, right, top and
bottom (see Fig. 1a and 1b). The words “red”, “yellow”, “green”, “blue” and “purple”,
the corresponding type colors and colored squares were presented an equal amount of
times. The subjects’ task was to react as quickly as possible to the word’s meaning while
ignoring its color. For example, if the word “white” had been presented, and the white
square was at the top, the participant had to press “up” (as far as we know, the first
variation of this method was used in Durgin [4]). The task was to react to the word’s
meaning, not to its color, because, according to Sobel et al. [5], there has been observed
a stronger color interference in visual search tasks.
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Fig. 1a. (On the left) – an example of a conflict stimulus, Fig. 1b. (on the right) – an example
of a control stimulus. In the original experiment, the subjects were presented with Russian words
and a different set of colors and words was used (the colors have been changed here for better
illustration is the black-and-white version of the article).

The stimuli in Figs. 1a and 1b differ in the amount of conflict. In the Fig. 1a, there
is a blue square (on the left) that is supposed to prompt the subjects to press the “left”
button (conflict of responses). However, there is no such square in the Fig. 1b. Let us call
the stimulus in 1a a “conflict stimulus”, and the stimulus in 1b – a “control stimulus”.
Of course, there is some amount of conflict in the “control stimulus”, too, because each
of the directions (up, down, left, right) can correspond to a correct response in other
trials. However, the Fig. 1a is the one where there is immediate conflict between two
responses, while, for the Fig. 1b, it is impossible for the participant to response with the
color of the target word.

4 Designs and Results of Experiments

If the stimuli 1a and 1b are presented in a randomized order, cognitive control cannot
quickly distinguish the conflict stimulus from the control one using rules like “all pink
stimuli are control stimuli”. After the experiment, it usually takes some time to explain
the difference between the conflict and control stimuli to the participants. In earlier
experiments (N= 30)we have found that, when conflict and control stimuli are presented
randomly in one block, mean reaction times for conflict stimuli and control stimuli did
not differ significantly (MD = 3 ms; F(1,28) = 0.4; p = .53). However, if we compare
two groups of subjects, where one group is presented with only conflict stimuli, and
the other group – with control stimuli (N = 60), reaction times for conflict stimuli
turn out to be significantly longer (MD = 121 ms; (F(1,56) = 9.1; p < .01) (see [6]
for more details). This result shows that the magnitude of response set effect depends
significantly on strategyusedby the subjects.A similar resultwas shown in an experiment
by Hassim and Parris [3], where standard Stroop stimuli were used. However, in their
study, response set effect did not disappear when both types of stimuli were mixed –
it was less pronounced, but stayed significant. More importantly, unlike the study by
Hassim and Parris [3], our experimental design does not allow to interpret the results
through activation of representations. Each color-word combination in our experiment
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was presented equal amount of times both when stimuli were mixed and when they were
presented in separate blocks. Squares of each color were also presented equal amount
of times in all experimental conditions.

We hypothesized that, if the proposition that there exists a “reevaluation” strategy is
true, such strategy would also be used to process subsequent stimuli. An experiment was
performed, in which a group of subjects (N = 20) was first presented with 120 conflict
stimuli, and afterwards – with 120 control stimuli; while the second group (N = 20)
was first presented with 120 control stimuli, and afterwards – with 120 conflict stimuli.
We found that the difference in mean reaction times when responding to conflict and
non-conflict stimuli was 159 ms when the first blocks of 120 stimuli were compared,
and 14 ms when the second blocks of 120 stimuli were compared. The difference is
statistically significant (T(1,29) = 86; p < .01; see [7] for details).

Therefore, we have verified the hypothesis that a block of conflict stimuli prompts
the use of reevaluation strategy, while a block of non-conflict stimuli prompts responses
without reevaluation. However, is it possible that these results are simply consequences
of features of our stimuli? In the third experiment, we aimed to create within our exper-
imental design a situation where the subjects would be able to distinguish conflict and
non-conflict stimuli even if they were presented in the same block. To achieve this, we
presented one group of subjects first with colored squares and then, after 1000 ms, a

Fig. 2a and 2b. Examples of experimental conditions in Experiment 3.
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Stroop word was shown (Fig. 2a). The second, control group, was first presented with a
colored word and, after 1000 ms, colored squares were shown (Fig. 2b). As in previous
experiments, all the words in the stimuli were typed in such a way that the meaning
never coincided with the color. We used words “red”, “blue”, “green”, “yellow” and
“purple” and corresponding colors. Each colored square was presented in each position
equal amount of times. In each trial, there was a square that corresponded to the target
word’s meaning. Such a square was presented in each position (top, bottom, left, right)
25% of the times. All conflict stimuli included a square of the same color as the target
word (Fig. 1a), while control stimuli did not include such a square. The numbers of
conflict and control stimuli were equal. It should be noted that, when colored squares
were presented before the word (Fig. 2a), the subjects had an opportunity to detect the
response conflict and to activate (or deactivate) the reevaluation strategy. However, if
the subjects had less time to view the squares (2b), it was difficult to detect a response
conflict or its absence.

As we have hypothesized, when colored squares were presented before the target
word, response times for conflict stimuli were significantly longer than for neutral stimuli
(MD = 24 ms; t(1, 19) = 3.5; p < .01). There was no such effect in the other group,
where the order of presentation of the blocks was reversed (MD = −7 ms; t (1,19) =
0.8, p = .43).

5 Conclusions and Limitations

We were able to show in our experiments that response set effect is significantly mod-
ulated by how the stimuli are presented (mixed or in separate blocks), by the type of
the previous block of stimuli and by the order of presentation of colored squares and
target words. The effects that were discovered can be explained by the hypothesis of
pre-activation of representations. At the same time, we obtained contradictory results
regarding the effect of “reevaluation strategy” on the number of mistakes. Only in the
third experiment we were able to find a significant decrease in the number of mistakes
(by 2%) in the “reevaluation strategy” condition as compared to “no reevaluation strat-
egy” condition. In the other two experiments, the increase in response times for conflict
stimuli was not accompanied by any significant decrease in the number of mistakes. This
result poses a following problem: how adaptive is distractor control in the Stroop test? It
is possible that Stroop interference arises due to excessive control that is not necessary
for performing such tasks. The idea that cognitive control may not be adaptive in simple
tasks was proposed in the study by Bocanegra & Homme [8]. According to the authors,
a simple task is a task that can be performed without integration of different features
of stimuli. Solving a Stroop task does not require subjects to integrate several features
of stimuli, therefore, it can be considered a simple task, where cognitive control is not
adaptive.

It should be noted that we used a Stroop paradigm that is different from the classic
Stroop test. Further experiments should be performed in order to verify if the current
results will be reproduced in the “reacting to the color of the word” task. It also needs
to be examined whether colors that are not included in the current trial color set and
colors that never correspond to the correct response have different interferential effects.
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Based on the current data, cognitive conflict arises and is solved at the level of cognitive
control, not automatically. “Low-level” processes can only serve as a trigger for control
mechanisms.
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Abstract. Effective connectivity was studied in a group of 24 right-handed,
healthy adults (9 male, 15 female) aged 22 ± 4.75 years during the prepara-
tion for task performance in the cued attention, implicit anticipation, and baseline
conditions. Participants performed visual and auditory versions of the temporal
order judgment task. Alpha-band effective connectivity was assessed by means of
the directed transfer function (DTF) computed in the source space for preselected
regions of interest (ROI). The results of the present study indicate the top-down
influence of the right frontal eye field on the right intraparietal cortex during audi-
tory cued attention.Moreover, a modality-specific influence of the frontal eye field
on the primary auditory cortex was observed in the right hemisphere. The analysis
of effective connectivity during implicit anticipation showed the influence of the
primary visual cortex on the ventral premotor cortex, the intraparietal cortex, and
the primary auditory cortex in the left hemisphere for the auditory modality.

Keywords: Alpha rhythm · Cued attention · EEG · Effective connectivity ·
Implicit anticipation

1 Introduction

Experimental paradigms for anticipatory attention research imply explicit anticipation
of upcoming events caused either by cueing [10] or by the regularity of presented stimuli
[1]. The analysis of the brain’s mechanisms underlying anticipatory attention showed the
involvement of the dorsal frontoparietal network in the deployment of spatial cued antic-
ipatory attention [8]. Furthermore, selective changes in the activity of modality-specific
cortices were shown to accompany the deployment of modality-specific anticipatory
attention [1, 9, 12]. Besides the explicit type of anticipatory attention, some studies
have indicated the possibility of implicit anticipation [13]. Implicit anticipation might
be determined by the activity of the supplementary motor area (SMA), the presupple-
mentary motor area (preSMA) [4], and the ventral premotor cortex (VPC) [2, 11] as well
as the somatosensory and parietal cortices [7].

In the present study, we used the data obtained in [12] to investigate causal interac-
tions (effective connectivity) [3] between preselected regions of interest (ROI) during
cued and implicit types of modality-specific anticipatory attention.
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2 Method

Alpha-band effective connectivity was studied in a group of healthy right-handed adults
(N = 24, 9 male, 15 female, mean age = 22 ± 4.75 years) during the preparation for
task performance in three experimental conditions (cued attention, implicit learning, and
baseline) that were equal in terms of stimuli, motor responses, and cognitive task. Partic-
ipants performed the temporal order judgment task in visual and auditory modalities. In
this task, a participant should detect which of two stimuli of the same modality was pre-
sented first and then respond manually by pressing a response key. In the cued attention
condition, anticipationwas caused by the presentation of a cue that informed participants
about the modality of the upcoming trial. In the implicit anticipation condition, anticipa-
tion was induced by the regular alteration of modalities (visual and auditory) across tri-
als. There was also the baseline condition that implied no development of any modality-
specific anticipatory attention. The whole procedure is described in [12, Materials and
Method]. Alpha-band effective connectivity was assessed bymeans of the directed trans-
fer function (DTF) [6] computed in the source space for the preselected ROIs (Table 1).
All experimentalmethods had ethical approval from theEthicsCommittee of the Institute
of Developmental Physiology.

Table 1. MNI coordinates of the regions of interest (ROI)

ROI Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

x y z x y z

V1 – primary visual
cortex (BA 17)

−9.8 −88.2 −8.1 9.8 −88.2 −8.1

A1 – primary
auditory cortex (BA
41/42)

−40 −32.8 14.6 40 −32.8 14.6

preSMA
– presupplementary
motor area (BA 6a)

−6 6 70 9 6 70

VPC – ventral
premotor cortex
(ventral part of
BA 6a)

−28 −2 50 32 −2 50

IPC – intraparietal
cortex (part of BA
40)

−51.6 −55.9 44.9 51.6 −55.9 44.9

LPFC – lateral
prefrontal cortex
(BA 9/46)

−44 40 20 44 40 20

FEF – frontal eye
field (BA 8)

−30 −4 60 30 −4 60

Note. MNI =Montreal Neurological Institute; BA = Brodmann area
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3 Results

The data belonging to four participants were of poor quality and were excluded from the
analysis of effective connectivity. For two other participants, we were unable to obtain a
stable vector autoregressionmodel for all experimental conditions. The data for these two
participantswere excluded from the analysis of variance but retained (whenever possible)
for making paired comparisons. All 42 pairs of ROI were grouped in four subsets for
further analysis in accordance with the results obtained in [12]. Subset 1 included the
primary visual, auditory, parietal, and central areas (V1– IPC, V1–A1, V1–preSMA,
V1–VPC). Subset 2 included the primary auditory, parietal, frontal, and central areas
(A1–preSMA, A1–VPC, A1–LPFC, A1–FEF, A1– IPC). Subset 3 included the primary
visual, parietal, and prefrontal areas (V1–LPFC,V1–FEF, IPC–LPFC, IPC–FEF). Subset
4 included centroparietal cortices (IPC– preSMA, IPC–VPC, preSMA–VPC).

For each subset, we used a general linear model (GLM) with experimental condition
(cued attention, implicit learning, baseline), localization (all pairs of ROI included in a
subset), and direction (top-down, bottom-up causal links) as the within-subject factors.
This type of analysis was conducted separately for each sensory modality and each
hemisphere.

In case of a significant interaction of condition and localization alone or in combi-
nation with direction, the effect of condition for each pair of ROI was analyzed with a
probability criterion p < 0.0167 (0.05/3; for Subset 4), p < 0.0125 (0.05/4; for Subsets
1, 3) or p < 0.0100 (0.05/5; for Subset 2) depending on the number of ROI pairs in each
subset to provide multiple testing correction.

3.1 Subset 1

Left Hemisphere. Auditory Modality. The statistical analysis revealed a nearly signif-
icant interaction of direction and condition, F(2, 16) = 3.536, p = 0.053, ηp2 = 0.307.
Then the effect of condition for each pair of ROI was assessed separately for top-down
and bottom-up causal links.

The bottom-up influence of the V1 on the IPC (V1 → IPC) was nearly significant,
F(2, 17)= 4.646, p= 0.025, ηp2 = 0.353. In this case, the DTF estimates during implicit
learning (M= 0.385, SD= 0.104) were higher than those during both the cued attention
(M = 0.348, SD = 0.086) and baseline (M = 0.328, SD = 0.095) conditions. A post
hoc analysis showed a significant difference between the implicit learning and baseline
conditions (p = 0.009).

A significant effect of condition was found for V1 → A1, F(2, 17) = 9.104, p =
0.002, ηp

2 = 0.517. The DTF estimates during implicit learning (M = 0.392, SD =
0.093) were higher than those during the cued attention (M = 0.339, SD = 0.084) and
baseline (M = 0.323, SD = 0.096) conditions. A post hoc analysis showed a significant
difference between the implicit learning condition and the other conditions (implicit
learning vs. Cued attention: p = 0.003; implicit learning vs. baseline: p = 0.002).

Moreover, the analysis showed a nearly significant effect of condition for V1 →
VPC, F(2, 17) = 5.324, p = 0.016, ηp

2 = 0.385. The DTF estimates during implicit
learning (M = 0.380, SD = 0.099) were higher than those during the cued attention
(M = 0.343, SD = 0.095) and baseline (M = 0.312, SD = 0.101) conditions. A post
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hoc analysis showed a significant difference between the implicit learning and baseline
conditions (p = 0.004).

Visual Modality. The GLM analysis showed no effect of condition and no significant
interactions of condition and the other within-subject factors.

Right Hemisphere. For both sensory modalities, the statistical analysis showed no
effect of condition and no significant interactions of condition and the other within-
subject factors.

3.2 Subset 2

Left Hemisphere. For both sensory modalities, the statistical analysis showed no effect
of condition and no significant interactions of condition and the other within-subject
factors.

Right Hemisphere. Auditory Modality. The statistical analysis revealed a significant
interaction of localization and condition, F(8, 10) = 3.141, p = 0.047, ηp

2 = 0.715.
Then we performed the GLM analysis with condition as the only within-subject factor
for top-down and bottom-up causal links. The analysis showed a significant effect of
condition for FEF→A1, F(2, 16)= 9.333, p= 0.002, ηp2 = 0.538. The DTF estimates
during the baseline condition (M = 0.204, SD = 0.065) were higher than those during
cued attention (M = 0.189, SD= 0.046) and implicit learning (M = 0.167, SD= 0.040).
A post hoc analysis showed a significant difference between implicit learning and the
other conditions (cued attention > implicit learning: p = 0.002; implicit learning <

baseline: p = 0.01).
For the visual modality, no effect of condition and no significant interactions of

condition and the other within-subject factors were found.

3.3 Subset 3

Left Hemisphere. AuditoryModality.The interaction of localization and condition was
found to be nearly significant, F(6, 12) = 2.615, p = 0.074, ηp2 = 0.567. However, the
effect of condition did not reach the defined significance level for all causal links.

For the visual modality, no effect of condition and no significant interactions of
condition and the other factors were revealed.

Right Hemisphere. Auditory Modality. The statistical analysis showed a significant
interaction of the direction, localization, and condition factors, F(6, 12) = 5.129, p
= 0.008, ηp

2 = 0.719. A significant effect of condition was shown for FEF → IPC,
F(2, 16) = 10.085, p = 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.558. The DTF estimates during the baseline
condition (M = 0.194, SD = 0.046) were higher than those during cued attention (M
= 0.178, SD = 0.040) and implicit learning (M = 0.158, SD = 0.037). Significant
differences were found between the cued attention and implicit learning conditions
(cued attention > implicit learning: p = 0.003) and between the baseline and implicit
learning conditions (implicit learning < baseline: p = 0.005).
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Visual Modality. TheGLManalysis revealed a nearly significant interaction of the direc-
tion, localization, and condition factors, F(6, 12) = 2.676, p = 0.069, ηp2 = 0.572, and
no effect of condition for either top-down or bottom-up causal links.

3.4 Subset 4

For each cross-condition, the analysis showed no effect of condition and no significant
interactions of condition and the other within-subject factors.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The results of the present study indicate the top-down influence of the FEF on the IPC
during cued attention. This agrees with data concerning the involvement of the intrapari-
etal sulcus (IPS) and FEF in the deployment of spatial cued attention [5, 8]. Moreover,
a modality-specific influence of the FEF on the primary auditory cortex was observed
during auditory cued attention. The observed links during implicit anticipation seem
extraordinary and require additional research to be done. The obtained configuration of
effective links (Fig. 1) does not really correspond to the configuration of functional links
found in [12].

Fig. 1. A significant increase of the DTF estimates in the prestimulus period (a) during cued
attention, as compared with the baseline condition; (b) during cued attention, as compared with
implicit anticipation; (c) during implicit anticipation, as compared with the baseline condition; (d)
during implicit anticipation, as compared with cued attention. Solid lines show top-down effective
links between the cortical areas. Dashed lines show bottom-up effective links between the cortical
areas.

In general, the present study revealed few effective links observed only for the
auditory modality. Such results might be caused by the following:

• some “third-party” structures may influence the activity of two investigated cortices,
thus causing statistical dependence (functional connectivity) and no causal interaction
(effective connectivity) between them;
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• the activity of different frequency bands might underlie effective connectivity during
the deployment of different types of anticipatory attention;

• a different set of ROIs might better reflect effective connectivity during cued attention
and implicit anticipation.

Thus, additional research should be done to detect a more comprehensive and mean-
ingful pattern of effective connectivity during cued and implicit types of anticipatory
attention. An appropriate set of ROIs should be formed, and more frequency bands
should be studied.
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Abstract. The Flynn effect presents the intelligence quotient (IQ) secular gains
observed in different industrialized countries throughout the 20th century. How-
ever, in recent years the Flynn effect has reversed in some Western countries, i.e.
IQ in population is declining. Several causal hypotheses have been proposed to
explain the different trends in measured IQ across birth cohorts, e.g. worsening
education or a person’s ability to pick an intellectually facilitating niche. Our study
was aimed at the analysis of the temporal dynamics in the intelligence structure
of university students who have chosen different education specialties in 1991–
2011. The increase of intelligence (Flynn effect) in the last decadewas found in the
mathematicians for the subtests of general knowledge, numerical sequences and
visual-spatial abilities. The “anti-Flynn” effect was revealed in the verbal compo-
nents of IQ in the humanities students, and at the same time in the visual-spatial
IQ in the engineering students. From 1991 to 2011, there was a decline in the
verbal memory score. The multidirectional changes in the verbal, visual-spatial,
and arithmetic components of intelligence among students who choose different
education specialties apparently reflect a complex set of interconnections of bio-
logical and socio-cultural factors in the development of cognitive functions and
the choice of learning environments matched to intellectual abilities.

Keywords: Structure of intelligence · Flynn effect · Professional choice

1 Introduction

The observed rise in IQ scores in the second half of the 20th century (Flynn effect)
[1], began to slow down or even acquire reverse dynamics since the mid-90s [2, 3].
As plausible reasons of the inverse of the Flynn effect (i.e. anti-Flynn) were proposed
environmental factors such as population migration, deterioration in education and/or
nutrition, and health status [4, 5].The role of group specificity or applied psychometric
techniques to assess the intellectual abilities was also noted in the manifestation of IQ
effects [6, 7], although the findings at another meta-analysis of studies of the Flynn effect
indicated its stability regardless of the type of sample or instrument for measuring IQ
[8].
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For population studies of the Flynn effect, indices of general or fluid intelligence are
usedmore often. However, the temporal dynamics of various IQ components is of special
interest, for example, when performing verbal, visual-spatial or mathematical subtests.
This is due to the close connection of learning technology and targeted development
of those cognitive functions that are required for the professional effectiveness in the
modern information society [9, 10].

The end of the 20th century was characterized by significant social, cultural, political
and economic changes in the Russian society (the so-called “perestroika”) that began in
1985. Significant changes in the education system can be associatedwith the introduction
of the Unified State Exam (USE), the results of which since 2001–2002 are used to
certify secondary school education and the subsequent freshman standing admission to
higher education institutions. As an integral indicator of mental abilities, the intelligence
acts as a psychometric construct for assessing brain development and the formation of
adaptive behavior required for survival in any environment, and socio-economic status
has a significant impact on this development [11–13]. Thus, the socio-political and
informational changes in the environment caused by the “perestroika” and the transition
from the unified standard education system to the variety of school curricula with a
common testing schedule can be considered as a natural model for studying intelligence
as an adaptation factor.

Given the above changes in the living conditions of children born in the period of
1974–1996 and the corresponding changes in social attitudes on the value of education
and the development of intellectual abilities, the aim of our study was to determine the
temporal dynamics of IQ taking into account its structure in students who chose to learn
different professional areas. It could be assumed that the enrichment of the information
environment, the expansion of the use of personal computers and the transition to testing
as the main method to examine knowledge, will lead to faster thinking speed and, con-
sequently, increased IQ. The most pronounced effect in this regard should be expected
when performing arithmetic tasks bymathematicians, arithmetic and visual-spatial tasks
by engineers and verbal tasks by humanitarian students.

2 Methods

A data set of IQ indices according to the Amthauer’s Intelligence Structure Test was
collected in the period of 1991–2011 involving 3646 students (17.6 ± 1.0 years) from
different departments of the university due to three professional areas: engineers, math-
ematicians, humanities (Gr_E, Gr_M, and Gr_H; 1936, 975 and 735 participants in the
samples, respectively).

The testing was performed for 90 min during practical classes in psychology. The
structure of intelligence was presented by the indices of four verbal subtests (IQv1-
IQv4), two arithmetic (IQa1, IQ2), two visuo-spatial (IQf1, IQf2), and verbal memory
(IQm).

To investigate the temporal dynamics and the role of the profession factor, variance
analysis of IQ indiceswas used. The results of the post-hoc analysiswere corrected by the
Bonferroni procedure to adjust formultiple comparisons. For statistical data analysis, we
used R software environment with Python 3.6 language in Jupyter Notebook and pandas,
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sklearn, and scipy.stats libraries. Along with ANOVA, KMeans clustering and hierar-
chical clustering methods with the construction of cluster maps (seaborn.clustermap
function) were used.

3 Results and Discussion

The analysis of the time dynamics (2 PERIODs: 1991–2000 and 2001–2011; P1 and
P2) and the PROFESSION factor (3 professional areas: engineers, mathematicians and
humanities, respectively, Gr_E, Gr_M and Gr_H) revealed a significant effect of PRO-
FESSION (F2.3627 = 231.75; p < 0.00001; η2 = 0.11), associated with the highest IQ
in Gr_M, and the lowest IQ in Gr_H (112.9± 0.2; 108.9± 0.1 and 106.8± 0.2, respec-
tively). The interaction PROFESSION x PERIOD (F2.3627 = 11.01; p< 0.00002; η2=
0.01) was also significant, due to the significant IQ increase in Gr_M and Gr_E when
comparing P2 with P1, but the IQ decline per decade in Gr_H (Fig. 1).

According to post-hoc analysis of the interaction PROFESSION x PERIOD x IQ
(F16.29256 = 7.44; p < 0.00001), the effect of IQ reduction in Gr_H was significant for
IQv1, IQv3, IQa2, IQf2, and IQm, while the IQ increase was found for IQv1, IQv2,
IQa1, IQa2 together with the IQm decrease in Gr_E; and Gr_M had increased values of
IQv1, IQa2, and IQf1 inP2 vs. P1 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. The temporal dynamics of the general IQ indicators for different decades depending on
the selected profession: humanities (Gr_H), engineers (Gr_E) and mathematicians (Gr_M)

To reveal a relation between the IQ level and the specificity of the temporal dynamics
of the IQ components, cluster analysis of the data was carried out. The 3 clusters were
formed, differing in the general level of IQ (115.8 ± 0.1; 109.5 ± 0.1 and 101.9 ±
0, respectively) and its structure: with large values of the total IQ and its arithmetic
components (IQa1, IQa2) in the Cluster 1 and the predominance of memory (IQm) in
the other two clusters with different ratios of the verbal and visual-spatial components
of IQ (Fig. 3A).
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Fig. 2. The changes in the structure of intelligence depending on the period of time (dotted line
for 1991–2000, solid line for 2001–2011) and profession. IQv1-IOv4 - subtests of verbal abilities,
IQa1, IQa2 - arithmetic, IQf1, I Qf2 - visual-spatial, and IQm - verbal memory. The remaining
notations are as in Fig. 1.

Further analysis using hierarchical clustering showed that the leading indicators in
the Cluster 1 were the ability to form concepts (IQv4), visual-spatial ability (IQf2) in
Cluster 2 and memory (IQm) in Cluster 3 (Fig. 3B). It should be noted that most people
in Cluster 1 were represented by students from Gr_M, in Cluster 2 from Gr_E and in
Cluster 3 from Gr_H.

The subsequent introduction of the CLUSTER factor into ANOVA revealed the
interaction of CLUSTERxPROFESSIONxPERIODx IQ (F32,29160 = 1.44; p< 0.051).
According to post-hoc analysis of this interaction, the decrease in IQm per decade for
Gr_H and Gr_E was found regardless of the clusters (Fig. 4). An increase in IQa1 or
IQa2 in P2 compared to P1 for Gr_E and Gr_M was found only for the Cluster 1, which
was characterized by high IQ values. In Gr_M, large IQv1 values for P2 were revealed
for the first and second clusters. It should be noted that a significant dispersion of the IQ
indicators in Cluster 3 for Gr_M or in Cluster 1 for Gr_H was due to the small number
of representatives in these groups (only 97 and 98 people, respectively).

Thus, the obtained results indicate that the nonexistence of the increase in the overall
IQ when comparing the periods 1991–2000 and 2001–2011 (Flynn effect) is due to
several factors. Namely, the temporal dynamics of intellectual abilities turned out to be
related to the profession selected by students, the level, and structure of IQ differing
among students in engineering, mathematical or humanitarian specialization. The Flynn
effect was found in Gr_M and Gr_E whereas in Gr_H the “anti-Flynn” was revealed.

The development of information technologies and their extensive use in the 21st
century seems to contribute to the enhancement of those intellectual abilities for which
the speed ofmental operations is especially significant. Therefore, the effect of increasing
IQ should be expected for those students who have a higher level of intelligence, i.e.
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Fig. 3. The structure of intelligence in the three selected clusters (A) and the corresponding cluster
maps of IQ components (B)

according to the psychometric approach is able to quickly find a solution to simple
problems. Our results, however, show that this effect is not uniform and depends on
the professional orientation and/or general level of IQ and is expressed differently for
verbal, visual-spatial or arithmetic tasks.

Our hypothesis about the relationship between the intensity of the Flynn effect and
the IQ in students of different specialties was confirmed only with respect to arithmetic
abilities: an increase in these IQ components in P2 compared to P1 was shown in Gr_M
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Fig. 4. The temporal dynamics of the structure of intelligence when comparing the periods 1991–
2000 (dotted line) and 2001–2011 (solid line) depending on the chosen specialty in the three formed
clusters.

and Gr_E. At the same time, changes in the visual-spatial components in these groups
were opposite: the IQ increase in Gr_M, but a decrease in Gr_E. For the general IQ
in Gr_H, we noted the “anti-Flynn” effect (Fig. 1) with a significant decrease in IQm,
IQa2 and IQf2 and the tendency to this effect for all other IQ components (Fig. 2). Gr_H
differed from the other groups not only in the relatively low overall IQ, but also by
leading contribution of IQm to the intelligence structure (Fig. 2, 4B). It should be noted
that this component is the most strongly reduced in Gr_H when comparing P2 and P1.

It can be assumed that under a penchant for the humanities occupations, often accom-
panied by a lack of interest in mathematics and as a consequence poor performance in
arithmetic operations, the enriched information environment has rather not a stimulating
effect on cognitive activity, but creates conditions for the utilitarian use of knowledge
based on hints. In favor of this hypothesis, we can consider the temporal dynamics of
IQm, a decrease in the level of which was noted not only in Gr_H, but also among
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representatives of this group, which fell into Cluster 1, formed from individuals whose
mean IQ was 116.

In contrast to the evidence that the Flynn effect is more pronounced for a sample
with an average or low level of intelligence [7], we found an increase in IQ over time
in Gr_M which differed from Gr_E and Gr_H by high level of IQ. However, our results
are in line with the findings of another study on positive temporal dynamics with a
high IQ and negative with a low one [14]. Since in the analysis of IQ in the three
clusters formed in the Euclidean metric based on the proximity of IQ indicators relative
to K centers, a significant interaction effect of factors PERIOD and IQ was not found,
but only the CLUSTER x PROFESSION x PERIOD x IQ interaction was significant,
we can agree with the opinion of other researchers that the Flynn effect is associated
with the complex interaction of genetic and socio-cultural factors [7, 11], affecting the
development of intellectual abilities, the formation of the values of education and the
choice of profession.

Considering the data on the interconnected development of mathematical abilities
and executive control of behavior [9], the relatively low IQ at P1 in Gr_H, which
decreases further in P2, can be explained by the insufficient level of targeted moni-
toring of task performance during testing of intellectual abilities. An additional factor
of the “anti-Flynn” effect among humanities may be the testing procedure that is widely
used in the USE, which, given the time it takes to think about the answer, leads to a
superficial solution to the problem, without critical reflection of possible options.

4 Conclusion

It was found that the changes in intelligence when comparing the decade 2001–2011
to the period of 1991–2000 are dependent on the professional specialization chosen
by students. The Flynn effect was revealed for mathematicians and engineers, while
the “anti-Flynn” effect was shown for humanities students. The temporal dynamics of
IQ was differentially presented in its structure: an increase in the intelligence among
mathematicians was shown for subtests of general knowledge, numerical sequences and
visual-spatial abilities, whereas the anti-Flynn effect was found for indices of verbal
subtests in humanities and visual-spatial abilities among engineers at a general decrease
in verbal memory. The multidirectional changes in the verbal, visual-spatial, and arith-
metic components of the intelligence among students, who choose different education
specialties, apparently reflect a complex set of interconnections of biological and socio-
cultural factors in the development of cognitive functions and the choice of vocational
training on this basis.
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Abstract. Emotions are rarely studied in economic models. However, their con-
tribution to the economic decision-making (DM) process is underestimated. The
present study is based on the model of multiple regulation of DM (an interaction
between cognitive, emotional, and personal processes) and investigates the influ-
ence of emotions via affective priming on DM in an economic game — the Trust
Game (TG). The participants were 71 Russian students (34 men and 37 women,
aged between 17 and 39 years, M age = 20.8; SD = 4.8). The masked priming
paradigm is used in the experiment. Priming pictures are presented at different
durations (33 or 500 ms) and valences (positive, neutral or negative). Participants
played TGwith three computer players (distinguished by their strategies: imitator,
detective, vindictive) and they were asked to make a choice to either “trust” or
“cheat” by clicking one of the buttons. The results reveal that both the computer
player and the affective priming influencedDMand gain, but priming stimuli dura-
tion impacted neither the DM nor the gain. These findings reaffirm the statement
that emotions can influence economic behavior.

Keywords: Emotions · Affective priming · Decision-making · Choice ·
Economic game · Trust game

1 Introduction

Economic behavior models rarely consider emotions as components of the decision-
making (DM) process. The decision-making process is frequently described as a choice
made by a person (or by a group of people) between two (or more) alternatives under
uncertainty [1]. In psychology, it is crucial to know which mechanisms regulate DM
process: personal (e.g. emotions, emotional intelligence (EI) or cognitive (intelligence).
Based on the idea of the unity of intelligence and affect developed in cultural-historical
psychology by L.S. Vygotsky, we suggests a model of dynamic regulative systems
(DRSes) that includes the interaction between cognitive, emotional, and personal pro-
cesses in choice regulation and the multiple regulations of DM. Our study is based on the
model of dynamic regulative systems [1] and we assume that emotions along with cog-
nitive and personal processes regulate DM. All three levels of DM regulation included
in DRSes works jointly: it is difficult to define the leading level of regulation and the
characteristics of the regulatory hierarchy of process for a specific person.
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Emotions include aesthetic emotions that influence DM [2, 3]. Negative aesthetic
emotions, such as boredom or anger, can motivate a person to stop reading a book
or to leave a performance [4]. The purpose of this study was to reveal the influence
of emotional priming (EP) on decision-making in the Trust Game (TG). The affective
priming paradigm, used in the experiment, worked with the vast area of stimuli: words,
faces and pictures [5]. Much debate exists about priming stimulus duration. Specifically,
it was shown that the priming stimulus duration of 100 ms is sufficient for a subject
to perceive the affective content of artwork [6]. One of the latest researches showed
that emotional priming works only when the person reports at least a brief glimpse
(participants reported a brief glimpse when the priming stimulus duration was about
25–42 ms). If participant reported that he did not see anything at all, even a glimpse,
then priming does not have any impact [7]. These findings challenge the “classical”
interpretation of priming.

The TG is based on a social dilemma and in order to achieve higher gains, players
should “trust” each other [8]. In the long run, the “cheat” strategy is the most disad-
vantageous in the TG [9]. However, little is known about how emotions influence DM
in economic games. We hypothesized that the valence of EP (neutral, positive, nega-
tive), the priming stimuli duration (33 ms, 500 ms) and type of the computer player
(imitator, detective, vindictive) strategies influence the gains and the number of “trust”
decision-making strategies.

2 Experimental Method

2.1 Participants

Seventy-one healthy Russian students, among them 15 economists and 56 psychologists
(who had a normal or corrected-to-normal vision) took part in the experiment (34 man
and 37 women aged between 17 to 39 years, M age = 20.8; SD = 4.8).

2.2 Materials and Design

We used paintings as stimuli. We selected 36 pictures painted by artists, meeting the
following criteria: a) they were a modern artist (living in the 21st century); b) their
paintings were displayed in museums around the world and private collections; they had
a professional art education or they were members of professional art communities. 36
paintings were rated by 23 experts.

The final set included only the paintings evaluated by experts strictly as+ 3 (positive
valence), zero (neutral) and -3 (negative valence) on a scale from −3 to + 3. The final
picture set contained 18 paintings (6 - positive, 6 - negative and 6 - neutral).

Factorial design: 2 × 3 × 3 was used in the experiment. There are three factors:
priming stimuli duration (between-subject factor), the priming valence and a computer
player (within-subject factors), and two dependent variables: gains and the number of
“trust” DM strategies. There were 8 conditions: each differentiated by a sequence of
priming valence and the type of computer player (forward and reverse). Each condition
consisted of 9 series with 5 or 6 games (computer randomly chose the number of games
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in each series, and participants were blind to how many games they would play). The
interval between the series was 10 s, and a countdown was presented on the screen. All
participants made roughly 45 choices. There was no monetary compensation in the
experiment. Before the experiment, all participants signed informed consent forms.

The strategies of computer players were as follows. The “Imitator” makes the same
choices as the participant: if the participant cheats, the imitator cheats in the next game.
The “Vindictive” computer strategy starts with trust strategies, but if the participant
cheats, the “vindictive” computer player cheats during all the following games regard-
less of participants’ choices. The “Detective always starts with a trust-based strategy,
then cheats, and in the last 3–4 games “trusts” a gain; if the participant cheats first,
detective plays as the imitator would; if the participant cheats twice, detective plays as
the vindictive computer player would. The classic masked priming paradigm was used
in the experiment. Stimuli comprised of static colored images – paintings of modern
artists displaying 6 neutral and 12 emotional (6 positive and 6 negative) valences.

3 Procedure

The experimentwas performed in groups: each participantwas sat at a computer. The first
stageof the experiment included awareness of the priming stimuli: a set of priming stimuli
was presented on the screen at two different durations (33 and 500 ms). Participants
then reported their perceptual awareness of the stimuli, measured with the perceptual
awareness scale [10] ranging from: no experience (1), brief glimpse (2), almost clear
experience (3) to clear experience (4).

The instruction for the TG was presented during the second stage of the experi-
ment. The participants played a trial game series (2 games). In the third stage, the main
experiment began with a task instruction reading: “What would you choose: to trust or
to cheat?” Then the following pattern of stimuli appeared sequentially: a black fixation
cross on awhite background (700ms), amasked image displaying a colored pixel pattern
(200 or 500 ms), the priming stimulus (33 or 500 ms), masked image (200 or 500 ms).
Afterwards the screen displayed two players: the computer and the participant, with a
box between them, where the players put their game coins. The screen also displayed
two buttons (“trust” and “cheat”). The participant could click on one of the buttons to
make the decision (DM). In the fourth stage participants filled in several questionnaires,
assessing control over emotions, personal basic beliefs about trust, and impulsiveness.

4 Results

Data analysis was performed in IBMSPSS v. 22. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed
that data has an abnormal distribution, so we used nonparametric tests. The Friedman
rank test showed a greater number of “trust” DM strategies in the game series with
positive priming than in the series with neutral and negative priming: χ2 = 68; df = 2;
p< 0.001, positive priming rank= 2.77; negative priming rank= 1.76; neutral priming
rank = 1.47. Post-hoc analysis revealed that the number of “trust” DM strategies in the
series of games with negative and neutral priming did not differ. Nevertheless, the series
with positive priming compared to the series with neutral priming (F = -7.720, p <
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0.001), and the series with positive compared to the series with negative priming (F =
6.000, p < 0.001) showed significant differences: there was a greater number of “trust”
DM strategies in the series with positive priming.

The Friedman rank test also showed differences in the gains: χ2 = 57; df = 2; p
< 0.001, negative priming rank = 2.52, positive priming rank = 2.18, neutral prim-
ing rank = 1.18. The smallest gain was in the series with neutral priming. Post-hoc
analysis revealed that the gains in the series with positive and negative priming was
approximately equal. However, the series with neutral priming compared to the series
with positive priming (F = 5.287, p < 0.001) and neutral compared to negative (F =
−7.301, p < 0.001) had significant differences: gains were least frequent in the series
with neutral priming. The series of games were also compared according to the number
of gains and “trust” DM strategies (3 priming valences × 3 players = 9 series).

The Friedman rank test showed differences in the amount of gains:χ2 = 212; df= 9;
p< 0.001. Participants received the highest gains in the game series playing against the
“imitator” andwith neutral priming (rank= 5.93); the lowest gainwas found in the series
playing against the “detective” with negative (rank= 3.94) and positive priming (rank=
3.96). Post-hoc analysis of the game series showed that the computer player rather than
the priming affects the gains, because significant differences were found in the game
series with different computer players but the same priming. The Wilcoxon test showed
that the gain in the series with the “detective” computer player was lower than in the
series with the “imitator” for all three priming valences.

TheFriedman rank test showeddifferences in the number of “trust”DMstrategies:χ2

= 77; df= 8; p< 0.001. Greater number of “trust” DM strategies was found in the series
with the “imitator” and neutral priming (rank = 5.64); the least number of “trust” DM
strategies was seen in the series with the “detective” and negative priming (rank= 3.79)
and neutral priming (rank = 3.78). Post-hoc analysis of the game series showed that
the computer player rather than the priming affects the “trust” DM strategies because
significant differences found in the game series with different players but the same
priming. The Wilcoxon test showed that the number of “trust” DM in the series with
detective less than in the series with imitator and vindictive within all priming valence.
Priming stimuli durations affected neither the number of “trust” DM strategies, nor the
gain.

5 Discussion

Our results show that affective priming stimuli impact DM process even via masked
paradigm. The mask is necessary to ensure that priming is not perceived consciously.
However, the controversial role of the mask in the effects of cognitive priming showed
that: (1) a significant priming effect occurred even when it was masked and (2) the
magnitude of the priming did not depend on the presence or absence of a mask. In other
words, the mask reduced the accuracy of the verbal message to random that practically
did not affect the value of the semantic priming effect [11]. Our results confirm that
these findings are also true for affective priming.

It was an unexpected result that priming stimuli duration influenced neither the DM
nor the win. However, these results can be explained by the fact that priming works
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only when stimuli duration 25–42 ms. It means that, if the priming duration is 25 ms
or higher, then its impact increases [7]. Consequently, there is no difference between
priming stimuli durations of 25 ms and 500 ms.

We also show that the type of computer player affects the number of “trust” DM
strategies and the gain: the lowest gain was found in the series with the “detective” who
cheated first. Our results are consistent with the findings of Japanese colleagues. Based
on the Iowa Gambling Task they showed that when a person assumes that the “deck”
is an unreliable partner (trying to deceive the participant), the person avoids choosing
the deck symbolizing the “cheater” for a longer period of time than faced with a similar
result perceived as a natural risk [12].

The hypothesis that emotions influence economic behavior was also confirmed in our
experiment. Previous findings demonstrate that a person in a good mood would perform
optimistic DM and vice versa [2]. We found that in the series with positive priming
the number of “trust” DM strategies is greater than in the series with negative priming.
Moreover, positive emotions can increase the gains, however, negative emotions have
the same effect, and this finding requires further research. A possible explanation could
be that negative and positive emotions influence gains indirectly via the “trust” DM
strategies.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore the influence of emotions via affective priming on economic
behavior – the decision-making process in the Trust Game. The results partly support our
hypothesis: the computer player (imitator, detective, vindictive) and the priming valence
(neutral, positive and negative) influence the number of “trust” DM strategies and the
gains, but the priming stimuli duration influence neither the DM nor the win.
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Abstract. Human behavior in probabilistic environment is characterized by a
preference for a more frequently reinforced option, yet people tend to make a
few number of disadvantageous choices as well. We test the hypothesis that risky
choices may reflect a bias to search for regularities in a random sequence of
events.Wemeasured pupil dilations as a marker of norepinephrine release in locus
coeruleus, which may index subjects’ engagement in the exploratory behavior.
Fifty-two healthy participants performed two-alternative serial choice task with
the reward probability of 0.7 for one stimulus and 0.3 for the other. Feedback was
presented with a delay of 1 s after the response. We performed ANOVA analysis
of mean pupil area in a 1400 ms time window following feedback onset. We
considered three factors that could trigger pupil dilations: riskiness of the current
choice, its positive or negative outcome, and the riskiness of the following choice.
We found that pupil dilation predicted the future risky choice, while it did not
depend on the other two factors. The amplitude of pupil dilation before a persistent
risky decision negatively correlated with the total number of risky choices. Taken
together, these findings indicate that the latent process of preparation for risky
decisions is associated with increased norepinephrine release. We suppose that
the transitory increment of norepinephrine release may result from detection of a
conflict between the pragmaticmodel of the advantageous strategy and the planned
risky action by the cingulate cortex, which sends excitatory projections to the locus
coeruleus.

Keywords: Probabilistic reinforcement · Risk taking ·
Exploitation-to-exploration tradeoff · Pupillometry · Norepinephrine

1 Introduction

Suboptimal decision making in humans has been one of the most urgent unresolved
problems in psychology, economics and psychiatry for several decades. In particular, it
is known that people tend to commit a certain proportion of disadvantageous choices
when outcomes of their decisions cannot be fully predicted. For example, in a typical
neuroeconomic experiment participant have to choose one out of two stimuli. One of
them brings a reward in 70% of trials, and the other one in 30%. Most healthy adults
match relative frequencies of their choices to the expected reward probability. This
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happens despite the fact that the best strategy in such probabilistic environment would
be to choose the most often rewarded stimulus on all trials. This striking example of
disadvantageous decision making was well documented as “probabilistic matching law”
[1].

One of themost fruitful theoretical explanations of these phenomena is the hypothesis
stating that people are prone to find regularities in objectively random sequences of wins
and losses in hope to increase their total gain [2]. No mechanism exists that would
allow detecting random sequences directly, and the only way to detect randomness is to
generate a range of hypotheses and test them. In line with this explanation, humans make
disadvantageous explorative decisions and choose less rewarded alternatives simply
because they attempt to follow illusory patterns they suspect.

However, it is not clear why the proportion of explorative choices closelymatches the
reward probability. Behavioral adaptation to uncertain conditions should be based on a
proper balance between the exploratory behavior (potentially beneficial for future cumu-
lative gains) and exploitation of known advantageous options (thus gaining immediate
rewards). Theoretically, preference for the most rewarded alternative in combination
with a moderate proportion of risky choices is the best strategy for most probabilistic
or volatile conditions. While matching one’s behavior in probabilistic gambling tasks
is disadvantageous for the subject. E.g., in the example mentioned above, following the
probability-matched proportion of explorative choices decreases the total rate of wins
nearly to chance level (0.3*0.3 + 0.7*0.7 = 0.58 vs. 0.5), while sticking strictly to the
advantageous choice would ensure a much higher probability of wins (0.7). On the other
hand, strong preference for advantageous options would restrict subjects’ ability to test
alternative strategies.

This striking inconsistence may be explained by an essential difference between
experimental and natural conditions. In the real world, most of sequentially occurring
events are not mutually independent and randomly distributed, and valid hypotheses
can be drawn from subjects’ prior experience. It was shown that individuals who were
more prone to probabilistic matching bias were more able to discover real regularities
in sequential events [3].

Here we hypothesized that risky choices in probabilistic gambling tasks may be a
form of exploratory behavior. A fundamental mechanism of flexible behavioral adapta-
tion to uncertain or volatile environment is the exploration-to-exploitation tradeoff [4].
This theoretical view describes range of adaptive behavior as a continuum between two
opposite modes. Exploitation mode means a full engagement of attention to the goal.
Subjects respond quickly, accurately, and easily resist to distractors. In contrast, behav-
ioral variability and unstable reaction times characterize exploration mode. Spontaneous
shifts in exploitation-to-exploitation tradeoff ensure cognitive flexibility.

Biologically, this mechanism may be based on variability in noradrenaline release
from locus coeruleus neurons [4], which modulate higher-order cortical networks
involved in decision making and voluntary attention shifts [5]. Behaviour accuracy
depends on noradrenaline level in an inverted U-shaped shape [6]. Extremely low tonic
level is characteristic of sleepiness and lacking motivation. Medium level is optimal
to sustain goal-oriented attention. The further increment of noradrenaline production
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results in disorganized and inconsistent behavior. In an unfamiliar or volatile environ-
ment, the exploratory mode of behavior allows subjects to discover new advantageous
options to exploit them in future. Individual and age-related differences as well as some
clinical variations of learning based on probabilistic reinforcement may be related to
specific physiological characteristics of the locus coeruleus [7].

Spontaneous risky choices in probabilistic gambling tasks may be related to
noradrenaline-based shifts in exploitation-to-exploitation tradeoff balance. However, it
is unclear what external or internal events trigger such shifts. One of the most probable
candidate is unexpected negative feedback. In the example disused above, the unex-
pected negative feedback (loss) to advantageous choices occurs in 30% of trials. If
subjects would follow a common reinforcement learning bias, they would shift their
strategy after each loss (see [8] for review), this strategy automatically resulting in the
probabilistic matching phenomena, i.e. participants would choose the disadvantageous
stimulus in 30% of trials. However, our previous study [9] demonstrated that the effect
of immediate feedback on subjects’ future choice disappeared soon after subjects devel-
oped an adaptive preference for the more often rewarded stimulus. Yet, an unexpected
negative feedback may affect human behavior in an indirect manner via automatic mobi-
lization of noradrenaline-based attention networks. Negative violation of expectations,
which is detected in the cingulate cortex, facilitates lose-shift strategy via top-down
pathways to the locus coeruleus, hypothalamus and amygdala [10].

The aim of the present study was to investigate the role of two possible factors that
may affect risky choices in the probabilistic gambling task: an internal proactive intention
to commit the exploratory behavior, and valence of the current feedback (win or lose).
We used infrared pupillometry to track pupil area as an indirect index of noradrenaline
function [11]. We predicted that exploratory intention would increase pupil size in trials
with advantageous choice immediately before risk.Alternatively, an unexpected negative
feedback after an advantageous choice may increase pupillary size compared with to an
expected gain [12, 13].

2 Method

To investigate spontaneous shifts from exploitation to exploration mode, we used a
modified probabilistic learning task [14]. The task involved repeated choices between
two similar abstract figures. Each choice resulted in gaining or losing several points,
which were presented on the screen on each trial. Gains and losses were accumulated
throughout the experiment, and converted to a sum of real money. One figure delivered
a reward with a 70% probability and the other with a 30% probability. Wins and losses
followed in a pseudo-random order.

The experiment included five blocks. Within each block, a new pair of stimuli was
presented. Before the experiment, the participants were informed that one figure would
bring a reward more often than the other. The instruction motivated participants to
accumulate gains.
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2.1 Participants

Fifty-two healthy volunteers (29 females; mean age 23, S. D.= 6.5, range 18–45 years)
participated in the experiment. They reported no neurological disorders or severe visual
impairment (visual acuity was within ± 2.5 diopters, at least for one eye). During the
experiment, participants were not allowed to wear glasses or contact lenses. Before
the beginning of the experiment, all participants completed a short test for visual
discrimination and recognition of figures similar to experimental stimuli.

In accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, participants were informed about the
experimental procedure and they gave informed consent.The experiment was approved
by the ethics committee of the Moscow State University of Psychology and Education
(Date of meeting: 6.02.2019, record #1).

2.2 Procedure

The experimental procedure resembled a computer game. Participants sat in a chair
and placed their heads on chin rest to minimize involuntary head movements. During
the game, they kept their forefinger on the left button of the gamepad, and the middle
finger on the right button. To choose a stimulus, participants pressed one of two the
buttons according to location of the stimuli on the screen (on the left or on the right).
The experiment lasted about 30 min.

Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems) was used to present stimuli and
record behavioral responses.

Each of five blocks consisted of 40 presentations of the same pair of figures, which
were located symmetrically on the left and on the right of the screen. Location of stimuli
on the screen was varied pseudorandomly with equal probability. The stimuli consisted
of two Hiragana hieroglyphs rotated at different angles, with a white outline, on a black
background. The size of the stimuli was 1.54 × 1.44 angular degrees, which is close to
the angular size of the fovea. We equalized the stimuli in size, brightness, perceptual
complexity, and spatial position. Before the stimulus onset, a fixation cross was pre-
sented on the screen for 150 ms. The stimuli stayed on the screen until the button press,
then after a delay of one second, visual feedback presented for 500 ms. The feedback
informed participants whether they received or lost points on the current trial. A variable
time interval (800–1400 ms) was introduced between trials. At the end of each block,
participants were shown their accumulated score. The procedure is shown in Fig. 1.

To investigate the spontaneous risks in each block, we identified periods in which
participants’ behavior reflected the exploitation of the pragmatic stimuli model. We
considered such a period to begin after four consecutive choices of an advantageous
stimulus and analyzed all trials until the end of the current block. During the period of
usage of the pragmatic model, the percentage of advantageous stimulus choices had to
stay significantly above chance (no less than 65).

2.3 Pupillometry

Pupil area of the dominant eye was recorded throughout the experiment using EyeLink
1000 Plus (SR Research) with the sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. Before each block,
the eye tracker was calibrated using a standard nine-dot procedure.
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Fig. 1. Experimental procedure

The pupil area (in pixels) was calculated using the preinstalled EyeLink software
during the eye fixations at the center of the screen within the span from the feedback
onset up to 800 ms after the feedback cessation (1300 ms in total). Measurement errors
arising due to spontaneous blinks were extrapolated by preinstalled EyeLink software.

The initial processing of the video-oculography data was performed using EyeLink
DataViewer program that produces a text report. For each eye fixation, the following
parameters were monitored: gaze position tracked in two coordinates on the calibration
plane, the time of the onset/cessation and the duration (in ms) of each fixation, and the
mean diameter of the pupil (in pixels) within the current fixation. The text reports were
further processed by custom Python scripts.

2.4 Statistical Analysis

We analyzed pupil measurements using 3-way ANOVA with repeated measures, with
two levels of each factor: the previous choice (advantageous/disadvantageous stimu-
lus choice), current feedback (positive/negative) and the next choice (change/repeat
of the previous choice). The analysis included data from 22 subjects who had pupil
measurements for each of the 8 combinations of experimental conditions.

For a statistical analysis of the pupil measurements averaged for each condition,
it was necessary to transform them to exclude the influence of different illumination
conditions and individual differences in the size of the pupil. Therefore, to normalize
the average pupil measurements during the feedback presentation, we divided them by
the average pupil size throughout the entire experiment.

3 Results

The mean cumulative payoff for the group was 420 rubles (S.D. = 250 rubles). This
was less than could be predicted if subjects would have always chosen the advantageous
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stimulus (1120 rubles). Proportion of risky choices in the period following the achieve-
ment of the learning criteria was 18% (range 0–35%). It means that risky choice could
not be explained by the absence of a strong pragmatic model of the task. Moreover, risky
choiceswere definitely inconsistentwith the general exploitative strategy of participants’
behavior.

Only 20 subjects from our sample were included in the ANOVA analysis, because
of missing data (some persons avoided risky choices, or never committed two or more
consecutive risky choices or never achieve learning criteria). ANOVA results revealed
that out of three factors, included in the analysis, only one factor exerted a statistically
significant influence on the relative pupil dilation, namely the factor of a future risky
choice in the following trial (F (1,19) = 14.9; p < 0.001) (Fig. 2).

Nonparametric correlational analysis demonstrated that the relative pupil dilation
before the repeated risk (if the previous risky choice led to a loss) negatively correlated
with the total number of risky choices (Spearman R = −0.46, p = 0.003). In other
words, maximal pupil dilation before disadvantageous decisions was characteristic for
the subjects who tended to avoid persistent risks (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. ANOVA results the influence of three factors on relative pupil dilation. As can be seen in
the picture, the sign of the current feedback did not affect the amplitude of pupillary response,
whereas future risk in next trial did.

4 Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that transient pupil dilation preceded spontaneous risky
decisions in the probabilistic gambling task. These findings are consistentwith a previous
pupillometric study using a 4-armed bandit paradigm [15]. In this experiment, 4 arms
with different unknown and gradually changing amounts of reward was presented to
subjects for serial selection.Within several trials, most participants developed preference
for themost rewarded lever, and then shifted to new options according to violations in the
amount of reinforcement given. This behavioral shiftwas used as amodel of exploitation-
to-exploration tradeoff. Authors described tonic increment in the pupil size in subjects
before they shifted to the unfamiliar alternatives.
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Fig. 3. Negative correlation of relative of amplitude of pupil dilation before repeated risky choice
after expected lose with total count of disadvantageous choices after learning criteria is achieved.

In another study, it was shown that tonic pupil size predicts cognitive set shifting
in volatile conditions [16]. In classical Wisconsin card sorting task, subjects have to
switch between several selection rules according to volatile feedback. Pajkossi et al.
demonstrated that enlarged pupils were characteristic of the searching period, when
participants were trying to discover a new valid rule. These results are consistent with
the view that pupil size is sensitive to uncertainty and surprise [11, 12].

All these investigations cited above imply an objective necessity for subjects to
change their behavior. In these paradigms, participants made shifts of their strategies in
accordancewith informative feedback. Suchdesign did not allowassessing the difference
between the influences of reactive factors (the sign and unexpectedness of the feedback)
versus proactive exploratory intentions. By contrast, the experimental procedure used in
the current study did not involve any external triggers leading the subject to change their
behavior for the long-term perspective. Moreover, the best cumulative gain resulted if
participants behaved consistently and resisted to the influence of the feedback. We thus
described spontaneous risky choices that were not induced by any violations in the task
rules. Pupil dilations that preceded such occasional risky choices seem to reflect the
internal proactive process of preparation to commit a risky decision.

Interestingly, we observed the negative correlation between risk aversion and pupil
dilation before persistent risky choice after expected loss. This association was absent if
previous risk led to an unexpected reward. This suggests that the internal trigger of pupil
dilation might be a conflict detected between the imminent action and the pragmatic
model of the task. Unexpected positive feedback after disadvantageous decisions may
attenuate this inconsistence.
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A principal brain area responding to conflict detection is the anterior cingulate cortex
[17]. This structure has direct anatomical pathways to the locus coeruleus [18]. Nora-
drenaline released from the locus coeruleus neurons excites the frontal cortex, thus reg-
ulating selective attention functions [19]. Clarifying these complex interactions requires
further research involving neuroimaging techniques.
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Abstract. The cognitive mechanisms underlying language conceptualization can
be revealed using the notion of a semantic shift, understood as the association of
two distinct linguistic meanings in the form of synchronic polysemy, diachronic
semantic evolution, cognates and some others. The data collected in the “Database
of semantic shifts in languages of the world” (www.datsemshift.ru) allows us to
conclude that the linguistic meaning of visual perception serves as the source for
the denotation of all the basic mental states, i.e. knowledge, understanding, belief,
expectation and intention, as well as of some complex meanings which include
mental and actional components. The paper discusses three cognitive mechanisms
of semantic shifts in the domain of visual perception, namely the “metaphorical”,
“inferential” and “metonymical” ones.

Keywords: Semantic shift · Cognitive mechanisms of semantic derivation ·
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1 Introduction

The cognitive mechanisms underlying language conceptualization can be revealed using
the notion of a semantic shift, understood as the association of two distinct linguistic
meanings within one word (in a broad sense), namely in form of synchronic polysemy,
diachronic semantic evolution, cognates and some others (see [18, 19]). The “Database
of semantic shifts in languages of the world” (hereafter referred to as Datsemshift), built
on this principle, contains more than 4000 semantic shifts, each of which is represented
by a number of realizations belonging to languages from different language families
and linguistic areas (the database is available at: www.datsemshift.ru). This article uses
language data collected in Datsemshift.

The potential of the verbs with the initial meaning ‘to see’ for synchronic and
diachronic semantic derivation and its realization in different languages has been widely
discussed in the literature (see [1; 2: 475–485; 8; 9; 11: 197–255; 14: 32–45; 16]). This
article will focus solely on the cognitive mechanisms that are observed in this domain
of sematic derivation. The analysis of the data contained in Datsemshift allows for the
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identification of three basic mechanisms that can be referred to as “metaphorical”, “in-
ferential” and “metonymical”. The formation of a given derivative meaning may also
result from the simultaneous operation of several cognitive mechanisms.

The paths of the semantic derivation of lexemes denoting active and passive visual
perception partially coincide: some of the derivative meanings are based on the initial
meaning ‘to look (at)’ (e.g. ‘to take care of smb.’), while others may stem from both
the meanings ‘to look (at)’ and ‘to see’ (e.g. ‘to have an opinion’). Datsemshift thus
combines the two initial meanings in the label ‘to see/to look at’; the database at present
contains more than 30 semantic shifts with this source meaning.

2 Semantic Shifts

2.1 The Metaphorical Mechanism

The metaphorical cognitive mechanism of semantic derivation implies that a given situ-
ation which cannot be seen in the strict sense is interpreted as being seen by “inner” or
“mental” vision, i.e. as if it were seen (cf. The notion of “mental vision” in [14: 33] and
the Russianword umozritel’nyj, lit. ‘viewed by themind’). Themetaphorical mechanism
transfers the meaning from the perceptive source domain to the mental target domain
(cf. Transfield I type of metaphorical extension in [13: 3]), thus the component of visual
perception is lost. This metaphor is deeply rooted in language; cf. [14: 42, 13: 17–42].

The metaphorical mechanism produces the meaning of acquiring an image of the
situation seen by the “mental vision”,which in fact corresponds to a large scope ofmental
states lacking distinct inner demarcation. The mental state ‘to understand’ is the easiest
to distinguish among these; cf. the definition of the first derivative meaning of the verb to
see in [12: 2736]: “Perceive mentally (an idea, quality, etc.), attain to comprehension of,
to understand”. Themetaphorical mechanism is realized in the context of a non-observed
situation, such as the sense of another person’s words (cf. I see what you mean) or a
non-verifiable judgment (I saw that perhaps he was right). Cf. several realizations of
the semantic shift ‘to see’ – ‘to understand’ from the Datsemshift.1

(0746) ‘to see’ → ‘to understand’:

• < polysemy >: En. (to see): Can’t you seethat he’s taking advantage of you? [10]; I
don’t see what you have against her [12]

• < polysemy>: Rus. (videt’): Teper’ vy viditesvoju oshibku? ‘Do you understand your
mistake?’ [2: 483]

• < polysemy >: Anc.Greek (Ðράω): Ðρî μ´ �ργoν δεινòν ™ξειργασμšνην ‘I
understand that I did a terrible thing’

• < polysemy >: It. (vedere): vedobene che non ci riesco – ‘I understand that I cannot
do it’

1 The semantic shifts are presented in the same form as in Datsemshift, with the ID of the shift in
brackets. The following information is provided for each example: the type of the semantic shift
(<polysemy>,< (semantic) evolution>,< cognates>,< (morphological) derivation>), the
language, the word or the two words denoting both meanings; the example that illustrates the
derivative meaning in question. The examples from Datsemshift are given without reference.
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• < polysemy>: Norw. (se): så vidt jeg kan se, skulle det gå bra – ‘as far as I understand
it, everything should be fine’

The metaphorical mechanism allows also for the shift from the meaning ‘to see/to
look at’ to ‘to have an opinion, to believe, to regard in a particular way’; cf. the following
examples:

(0035): ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to have an opinion’.

• < polysemy>: En. (to see): he sawhimself as a good teacher [10]; America is seenas
the land of opportunity [12]; cf. also: point of view

• < polysemy >: Rus. (videt’): On videlv nem razumnogo, strogo mysljaschego,
ogromnogo uma cheloveka ‘He saw in him a reasonably thinking person, a man of
great mind’ [2: 483]; Ja ne vizhuv etom nichego durnogo ‘I do not see anything bad
about that’; cf. also tochka zrenija ‘point of view’

• < polysemy >: Rus. (rassmatrivat’): Ya rassmatrivajuetu rabotu kak pervyj etap ‘I
regard this work as the first stage’

• < polysemy >: Sp. (ver) es su manera de verlas cosas ‘This is his way of seeing
things’

• < polysemy >: Norw. (betrakte): vi betraktersaken som oppgjort ‘we consider this
matter to be settled’

• < polysemy >: Hung. (néz): jó embernek nézem ‘I consider him a good person’
• < polysemy >: Amharic (ayyä): �ndä n�gus �yyäw ‘consider him as a king’

The “mental vision” of the situation which appears due to the metaphorical mecha-
nismmay further serve as a component in a range of more complex derivative meanings,
the formation of which also involves other cognitive mechanisms, see below.

2.2 The Inferential Mechanism

The inferential mechanism of semantic derivation implies that the derivative meaning is
a conclusion drawn by the subject on the basis of their observation. The visual perception
is known to be themain source of our knowledge (cf. [3]); therefore, the main conclusion
that can be drawn from observing the situation P is that the situation P actually takes
place. Themeaning ‘to know’ which is proper to the Indo-European lexemes traced back
to the root *ueid- ‘to see’ is generally considered to be the result of the inference ‘I saw
it, therefore I know it’ (cf. [17: 1304]). This opinion builds mainly upon the fact that the
Ancient Greek infinitive („δε‹ν) and the aorist 2 (ε�δoν) both denote ‘to see’, while the
perfect form of the same verb functions as the present tense of the verb ‘to know’. The
perfect form is indeed used to refer to a state resulting from a given situation: ‘I saw it,
therefore I know it’; cf. also the perfect form of the Old English wāt ‘I knew (because I
saw it)’ [4: 145].

The semantic shift ‘to see’ → ‘to know’ is common to numerous Indo-European
languages. The Germanic lexemes that are traced back to the root *ueid- only have the
meaning ‘to know’: cf. the German wissen, the Old English witan ‘to know’, the English
wit etc. (However, some derivatives of the Icelandic verb vita ‘to know’ have meanings
derivative from ‘to see’: vita upp ‘to be turned (see) upward’, vita út ‘to overlook (of
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windows etc.)’; glugginn veit út að götunni ‘the window looks out onto the street’, the
verb vitja means ‘to visit’ [5].) In the Russian language this semantic shift is realized
in the cognates videt’ ‘to see’ and vedat’ ‘to know’; cf. also the Belarusian vedats’, the
Polish wiedzieć, the Slovene vem, etc. ‘to know’.

E. Sweetser [14: 33–48] suggests another, namely metaphorical, interpretation of
the semantic evolution ‘to see’ → ‘to know’; cf. also [13: 47]. Actually, the derivative
meaning may result from the operation of two different mechanisms: the inference and
the metaphor. The inferential mechanism ‘I saw it, therefore I know it’ comes into play
in the case of observable phenomena, and results in the knowledge stricto sensu, i.e.
“being in possession of the truth”. The metaphorical mechanism ‘as if I saw it’, or ‘I see
it with my mental sight’ operates when the situation in question cannot be actually seen
(e.g. the solution of a problem; what went wrong). Further on, the inferential mechanism
that comes into play, just as in the case of actual visual perception. This scheme underlies
the semantic development ‘to see’ → ‘to know’ in various modern languages.

For instance, according to Apresjan [2: 475–485] one of the derivative meanings of
the Russian verb videt’ is ‘to know’ (cf. Ja ne vizhu prichin dlja otkaza ‘I do not see
any reason to refuse’; Ja ne vizhu, kak eto mozhno sdelat’ ‘I do not see how it can be
done’, etc.). This meaning is defined as follows: A1 sees A2: ‘The person A1 knows A2
because it is as if A1 saw A2′ [ibid.: 484]. The component “as if” indicates that the
starting point of the semantic derivation is the metaphorical transfer: I know it as if I
saw it, I see it with my “mental sight”. Further on, the inferential mechanism ‘I saw it,
therefore I know it’ comes into play (cf. the component “because” in the definition.).

The lexicographic descriptions of the English verb to see usually do not include the
meaning ‘to know’ (e.g. in [12]), but in the contexts like It is necessary to see what could
be done the verb to see actually denotes a mental state which includes knowledge (‘to
find out, to get knowledge’).

In modern languages, the inferential mechanism with the real visual perception as
the starting point only produces an implicature, cf.: – Otkuda ty eto znaesh’? – Ja eto
videl svoimi glazami ‘How do you know it? – I saw it with my own eyes’ (→ ‘therefore
I know it’); Ja videl kak on vkhodil v pod”ezd ‘I saw him entering the building’ (→
‘therefore I know it’). In this case the verb videt’ ‘to see’ does not develop a new lexical
meaning and still denotes visual perception – while the meaning ‘to know’ derivative
from ‘to see’ by means of the metaphorical mechanism (cf. I do not see any reason to
refuse) lacks the component of actual visual perception.

However, the inference ‘I saw it, therefore I know it’ is not the only one possible.
It has often been pointed out that the fact that something is “visible” might mean two
things which are in a sense opposite: it may be true or, to the contrary, it may only
be something “apparent”, “seeming”. Therefore, inferential semantic derivation in the
domain of visual perception may also have a different result, the target meaning being
an opinion with varying degrees of certainty; cf. the semantic shift (0045). The meaning
‘opinion’ based on the inferential mechanism results from the interpretation of visually
perceived data (cf. Ja vizhu, chto ty ne rad etomu izvestiju ‘I see that you are not happy
about these news’= ‘your reaction, facial expression etc. allows for such a conclusion’).
Cf. also the meaning (6a) of the verb to see in [12: 2736] “[p]erceive or realize the nature
of something, esp. by visual signs”: Don’t you see I am tired to death?
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(0045) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to seem’:

• < polysemy >: En. (to look): It lookslike rain(ing)
• < polysemy >: Dan. (se): De serud til at have det godt ‘looks like they’re fine’
• < derivation>: Germ. (sehen ‘to see’ – aussehen ‘to seem’): es siehtnach Regen aus
‘looks like it will rain’

• < derivation >: Lat. (video ‘to see’ – videor ‘to seem’): abesse a periculo videntur
‘It seems to them that they are out of danger’

2.3 The Metonymic Mechanism

The metonymic mechanism of semantic derivation implies that the situation of visual
perception is combined with a contiguous situation which then comes into focus: it
may be: 1) the goal (e.g. ‘to keep someone out of danger’), 2) the means, i.e. certain
actions resulting in visual perception (e.g. ‘finding something’); 3) an inner statewhich
accompanies the visual perception. The semantic component of visual perception may
remain part of the derivative meaning (as in the case of ‘to visit’) or be transformed into
“mental vision” via the metaphorical mechanism (within one meaning; e.g. one can look
for a lost object or for the solution to a problem).

1. The“goal”metonymy.Theaimspursuedby the action ‘to look at’ canvary.Onemay
look at someone or something in order to maintain their health and well-being (cf.
(0384) ‘to care for, look after< for smb.>’); to protect someone from external risks
and/or prevent them fromescaping (cf. (1807) ‘to guard< smb.>’); to protect oneself
from possible risks (cf. (2186) ‘to beware, be careful’); to get (secret) information
about someone’s actions (cf. 4274 ‘to spy’); to have personal communication with
somebody (cf. (3503) ‘to meet, to visit< smb.>’). All these (and some other) goals
can be part of the meaning derivative from that of visual perception.
(0384) ‘to look at’ → ‘to care for, look after < smb./smth. >’.

• < derivation >: En. (to look – to look after): to look afterthe children
• < derivation >: Rus. (smotret’– smotret’ za): smotret’ zadet’mi ‘to look after the

children’
• < derivation >: Hung. (néz ‘to look’ – utána néz ‘to look after someone’)
• < polysemy >: Tigre (Pattak. bala): m�ndi l�ddarre dib šābrā; Padugātu lattak. b�l

‘when he descends to Shabra, he watches his donkeys’
(1807) ‘to look at’ → ‘to guard’.

• < polysemy >: En. (to watch): to watchthe prisoner all day
• < cognates >: It. Guardare ‘to look at’ – Fr. Garder ‘to guard’
• < polysemy >: Middle High Germ. wārten [6: 915]

(4274) ‘to look at’ → ‘to spy’.
• < derivation >: Rus. (gljadet’ ‘to look’ – sogljadataj ‘a spy’)
• < cognates >: Kurux (ērnā) – Kui (ēra)

(2186) ‘to look at’ → ‘to beware, be careful’.
• < derivation >: Rus. Smotret’ ‘to look’ – osmotritel’nyj ‘prudent’ Cf. also the con-

struction smotri ne (lit. ‘watch not to’) + Perfective Imperative in the meaning of
warning: smotri ne upadi ‘watch out, you might fall’
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• < derivation >: En. watch – watch out
(3503) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to meet, to visit < smb. >’.

• < polysemy >: En. (to see) Seeyou later; I went to seeCaroline; You need to see a
doctor.

• < derivation> Rus. (videt’ ‘to see’ – videt’sja ‘to meet’): Kak davno my ne videlis’!
We haven’t met for such a long time!

• < polysemy>Rus. (videt’):Mozhno videt’glavnogo redartora? ‘May I see the chief
editor?’ [2: 476]

• < derivation >: Lat. (videre ‘to see’– visitare ‘to visit’)

2. The “means” metonymy. The visual perception may also be the goal of certain
actions. For instance, in order to find something (to actually see the object or to
have the mental vision of it), the subject has to carry out certain actions or mental
operations:
(0984) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to search, to look for’.

• < derivation > En. (to look – to look for): What are you looking forhere?
(2017) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to find’.

• < polysemy >: Komi (addzyny): addzynyudzh ‘to find a job’

3. The “concomitant inner state” metonymy.
(0987) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to like, to please’:

• < polysemy>: En. (to see): I don’t know what I seein you [12: ‘find good or attractive
qualities in smb.’]

• < derivation >: Serbo-Croat. (videti ‘to see’ – svideti se ‘to please’)
• < derivation >: Old Rus. (viděti ‘to see’ – naviděti ‘to look at with pleasure’ [15,

III: 63]); cf. Rus. nenavidet’ (with negation marker) ‘to hate’
• < derivation >: Lat. (video ‘to see’ – videor ‘to please’): quid tibi visa estChios?

‘Did you like Chios?’ [7: 1078].
• < derivation>: Rus. (gljadet’ ‘to look’ – prigljanut’sja ‘to please’); cf. nenagljadnyj

‘darling, beloved’

(1174) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to be surprised/delighted’.

• < cognates >: Ukr. (divitisja ‘to look at’) – Rus. (udivit’sja ‘to be surprised)
• < derivation >: Sp. (mirar ‘to look at’– admirar ‘to be delighted’; ‘to surprise’)

(1176) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to envy’.

• < derivation >: Lat. (video – invidia)
• < derivation >: Rus. (videt’ – zavidovat’)
• < derivation >: Lithuan. (veizdėti – pavydeti)

(0037) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to wait’.

• < derivation > En. to look forward
• < derivation > Class. Arabic: (naz. ara – Pintaz. ara)
• < evolution > Germ. (warten) [6: 915]
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Provided that the situation seen by the mental vision is a controlled action carried
out by the subject, the idea of the intention to carry it out may also be actualized:

(0990) ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to intend’.

• < derivation >: Germ. (sehen – beabsichtigen)
• < polysemy > Tamil (pār)
• < polysemy >Malayalam (nōkkuka)
• < cognates > Kannada (nōd. u) – Tulu (nōt.a)

(0036): ‘to see/to look at’ → ‘to try, to attempt’.

• < polysemy >: Serb. (gledati): gledajda do�esh ‘try to come’
• < polysemy>: Japan. (miru): Dewa, sassoku, chı̄zu o tsukutte mirukoto ni shimashō
‘And now let’s try making cheese’

• < polysemy >: Karaim (bakh): eger avalg�ylarymyz bakhtylarachma yashyryn
syoz’lyarin’ aziz’ til’nin’ ‘If our ancestors were trying to discover the secret meaning
of the words of the holy language’

3 Conclusion

To sum up, the data collected in Datsemshift shows that the linguistic meaning of visual
perception serves as source for the denotation of all the basic mental states – knowledge,
understanding, belief (including a potentially false one), expectation and intention, as
well as some complex meanings which include mental and actional components. The
initial meaning of visual perception may be maintained or completely lost in the deriva-
tive meaning. Semantic derivation in the domain of visual perception may be realized
by means of three cognitive mechanisms – the metaphorical, the inferential and the
metonymical ones; it may as well result from the operation of several mechanisms at a
time.
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Abstract. In recent years, several scientific disciplines – linguistics, psychology,
psycholinguistics, neurophysiology, medicine, philosophy, education – have paid
considerable attention to studying the concreteness/abstractness concept. Existing
reviews on this topic cover only one area of research. This article provides an
interdisciplinary overview from a general cognitive perspective and gives a general
integral idea of this area. It is brief by necessity, but covers the main results
obtained. First of all, this is the so-called “concreteness effect”, which consists
in faster and more efficient processing of concrete words in comparison with
abstract ones. The main theories explaining the effect of concreteness – the dual-
coding theory and the context-availability theory – are considered. The problem of
representing abstract and concretewords is one of the central problems in cognitive
studies of the organization of concepts in our mind. The results of the search
for neurophysiological correlates of concreteness/abstractness are discussed. In
linguistics, fundamentally new research ideas and results have emerged due to
large text corpora and large lexical ontologies. For research in these areas, it is
important to have dictionaries with concreteness/abstractness ratings. The article
provides data on the most significant dictionaries with human ratings for different
languages, and also discusses how to extrapolate human ratings using machine
learning methods. These methods, including deep learning of neural networks,
can help quickly generate large dictionaries of near human quality, which can
facilitate research in the field and extend it to many languages.

Keywords: Concreteness · Abstractness · Cognition · Neuroimaging ·
Dictionaries · Concreteness effect · Dual-coding theory

1 Introduction

Modern approaches to the study of concreteness/abstractness originate from the funda-
mental paper [1]. It is considered that one of the central problems in cognitive studies
of the organization of concepts is precisely the problem of representing abstract and
concrete words [2], which poses a serious challenge to any theory of cognition [3].

The problem of concreteness/abstractness of words (concepts) is interdisciplinary
and multidisciplinary, studied from a cognitive standpoint in linguistics, psychology,
psycholinguistics, neurophysiology, medicine, philosophy, education, and has various
practical applications. Thousands of publications are devoted to it making an exhaustive
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review quite impossible. However, some problems that most studies are devoted to can
be identified.

First of all, this is the so-called “concreteness effect”, demonstrating greater ease
of processing concrete words in the human mind. The “concreteness effect” is well-
established and the aim of the research is to explain it. Further, a large complex of
neurophysiological studies aims to find out which parts of the brain are responsible
for processing concrete words, and which ones – for processing abstract ones. Psy-
cholinguistic experiments with patients suffering from various forms of brain damage
pursue the same goal. Finally, it is important to provide the aforementioned studies with
dictionaries with ratings of abstract and concrete words. Such dictionaries are created
for different languages and by different methods: by interviewing informants and by
the method of computer extrapolation of human evaluations. The article will also pay
attention to other areas of research – linguistics, education. We’ll mention some sig-
nificant specialized reviews devoted to certain aspects of concreteness/abstractness: an
approach from the standpoint of cognitive linguistics and embodiment theory [3], func-
tional brain mapping [4], acquisition of concrete and abstract concepts in childhood [5],
neuroimaging [6].

Let us look into definitions of concreteness and abstractness. The main approach
to defining these concepts is the following [7]. Concrete concepts are those that are
perceived by the senses. Examples of concrete words are cat, chair, mountain. Abstract
concepts are not perceived by the senses. For example, responsibility, relationships,
misunderstanding. Similar interpretations are found in many works. For instance, the
following definition is given in the paper [8]: “abstract nouns are those nouns whose
denotata are not part of the concrete physical world and cannot be seen or touched”.
However, these definitions greatly simplify the situation, characterizing prototypes of
concreteness and abstractness. In fact, experimental studies have shown that this is not
a dichotomy, but a continuum of concreteness/abstractness [4].

2 Concreteness Effect

In a series of works, it was established that concrete words have advantages over abstract
ones in terms of ease of processing. Concrete words are better remembered [9], better
recognized [10], read faster [11], learned faster [12]. Dictionary definitions are easier to
write for them, and they will be more detailed [13]. Concrete words evoke associations
more easily [14].

There are two fundamental parameters associated with the concreteness/abstractness
continuum: Imageability (IMG) is ameasure of how easily aword evokes amental image
and Context availability (CA) is a measure of how easy it is to think about the context
of a word. In the paper [15], the correlation of these parameters with a degree of words
concreteness is experimentally shown. Note that to obtain this result, a quantitative
assessment of all three properties of words compared is required. Other parameters were
considered in the literature as well, in particular, in the paper [24] it was shown that
the way a concept is assimilated – through experience or through language – is a good
predictor of concreteness/abstractness. In the paper [24], such parameters as the age of
concept acquisition, the degree of word familiarity were also considered.
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Several theories have been proposed to explain the concreteness effect. The most
developed and frequently cited are two: the dual-coding theory (DCT) [16] and the
context-availability theory (CAT) [11].

According to the DCT, there are two functional systems associated with semantic
memory: verbal and image.Moreover, while the verbal system can be responsible for the
linguistic coding of both concrete and abstract concepts, the non-verbal image system,
first of all, is involved in the coding of concrete, but not abstract concepts. DCT makes
certain predictions about the localization of the processing of concrete and abstract
words in the brain. The processing of abstract words relies solely on the verbal system,
therefore it is carried out in the left hemisphere, while the processing of concrete words
also involves the image system and requires the participation of both hemispheres.

According to the CAT, concrete and abstract concepts have a different number of
semantic associations: concrete concepts have stronger associative links with fewer con-
texts, while abstract concepts have weaker associative links with more contexts. CAT
predicts that the processing of abstract and concrete words will depend on the same neu-
ral networks with stronger activation by concrete words because knowledge of words is
context-dependent.

Other hypotheses about the cognitive organization of concrete/abstract concepts have
been proposed in the literature. In the paper [17] it is proposed to distinguish the type
of their semantic connections. According to the paper [17], concrete words have a hier-
archical semantic structure, which is based on categorical ontological links (synonyms,
hypernyms, hyponyms), while abstract words are connected by associative links. In the
work [25], it is argued that emotional experience is critical for the assimilation of abstract
concepts. This is not explained by the DCT and CAT theories. In the work [25], the app-
roach adopted in cognitive linguistics is developed, which presupposes the embodiment
of linguistic concepts concerning the semantics of abstract concepts. This approach has
been criticized in the work [26], which presents additional arguments in favor of DCT.
In the paper [3], it is suggested that the representation of abstract concepts is at least
partially based on the sensorimotor system, which is supported by the theory of embodi-
ment. Confirmation is presented in the results of the paper [5], which shows the absence
of specific mechanisms for the acquisition of abstract knowledge. Following these ideas,
in the work [18] both concrete and abstract concepts are presented in a multidimensional
space of both linguistic and empirical features.

3 Neurophysiological Correlates

The DCT postulates the processing of concrete and abstract words in various parts of the
brain. A significant number of neurophysiological studies have been devoted to testing
this assumption, using the entire arsenal of modern methods of brain research: EEG,
MEG, fMRI, PET, TMS, tDCS [6]. Neuroimaging has shown that processing abstract
concepts leads to greater activation in areas such as the middle and superior temporal
gyrus (MTG, STG) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Concrete concepts, in turn,
activated the ventral anterior part of the fusiform gyrus [10, 19].

The processing of abstract and concrete concepts in different parts of the brain has
been confirmed by numerous studies [20, 21], which supports the dual-coding theory.
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However, for some areas of the brain, conflicting data have been obtained in some
works. In the area of the anterior temporal region (ATL), an increased activity associated
with abstract concepts was mentioned in the paper [22], and in the paper [23] – with
concrete ones.

Observations of patients with various types of brain damage are an important source
of data. Concrete words are more resistant to various types of brain damage than abstract
words, which suggests, at least in part, different neural systems that support these types
of knowledge [6]. This is consistent with the concreteness effect and also provides
partial support for the dual-coding theory. However, the reverse concreteness effect has
also been found, that is, better processing of abstract words as compared to concrete
ones. The reverse concreteness effect occurs in some patients with brain damage. It is
observed in patients with semantic dementia, as well as with herpetic encephalitis that
are characterized by disorders in the anterior temporal regions [2].

If patients undergo brain surgery, this makes other research methods available –
direct electrical stimulation of the brain (DES), as well as studies of the effects of
anesthesia. In the course of such studies, it was shown that impact on the inferior frontal
gyrus (Brodmann’s area, BA 44) negatively affects the processing of abstract words,
while the impact on the anterior temporal cortex (Brodmann’s area, BA 38) affects the
processing of concrete words [2]. This is consistent with the model of differentiating
neural substrates of concrete and abstract words in the left hemisphere.

These studies have not only theoretical but also practical significance. For example,
the paper [27] describes the use of abstract verbs in the treatment of aphasia.

4 Linguistics and Education

Concreteness and abstractness concepts in themselves have been subjects of study in
linguistics for a long time, however, recently with the advent of large text corpora and
large lexical ontologies, fundamentally new research ideas and results have emerged.

The article [28] compares categories of concreteness and specificity. The specificity
of a word is determined by its position in the hierarchy of a well-known lexical ontology
– WordNet [29]. It turned out that these are two independent categories, with only a
moderate correlation between them.

When studying the compatibility by text corpora, it was shown that abstract words
are often combined with abstract ones, and concrete words with concrete ones [30, 31].

Analysis of diachronic data on the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA,
[32]) showed that the degree of concreteness of words tends to increase over time [33].

In [34], the density of neighborhoods (sets of semantically close words) in corpus
data was investigated. It was shown that the neighborhoods are denser for concrete words
than for abstract words. Apparently, this result correlates in a certain way with the results
of [17] described above.

In [35], the following categorization is presented: concrete concepts are artifacts,
foods, animals, people, substances, plants, or body parts, abstract concepts are cognition,
action, shapes, communication, relations, states, events, time, or motives.

In some papers [36, 37] it was shown that the share of abstract words in texts is an
indicator of the complexity of their understanding. Thus, the automatically estimated
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share of abstract words together with other parameters can be used in education to assess
the complexity of texts to make an adequate choice of educational materials.

5 Dictionaries

To conduct psychological experiments, lists of words with evaluations of the degree
of their concreteness/abstractness are needed. Evaluations are obtained by interviewing
native speakers. For the English language, the first large dictionary of this kind was
created in 1981 [38]. It contains almost 4,000 words and is freely available from the
MRS psycholinguistic database (https://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/school/MRC
Database/uwa_mrc.htm). Later, a dictionary was created for almost 40 thousand words
[39]. Each word gets at least 30 ratings from respondents, which are averaged. Apart
from the English language, a dictionary of the comparable volume was created only for
the Dutch language [40]. The obvious problem is the great labor intensity of creating
such dictionaries. For German, the dictionary [41] contains only 4 thousand words, and
for Russian – only 1 thousand [42].

In this regard, the problem of automatic extrapolation of human evaluations obtained
from a small set of words to a larger set is urgent. One of the first papers to present a
computer dictionary with concreteness/abstractness ratings was [43]. The main idea in
extrapolating human evaluations to previously non-evaluated words is to use the vector
semantics of words, built on large texts corpora, and to obtain new evaluations based
on the semantic proximity of words in the constructed semantic space. Thus, for the
creation of a computer dictionary in any language, a necessary condition is the existence
of large texts corpora, based on which vector semantics can be built.

There are two main approaches to implementing this idea.
Using classifiers, including neural networks. Classifiers are trained on a part of the

accessible dictionary with human evaluations and tested on the rest of the dictionary.
Using small sets of “reference” abstract and concrete words (called a seed). Further,

for each word in the constructed dictionary, distances to these sets are calculated and on
this basis, an assessment of the degree of abstractness/concreteness of a word is made.

Most researchers take the first approach. It is very convenient because of the devel-
opment of the theory and technology of classifiers, especially taking into account the
progress in deep learning in recent years. Its obvious disadvantage is that it takes a lot
of data to train classifiers, i.e. large dictionaries with expert evaluations are needed.

Evaluation of the quality ofmachine dictionaries is of fundamental importance. They
are assessed by comparisonwith human ones with the calculation of the correlation coef-
ficient of two dictionaries, most often by Spearman. To date, the best-achieved result – a
machine dictionary of the English language in the paper [44] has a correlation coefficient
with the human one of 0.900. The dictionary is built using fastText to build semantic
space and SVM as a classifier. The algorithm is trained on 90% of the dictionary of 40
thousand words [39] and tested on the remaining 10%. In [39], two human dictionaries
were compared and it turned out that the correlation coefficient between themwas 0.920.
The result of 0.900 is almost the utmost possible.

In the paper [45], attention is drawn to the fact that the quality of evaluations depends
on the frequency of words: evaluations for high-frequency words are obtained more
accurately than for low-frequency ones. A study of the effect of size is given in [47].

https://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/school/MRCDatabase/uwa_mrc.htm
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Another way to solve the problem of creating large dictionaries with concrete-
ness/abstractness ratings is to transfer ratings from one language, where they are already
built, to another. This idea was implemented in the paper [46].

6 Conclusion

The concepts of concreteness/abstractness turned out to be very complex and interesting
for research and attracted the attention of scientists from various fields. The concrete-
ness effect has been reliably established in psycholinguistic experiments and consists
in easier processing of concrete concepts as compared to abstract ones. To explain it,
some competing hypotheses have been put forward, none of which explains the entire
set of experimental data. Neurophysiological methods were used to solve the problem
of localizing the areas processing concrete and abstract concepts in the brain. Given the
partial success achieved, it cannot be said that this problem has already been solved.
Also, neurophysiological data support DCT in part. Substantial challenges in carrying
out such studies do not allow hope for a quick solution to the aforementioned problems.
Unlike psychology and neurophysiology, research in linguistics is more fragmented, not
united by a global research task. Dictionaries with concreteness/abstractness ratings are
an important means of supporting these studies. Due to the great laboriousness of cre-
ating dictionaries with human ratings, significant efforts have been directed towards the
automatic creation of dictionaries using machine learning methods. Much progress has
been made in this direction, in particular, thanks to the recently developed word embed-
ding and deep learning techniques. It is likely that in the near future large dictionaries
of comparable with human quality will be created for different languages.
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Abstract. We test the claim that the use of short definite descriptions (SDDs) for
referent mentions in discourse (e.g. the country) corresponds to a specific range
of referent activation in the speaker’s working memory, lower than the activation
level necessary for pronoun use and higher than the level corresponding to proper
names (PNs). Data from the WSJ MoRA 2020 corpus of English written texts
suggest that the use of SDDs and PNs corresponds to one and the same activation
range.Referential distance is highly correlatedwith activation, andwe compare the
distribution of two distance metrics, linear distance and rhetorical distance, across
SDDs and PNs. We have found the differences to be statistically insignificant.
Furthermore, we demonstrate on the corpus data that at least four factors operate
that affect the choice between SDDs and PNs, while not being directly related to
activation, namely: referent animacy, referent number, relative length of the SDD
and the PN for the given referent, and prior mentions of the referent by means of
an SDD within the current text.

Keywords: Referential choice · Referential distance · Referent activation · Short
definite descriptions · Proper names · Corpus linguistics

1 Introduction

When a speaker chooses an appropriate expression to mention a referent in discourse,
the primary choice s/he has to make is to choose the basic expression type: a lexically
full referential device (an NP headed by a noun) or a reduced one (a pronoun or a zero
expression). Following Kibrik [1], we call such choice basic referential choice. In the
research of reference, it is widely accepted that basic referential choice is influenced
by the current degree of the referent’s activation in the speaker’s working memory (or
another functionally equivalent cognitive component) [2–7]. There is a certain threshold
of referent activation above which the use of a reduced referential device is preferable,
and a lexically full NP is superfluous. If this threshold has not been attained and thus a
full NP must be used, how is the choice made between different subtypes of full NPs,
such as proper names and descriptions?

It has been proposed by Ariel [8] that the use of descriptions corresponds to a level
of activation (or accessibility, in Ariel’s terminology) lower than that corresponding to
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pronouns (e.g. it) and higher than that corresponding to proper names (e.g. Spain). In
addition, various types of definite descriptions serve to mark distinct levels of activation,
in the order of decreasing accessibility: demonstrative descriptions (e.g. this country),
short definite descriptions (e.g. the country), and long definite descriptions (e.g. the
southernmost European country). Similarly, according to the givenness hierarchy pro-
posed by Gundel et al. [9], the use of pronouns requires a higher activation level than the
level sufficient for demonstrative descriptions, and the use of demonstrative descriptions
– a higher activation level than the level sufficient for definite the-descriptions.

Among these options, the most fundamental one is short definite descriptions, con-
sisting of a common noun and a definite article.1 In the present study, we focus on the
choice between short definite descriptions (SDDs) and proper names (PNs) and test
the hypothesis that this choice again depends on referent activation. We here exclude
demonstrative descriptions (DemDs) and long definite descriptions (LDDs) from con-
sideration for the following reasons. DemDs are infrequent in the corpus (5.4% of
all descriptions in the corpus, cf. Table 1), and as Krasavina [10] states, DemDs are
extremely rare as referring to discourse protagonists, which means that obtaining a rep-
resentative data sample would be problematic. LDDs are much more numerous in the
corpus (27.4% of all descriptions), but this category is heterogeneous, which may make
it difficult to obtain clear results concerning activation. Also, at least in some cases,
LDDs convey novel information on the referent (e.g. Spain’s seventh largest bank), and
such usages are difficult to tell apart from the cases conditioned by activation as such.
SDDs, in contrast, are a homogeneous class.

Is it possible to directly measure activation in the instances when SDDs and PNs are
used?A technique ensuring a precisemeasurement is labor-intensive (cf. Chapters 12 and
13 of [1]), but for the present purposes it suffices to use an easily measurable parameter
that can serve as a rough assessment of activation. Specifically, we use the distance
from the current mention of a referent (anaphor) to its previous mention in discourse
(antecedent). In the present study, we consider two distancemetrics: linear and rhetorical
distance (LinD and RhD, respectively), both measured in clauses. LinD captures plain
linear discourse structure, while RhD takes hierarchical discourse structure into account.

It was observed in [11] that:

1. in the task of modeling basic referential choice by means of machine learning algo-
rithms, distance factors demonstrated the highest contribution to the overall success
of prediction among all the factors used in the model;

2. the set of factors predicting basic referential choice with a high accuracy may also be
used for predicting the three-way choice between PNs, descriptions and pronouns,
even though with a significantly lower accuracy.

This suggests that distance factors may indeed be correlated with the choice between
PNs and SDDs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports an analysis of LinD
and RhD distribution in the classes of SDDs and PNs. In Sect. 3, several non-activation

1 In the present study, we make some exceptions to this definition, see Sect. 2.1 for details.
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factors of SDD usage are explored. Section 4 contains concluding remarks and outlines
directions for further research.

2 Short Definite Descriptions and Distance

2.1 Corpus and Data

The analysis here is based on the data from the WSJ MoRA 2020 corpus, which is a
collection of newspaper articles from the Wall Street Journal annotated according to the
so-called MoRA scheme [11], in the version modified in 2020. The annotation of the
corpus includes the following layers:

• referring expressions (markables),
• relations of coreference between markables,
• numerous features of markables,
• hierarchical (so-called rhetorical) discourse structure, obtained from the RST Dis-
course Treebank [12].

Table 1. Breakdown of anaphor-antecedent pairs in the corpus by anaphor expression type

In the corpus Selected for analysis

Pronouns 826 826

PNs 719 719

Descriptions 825 386

SDDs 386 (46.8% of descriptions) 386

LDDs 226 (27.4% of descriptions) −
DemDs 45 (5.4% of descriptions) −
Indefinite descriptions 168 (20.4% of descriptions) −
Total pairs 2370 1931

The annotation was carried out in the MMAX2 annotation tool [13]. The values of
some factors were extracted automatically.2

A total of 2370 anaphor-antecedent pairs are found in the corpus, and 1931 of them
are used in the analysis reported here. Table 1 provides the breakdown of these anaphors
by expression type.

We define SDD as an NP that consists of: the definite article plus exactly one noun
(e.g. the unit) and, optionally, a cardinal numeral (e.g. the five senators). An exception to
the one-noun requirement is made for the instances such as the vice president, where the
two-word term is indivisible, contrary to the instances such as the plane crash, treated
as LDDs.
2 We express our gratitude to Grigory B. Dobrov who developed scripts for these purposes.
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Also, 16 examples of bare NPs were included in the SDD category for the reason that
they were reliably identified as co-referring with an SDD containing the same head noun
and a definite article. In most cases, that was due to the grammatical role of attribute (cf.
the company’s shares – company shares).

2.2 Results

Table 2 and Table 3 show how the values of LinD and RhD are distributed within the
classes of pronouns, SDDs and PNs in the corpus. LinD only assumes integer values.
RhD may also have values of 0.5, 1.5, etc. [14], but in the tables, those are rounded up
to integer values, for the purposes of comparability with LinD.

Table 2. Distribution of linear distance values in pronouns, SDDs and PNs

LinD Pronouns SDDs PNs

n % n % n %

0 214 25.91% 17 4.40% 12 1.67%

1 418 50.61% 90 23.32% 144 20.03%

2 101 12.23% 84 21.76% 141 19.61%

3 50 6.05% 41 10.62% 115 15.99%

4 24 2.91% 45 11.66% 59 8.21%

5 13 1.57% 25 6.48% 53 7.37%

6 3 0.36% 19 4.92% 43 5.98%

7 0 − 11 2.85% 26 3.62%

8 0 − 11 2.85% 18 2.50%

9 1 0.12% 8 2.07% 21 2.92%

10 0 − 7 1.81% 12 1.67%

11–15 2 0.24% 19 4.93% 52 7.22%

16–20 0 − 8 2.08% 20 2.78%

21–25 0 − 1 0.26% 3 0.42%

TOTAL 826 100% 386 100% 719 100%

As can be seen from Table 2 and Table 3, pronouns become extremely rare at LinD
and RhD values above 6, in comparison with full NPs that are rather frequent at distance
values above 6. If the claim is true that SDDs correspond to a higher activation range
than PNs, then it must be expected that above a certain distance value, i.e. below a certain
activation threshold, SDDs must occur more rarely compared to PNs. But as statistical
analysis demonstrates, the differences in the distance distributions of SDDs and PNs are
not significant.

We conducted unpaired t-tests, limiting the dataset to instances in which distance
values were equal to 2 and above. The cases with distances of 0 and 1 are not pertinent
to our analysis, since these are cases in which the antecedent is located in the same
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Table 3. Distribution of rhetorical distance values in pronouns, SDDs and PNs

RhD Pronouns SDDs PNs

n % n % n %

0 223 27.00% 19 4.92% 16 2.23%

1 329 39.83% 86 22.28% 103 14.33%

2 141 17.07% 104 26.94% 184 25.59%

3 101 12.23% 72 18.65% 163 22.67%

4 21 2.54% 41 10.62% 104 14.46%

5 6 0.73% 31 8.03% 67 9.32%

6 3 0.36% 19 4.92% 42 5.84%

7 0 − 7 1.81% 23 3.20%

8 2 0.24% 1 0.26% 9 1.25%

9 0 − 3 0.78% 4 0.56%

10 0 − 0 − 1 0.14%

11–15 0 − 3 0.78% 3 0.42%

16–25 0 − 0 − 0 −
TOTAL 826 100% 386 100% 719 100%

clause as the anaphor, or in the immediately preceding clause (in terms of linear or
rhetorical structure). These contexts normally require a pronoun, and referent activation
level is expected to be high. Accordingly, if a full NP is used in this context, this is
due to special conditions such as referential conflict [1, 15], rather than to insufficient
activation. The factors guiding the choice between PNs and definite descriptions in these
contexts require a separate investigation.

Table 4 shows the results of the t-tests; p-values below 0.05 aremarked in boldface. p-
values for the whole dataset and different subsets are provided for comparison. Note that
starting from the subset with distance values of 0 and 1 eliminated (line 3), statistical
significance of the differences in the distance distributions of SDDs and PNs is not
confirmed.

Table 4. p-values for t-tests, PNs vs. SDDs at different thresholds

LinD RhD

Whole dataset 0.023169555 0.00041527

Distance values of 0 are eliminated 0.068387056 0.002861141

Distance values of 0 and 1 are eliminated 0.204953338 0.171664547

Distance values of 0 to 2 are eliminated 0.580578004 0.819044445

Distance values of 0 to 3 are eliminated 0.112348106 0.991416212

Distance values of 0 to 4 are eliminated 0.65972398 0.881422687
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We also conducted an additional series of t-tests, with the difference that PNs and
SDDs were combined into a single class of full NPs and were compared to pronouns.
The difference in distribution is confirmed for all tests (with all p-values below 0.05
and mostly below 10−10). This result conforms to the claim that basic referential choice
is mainly guided by activation, and supports our assumption that LinD and RhD are
adequate substitutes for activation levels.

Thus our analysis revealed no evidence of SDDs and PNs corresponding to different
activation levels.

3 Factors of SDD Usage Unrelated to Activation

Having found that activation is unlikely to account for the distribution of SDDs and PNs
in our corpus, we now search for alternative factors that may be responsible for this
choice.

3.1 Animacy

Fraurud [16] demonstrated that humans are denoted by means of definite descriptions
significantly more rarely than inanimate referents. The data from the WSJ MoRA 2020
corpus support this finding. For human referents, 78.35% of full NPs are PNs, and
21.65% are SDDs; for inanimate referents, the ratio is roughly the opposite: 20.45%
PNs and 79.55% SDDs.

Animacy is known to be a factor of basic referential choice, that is contribute to
referent activation; see [1, 17]. If SDDs corresponded to a higher activation level than
PNs, we would observe a frequency distribution converse to the one observed in our
data. Therefore, we conclude that in the case of the SDD vs. PN choice the factor of
animacy plays a separate role, unrelated to activation processes.

3.2 Number

The effect of animacy described above, however, is overridden if the referent is a group
of persons and the NP is in the plural (e.g. the leaders; the women). In this case, SDD
mentions surpass PNs strongly (24 vs. 2 instances, respectively).

Thus the combination of a referent’s grammatical number and its animacy is a good
predictor of referential choice between PNs and SDDs.

3.3 Relative Length of PNs and SDDs

The observation that, for some referents, their basic proper name (e.g. Banco Exterior)
is perceptibly longer than their mention via the corresponding common noun (e.g. the
bank), lead us to the hypothesis that at least in some instances, this might be a reason
for the writer to prefer an SDD over a PN, and, conversely, if a referent has a compact
PN, such as an acronym (e.g. the U.S.), the SDD option (e.g. the country) is less likely
to be chosen.
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It is difficult to define the conditions under which one expression may be judged
to be “lighter” than another one. How substantial must be the difference? In what units
must it be measured? We compared lengths of expressions in characters, omitting the
definite article and punctuation marks. In the present study, our goal is to test whether
the tendency proposed above exists in principle, so our priority is to have simple and
objective heuristics rather than to find an optimal metric.

To test the hypothesis, we selected a sample of 78 referential chains from the corpus,
based on the following criteria:

• for the given referent, both expression types are available: PN and SDD;
• the referential chain contains at least three anaphors in the form of either a PN or an
SDD;

• animate referents are excluded due to the effects of animacy and number discussed
above.

For each referent, all of its PN and SDDmentions were determined, and the character
lengths of those were compared. The PN and the SDD were taken in their respective
shortest (basic) modifications attested in the text (e.g. P&G and not Procter & Gamble;
state and not country). The SDD for quite a few referents was not present in the texts,
in which case the most basic variant was selected for comparison, corresponding to the
category of the referent (country, company).

Finally, the sample was divided into two subgroups based on whether the SDD was
shorter than the PN or not (40 and 38 instances, respectively), and they were compared
in terms of the share of SDDs in the referential chain.

The results are presented in Fig. 1. Values within each of the groups are sorted in
descending order. Although in each of the groups, the values ranged from 0 to 0.8 and
above, still the group in which the SDDwas shorter than the PN demonstrated a tendency
toward higher SDD rates, and an unpaired t-test showed this difference to be statistically
significant (p = 0.466143).

These results suggest that relative length is another factor of referential choice
between PNs and SDDs: shorter SSDs have more chances to be preferred over the
corresponding PNs.

3.4 SDDs Among the Prior Mentions Within the Referential Chain

In the case of certain referents, SDDs are used extensively, and for some other referents
they are not, even though these referents do not differ in terms of relative length of their
respective PNs and SDDs. This becomes especially evident with long referential chains
comprising about 10 full NP mentions and more: in some of such chains the share of
SDDs among all full NPs reaches 0.75 (e.g. California – state), while in some other only
0.36 (e.g. Boston Co – unit).

A closer analysis of such referential chains in the corpus reveals that this effect
cannot be accounted for by different activation levels, since in the referential chains that
were analyzed, SDDs do not appear preferably at shorter distances, as well as PNs do
not appear preferably at longer distances. This suggests that a certain referent within a
certain text may be generally more or less prone to the use of SDDs.
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Fig. 1. SDD usage rate depending on relative length of PNs and SDDs

A referent’s propensity to the use of SDDs discussed here is reflected in the frequency
of SDDs within the referential chain. Accordingly, the probability that the referent will
be mentioned by means of an SDD at a given point in discourse is predicted, in addition
to other factors, by the frequency of SDDs among the prior mentions of the referent
within the chain.

4 Conclusion

The prediction that SDDs correspond to a particular range of activation distinct from that
of PNs was not confirmed by our data. Distance metrics in the anaphor-antecedent pairs
were used as an approximation of referent activation, and the difference in distribution
of their values observed for SDDs and PNs was not found to be statistically significant.

We suggest that instances of PNs and SDDs correspond to one and the same range
of referent activation, while there are additional factors of semantic and usage-based
nature that influence the choice between them.

These results are important for the exploration of the larger issue of modeling the
choice between various types of full NPs.

Directions for further research on the topic include:

• usage of SDDs and PNs under referential conflict;
• exploration of the specific contexts that favor the use of DemDs, LDDs, and indefinite
descriptions;

• factors leading to the variation of SDD forms within the referential chain (cf. the
company/the unit/the manufacturer all pertaining to the same referent).
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Abstract. We have implemented neurosemantic analysis to identify voxel-wise
representations of lexical items in brain’s reaction of native participants on Rus-
sian spoken narratives and these representations possible global asymmetries in
the brain. Twenty-five subjects took part in this study. Five texts with personal
life stories were presented as audio stimuli. Each story was 2 min long. Ultra-
fast MRI sequences (TR = 1000 ms) were used to scan brain activity. Scanning
was performed on 3 T MRI (Siemens). Seven subjects were selected for further
analysis following the control of their cognitive involvement into listening and
the level of their registered brain activity. As in an earlier our study with these
narratives, twelve lexical clusters were found, with different but coherent seman-
tic fields: from time-and-space concepts to human actions and mental states. The
individual semantic maps of each subject look similar in terms of their broad brain
activity distribution. Clusters demonstrated nearly symmetrical localization. This
fact implies that the left and right hemispheres are both involved in the neural
representation of mental lexicon.

Keywords: Neurosemantics · Narratives · Russian language

1 Introduction

While speech processing in the cerebral cortex demonstrates significant left-side lat-
eralization [1], the comprehension of natural text and processing of speech semantics
is a higher order cognitive function and thus may demonstrate more compound and
distributed brain localization [2, 3]. Indeed, language may designate any aspect of the
observed world or of subjective experience. Speech may refer to visual, tactile, haptic,
or olfactory representation of real or imaginary objects, as well as to the emotional expe-
rience or its conceptual processing [4–6]. Thus, speech comprehension mechanisms in
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the human brain can interact with other processing and representation systems during
the analysis of an oral text [7]. In our study, we examine the localization in processing
of semantic categories, assigned to text words, during the comprehension of oral nar-
ratives. This study used the methodology proposed by Alexander Huth and colleagues
[8], where it was for the first time shown how semantic information is represented in
the entire neurocognitive system as compared to the studies, that tested only a handful
of stimulus conditions (living things, tools, food and others) [9, 10]. The study by Huth
et al. presented the semantic maps of the English language on the cerebral cortex. Natu-
rally spoken biographical texts in English were used as audio stimuli with simultaneous
recording of the brain neural networks activity with functional MRI for seven subjects.
Researchers found that the English language semantic map almost symmetrically covers
the cortex surface of the right and left hemispheres of the brain.

Recently, we published results of several studies addressing methodology of neu-
rosemantic research in difference to the common method of cognitive subtraction [11,
12]. In the current work, the question of localization of neurosemantic representations
will be further considered on material of the Russian spoken narratives. In two related
works, we discuss at more length lexical [13] and communicative [14] aspects of this
study. We repeat here some details of our method for the sake of better understanding.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants and stimuli

We have produced five original narrated stories as stimulus material. These five stories
were first-person narratives that describe personal life events: eachwas a small emotional
story of the same author. Texts were recorded by a professional performer and orally
presented to subjects in fMRI. All texts were accompanied by linguistic markup: each
word was annotated by a semantic vector, depending on the distance of the word to 997
feature words (see below).

The study involved 25 people (native Russian speakers, all right-handed). Informed
consent was obtained from each participant prior to the experiment. Participation in the
study was not paid. Ethical approval for the study was provided by the local Ethics
Committee of the National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute”. Most of participants
were excluded from the analysis following the two criteria. First, it was important to
verify that a person in tomographic scanner was really listening to the texts and was
involved in them. To control the involvement, we asked subjects to fill out a questionnaire
after the experiment. Subjects were to evaluate the significance of each text on a five-
degree scale. For further analysis we have selected subjects, who gave 4 or 5 points to at
least three texts out of five. Second, the significance of the registered BOLD-signal was
controlled as compared to the resting state. The activity of the brain in some significant
zones such as hippocampi and amygdalae, was chosen as the criteria. Following these
two principals, we selected seven people for the further analysis (5 female, mean age
23.8).
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2.2 Stimuli Markup

Semantics of the stimulus material has to be formalized and represented for further
analysis, so each word within the texts got semantic and temporal markup. For time
alignment, start and end timeof each oralwordweremanually annotated inELANspeech
annotation software – in milliseconds from the start of the text. For the semantic markup
we attributed to each word a 300-dimensional word2vec vector, automatically extracted
basing on the joint occurrence of words in The Russian National Corpus and Russian
Wikipedia [15]. Thereafter we selected feature words: 500 most frequent Russian nouns
and 497most frequent Russian verbs [16]. All these feature words were marked up using
the same word2vec distributional semantic model. Basing on the word2vec vectors,
for each original text word we calculated similarities to each of the feature words as
cosine distances of their vectors. Further, each text word has received a 997-dimensional
representation vector as the similarities of the word to each of the 997 feature words.

The MRI data was acquired using a 3T SIEMENS Magnetom Verio MR tomo-
graph. The T1-weighted sagittal three-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid gradi-
ent echo sequence was acquired with the following imaging parameters: 176 slices, TR
= 1,900 ms, TE = 2.19 ms, slice thickness = 1 mm, flip angle = 9°, inversion time =
900 ms, FOV= 250× 218 mm. fMRI data was acquired with the following parameters:
30 slices, TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 25 ms, slice thickness = 3 mm, flip angle = 90°, FOV
= 192 × 192 mm. The obtained anatomical and fMRI data were processed using the
SPM8 program [17], in which the following processing steps were carried out: bringing
the center of anatomical and functional images to the front commissure (AC); correction
of field heterogeneity for functional data; calculation of the motion vector of the head
and the correction of data using the obtained vector; co-registration of functional images
with anatomical; correction of time offset between slices (slice-timing correction); seg-
mentation of anatomical images into gray and white matter, cerebrospinal fluid; spatial
normalization of anatomical and functional images.

2.3 Advanced Pre-processing

In an earlier work, we have already described all steps of pre-processing [11]. In these
steps, we firstly formed the stimuli matrix [Features × Time samples (Words)], where
stimuli were represented as a variation of each feature value over time. The standard
scores (z-scores) for the stimuli matrix rows were calculated. These scores are dimen-
sionless quantities, what allowed us to compare them with the BOLD signal, for which
z-scores were also found.

For further calculations, it was necessary to bring the time series of semantic vectors
to the fMRI time scale (with a repetition time of TR = 1.1 s), that is, to resample.
For resampling, the Lanczos filter is used with a cut-off frequency set to the Nyquist
frequency of the fMRI acquisition. The last step of pre-processing the stimuli matrix
was to consider time delays of the fMRI scanning nature. The BOLD signal increases
and decreases in accordance with the well-known non-linear graph of Haemodynamic
Response Function. To approximate this curve, 5-point delays were used, 3.3, 4.4, 5.5,
6.6 and 7.7 s. Accordingly, 5 copies of time series of each feature were created and
concatenated.
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To estimate how 997 features affect the BOLD response in each voxel in the cortex
and the subcortical structures of the brain, we applied a specially prepared atlas mask
to all the voxels in the data. The mask represents neocortical gray-matter voxels of both
hemispheres, as well as those of some subcortical structures, e.g. amygdalae, brainstem,
and cerebellum. After applying the mask only about 100,000 voxels (from 900,000
initially) remained.

We used the regularized linear regression (or ridge regression) procedure for the
estimation of the weights of each feature for each voxel. The OLS regression does
not work directly because the features number (4985) is greater than the time samples
number (467). This problem is solved by regularization. The matrices formula of it is as
following: Y = Xβ, where Y is the BOLD signal matrix (t × m), X is the stimuli matrix
(t × p), β is the weight matrix; t is time samples, m is the voxel number, p is the feature
number.

E = ‖Y − Xβ‖2 + α‖β‖2 (1)

The cross-validation method was used to find the regularizing coefficient α. For this
purpose, the data set was divided into two parts: in the first part the weights are estimated
for a given α, in the second part these weights are tested. The procedure is repeated for
each α of interest. Thereafter α with the best prediction is selected and weights are
calculated using the entire dataset and this α.

In order to find the best voxels to accommodate the semantic features represented
by our stimulus words, we chose 10,000 voxels with the highest correlation between
predicted responses to the fifth text and the actual BOLD responses. The correlation
coefficients range between 0.16 and 0.54. These voxels are distributed approximately
equally across the hemispheres and across the gray matter. The principal component
analysis (PCA) method was applied to the weight matrices [Voxels × Features]. Before
that, the featureswere averaged over time of hemodynamic responses (that is, out of 4985
features, 997 features were again obtained). For the resulting 10,000 voxels, matrices of
scores and loadings were constructed in the principal components space, whereby first
four factors of the PCA were used as respective dimensions. After that, we projected
the stimuli words into this principal component space by multiplying each word vector
by the feature vector in PCA space. Then we chose the most important words in this
space implying their significance is the distance from all words cloud center.We selected
80% of the words randomly and found their convex hull in this space. By repeating this
procedure 1,000 times, we constructed the set of words that appeared on the hull at least
once.

After the convex hull procedure, there were 162 words left for cluster analysis. We
used hierarchical clustering, the complete linking method. A cutoff threshold of 1 was
selected, as a result, we got 12 clusters, with a cardinality from 5 to 23 words. Some
words had comparable distances to the centers of several clusters and, thus, could not
be attributed to a single cluster. This is an expected result as in natural languages words
may belong to several semantic domains at the same time. However, in this paper, we
attempted a more formal approach with additional filtering of words for clustering by
choosing words that had a similarity to the center of one cluster 15% more than to the
centers of all other clusters. This filtering reduced the word count to 111. After a recal-
culation of cluster centers, the new clusters were more compact: the distance of each
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word to the center of its cluster was over 2 times less than to the center of any other
cluster. These derivate clusters were named in accordance with the semantics of words
within each cluster but basically they had the same meaning on the first sight and there-
fore preserved their old names – rebuilding, city, threat, event, function, confrontation,
deprivation, experience, goal, creation (space), order, and try (moving).

3 Results

As each cluster can be represented by its words and the weight matrix contains the
significance of each voxel for each feature, we used the stimulimatrix as a transformation
matrix from features to words and multiplied it by the weight matrix. Then each word
was weighted for each voxel. We found 250 most representative voxels for each word
in every cluster, and further – voxel representations for each cluster.

These voxels representations sometimes had common voxels for different clusters.
For thorough identification of such voxels, intersection procedure was used. The voxels
were intersected between subjects for each cluster and between clusters for each subject.
Someof thevoxelswere represented in all the clusters,while other voxels, on the contrary,
belonged only to a single cluster.

Fig. 1. Maps of active voxels of the brain for all subjects across all clusters.

Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas [18] was used to count the number of
voxels in four major zones: cortex, subcortical structures, brain stem and cerebellum.
These four zones were constructed directly from unification of the AAL zones.

On our view, it was inappropriate to compare directly the absolute number of voxels
in different brain areas, because even for the best 10000 voxels, their number differed
from zone to zone (Table 1). To consider this difference, we have calculated the ratio of
the cluster voxels in a given zone to the subset of the best 10,000 voxels, represented in
the same zone (Table 2). The individual data for all clusters are presented in Appendix
(Table 3).
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Fig. 2. Maps of brain voxels active in any clusters.

4 Discussion

As can be seen from the data presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1, the representation
of semantic groups has nearly equal distribution over the gray matter of the brain for
all subjects. The individual semantic maps of each subject look similar in terms of even
distribution. The localization of words that are specific and nonspecific for clusters was
analyzed, respectively. In case of words, non-specific to individual clusters, there is an
equal distribution of activations. In case of specific words, clusters with localization
zones with significant size can be observed in individual brain structures. Although
stimuli texts were situational in nature, the activation of neural networks of the brain
was spatially distributed throughout the cortex, which corresponds to the results by Huth
et al. [8].

Table 2 shows data on 4 regions of the brain – the gray matter of the cerebral cortex,
subcortical structures, cerebellum, and brainstem. Semantic maps for the English lan-
guage [8] also had approximately symmetry along the long axe of cerebral cortex. Our
preliminary analysis for 132 brain structures according to the AAL anatomical Atlas
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Table 1. Distribution of the 10,000 best voxels in the brain for all subjects (L and R correspond
to left and right hemispheres).

Brain Region Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 Subject 7

Cortex (L) 3494 3505 4444 3757 3331 3481 3942

Cortex (R) 3639 3535 3715 3561 3872 4379 3442

Subcort. (L) 319 279 190 263 283 269 243

Subcort. (R) 242 189 149 180 209 185 185

Stem (L) 98 95 46 81 101 92 95

Stem (R) 127 159 57 119 158 99 136

Cerebel. (L) 885 1030 350 786 836 636 844

Cerebel. (R) 912 941 826 1018 952 629 837

Table 2. Number of active voxels for intersection of all the clusters and ratio of these voxels to
the number of the best 10,000 voxels, represented in the same zone for each subject (L and R
correspond to left and right hemispheres; percentages are given in parentheses)

Brain Region Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 Subject 7

Cortex (L) 101 (2.9) 93 (2.7) 128 (2.9) 121 (3.2) 109 (3.3) 122 (3.5) 113 (2.9)

Cortex (R) 107 (2.9) 92 (2.6) 91 (2.5) 90 (2.5) 154 (4,0) 92 (2.1) 102 (3,0)

Subcort. (L) 9 (2.8) 11 (3.9) 7 (3.7) 7 (2.7) 3 (1.1) 8 (3,0) 4 (1.7)

Subcort. (R) 4 (1.7) 5 (2.7) 3 (2) 6 (3.3) 6 (2.9) 2 (1.1) 6 (3.2)

Stem (L) 2 (2.0) 7 (7.4) 2 (4.4) 2 (2.5) 0 (0) 3 (3.3) 2 (2.1)

Stem (R) 2 (1.6) 6 (3.8) 3 (5.3) 10 (8.4) 2 (1.3) 7 (7.1) 1 (0.7)

Cerebel. (L) 17 (1.9) 40 (3.9) 9 (2.6) 21 (2.7) 12 (1.4) 14 (2.2) 9 (1.1)

Cerebel. (R) 25 (2.7) 32 (3.4) 21 (2.5) 20 (2) 4 (0.4) 20 (3.2) 13 (1.6)

[18] showed that voxel activation for any structure was nearly symmetrical for the left
and right hemispheres for each subject. Frontal, prefrontal, and temporal brain, both
left and right, was involved, as well as the regions around temporoparietal junction,
precuneus and other structures. In our study, such symmetry is also observed for the
subcortical structures and the cerebellum. The involvement of internal structures in lin-
guistic processing has been previously discussed [19, 20]. Also, on the basis of semantic
contrasts, the role of cerebellar structures in language processing was registered [6]. The
hypothesis of the modulating role of the cerebellum in speech processing and in various
non-motor language processes such as lexical retrieval, syntax, and language dynamics
was proposed [21, 22]. According to our results, the activity of the cerebellar zones is
spatially different for different clusters that may indicate specific conceptual processes.
Such conceptual processes could be evolutionarily programmed, and their specificity
could be determined during the formation of individual experience [23–26]. Formed
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clusters of semantic groups at different cognitive levels in the left and right hemispheres
could correspond to the conceptual structures.

An important part of semantic information processing is the identification of the
common concept or understanding of the narrative. Such processes may also be non-
specific to clusters of semantic groups. There is increased brain activity in the area of the
cerebellum, as well as in the area of the default mode network (DMN) zones: the medial
prefrontal cortex (MPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the inferior parietal
cortex of left (LIPC) and right (RIPC) hemispheres. New work [27] also underlined the
role of the DMN in the neurosemantic encoding of narratives. It has been shown that this
generalization is executed at higher levels than those, withholding individual semantic
units, and that this encoding is systematic for both individuals (Americans, Iranians,
Chinese) and three languages (English, Chinese, and Farsi). Thus, our study testifies to
the important role playing by structures of both hemispheres – the cerebrum as well as
cerebellum – in advanced linguistic processes.

5 Conclusions

Based on a neurosemantic approach for meaningful narrated texts, we have constructed
voxel-wise maps of the cerebral cortex and subcortical structures and identified the
same 12 semantic clusters as previously even in more stringent clustering procedure
[11, 13]: rebuilding, city, threat, event, function, confrontation, deprivation, experience,
goal, space/ creation, order, try/ moving. These semantic clusters demonstrate nearly
symmetrical distribution across the cerebral cortex. However, we were able to find their
slight asymmetry in a related work [13]. Interestingly, overall processing of semantic
information seems to be similar in Russian and English languages, which presumably
indicates the universal nature of the mechanism, forming cognitive groups based on
individual experience. In addition to cortical regions, subcortical structures, cerebellar,
and stem structures were involved in the formation of these semantic clusters. At the end
of the paper, we speculate that the resulting clusters, within the framework of modern
linguistic and neurocognitive theories, can be characterized as the conceptual structures.

Acknowledgements. The study has been in part supported by the Russian Science Foundation,
grant 17-78-30029.
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Abstract. In this study, we used neurosemantic analysis to identify the brain
representation of words in Russian-language spoken narratives. 25 participants
listened to five stories, first person narratives of the same author describing threat-
ening episodes of recent history. Their brain BOLD (blood-oxygen-level depen-
dent) activation was registered by a 3TMRT (magnetic resonance tomograph).We
selected seven subjects, who were the best in terms of their engagement, mem-
ory for details of narratives and parameters of brain reactions, for further PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) analysis. 12 lexical clusters were found with
similar brain activation patterns and coherent semantics, which ranged from time-
and-space concepts to those of human actions and mental states. A new cluster
“author” emerged from the “mentalist” cluster 8, when we extended the number of
clusters from 13 to 16. The words in this new cluster described –quite accurately–
the narratives author’s profession and attitudes towards life. While most of the
clusters demonstrated a small left-hemispheric lateralization, involvement of the
right hemisphere was apparent in case of cluster “author”. Our results support the
view of non-modular and widely distributed nature of semantic representations.
These results also demonstrated possible relevance of the ideas in the works of
Vladimir Propp and Mikhail Bakhtin to modern neuroimaging of narrated stories.

Keywords: Narrative · Lexical semantics · Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) · Brain lateralization · Cluster analysis · Dialogic imagination

1 Introduction

Sporadic reports about semantic selectivity of some brain areas have existed for decades,
based on clinical observations [1, 2]. Experimental study of the neural basis of semantics
was made possible by the advent of neuroimaging. At early stages of neuroimaging
research, the dominant methodology was based on cognitive subtraction methodology,
where the data of the control (or baseline) condition is subtracted from that of the
experimental condition.As the control condition, one usually considers another cognitive
task, similar to the experimental task in every respect except for the variable of immediate
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interest or the resting state – a state in which brain presumably stays at the minimum
of its energy and cognitive facilities. However, this last presumption turned out to be
wrong: rest leads to a significant rise of activity in some of the brain’s structures called
the Default Mode Network (DMN), which structures seem to be crucial for our thinking
and inner life [3, 4]. The cognitive subtraction methodology is mostly appropriate in
studies of brain activity if one deals with examples of modular architectures. In cases of
higher symbolic processes, as for example in neurosemantics, the assumption ofmodular
organization seems doubtful [5].

The question about general distribution of language semantics in the humanbrainwas
formulated only relatively recently, in the work of Huth, De Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen,
Gallant [6]. They have implemented a new paradigm in investigation of meaning and in
so doing substantially enriched the old psycholinguistic approach that was initiated in
neobehaviorism and expanded in psychosemantics. Huth and colleagues studied brain
representation of the English language with the help of functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) in seven participants in response to orally presented narratives. The
authors reported two main results. Firstly, brain mapping of natural language categories
on an idealized two-dimensional surface of the cortex showed a similarity to the out-
lines of the DMN, characteristic of the “resting” state. Secondly, these representations
demonstrated broad distribution across the brain with no obvious signs of the initially
expected left hemispheric asymmetry.

In a recent paper, we reported neurosemantic mapping on the material of Russian-
language texts [7]. In the current work, we examine brain laterality of neurosemantic
representations from a thematic perspective. In a difference to other publications on
this topic, we also for the first time present data, which connects this line of modern
experimental research in cognitive neuroscience with the classical tradition of literary
studies by Propp [8] and Bakhtin [9].

2 Method

2.1 Participants, Ethical Approval, and Stimulus Material

25 subjects (17 females; mean age of 22 years 7 months; 23 subjects reported to be right-
handed) participated in the experiment. All subjects were native speakers of Russian. As
students at the State University for the Humanities they were nonpaid for their participa-
tion. Informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to the experiment. Ethical
approval for this study was provided by the local Ethics Committee of the National
Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” (Protocol No.10 from the 1st of August 2018).
We asked subjects to maintain wakefulness with closed eyes during the study.

Stimulus material consisted of five original texts in Russian composed by one of
the authors of this article. The texts had an autobiographical character (1500 word-
forms). Each text was a story addressing significant social problems of contemporary
life. To produce the stimuli material for oral presentation, texts were recorded by a
professional broadcaster. We expected that the emotional first-person narratives, as well
as the addressed topics would ensure interest and involvement of at least a subgroup of
subjects. Cognitive involvement was controlled by a questionnaire, subsequent memory
test, and brain imaging. The order of stories presentation was randomized. In contrast
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to the work by Huth et al. [6]) and typical neuroimaging experiments, every stimulus
narrative was presented only once in order to prevent semantic saturation of the material
and overall habituation.

2.2 Linguistic Markup

The semantics of each word was represented as a 997-dimensional vector. These dimen-
sions (features) were numeric estimations of similarity of a stimulus word meaning to
those of 997 most frequent Russian nouns and verbs [10], evaluated as cosine distances
between their word2vec vectors. The particular word2vec model was created within
the frames of RusVectōrēs project and trained on the National Russian Corpus and
the Russian segment of Wikipedia [11]. Temporal allocations of the words in the audio-
presentations were annotated in ELAN speech annotation software1 and double-checked
by experts.

2.3 Brain Imaging

We used a 3T SIEMENS Magnetom Verio MRI scanner where BOLD (blood-oxygen-
level dependent) signal was continuously registered. The scanning process had two
stages: capturing high-resolution anatomical data and recording functional data by a
parallel scanning protocol with ultrafast EPI-sequence (TR = 1100 ms, TE = 33 ms,
56 slices, slice thickness − 2 mm, spatial resolution in each slice − 2 × 2 mm). Profes-
sional audio-equipment was used to represent audio-stimuli and to suppress the noise of
tomography.

2.4 Data Processing

Weevaluated the influence of each of 997 features on each of 103,163 voxels of individual
brains’ grey matter over the whole time of texts presentation divided into 490 epochs.
This allowed us to transform thematrix of word feature vectors in time into voxel activity
vectors in time for every subject.We then selected seven subjects (all right-handed; mean
age 23 years 8months; five females) maximally engaged in listening and comprehension
of the texts according to a questionnaire, memory performance, and imaging data such
as activation of auditory areas as well as hippocampi and amygdalae related to memory
functioning and emotion.

Further, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the weight matrix
[Voxels X Features]. The first four components of the PCA scores matrix were used as
respective spatial dimensions for projecting stimulus words. We did this projecting by
multiplying each word vector by the feature vector in the PCA space. We chose words in
this space implying that their significance was the distance from the center of the word
cloud.We randomly selected 80% of the words and found their convex hull in this space.
Repeating this procedure 1000 times, we constructed a set of 163 words that appeared on
the hull at least once. We proceeded with hierarchical agglomerative clustering (single-
linkage technique) on words from this set. After studying the tree diagram, we have

1 See: https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan

https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan
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selected a cutoff threshold (the maximum distance for objects located within the same
cluster) equal to 1. Thus, 12 lexical clusters were formed with cardinality from 5 to 23
words. To check for stability of this clustering, we also performed the division of the
relevant word set on 13, 14, 15, and 16 clusters.

3 Results

While four axes of PCA, according to Huth et al. [6], were difficult to interpret, the
12 basic clusters from the neurosemanic analysis permitted a relatively straightforward
interpretation [12]. For example, clusters 2, 9 and 10 were connected with “space and
time” of actions described in the narratives, while clusters 1, 3 and 11 – with topics of
threats, deprivation, and overt conflicts (war), respectively. Lexical items with modality
of intention such as have to do, action optionality and goals were concentrated within
cluster 5. Notions overtly related to the subjective experience such as conscious, intelli-
gence, feeling, were mapped by the cluster analysis of word semantics and brain activity
to the cluster 8, which we called “experience”. This selection of 12 initial clusters
was confirmed by a post hoc Pearson correlation of the loci of their brain activation.
These correlations were highly significant and varied with precision of only one voxel
in every direction of MNI (Montreal Institute of Neurology) coordinates in pairwise
intersubjective comparisons from 62.4 to 78.3% (average 74.4%).

With respect to the issue of brain lateralization, the “mentalist” cluster 8 was the
only one that demonstrated on average slight right-hemispheric localization in the num-
ber of significantly activated voxels. In all other clusters, brain localization had a left-
hemispheric bias or was approximately symmetrical (see Table 1). A three-way ANOVA
showed a significant dependency of the number of active voxels from each single factor
of subject, hemisphere, and cluster (p < 0.02 and better). This analysis proved a domi-
nant left-hemispheric asymmetry for the majority of clusters in the number of activated
voxels. It could also be easily seen from mean data in Table 1, where paired mean mea-
surement data differed significantly according to Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (n = 12, W
= 2, p< 0.01). All two-ways interactions of ANOVAwere highly significant (p< 0.01)
as well, with exception of hemisphere X cluster interaction, which was approaching
significance (p < 0.06). Three-way interaction was non-significant.

In additional clustering into 13, 14, 15, and 16 clusters, the initial distribution of
words demonstrated an overall stability. However, the mentalist cluster 8 “experience”
was divided into two clusters we called cluster 13 “author” and 14 “resources”. The
first included the following words: life, knowledge, study, material, world, scientific,
neuropsychologist, simultaneously, permanently, work. The second cluster consisted of
such words as elderly. Robust, illness, clinical, brain, conscious, food, reaction, child,
conscious, feeling, emotion. This division remained in the same lexical composition in
all additional steps of cluster analysis, in divisions from 14 to 16 clusters. We analyzed
the brain lateralization of active voxels representing these new clusters in two different
ways shown in Table 2. In the first two columns of the table, we present the same type of
data as in Table 1. In the following three columns, we present data from a more rigorous
analysis. First, we show here the number of voxels uniquely belonging to either “author”
or “resources”. In the last column of the Table 2, we present the number of voxels, shared
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by both these clusters. Thus, the trend towards right hemisphere involvement was present
only in cluster “author”.

Table 2. Number of active voxels as well as unique and common voxels for two clusters derived
from the cluster 8 “experience” depending on subject and hemisphere (see text for explanation).

Subj Hemi Author Resource Author
unique

Resource
unique

Common

1 Left 387 347 122 82 265

Right 442 394 118 88 306

2 Left 398 383 96 81 302

Right 367 348 96 77 271

3 Left 486 434 155 103 331

Right 448 382 164 98 284

4 Left 399 446 109 73 290

Right 346 388 103 73 243

5 Left 299 363 84 60 215

Right 363 316 88 61 275

6 Left 425 275 123 70 302

Right 451 336 140 100 311

7 Left 430 448 112 130 318

Right 451 414 144 107 307

Mean Left 403 374 114 86 280

Mean Right 407 371 122 86 285

In a voxel-wise analysis, we also attempted to find statistical significance for activa-
tion of voxels uniquely related to clusters “author” or “resources”. Few, from 1 (subject
2) to 19 (subject 6), such voxels could be discovered (p < 0.05, uncorrected), but these
data did not survive a stringent control with appropriate statistical correction for multiple
comparisons. Obviously, a more holistic approach is needed in neurosemantic studies.
To this end, in visualization of data, we smoothed each of the voxels unique to the clus-
ter "author", as well as the common voxels across clusters. We used the box kernel of
the size 3 because the significant voxel correlation among subjects was achieved with
the precision of one neighboring voxel for each coordinate axis in MNI space. Then
we summed the voxel matrices of all subjects into one. If the threshold number 7 was
achieved for a voxel, it meant that all subjects had this voxel somewhere within a cube
with an edge of 3 voxels. We rejected voxels with the threshold number less than 7 and
thus came up with a generalized visualisation for all subjects with the precision of a
3-by-3-by-3 voxel cube. The resulting representations are shown in Fig. 1 for the cluster
"author” and in Fig. 2 for the cluster "resources". In these figures, common voxels are
colored in red and unique voxels in yellow.
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Fig. 1. Voxels representing cluster “author” (see text for details).

Fig. 2. Voxels representing cluster “resources” (see text for details).

Due to a high proportion of common voxels, the two figures look similar. Their
dominant feature is the activity in the right prefrontal region and around the left parieto-
occipital junction.Our general impression from the visualization of the data is that unique
voxels of the cluster “author” concentrated in the prefrontal and parietal-occipital regions
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of the brain, while for the cluster “resources” in the posterior and lateral aspects of the left
cortex. No activation was apparent in the temporal lobes, in contrast with the majority
of initial clusters. In both cases, traces of activation were found across the whole cortex
as well as in the cerebellum and subcortical regions.

4 Discussion

In the results section, we initially noted that PCA dimensions are notoriously difficult for
interpretation. However, in our case they can be related, for example, to the art of timing
and evolution of events. The first dimension, which had the heaviest loading, seems to
differentiate events occurring here and now, “in the moment,” from those characterized
by an extended and continuous unfolding. Trying to find the best word for naming this
major dimension of PCA,we discovered the notion of “chronotope” proposed byMikhail
Bakhtin [9]. In a speculative vein, tree other dimensions of PCAwere then interpreted as
appropriate complexity vs. Relaxed simplification, some focal part vs. Undifferentiated
whole, and, finally, as hints triggering socially important recollections vs. Something of
complete irrelevance. Perhaps, this relative transparence of the PCA dimensions is one
of specificities of our stimulus material and subjects in contrast to that of Huth et al. [6]
who have no coherent stories by the same author and did not select the engaged subjects
from a larger group.

The most important result of our study is the demonstration that maps of brain
semantic activation strongly follow the principle of conceptual similarity, reminiscent of
Donald Hebb’s famous decoding of abbreviation CNS as “Conceptual Nervous System”.
The 12 basic clusters build up a relatively closed system of reference resembling the
‘narratemes’ system in organization of fairytales known from the works of Vladimir
Propp and his followers [8, 13]. Propp has deconstructed the storylines of Russian
fairytales and suggested a list of basic units to describe their plot structure. The units
(like for example, “prohibition → breach of prohibition by protagonist”) suggested
the conceptualization for any fairytale situation, regardless of the particular details or
actors. In this sense, the allocated clusters may offer a similar conceptualization scheme
for situations in the presented personal narratives.

This central role of conceptual similarity is obvious from studies onmemory illusions
[14, 15], and from our results. It even allowed us to compute possible brain localization
for representation of words, which were not explicitly presented as stimuli in the current
experiment [16]. Interestingly some words from the set of 997 feature words − such as
fame, bank, name, and card − could not be processed in this way because their similarity
to the centers of 12 referent clusters was too low by the criteria of closeness to the center
of at least one of them. In our view, the explanation is their minimal or altogether absent
role in thematic set of our limited pool of narrated stories.

Of particular interest is cluster 13. We called it “author” as the words in this cluster
described the author, his profession, and attitudes toward life more precisely than it was
done in any of the separate stories. One of the hallmarks of the Russian literary tradition
is the Bakhtin’s ideas about dialogical imagination and heteroglossia in understanding a
novel. To have a dialogue one needs at least one other person and, according to Bakhtin,
such an additional voice belongs to the author of the novel who, somehow, has to be
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present in the mind of the reader/ listener [9]. Neurosemantic ‘envelope’ of the author’s
model is the cluster 8, with its reference to factors of mentality. Secondly, the represen-
tation is special in purely neurophysiological sense of the word. Most of the clusters
dealing with objective and even subjective (“goal”) settings of narrated stories show in
our study a left-sided lateralization. This is not surprising as language perception and
production are traditionally attributed − at least in the right-handed persons − to the
left hemisphere [1, 17]. More central is the fact that the left-hemispheric lateralization
is not apparent in the initial cluster 8; and that in further clustering the new cluster 13
demonstrated, in the group data, up to 58% of its uniquely activated voxels as localized
within the right hemisphere.

As a rule, the theories of semantic hemispheric differences stem from clinical obser-
vations and studies. For example, one of them, the ‘hub-and-spoke’ model, is the author-
itative model of conceptual knowledge, which is based on data gathered in patients with
semantic dementia. In its classical version [18], this model stipulated that conceptual
representations are stored in a unitary “amodal” format in the left and right anterior tem-
poral lobes (ATL), because in semantic dementia the disorder cuts across modalities and
categories. Partial specialization occurs across the ATL hub as a consequence of graded
differential connectivity across the region. The role of the left hemisphere was repeat-
edly emphasized due to connectivity with the left-lateralized speech output module in
prefrontal and motor cortices [17, 19]. At the same time, the idea placing conceptual
representations in such a focal area can easily be wrong since this region is not even a
part of heteromodal association cortex.

Thus, the novel results of our study are themerely symmetrical localization of activity
in case of clusters “experience” and “threat” in the initial set of 12 clusters and also an
increased involvement of the right hemisphere activity in case of newly discovered cluster
“author”. This cannot be explained simply by the fact that these clusters refer to mental
states because clusters “deprivation” and “goal” can be considered “mental” as well.
However, both latter clusters demonstrated a clear left-hemispheric bias. The pattern
is reminiscent of the results of levels-of-processing studies where semantic encoding
was compared with self-and-other referential effects on memory performance [20] in
a positron emission tomography study [21] showed a prefrontal localization in the left
hemisphere for semantic categorization and a symmetrical localization or a trend towards
the frontopolar right hemisphere in self-reference. Perhaps, the crucial difference here
seems to be the reflective consciousness in perceiving and understanding subject-matter
of narratives and personality of their author [22].

This is especially critical in building the model of author of narrated stories rep-
resented neurosemantically by cluster 13. Here and in case of the cluster “resources”,
we noted activation in the right prefrontal and left parieto-occipital regions. This diag-
onal of brain organization is known as Yakovlevian Torque and its frontal components
are characterized by a particularly rapid development in anthropogenesis. For example,
frontal structures anterior to the right Sylvian fissure are anatomically ‘torqued for-
ward’ relative to their counterparts on the left. Structures on the left pole of occipital
lobe may be involved in the processes of imagination [23, 24]. First described after
WW2, Yakovlevian Torque phenomenon is supported by modern ontogenetic [25] and
paleoneurological findings [26]. With respect to underlying architecture, we encounter
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in such studies widely distributed networks not limited to the Default Mode Network
or some parts of neocortex such as ATL. In fact, temporal lobes were not specifically
involved in representing the clusters “author” and “resources”. The existence of suchnon-
modular architectures in the human brain was predicted already by Fodor as architecture
of higher-order isotropic systems [27] and by other authors [5, 28, 29]. Non-modularity
seems to be a common case in experiments on semantics of language. In this, our find-
ings were broadly consistent with those reported for the English language, which points
to the universality of the factors governing brain’s lexical representations of narrated
stories [6, 30].

5 Conclusion

This is the first study which demonstrated the existence of neurosemantic cluster “au-
thor”, which was predicted in the literary studies by Mikhail Bakhtin [9] as a necessary
element in understanding novels. This authentic new result was only possible when we
used in the current experiment meaningful stories written by the same author and not
fragments of different texts or even narratives, which could not be attributed to a single
author [6, 7]. In contrast to typical studies in cognitive neuroscience, we also selected a
small number of engaged participants and presented these stories only once to prevent
effects of semantic saturation and overall habituating.

On the whole, our results support the view of conceptual similarity as a defining
factor in brain representation of lexical semantics. By taking into account the factor of
conceptual similarity of a word to 12 reference clusters, we were able to predict localiza-
tion of words not explicitly presented as stimuli [16]. Like in an analogous study of the
English language [6], the findings point to a non-modular and widely distributed nature
of semantic representations, which extended in our case beyond structures of neocortex
andDMN. They also demonstrate that the right hemisphere can be substantially involved
in representation of the “mentalist” component of conceptual structures including the
newly discovered neurosemantic cluster related to identity of the author of narratives.
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Abstract. In this article, the process of internal pronunciation (covert speech) is
associated with the internal speech through an intellectual process such as silent
reading. The objective of the research is to compare the EP of visual and audi-
tory perception and internal pronunciation of phonemes and syllables; to classify
phonemes, words and syllables from covert speech, according to the EEG-data.
Electrical activity was measured in tasks: for visual and auditory perception and
pronunciation; for perception and pronunciation of conditioned stimuli. Electro-
physiological experiment registrated using 19-channel EEG. Seven phonemes (A,
B, F, G, M, R, U) and ten syllables composed of these phonemes (BA, FA, GA,
MA,RA,BU,RU,MU, FU,GU)were selected for the experiment. Japanesewords
constructed using current phonemes were used as conditional stimuli (a trigger for
the stimulus’s pronunciation). The obtained data analysis was carried out using
the statistical programming language R. Results, based on the ANOVA have sig-
nificant differences for all experimental stages. Pronunciation as a reaction to a
conditioned stimulus in the form of Japanese words were comparedwith two types
of of covert speech initialization. The averaged reconstruction was between 63–
67% (group averaging). In pairwise classifications of Japanese phonemes, stimuli
reconstruction was between 76% and 83%. There is also a significant difference
between the pronunciation and initialization type, regardless of the stimulus type
(p < 0.001), but changes across channels are significant only for phonemes (p
= 0.03). Main significant differences (p < 0.05) were found on C3 and F3 (for
audio feed the differences are also seen on channel F7) in the early EP latencies
(temporal zone).

Keywords: EEG · EP · Internal pronunciation · Covert speech · Syllables ·
Phonemes ·Words · Conditioned stimuli · Non-existent words · Japanese ·
Neologisms · SVM

1 Introduction

According to Ch. Parnin, covert speech is a muted mental speech accompanied by a
thought process [1]. In this article, the process of internal pronunciation (covert speech)
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is associated with the internal speech through an intellectual process such as silent
reading. During this and similar processes, the movement of articulating organs is not
visible to the unarmed eye. The movements made by the organs of the speech system are
not necessary for the thinking process, but they are the final recipient of signals from the
motor and premotor cortex. Dodge empirically proved this when there was no effect on
covert speech in spite of medically achieved effects of numbness in his lips and tongue
[2].

Other researchers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries have also analyzed the
movement of the vocal apparatus during silent speech. These experiments used a rubber
ball (or a ball made of glass) which was placed on the tongue to detect motion. Such
studies of articulating organmovements proved to be unreliable, as toomuch interference
was generated during breathing. Success in this areawas only achievedwith the invention
and application of electromyographs to such studies.

1.1 State of the Art

Theprocess of detecting ccovert speech (spokenwords or phonemes) basedon the electri-
cal activity of the brain is relevant and significant for a number of practical applications. In
particular, for improving the architecture of brain-computer interfaces (BCI-interfaces).

The findings of recent studies [3–5] have shown that the activity directly recorded
from the brain by implanted electrodes (a system of local potentials based on the fre-
quency of gamma-rhythm) can restore the signal related to speech and partially decipher
the content of covert speech. However, the practical application of this invasive technol-
ogy is very limited. In this context, the challenge is to develop a new method of internal
speech content recognition based on non-invasive technology such as EEG.

The article “Reconstruction of Covert speech from Sound Centers of the Brain” [3]
was of key importance for this paper. Pasley showed the possibility of reconstruction
covertly pronounced syllables using a linear model based on an acoustic spectrogram
using data on neural activity of the auditory cortex.

1.2 Objectives

Comparison of the EP in visual and auditory perception and internal pronunciation of
phonemes, syllables and conditioned stimuli (Japanese words); to classify phonemes,
used for the internal pronunciation, according to the EP data by various mathemati-
cal methods. Electrical activity was measured in tasks for visual and auditory percep-
tion and internal pronunciation, as well as for perception and internal pronunciation of
conditioned stimuli (Japanese words).

2 Methods

2.1 Data Processing

The objective of the research is to compare the EP in visual and auditory perception
and internal pronunciation of phonemes and syllables; to classify phonemes, used for
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the internal pronunciation, according to the EP data by various mathematical methods.
Electrical activity was measured in tasks for visual and auditory perception and pro-
nunciation as well as for perception and pronunciation of conditioned stimuli during
electrophysiological experiment with registration of 19-channel EEG (according to the
‘10–20%’ international system, using Neuro KM type electroencephalograph).

2.2 Procedure

Our experiments included four series:

1. Control series - the subject was shown words, phonemes and syllables in random
visual and auditory order, task was to remember what participant was doing during
the week (but not to pronounce himself).

2. Experiment with initialization of internal pronunciation on the basis of visual stimuli
(phonemes and syllables). Is necessary to build a sound image (read a letter). This
series is conducted with opened eyes.

3. Experiment with initialization of covert speech on the basis of auditory stimuli
(words, phonemes and syllables). In these series, the sound image already exists, it
is only need to be repeated). A participant speaks with his eyes closed.

4. Experiment with the initiation of internal pronunciation based on a conditional audio
stimuli (Japanese words).

2.3 Participants and Stimuli

The study involved 25 subjects: fifteen females and ten males between the ages of
17 and 28. Participants learned pairs of association (Japanese word – Phoneme). It
constituted a sound image in the face of interference with the the conditioned stimul (no
one knew Japanese language). The participants were instructed to pronounce phonemes
and syllables related to Japanese words covertly, with eyes closed. All stimuli were
presented in a randomorder. The beginning of pronunciationwas set by a special stimulus
following the first one, which sets the phoneme or syllable to be pronounced.

Seven phonemes (A, B, F, G, M, R, U) and ten syllables composed of these Japanese
phonemes (BA, FA, GA, MA, RA, BU, RU, MU, FU, GU) were selected for the experi-
ment. A visual or audial stimulus continues on for 700 ms. Presentation of the stimulus
was followed by a pause of 500 ms duration.

After a pause a fixation cross appears on the screen and participant hear a special
signal. This is the start command for internal pronunciation, whichmust complete within
1500 ms.

To present the audible stimulus the participants were wearing headphones in which
they were listening to pre-recorded phonemes and conditioned stimuli required for
speaking.

The experiment was considered and approved by the Research Ethics Committee of
the Faculty of Psychology, Lomonosov Moscow State University.
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2.4 Method

The first method has the same interpretation and use as the "classic" dispersion analysis
- its main difference is that it evaluates the difference in curves rather than averages. For
this reason, the functional dispersion analysis is perfectly suited for evoked potentials
and has been adapted to detect significant differences in the ERP package [6].

Although functional dispersion analysis can detect the existence of a significant
difference, it cannot determine its exact location. This paper uses classical method of
paired comparison for EPs to assess the significance of the differences between each
matching point in the curves of EPs. Since this is irreversibly associated with an elevated
risk of type I error due to multiple comparisons, the resulting p-values were corrected
with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction used in the default EP package.

Fig. 1. Example of the stimulus used.

3 Results

As a result, EP were obtained for all stimuli in all experimental series for all subjects.
The obtained data analysis was carried out using the statistical programming language
R (version 3.6.3) (R Core Team, 2019) in the framework of the R studio integrated
development environment. For this reason, functional analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is excellent for evoked potentials (any EP is a curve) and has been adapted to detect
significant differences in the EP package [6]. Finally, regardless of the type of stimulus,
there is also a significant difference between the pronunciations depending on the type
of initiation (p < 0.001), but the changes across the channels are significant only for
phonemes (p = 0.03). This outcome is the opposite of what was observed before - with
respect to the auditory supply, the visual one has firstly a negative and then a positive
wave but on average, only a positive wave on C3 channel is significant (Fig. 1). In the
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case of comparing all pronunciations as associated with a conditioned stimuli in the
form of Japanese words, significant differences were again found in all four cases (p <

0.001 for all auditory, p= 0.01 for visual phonemes, p= 0.009 for visual syllables), but
significant interaction of the channel with stage was found only for auditory syllables (p
< 0.001) (Fig. 2,3).

Fig. 2. Differences between evoked potentials (auditory syllables minus initiation of the condi-
tional Japanese stimulus); regions of significant differences are marked in dark blue.

Fig. 3. Differences between evoked potentials (auditory phonemes minus the initiation of the
conditioned Japanese stimulus); regions of significant differences are marked in dark blue.

The functional dispersion analysis showed significant differences in all cases which
included comparisons of pronunciation with the first trial. (visually-auditory, phonemes-
syllables), unexplained by variability within the subjects (p < 0.001). The effect check
of channel variable and stage variable interaction showed significant differences at 0.05
only for auditory phonemes and syllables (p = 0.02 and p = 0.005, respectively). For
visual presentation of phonemes and syllables the interaction is statistically insignificant
(p = 0.28 and p = 0.22, respectively). It means that spatial distribution of EP through
channels only changes with the first stage (in case of audial input). However, visual input
remains relatively constant.
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As for localization, the most significant differences (at the level of 0.05) are found
on channels C3 and F3 (for audial initialization the differences were also observed on
F7). These expressions y are marked by a positive wave in the region of 120–170 ms
and a negative wave (on C3 and F3) at 200–280 ms. In this case, the positive wave at
C3 and F3 is statistically significant regardless of the modality of the stimulus, and the
negative wave is statistically significant only for auditory stimuli. An example of such
difference can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Differences between evoked potentials (auditory syllables minus initiation of the condi-
tional Japanese stimulus); regions of significant differences are marked in dark blue.

3.1 Machine Learning (Using SVM)

Experiments [5–7] have shown that signal directly recorded from the brain recorded by
implanted electrodes (a system of local potentials at gamma rhythm frequency) allows
us to restore speech signal and partially decipher the inner speech content.

The aim of our study was to use psychophysiological methods to register evoked
potentials (EP) to identify specific characteristics of phonemes and syllables, taking into
account their initiation, in order to build a classifier and compare its effectiveness.

We obtained the following statistics on reconstructability:

– the average value of the classifier for phonemes presented audibly is 62%;
– the average value of the classifier for visually presented phonemes - 62%;
– the average value of the classifier of syllables presented visually - 61%;
– average value of the classifier of syllables, submitted audiophile - 63%;
– the average classifier value of phonemes at initiation on conditional stimulus (Japanese
words) - 64%.

The average degree of reconstruction is not depending on the initialization. However,
from the data presented in Tables 1 and 2, we can conclude that each subject has its own
optimal method of presentation in which classification is the best. While the average
statistics are 61–65%, the individual reconstructivity of phonemes can exceed 68%.
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Table 1. Example of pairwise classification of phonemes (audial, visual) with SVM, group
average

Aud B F G M R U

A 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.62

B 0.63 0.58 0.60 0.60 0.62

F 0.66 0.58 0.63 0.65

G 0.61 0.67 0.64

M 0.65 0.60

R 0.63

Vis B F G M R U

A 0.63 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.66 0.63

B 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.62 0.63

F 0.66 0.58 0.65 0.69

G 0.65 0.70 0.62

M 0.57 0.57

R 0.60

Also, in paired classclassifications, some stimuli can be classified from 84 to 90% for
individual subjects, indicating good prediction for individual stimuli in each subject, but
the average of greater number of test subjects leads to the average of predictability value,
so accuracy decreases. Comparing our study with last year’s one, where the average
predictor-to-test was between 63–67%, we can conclude that an increase in the sample
leads to smoother results. However, there are subjects who have a higher accuracy of
classification.

In pairwise classifications of Japanese phonemes (Table 2), some stimuli are clas-
sified between 76% and 83% on average. It indicates the higher quality of phoneme
recognition for individual stimuli.

The results of our study can be compared with a number of Western works [8, 9].
A number of experiments with imaginary articulation have shown that representing
facial movements during pronunciation activates neurons in the motor cortex which can
be used to control the denture. This phenomenon often used in the architecture of the
BCIs, and also suggests that imaginary articulation may help to improve the accuracy
of classification.

Although functional variance analysis can detect the very fact of a significant dif-
ference, it cannot determine the exact location in the brain. Several signal recognition
procedures are implemented in the EP package, but due to the relatively small sample
size, many of them may be overly critical. in this work we use the classical method
of EP pairwise comparisons. We evaluate the significance of differences between each
matching point in the EP curves. Since this is irreversibly associated with a higher risk
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of type I error due to multiple comparisons, the resulting p-values were corrected using
the Benjamini-Hochberg correction from the EP package.

Table 2. Example of pairwise classification of phonemes (Japanese words as a conditioned
stimuli) with SVM, Participant №1

B F G M R U

A 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.74 0.58

B 0.62 0.60 0.67 0.70 0.83

F 0.69 0.59 0.59 0.60

G 0.67 0.60 0.59

M 0.72 0.61

R 0.68

4 Discussion

Based on the results, according to ANOVA method, all experimental stages have sig-
nificant differences, but the spatial distribution of EPs shows significant differences for
auditory stimuli only.

Also, all initialization options with muted pronunciation as a reaction to a condi-
tioned stimulus in the form of Japanese words were compared to each other. Significant
differences were found again in all four cases, but significant interaction of the channel
with the stage was found only for auditory syllables and phonemes.

When perceiving and pronouncing stimuli, the channel effects depend on whether
the subject perceives the stimulus or pronounces it. Whether the presentation of stimuli
was visual or auditory did not alter the results. The experiment was designed in such
a way that after the presentation of a stimulus command, there was a pause of 400 ms
in order to compare perception of stimuli with internal speaking. Internal speaking and
perception were different in each series of experiments.

Across the syllables pronunciation results expressed differences were observed in
C3 and F3 channels (the left temporal zone) for all three cases,. These results are asso-
ciated with the location of speech areas, which corresponds with previous experiments
on the classification and study of the processes of internal pronunciation [3–7]. These
differences depend on whether the stimulus was visual or auditory. When considering
phonemes, a difference is also found depending on the method of stimulus presentation.
There is also a significant difference between the pronunciations depending on the type of
initiation, regardless of the type of stimulus (p< 0.001), but the changes in the channels
are significant only for phonemes (p= 0.03). Overall, this data supports and expands on
previous studies showing the effects of visual and auditory cues on processing different
languages [10–13].
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5 Conclusion

For syllables, differences in covert speech were observed at channels C3 and F3 (left
temporal zone) [8, 13] which is related to the location of the zones that are responsible
for speech (related to the reconstructon of the syllables). This data is compatible with the
experimental studies of the processes of covert speech and its reconstruction. For sylla-
bles, it was also found a significant differences (p< 0.001) on the stimulus presentation
(visually or audibly). The dependence on it b changes across channels and were only
significant for phonemes (p = 0.03). There was also a significant difference of covert
speech associated with the conditioned stimuli (p < 0.001). it changes across channels
and were only significant for phonemes (p = 0.03) [3, 4].

A comparison of pronunciation to an auditory stimuli with pronunciation to a condi-
tioned stimuli (Japanese words) showed significant differences in all series (p < 0.001)
for all auditory, p= 0.01 for visual phonemes, p= 0. 009 for visual syllables), however a
significant channel-stage interaction was found only for auditory syllables (p < 0.001).
The significant differences were observed in the early EP latencies, which was related
to the perception of the conditioned stimuli.
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Abstract. Our study focuses on the role of phonology in visual word processing
recognition which is a crucial theoretical issue in the psycholinguistics research of
reading. We use the ERP method in the homophone-error paradigm and show that
both homophone errors and orthographic neighbours of the target word provoke
N400 effect and homophony does not facilitate processing. It gives evidence for
dual-route model of processing showing that meaning can be activated directly
from visual (orthographic) representations and not via phonological codes. At the
same time we report P600 effect for homophone errors which can be explained by
further competition between phonological and visual representation of the word:
it makes homophone errors more costly in the semantic integration of the phrase.

Keywords: Visual word recognition · Phonological representation ·
Orthographic representation · Homophones · ERP · N400 effect

1 Introduction

The role of phonology in visual word recognition is a crucial theoretical issue in the
psycholinguistics research of reading. The question is what is stored in mental lex-
icon: phonological representations mapped onto semantics or both phonological and
orthographic ones [1].

The dual-route theory [2] argues for two independent ways of printed words pro-
cessing; one relies on the phonological representation and the other on the visual image
of the word. For high-frequency words read by skilled readers the visual route to the
meaning is accessed faster as due to frequent exposure meanings can be activated by
orthographic representation before the phonological one is available [3].

The single-route theory [4] claims that phonological processing is a default proce-
dure of cognitive system and meaning only can be accessed via phonological represen-
tation. Strong phonological models claim phonological processing to be mandatory and
automatized.

Homophony turns out to be an ideal testing ground for these models: if a homophone
is processed in the same way as any other orthographic neighbour, it gives evidence for
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the visual route to meaning. If homophony facilitates processing, it gives evidence for
the phonological route. Thus, so called homophone-error paradigm [5] was used in a
number of studies on visual word recognition. Experiments in priming paradigm, like
[6] show that homophones can facilitate the processing of words semantically related to
another member of homophone pair (beach facilitates lexical decision for tree, being a
homophone forbeech,whilebench as a spelling control does not)whichgave evidence for
automatic activation of phonological code. Lukatela and Turvey [7] found that not only
homophones (like toad) but also pseudohomophones, i.e. pseudowords which have the
same phonological representations as real words (like towed and tode) facilitate lexical
decision for frog (while orthographic neighbours like told or tord do not). However,
lexical decision task reflects the process of visual word recognition but not actually
the reading process. Feng and colleagues [8] in an eye-tracking study show that both
homophone errors and orthographic neighbours provoke longer fixation duration times
than correct homophoneswhich gives evidence for the visual route of processing frequent
words.

Forbs and Connoly [9] used ERP method to compare the processing of homophone
errors and spelling controls and found that N400 component was higher for completely
inappropriate words than for homophone errors, while for correct homophones and
homophone errors this response was similar in amplitude. Newman and Connoly [10]
used pseudohomophones like phog instead of fog and find no N400 effect for a pseu-
dohomophone while ordinary pseudowords provoked it. Newman and colleagues [11]
used ERP method to clarify the role of phonology in the activation of high frequency
words during silent reading using target homophones (The students arranged to meet
in the library), homophone errors (The students arranged to meat in the library) and
spelling controls – orthographic neighbors (The students arranged tomean in the library)
and found that N400 effect is more pronounced for spelling controls in comparison to
homophone errors which is compatible with strong phonological model.

All these results were obtained onEnglishmaterial. However, it is an interesting issue
in a cross-linguistic perspective, taking into account different degrees of orthographic
transparency in different languages. Russian orthography is somewhere in between shal-
low and opaque orthographic systems being both sufficiently complex and quite consis-
tent in its complexity at the same time. In particular, voiced consonants are pronounced
as devoiced in the end of the word which causes regular homophony (e.g. kot /kot/ ‘cat’-
kod /kot/ ‘code’).

2 Method

2.1 Materials

We selected 13 Russian homophones with either voiced or devoiced consonant in the end
of the word (e.g. kot /kot/ ‘cat’-kod /kot/ ‘code’). For each word we selected 2 semanti-
cally congruent adjectives and constructed 52 semantically congruent noun phrases (e.g.
pushistyj kot ‘fluffy cat, seryj kot ‘grey cat’, sekretnyj kod ‘secret code’,programmnyj kod
‘programming code’). In the homophone error condition we substituted the target nouns
by their homophones (pushistyj kod ‘fluffy code’, sekretnyj kot ‘secret cat’) and in the
spelling control condition we substituted the target noun by its orthographic neighbour
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which differed in one letter and was not homophonous (pushistyj kol ‘fluffy stake’). So
we had 104 semantically incongruent phrases in homophone error ans spelling control
conditions and also 262 semantically congruent fillers which were semantically con-
gruent phrases, e.g. (staryj drug ‘old friend’, belyj flag ‘white flag’) so that anomalous
phrases were not too frequent.

2.2 Subjects

19 native speakers of Russian, students of St.Petersburg State University, age 18–23,
right-handed, with normal (or adjusted to normal) vision took part in the experiment on
voluntary basis. All volunteers signed informed consents to participate in the experiment.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and approved by
the Ethics Board of St. Petersburg University.

2.3 Procedure

Participants sat approximately 1,5 m from a 19-in. monitor in a sound attenuated room.
The participants were presented with each word for 500 ms, the intertrial interval was
2000–3000 ms. The instruction was to read the phrases silently and to decide whether
the noun is animate or inanimate to make sure that semantic processing takes place.

2.4 EEG Recording

Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded at 30 scalp sites (F3, Fz, F4, F7, F8, FC3,
FCz, FC4, FT7, FT8, T3, T4, C3, Cz, C4, T7, T8, CP3, CPz, CP4, TP7, TP8, P3, Pz, P4,
P7, P8) using Ag/AgCl electrodes embedded in a MCScap. Signals were recorded with
respect to a linked-ear reference. The electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded with the
two electrodes: one placed above the right eye (vertical), and another one - on the outer
canthus of the right eye (horizontal). All EEG electrode impedances were maintained
below 40 K�. The EEGwas amplified by a Neurovizor BMM-52 amplifier and acquired
and processed with Neocortex software (Neurobotics, Russia). Stimuli and trigger codes
were delivered by Neostimul presentation program (Neurobotics, Russia). EEG was
sampled continuously at 1000 Hz with a bandpass of 0.5−50 Hz. Data were epoched
off-line using EEGLAB from −200 to 800 ms post- stimulus onset, baseline correction
was performed by averaging the pre-stimulus period (−200 to 0ms). Trials contaminated
with EOG activity and other artefacts (including alpha-waves) were excluded from the
analysis.

2.5 Results

Separate ERP waveforms were calculated for each of the three experimental conditions
(congruent phrases, homophone errors and spelling controls). We analyzed frontal, cen-
tral and parietal sites (F3, Fz, F4, FC3, FCz, FC4, C3, Cz, C4, CP3, CPz, CP4, P3, Pz,
P4). To check the differences between the experimental conditions we used aMATLAB-
based algorithm that allows comparing not averaged responses in different conditions
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in each time point of the epoch using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Thus, we can find the
exact time windows where the difference between the conditions is statistically signif-
icant. Of greatest interest was the N400 response, so we took into closer consideration
nine electrodes where N400 was most pronounced (Fig. 1). Within 370–400 ms time
window statistical analysis showed significant differences between conditions semanti-
cally congruent and spelling control condition in central and parietal sites Cz, Cp4 and
Pz (p < 0.05). In addition, N400 amplitude (the same 370–400 ms time window) was
significantly greater for phrases with homophone substitution in comparison to congru-
ent phrases in C4, Cpz, Cp4, Pz and P4 (p < 0.05). There is no significant difference
between the two incongruent conditions.

We also looked at the 560–600 ms time window where P600 component is usually
observed in central and parietal sites. Within this time window, there was a significant
difference between congruent phrases and phrases with homophone substitution (p <

0.05) in central and parietal sites (C3, Cz, C4, Cp3, Cpz, Cp4, P3, Pz, P4). For spelling
control condition this effect was not pronounced.

Fig. 1. ERPwaveforms from nine electrode sites for congruent phrases, phrases with homophone
substitution and phrases with orthographic neighbour substitution.
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3 Discussion

The aim of our research was to determine whether phonology plays a noticeable role in
lexical retrieval when skilled readers read silently. Our data indicate that phonological
codes seem not to be involved in lexical access in Russian as homophone errors and
spelling controls, both being semantically incongruent, produced an N400 response of
similar magnitude, and both had a greater N400 than correct words. These findings are
more compatible with a dual-route model which claims that word meanings seem to be
activated directly from the visual representation of the word, as a result, a homophone
error is processed in the same way as any other orthographic neighbor of the target
word. At the same time, we find P600 effect for homophone errors and no P600 effect
for spelling controls. While N400 is known to be a response for semantically anomalous
words [12] or words or unpredictable from the preceding context [13], P600 effect is
observed not only in response to syntactic violations [14], but also to semantic integration
effects [15]. As for the homophone errors, they provoke the competition between phono-
logical and visual representation of the word: phonological representation activates both
the consistent and the inconsistent meaning while visual representation activates the
inconsistent one. This competition between the meanings makes the homophone error
more costly in the semantic integration of the phrase which may result in P600 response.

4 Conclusion

All in all, our ERP study in the homophone-error paradigm shows that both homophone
errors and orthographic neighbours of the target word provoke N400 effect which means
that homophony does not facilitate processing as strong phonological model would
predict. Our data are compatible with dual-route model of processing which claims
that meaning can be activated not only via phonological codes but also directly from
orthographic representations. At the same time we report P600 effect for homophone
errors which can be explained by further competition between phonological and visual
representation of the word which makes homophone errors more costly in the semantic
integration of the phrase.

Acknowledgments. The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project
№ 18–00-00646 (18–00-00640).
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Abstract. Cognitive control plays an important role in regulating attention and
behavior. Research has shown a cognitive advantage in bilinguals, however
whether these results apply to people learning a foreign language later in life
using formal education is not entirely clear. Due to globalization processes more
people tend to communicate in multiple languages. Learning foreign languages
has become a part of the compulsory education curriculum worldwide. In this
work we investigate the relation between foreign language proficiency and the
efficacy of the cognitive control functions: inhibition and task switching. Com-
puterized cognitive control tasks were completed by 63 participants (45 women,
aged 19–33). The acquired data was factorized resulting in 3 measures of cogni-
tive control efficacy: general efficacy, accuracy of inhibition, and accuracy of task
switching. Using the Spearman’s correlation analysis, we found that the accuracy
of task switching is significantly linked with the level of language proficiency.
These results are in line with the previous findings suggesting that code switching
strongly involves the cognitive control functions in bilinguals.

Keyword: Cognitive control · Foreign languages · Foreign language
proficiency · Task switching · Inhibition · Bilinguals

1 Introduction

A cognitive advantage in bilinguals has been a subject of unceasing debate for the last
decade. Starting with a series of investigations by Bialystok conducted with bilingual
children, advantages in the effectiveness of performing cognitive control tasks, espe-
cially on non-verbal material, have been identified [1–4]. When comparing the success
of working memory, lexical reproduction and cognitive control tasks among adult bilin-
guals and monolinguals, the advantages of the bilingual sample in the field of cognitive
control were also revealed, while the tasks for lexical reproduction were performedmore
successfully by monolinguals, and no significant differences were found in working
memory tasks [5].
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The reasons for these differences in control success lie both in the bilingual advan-
tage in the switching function, which provides coordinated activation of a number of
interrelated language processes [6], and in the higher efficiency of inhibition, which is
manifested in particular in resistance to proactive interference [7, 8]. The identified ben-
efits were expressed in lower switching costs, faster task completion, greater success in
trials with non-congruent stimuli, and greater sensitivity to warning signals [8]. Despite
some differences in the results of various studies conducted on the materials of different
tasks, the bilingual advantage in the effectiveness of cognitive control was recorded by
most researchers in this field, which suggests the involvement of cognitive control func-
tions in the process of bilingual communication and the possible transferability of the
effect of cognitive training to other tasks, including those based on non-verbal material.

Obtaining stable results among natural bilinguals allows us to raise the question of
the effect of acquired bilingualism (mastering a second language as a foreign language)
on cognitive control. In natural bilingualism, language is acquired spontaneously, in
the process of communication and interaction with others, while acquired bilingualism
implies purposeful learning of a foreign language. Significant differences in the processes
of assimilation of language material suggest differences in the nature and effectiveness
of the functioning of cognitive control and its components. In a comparative study with
Iranian speakers who speak English at a high level and Iranian speakers who speak
English at an elementary level, significant differences were found in the efficiency of
switching and updating working memory, but not in the effectiveness of the inhibition
function [9].

When comparing the effectiveness of these functions in bilinguals andmonolinguals,
the advantage of native speakers of the two languages in switching and inhibition func-
tionswas revealed, but no significant differenceswere found in termsof updatingworking
memory [1, 10]. When comparing English-Chinese bilinguals with monolinguals and
native English speakers who studied Chinese as a foreign language, advantages in the
effectiveness of cognitive control in both bilingual groups compared to monolinguals
and qualitative differences in the nature of executive functions were also revealed [11].
The study used a lateralized LANT attention test [12] with congruent and non-congruent
flanker tasks, expressing indicators of the effectiveness of monitoring and conflict reso-
lution in response time and the number of errors. Natural bilinguals showed better results
in overall reaction time, and respondents with acquired bilingualism made significantly
fewer mistakes in tasks with non-congruent conditions. The authors interpreted these
results to conclude that the effectiveness of cognitive control is highly sensitive to the
age of second language acquisition, the degree of similarity of languages in a pair, and
the symmetry of the use of these languages in everyday life [11].

However, this area of research remains controversial due to differences in experi-
mental procedures and differences in understanding what constitutes bilingualism and
which factors should be taken into account. A number of meta-analyses have shown the
significance of age of acquisition, and socioeconomic status [13]. In the current study
we are focusing on level of proficiency, the number of foreign languages, and linguistic
similarity between the native and the strongest foreign languages. For the latter, the
WALS database (The World Atlas of Language Structures) was used. It is a typological
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database developed on the basis of structural (phonological, grammatical and lexical)
language properties.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Participants

The study involved 49 participants, students and persons with higher education aged
19 to 33 years, belonging to nine language groups. When selecting respondents, the
level of their proficiency in these languages was taken into account, one of which was a
foreign language, that is, mastered using formal teaching methods at the age of seven.
This excluded the representation of natural bilinguals in the study. Ethical approval for
the study was provided by the local Ethics Committee of the LomonossovMoscow State
University.

2.2 Materials

Language Assessment. In order to assess the level of foreign language proficiency in
participants, we asked them to complete a short questionnaire stating the age when they
started learning the foreign language, the number of years and theway they learned it and
the age when they could use the foreign language to produce oral or written speech. The
participants were also asked to evaluate their speaking, reading, writing, and listening
comprehension skills on the scale of one to ten where one signified “poorly”, and ten
– “perfectly”. The results of standardized language tests were also given if such tests
were previously taken. Due to the fact that the foreign languages varied from person to
person, using a standardized language test as part of the experimental procedure was not
possible. Lastly the participants commented on the frequency of the foreign language
use and the most usual mode of use.

Cognitive Control Tasks. To evaluate the cognitive control functions, two tasks for eval-
uating inhibition functions and two tasks for evaluating switching functions were used.
Two experimental tasks were used to evaluate the inhibition function: the Eriksen task
and the Go-No-Go task. The tasks were presented on a personal computer in compliance
with neutral light and noise conditions.

The Eriksen Task. The stimulus material is represented by five horizontally arranged
black arrows and “–” signs on a white background andwas presented in three conditions:
congruent (>> > > >,< < < < <), non-congruent (>> < > >,< < > < <),
or neutral (- -> - -, - -< - -). The task of the subject is to follow the middle target arrow
and press the “z” key on the keyboard when the arrow is directed to the left and the “ / ”
key when the arrow is directed to the right. The training series contains 36 presentations:
each combination is presented six times. The main series contains four blocks, with
36 unique presentations each. The inter-stimulus interval is fixed and is 1000 ms. The
maximum stimulus presentation time is 1500 ms and can be reduced with an earlier
response from the respondent. If the allotted time was not enough for a response, it was
counted as incorrect. The measurements were carried out on four scales: the average
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reaction time, the percentage of correct responses in each type of sample, the difference
in reaction time and accuracy between congruent and non-congruent samples.

The Go-No-Go Task. The stimulus material is represented by the letters of the Russian
alphabet, presented in black font in the center of the white screen. Target stimulus X
is 80% of the presentation, non-target stimuli contain the letters A, G, E, I, K, L, M,
N, P, T, O, E, Y. The distribution of stimuli is randomized. The task of the subject is
to press the “space” button with the leading hand when presenting the target stimulus.
The presentation time is 300 ms, the inter-stimulus interval is 700 ms. The subject can
respond during the presentation of the stimulus or about the presentation of the next
stimulus, so the maximum response time is 1000 ms. if the subject did not have time
to answer in the allotted time, the answer in this sample was recorded as incorrect. The
training series includes 20 presentations: 16 presentations of the target stimulus, and 4
presentations of the non-target stimulus. Themain series contains 200 presentations: 160
presentations of the target stimulus and 40 presentations of non-target stimuli. The total
task completion time is fixed and is 3.5 min. Measurements are made on four scales:
the average reaction time for correct and incorrect answers, the percentage of correct
answers for the entire task, the percentage of correct responses by pressing a key (“hits”)
and the percentage of false alarms.

The switching function was also evaluated using two tasks: with predictable and
unpredictable task changes. Both tasks were presented on a personal computer in
compliance with neutral light and noise conditions.

Switching Task 1 (predictable change of tasks). The stimulus material is represented by
a square divided into four equal sections (two squares at the top and two squares at the
bottom). in each of the squares, a pair of symbols is presented in turn: a number and a
letter. Among the presented numbers are even (2, 4, 6, 8) and odd (3, 5, 7, 9); and among
the letters are consonants (G, K, M, R) and vowels (A, I, E, And).

The task is to determine by pressing the button whether the number is even or odd
if the characters are located in one of the upper squares, and whether the letter is a
consonant or a vowel if a pair of characters is located in one of the lower squares. The
answer is made using the “z” key for odd numbers and vowels and the “ / ” key for even
numbers and consonants.

The training series consists of 24 presentations of the number-letter pair in all four
sections of the screen clockwise - from the upper left to the lower right. In the first half
of the training test, the respondent receives feedback: in case of an incorrect answer, the
“number-letter” pair is colored red.

The Main series consists of 128 presentations. The stimuli are on the screen until
the subject responds. The inter-stimulus interval between the subject’s response and the
next stimulus takes 500 ms. Measurements are carried out on six scales: reaction time
and accuracy in samples with switching, reaction time and accuracy in samples with
repetition, the difference in reaction time and accuracy in samples with switching and
repetition (“switching cost”).

Switching Task 2 (random task change). The stimulus material is also represented by
even (2, 4, 6, 8) and odd (3, 5, 7, 9) numbers and consonants (G, K, M, R) and vowels
(A, Z, E, And) letters in black, Courier font, 1.2 cm in height. The symbols were also
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presented in pairs: one digit and one letter. Each pair of stimuli was displayed in a 7.5-
by-7.5-cm rectangle surrounded by a thin black line in the center of a light gray screen.
The background color of the rectangle (blue and green) served as a signal for choosing a
task (determining the parity-odd numbers, or consonance-vowel of letters). The interval
between the presentation of the background signal and the stimulus is 600 ms, and the
interval between the response and the stimulus is 500 ms. All stimuli are on the screen
until the subject gives an answer.

The training series consists of 24 presentations, the main series is represented by
128 presentations. Half of the presentations are aimed at the switching task (the current
task, expressed by the background color, does not match the previous one), and half – at
the repetition task (the current task, expressed by the color of the rectangle-background,
coincides with the previous one). Thus, each variant of consecutive presentation of
background colors (blue-green, green-blue, blue-blue, green-green) is presented in a
quarter of all stimuli.

The overall design of the task is as follows: 1) a rectangle colored blue or green
appears; 2) after 600 ms, a stimulus pair appears: if the rectangle is colored blue, the
respondent must evaluate the parity of numbers, and if it is colored green, the trans-
parency of letters; 3) the stimulus pair is presented before the subject’s answer; 4) after
the subject’s answer, the stimulus pair disappears and an empty rectangle is presented
on the screen for 500 ms, then the algorithm repeats in the first paragraph. The answer is
made using the “z” key for odd numbers and vowels and the “ / ” key for even numbers
and consonants. Measurements are carried out on six scales: reaction time and accu-
racy in samples with switching, reaction time and accuracy in samples with repetition,
the difference in reaction time and accuracy in samples with switching and repetition
(“switching cost”).

2.3 Procedures

The study was conducted individually with each subject on the experimenter’s per-
sonal computer (laptop) in a well-lit, quiet room. Before conducting experimental tasks,
respondents filled out a questionnaire in Russian or English at their choice, the experi-
menter was available to explain the questions of the questionnaire, if necessary, the data
were supplemented with a short interview with the subject. The instruction was dupli-
cated in English for respondents who were unsure of the material in Russian and was
also accompanied by oral explanations for Russian-speaking respondents, if necessary,
and to preserve the uniformity of the research procedure. The average execution time of
the experimental task was 40 min, short breaks between tasks were allowed. The tasks
were presented in a fixed order: Go-No-Go, the Erickson flank task, the switch task with
a fixed presentation order, and the switch task with a randomized presentation order.
After completing the tasks, the subjects were given explanations about the goals of the
study.

3 Results

Based on the results of the experimental tasks, we obtained a number of performance
indicators expressed in the time of task completion under different conditions and the
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number of errors. 32 indicators were selected. To simplify the processing and interpre-
tation of the data, they were factorized to reduce the dimension of the data. For factor
analysis of the data, exploratory factor analysis with the principal component method
with Varimax rotation was used. The determination of the number of factors was based
on the analysis of the “scree” plot and a meaningful analysis of the factor loads of
indicators. The scree plot shows “break” points in the area of component 3 and 10.
Eigenvalues greater than 1 (Kaiser’s rule) were observed up to component 10. Given the
need for significant data reduction, it was decided to choose a factorial solution with
three components.

A factorial solution with three components describes a total of 48% of the variance.
The analysis of factor loadings allows us to give the following interpretations to the
factors:

Factor 1 - General control factor. The factor combines most indicators of the effec-
tiveness of cognitive control, both for switching tests and for inhibition tests. it includes
mainly temporary indicators.

Factor 2 - Switching accuracy. The factor combines the total number of errors and
the number of errors in the trials with repetition and switching for both switching tasks.

Factor 3 - Inhibition accuracy. The factor combines the accuracy indicators of both
inhibition tasks (including the error monitoring indicator for the Erickson flank task).

In order to assess the impact of the number of foreign languages on the effectiveness
of cognitive control, factor values were compared in groups of people who speak one (n
= 4), two (n= 25) and three or more (n= 20) languages (nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis
test). Significant differences were found for factor 1 (χ2 = 6.6, p < 0.05) and factor
2 (χ2 = 6.8, p < 0.05). In particular, an increase in the number of languages leads to
a systematic decrease in the values of factor 2, that is, to a systematic increase in the
accuracy of switching.

To assess the impact of the level of foreign language proficiency, an indicator of
general language competence in the main foreign language was constructed. To do
this, the self-assessment indicators of the effectiveness of reading, speaking, writing
and listening comprehension were averaged for each subject. The Spearman correlation
coefficient was calculated for the average indicator of language competencies and the
values of cognitive control efficiency factors. The correlations were insignificant for the
overall control efficiency factor (r = 0.19; p = 0.17) and for the inhibition accuracy
(r = 0.07; p = 0.64). However, the correlation with the level of language competence
was significant for factor 2 (r = −0.31; p = 0.03) (Fig. 5). Thus, the overall switching
accuracy significantly increased with an increase in the level of foreign level proficiency.

To assess the effects of L1 to L2 typological similarity, we computed L1/L2 simi-
larity scores using the World Atlas of Language Structures database. The World Atlas
of Language Structures (WALS) is a large database of structural (phonological, gram-
matical, lexical) properties of languages. The first version was published in 2005 [14]
and contained a description of 2560 languages on 140 features, and in 2011 an online
version was launched, which contains a description of 2679 languages on 192 features
[15]. This database is based on the representation of grammatical, lexical and phonolog-
ical phenomena in languages, such as the presence of prefixes, grammatical tenses, and
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specific sounds, and evaluates the degree of similarity of languages by a broader set of
criteria.

Using WALS, a L1/L2 similarity score was computed for all language pairs spoken
by our participants. We fitted a linear and a quadratic regression using the least squares
procedure of the cognitive control factors and the WALS typological similarity score.
Linear regressionmodelswere all insignificant and explained less than 2%of the variance
in cognitive control factors. Quadratic models were significant for Factor 1 (General
control factor, R2 = 0.26, p < 0.01) and Factor 2 (Switching accuracy factors, R2 =
0.13, p < 0.05). Generally, cognitive control efficiency increased for low similarity and
high similarity L1/L2 similarity scores.

4 Discussion

The results of the study address several relevant aspects of the structure, functions, and
effectiveness factors of cognitive control. At the first stage, factorization of the respon-
dents’ data on 32 indicators allowed us to identify the factors of switching and inhibition
efficiency as relatively independent, which is consistent with the data of previous stud-
ies on the structure of cognitive control functions. This gives reason to expect complex
nonlinear relationships with various aspects of foreign language proficiency.

When comparing the indicators of the effectiveness of cognitive control in groups of
people who speak and do not speak foreign languages, we found significant differences
in the effectiveness of individual indicators and differences at the level of trends in the
complex effectiveness of the inhibition and switching functions. A higher efficiency of
interference inhibition in personswho speak a foreign languagemay indicate the training
of the inhibition function when choosing the target language material in the process of
communication in a particular language from the point of view of the model of activation
of lexical material in all available languages in response to semantic activation [16–18].
The lower cost of switching in tasks with a change of tasks among people who speak
foreign languages may indicate that the switching function is trained in the process of
selecting a language code (code switching) when communicating in several languages.
In addition to the concept of language code, which considers language as a system
of connections, reflecting in particular the grammatical and syntactic structure of the
language, the results obtained correlate with the model of selective activation [19].

The relationship between the number of languages spoken by the respondent and
the effectiveness of cognitive control was also considered. A systematic increase in
switching accuracy with an increase in the number of languages was found, which can
be interpreted as a type of cognitive training and correlates with data on the relationship
of foreign language proficiency with the time of onset of dementia [20]. Along with an
increase in the accuracy of inhibition, an increase in the speed of task completion was
observed in persons who speak three or more languages, that is, two or more foreign
languages. The obtained data have an important practical application in the context of
globalization processes and the expansion of international cooperation, which entails
the need to learn foreign languages.

Another important aspect of the relationship between foreign language proficiency
and the effectiveness of cognitive control functions is the level of foreign language
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proficiency. As a result of the correlation analysis, it was found that the accuracy of
performing tasks in the language is significantly related to the level of proficiency of
respondents in themain foreign language. It is important to note that the level of language
proficiency is closely related to the time of the beginning of learning it, so the training
itself for several years may not bring significant changes in the effectiveness of cognitive
control, as was shown in studies of the impact of late learning a foreign language on the
indicators of cognitive aging [21].

Finally,we considered the relationship of indicators of language proximity calculated
from the WALS database which offers a comprehensive typological assessment of the
similarity of languages, including grammatical features. As a result of the analysis,
no linear relationships were found between the grammatical proximity of languages
and indicators of the effectiveness of cognitive control, but when calculating quadratic
functions, therewere highly significant results showing an increase in the overall speed of
performing tasks for cognitive control in groups that speak relatively close and relatively
distant languages in their grammatical structure. At the same time, the overall speed of
completing tasks was lower for those who speak languages with average grammatical
similarity.

The obtained results allow us to make an assumption about the heterogeneity of the
process of constructing speech activity in several languages. Probably, certain aspects of
this process are more pronounced in the possession of grammatically close languages,
while others are more pronounced in the possession of languages that are far away in
terms of lexical and grammatical structure. Thus, the process that is of great impor-
tance in the possession of similar languages allows you to increase the overall speed
of completing tasks for cognitive control in people who speak such languages, and the
process that contributes to the construction of language structures in the possession of
dissimilar languages affects similarly the speed of completing tasks in people who speak
such languages, while in the possession of languages of medium similarity, both these
processes do not receive enhanced development, or balance each other.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we assessed how foreign language knowledge and L1/L2 typological sim-
ilarity affect cognitive control functions. It was found that the knowledge of a foreign
language and the number of foreign languages known positively affect the effectiveness
of cognitive control. Cognitive control was also positively related to the proficiency of
foreign language use as measured by a number of language competencies indicators.
Finally, we found that L1 to L2 typological similarity affects cognitive control in a
parabolic fashion with cognitive control efficiency being highest for L2s with low of
high similarity to L1. These results suggest an account of L2 knowledge as a type of
cognitive training which affects the efficiency of cognitive control – most important,
task switching – in a nonlinear way.
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Abstract. The acquisition of new orthographic representations is a rapid and
highly automatic process in monolingual readers. Our study extends existing
research to biliterate populations, addressing the impact of phonological
inconsistencies across native (L1) and second language (L2) alphabets during
orthographic learning. Behavioral and EEG signals were collected from a group
of 24 Russian-English biliterates via a reading-aloud task using familiar and
novel words repeated across ten consecutive blocks in three Script conditions:
(1) native Cyrillic, (2) non-native Roman, and (3) ambiguous (phonologically
inconsistent graphemes shared by L1 and L2 alphabets). Linear mixed-effects
modelling of both behavioral and ERP data revealed reliable Block x Lexicality
x Script interactions, indicating that naming latencies and brain activity changed
differently across training blocks for novel and familiar words and, importantly,
depending on script presentation. Particularly, novel words presented in the
ambiguous script showed longer naming latencies and slower reading automa-
tization than those presented in L1 and L2 alphabets. Nonetheless, despite this
interference, their naming latencies matched those of familiar words before the
end of the training, suggesting the attribution of their representations in the
reader's lexicon. The enhancement of early brain responses observed for these
stimuli alongside their training confirmed the improvement in their orthographic
analysis and lexical access. Critically, this pattern of results was not found for
familiar, already represented words, which exhibited a suppression of their brain
activity across repetitions. Overall, our results indicate that phonological
inconsistency interferes with novel word encoding but it does not prevent effi-
cient attribution of orthographic representations.

Keywords: ERPs � Rapid word learning � Orthographic learning � Biliteracy

1 Introduction

Extensive behavioral and neuroimaging research has demonstrated the impressive
ability of the human brain to acquire novel vocabulary in a very rapid and accurate
fashion, both in visual [1–4] and spoken [5–7] modalities. Hence, after just a handful of
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exposures to a novel lexical entry, a new word memory representation is formed,
enabling its direct recognition in subsequent encounters. Such findings have been
reported using either explicit training or incidental learning paradigms or even under
non-attentive, passive exposure conditions, thus pointing to the existence of the general
brain mechanisms for the fast and automatic formation of novel word-form represen-
tations (see [8] for a review).

In visual domain, this process is referred to as orthographic learning, and it has
been shown as particularly important for the development of reading fluency; indeed,
the incorporation and strengthening of new orthographic traces allow readers to transfer
from a grapheme-to-phoneme, serial decoding of the novel word to a holistic, whole-
word recognition strategy, thus ensuring sufficient cognitive resources for text com-
prehension [9, 10]. Such a fast automatization has been demonstrated after very short
training periods (no more than ten exposures) by using different behavioral indices. In
particular, the reduction of the length effect, i.e. the reduction in naming latency dif-
ference between short and long novel words [1–3, 11] and the reduction of the lexi-
cality effect, i.e. the difference between naming latencies for novel and familiar words
[12, 13], have been reported as indicative of fast representation acquisition of novel
written word-forms.

Importantly, the ability to rapidly acquire new orthographic representations is not
only critical for the acquisition of reading and general communicative skills in the
native language, but is equally important in second language (L2) acquisition. The
latter is especially relevant nowadays with the ever-growing number of bilingual
people, many of them being biliterate bilinguals, i.e., fluent readers in a second lan-
guage. Orthographic learning for bilinguals very often implies managing a typologi-
cally different script (e.g., compare Greek vs. French) or even a completely different
writing system (e.g., Chinese vs. English). In this case, similarities and differences
across L1 and L2 alphabets and writing systems could influence the reading perfor-
mance and acquisition of new vocabulary in L2.

Indeed, several studies have reported systematic evidence for the transfer across
L1-L2 alphabets during visual word recognition, showing that phonological repre-
sentations are integrated across both languages and are simultaneously activated during
reading [14–16]. Importantly, phonological inconsistencies across alphabets, supported
by incongruent grapheme-to-phoneme mappings between L1 and L2, have been found
to affect visual word recognition in biliterates [17–19]. In particular, L2 words that
contain inconsistent or ambiguous graphemes (i.e., the same visual input is mapped
into different phonemes across alphabets or scripts) are named significantly slower than
those containing unambiguous, language-specific L2 graphemes, likely as a result of
competing decoding rules in the two languages.

Despite the fact that such ambiguity across L1-L2 alphabets might likely affect the
process of orthographic learning, the vast majority of studies have been carried out with
monolingual populations, hence leaving this question largely unresolved. The present
study is aimed at filling this gap by studying the acquisition of novel orthographic
representations in a sample of Russian-English biliterates. These languages use
alphabetic scripts showing a considerable degree of graphemic overlap, with several
graphemes shared but inconsistently decoded across Cyrillic and Roman scripts, and
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hence particularly suitable to address the impact of phonological inconsistencies during
the process of fast orthographic learning.

Moreover, taking into account the dynamic nature of human language, and rapid
neural changes which are likely to unfold during the formation of new orthographic
representations, high-temporal resolution techniques, such as electroencephalography
(EEG), appear to be most optimal for addressing this question [8, 20]. Thus, in order to
effectively capture this process and track the impact of phonological inconsistencies
during orthographic learning, both naming latencies and brain electrical signals were
recorded during a short training with novel written word-forms in L1 and L2 alphabets.
We hypothesized that phonological inconsistencies across the two languages’ scripts
would interfere with the decoding and representation of novel L2 words, showing
longer naming latencies and reduced match with other, already familiar words.
Moreover, such inconsistencies could be expected to particularly affect the first 250 ms
of novel written word-form processing, when orthographic analysis and lexical access
take place, which could therefore be reflected in early brain responses known to index
such processes, such as the N1/P1 and P200 ERP components [21–26].

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants

24 participants (18 females, aged between 18 and 35 years old, M = 22.24, SD = 3.70)
took part in the experiment. All participants were right-handed, native Russian (L1)
speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of cognitive, neu-
rological, or psychiatric disorders. All of them had English as their second language
(L2), with different proficiency levels (the mean proficiency level obtained in Cam-
bridge Test was 11.92, range = 4–23). The study was approved by the Ethics Com-
mittee of the Department of Psychology, National Research University Higher School
of Economics.

2.2 Stimuli

Experimental stimuli consisted of 24 familiar and novel words, equally divided into L1
Cyrillic (4 familiar, i.e. “шaг”; 4 novel, i.e. “шaз”), L2 Roman (4 familiar, i.e. “vet”; 4
novel, i.e.: “vaz”), and an ambiguous script condition (4 familiar, i.e.: “cop”; 4 novel,
i.e.: “pex”). All stimuli were matched in length and CVC structure; trigram frequency
values for stimuli in L1 and L2 were obtained from Russian National corpus and
British National Corpus online databases, respectively, and matched across each group
of familiar and novel words. Importantly, unambiguous stimuli in Cyrillic and Roman
scripts were designed by using graphemes specific to each alphabet (e.g., j, ш) and
those common in both languages and mapped onto the same phonemes (e.g., a, м). In
turn, ambiguous stimuli were created by combining common and consistent graphemes
with common but inconsistent graphemes which are used in both Cyrillic and Roman
alphabets but decoded into a different phoneme depending on the script (e.g., the
grapheme p, decoded as /p/ in Roman but as /r/ in Cyrillic).
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2.3 Procedure

After mounting the EEG cap on the participant's scalp, the task was explained to the
participants as a novel word learning study, in which novel and also familiar words
would be repeatedly presented across ten training blocks, either in L1 (Russian) or in
L2 (English). Participants were asked to read the stimuli aloud as fast and accurately as
possible, and they were informed about the assessment of their learning performance in
a subsequent task. In total, 24 familiar and novel words were presented, one at a time,
at the center of a computer screen in a handwriting black font over a grey background
with the help of E-prime software [27], while EEG was recorded. The presentation of
the stimuli was pseudorandomized within each block and participant in order to prevent
the presentation of two consecutive stimuli in the same condition (see Fig. 1). Par-
ticipants’ articulation of each stimulus was recorded via a Microsoft LifeChat LX-
3000 headset connected to the E-prime desktop computer. Immediately after com-
pleting the reading-aloud task, participants performed a recall task, in which they were
asked to write down all stimuli they could remember from the previous training phase.
The duration of the entire experiment was approximately one hour.

2.4 EEG Recording and Preprocessing

EEG signals were recorded during the reading task by means of 64 Ag/Cl active
electrodes, amplified and digitized with an ActiChAmp amplifier (Brain Products
GmbH, Gilching, Germany) at 1000 Hz sampling rate. Two EOG electrodes, placed
below and at the canthus of the left eye, were used to monitor vertical and horizontal
ocular movements. An additional analog channel was used to feed the amplifier with
input signals recorded by a sound sensor, thus allowing us to detect the onset of
participant’s utterances during EEG recording. The EEG signal was referenced to the
vertex electrode (Cz) during recordings, and high and low pass filters at 0.1 and 100 Hz
were applied online. Preprocessing of the EEG data was carried out using Brainstorm
software [28]. A 45-Hz low-pass filter was applied offline and channels showing bad
signal were eliminated across trials. An Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was

Fig. 1. Sequence of stimuli presentation during the training task. For each trial, target words
were followed by a blink instruction and a distractor target, intended to prevent the bias in the
pronunciation of ambiguous stimuli. Participants had to decide the colour of a geometrical figure
by pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard. The colour of distractor stimuli was
randomized across trials and responses were counterbalanced across participants.
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implemented to remove ocular artifacts. Data was re-referenced to averaged mastoid
activity and epoched between −200 to 2000 ms post stimulus onset; 200-ms pre-
stimulus onset was used for baseline correction. An additional artifact rejection pro-
cedure (using exclusion criteria at ± 100 µV) was applied to remove any epoch
containing artifacts or naming responses earlier than 400 ms stimulus onset. Finally,
EEG epochs were averaged per subject and per condition and ERPs were computed
(the average number of trials per condition was four).

2.5 Statistical Analyses

Naming latencies were extracted manually for each trial and participant using Praat
software [29]. Utterances containing errors or latencies 2 SD above or below the mean
were excluded from further analyses (representing 3.38% of data). Remaining data was
analyzed by means of mixed-effects models [30] using lmer function and lmerTest
packages [31], implemented in R software [32]; Block (from 1 to 10), Lexicality
(familiar vs. Novel words), and Script (Cyrillic, Roman and Ambiguous) were entered
as predictor variables (fixed effects), participants and items were used as random
effects, and the RTs – as the dependent variable. Step function was used to determine
the best model (showing the lowest AIC ─Akaike’s Information Criterion). Similar
analysis was carried out for the percentage of correctly recalled stimuli, including script
(Russian, English, Ambiguous) and lexicality (familiar and novel words) as predictors
(fixed effects) and participants as a random effect.

Regarding the EEG data, a visual inspection of the grand-averaged ERP waveforms
was carried out in order to detect time windows of differences across conditions.
Accordingly, ERP activity was averaged across conditions at three different latencies:
30–60 ms, 90–120 ms and 150–250 ms. For each latency, 44 channels broadly dis-
tributed over frontal, central and posterior scalp sites were selected and divided into
sixteen different topographical regions (8 vertical lines, divided in 2 anterior-posterior
horizontal lines and in 2 left-right hemisphere vertical lines), with an average of two to
three channels computed per region (see Fig. 3). This data was analyzed using mixed-
effects models with Block (1 and 10), Lexicality (familiar and novel words), Script
(Cyrillic, Roman and Ambiguous), Hemisphere (left and right), Anterior-Posterior
(anterior and posterior sensor location) and Laterality (including four vertical lines,
from left to right) and as predictors (fixed effects) and participants as a random effect.

3 Results

3.1 Behavioral Data

Mixed-effects modelling conducted on naming latencies showed the best model as
RT * Block x Script x Lexicality + (1|Participant) + (1|Item). A general ANOVA
conducted on this model confirmed the significance of the three-way interaction (F
(18,5270) = 1.63, p = .044), revealing that repeated exposures across the ten training
blocks caused a decrease in the differences between familiar and novel words, although
differently depending on the script of presentation. Follow-up analyses were carried out
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in order to further explore this interactive effect. These post hoc comparisons indicated
that the script of presentation had an impact on naming latencies for both novel (F
(2,2662) = 31.52, p < .001) and familiar words (F (2,2662) = 44.76, p < .001), and
the direction of this effect was different for both types of stimuli. Namely, in Block 1,
novel words were named similarly slower in both L2 and Ambiguous scripts than in
L1, although pair-wise comparisons did not reach significance (L2 vs. L1, Esti-
mate = 143.6, p > 0.05; Ambiguous vs. L1, Estimate = 144.06, p > 0.05); however,
familiar words were much more affected by their presentation in L2 (Esti-
mate = 130.88, p > 0.05) than by the ambiguity of the script (Ambiguous vs. L1:
Estimate = 36.49, p > 0.05). Nonetheless, at the end of the training (Block 10), the
impact of the script was similarly reduced for both novel and familiar words (Novel
words: L2 vs. L1: Estimate = 7.49, p = 1; Ambiguous vs. L1: Estimate = 48.49,
p > .05; Familiar words: L2 vs. L1: Estimate = 48.43, p > .05; Ambiguous vs.
Cyrillic, Estimate = 39.17, p > .05).

Regarding the effect of training, this was found stronger for novel words (F
(9,2655) = 19.44, p < .001) than for familiar words (F(9,2655) = 6.76, p < .001). In
particular, the largest decrease of naming latencies was found for novel words pre-
sented in L2 (Estimate = 206.05, p < .001) and in Ambiguous script (Esti-
mate = 163.08, p < .001), followed by those presented in L1 (Estimate = 72.92,
p < .05), whereas for familiar words, only those presented in L2 showed a significant
decrease in their naming latencies across repetitions (L2: Estimate = 140.39, p < .001;
Ambiguous: Estimate = 46.08, p > .05; L1: Estimate = 46.29, p > .05). As a conse-
quence, differences between novel and familiar words decreased differently depending
on the script. The general effect of lexicality was found significant both at Block 1 (F
(1,532) = 38.29, p < .001) to Block 10 (F(1,531) = 7.30, p < .05); nonetheless, the
pattern of results found in pair-wise comparisons, as well as pointed by the three-way
interaction, likely indicate that lexical differences decreased across the training, and
faster in L1 and L2 than in the Ambiguous script, although these pair-wise comparisons
did not reach significance. Thus, initial differences observed in Block 1 between
familiar and novel words in L1 and L2 scripts (L1: Estimate = 73.80, p > .05; L2:
Estimate = 74.74, p > .05) were decreased already at the third presentation (L1:
Estimate = 26.0, p > .05, L2: Estimate = 28.0, p = 1). However, novel and familiar
words presented in Ambiguous script only showed a similar decrease after the sixth
presentation (first block: Estimate = 175.23, p > 0.05; sixth block: Estimate: 34.76,
p > .05) (see Fig. 2).

Results for the recall task revealed the best model as Accuracy * Script + (1|
Participant). An ANOVA carried out for this model confirmed the main effect of script
(F(2,159) = 10.85, p < .001). Pair-wise comparisons revealed that stimuli presented in
the ambiguous script exhibited the best recall rates (41.2%), significantly higher than
those presented in L1 (19.45%, p < 0.001) and higher, albeit insignificantly, than those
recalled in L2 (33.33%, p = 0.18). Notably, the stimuli presented in the native alphabet
showed the lowest recall rates, significantly lower than those presented in L2 (19.45 vs.
33.33%, p = .005).
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3.2 Electrophysiological Data

30–60 ms. Mixed-effects modelling conducted on this time window showed the best
model as Signal * Script:Block:Hemisphere. An ANOVA carried out on this model
confirmed the significance of the three-way interaction Script x Block x Hemisphere (F
(2, 12625) = 3.917, p = .019). To follow this up, the interaction Script x Block
interaction was explored across the two hemispheres. The interaction was found sig-
nificant over both hemispheres, although stronger for the right (F(2, 6307) = 19.84, p <
.001) than the left hemisphere (F(2, 6307) = 3.28, p = 0.037). Thus, across the training
blocks, the stimuli showed (regardless of their lexical status) an enhancement of early
brain responses in the left hemisphere, particularly stronger for those presented in L2
(Estimate = −1.17, t = −7.26, p < .0001) in comparison to that exhibited by those in L1
(Estimate = −0.63, t = −3.90, p = .0013) or Ambiguous script (Estimate = −0.70, t =
−4.400, p = .0002). This modulation caused the increase of differences across training
blocks between L2 stimuli and those presented in L1 (Block 1: Estimate = 0.2, t = 1.25,
p = 0.81; Block 10: Estimate = 0.74, t = 4.60, p = 0.0001) and in ambiguous script
(Block 1: Estimate = −0.35, t = −2.21, p = 0.23; Block 10: Estimate = −0.81, t = −5.08,
p < .0001). Importantly, stimuli presented in L1 and ambiguous script showed no
differences, neither in the first (Estimate = 0.15, t = −0.964, p = 0.92) nor in the last
block of training (Estimate = −0.07, t = −0.47, p = 0.99). The pattern found in the right
hemisphere was very similar except for stimuli presented in L1 script, which showed
no modulation across training blocks (Estimate = 0.05, t = 0.33, p = 0.99) (see Fig. 3).

90–120 ms. Results on this time window revealed the best model as Signal *
Script:Lexicality:Block. An ANOVA conducted on this model confirmed a significant
Script x Lexicality x Block interaction (F(2, 12625) = 13.35, p <.001) implying that, at
this latency, brain responses for novel and familiar words showed a different change
across their training depending on the script of presentation. Post hoc comparisons

Fig. 2. Mean naming latencies (RTs) obtained across training blocks for each experimental
condition (familiar and novel words in L1, L2 or ambiguous script).
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conducted by collapsing the rest of topographic factors showed that novel words
exhibit a significant increase of their activity across blocks, including those presented in
ambiguous (Estimate = –2.285, t= –13.27, p < .0001), L2 (Estimate = −1.45, t = –

7.63, p < .0001) and L1 (Estimate = −0.9995 t = –3.869, p = 0.0006) scripts, whereas
familiar words showed the opposite pattern, with no change or suppression of their
activity across blocks (only significant for those presented in L2, Estimate = 1.273,
t = 6.706, p < .0001, but not in L1 or ambiguous scripts, p > .05), thus suggesting
lower engagement of low-level extraction of visual features during a sublexical stage of
visual recognition. As a result, initial differences between familiar and novel words,
particularly higher in L1 (Estimate = 1.230, t = 4.78, p < .0001) and ambiguous
scripts (Estimate = −0.927, t = −5.38, p < .0001) as compared to L2 (Esti-
mate = 0.11, t = 0.592, p = 0.93) were found increased after the training (L1: Esti-
mate = 1.97, t = 7.68, p < .0001; Ambiguous: Estimate = 1.62, t = 9.44, p < .0001;
L2: Estimate = 2.83, t = 14.93, p < .0001) (see Fig. 3).

150–150 ms. Mixed-effects modelling conducted on the averaged time window
showed the best model as Signal * Script:Lexicality:Block. An ANOVA carried out
in this model confirmed the significance of the three-way interaction Script x Lexicality
x Block (F(2, 12619) = 3.46, p = 0.031). Follow-up analyses collapsing topographic
factors were carried out in order to explore this interactive effect. Novel words showed
a significant increase in their activation across blocks of training, similarly for those
presented in L1 (Estimate = −1.27, t = −6.58, p < .0001), L2 (Estimate = −1.65, t = -
8.19, p < .0001) or ambiguous script (Estimate = −1.31, t = −6.81, p < .0001),

Fig. 3. Effect of orthographic learning across the three script conditions. Upper part. Aver-
aged ERP waveforms for novel and familiar words in the first and tenth block of training across
the three different script conditions (the average was computed at all the scalp positions included
in the analysis, displayed in the map on the left upper part, where interactions resulted broadly
significant). Grey shaded areas indicate the time windows for significant interactions between
Block and Script (30–60 ms) and Block x Lexicality x Script (90–120 and 150–250 ms).
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indicating the increase in the access to the newly word-form representations achieved
throughout the training; however, familiar words showed a different pattern of acti-
vation, with no modulation (L2: Estimate = −0.301, t = −1.49, p = 0.43) or with a
suppression of their activity across repetitions, as shown by those presented in native
alphabet (Estimate = 0.54, t = 2.79, p = 0.027); only those familiar words presented in
ambiguous script showed an enhancement of their neural responses at this latency
(Estimate = -0.528, t = -2.73, p = 0.031) (see Fig. 3). As a consequence of the higher
modulation elicited by novel words across the training, the differences between these
and familiar words were found to be increased at the end of the training, particularly for
those in L1 (Block 1: Estimate = −0.239, t = −1.23, p > .05; Block 10: Esti-
mate = 1.58, t = 8.14, p < .0001) and L2 (Block 1: Estimate = -0.306, t = −1.52,
p = 0.42; Block 10: Estimate = 1.042, t = 5.17, p < .0001), but not for Ambiguous
script, in which familiar words showed no enhancement through repetitions (Block 1:
Estimate = -0.43, t = −2.23, p > .05; Block 10: Estimate = 0.35, t = 1.84, p > .05).

4 Discussion

The present study investigated the process of orthographic learning using both native
and non-native alphabets. In particular, we aimed to determine the impact of phono-
logical (in)consistencies across L1 and L2 scripts on the decoding and representation of
novel words. To this end, behavioral and neurophysiological responses were obtained
from a group of Russian-English biliterates during a short training with familiar and
novel written word-forms, presented either in their L1, L2 or in an ambiguous script
condition in which stimuli’s graphemes were inconsistently decoded across alphabets.
In general, our results demonstrate that phonological inconsistency across alphabets
influenced the decoding and reading automatization for novel words. Despite this
interference, all learned words were represented and accessible in the reader's lexicon,
as indicated by various behavioral and neural indices. These results are discussed in
more detail as follows.

Behavioral data obtained during the training with novel written words confirmed
the impact of phonological inconsistency on the reading latencies of these stimuli,
which were significantly higher than for those presented in L1 and L2 scripts in which
novel word’s graphemes were unambiguous. Nonetheless, this ambiguity effect was
mainly detected at the beginning of the reading task, when stimuli were unfamiliar.
Indeed, the impact of the inconsistency was stronger for novel and unfamiliar words
than for the familiar words, in agreement with previous findings [17–19]. Critically, the
impact of the phonological ambiguity decreased later during the training and, by the
end of the task, was similar to that exhibited by familiar words. These findings suggest
that, along their repeated exposure, new memory traces were formed for these stimuli,
assisting their reading through a direct, whole-word recognition rather than a serial
grapheme-to-phoneme decoding strategy. Importantly, the attribution of such mental
representations was confirmed by the reduction of the differences in naming latencies
between novel and familiar ambiguous words along the training. Such change in the
lexicality effect, known to reflect differences in the processing of familiar and non-
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lexical entries [33], speaks in favor of the representation of novel ambiguous words in
reader’s lexicon, despite their inconsistent grapheme-to-phoneme mapping. Further-
more, results obtained in the recall task also confirmed the successful formation and
access to newly-acquired mental representations for novel ambiguous words, which
exhibited equal performance to familiar words. Nonetheless, a more careful block-by-
block analysis of the lexicality effect indicated that, in fact, phonological inconsistency
does impact the speed at which novel orthographic representations are built up in the
reader's lexicon. Thus, whereas novel and familiar words presented either in L1 or L2
conditions matched in their naming latencies already at the third training block, the
similar effect was observed in the ambiguous condition only at the sixth presentation.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that, although phonological inconsistency
interferes with and slows down the representation of novel word-forms in the reader’s
lexicon, this effect does not prevent a successful development and access of these
orthographic traces after a relatively short training. Therefore, these findings indicate
the presence of a rapid orthographic learning for novel word forms even in conditions
of phonological inconsistency, thus extending previous behavioral results obtained in
uniliterate populations [1–3, 11, 34].

Furthermore, successful formation of the corresponding representations for novel
ambiguous words was also reflected in participant’s electrophysiological responses
obtained during training. Our comparison of the brain signals elicited by novel
ambiguous words at the beginning and the end of their training revealed an
enhancement of very early brain responses to these stimuli, indicating an improvement
in their visual processing at both sublexical and lexical stages. Indeed, orthographic
training of novel stimuli was found to modulate brain responses starting from * 30 ms
to * 250 ms post stimulus onset, likely reflecting recruitment and enhancement of
early attentional mechanisms engaged in subsequent extraction of visual features and
word-form access, respectively [24, 25, 35, 36]. Importantly, such a pattern of brain
responses was found differently modulated through the training, depending on the
alphabet of presentation. Early brain responses as the one obtained in the first time
window (30–60 ms) have been found during repetition of relevant stimuli; although
such early repetition effects remain unclear, and thus might be consider cautiously, they
have been propose to be related to attentional mechanisms, oriented towards low-level,
physical properties of the salient stimuli during visual processing [37, 38]. This
modulation was similar for novel and familiar words, thus indicating similar engage-
ment of attentional mechanisms the stimuli regardless of their lexical status and general
familiarity. Nonetheless, this early brain response was sensitive to the script in which
stimuli, either novel or familiar, were presented, particularly to that containing non-
native, L2-specific graphemes. Indeed, stimuli presented in L2 elicited a significantly
stronger modulation of this early ERP through their training, likely indicating the
higher saliency and strong demand for attentional resources during the repeated
exposure to stimuli in non-native alphabet, a result that could be influenced by the
comparatively low level of L2 proficiency in our sample. In contrast, the stimuli
containing native or shared L1-L2 graphemes (namely those in L1 and ambiguous
scripts) showed similar enhancement of this early response across the exposures, which
also suggests that ambiguous stimuli engaged similar attentional resources those in L1,
despite the graphemic inconsistency. Importantly, this early modulation suggests that
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the language script is detected in a very fast and automatic fashion, as early as 30 ms
after word processing onset.

Subsequent brain activity modulations observed during the training (90–120, 150–
250 ms) are closely related to the orthographic processing carried out at sublexical and
lexical stages of visual word recognition, rather than to general visual attention
mechanisms. In particular, responses starting from *100 ms post word onset are
considered to index the extraction of low-level visual features of words (i.e., letters),
followed by lexical word-form access from *200 ms after presentation [24, 25, 35,
36, 39]. Accordingly, an increased response elicited by novel words at these latencies
suggests an enhancement in the orthographic analysis and representation of these
stimuli as a consequence of their training, in agreement with previous M/EEG studies
carried out in monolingual and monoliterate populations [6, 40]. Importantly, such an
enhancement was only exhibited by novel, to-be-lexicalized words but not by those
already having strong lexical representations, which, in contrast, showed an activity
suppression through repetitions. Thus, at the 90–120 ms time window, novel words
showed a significant enhancement of their activity across the training, particularly those
in ambiguous or non-native alphabet, for which the underlying extraction of visual
features during orthographic analysis is likely more effortful; however, familiar words
(either in L1 or in ambiguous script) did not show such enhancement but an activity
suppression. Only L2 words, consisting on non-native graphemes, showed an ERP
enhancement at this latency, likely driven by the low L2 proficiency level of partici-
pants. A similar pattern of enhancement vs. Suppression of activity was found for novel
and familiar words in the late time window (150–250 ms); such enhancement elicited
by novel words likely reflects the progressive formation and increasingly improved
access of newly built up representations for these stimuli across their training, which,
importantly, was observed regardless of their script. L1 familiar words, on the contrary,
did not show an enhancement at this latency but instead exhibited a suppression of their
activity. This indicates that, for already lexicalized stimuli, word access is achieved
irrespectively of their repetitions, with some repetition-related habituation. Importantly,
such differential pattern of enhancement vs. Suppression of activity is consistent with
previous findings for repetition of novel vs. Familiar stimuli, reflecting the extraction
and incorporation of new information in order to further represent a novel stimulus vs.
Adaptation of the neural response to a familiar one, which already has a robust rep-
resentation [41, 42].

It is important to note that, at this late time window, not only novel but also familiar
words in ambiguous script exhibited an enhancement of their activity, suggesting a
facilitation of their access across repetitions. Although ambiguous familiar words might
possess representations in both L1 and L2 lexicons, these are likely much weaker in L2
than in L1, especially taking into account the level of L2 proficiency of these partic-
ipants (as also reflected in the earlier brain responses as well as in naming latencies,
particularly slow in this condition in comparison to words presented in L1 or
ambiguous scripts). Thus, for familiar words, such activity enhancement might reflect
the formation (or update) and access of representations for these stimuli in L2 mental
lexicon through repetitions. Importantly, future studies might also analyze participant’s
articulation of ambiguous stimuli, thus clarifying whether these stimuli were actually
read and hence represented in L2 rather in L1.
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5 Conclusion

Overall, our findings indicate a rapid (after just 10 exposures) learning of novel written
word-forms even in conditions of phonological inconsistency. Although inconsistent
decoding rules across L1 and L2 alphabets does impact the naming latencies and the
speed in which ambiguous novel words are represented in the mental lexicon, these
stimuli show markers at both behavioral (reduction of the lexicality effect) and neu-
rophysiological (enhancement of ERP activity at sublexical and lexical stages of their
processing) levels indicative of fast orthographic learning. Importantly, EEG and other
similarly temporary-precise tools (e.g., MEG) demonstrate their value in revealing the
temporal dynamics underlying this process. In this regard, future ERP studies might
scrutinize more elaborately the changes occurring both at behavioral and neural level
with each new exposure to novel written-word forms.
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Abstract. Mathematical modeling of some processes underlying the phenom-
ena of the individual and collective natural bilingualism confirmed the hypothesis
of the instability of these states. It is shown that natural bilingualism, providing
“double” communication can, at the same time, be a phase of the transition to
monolingualism. This tendency of natural bilingualism towards a monolingual
program can manifest itself at different levels of social organization. The disap-
pearance of the languages of small ethnic groups is the most extensive manifes-
tation and implementation of this tendency. The use of mathematical modeling
methods allows understanding the degree of the influence of key parameters on the
process of the disappearance of the ethnic language. The formation of natural bilin-
gualism in children differs from the development of a language in a monolingual
environment by possibility stops in the development of language (fossilization)
and erasure of the language (language attrition). Practice shows that the nega-
tive impact of bilingual education on the intellectual and linguistic development
of a child is possible, although it does not always manifest itself. Mathematical
modeling of this process aims at finding an answer to the question of specific con-
ditions leading to negative consequences. It confirmed the possibility of blocking
spontaneous acquisition of one as well as of two languages simultaneously and
showed which specific variables should be measured by instrumental methods
for a more detailed description of the mechanisms of language acquisition. The
developed models may be modified for better matching of the available solutions
to experimental data.

Keywords: Language acquisition · Bilingualism · Phenomenological model ·
Analysis of dynamic modes · Language attrition · Disappearance of languages

1 Introduction

This work is devoted to the mathematical modeling of some processes underlying the
phenomena of individual and collective bilingualism. In particular, we will speak about
the spontaneous formation of bilingualism and about its disappearance. It seems obvi-
ous that natural bilingualism, that is involuntarily acquired in a linguistic environment,
both at the level of an individual native speaker and in linguistic communities, expands
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the possibilities of communication. But there is another, less apparent side of this phe-
nomenon. Natural bilingualism providing “double” communication is, at the same time,
a phase of the transition to monolingualism [1].

It is known that bilingualism occurs as a result of social factors. Such factors are
either the need to communicate in two languages in a bilingual environment (natural
bilingualism) or motivated learning (artificial bilingualism). One might get the impres-
sion that social factors completely determine the success of the development of bilin-
gualism. However, very little is known about the biological basis of bilingualism. What
biophysical mechanisms can provide the functional operations necessary for children to
communicate in two languages? What are the limitations that inevitably accompany any
process?

To answer these questions the physical approach makes use of mathematical models
based on the experimental experience of specialists in this field. The importance of the
modelingmethod in studies of language development, bilingualism andmulti-lingualism
is noted in the works [2, 3]. On the basis of biophysical concepts of processing informa-
tion signals in living systems, balance equations are formed (see, for example, [4–8, 16,
17]). The analysis of the solutions of suchmodels and their comparisonwith the dynamic
modes recorded by specialists allows forming an idea of the adequacy of the formal-
ized description language being developed.Well-known theoretical points formed on the
basis of the experience of specialists were taken into account for constructing models of
individual and collective bilingualism:

Bivalence (dichotomy) “species specificity—plasticity” of the behavior of higher
living beings [9]. The formation of a language in amonolingual environment is a species-
specific process for Homo sapiens. For a healthy representative of the species, clear
terms of the formation of speech in ontogenesis are mandatory, which occurs as self-
development and can only be disturbed as a result of a disease. Bilingualism, both natural
and artificial, is not a species-specific characteristic of a person. It is acquired through
brain plasticity.

The concept of procedural—declarative memory [10]. These memory systems are
provided by various neurofunctional and neuroanatomical structures. Two cognitive pro-
cesses coexist, are switched on depending on the conditions of presentation of language
material, complement each other and thereby make it possible to master new languages
in different conditions and at different ages. The parallel in time, but oppositely directed
influence of implicit linguistic competence and explicitmetalinguistic knowledge creates
the effect of the continuum.

The idea of bilingualism as a manifestation of brain plasticity, which manifests
itself as the ability to acquire knowledge and skills, adaptation and restoration of impaired
functions. Natural bilingualism is caused by a social phenomenon – the need to commu-
nicate in two languages. Under the influence of this need (implicitmotivation), biological
adaptation occurs. Like other natural adaptations, it has a return mechanism – language
attrition. This involuntary (implicit) level of functioning of the language system, when
more than one languages are acquired and lost due to fluctuations in the need to commu-
nicate. Most often, full or partial replacement of the first language with the second can
be observed in younger children [11, 12]. Artificial bilingualism is formed as a result of
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motivated learning, when language knowledge and skills are acquired through formal
(explicit) instructions and an appeal to declarative memory.

Hypothesis: The evolutionary mission of brain plasticity is, first of all, to maintain
species-specific forms of behavior [13]. If we accept this hypothesis, the emergence of
natural bilingualism becomes clear: in an unfamiliar linguistic environment, species-
specific behavior (verbal communication) is not provided, so brain plasticity tools come
into action. It is likely that the demand of the social environment – the need to understand
several languages – formed this adaptation in phylogenesis and leads to its formation in
ontogenesis.

The tendency to monolingualism in individual and collective bilingualism. With
natural individual bilingualism, at the speech level this tendency is manifested in the
form of linguistic interference, and at the behavioral level as a mixture of languages,
ignoring one of the languages, language attritions. These phenomena are well observed
during the change of generations in a family under conditions of migration [1].

2 Basic Elements of the Phenomenological Model Description

The dynamic models of natural bilingualism in a bilingual social environment were
considered for both, individual bilingualism (language attritions) and collective bilin-
gualism at the population level (disappearance of ethnic languages). Each of these model
descriptions is based on the idea that words of any language are acoustic or symbolic
(written) nomination1 of concepts and images mastered and/or lost by an individual.
Mathematical models allow considering various hypotheses and can be used, in partic-
ular, to overcome the myth about the undoubted usefulness of early bilingualism. Many
researchers, as well as speech therapists and children’s teachers (see for example, [14,
15]) note the possibility of negative manifestations in the process of the formation of
bilingualism. At the same time, there is still no formalized description of possible rea-
sons hindering the speech and general intellectual development of specific children. A
version of such a model is shown in Sect. 2.2.

The interest in mathematical modeling of complex social processes, processes of
inheritance and preservation of non-innate, “cultural information” at the population level
is more widespread [5–8, 18, 20]. In particular, dynamic models of bi- and multilingual-
ism in society are constructed [3, 16, 17]. The processes of dynamics of specific parts
of the population corresponding to the frequencies of the use of one of two languages
or simultaneous use of both (bilingualism) were considered [16, 17]. However, in these
models, the main attention was, as rule, paid to the process of refusal from the active
use of one of possible languages by an adult and the role of mastering two languages by
a child was not taken into account. The global dynamics of the competitive interaction
of languages was considered in [19].

The mathematical model of population (collective) bilingualism constructed in
Sect. 2.3 is based on a general approach tomodeling inheritance processes proposed in [6]
and developed in [7]. This approach works effectively, including description of the pro-
cesses of “cultural” inheritance, which implies the development and preservation of one

1 Of course, in principle, tactile, gustatory and olfactory languages are also possible. However,
they are unlikely to be developed to the level of acoustic and written speech.
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or more languages [8]. It is important that the specific features of language acquisition,
typical for younger children are taken into consideration in this case [1, 12, 14, 15].

2.1 Image and Categories of Objects

The images of specific objects in human thinking in all modalities of perception –
visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory and gustatory – can be very complex and detailed.
However, during verbal communication of one person with others, these images can
be displayed/transmitted only as the intersection of generalized categories. Meanwhile,
not a single utterance ever reaches the accuracy and individuality of representing an
object, like in thinking and perception of a person who is trying to convey the image of
this object. If one looks into any dictionary of any language, then with some degree of
surprise it will be found that all the words available in it, without exception, designate
categories of objects, actions, or signs. Even technical terms, the use of which is based
on an agreement (convention) between professionals, never designate a unique object,
although they narrow the class of designated objects. For a more or less accurate verbal
statement, one has to characterize an object by listing the categories to which it belongs.
For example, “big green crocodile”. Verbal enumeration, in contrast to the demonstration
of paintings and the performance of symphonies, is always sequential rather than parallel.
Therefore, the formed verbal image of an object is always the intersection of categories
to which it can belong.

Not only humans, but also animals are capable of categorical generalization [21].
If we do not recognize their ability for logical thinking, then we have to admit that the
spontaneous generalization of their life practice is the mechanism for the formation of
categories. Moreover, technogenic systems, the substratum of the functioning of which
are electronic elements rather than neurons, are also capable of generalizing images to
the level of categories. Thus, in the well-known work [22] it is shown that a network
of processors receiving at the input a flow of images (actually image codes) from the
Internet, spontaneously, without training and encouragement formed generalized images
of cats, human faces and bodies.

Therefore, we took as the basis for describing bilingualism modeling of the process
of spontaneously occurring acquisition of images of the environment by a child. The
main quantitative characteristic of such a model is the number of generalized images of
environmental objects acquired by a human. The competition of languages is considered
as a competition for nominating these acquired images with the words of one or another
language. In fact, in the nominal representation the formed generalized image can have
one, another, or two language markers at once. The above description refers to changes
in time in the number of active algorithms for operations on images of the environment,
as well as algorithms that a living system has learned to form (master) to isolate elements
important for it from the “noise” component of the sensory flow.

2.2 A Variety of Modes for Individual Bilingualism

These phenomena were reproduced on the mathematical model of the formation of
individual bilingualism in a bilingual environment. Themodel is a system of two balance
equations describing the change in the number of active instrumental algorithms and
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“cognitive filters” for mastering the first and second languages. Such a reduced model
of a broader formalized description of the processes of mastering fundamental concepts
by a child and their nomination in the social environment:

τ1V1
dV1

dt
= −τ1V1

τ2V1
· V1 + F0

[−T1 + γ11 · V1 − γ12 · V2
]

τ2V2
dV2

dt
= −τ1V2

τ2V2
· V2 + F0

[−T2 − γ21 · V1 + γ22 · V2
]

where: τ1V1 and τ1V2 are the characteristic times of spontaneous learning of new elements
of the first (V1) and second (V2) languages (usually, days - weeks); τ2V1 and τ2V2 are
the characteristic times of destruction of the proportion of elements of the languages
V1 and V2 or their transfer from active working memory to passive “storage” (usually
months - years);F0 are the stepwise nonlinear functions are stepwise with thresholds T1
and T2 for languages V1 and V2, respectively; γij - the coefficients of the influence of
the language Vj on the activation of acquiring language Vi. To simplify the analysis, the
unit Heaviside function is used as F0.

A qualitative study of possible solutions to these equations was done on the phase
plane (V1,V2). Solutions - the trajectories of the image point on the phase plane are
determined by the type of stable and unstable zero - isoclines. Different types of solutions
are highly dependent on the thresholds T1 and T2, as well as on the γij - coefficients of
the mutual influence of languages on each other. The considered phenomenological
model allowed identifying regions of parameters when the model modes of spontaneous
learning corresponded to the modes of behavior of children recorded experimentally and
in the process of observation during language acquisition [1, 11–15].

2.2.1. It was shown that at high thresholds of switching on of the mechanisms for the
formation of new categorization algorithms and conscious perception of the flow of
external sensory signals, it is possible to block spontaneous language acquisition. These
thresholds are known to increase at unfavorable emotional states, as well as in case of
insufficient energy supply to the subject.

2.2.2. It was shown that spontaneous, natural mastering of several (two) languages leads
to a decrease in the volume of each language in comparison with the case of mastering
only one language. The reason for this is the waste of the time resource allocated for
training in several languages, instead of using this resource to master one language,
preferably the native one.

2.2.3. The conditions of switching over frommastering two languages tomastering only
one language and inhibiting the other, or inhibiting the development of both languages
were considered.

Thus, the formalized description confirms the possibility of blocking spontaneous
mastering of both, one language and two languages at once and demonstrates which
variables should be measured by instrumental methods for a more adequate description
of the mechanisms of language acquisition.
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2.3 A Tendency to Monolingualism in Collective Bilingualism

For collective (population) bilingualism, there is a tendency to switch to a more common
language. At the same time, the less common language weakens and further disappears.
Almost any phenomena observed in individual bilingualism can be observed in collective
bilingualism. Two languages occupy different niches both in the life of an individual
bilingual and in the life of a bilingual society. Strengthening of the position of one
of the languages inevitably leads to weakening of the other, both in the formation of
natural bilingualism in children and in collective bilingualism. If one of the languages
loses social relevance, then it weakens and may disappear in both, the bilingual and
the society. The disappearance or death of a language is the major manifestation of
the tendency to a monolingual state. Natural bilingualism on any scale is an unstable
phenomenon, which is often characterized by the tendency to stable monolingualism
[1].

To study the features of the phenomenon of collective bilingualism on the basis of
a general approach to modeling the processes of transmission of non-innate (acquired)
information [8], a dynamic model of a bilingual community was constructed under the
following assumptions:

a) the size of the community is constant in time, which entails the equality of the
number of births per capita per unit time (birth rate a) to the corresponding number
of deaths;

b) proficiency in a particular language does not affect fertility/mortality;
c) community members can speak one of two languages, conventionally called “first”

and “second”, or both languages simultaneously; z1is the proportion of community
members who speak only the first language; z2 is the proportion of community
members who speak only the second language; z12 is the proportion of community
members who speak both languages;

d) the proportion of individuals who do not speak any language (children under two
years of age) is negligibly small;

e) the likelihood of simultaneous (spontaneous) mastering of two languages by an
individual is negligible; an individual first learns one language (the most optimal
language acquisition process in early childhood) and only after that he\she canmaster
another one (become bilingual);

f) children of the individuals who speak one language, speak the language of their
parents;

g) children of bilinguals initially master the first or the second language with proba-
bilities c1 and c2 accordingly, which reflects the social attractiveness (social prefer-
ences) of knowing a particular language; c1 + c2 = 1; without loss of generality, it
is assumed that c1 > c2.

h) the average speed of spontaneous acquisition of a new language in a community
when one language has been mastered (the speed of the process of the emergence of
bilingualism) is proportional to the product of native speakers of this language and
individuals who do not speak it; the proportionality coefficient b does not depend
on the type of language.
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The latter assumption actuallymeans that the probability ofmastering a new language
by an individual who speaks one language is proportional to the amount of communi-
cation between him\her and the native speakers of the other language (the hypothesis of
effective encounters).

These assumptions lead to the following model:

dz1
dt

= c1 · a · z12 − b · z1 · z2 − b · z1 · z12
dz2
dt

= c2 · a · z12 − b · z1 · z2 − b · z2 · z12
dz12
dt

= 2b · z1 · z2 + b · z1 · z12 + b · z2 · z12 − a · z12
where z1 + z2 + z12 = 1. Taking into account the last identity, one variable can be
expressed through the other two and we can pass to a system of two equations only.

A qualitative analysis of possible solutions to the constructed model was carried
out. It was found that, depending on the values of the parameters, this system has two
or three equilibrium states. Two equilibrium states (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) correspond to
the preservation of only one language in the community, with the second state being
always unstable. The third state corresponds to the indefinitely long preservation of both
languages in stable proportion.

It is shown that the third state exists if the relation (c1 − c2) · a < b holds. In this
case, it will be globally asymptotically stable, and the first equilibrium state (1, 0, 0) will
be unstable. This means that both languages remain in the community indefinitely long,
with the number of their speakers approaching with time a stable proportion determined
by the values of the model parameters.

If the opposite inequality (c1 − c2) · a ≥ b is satisfied, the model has only two
equilibrium states, and the first state (1, 0, 0) being asymptotically globally stable. This
corresponds to the process of gradual replacement of the second language by the first
one. Since this c1 · a is the specific rate of appearance of native speakers only of the first
language, c2 · a is the rate of appearance of native speakers only of the second language,
and b characterizes the rate of the appearance of natural bilinguals, the result obtained
means that the second language is displaced by the first if the process of appearance of
bilinguals does not compensate for the excess of the rate of appearance of speakers of
the first language over the rate of appearance of native speakers of a second language.

Thus, to ensure the preservation of two languages in the community, all other things
being equal (stable fertility/mortality and the likelihood of the appearance of natural
bilinguals), efforts should be made to increasing the parameter c2, that is, the likelihood
of the initial acquisition of a second language by bilingual children, and this, as already
noted above, is determined by special measures to change the social attractiveness of
the language.

3 Conclusion and Outlook

Mathematical modeling of the processes underlying the phenomena of individual and
collective natural bilingualism confirms the hypothesis of the instability of these states.
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These models also show which specific variables should be measured by instrumental
methods for conducting a more detailed description of the mechanisms of mastering lan-
guages of communication between people. At the same time, there are options to modify
the models for better matching the available solutions to experimental data. Understand-
ing of both social and biophysical mechanisms of the weakening and disappearance of
one of the languages under collective bilingualism is necessary for the development of
measures to preserve linguistic diversity.

The formation of a linguistic function in a bilingual environment proceeds in dif-
ferent ways, even in children from the same family, and is rarely completely smooth.
One of the deepest understandings of this phenomenon belongs to L.S. Vygotsky, who
noted the dynamism of the phenomenon, its unpredictability, irreducibility to particular
cases and warned about the potential vulnerability of the child’s psyche in a multilin-
gual environment: “… Bilingualism, under certain conditions, can become a factor that
hinders both the development of the child’s native language and its general intellectual
development …” [14]. The task of researchers of the present days is to find an answer
to the question: under what specific conditions this is possible.
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Abstract. The article describes an experimental study aimed at identifying the
peculiarities of cognitive processing of Russian emotional words – diminutives
as well as the influence of the bilingualism factor on this process. The purpose
was solved in two stages: a survey and an RT-experiment. Each of the stages
was carried out sequentially first in a group of native Russian speakers, then in
Turkic-Russian bilinguals. Based on the data obtained during the first stage, we
found that emotionality interacts with the psycholinguistic parameters (age of
acquisition, type of evaluation, contextual implementation, subjective frequency)
in the perception of words by native speakers and bilinguals. It was demonstrated
by the presence of correlations between the parameters. The results of the RT-
experiment showed that both groups of participants had significant differences in
the cognitive processing of neutral and emotional words. Summing up the results,
it can be concluded that the bilingualism type – unbalanced with the dominance
of the L2 has influence on the perception and cognitive processing of emotional
words.

Keywords: Emotionality · Diminutive · Turkic-Russian bilingualism

1 Introduction

A growing body of literature investigating the cognitive processing of emotional words
has emerged in recent years. Positive results have been obtained in a significant number
of diverse works devoted to this issue, but a number of unresolved and controversial
problems remain, including the question of the presence and nature of differences in the
perception of emotionally colored and neutral vocabulary.

Currently, experimental studies have obtained data on 1) processing advantages for
positive over neutral words [1–3]; 2) a greater processing speed of negative words over
neutral ones [4, 5]; 3) a greater processing speed of positive words over negative ones [6].
The obtained ambiguous results encourage scientists to generate numerous explanatory
hypotheses and theories (for instance, the hypothesis of automatic vigilance, the theory
of semantic richness, etc. See more details in the paper by O. V. Nagel [7]). In our
opinion, there are several reasons that to some extent explain the disunity of the results.
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Firstly, the class of emotional vocabulary is characterized by significant heterogene-
ity and the conclusions obtained in the research are based on the analysis of various
empirical material. As linguistic research suggests, emotion vocabularies are often asso-
ciatedwithwords that cause negative or positive emotions in the speaker (gun, win, echo)
[8], or evoke positive or negative qualities of objects, but do not express the speaker’s
attitude to these objects and qualities (optimistisch – optimistic; grausam – cruel) [9].
Also, as reported by Scott [10], until recently, most studies did not compare positive,
negative and neutral words, but instead considered only two of these three categories or
sometimes words that name certain emotional states, which makes it difficult to draw
direct conclusions and generalize the results.

Secondly, it seems that the inconsistent results are also influenced by insufficient
differentiation between the impact of the emotionality factor and other psycholinguistic
factors that affect the cognitive processing. As such, valence (perception of a stimulus as
positive or negative), and arousal (the degree towhich a stimulus is «calm» or «exciting»)
should be considered.

In addition, we’d like to emphasize a certain lack of involved empirical material that
can reveal new aspects of the complex phenomenon of emotional processing (insuffi-
cient involvement of the different-type language material and different types of native
speakers).

The problem of perception and processing of emotional units by bilinguals is also
ambiguously solved and is related to amore general research question about the nature of
the relationship between emotionality and a second language. A number of studies claim
that the first language (L1) is more emotional than the second one (L2) or subsequent
languages [11–13]. As Ponari points out [14], studies using objective measures (such
as reaction time) in some cases show advantages in processing of emotional words in
L1, in other cases advantages in L2, or no difference between languages [15]. EEG
research using lexical decision task demonstrate weaker or delayed automatic affective
processing of L2 [16, 17].

A detailed examination of this problem reveals the presence of some factors that
cause differences in the perception and use of L2 emotional units by bilinguals. In
particular, for example, a series of studies by Dewaele [18–20] revealed the influence
of such factors as age and context of L2 acquisition: bilinguals who learned a second
language at an early age consider L2 words to be more emotionally loaded compared to
those who learned it later. The same is true for respondents who studied L2 in a natural
environment as opposed to emergent bilinguals.

Thus, we believe that while studying cognitive processing, it is necessary to strictly
determine the limitation of conclusions by the types of attracted subclasses of emotional
units, their place in the system of expressing emotionality in a particular language or
interacting languages in the mental lexicon of a bilingual, in the latter case – taking into
account the type of bilingualism.

This paper examines the specifics of cognitive processing of diminutives, a class
of Russian language system vocabulary. Emotionality of this word class is marked by
derivational affixes in comparison with other classes of emotional and neutral vocab-
ulary. The cognitive processing of these emotional words is analyzed in two groups:
native speakers of Russian and Turkic-Russian bilinguals, early natural unbalanced,
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whose mother language has the status of a heritage language, the language of family
communication, which gets replaced in other social communications by Russian.

The experimental study was carried out in two stages, each of them was conducted
sequentially first in a group of native Russian speakers, then in a group of bilinguals.
At the first stage, a survey was conducted to identify the ratio features between the
emotionality and related categories. At the second stage, an RT-experiment was per-
formed.

2 Method

2.1 Survey

Participants. Russian native speakers (56 respondents covering the age range from 18
to 71; average age – 30.8) and Turkic-Russian bilinguals who indicated Tatar, Khakass,
or Shor as their first language (60 people – from 16 to 73; average age – 32, 7).

Material. The surveys (as well as RT-experiments) involved 371 words used as stimuli
which included 3 groups of words. The first one is a group of 163 non – emotional non-
derivative words that can form diminutives and relate to a person and his environment:
the name of family ties (Russian: papa – father, tyotya – aunt, babushka – grandmother),
body parts (Russian: ruka – hand, zhivot – stomach, glaz – eye), clothing items (Russian:
bluza – blouse, dzhinsy – jeans, kostyum – suit), household items and furniture items
(Russian: vilka – fork, stul – chair, kovyor – carpet). The second group consists of
166 emotional words with diminutive suffixes formed from non – derivative words
(Russian: stul’chik – chair, kostyumchik – suit, dochen’ka – daughter, kovrik – carpet).
The third group was made up of 42 words with a positive and negative evaluation
(Russian: velikolepie – splendor, triumph – triumph, merzost’ – abomination, bezobrazie
– ugliness).

Procedure. The survey was carried out using the Likert scaling. Participants in the
experimental sessions were asked to rate the proposed words on a scale from 1 to 7
according to the following parameters: type of evaluation, contextual implementation
– in conversations with whom the word is used (child or adult), in conversations about
whom the word is used (child or adult), subjective frequency, age of acquisition.

Results. As a result of two stages of the survey 74,287observationswere received: 53,634
observations from Russian native speakers, 21,959 observations from Turkic-Russian
bilinguals.

Correlation analysis has shown that emotionality interacts with the studied psy-
cholinguistic parameters in the perception ofwords by both groups of participants (native
Russian speakers and Turkic-Russian bilinguals). It is demonstrated by the presence of
correlational relations between the parameters. The most significant correlations were
attributed to the following parameters: «use in conversations with a child/adult» and «use
in conversations about a child/adult» (r = 0.874; r = 0.870); «type of evaluation» and
«use in conversations with a child/adult» (r= 0.442; r= 0.509); «age of acquisition» and
«use in conversations with a child/adult» (r= 0.450; r= 0.449); «emotionality degree»
and «use in conversations with a child/adult» (r = −0.467; r = −0.303); «emotionality
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degree» and «type of evaluation» (r = −0.375; r = −0.562). In the following values of
the correlation relations in each option the first value relates to a group of native speakers
of Russian, the second – group of Turkic-Russian bilinguals.

As can be seen from the numerical values, the correlations found in bilingual respon-
dents and native speakers of Russian are similar. In this case, we can conclude that early
natural bilinguals, native speakers of heritage Turkic languages do not differ from Rus-
sian native speakers in the systems of evaluating the ratio of words emotionality with
other significant psycholinguistic parameters.

2.2 RT-Experiment

At the second stage, we designed an RT-experiment to test the hypothesis that cognitive
processing of the diminutives and neutral words is different in groups of Russian native
speakers and in Turkic-Russian bilinguals. It can be expressed in reaction time to the
stimuli as well as in the differences in related psycholinguistic characteristics effects.

Participants. Russian native speakers: 23 people (9male, 14 female; age 18–53, average
age–27 years). Bilinguals: 23 people (10 male, 13 female; age 16–52, average age–
28.3 years).

Procedure. The stimuli were introduced to the categorization task, and subjects were
asked to assign the word to a group «part of a person/part of a person’s body» or to
«an object». Experiment procedure consisted of a training session and the main exper-
iment. Stimuli were presented pseudorandomized. The time for presenting stimuli was

Fig. 1. The dependence of RT from a type of stimulus (Russian native speakers)
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3000 MS, before starting a new trail, a blank screen appeared (ITI - intertrial interval)
– 250 MS, the time for presenting the fixation cross – 250 MS.

Results and Discussion. In total, 8163 observations of Russian-speaking respondents
and 8419 observations of heritageTurkic-Russian bilingualswere received. The obtained
data were analyzed using the method of covariance analysis (ANCOVA).

The results showed that the cognitive processing of diminutives differs from the cog-
nitive processing of neutral words both in Russian-speaking participants and in Turkic-
Russian bilinguals: in native speakers of Russian this difference is manifested regardless
of the frequency factor influence, and in Turkic – Russian bilinguals regardless of the
frequency and length. Besides, Russian speakers’ RT and the RT of Turkic-Russian
bilinguals significantly differ both for all units as a whole and for each type separately.
Native Russian speakers process units faster than bilingual participants (p< 0.001) (see
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

In addition, a correlation analysis was carried out to identify the peculiarities of
RT interaction with the psycholinguistic parameters (subjective frequency, emotional-
ity degree, type of evaluation and contextual implementation). The following correla-
tions were distinguished: «RT» and «emotionality degree» (0.390 –native speakers of
Russian, 0.322 - Turkic-Russian bilinguals); «RT» and «subjective frequency» (0.313–
native speakers of Russian, 0.329 - Turkic-Russian bilinguals); «RT» and «contextual
implementation» (−0.302405 – native Russian speakers).

Fig. 2. The dependence of RT from a type of stimulus (Turkic-Russian bilinguals)
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3 Conclusion

In our opinion, the obtained differences are explained by the type of the studied lexical
units and their special position in the Russian and Turkic languages: in both language
systems diminutives are a broad class of units that have a significant number ofmeanings,
but the implementation of these meanings depends on many factors, in particular, for
instance, on differences in the ways of expressing diminutivity. However, on the other
hand, similar sensitivity to emotional units, as well as the same principles of processing
emotional and neutral units, suggest that the conceptual presence of diminutively, as
well as the type of bilingualism – early unbalanced with the dominance of the second
language still affects their perception and cognitive processing, which correlates with
the data obtained earlier.

The obtained results are consistent with the information in the literature on: 1) inter-
action of emotionality and related categories, 2) influence of the bilingualism type on
the perception of emotional words, 3) influence of a number of psycholinguistic factors
on the cognitive processing of emotional units. In addition, our research proves that the
choice of stimuli, as well as the involvement of a certain type of respondents, largely
determine the obtained results, which explains the heterogeneity of the data available in
the previous research.

However, it should be noted that the specific type of the investigated lexical units
– diminutives and their derivative nature raise the question of whether the observed
differences in processing of emotional and neutral words are explained by a type of
semantics, or derivation also has the impact. This question is related to the evidence
available in the literature on the possible influence of word morphological complexity
on its cognitive processing. In our opinion, these conclusions determine the visible
prospects for research using different types of emotional vocabulary as well as with
varying groups of participants.
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Abstract. The paper presents the classification of Internet-texts in Russian
according to their monoamine status. We consider the levels of serotonin, nora-
drenaline and dopamine supposedly present in the blood of the text producer.
The procedure of the non-discrete annotation of emotional tonality was used
for the corpora data to identify the verbal markers for low-serotonergic, high-
serotonergic, low-noradrenergic, high-noradrenergic, low-dopaminergic and high-
dopaminergic texts. It is based on the Lövheim Cube model which includes eight
emotional classes. The assessment results were mapped to a particular point in the
Cube’s 3D-space.We identified six subcorpora from the assessed data according to
their monoamine status. The parameters of verbal structures proper to the corpora-
antipodes provided by Sketch Engine gave us potential serotonergic features such
as absolutist words, adjective-noun combinations, numerals, noradrenergic fea-
tures – indefinite and demonstrative pronouns, quantifier words – and dopaminer-
gic features – combinatorics of kak, etc. The obtained results give a perspective
for the sentiment analysis which relates not only the linguistic representation with
its corresponding emotional status but an individual’s biochemical response as
well, thereby representing the wider mechanism of emotion generation.

Keywords: Emotion · Sentiment analysis · Lövheim Cube ·Monoamines

1 Introduction

The paper focuses on the problem of sentiment analysis of texts in Russian. During the
two years of working on this project we have had a number of problems to solve. One of
them is to design a relevant procedure of assessment to provide us with a reliable data
to train a supervised machine learning algorithm. The latter is expected to classify texts
in multiple emotional categories. Using a neurobiologically based model of emotions,
we made an attempt to implement it in the research of elaborating an interface for non-
discrete emotions assessment. In process we have realized that conceptualizing emotions
according to the monoamines which trigger them offers an interesting perspective to
feature the texts not only from the point of emotions verbalized in them, but considering
their monoamine status too.
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2 The Problem Statement

The sentiment analysis technologies have changed drastically over the last few years. If
thefirstmodels and algorithmswere designed tomake a binary (positive tonality/negative
tonality) or ternary (positive/negative/ neutral) classification of texts [1, 2], nowadays,
the researchers aremostly interested in technologies able to assign to a text not an opinion
but an emotion [3].

There are many psychological conceptions which give a definitive list of emotions.
However, “until the present, scholars have not been able to specify the differences among
a wide range of emotion categories in any systematic way” [4]. In fact, well known
conceptions such as Darwin’s theory of universal emotions [5] or Izard’s model of basic
emotions [6] developed later in Ekman’s approach to emotions as affect programs [7],
do not give a definitive answer about the mechanism enabling humans to experience a
particular psychical state referred to as an emotion.

Despite being based on the rather well-known typology of Tomkins’ affects [8],
a recent study of Swedish neuroscientist H. Lövheim [9] proposes a new vision of
emotions conceptualization. He suggests that the quality of emotional state experienced
by an individual depends on the level of threemonoamines. They are all derived from one
amino acid (hence the namemonoamines) and are produced by relatively few neurons in
small areas in the upper part of the brainstem.According to Lövheim, a limited number of
possible combinations of three monoamines narrows the number of emotions available
to the detection – there are eight of them. To make the model more explicit, H. Lövheim
visualized it in the form of cube, known as Lövheim Cube. Each emotion is placed in
one of the cube vertices in accordance with the combination of different levels of three
monoamines.

In our experimental assessment we asked our informants to use a specially designed
interface. As a result of assessment, each text was localized in the 3D-space of Lövheim
Cube in relation with 3 monoamines axes: x-axis is for serotonin, y-axis is for nora-
drenaline and z – for dopamine. By regrouping texts in accordance with the level of
threemonoamines,we identified six subcorpora: low-noradrenergic, high-noradrenergic,
low-serotonergic, high-serotonergic, low-dopaminergic and high-dopaminergic texts.

3 The Research Question

The research question of our interest: if the “classical” sentiment analysis presumes that
there is a number of features proper to the texts of an emotional tonality and if each
emotion, according to Lövheim, is predetermined by a combination of different levels of
three monoamines, is there any detectable correlation between text features and low or
high level of monoamines? In other words, is it possible to identify any verbal markers
for low-noradrenergic, high-noradrenergic, low-serotonergic, high- serotonergic, low-
dopaminergic and high-dopaminergic texts?

It should be noted that in psychiatric linguistics [10] it is a regularly arising ques-
tion provoking discussions, particularly in the context of research on altered states of
consciousness [11, 12]. On the other hand, the research of artificial intelligence, explor-
ing human cognition and its covert mechanisms in order to implement their findings in
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robotics, manifest an increasing interest towards the verbal and nonverbal outcomes of
changes in monoamines levels in human organisms [13]. Our work aims to answer the
research question combining the achievements of computer technologies and the logic
of linguistics methodology.

4 The Purpose of the Paper

The paper describes the results obtained in our attempt to classify Internet-texts in
Russian in accordancewith theirmonoamines status, presumed byLövheimCubemodel.

5 Research Methods

We used the method of scaling to organize an experimental assessment backed by
Lövheim model. The linguistic analysis of texts from groups with different monoamine
status was conducted using the corpus linguistics methodology along with the tools pro-
vided by Sketch Engine platform. The statistical processing of the obtained results was
supported by Python programming language.

6 Theoretical Background: The Model of Lövheim Cube

The name of the emotion model applied in our research comes from the geometric figure
of cube used by Swedish neurobiologist Hugo Lövheim to visualize his conception of
emotion activators. The scientists stated that the different levels of the three monoamines
– dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin – are linked with the emotional states expe-
rienced by an individual. He represented the correlations existing between emotions
and monoamines by orthogonal monoamines axes. Altogether the axes form a cube. He
placed eight emotions as eight vertices of the cube.

Thus, on the first vertical axis, depending on the level of noradrenaline, he puts
the emotions of Shame/Humiliation, Fear/Terror, Enjoyment/Joy, Contempt/Disgust
(each emotion has a double name because the first nomination indicates the weak-
est degree of its manifestation, while the second – the strongest) on the axis bottom
(minimal level of the noradrenaline) and the emotion of Distress/Anguish, Anger/Rage,
Interest/Excitement and Surprise – on the axis top. According to the level of sero-
tonin, the same emotions were placed differently on another “left to right” axis:
Shame/Humiliation, Fear/Terror, Distress/Anguish, Anger/Rage – at the beginning
because of the minimal monoamine’s level, and Contempt/Disgust, Enjoyment/Joy,
Surprise and Interest/Excitement on the end of the axis.

Finally, the third “front to back” axis showing the level of the dopamine starts
from the low-dopaminergic emotions of Shame/Humiliation, Distress/Anguish, Con-
tempt/Disgust, Surprise and goes to the high-dopaminergic emotions of Fear/Terror,
Anger/Rage, Enjoyment/Joy and Interest/Excitement.

Localized in this way, the emotions form four oppositions, which correspond with
the supporting diagonals inside the cube:
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1) Distress – Enjoyment (“–” serotonin; “+” noradrenaline; “–” dopamine / “+”
serotonin; “–” noradrenaline; “ +” dopamine);

2) Rage – Disgust (“–” serotonin; “+” noradrenaline; “+” dopamine / “+” serotonin;
“–” noradrenaline; “–” dopamine);

3) Shame – Excitement (“–” serotonin; “–” noradrenaline; “–” dopamine / “+”
serotonin; “ +” noradrenaline; “ +” dopamine);

4) Fear – Surprise (“–” serotonin; “–” noradrenaline; “+” dopamine / “ +” serotonin;
“ +” noradrenaline; “–” dopamine).

Thus, such dichotomies allow us to conceptualize paired emotions as antipodes: from
the point of the combination of three monoamines and their level, for example, fear, is
a negative form of surprise; rage is aggressive antonym of disgust, etc. We used these
four dichotomies to design the interface for the emotion assessment.

7 Preliminary Details of Collecting Data

To collect the dataset, we used several public groups in Russian social network “VKon-
takte” as text sources. Using developer API, we obtained about 15000 text fragments
(80–100words each) with different emotional hashtags (for example, the hashtag #Over-
head_ stydno perfectly maps to the emotion of shame). From this dataset we sampled
3920 posts which were submitted to the procedure of human assessment. Samples were
equally distributed according to the eight base emotional classes in Lövheim model.

A special interface was developed to run the assessment procedure. It includes
four sliders which coincide with four supporting diagonals of Lövheim Cube:
’shame_excitement’, ’disgust_rage’, ’fear_surprise’, ’enjoyment_distress’. The ends of
the scales mean the strongest expression of the named emotions; the middle point cor-
relates with zero emotion assessment – the less emotion a person feels, the nearer to the
scrollbar middle they put the slider from −5 to 5. The slider step is 1 (as shown on the
Fig. 1).

Two thousand informants registered on a crowdsourcing platform were provided
with a following instruction:

Please, read the text carefully, two times if necessary. What are the emotions that the
author expresses in it? Put each slider close to the emotion, which is the strongest in the
text. You can graduate the strength of the emotion expression by using the step markers:
1 step from the center – you can feel the emotion, but it is weak, step 3 – the emotion is
evident, step 5 – the emotion dominates the text. If there is no emotion, put the slider in
the middle of the scale, on the zero point.

In order to get the resulting emotion’s point in Cube’s space we need transformation
and pooling strategy. The data collectedwas scalars, but the needed datawe could process
must be of spatial 3D nature. Thus, the general task is to convert labeled scalars into
spatial coordinates.

Our approach for converting raw survey results is described in the previouswork [14]:
each scrollbar from survey is treated as vector along the cube diagonal; we measure
magnitude of the vector and pool all four vectors into resulting one by summing them.
In this way, we take final “coordinates” of an assessed text in 3D-space of the Cube. We
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Fig. 1. Screen for task assessment in Toloka crowdsourcing platform

also do a scaling in period of [0, 1] for each monoamine axis and take point [0.5, 0.5,
0.5] as neutral (or initial) coordinates of a text.

Such 3D model provides us with a tool for non-discrete, continuous way of rep-
resenting sentiment because we model each text in terms of coordinates in 3D-space,
which is mapped to given three monoamine axes.

On each axis – dopamine, serotonin and noradrenaline – we calculated 0.1 and 0.9
percentiles. Then we assumed texts below 0.1 percentile according to certain axis to be
low-monoaminic (i.e. low-noradrenergic, etc.), and textswith values above 0.9 percentile
to be high-monoaminic (i.e. high-serotonergic, etc.). On the Fig. 2 there is a visualization
of splitting used to extract high-dopaminergic subcorpora.

Fig. 2. Visualization high-dopaminergic subcorpora (red) and other texts (blue)1

1 Access to the full transformation pipeline and raw data access using Colab notebook – https://
colab.research.google.com/drive/1ASaVNleaHrYxwsr8XK37hPqygoNkawLi?usp=sharing.

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1ASaVNleaHrYxwsr8XK37hPqygoNkawLi%3Fusp%3Dsharing
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As result we obtained 6 subcorpora with their volumes below (see Table 1). In our
further work we used the tools provided by Sketch Engine corpus manager to study
verbal structures corresponding to each text subcorpus.

Table 1. Six subcorpora volumes

№ Subcorpus name Subcorpus volume

1 Low-noradrenergic
texts

170347 tokens

2 High-noradrenergic
texts

323895 tokens

3 Low-serotonergic
texts

254098 tokens

4 High-serotonergic
texts

263044 tokens

5 Low-dopaminergic
texts

304527 tokens

6 High-dopaminergic
texts

204074 tokens

8 Featuring the Text Classes with Different Monoamine

8.1 Low- and High-Serotonergic Texts Features

Serotonin is a neuromodulator that plays a critical role in developing of psychiatric con-
ditions. Researchers emphasize its impact on such states as depression, anxiety disorder,
fears [15, 16]. In some works, serotonin is presented as a neuromodulator influencing
the way that one thought leads to another, specifically by inhibiting chains of thoughts
which then lead to negative affective states (“let’s not go there”) [17].

Accepting the last assumption, the first thing we focused on when search-
ing for any features of low- and high-serotonergic texts, was the frequency of
so-called “absolutist words” [18]. As such, we used Russian lexemes ne, net,
nikogda, niqto, nikto, niqego. Using the request on CQL language [lemma =
“ne|net|nikogda|niqto|nikto|niqego”], we received the frequency values for two
compared subcorpora (see Table 2, line 3).

Two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001, i.e. the difference between the frequency of
absolutist words in low- and high-serotonergic texts is statistically significant.

Among less significant, but rather interesting findings worth mentioning, are the
frequencies of adjective-noun combinations, and numerals frequency (see Table 2,
lines 1–2).

As the Table 2 shows, the high-serotonergic texts contain more adjective-noun com-
binations than low-serotonergic. Using the function of “key-terms”, we compared the
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Table 2. The frequency values of adjective-noun combinations and numerals in low- and high-
serotonergic texts

№ Feature Low-serotonergic texts High-serotonergic texts

Absolute frequency/Relative frequency

1 Adjective-noun
combinations

8482/26462 ipm 10902/32879 ipm

2 Numerals 6555/20450 ipm 8848/26685 ipm

3 Absolutist words 7709/24050 ipm 961/2898 ipm

two subcorpora and identified two lists of the most specific adjective-noun combina-
tions for each subcorpus in relation to another. As the analysis has shown, the list
of nine most specific terms in low-serotonergic texts contain two adjectives of neg-
ative appreciation (xydxa� kompani�, qeptov no�) and one of positive (cenna�
vew�) while in the list of the most specific terms (which is, by the way, longer than
such of its reference corpus) in high serotonergic texts we found no negatively con-
notated adjectives, but on the contrary, seven adjectives expressing positive connota-
tion:mile�xi� qelovek, cqactlivy� poditel�, ofigenna� cem��, cqactlivy�
qelovek, l�bimy� qelovek, lyqxi� papen�, l�bimy� my�qina.

8.2 Low- and High-Noradrenergic Texts Features

According to the researchers, depletion of noradrenaline (norepinephrine) in the brain
causes a decrease in sexual drive and motivation, being a part of the ‘fight or flight’
response, which increases heart rate, etc. [19]. It is also called the stress hormone, which
impacts both – the individual attention (making it more selective) and the level of con-
centration (redundant) [20, 21]. Taking into account this assumption, we suggested that
the categories of demonstrative pronouns, quantifier words and indefinite pronouns are
mostly affected by the changes in noradrenaline level. The comparative analysis of men-
tioned above frequencies supported by statistical tools of Sketch Engine has confirmed
the hypothesis: in high-noradrenergic texts, the relative frequency of demonstrative pro-
nouns and quantifier words [22] is considerably higher than in low-noradrenergic texts
(see Table 3). While the relative frequency of indefinite pronouns (kak-to, kogda-to,
qto-to, etc.) is more important in low-noradrenergic texts.

As for syntactical specificity, it is to note that completive clauses aremore frequent in
high-noradrenergic texts (6032/14700 ipm) than in low-noradrenergic texts (1937/9000
ipm).

8.3 Low- and High-Dopaminergic Texts Features

Dopamine provides a dynamic estimate of whether to spend a limited internal resource,
such as energy, attention, or time [23], it is also involved in motor control. Searching for
featuring low- and high-dopaminergic texts we were primary focused on the frequency
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Table 3. The frequency values of demonstrative pronouns, quantifier words and indefinite
pronouns in low- and high-noradrenergic texts

№ Feature Low-noradrenergic
texts

High-noradrenergic
texts

Absolute frequency/Relative frequency

1 Demonstrative pronouns
tot, �tot, �to, te

2790/12965 ipm 6302/15497 ipm

2 Quantifier words vec�,
vc�, vce, vc�

1663/7616 ipm 4010/10420 ipm

3 Indefinite pronouns 800/3713 ipm 1077/2635 ipm

of verbs in general and on the verbs of movement in particular. However, the difference
in the use of the verbs appears insignificant.

On the contrary, the main unexpected feature distinguishing two subcorpora is the
frequency of the comparison conjunction kak: in low-dopaminergic texts the relative
frequency of the conjunction is almost two times less than in high-dopaminergic texts
(see Table 4).

Table 4. The frequency of conjunctive element kak in low- and high-dopaminergic texts

Low-dopaminergic texts High-dopaminergic texts

Absolute frequency/Relative frequency

1578/3976 ipm 1530/5949 ipm

Using different association scores (T-score, MI, LogDice) we identified good collo-
cationswith the conjunction kak in low- and high-dopaminergic texts. They are different.
The main discrepancy worth mentioning is that in high-dopaminergic texts the colloca-
tions implicating the idea of eventuality or of so called “possible worlds” is on the list of
ten collocations with the highest statistical score: kak bydto (8 rank), kak by (10 rank).
In fact, in low-dopaminergic texts such collocations don’t show any relevance – they
have minimal statistical score.

9 Conclusion

The analysis of the linguistic data from the six subcorpora provided us with a number
of features. The significance of these features isn’t equal. However, despite heterogene-
ity of verbal markers retrieved for each text category, the research validates our main
assumption that there are distinctions between texts of different monoamine status. They
can be detected and predicted after some preliminary work.
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Furthermore, the idea gives a rather amazing perspective for sentiment analysis
paradigm to change the view on the classification. To search not only for different emo-
tions in texts, but, moreover, to try to recognize the biochemical status of an individual
by analyzing their speech.
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Abstract. The paper presents an online search system built for the “Russian Pear
Chats & Stories” corpus (RUPEX). RUPEX is a collection of communication
sessions used for studying multichannel discourse. It aims at discovering how
interlocutors use verbal, prosodic, oculomotor, manual gesticulation and other
channels as they take part in natural monologic and dialogic communication. The
sessions were recorded withmicrophones, video cameras, and eye trackers, and an
integrated multichannel annotation scheme was implemented to them. The search
system operates on these data and provides an intuitive graphic user interface that
offers the following options: creating simple and complex queries, viewing search
results in amulti-layered annotation format associatedwith video fragments, spec-
ifying search domain. To illustrate this functionality, we discuss search queries
relevant to a specific multichannel research, that of dialogic elicitations.

Keywords: Multimodality · Natural discourse ·Multichannel communication ·
Linguistic corpora ·Web development

1 Introduction

When linguists want to study how the language is used in real life, they often recur to
linguistic corpora, i.e., structured collections of annotated texts. Corpora are virtually
always equipped with searching functionalities that allow to extract annotated data bas-
ing on users’ requests. Large corpora (e.g., [1–3]) and online corpus managers [4] offer
powerful tools for linguistic analysis. However, most corpora pay little to no attention to
non-verbal components of natural communication. In fact, during face-to-face interac-
tions, not only do we use words, or syntactic constructions, or other “purely linguistic”
devices, but we also rely on a wide range of other resources—such as prosody, gestic-
ulation, gaze direction, body postures, etc. So, our language is a multimodal [5, 6], or
a multichannel [7], phenomenon, and to study the natural discourse in its entirety we
need multimodal, or multichannel, corpora [8]. While such corpora are obviously much
harder to build and to annotate than the “usual” ones, there are several multichannel
projects, e.g. [9–11]. As far as we know, few of them have both (i) free access, and (ii)
an online search system taking advantage of a genuinely multichannel annotation. In this
paper, we present such a system, which is being developed for RUPEX—the “Russian
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Pear Chats & Stories” corpus [12]. The search operates online, has an intuitive graphic
user interface, and displays requested data in a multi-layered format associated with
related video fragments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe RUPEX and outline the
basic principles of multichannel annotation implemented in this corpus. Section 3 gives
an overview of technical solutions employed in our search system and enumerates the
main features of its graphic user interface. In Sect. 4, we provide a brief illustration of
how these features can be used in a specific multichannel research. Section 5 contains
concluding remarks.

2 Corpus and Annotation

“Russian Pear Chats & Stories” (RUPEX) is a multichannel corpus that consists of 40
communication sessions recorded in Moscow in 2015 and 2017. This is a part of the
Multichannel Discourse Initiative [13]. A model subcorpus of three annotated sessions
is available on the initiative website; https://multidiscourse.ru/.

All sessions had the same recoding set-up. In each session, there were three main
participants who discussed and related the contents of the “Pear Film” created by Wal-
lace Chafe and his group [14]. Prior to the recording, two participants (further referred to
as the Narrator and the Commentator) were shown the film, and immediately after that
the third participant (hereafter, the Reteller) was introduced. The sessions were divided
into four stages. During the First Telling stage, the Narrator told the Reteller the content
of the film while the Commentator and the Reteller were asked to keep silent. During
the Conversation stage, all the three participants were engaged in a dialogic communica-
tion, where the Commentator presented their interpretation of the story and the Reteller
requested additional clarification form both the Narrator and the Commentator. After
that, the fourth participant (the Listener) joined in and the Retelling stage began, where
the Reteller conveyed the content of the film to the Listener and the other participants
were not allowed to speak. The Changeover stage occurred between the Conversation
and the Retelling (while the Listener was being introduced) and had no communication
limitations. The sessions were audio and video recorded; Narrators and Retellers also
had eye-tracking devices on that registered their oculomotor activity. All participants
were native Russian speakers previously unfamiliar of the “Pear Film”, they gave a
signed consent agreeing that the sessions may be used for scientific research. For more
detail on the recording set-up and equipment, see [15].

The basic goal of RUPEX is to provide a resource for analyzing the interaction of
different communication channels. Hence, the annotation is carried out independently
for:

• the vocal modality (verbal and prosodic channels);
• the oculomotor channel (gaze direction);
• the channel of manual gesticulation;
• the channel of cephalic (head) gesticulation; and
• some other communication channels.

https://multidiscourse.ru/
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The data are annotated using several software solutions, the results are stored in eaf
format used in ELAN—a widespread software for annotating video files [16]. While
annotating different channels may require different techniques and specific procedures,
there are basic principles implemented in the integrated multichannel annotation [17].
For every channel/modality, eachparticipant’s behavior is segmented into units of various
levels. This segmentation is performed on formal grounds, and precise time boundaries
are identified for each unit. Also, identified units are annotated for additional formal
and functional properties. For example, elementary discourse units (EDUs) are basic
steps in speech production, they are delimited using a set of prosodic criteria, such as
tempo, intensity and pitch patterns; and they exhibit various discourse properties, such
as illocutionary/phase values (statements, questions, incompleteness, and so on) [18].
Table 1 provides a partial list of vocal, oculomotor, and manual gesticulation units and
their selected properties. Overall, there are more than 200 annotation tiers available for
each session. For a detailed discussion of the annotation procedure, refer to [13].

Table 1. Units of segmentation and properties thereof, grouped by communication channels

Communication channel Units Selected properties

Verbal and prosodic (=vocal
modality)

Elementary discourse units Illocutionary/phase value

Words and pauses Pitch accent; tempo; type
of fillers

Oculomotor (eye gaze) Fixations Recipient and concrete
localization of the gaze

Manual gesticulation Manual movements Movement type
(preparation, stroke, etc.)

Manual gestures Handedness; functional
type

3 Search Engine and User Interface

There are two ways to search through annotated data in RUPEX. The first one is to
download the annotations in eaf format and the corresponding media files, and to ana-
lyze them in ELAN. ELAN offers an in-built search functionality that allows users to
create simple and complex requests and to view the returned hits outright in the annota-
tion editor window. However, this solution has several drawbacks. ELAN search is not
too easy to learn, as even relatively simple queries may require sophisticated request
techniques. Also, to use ELAN search with RUPEX data, one needs to acquire a detailed
understanding of the implemented annotation scheme that contains dozens of tiers for
every participant. Moreover, some request types are not supported in ELAN, e.g., search
units cannot be restricted by duration; there is no handy way to specify whether two
units in a sequence should or should not be produced by one and the same participant;
and so on.
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The alternative way is to use the web service specifically designed for RUPEX. As of
October 2020, its beta version 0.12.14 is available at https://multidiscourse.ru/search/?
locale=en. In what follows, we present its basic features and provide necessary technical
details.

On the server side, queries are executed on an SQL database that has an entity-
attribute-value structure. The data are converted from the resulting eaf annotations men-
tioned in Sect. 2. The server is built on Java; it also handles a set of video files that can be
played upon user request. For each session, six video files are stored—a cover shot video
of the whole scene, individual (frontal shot) video files of the three main participants,
and the files recorded by the eye trackers of the Narrator and the Reteller.

On the client side, a single-page JavaScript application is built using theModel-view-
viewmodel pattern. We use the JSON data exchange format for client-server interaction.
The graphic user interface consists of several tabs that provide users with the following
options:1

• Creating simple and complex queries. Queries are composed of search units that
correspond to segmentation units discussed in Sect. 2 above. Adding a search unit to
the query is made in two steps. First, the user chooses the unit type under the colored
button corresponding to the selected channel/modality; e.g., elementary discourse
units, words, and silent pauses can be selected under the “voc”(al) button. Then, the
unit’s properties can be specified in a separate window. Some properties—such as
duration and producing participants—are shared by all unit types, others are type-
specific, see Table 1.

• In complex queries, two or more search units are connected by distance relations.
Users can also optionally indicate whether units should or should not be produced by
one and the same participant. Queries are dynamically displayed as they are edited by
users; an example can be seen in Fig. 4, Sect. 4. Also, unlike in many search systems,
each unit in a complex query can be related to any number of other units, so that a
query structure is not necessarily a tree, but rather a network.

• Query results are displayed upon clicking the “Search button”. Viewing results is
available in two modes. The simple list mode provides a list of returned hits, where
each hit is represented in a simplified text format; see Fig. 3 in Sect. 4. Clicking a hit
in the list rearranges the window to an extended view. In this view, users can navigate
across multi-layered annotations (similar to those used in ELAN) and watch video
fragments synchronized with them. An example is given in Fig. 5, Sect. 4.

• Obviously, only a part of over 200 annotation tiers are displayed in the extended
view mode. Some of them are shown by default, others can be switched on and off
by the user in the “Result settings” tab. Also, users can specify the search domain,
e.g., restrict the search to concrete sessions and/or stages thereof (see Sect. 2). These
settings are available both before and after composing a query and viewing its results.

1 Some functions described in Sects. 3 and 4 may not work properly under Safari and Internet
Explorer, though they work fine under Chrome, Firefox, Chromium, Opera, andMicrosoft Edge.

https://multidiscourse.ru/search/%3Flocale%3Den
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4 Searching in RUPEX: A Case-Study

This section provides a brief illustration of how the RUPEX search engine can be used
when conducting a specific research on natural communication. The study we refer
to focuses on contexts of elicitation, i.e., communication exchanges initiated by one
participant who requests information possessed by other participants [19]. In RUPEX,
elicitation is frequently initiated by Retellers, who were prompted by design to seek
for a detailed understanding of the story they had not watched. Note that here we do
not discuss the results of this research (preliminary findings were reported in [20]), but
rather demonstrate how it can be facilitated by using our search system.

The first step would be to specify the search domain. Since elicitation happens in
dialogues, search could be restricted to Conversation stages, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Specifying search domain. Only data from the Conversation stages will be searched for

Next, one could identify initiating turns that launch elicitation exchanges. They can
be found using a simple query consisting of one elementary discourse unit (EDU).
This EDU should express an illocutionary value of question or semi-statement. In Rus-
sian, specific questions have wh-phrases and may exhibit various intonation patterns,
while general questions are almost never marked syntactically but are predominantly
pronounced with a distinctive rising pitch accent. Semi-statements, on the other hand,
usually bear falling pitch accents, which makes them formally similar to (if not identical
with) statements. However, they are functionally much closer to questions, as speakers
produce them as tentative assumptions they want their interlocutors to confirm or reject.
Moreover, as our preliminary results show, when speakers do not get a response from
other participants, they tend to reiterate their request more often if it was initially for-
mulated as a semi-statement rather than as a question [20]. Figure 2 demonstrates how
these two illocutionary values can be specified in the unit’s properties window.
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Fig. 2. Specifying properties of a search unit. Elementary discourse units (EDUs) are set to be
uttered by the Retellers and have an illocutionary value of question or semi-statement.

Fig. 3. Viewing query results in a simple list format

Consecutively clicking OK and Search buttons will return result for this preliminary
query, as shown in Fig. 3. This is a simple view, where each hit is represented as a
text transcript. In transcripts, questions are denoted by question marks, semi-statements
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by inverted question marks. Clicking a hit will rearrange the window, display this hit
in a multi-layered format and play the corresponding video fragment. However, before
analyzing multichannel annotations and viewing video files, it would be reasonable to
make a more complex query, so that it would account for the multichannel nature of the
elicitation contexts.

Here is one way to do that. In addition to uttering a question or a semi-statement, the
participants who initiate elicitation most often direct their gaze towards the interlocutor
who they think should provide the requested information. This phenomenon has often
been discussed in studies on turn-taking, beginning from [21]. Taken together, vocal
and oculomotor actions strongly projects that a reaction will follow. The pattern can be
summed up in a complex query presented in Fig. 4. It consists of three search units:

1. an EDU constituting a question or a semi-statement;
2. a gaze fixation directed at one of the three main participants; and
3. another EDU.

Fig. 4. A complex tree-like query consisting of three units

Relations between these three units are specified as follows:

• The fixation 2 should be produced by the same participant as the EDU 1 and is set to
start within a 500 ms interval after the start of that EDU, but not before its end.
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• The EDU 3 should be produced by another participant and is set to start no earlier
than 100 ms before and no later than 400 ms after the end of the EDU 1. (Thus, a
short overlap of vocal turns is allowed.)

Figure 5 shows an extended view of one hit returned for this query. This example
has a somewhat unusual structure. The Reteller initiates the sequence as she makes a
question and directs her gaze at the Narrator. However, this is not the Narrator but the
Commentatorwho provides an answer and thus violates theReteller’s initial expectations
on the turn-taking structure of the oncoming exchange. The video player shows the
Commentator producing a depictive manual gesture that corresponds to an object he
describes verbally. Overall, studying the hits returned for such a complex query offers a
finer-grained understanding of how the participants co-operate as they seek to achieve a
shared task while using various communication channels.

Fig. 5. Viewing search results in an extended multi-layered format

5 Conclusion

Natural discourse is performed via multiple communication channels. Analyzing this
complex phenomenon requires a lot of preparatory work. First, a reliable annotation
scheme should be developed and implemented to multichannel data. Second, a conve-
nientsearch systemneeds to be put into practice. In this paper, we presented a beta version
of the search system built for the RUPEX—“Russian Pear Chats & Stories” corpus. It
operates online and does not require any specific software other than a web browser.
We discussed its basic features using an on-going research on elicitation contexts. Of
course, this is just an example. There are numerous subjects that could be studied with
the help of RUPEX search, such as the temporal coordination of speech and co-speech
gestures [22] or the gesticulation patterns that accompany speech disfluencies [23], to
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name but a few. We hopefully expect that RUPEX and its search engine will be used in
actual research on multichannel communication.
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Abstract. In the paper we compare the structure of the Russian lan-
guage thesaurus RuWordNet with the data of a psychosemantic exper-
iment to identify semantically close words. The aim of the study is to
find out to what extent the structure of RuWordNet corresponds to the
intuitive ideas of native speakers about the semantic similarity of words.
The respondents were asked to list synonyms to a given word. The words
of the mental sphere were chosen for the experiment. As a result of the
experiment, we found that the respondents mainly mentioned not only
synonyms but words that are in paradigmatic relations with the stimuli.
In 95% of cases, the words characterized in the experiment as seman-
tically close were also close according to the thesaurus. In other cases,
additions to the thesaurus were proposed.

Keywords: Thesaurus · Semantics · Psychosemantic experiment ·
Synonyms · Mental sphere

1 Introduction

Semantic similarity of words is an important parameter required in various tasks
of natural language processing. It can be estimated in different ways: by corpus,
using distributional methods [5,9]; expert assessments, including the results of
psychosemantic experiments; using thesauri such as WordNet [4]. In this regard,
it seems important to compare the semantic similarity estimates obtained by
different methods.

Modern electronic thesauri are among the most demanded computer
resources in natural language processing tasks. Such resources are built on
the basis of synsets – sets of synonyms – linked by semantic relations such as
hyponymy, hypernymy, antonymy, and some others. The automatic use of the-
sauri requires high quality descriptions of semantic senses and semantic relations
between them. Thus, the urgent task is to test and verify thesauri, to improve
the accuracy of displaying language data in them.

In this paper, we compare the results of a survey of respondents and the
similarity of words according to the RuWordNet thesaurus [7] for the Russian
c© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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language. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides information on
related work. Section 3 describes a psychosemantic experiment to determine the
semantic similarity of words. Section 4 analyzes the data obtained. Section 5
discusses the results of the experiment.

2 Related Work

Recently, verification and enrichment methods have been systematically devel-
oped for the RuWordNet thesaurus. In [8], the following method for enriching the
RuWordNet thesaurus was proposed. In a large text corpus, the authors searched
for words having considerable discrepancy between similarity of words accord-
ing to the corpus (based on the standard method for evaluating the semantic
similarity of words [5,9]) and according to the thesaurus. The distance between
words in the thesaurus is the length of the shortest path between them in the
graph of semantic relations. For found words with such properties, the reasons
for such discrepancy are analyzed. The analysis of the data presented in [8] was
continued in [2].

In work [12], RuWordNet synsets were compared with synonymous sets
according to published 10 dictionaries of Russian synonyms. The work [3]
presents the results of an experiment, in which the respondents were asked to
list synonyms for a given word. The results are compared with the RuWordNet
synsets. In [13], an innovative approach is proposed, which consists in the anal-
ysis of pairs of quasi-synonyms and the distance between them in RuWordNet.
It was expected that quasi-synonyms, as semantically close words, should be
located at a short distance in the thesaurus.

The general result of all these studies is as follows. RuWordNet data, includ-
ing the composition of synsets and the structure of semantic relations, correlate
well with all the other considered sources of information about semantically close
words. At the same time, a number of gaps in RuWordNet were identified, tak-
ing into account of which allows improving the thesaurus. Such an integrated
multidimensional approach to testing and enriching thesauri is used for the first
time in the world practice. This article continues research in this direction.

3 Experiment Setting

In the current study we present the results of a psychosemantic experiment [3]
carried out in accordance with the methodology described in [11]. The experi-
ment reveals semantically close words (synonyms) in the representation of native
speakers.

The experiment is as follows. The respondents receive a number of words, and
they have to list synonyms for these words in a limited time. The respondents are
students (18–23 years old, 200 people) of Kazan Federal University. About half of
the students are philologists, the second half are non-philological students. The
definition of a synonym is not explained to the respondents. We rely on intuitive
understanding of the language by native speakers. The results of philologists
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and non-philologists differ insignificantly [3]. For the experiment, words related
to the mental sphere were selected. This semantic area is the most difficult for
clear differentiation of synonym and other semantic relations of words.

Since the respondents did not use any criteria of synonymy and did not have
much time to complete the task, they suggested words that have something
semantically in common with the given word, but not necessarily synonyms in the
strict sense of the term. For example, for the word мечта (dream as imaginative
thoughts), the following words are listed as synonyms in RuWordNet: греза,
мечтание (dream), фантазия (fantasy). The respondents most often indicated
the following words: желание (desire), цель (goal), фантазия (fantasy), грезы,
стремление (aspiration), надежда (hope). Only two of them are synonymous.
The rest of the words – желание (desire), цель (aim), стремление (aspiration),
надежда (hope). At first glance the answers may seem like associations with the
given word. However, this assumption is not true.

In the Karaulov’s dictionary of Russian associations [6], we can see that
for the word мечта (dream) the most frequent associations are as follows:
голубой (blue), жизнь (life), моя (mine), сбылась (come true), идиота (idiot),
несбыточная (unrealizable), розовая (pink). The words желание (desire),
стремление (aspiration), надежда (hope) are not mentioned as associations
in the dictionary at all, and the word цель (goal) is mentioned only once in
101 responses. We can suppose that in fact words having syntagmatic relations
with the original one are mostly mentioned as associations by respondents for
the given word. But in the current experiment, when asked to list synonyms, the
respondents indicated words that were not in syntagmatic but in paradigmatic
relations with the stimulus. Rather, the listed synonyms can be characterized as
belonging to the semantic field of the original word or as its analogues.

Note that in the dictionary [1] the words намерение (intention) and мысль
(thought) are considered as analogues (quasi-synonyms) of the word мечта
(dream) (its synonyms are not given in the dictionary). For the verb мечтать
(to dream), the synonyms, according to [1], are хотеть (to want), желать (to
desire), and the analogue is the word надеяться (to hope). Thus, the words
indicated by the respondents are close in meaning to the word мечта (dream).
Our experiment can be characterized as aimed at identifying paradigmatic asso-
ciations, while the Karaulov’s dictionary [6] in fact turned out to be a dictionary
of syntagmatic associations.

4 Analysis of Results

In this work, the associations for the words обида (offense, as a feeling caused
being offended), радость (joy), талант (talent), страсть (passion), любовь
(love), мысль (thought), восторг (delight) are considered. For each stimulus
word, six most frequently mentioned responses are studied.

Обида (offense feeling). The informants most often indicated the words:
огорчение (grief), досада (annoyance), боль (pain), грусть (sadness), разочаро-
вание (disappointment), злость (anger). The first of them is interpreted in
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RuWordNet as a hypernym for обида. The word грусть (sadness) in RuWord-
Net also has a direct connection with обида – it is a hypernym-hypernym for
обида. Досада (annoyance) is a co-hyponym for обида, having a joint hyper-
nym недовольство (discontent). There is also a short path between the words
обида and разочарование (disappointment): обида (offense) – недовольство
(discontent) – душевное переживание (emotional experience) – разочарование
(disappointment). There is a similar path between the words обида (offense) and
разочарование (disappointment): offense – discontent – emotional experience –
disappointment. Finally, the path between the words боль (pain) and обида
is only slightly longer: pain – suffering – emotional experience – discontent –
offense. Semantic distances of four steps or less are treated in [8] as short. All
semantic relations are hypo-hypernymic.

Радость (joy). For this word, respondents indicate the following word asso-
ciations: счастье (happiness), восторг (delight), веселье (fun), улыбка (smile),
ликование (exultation), удовольствие (pleasure).

The words веселье (fun), ликование (exultation), удовольствие (pleasure)
are hyponyms in relation to радость (joy). The words восторг (delight) and
счастье (happiness) are co-hyponyms with радость (joy) with a common hyper-
nym – душевное переживание (emotional experience). But between the words
радость (joy) and улыбка (smile) there is only a very long way: радость (joy) –
душевное переживание (emotional experience) – ментальный объект (men-
tal object) – абстрактная сущность (abstract entity) – качество (quality)
– внешность (appearance) – выражение лица (facial expression) – улыбка
(smile). Such a long path reflects the fact that in RuWordNet the word улыбка
(smile) is interpreted only as a facial expression and, accordingly, радость (joy)
and улыбка (smile) in RuWordNet refer to different spheres—the mental world
and the physical.

If to compare, Princeton WordNet [4] presents the point of view that a person
smiles to communicate something to others about his condition (to change one’s
facial expression by spreading the lips, often to signal pleasure) and thus it is
classified as communication. Still, it should be noted that a person can smile at
own thoughts, pleasant memories while alone with yourself, i.e. a smile is also
possible outside the communication situation. As we can see, the situation here
is very difficult. According to the Russian explanatory dictionary [10], улыбка
(smile) has the following definition is “mimic movement of the face, lips, eyes,
showing disposition to laughter, expressing pleasure or ridicule and other feel-
ings (translation from Russian)”. This definition takes into account both facial
expressions and communicative intentions.

It is possible to take into account the intuition of native speakers and the dual
nature of a smile by making certain changes to the thesaurus. It can be described
with the entailment relationship between concepts улыбаться (to smile) and
радоваться (to joy). If a person smiles, then usually this person is really happy,
or at least seeks to show happiness to others. Conversely, if a person is really
happy about something, then this manifests itself in a smile.
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Талант (talent). For this word, the respondents indicate the following syn-
onymous words: способность (ability), дар (gift), умение (skill), дарование,
одаренность (giftedness), гений (genius). In RuWordNet дарование (gifted-
ness), дар (gift), are listed as synonyms to the word талант (talent). Способ-
ность (ability) is a hypernym for природная способность (natural ability),
which is a hypernym for талант (talent). Умение (skill) is a co-hyponym with
талант (talent) through the general hypernym природная способность (natu-
ral ability). Одаренность (giftedness) is a hyponym in relation to способность
(ability), i.e. is at distance 3 from the word талант (talent). The word гений
(genius) is a hyponym in relation to одаренность (giftedness), at a distance 4
from the word талант (talent).

Страсть (passion). For the word страсть (passion), the respondents indi-
cate the synonymous words: желание (desire), влечение (attraction), любовь
(love), увлечение (infatuation), похоть (lust), интерес (interest). In RuWord-
Net, увлечение (infatuation) is a hypernym for страсть (passion). Интерес
(interest) is a hypernym of the hypernym for the word страсть (passion). The
words влечение (attraction), желание (desire), любовь (love) are co-hyponyms
with the word увлечение (infatuation) with a common hypernym, душевное
переживание (emotional experience), i.e. are at a distance of 3 from страсть
(passion). Похоть (lust) is a hyponym in relation to влечение (attraction), i.e.
is at a distance of 4 from the initial word страсть (passion). The scheme of
semantic relations in this group of words can be represented in Fig. 1. The arrows
show links from hypernyms to hyponyms. This is a typical scheme for words in
the experiment.

Fig. 1. The scheme of semantic relations for страсть associations

Любовь (love). For the word любовь (love), the respondents list the fol-
lowing words: привязанность (attachment), влюбленность (falling in love),
симпатия (sympathy), страсть (passion), нежность (tenderness), влечение
(attraction).

We saw above that любовь (love) is at a distance of 3 from страсть (passion)
and at a distance of 2 from влечение (attraction). Привязанность (attachment)
is a hypernym for любовь (love). Любовь (love) and влюбленность (falling in
love) are co-hyponyms with common hypernym эмоциональное переживание
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(emotional experience). Симпатия (sympathy) is a co-hyponym with влюблен-
ность (falling in love) through the hypernym личностные отношения (per-
sonal relationships). Thus, between the words симпатия (sympathy) and
любовь (love) there is a distance of length 4. But нежность (tenderness)
is interpreted in RuWordNet only as a character trait (two other senses:
нежность1 – soft, gentle to the touch, нежность3 – fragile, here are not
discussed as irrelevant), and not as душевное переживание (emotional expe-
rience). Thus, there is no close way between the words любовь (love) and
нежность (tenderness).

Apparently, one of the senses of word нежность (tenderness) is missing in
RuWordNet. In the explanatory dictionary [10], noun нежность (tenderness)
refers to the adjective нежный (tender), which is interpreted (in this sense)
as “affectionate, full of love: tender feelings”. According to Wikipedia, “tender-
ness is a form of affection ... towards another person, caused by love towards
him” (translation from Russian). According to the dictionary [1], “нежный –
проявляющий в общении с каким-либо человеком чувство любви или распо-
ложения” (tender is showing a feeling of love or affection in communication with
any person).

Thus, in the interpretation of the word нежность (tenderness), the word
любовь (love) invariably appears, indicating the correctness of the students’
answers. If the character of a person persists throughout his/her life, or at least
a significant part of his/her life, then нежность (tenderness) is manifested more
often in shorter periods of time and only in relation to a specific person. In this
aspect, it comes closer to душевное переживание (emotional experiences). It
is recommended to add a new sense to the word нежность (tenderness), in
accordance with the above-mentioned dictionary definitions, and to establish
its relation as a hyponym to the synset душевное переживание (emotional
experience). Consideration should also be given to linking the word нежность
(tenderness) in this sense as a hyponym for the word привязанность (affection).

Восторг (delight). The respondents indicate the following synonymous
words: радость (joy), восхищение (admiration), удивление (surprise), счастье
(happiness), ликование (jubilation), воодушевление (inspiration).

In RuWorNet, восторг (delight) and восхищение (admiration) are presented
as synonyms, счастье (happiness), удивление (surprise) and радость (joy) are
co-hyponyms with восторг (delight) with common hypernym эмоциональное
переживание (emotional experience). Ликование (jubilation), as noted above,
is a hyponym in relation to радость (joy), that is located at the distance of
3 from восторг (delight). Воодушевление (inspiration) is a co-hypernym with
the word радость (joy) with the general hyponym эйфория (euphoria), that is
presented at the distance of 4 from восторг (delight).

Мысль (thought). The respondents indicated the following words as asso-
ciations: идея (idea), дума (thought), мнение (opinion), догадка (guess),
соображение (consideration), суждение (judgment). Соображение (сonsid-
eration) and дума (thought) are synonyms to мысль (thought). Идея (idea)
is a hyponym for мысль (thought), суждение (judgment) is a hypernym
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from мысль (thought). Мнение (opinion) is a co-hyponym with word мысль
(thought) having hypernym суждение (judgment). Between the words мысль
(thought) and догадка (guess), there is a path of length 4: мысль (thought) –
суждение (judgment) – мнение (opinion) – предположение (assumption) –
догадка (guess).

5 Discussion

We analyzed 40 word pairs (out of a total of 7× 6= 42 pairs, two pairs were
repeated). In 38 cases (95%), word pairs listed by the respondents as synonyms
are also close according to the thesaurus descriptions: 13 pairs are at a thesaurus
distance of 1, 12 pairs at a distance of 2, 7 pairs at a distance of 3, 6 pairs
at a distance of 4. The number of mentioned words located at a certain path
distance in the thesaurus decreases monotonically with an increasing position in
respondent answers. In all these cases, it was sufficient to consider only hypo-
hypernymic relations. In two cases, it is necessary to make certain changes in the
thesaurus to obtain smaller distance for semantically close words. These pairs
of words are as follows: любовь (love) – нежность (tenderness) and радость
(joy) – улыбка (smile). In the first case, it is proposed to add a new sense of the
word нежность (tenderness) in the thesaurus and to establish the necessary
additional relation of hyponymy, in the second case we suggest to add the relation
of entailment.

Thus, most words frequently mentioned by respondents or are located close
to the stimulus word in RuWordNet, which indicates good consistency of the
thesaurus with the intuition of native speakers. To study if there is a correlation
between the frequency of a response word and the distance in the thesaurus from
the stimulus word to the response word, we sort words-reactions according to the
frequency of their mention. Table 1 summarizes the obtained data. We can see
that the words mentioned more often are at a shorter distance from the stimulus
word in the thesaurus, which is also a good confirmation of the correct structure
of the thesaurus and the adequacy of the experiment.

Table 1. Relationships between positions, frequencies of association, and relation dis-
tances in RuWordNet for word associations.

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6

Frequency of responses 40.3 31.3 22.7 13.9 12.7 12.4
RuWordNet distance 1.7 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.6 2.6

6 Conclusion

Thesauri are created by professionals who rely on both the theory of language
and their ideas about the semantics of linguistic units. Taking this into account,
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it is of natural interest to compare thesaurus data with the linguistic intuition
of native speakers, manifested in psychosemantic experiments. In the paper we
presented the results of a psychosemantic experiment, when respondents were
asked to list synonyms for stimulus words. It was found that the respondents
mainly mentioned not only synonyms but other words in paradygmatic relations
with an initial word.

Most words frequently mentioned by respondents are synonyms to the stim-
ulus word in RuWordNet or located close to it in the thesaurus, which indicates
good consistency of the thesaurus with the intuition of native speakers. This also
confirms the high quality of the RuWordNet thesaurus. At the same time, it was
possible to identify some problems in the thesaurus and to suggest corrections.
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Abstract. Despite 50 years of research, there is still no common understand-
ing of neurophysiological processes underlying meditation practice since the data
obtained are often quite contradictory. For overcoming these difficulties, the lit-
erature suggests paying more attention to describing the type of meditation, prac-
titioners’ experience, and other subjective factors (for example, discomfort from
electrophysiological equipment or presented stimuli) that can influence the med-
itation process. In this article, we tried to consider these methodological recom-
mendations and developed a special structured interview to take these factors into
account. The results showed that neither field studies (investigation of medita-
tion in conditions as close to natural as possible), nor the study of monks of the
same tradition, from the same monasteries, having the same experience in medita-
tion, does not guarantee that sufficiently homogeneous groups of subjects can be
formed. A detailed analysis of the proposed structured interviewmay be necessary
to research meditation’s influence on brain mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

Over the past 50 years, neurophysiological research onmeditation has become very pop-
ular. Yet, there is still no consensus about the neurophysiological processes underlying
meditation practice. The data received are often contradictory [see the reviews: 1, 2]. To
overcome these, besides describing the practitioner’s experience and the type of medi-
tation, it is proposed to pay more attention to other subjective factors that can influence
the meditation process. Factors affecting the meditation state may include whether the
setting is a place usually used for meditation or a laboratory, the intrusiveness and dis-
comfort of the psychophysiological measures, the presence of others in the meditation
space, and others subjective factors [1].

In this article, we tried to take into account these methodological recommendations.
To systematize various subjective factors, we developed a structured interview and, on
its basis, calculated the level of experience of meditation practices and the level of
discomfort during the study.

This article aims to research the physiological mechanisms of the system of tradi-
tional Buddhist meditation practices. According to Buddhism, considered here system
of meditative techniques, thoroughly based upon one-pointed concentration, is char-
acterized by the gradual withdrawal of gross levels of consciousness related to five
senses [3, 4]. Therefore, at the first stage of the study, researchers concentrated on how
the above system of meditations affects the processes of perception, recognition, and
differentiation of sensory, auditory signals.

For this purpose, the method of the event-related potentials in the oddball paradigm
and the analysis of Mismatch Negativity (MMN) were used. Traditionally, MMN is con-
sidered as an automatic response of the brain cortex to any change in the stream of sound
stimuli generated in auditory and frontal cortical zones [5, 6]. In other words, MMN is
an indicator of the automatic differentiation of acoustic signals. We were supposed to
find that considered meditative practices associated with the withdrawal of gross levels
of consciousness (sensory consciousness) led to a decrease of MMN amplitude. We
also examined how various subjective factors (the level of discomfort; experience of
practitioners) influenced the MMN amplitude during meditation.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

The Ethics Committee of N.P. Bechtereva Institute of the Human Brain of RAS
approved this study. All subjects were familiarized with the study’s procedure and
signed an informed consent drafted following the ethical standards stated in the Helsinki
Declaration (The World Medical Association, 2013).

The informed consent was written in English. As some of the subjects were not
proficient in English, the text of the informed consent was translated and explained to
them in their native Tibetan language with the assistance of monks-researchers who
spoke both English and Tibetan.

Ninety-four persons, the expert monks from the Tibetan monasteries of the South of
India and the retreat village in Dharamsala, Gelug-pa tradition, aged from 25 years up
to 80 years (middle age 40 ± 12.24) took part in the research.
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2.2 Structured Interview

Before and after each research session, the survey of practitioners was done using a
structured interview developed following existing recommendations [1]. The interview
allowed maintaining a similar context for posing questions to all the respondents and
ensured standardization of recording answers.

As a result of the interviews, the entire group ofmonks-subjects was divided by expe-
rience level. We evaluated their experience in meditation, based not only on the overall
period of training (the number of years since the beginning of the meditation practice)
but also its intensity (the number of hours per day), regularity (does one meditates every
day). We also noted how many various types of meditation one has mastered. The level
of experience was calculated as a sum of the number of years from the beginning of
meditative practice (1 year – 1 point); the number of minutes of meditation per day
(10 min – 1 point), and the number of various types of meditation (1 type – 1 point).

The structured interview conducted after the meditation was also allowed to consider
situational factors affecting the meditation state (discomfort level, a distraction from
meditation, subjective evaluation of the success of meditation) [1]. An answer to each
question was evaluated on a scale from 1 to 10 points. The discomfort level during the
experimental session was calculated as a sum of points in response to each question.

2.3 Meditative States

In the study, all monks carried out the core practice, which they usually carry out.
According to an interview, 64 monks carried out the one-pointed concentration med-
itation (Sanskrit: Shamatha) on emptiness, bodhicitta, impermanence, or compassion,
20 monks carried out analytical meditation (Sanskrit: Vipashyana) on the same objects,
10 monks carried out Tantric practice.

The term «one-pointed concentration» suggests that concentration of attention on
a chosen object leads to the reduction of distracting influence of the stream of sensory
information and the practitioner’s thoughts and emotions [7].

Analytical meditation, in general, represents the concentration of attention on the
analytical process and can be practiced by itself or as a preliminary stage preceding
one-pointed concentration on the same object.

The objects of one-pointed concentration used in the study were quite sophisticated.
These were, for instance, the key Buddhist concept of emptiness, or interdependence of
all phenomena (Sanskrit: shunyata), or an altruistic aspiration to enlightenment for the
sake of all sentient beings (Sanskrit: bodhicitta). Some practitioners also concentrated on
the notion of the impermanence of all things (Sanskrit: anytia) and compassion (Sanskrit:
karuna). In these meditations, the analytical process invariably preceded one-pointed
concentration and was repeated throughout the practice.

Maintaining both one-pointed concentration and analytical meditation on bodhicitta
and emptiness is a necessary condition for the transition to tantric practices. These
tantric practices are involved sophisticated visualizations of Buddhist deities, their man-
sions (Sanskrit: mandala), the energy structure of the human body, and the stage-by-
stage process of dying with the dissolution of the body elements and grosser levels of
consciousness [8, 9].
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According to Buddhism, considered meditations base upon one-pointed concentra-
tion. All these practices are united by the process of concentration of attention, so they
can be considered a single meditation system.

2.4 Mismatch Negativity Paradigm

We used the three stimuli test in the oddball paradigm. In the test 1600 low-pitch tones
- 1000 Hz (standard stimuli) and 200 high-pitch tones - 1300 Hz (deviant stimuli) were
presented. Also, 200 difficult sound tones (novel stimuli) were presented. These novel
stimuli have consisted of a sequence of 5 tones lasting 20 ms and with a frequency of
500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 Hz. The duration of the stimuli was 100 ms. The order of
presentation of the three types of stimuli was randomized. The subjects performed the
test in a passive paradigm. The sounds were presented to subjects during meditation and
in a control state. In both cases, the subjects sat in a meditation posture in a darkened
room with their eyes closed or semi-closed. Meditation and the control states were
randomized for each subject. The research was carried out in one spaces within the
monasteries, and the setting was as close as possible to normal conditions the monks
are usually meditating in. During meditation, only a researcher was present at the same
time as a practitioner. For psychological comfort, the majority of manipulations were
carried out by a monk researcher.

2.5 EEG Recording and Analyses

Electroencephalogram (EEG) recording was conducted with an acquisition system
“Mitzar EEG202” (Scientific and ProductionCompany “Mitzar”, Saint-Petersburg, Rus-
sia). For EEG records, the WinEEG software package was used (Copyright V.A. Pono-
marev, J.D. Kropotov, RF2001610516, 08.05.2001). EEG recordingwas conducted from
21 scalp sites - the international 10–20 system and two electrodes on left and right mas-
toids (M1, M2). The record was carried out in monopolar montage with a reference
electrode on a nose tip. The ground electrode was located between FPz and Fz scalp
sites. When processing EEG the high-pass filter (1.6 Hz) and the low-pass filter (30 Hz)
were used for correct identification of an MMNwave in the noisy EEG records. Correc-
tion of artifacts was carried out using the WinEEG software package, the Independent
component analysis method (ICA), and the algorithm “Infomax” was used.

The event-related potentials (ERP) for standard and deviant stimuli were calculated
with the following parameters: 200 ms – prestimulus interval, 100 ms – duration of the
stimulus, 500 ms – interval after the stimulation. The ERPs were averaged for each type
of trial within the whole group of subjects. MMN was defined as the differential wave
received at the subtraction of ERP on standard stimuli from ERP on deviant stimuli. On
group ERPs, the wave of MMN was presented as a negative wave on a time interval of
100–150 ms after the beginning of sound stimuli. MMN has fronto-central location [5,
6], so three frontal scalp sites (F3, Fz, F4) were chosen as a region of interest.

For the statistical analysis (Statistica, version 11.0, the serial number
AXA207F396330FA-5) repeated-measures ANOVA with factors: 3 groups x 2 states
(meditation and control) × 3 electrodes (F3, Fz, F4) was used. Tukey HSD test
demonstrated the electrode difference.
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3 Results

We used the statistical analysis ANOVA (2 states× 3 electrodes) to determine theMMN
amplitudes’ differences between meditation and control states. ANOVA showed main
effect of a factor “state” (F (1.93) = 4.19 p = 0.043) and factor “electrodes” (F (2.186)
= 4.14 p = 0.017). The interaction of factors does not reach the level of significance.
The electrode difference research with the Tukey HSD test gives significant differences
for three EEG electrodes (p < 0.05). During meditation, there is a significant decrease
in MMN amplitude in comparison with a control state (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. MMN amplitude differs during meditation and control state. Vertical bars denote 0,95
confidence interval, and points represent mean MMN amplitude.

According to the interviews, three groups of practitioners with different experience
levels were highlighted: 1) Less experienced group - 55 people, age 35.6± 9.2 years; 2)
Intermediate group - 16 people, age 41.7 ± 9.1 years; 3) Group of skilled practitioners
- 23 people, age 52.6 ± 12.2 years. We used the statistical analysis ANOVA (3 groups
× 3 electrodes) to determine the MMN amplitudes’ differences between those groups.
ANOVA showed main effect of a factor “group” (F (2.91) = 5.1 p = 0.007), of a factor
“electrodes” (F (2.182)= 4.02 p= 0.019). The interaction of factors does not reach the
level of significance. ANOVA shows that the maximumMMN amplitude is observed in
the group of less experienced practitioners, and the minimum amplitude in the group of
skilled practitioners (Fig. 2). In a control state, there were no differences between the
groups (Fig. 2).

Based on the interviews, three groups of practitioners with different level of dis-
comfort were highlighted: 1) Group with the low discomfort level - 57 people, age 41.6
± 13.5 years; 2) Group with the intermediate discomfort level - 27 people, age 38.6 ±
9.4 years; 3) Group with the high discomfort level - 10 people, age 41.9 ± 11.3 years.
We used the statistical analysis ANOVA (3 groups × 3 electrodes) to determine the
MMN amplitudes’ differences between those groups. ANOVA showed main effect of a
factor “group” (F (2.91) = 3.63 p = 0.03). The interaction of factors does not reach the
level of significance. The minimum MMN amplitude was observed in the group with
a high discomfort, the maximum MMN amplitude was observed in the group with an
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Fig. 2. MMN amplitude differs in groups with different levels of experience. Vertical bars denote
0,95 confidence interval, and points represent mean MMN amplitude.

intermediate discomfort level (Fig. 3). In a control state, the groups also were different
- ANOVA showed the main effect of a factor “group” (F (2.91) = 3.63p = 0.03).

Fig. 3. MMN amplitude differs in groups with different levels of discomfort. Vertical bars denote
0,95 confidence interval, and points represent mean MMN amplitude.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The study revealed the differences in theMMNamplitude thatwe expected to see.During
performing the considered meditations system, a smaller amplitude of MMN was noted
in comparison to the control state of relaxed wakefulness with closed eyes. The MMN is
a stimulus-evoked electrophysiological response elicited by any changes in a sequence
of repeating sensory stimuli and reflects that the brain has detected those changes [5, 6,
10]. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the studied system of traditional Buddhist
meditations is accompanied by a decrease of recognition of external sensory stimuli and
leads to disengagement of attention from the external world.

The results also show that groups with different experiences differ in the MMN
amplitude during meditation. The smallest MMN amplitude is observed in the group of
highly experienced practitioners. But it is important to note that group selection based on
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the duration of meditative practice or assessment of monk’s experience (criteria usually
used for selection) leads to the fact that groups are varying by age.Usually, the experience
of meditation grows with age. Since it is known that with age, there is a reduction of
MMN amplitude and an increase of MMN latency [11, 12], age can be an additional
factor influencing the results. In our case, the groups with different experiences differ
only during meditation, but not in a control state. Therefore, we tend to associate these
differences between groups with meditation experiences.

It is assumed that many situational factors can influence the meditation process’s
quality [1], so we tried to investigate how these factors (discomfort level) affect MMN
amplitude during meditation. The high discomfort level (low success meditation) can
prevent the withdrawal of the grosser forms of consciousness (sensory consciousness)
during meditation. Thus, during meditation, the recognition of external sensory stimuli
will not decrease. That is, there would be no decrease in the MMN amplitude. However,
in the group with a high discomfort level, the minimum MMN amplitude was noted.
This result could be explained by a rather higher concentration to meditation in this case.
This high concentration may be caused by an attempt to resist distraction factors.

In conclusion, it is necessary to provide several important methodical remarks. Field
studies, as in our case, allow us to explore meditation in conditions as close to natural
as possible. As a result of the study, we obtained some significant MMN amplitude
changes and confirmed our assumptions. Simultaneously, we should mention that the
field study of monks of the same tradition, from the same monasteries, having the same
experience in the same type of meditation, does not guarantee that homogeneous groups
of practitioners can be formed.Considering theMMNamplitude in a group of all subjects
and groups with different levels of experience or discomfort, we see a large dispersion
of MMN amplitude (Fig. 1, 2 and 3). This can be explained by the fact that for young
monks, too many factors (and each time different) distract them from the meditation.
By contrast, experienced practitioners have their individualized meditation techniques
developed over the years. That is the reason for developing a special structured interview.
Most of the studies take into account the practice experience of meditating subjects. In
addition to practitioners’ experience, using the interview, we also tried to consider the
influence of various subjective and situational factors that can influence the process
of meditation and EEG-correlates of meditation. Our results conclude that the usual
selection of meditators based on the history of practice and everyday meditation time is
insufficient. A detailed analysis of pre- and post-meditation interviewsmay be necessary
to form more homogeneous groups of subjects and obtain more meaningful results.
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Abstract. It is widely accepted that higher order thinking, such as working
memory and mathematical problem solving are associated with activation in the
prefrontal cortex. Thinking about thinking, however, often referred to as meta-
cognition is less well understood. Converging evidence suggests that the function
of the prefrontal cortex is also key for meta-cognitive judgments, particularly the
most anterior part of the prefrontal cortex, Brodmann Area (BA) 10. The current
research examined functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signal asso-
ciated with BA 10 during metacognition related to self-ratings of mental effort
exerted during mathematical operations. We analyzed data from young adult par-
ticipants who solved addition problems with three levels of difficulty. Our results
showed fMRI signal in BA10 ismodulated during themetacognition task, with the
left BA10 showing decreasing fMRI signalwith difficulty,whereas the rightBA10
is more stable. These preliminary findings point to further directions for research
that should consider rostrolateral and medial aspects of BA 10, and individual
differences in performance.

Keywords: Prefrontal cortex ·Metacognition ·Mathematical cognition ·
Self-reflection · Cognitive effort

1 Introduction

1.1 Functional Neuroimaging and Mathematical Cognition

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a technique used to visualize brain
activity.Whenneural activity is initiated in an area of the brain due to certain tasks or stim-
uli then instantly oxygenated blood is transferred to that area, to replace deoxygenated
blood [1]. Oxygen rich hemoglobin is less magnetic than oxygen depleted hemoglobin.
This results in an intensified magnetic resonance signal, which in turn allows us to map
the locations which are at the time in need of resources, thus considered active.

fMRI studies ofmathematical cognition examine brain responses to processing num-
bers in a range of tasks starting from simple numerical judgments, to complex math
problem solving, as well as metaphorical processes that underlie our understanding of
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concepts such as infinity. Studies show that language and calculation processes belong
to the same network but are regionally differentiated [2]. Arabic digit processing seems
to rely on the left angular gyrus and no digit specific visual number form area exists in
the ventral visual cortex [3]. The left angular gyrus seems to be responsible not only for
Arabic digit processing but also for simple and complex mathematical calculations [4].
Numbers in digit format and dot format are deciphered in occipital, frontal, temporal
and parietal areas [5].

Prefrontal cortices also play a key role inmathematical processes. The inferior frontal
gyri are involved in calculating simple numerical tasks and if the cognitive load is
increased themiddle frontal gyri are also involved [6]. Consistentwith this interpretation,
research shows that workingmemory load of math problems is reducedwith training and
in turn reduces the implication of the prefrontal lobes [7]. Indeed, individual difference
in math performance is related to prior training in mathematics as the latter occurs
simultaneously with development of the prefrontal cortex [8]. Critically, neuroimaging
studies of mathematical cognition rarely evaluate retrospective self-ratings associated
with performance [9]. Self-ratings related to thinking of one’s own thinking is referred
to as metacognition.

1.2 Metacognition of Effort

Metacognition is our ability to be self-reflective regarding our own thinking and knowing
[10]. The prefix meta leads us to assume that reflecting upon our own cognition comes,
in time, after cognition itself [11]. Metacognition is related to learning and degree of
success in math problem solving [11]. Neuroimaging studies suggest that metacognition
is important for learning and this is indicated by activations in the rostrolateral prefrontal
cortex and angular gyrus [12]. Activation of the bilateral hippocampus shows that judg-
ments of learning are related to associative memory representations [13]. Metacognitive
functions have been correlated with medial frontal brain areas, such as the anterior cin-
gulate cortex, which are active during conflict resolution, error correction, and emotional
regulation [14]. However, it is not clear whether the anterior cingulate serves all types
of task setting, selective attention or for creating a link between emotional and cognitive
control [15]. The anterior cingulate cortex monitors conflict, which in turn signals a
need for greater cognitive control [16]. Cognitive control is then implemented by the
left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [17]. There is a link between metacognition and con-
sciousness, however consciousness has the potential to dissociate from second order
behavior and meta-level depiction [18].

Measuring metacognition has limitations. One of them is due to metacognitive bias;
the fact that we can observe differences in subjective confidence when task performance
does not change [19]. Different people have different ability in distinguishing between
their own judgments (metacognitive sensitivity) and metacognitive sensitivity in the
same individual may vary according to the level of difficulty of the task (metacognitive
efficiency) [19]. Age also seems to affect metacognitive ability. Younger adults show
fewer high confidence errors than older adults [20]. One type of metacognition relies on
our procedural knowledge, which is the way we perceive the difficulty of a task.

Converging evidence of brain imaging findings suggest the prefrontal cortex, Brod-
mann Area (BA) 10 plays a major role in retrospective metacognitive judgments [9].
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Critically, this hypothesis has not been directly investigated in mathematical tasks.
Mathematical tasks can be complex and more demanding in terms of cognitive load
than simple math tasks [21, 22]. For example, for most adults addition with single digits
is easier that three-digit problems. This will be the first study to examine the role of
BA 10 on mathematical operations of different difficulty in young adults. Specifically,
participant’s self-ratings on mental effort associated with addition problems of different
difficulty were compared with fMRI signal elicited during the metacognitive task. We
hypothesized that metacognitive self-rating of effort related to the arithmetic operation
of addition will be associated with BA 10.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

We report data on twelve healthy right-handed adults (6 females, 20 to 30 years old, 23.85
± 3.27), without anyMRI contraindications (i.e., metal in their body) andwithout formal
expertise in mathematics (i.e., not math majors), who participated in the fMRI study.
All participants provided a signed consent form and the ethics committee at National
Research University Higher School of Economics approved all procedures (approval
dated on 15th January, 2018). For taking part in the study, participants received 1000
rubles and an anatomical picture of their brain.

2.2 Materials

Parametric Math Task: In this task, mathematical operations are presented on the top of
the screen together with four possible answer options at the bottom of the screen. Partic-
ipants were asked to solve the problem and choose the correct option. The experiment
consisted of four math operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) and
three levels of complexity, indexed by the number of digits for each math operation (1-,
2-, and 3- digits), which were presented in blocks. Task blocks also included control
tasks for each difficulty level during which participants viewed numbers at the top of the
screen and four possible answers at the bottom of the screen and were asked to identify
which font the numbers on the top of the screen were printed in. Each condition appeared
in a block and was randomly presented three times. The timing for each block was thirty-
two seconds. During this time participants were asked to give as many correct answers
as they could. As soon as their time run out, they were asked to indicate cognitive effort
exerted on the task on a scale from one to four. Participants had up to five seconds to
respond and were encouraged to answer honestly, as their answer would help us know
their opinion on the task. After their evaluation, a fixation cross appeared on the screen,
which indicated that they had a ten-second brake before the next task block.

Behavioral scores included accuracy and reaction time during task conditions and
self-rating during the metacognition task.
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2.3 Procedures

Participants received training in a behavioral session before completing the task in the
MRI on separate days.

MRI Data Acquisition
Data were acquired with a SiemensMagnetomVerio (SyngoMRB17), 32-channel head
coiled, 3 T scanner. Anatomywas collected with a 3Dmagnetization rapid gradient echo
sequence (TR = 1470 ms; TE = 1.76 ms; 9° Flip angle; voxel size: 1mm × 1 mm ×
1 mm). Functional scans were acquired using TR = 500 ms; 300 measurements per
run; voxel size = 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm. During the runs behavioral responses were
acquired with a key pair of MRI button box for left and right hands.

MRI Data Processing and Analyses
Data were pre-processed and analyzed using AFNI (Analysis of Functional Neu-
roimages, Medical College of Wisconsin; Cox, 1996). During pre-processing stage
images were slice-time corrected, registered, normalized, motion corrected, masked and
smoothed. Slice-time correction was performed using AFNI’s “3dTshift”, registration
was done using the “align_epi_anat.py” command and normalization, motion correction
smoothing and masking by using the commands “@auto_tlrc”, “3dvolreg”, “3dmerge”,
and “3dAutomask”, respectively. In order to fit a model to the data a first level analysis
was performed by using the timings for all mathematical operational conditions and
the timings for the metacognition task for the mathematical operation of addition. This
paper focuses on fMRI signal changes of metacognition tasks associated with addition
problems. A region of interest analysis was conducted by creating separate anatomical
masks for the left and right BA 10 of each participant (Fig. 1). Region of interest data
associated with self-ratings of three levels of addition problems were extracted using
AFNI’s “3dmaskave” command.

Fig. 1. Anatomical location of the region of interest BA10.

3 Results

3.1 Functional Neuroimaging and Mathematical Cognition

Average accuracy percentage for difficulty levels with 1-, 2-, and 3-digit addition prob-
lems were 97.48%. 89.76%, 78.85%. Self-ratings for difficulty levels with 1-, 2-, and
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3-digit are illustrated on Fig. 2. Data of the region of interest analysis based on the
Bold Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal change during the metacognition task of
the mathematical operation of addition, for both left and right BA 10 for each level off
difficulty are illustrated on Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Average self-rating of mental effort for each level of difficulty

Fig. 3. BOLD signal change in BA 10 as a function of difficulty

4 Discussion

We examine brain signal in the most anterior regions of prefrontal cortex, BA 10, during
a metacognition task that assessed cognitive effort exerted during addition problems
with three levels of difficulty. Behavioral results show that self-ratings increase as a
function of difficulty, as it was expected. Neuroimaging results show that brain signal
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in BA 10 is modulated by self-rating to different difficulty levels, albeit this relation
differs by hemisphere. Negative BOLD signal change was observed for all three levels
of difficulty. This preliminary finding was unexpected and potential explanation are
discussed in terms of brain location and individual differences.

Our examination suggests that metacognition to increasing levels of difficulty differs
by hemisphere of BA 10 and it is expressed as a deactivation. Specifically, metacognition
to difficulty level one shows the least deactivation, whereas level three shows the most
deactivation. Interestingly, the second level of difficulty shows approximately the same
but not equal deactivation to level three in the left hemisphere. For difficulty levels two
and three, the right hemisphere becomes less deactivated than the left, whereas for level
one the left hemisphere is less deactivated than the right hemisphere. The prefrontal
cortex occupies a substantial proportion of the cortex and BA 10 constitutes about 1.2%
of the total brain volume [23]. BA 10 covers parts of the middle and superior frontal gyri.
Itsmedial parts are adjacent to the anterior cingulate. It has complex functional correlates
that are usually associated with higher complexity, abstract cognitive thoughts, as well as
mindwondering [24, 25]. The proposal that BA 10 is involved inmetacognition, thinking
about thinking [9], appears to be consistent with this interpretation. Our data showed that
BA 10 is modulated by ratings of mental effort and the relation varies by hemisphere. A
potential explanation is that BA 10 is a large region of cortex and retrospective decisions
may elicit activation in rostrolateral or ventromedial aspects of BA 10. Our anatomical
mask did not distinguish between these regions and future analyses examining these
regions separately may shed light into this explanation.

Variability in signal change may also relate to individual differences in performance.
For example, it may be useful to match consistency in self-ratings and accuracy for each
difficulty level. Specifically, a participantmay have high accuracy on difficulty level three
and rate the difficulty higher than another participant who has low accuracy on difficulty
level three and rate this level with a low difficulty rating because the participant gave
up trying. Further analyses are needed that consider signal change during task condition
and individual differences in task performance.

5 Conclusion

Concluding, self-ratings to a metacognition task related to mental arithmetic modulate
signal change in BA 10, however our findings suggest that this relation differs by hemi-
sphere. Further research should consider more specific locations and examine relations
in other regions that are highly interconnected with the most anterior parts of the frontal
cortex. Understanding the brain correlates of metacognition would inform cognitive
theories and practically benefit studies with individuals with cognitive impairments.
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Abstract. A pilot study was carried out to assess the level of stress load among
psychology students of Nizhny Novgorod State University (n= 19), who attended
lectures in classroom and remotely. The lectures were balanced in complexity and
duration (two academic hours). The condition of each student during the lecture
was continuously monitored using the Event-related telemetry (ERT) method.
The sequence of RR ECG intervals was registered and processed on-line, stress
episodes were isolated automatically.

Simultaneously, audio-video recording of the context was made during the
lectures for further verification of stress factors.

Having considered the publications devoted to the problem of stress during
training, the authors identified factors that can cause a stress response during the
lectures. In total, 30 factorswere identified andgrouped into clusters: infrastructure
factors, occupation process factors, attitude factors, technical factors, factors of a
random nature. This made it possible to compare the stress episodes identified by
the ERT with the specific events recorded during the fixation of contexts.

Out of 30 possible factors, 19 have proven to be active. Stress factors for
classroom learning were also active in distance learning. It was found that the
frequency of stress episodes was significantly higher during remote lectures, and
they possessed their own unique group of stress factors. Firstly, in the absence
of direct contact, the lecturer is forced to ask questions more frequently, which
causes excessive stress among students. Secondly, stress factors are directly related
to the specifics of distance learning: the necessity of using additional technical
equipment. A significant group of unverified stress factors was also identified, and
in classroom learning their number turned out to be much higher.

Thus, the study, on the one hand, sheds light on the reasons for the low effi-
ciency and insecurity of distance learning and, on the other hand, demonstrates the
possibility of a massive and longitudinal objective study of the problem of stress
in this form of training using ERT.
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1 Introduction

The issue of stress potential of education in schools and universities is widely known.
Suffice it to point out that examination stress is the most common natural stress pattern
[1, 2]. But exams are not the only cause of stress. Classroom activities often involve
stressful contexts as well. The result is an increase in the number of stress-induced
health disorders in childhood and adolescence.

The possibilities of remote knowledge acquisition using Internet technologies, which
have emerged in recent years, have given rise to the hope that the opportunity to study
in a comfortable home environment will significantly reduce the stress load. As a result,
the number of on-line courses has begun to grow exponentially. In addition, the 2020
pandemic has forced many students to shift to distance learning. It is obvious that today
this problem has become particularly urgent.

2 Materials and Methods

We have conducted a pilot study to assess the level of stress load among psychology
students of Nizhny Novgorod State University (n = 19), who attended lectures in stan-
dard classroom conditions and remotely using the Internet. The experimental design was
as follows. Before the start of the lecture, electrocardiogram sensors were attached to
the chest of each student for on-line registration and processing of heart rate variability
indicators and automatic isolation of stress episodes using the event-related telemetry
(ERT) method (Fig. 1). Throughout the lecture, in parallel with the continuous registra-
tion of the rhythmocardiogram, the audio-video context was recorded. The lectures in
standard classroom conditions and remote lectures (using the Internet) were balanced in
complexity and were two academic hours (90 min) long.

ERT method is based on the Internet-oriented technology for remote monitoring of
heart rate variability developed by us [3–5]. It includes cardiac signal registration using a
miniature non-invasive sensor platformZephyrTMHxMTMSmart—ZephyrBIOPACH
BH3-M1 (Zephyr Technology, USA), transfer of a digitized data packet via Bluetooth to
a Smartphone, preprocessing and broadcasting the results to the didacted server system
StressMonitor WEB application. The server carries out deep data processing according
to the algorithm we have found, which includes spectral analysis of rhythmograms in
pseudo-time and revealing the dynamics of the most informative indicators of heart rate
autonomic regulation [5–7]. First of all, these are: (a) indicators of the total power of heart
rate variability (TP), which reflect the adaptive potential; (b) indicators of low-frequency
power (LF), which characterize the level of sympathetic regulation; (c) indicators of the
high-frequencypower (HF),whichpoint to the activity of the parasympathetic regulation;
and indicators of growth of autonomic balance (LF/HF), which characterize the ratio of
the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. In addition, based on the concept of stress
developed by us [8–10], the ERT technology has been designed so as to detect episodes
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Fig. 1. Conceptual scheme of the Internet-oriented technology of event-related telemetry of heart
rate variability (ERT).

of acute stress, manifested both in characteristic changes in the native cardiogram and
in a sharp increase in LF/HF against the background of a synchronous decrease in TP,
automatically.

A fundamentally important feature of ERT is the ability to simultaneously register
the parameters of autonomic regulation of the heart rate and events (context) occurring
with the subject, which can include the real natural activity of the subject as well as
experimental tasks that are presented within the technology using the specially designed
WEB-platform Apway. Recording the context makes it possible to objectively capture
those specific manifestations of the context that are stressful for the subject. ERT tech-
nology has been successfully used to identify stressful contexts in road transport man-
agement, public speaking, simultaneous interpretation, school lessons, solving moral
dilemmas, the work of installers and firefighters, etc. [4, 11–17]. Audio-video recording
of the context was conducted throughout the experiment.

Statistical processing of the data was carried out using repeated measures ANOVA
and chi-square distribution.
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3 Results and Discussion

First of all, the conducted research showed that lectures in remote mode are significantly
more stressful than those in classical classroom conditions (Fig. 2). Statistical processing
of all rhythmocardiograms revealed an average of 20.1 stress episodes per classroom
lecture, against 34.8 episodes per remote lecture (p < 0.05).

Fig. 2. An example of rhythmocardiograms of the same student during lectures in standard class-
room conditions (A) and in remote mode (B). The duration of both recordings is 90 min. The
vertical stripes mark episodes of acute stress.

This result was quite unexpected and required an explanation. To find the answer,
an analysis of publications considering the stress potential of the educational process
both in classroom and remote mode was carried out [1, 2, 16, 18–25]. It showed that in
the study of the stress potential of the educational process, it is customary to distinguish
several clusters of factors (Table 1).

As can readily be seen, the cluster of technogenic factors stands apart in the list
of stress-generating factors of learning. In theory, it is characteristic precisely for the
remote mode and is completely absent in classical classroom lectures. Indeed, distance
learning has its own unique cluster of stress factors. Firstly, the lecturer and the students
are not in the same room. Consequently, in order to maintain interest and attention of
students, the lecturer is much more likely to ask guiding questions or questions to test
knowledge.

The second group of stress factors is directly related to the specifics of distance
learning, namely the need for additional technical equipment. One always needs a com-
puter or a phone with appropriate software and a stable Internet connection to attend
a remote lecture. As a result, technogenic stress factors should be active. Accordingly,
when analyzing the results of cardiointervalography, it would be logical to assume that
the significantly higher stress potential of lectures held in remote mode is primarily
associated with technogenic problems.

After a detailed analysis of the video recording of the contextual content of the iden-
tified stress episodes, this hypothesis was confirmed only partially. Within our experi-
ments, only 19 of the 30 factors we had identified in the analysis of publications showed
activity.
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Table 1. Distribution of learning stressors by clusters

Clusters Specific factors

Infrastructure factors - Furniture defects (hard seat/broken
chair/uncomfortable table or chair height and
lack of possibility to change the place)
- Indoor climate (cold/hot/stuffy)

Lesson process factors - Pen running out of ink
- End of notebook/lack of paper
- The beginning of the lesson
- Time limit for the task
- Organizational information (information
about some special features of the next lesson,
about the final test or report form,
announcement of a deadline)
- Error when answering a lecturer’s question
- Checking homework
- High speed of presentation of the material by
the lecturer
- Student’s sleepiness
- Difficulties when recording material
- Testing, checking current knowledge

Attitude factors - Student’s attitude to the lecturer
- Attitude to the subject of the lecture
- Style/type of lecture

Technogenic factors - Program failure (error)
- Problems with access to the remote lecture
- Problems with video content
- Problems with technical devices
- Problems with Internet connection
- Unfriendly interface (the student does not
understand which buttons to press)
- Problems with microphone
- Problems with sound (headphones/speakers)
- Computer breakdown

Factors that have a casual/distractive character - Discussion or tackling an issue in social
networks
- Phone call
- Interference of an outsider
- Unexpected extraneoussound
- Physical activity (leaving the
classroom/getting up from the table)

In addition, distance lectures possessed their own unique structure of stress factors.
Along with the predictable presence of the factors from the technogenic cluster, the
dominance of factors from other clusters which had been indistinct during classroom
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lectures was revealed. For example, the stress potential of the answers to the control
questions of the lecturer was significantly (p < 0.05) higher. Distracting factors also
turned out to be an issue with distance lectures. In general, with distance lectures, the
ratio of unverified stress factors (that is, factors not having a correlation with specific
events in the context) to verified ones turned out to be significantly (almost twice, p <

0.05) less than in classroom lectures (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The ratio of unverified (1) and verified (2) stress factors identified by the ERT method in
classroom (left) and remote (right) lectures.

Perhaps this can be explained in terms of the concept of Brosschot & Thayer [6,
26, 27] on unconscious stress, according to which stress factors might be not only of
external, but also of internal (pervasive or mental stress) origin.

4 Conclusion

Thus, our pilot study, firstly, partially sheds light on the reasons for the low efficiency
and insecurity of distance learning [19, 20] and, secondly, demonstrates the possibility
of a massive and longitudinal objective study of the issue of stress potential of remote
learning activities using ERT method.
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Abstract. The study of consciousness is crucial to understand how the human
mind functions. Within the last twenty years new approaches to this question
have been formulated and “establishing neural consciousness correlations” is one
of the most promising. The sleep-wake paradigm is one of the most promising
methodologies in this field, allowing the study of healthy subjects without med-
ical interventions. We developed a monotonous psychomotor test that induces
several episodes of losing consciousness because of falling asleep and its full or
partial recovery while awakening within the 60 min. The following behavioral
measures of consciousness level were noted: counting accuracy, time between
presses, pressing force, so one could observe not only lapses, but also light sleep
when subject starts to make mistakes. In our recent study, this method allowed
us to assess 441 short episodes of falling asleep (“microsleep”), followed by
spontaneous awakenings in 23 experimental sessions. Two different electroen-
cephalographic patterns of awakening were observed. After deeper sleep stages
the performance restoration was preceded by K-complexes. According to recent
studies, it confirms that K-complex not only helps to maintain sleep, but also eases
necessary awakenings. Our recent data suggest that not only external stimuli, but
also the internal test instruction recall could start such awakening process. We
believe that our experimental design could be used for wide range of conscious-
ness studies because it gives researchers several continuous and objective indices
of the subject’s mind state.

Keywords: EEG · K-complex · Consciousness ·Microsleep · Spontaneous
awakening · Psychomotor test

1 Introduction

The study of consciousness is an essential task of cognitive science. It is critical for
understanding the function of the human mind. In recent years, new approach to this
question was formulated as a “search of neural consciousness correlations” (NCC) [1].
This approach is based on the axiom of existing causal links between brain activity and
mind contents. There are two strategies within this approach, i.e. study of consciousness
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level or its contents [2]. Consciousness level is often defined as a byword of activation
or an awakening level. Mind contents, on the other hand, is associated with comprehen-
sion or subjective experience [3]. Many authors emphasize the need for experimental
tests uniting both aspects [4]. Studies on mind contents based on subject’s reports have
many limitations. Therefore, several new objective, “no-report” paradigmswere recently
developed [5].

Comparisons of sleep and wakefulness is very easy using the effective experimental
model of NCC that allows researchers to assess various consciousness levels of healthy
subjects without any medical interventions. Consciousness “extinguishes” during sleep
and “switches on” while awakening. Depolarization of cortical neurons observed in
wakefulness is the prerequisite for the conscious state. It is hypothesized that unconscious
state during sleep is caused by cortical neurons’ bi-stable state, i.e. synchronous period-
ical polarization and depolarization that make complex all-over-brain synchronization
impossible [6].

2 Methods

Within the sleep-wake paradigm we developed an experimental model of consciousness
activation during spontaneous awakening [7–10]. The design is described below.

28 healthy subjects (6 females) were recruited among university students. 5 subjects
were excluded from further analysis because there were no short episodes of falling
sleep during their experimental sessions. Each subject was informed in detail about
the experimental procedures and gave his/her written consent. The study protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and
Neurophysiology (No. 046/19), and all experimental procedures were performed in
accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Experiments were performed in daytime, started at 1–3 p.m. The subject lay on
bed in a dark and quiet room, with eyes closed, counting from one to ten and pressing
two pneumatic buttons holding on with thumbs and index fingers of each hand. To
prevent buttons from falling, they were fixed with adhesive plaster to the subject’s hand.
The subject was instructed to press the buttons once a second in rotation (10 presses
with the right hand, 10 presses with the left hand and so on). Thus, several behavioral
measures of the subject’s consciousness state were available during the experiment:
counting accuracy, time between presses, pressing force. Electromyogram (EMG) from
both thumb fingers (musculus abductor pollicis brevis) was recorded in addition to
buttons mechanograms. Electroencephalogram (EEG) was also registered continuously,
providing brain activity information. Standard 10–20 system with 19 channels was used
to record EEG filtered in 0.1–70 Hz frequency range.

Each subject participated in two experimental sessions with 1–10 days in between.
During the first training session periodical sound was used to instruct the subject to
maintain 1-s intervals. This session was about 10–15 min long. Second (main) session
lasted for 55–60 min.

This monotonous psychomotor test causes several short episodes of sleep and spon-
taneous awakening over the period of 1 h. EEG patterns of 2nd or even 3rd sleep stage
could be observed during such short episodes of falling sleep (“microsleep”) lasting
from 10 s to several minutes (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. EEG correlates of psychomotor test errors for various short episodes of falling sleep
observed in single experiment. A — wakeful state, B — drowsiness and light sleep (1st stage), C
— more deep sleep, (2nd stage — “microsleep”). 1,2 — O1 and C3 EEG electrodes, 3 — EOG
(left eye), 4,5 — button presses for right and left hands, 6 — number of press in the batch, 7
— performance level. S — vertex sharp waves, K is for K-complexes. Arrow marks awakening
sound. Performance levels are the following: I — correct task performance, II — lowered press
power, II — lowered press power with errors, IV — “microsleep” episode.

3 Results

During the test, performance varied greatly, from totally correct 10–10 press batches to
counting errors, short pauses, single presses and finally sleep episodes, providing good
objective measures of subject’s current consciousness level. Overall 441 “microsleep”
episodes were found in 23 successful experiments of our recent experimental session
(pause between presses equal to or more than, 10 s). In each successful experimental
session 2–48 short episodes of falling sleep were observed. Lapses (“microsleep”) dura-
tion varied from 20 s to several minutes, with median value about 52 s. Five subjects
that didn’t fall asleep at all were excluded from further analysis.

It was already shown in our studies that spontaneous renewal of psychomotor test
performance goes hand in hand with two types of EEG patterns. The first one was mostly
observed during awakening from 1st sleep stage, including alpha spindles with higher
frequencies inclusions. 2nd pattern type followed awakenings after 2nd and 3rd sleep
stages and includes not only alpha activity, but also slow-wave components or can even
be preceded by K-complex (single high amplitude slow wave). Thus, our data confirms
the well-known fact that phasic activation patterns in EEG depend on previous sleep
depth [11]. Examples of such EEG patterns are presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 illustrates spontaneous awakenings followed by button presses after dif-
ferent sleep stages. Awakenings after episodes of light sleep (EEG markers of stage
1) usually demonstrate phasic activation patterns of 1st type (alpha waves). This pat-
terns starts at the same time as the 1st button is pressed (see subplot A). 2nd type of
pattern (subplot B) demonstrates isolated late component of K-complex immediately
leading to presses renewal. At the subplot C one could observe classical high-amplitude
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Fig. 2. EEG patterns (derivation Fp1) of spontaneous awakening and performance renewal after
sleep episodes. A — light sleep (1 stage), pattern type 1 (alpha waves), alpha activity increases
along with performance renewal, B — more deep sleep, 2 stage (late component of K-complex
accompanies performance renewal), C — high-amplitude K-complex precedes alpha activity.
Vertical line marks first button press after sleep episode.

(up to 300 µV) K-complex after sleep episode of stage 2 accompanied by alpha range
oscillations.

We suggest that spontaneous performance renewal after falling sleep is initiated by
test instruction “to press button and count” retrieval during sleep. The very moment of
such retrieval can be determinedprecisely usingEEGpredictors, particularlyK-complex.
First button pressing doesn’t occur immediately after EEG activation and instead takes
some time [10]. According to recent scientific knowledge about awakening this time
lapse is necessary to re-connect neuronal ensembles in different brain regions. This
so-called “binding process” [12] is a crucial pre-condition of the consciousness state.

An experimental session within fMRI was also performed. Although co-registration
of EEG and fMRI data is very difficult, button presses are still available for detailed
analysis. Even with the high noise level of fMRI device, 2–48 episodes of “microsleep”
were registered from 10 subjects during 1-h experiments. An increase in the activity of
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the visual regions (the region of the calcarine sulcus) of the cerebral cortex, left pre-
cuneus/cuneus during sleep and regions of the right thalamus, left cuneus, cerebellar
zones, stem structures at the moment of awakening and resumption of conscious activity
were observed [9].

4 Discussion

The scientific meaning of sleep state has changed in recent decades. The view now is
that the sleeping subject has some limited access to environmental signals and is able
to awake immediately if something changes drastically [13]. Instead of being totally
isolated from environmental events, the sleepy brain combines sensory isolation with
oversight elements and chooses between sleep and awakening continuously.

In recent research [14] the split “personality” of K-complex is discussed in detail.
Different phases of this EEG phenomenon are balanced between suppression and facili-
tation of outer stimuli. Starting with some initial activation, the K-complex then includes
a short downstate period followed by an upstate component (900 ms from the start, or
P900). This upcoming front opens a potential “window of wakefulness” for stimuli pro-
cessing [15], and it has already been demonstrated that at such moments the information
could be processed or even learned [16]. There is also evidence that speech process-
ing during non-REM sleep is suppressed, but significantly improves just after it [17].
Therefore, the K-complex correlates with suppression of isolated environmental signals
and improved reaction to repeating events at the meantime, i.e. is involved in creation
of ‘windows of wakefulness’ within sleep during which relevant environmental or inner
inputs can be processed [14].

5 Conclusion

As Andrillon and Kouider [14] assume, the sleeping subjects maintain a certain amount
of minimal vigilance, a stand-by mode allowing the quick reversal to wakefulness, if
necessary. It is well-known that K-complex can be caused not only by environmental,
but also by internal stimuli [18]. Hypothetical instruction “to press button and count”
could act as such internal stimuli, given it is retained in the short-time memory and
gains access to brain executive structures when the “windows of wakefulness” opens
[15]. Hence, its emergence just before spontaneous awakenings in our experiment could
signify the test instruction retrieval followed by further cortex activation and neuronal
activity integration.

We therefore suggest that “spontaneous” awakenings occur when hypothetical
instruction “to press button and count” successfully gains access to brain executive
structures. Thus, high-amplitude K-complex could play its role in urgent activation and
further synchronization of these executive neural networks.

We assume that subject’s performance after “microsleep” episode could be used as an
objective, “no-report” measure of consciousness level. We also believe that EEG phasic
patterns during spontaneous awakening represent a binding process between neurons of
various brain regions, that in turn builds a foundation to gradual consciousness activation.
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It was also shown in our studies that the psychomotor test could be successfully
combined with functional magnetic resonance imaging. Preliminary results about the
activity of the brain structures during spontaneous awakening, were obtained using such
experiments [9].

One could expect that the performance resuming is preceded by cognitive processes
of remembering the instruction “to press button and count” followed by activation of
neural networks involved in mental counting and finally launching the effector process
of actually pressing the button. This sequence of processes meets all requirements to the
neural correlate of consciousness in the frame of our experimental model of conscious-
ness in the sleep-wake paradigm [9, 10].We suggest that further research of EEG features
during successful and partial awakening episodes will allow us to localize and interpret
electrophysiological correlates of the consciousness level increase during awakening.
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Abstract. Interruption of one behavior and transition to the execution of another
are associatedwith cognitive load that leads to a decrease in task performance. The
details of incipience of stable performance after switching on the level of single
neurons remain unclear. Here we address two issues concerning the involvement
of neurons in subserving of behavioral execution. First, the behavioral difference
between the first and subsequent trials after switching lacks full explanation in
terms of engagement of neurons that underlies task performance. Second, we
asked whether functionally similar neurons belong to the same or different puta-
tive types of cells.We propose that the task switching requires selection of neurons
akin to reinstatement of learning. Therefore, we hypothesized that the after-switch
dynamics of neuronal activity is related to the degree of the neuron’s involvement in
task execution. This link has been revealed in rabbits’ anterior and posterior cingu-
late single-cell activity recorded during alternation of two instrumental appetitive
behaviors. We imply that the view of switching as a learning episode seems to
disentangle the relationship between several aspects of cingulate activity: conflict
monitoring, initiation and control of behavior after switching, novelty, andmemory
retrieval – they all include reorganization of individual experience. No relation-
ship was found between the specialization of neurons and their putative cell-type.
Since the cell-type coincides with the metabolic properties of neurons, we assume
that the functional assembly of neurons is derived from complementarity of their
divergent properties.

Keywords: Task switching · Learning · Single neuron · Rabbit · Neuronal
selection · Reorganization of memory · Functional system · Complementarity

1 Introduction

The interruption of one behavior and the transition to the execution of another are
associated with a decrease in the effectiveness of alternating tasks performance. It is
conventionally considered as a manifestation of “task-set” reconfiguration that requires
cognitive effort [1]. The brain underpinnings of task-switching are often described in
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terms of involvement of brain areas, especially in functional-anatomy studies. Conven-
tionally, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is necessary during onset of task execution
after switching [2, 3], but see [4], whereas posterior cingulate (PCC) supports its sub-
sequent maintenance [5]. Meanwhile, PCC has been recently described as having an
important role in “cognitive control” [6, 7]. Depending on the novelty and predictability
of switching, maintenance-related activity in ACC [8, 9], as well as involvement of PCC
in alteration [6, 10] has been revealed in imaging, inactivation, and single-cell studies
(see also [11]).

It is often not possible to identify a single area of the brain, necessary for changes in
behavior, because switch-related activity is task-specific [12, 13]. Accordingly, single-
neuron recordings in ACC show that the firing increases when the behavior needs to be
changed [14], and that the task selectivity of firing decreases following a task switch [15].
In PCC neurons the firing increased from the switch to repeat trials [16]. At the same time
ACC and PCC neurons show stable selectivity to different aspects of task performance
during its maintenance [17–20]. The inconsistency of these results is further complicated
by the fact that the difference of firing frequency between switch and repeat trials may
not appear unless the neurons are grouped by their specialization, i.e. involvement in
task execution [16].

The task-specific aspects of ACC and PCC activity [21–23], as well as dynamics of
this activity along with training or time [24–28] have been revealed with various meth-
ods, including single-unit activity recording in rabbits [17, 29–33]. Namely, ACC and
PCC have been proposed to provide memory retrieval at the early [28, 34] and late [24,
25, 35] stages of learning (see also [21, 36, 37]). The ambiguity of functional descrip-
tions of the ACC and PCC (switching and maintenance; recent and remote memories)
can be solved by the assumption that both “memory retrieval” and “cognitive effort”
during switching require memory reorganization and selection of units for subserving
of behavior. Presumably, this reorganization is the “reorganizational reconsolidation”
[38], i.e. modification of structure of individual experience without formation of a new
element within that structure. This modification has been described within the approach
to behavior as manifestation of the systems structure of individual experience [39–41].
On the basis of this assumption we hypothesized, firstly, that the after-switch dynamics
of neuronal activity is related to the degree to which a neuron is task-related (i.e. to
which it is “involved” in task execution).

Experiments with neuronal activity recording where animals consumed alcohol
showed that a group of neurons of one specialization can be heterogeneous: only part
of them changed their task-related activity during alcohol intake [42]. Here we aimed
at characterization of the systems organization of behavior by assessing the correspon-
dence between the specialization of neurons and their putative cell type. Importantly, the
data on the correspondence between functional properties of a neuron and its putative
cell type can be based on electrophysiological measures [43], whereas cell-types define
the metabolic properties of neurons [44]. When the function is considered as a com-
putation or information coding, then the functional and physiological properties would
be expected to correspond (e.g. [43, 45]). However, the activity of a neuron provides
metabolic changes, rather than transfer of information [46]. From the functional systems
view [47], the function is achievement of a result by a system of divergent elements in
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brain and body, that conform their different degrees of freedom within a system and
exchange their metabolic substrates. Developing this view, we propose, secondly, that
the functional neuronal assemblies are constituted by various cell types – the latter are
complementary in the sense of mutual cooperation in achieving the adaptive result (see
also [48, 49]).

To address these issues, we recorded single-neuron activity in rabbits’ ACC and PCC
during switching between blocks of trials – cycles of two ways of food-acquisition, used
by us previously (e.g., [17, 40, 50]). The rabbits have been successfully used in working
memory setups (e.g., [51]). Therefore, we expected that the assessment of changes after
transition from one behavior to another at the level of single neurons would unravel
the incipience of stable performance after switching by covering both “cognitive effort”
and “memory” descriptions of cingulate activity under the idea of reorganization of
experience.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

Eight rabbits Oryctolagus cuniculus were food-deprived with ad libitum water to be
trained in the experimental chamber (Fig. 1) to receive food. Their loss of weight did not
exceed 15% from the weight of non-deprived animals of the same age. The experimental
protocols are in accordance with the Council of the European Communities Directive
of November 24, 1986 (86/609 EEC) and were approved by the ethics committee of the
Institute of Psychology, Russian Academy of Sciences.

2.2 Behavioral Tasks and Training

The rabbits were trained to perform cyclic operant food-acquisition behavior on two
symmetrical sides of the experimental chamber (Fig. 1, left), where each side is equipped
with a pedal and a feeder in adjacent corners. A food pellet is delivered to the feeder if
the corresponding pedal is pressed with paw(s) and if turning to the feeder is performed
along the wall (the food is withdrawn if the animal turns to the center of the chamber on
the way to the feeder).

The training started from the left side of the chamber for half of the animals to control
for the differences between the two sides. The training was performed through 8 steps
(Fig. 1, middle) made consecutively on each side of the experimental chamber: delivery
of food to the feeder (steps 1 and 2), turning head and body from the feeder (3 and 4),
turning to the pedal (5 and 6), pressing the pedal and turning to the feeder (7 and 8).
These steps were also used to divide between acts within cycles of the resulting behavior
with corresponding behavioral markers (Fig. 1, left) recorded in all sessions.

Each step of training is considered done if the criterion of 15 effective cycles in
a row has been reached at any moment within a 40–60-min training session. After
learning to press the pedal on two sides of the chamber separately (one side per session),
the switching sessions are introduced, where the left and right sides of a symmetric
chamber are made effective alternatively. The correct cycle was a loop (Fig. 1, right)
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Fig. 1. The behavioral markers, order of learning, and cycles of alternated behaviors. Left.
Schematic image of the experimental chamber with feeders (F) and pedals (P) on two symmet-
ric sides. The actographic markers received from the chamber at all sessions including neuronal
recordings are lowering the head into and raising the head from the feeders, crossing the middle
line of the lateral walls (M), and pressing and releasing of the pedals. Middle. The order of steps of
learning (1–8) in the same experimental chamber. Right. The resulting cycles of food-acquisition
on the alternated sides of the chamber. See text for details.

from pressing a pedal through turning to corresponding feeder facing a wall to eating in
the feeder, and turning back to the same pedal (if the effective side had not changed). A
switch between the sides was initiated upon not less (and in most cases not more) than 7
effective cycles. These cycles (along with ineffective ones) constitute a block of cycles.
The absence of food in the feeder after pressing the pedal along with delivery of food
on the other side were the signals for switching.

2.3 Brain Activity Recording

The surgery procedures before training to press the pedals were followed by rest in
a homecage with analgetics and no deprivation (not less than 3 days).The electrode
intrusion started at the onset of switching sessions. Single-neuron activity was recorded
with glass electrodes (2,5M KCl; 3–6 MOhm @ 1 kHz) from rabbits’ anterior (AP-4
mm; ML ± 1−2mm; VD + 2–6 mm) or posterior (AP + 9 mm ; ML ± 1–2 mm)
cingulate cortical areas during food-acquisition performed by alternating the blocks of
cycles on each side of the experimental chamber. The signal from the electrode was
pre-amplified with an in-lab-made head-stage, amplified with NBL-302 (Neurobiolab,
Moscow, Russia), and digitizedwith E-14-140 external ADC (L-Card,Moscow, Russia),
threshold-discriminated and sorted to identify spikes of single neurons with D-Main-4
in-lab software (Y. Raigorodski, A. Krylov).

Every record included at least one block of cycles on each side. The records were
made in one cingulate area at a time for 3–5 days a week each. After two weeks the
animalswere sacrificed, their brains sliced and taken formorphological analysis to verify
electrode location.

2.4 Variables and Data Analysis

The durations of movements from raising the head from the feeder to pressing the pedal
(duration of approaching the pedal) and from pressing the pedal to lowering the head into
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the feeder (duration of returning to the feeder) were estimated on the basis of behavioral
markers (Fig. 1, left). The number of ineffective acts from each shifting of the effective
side by the experimenter (i.e. from the end of the last effective cycle) on one side to
the start of the first effective cycle on the other side was count to assess the pace of
switching.

The frequency of spikes was calculated for each behavioral act of each neuron, as
well as the mean frequency for the whole session. All recorded cells were categorized
as either “specialized” (in relation to a system of a behavioral act) or “unidentified” on
the basis of probability of its activations in the separate acts (see Fig. 2). The significant
increase of the firing rate above average frequency for the whole record that exceeds
the factor of 1.5 in a given act was termed activation. If this probability reaches 100%
in one or more acts, then the neuron is considered specialized, and the activations of a
given act are called “specific” activations (see [40, 52] for more details). An illustration
of a specific activation of a specialized neuron is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Recording and analysis of neuronal
activity includes digitizing raw signal, off-line
sorting spikes after threshold discrimination (top
left), and classification of neurons with respect to
the acts of behavior (1–10): turning from the
feeder, turing to the pedal, pressing the pedal and
turning from the pedal to the middle of the lateral
wall, and acquiring the food pellet from the feeder
in the left (1–5) and right (6–10) sides of the
experimental chamber (bottom left). The
specialized neurons have at least one act with 1.0
activation probability (act #2 in a PCC neuron, top
right), whereas unidentified neuron does not (a
neuron with activation probability less than 1.0 in
all acts, bottom right).

Fig. 3. The raster plot of a specialized
PCC neuron with spikes (dashes) during
successive turns of the animal towards a
feeder vertically aligned to crossing the
middle of the wall of the chamber. Below
is the histogram of these spikes (20 ms in a
bin, the ticks of the ordinate show tens of
spikes) on the timeline with 500 ms
division.

We defined putative cell types of all recorded neurons by clustering (hierarchi-
cal and K-means) using two measures of spike width (duration from initial negativity
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inflection point to trough and trough-to-peak duration), average firing rate, and depth
in the cortex [43]. The spike-width parameters were extracted from the raw record-
ings before filtering. The correspondence between the specializations and clusters of
neurons was assessed by Pearson’s chi-square criterion. Pairwise comparisons of the
electrophysiological measures between specializations (corrected) were performed with
Mann-Whitney test.

To assess the changes after switching, in each block of cycles the measures of behav-
ior and neuronal firingwere assessed for the first, the second, and amedian of not less than
four subsequent cycles. These cycles were labeled “C1”, “C2”, and “C3”, correspond-
ingly. Consequently, a block was subjected to the analysis if the data had been recorded
during not less than 6 effective cycles of behavior on each side of the experimental
chamber after switching within the given record.

Two types of neuronal firing analyses were employed to assess the changes of brain
activity after switch. First, the blocks with intermittent errors along with blocks of at
least 6 effective cycles in a row were taken to assess the firing frequency. We decreased
the sample of these records by removing unidentified cells with probability of activation
that exceeds 0.6 (i.e. those with activations earlier called “non-specific”, see [40]). An
act with maximal average frequency was identified for expressing all frequencies in the
units of this maximal average. A neuron was not included in this analysis if the side of
the act with maximal frequency was not the side of the analyzed block.

Second, the removal of the blocks where ineffective feeder checking interrupted
consecutive effective cycles has led to a dramatic decrease of available cases, since it is
common for the rabbits to check the empty feeder even at the asymptotic performance
level. Raw spike frequencies were used for this analysis, because the average frequencies
in acts with low activation probability (less than 0.6) were estimated for each neuron
(both specialized and unidentified) and compared separately from average frequencies in
specific acts of specialized neurons. The recording of activity of a neuron could contain
more than one switching with subsequent 6 or more effective cycles in a row, giving
more that one case for one neuron in this analysis.

Calculation of firing frequency and movement durations were made with in-lab
software D-Main-4 and Neuru (A. Krylov). The statistical analysis and graphics were
performed with SPSS 11.0 and Python coding in IDLE.

3 Results

3.1 Behavioral Measures

Theduration of behavioral cycles, aswell as durations of pedal approaching and returning
to the feeder did not differ between the groups with the left and right side of experimental
chamber as the starting side (Mann-Whitney U> 1000; p> 0,6). The duration of behav-
ioral cycles increased after switching. This difference was significant for comparisons
between C1 and C3 (Wilcoxon test, Z = −2.01; p = 0.044), as well as C2 and C3 (Z =
−2.06; p= 0.040) and was due to the successive increase of duration of returning to the
feeder (C1-C3: Z = −2.50; p = 0.012. C2-C3: Z = −1.87; p = 0.062. Friedman test,
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p < 0.005), whereas the duration of approaching the pedal did not change (p > 0.4 for
all comparisons).

An additional analysis revealed that the duration of the whole cycle also differs
between two consecutive weeks of the experiment: the duration of the cycles is higher
during the second period in comparison to the first (U= 829.0; p< 0.01). The number of
ineffective acts during the transition during the second period was less than that during
the first period for the side of the experimental chamber trained first. The nonparametric
Mann-Whitney criterion showed this difference at the trend level (U = 1151.5; p =
0.065), whereas it reached significance with the parametric T-criterion (t110 = 2.09; p
= 0.039). Similar difference for the side trained second had the opposite direction, but
was not significant (U = 1194.0; t107 = −1.51; p > 0.1). Repeated measures ANOVA
revealed the interaction of the Period and Side (F1,62 = 4.14; p = 0.046).

3.2 Neuronal Activity

Onehundred and fourty three single cellswere selected for the analysis of firing dynamics
after switching out of 214 that were recorded on the basis of their anatomic localization
and the quality of spike sorting.

Blocks of Cycles with Errors. The analysis of data that included blocks of cycles with
errors included 86 neurons with maximal frequency on the same side as the switching.
Exclusion of task-related units left 63 neurons in the contrasting groups of specialized
cells and cells with probability of activation that does not exceed 0.6. The specialized
and unidentified neurons were characterized by opposite changes of the spikes frequency
after switching (Fig. 4A).Namely, in theACC, the spike frequencyof specialized neurons
increased, and that of the unidentified neurons decreased after switching, the difference
achieving significance between the specialized and unidentified units in C3 (U = 45.0;
p = 0.006). Separate ANOVA for the C3 has revealed the interaction of Specialization
and Brain Area (F1,59 = 5.59; p= 0.021). In the PCC, the frequency of spikes decreased
in specialized neurons. The similar analysis for C1 did not reveal significant differences
(p > 0.2). However, if any, the changes in the PCC were in the opposite direction1.

Blocks of Cycles without Errors. The analysis of data that excluded blocks of cycles
with errors was performed for each switching. Consequently, 77 switches with corre-
sponding spike frequencies were analyzed. The number of specialized neurons in this
sample of neurons recordedwith cycles without errors did not allow for separate analysis
of ACC and PCC neurons. The combined sample has shown the dynamics similar to
that of ACC in blocks of cycles with errors (Fig. 4B). Thus, the frequency in the specific
acts increased after switching from C1 to C2 (Wilcoxon test, Z = −2.10; p = 0.036,
the difference between C1 and C3 was at the tendency level Z = −1.82; p = 0.069),
whereas the frequency in the acts with low activation probability decreased from C2 to
C3 (Z=−2.64; p= 0.008, the difference between C1 and C3 was at the tendency level
Z = −2.70; p = 0.095).

1 Although the changes of firing frequency of PCCneuronswere less consistent, repeatedmeasures
ANOVA has revealed interaction of Cycle, Brain Area, and Specialization (F2,118 = 3.38, p =
0.041). However, the corresponding distributions differed from normal, and the lower-bound
significance without sphericity assumption had been 0.71.
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Fig. 4. The firing of specialized cells in specific acts after switching differed from firing in other
acts and firing of unidentified cells. A. Spike frequency of specialized (black dots) and unidentified
(white dots) cells in the units of maximal average frequency in ACC and PCC in the first, second,
and median of at least four subsequent effective cycles in a row after switching (average± SEM).
The asterisk signifies significant differences (p< 0,05). B. Spike frequency of all cells in specific
acts (black squares) and acts with low activation probability (white squares). Marked as in Fig. 4.

Putative Cell-Types. The analysis of putative cell-type relation to the specialization
of neurons involved a sample of 113 neurons that had no missing values of the elec-
trophysiological measures. Three clusters of cells have been identified on the basis of
linkage distance with the most significant contribution of trough-to-peak duration (one-
way ANOVA, F110 = 321.09; p < 0.00001). Two of the clusters with average trough-
to-peak durations of 0.523 and 0.962 ms could be considered as putative inhibitory
interneurons and putative pyramidal neurons, correspondingly (see Kawai et al. 2018).
No correspondence between the specializations and clusters have been revealed (Pear-
son’s χ2; p > 0,35). Moreover, each of the clusters contained all of the specializations
as well as unidentified neurons. Pairwise comparisons of the electrophysiological mea-
sures between clusters and specializations (corrected) have also not revealed significant
differences (Mann-Whitney U, p> 0,1). If any, feeder-approaching neurons were found
in deeper layers of posterior cingulate cortex, than the neurons specialized in relation
to a preceding act of leaving the pedal (Kruskal-Wallis H = 10,21; p = 0,016), but the
corresponding pair-wise differences were not significant.

4 Discussion

We checked whether the after-switch dynamics of neuronal subserving of behavior is
related to the degree of the neuron’s involvement in task execution, and whether the
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specialization of neurons corresponds to their putative cell type. This was done by
recording the single-neuron activity in rabbits’ ACC and PCC during alternation of two
ways of operant appetitive behaviors. At this sample of neurons no relationship was
found between the specialization of neurons and their putative cell-type: each cluster
contained cells of all the specializations. This result is consistent with the assumption of
heterogeneity of a group of neurons specialized in relation to a system of the same act
of behavior. The putative cell-types are presumably related to metabolic properties of
neurons (see [44]) besides their electrophysiological and morphological properties [53].
The contacts between neurons can be based on metabolic cooperation [54] and serve
the metabolic needs of the cells [47]. Therefore, we consider the functional assembly of
neurons to be derived from complementarity of their divergent properties.

The changes of firing of the neurons after switch did show functional relevance
that differed between the two brain areas. Thus, the firing of specialized cells, i.e. cells
necessary for the corresponding functional system, increased after switching, whereas
the activity in other acts and firing of unidentified cells decreased. The effect was clearly
evident in ACC, whereas PCC neurons did not show significant changes. This result is in
correspondencewith the previously described increase in the selectivity of neuronal firing
in ACC after switching [15]. However, to our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
of selectivity increase in cells of different involvement in subserving of behavior.

The dynamics of firing shown here for the ACC and PCC shows that greater activa-
tion of ACC in switch trials in relation to repeat trials revealed in functional anatomy
studies, as well as the opposite PCC activation [5, 28] (but see [4]), might emerge from
the activity of quantitatively prevailing units that do not specifically underpin task exe-
cution. In other words, the dynamics of “activations” in functional-anatomy studies does
not reveal specific task-execution activity. Rather, it is due to activity of neurons with-
out specific involvement. As argued earlier [42], unidentified neurons are specialized in
relation to systems behavioral acts other than those formed in our setup. Therefore, the
differences revealed presumably manifest the processes of reorganization of experience.
Accordingly, task switching shares characteristics of novelty [55], and the onset of pre-
viously learned behavior after switching can be a selective process akin to reinstatement
of learning (see [41]).

The change of speed after switching has not revealed any effects similar to “switch
cost” [56], common for switching studies [1, 9]. Moreover, the duration of returning
to the feeder in effective cycles increases after switching (as well as during repetitive
overtraining during the experiment). Since the duration of approaching the pedals does
not differ between successive cycles after switching, this effect can be explained by
changes of motivation.

The rate of switching appeared to be associated with the history of learning the
alternated behaviors: at the beginning of alternation, the transition to the first side was
faster than to the second. These contrasts disappeared along with further training.

Variability and dynamics of switching are commonly explained by cognitive control
process [1, 3, 4, 6]. We consider switching as a behavior that resembles learning and
involves modification of prior experience [38, 49]. Behavior and brain activity analyses
show that task alternation requires learning, principally similar to acquisition of the tasks
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proper [57]. Accordingly, switch-related brain activity is task-specific, rather than char-
acteristic of a certain brain area2. Additionally, if the task switching requires formation
of a new experience, wewould expect the switch accuracy increase to be accompanied by
the dynamics of interplay between the novel switching experience and the earlier formed
task experience. This is to be verified in further studies, but the relation of switching rate
to the order of learning may manifest this interplay.

5 Conclusion

Although task switching is alternation of behaviors that are known to the individual,
every transition includes novelty and can be considered as a behavioral adaptation, or
reorganization of experience. Therefore, starting a previously learned behavior can be
viewed as reorganization of brain activity akin to learning, revealed here as increase
of task-specific neuronal activity after switching in two areas of cingulate cortex. The
functional groups of neurons that underpin newly formed behavior are proposed to
consist of diverse cells that unite of the basis of complementarity of their properties.
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Abstract. Cognitive maps are known as spatial patterns of activation of place
cells, i.e. neurons that selectively fire only in certain spatial areas, which provide
the navigation of animals in space. However, the dynamics of the formation of such
maps when an animal is for the first time placed in a new environment remains
mostly unknown. The technique of calcium in vivo imaging using head-mounted
miniscopes allows the recording of a large number of neurons with cellular reso-
lution from various brain structures of behaving animals without restrictions. In
particular, this approach makes it possible to record the neural activity of the hip-
pocampus in a model of free exploratory behavior in a new context. In this study,
we obtained the neural activity of mice in a custom made circular track. Based
on these data, the time series of place cell activity were reconstructed and the
place fields constituting cognitive maps were identified. The properties of these
cognitive maps were analyzed - specifically, it was found that place fields in the
circular track are evenly distributed, without reference to the proximity of the
prominent landmarks of the context. It was shown that the emergence of stable
neural responses is relatively rapid and that most of the place fields emerge during
the first three visits to the place field. These results provide important information
for identifying cause-effect relationships between individual behavioral acts and
the emergence of spatial specialization of neuronal ensembles.

Keywords: Place cells · Cognitive maps · Field CA1 · Hippocampus

1 Introduction

Spatial memory remains a very robust model for revealing the key mechanisms of learn-
ing and memory in the mammalian brain. The seminal work of John O’Keefe and
Jonathan Dostrovsky [1] gave start to a broad spectrum of studies discovering prop-
erties of so-called cognitive maps, which are considered to be a system of receptive
fields of spatially selective cells, located in the CA1 field of the hippocampus.
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The important innovation came in 2011 when Kunal Ghosh and Mark Schnitzer
introduced a technique of calcium imaging in free behaving animals with head-mounted
miniature microscopes [2]. The ability to simultaneously visualize hundreds of distinct
neurons leveraged behavior-related cell recordings and in particular, place cell record-
ings, because the hippocampal field CA1 is a robust and relatively accessible structure,
where a significant part of the whole granular cell layer can be captured in the single
field of view. In a series of papers by Yaniv Ziv’s group [3, 4], this technique was used
to explore the long-term stability of place cells. Another study by Liron Sheintuch et al.
showed that cognitive maps can be switched over different environments [5].

However, these and other studies exploited the paradigm using pre-trained animals,
running for food or water reward. Given that, animals demonstrated more or less stereo-
typic behavior, which works well for longitudinal studies, but the dynamics of the for-
mation of cognitive maps at the very first moment when an animal is placed in a new
environment remained ill-defined in many aspects.

Herewe focused on the latency of stabilization of individual place fields, i.e., the time
required for place cells to begin firing in a spatially selective manner. To address this,
we imaged mice with a head-mounted Inscopix nVista HDminiature microscope placed
over a GRIN lens probes implanted in the CA1 field of the hippocampus (Fig. 1A), while
the animals explored a completely novel environment. To avoid the confusion with a
reinforcement-based goal-directed behavior we have developed a reward-free behavioral
model in which animals are free to explore of a novel environment - a custom circular
O-shaped track, surrounded by curtains with several visual cues (Fig. 1B).

Fig. 1. A. A scheme of miniscopic calcium imaging in the CA1 field of the mouse hippocampus.
B. The circular track with visual cues used in the free exploration task.

2 Results

We have recorded CA1 calcium activity and animal behavior for 15 min in 4 mice
exploring the O-shaped track. During this time, each animal has made not less than 10
full laps around the track with average speed varying from 2.5 to 6.3 cm/s.

We have analyzed the recorded neural data with CNMF-E pipeline and obtained
locations and activity traces of 1070 cell units in all 4 mice (for full statistics, see
Table 1; samples can be seen in Fig. 2A, B). Next, we have aligned these traces with
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trajectories of mice and detected 705 spatial selective neurons (place cells), based on
spiking statistics in every spatial bin of the track (Fig. 2C). We allowed each place cell
to have multiple place fields, however, most of the cells (84%) appeared to have a single
place field. The average width of a place field was 48.3° (~21 cm). The distribution
of place field locations appeared to be relatively uniform (Fig. 3A), without significant
perturbations related to visual cues proximity.

Next, we estimated the time elapsed before a place cell began to fire with respect
to its place field (or fields). The vast majority (75%) of place cells started firing in at
least one of their fields within the first 3 min of the mouse in the track (see distribution
on Fig. 3B), with the average latency 142.7 s. However, since different animals have
different dynamics of exploration of the environment, these latencies vary from animal
to animal, so it was important to examine them not only in the time domain but also in
behavioral terms. Therefore we have aligned these first activations with the individual
trajectories of each animal (Fig. 3C). It can be seen that a significant fraction of cells
(37%) specialize at the very first lap and the majority of cells (61%) do this within the
first 3 laps.

Fig. 2. A. Locations of detected cells in the miniscope field of view. B. Samples of activity traces
of individual neurons. C. A schematic map of activation of an exemplary place cell: the trajectory
is unfolded from the center to the periphery and colored with respect to the raw neural activity of
the neuron.
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Fig. 3. A.Distributions of place field locations along the track for each mouse. B.Distribution of
the first specific (in-field) activations of all place cells across all mice. C. Individual distributions
of the first specific activations (dots) of place cells for each mouse, over their trajectories (curves)

Table 1. The statistics of detected place cells and place fields among the animals.

Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3 Mouse 4

Detected cells 549 214 76 231

Place cells 401 134 43 127

Place fields 476 155 47 139

3 Discussion and Conclusions

We have estimated the basic temporal parameters for the formation of CA1 spatial maps
in a free exploration task inmice.Our results suggest that such formation takes a relatively
short time, and the neuronal cognitive map is mostly formed after the animal completes
its first laps in the new environment. This result is consistent with the previous finding
in rats [6] showing that specific activity of place cells can emerge in a few minutes.

It should be noted that we have analyzed place cells separately. The obtained param-
eters should be also compared with the temporal parameters of cognitive map formation
as a whole, at the population level. This constitutes a subject for future study.

Another important future task is the analysis ofmouse behavior. Our paradigmmakes
it possible to align distinct behavioral acts of exploration and navigation (mainly running,
sniffing, and rearing with and without support) to the timeline of neuronal activity and
the spatial position of the animal. Correlating neuronal activity with behavior can reveal
whether there are particular features in behavior which trigger cognitive map formation
or if this process is governed by intrinsic neuronal dynamics.
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4 Materials and Methods

Four male C57Bl/6 J mice aged 3 months at the beginning of the experiment were used
in the study.

For delivery of viral vector encoding the GCaMP6s calcium sensor to the CA1 field
of the hippocampus, animals were anesthetized with a zoletil-xylazine mixture (40 and
5mg/kg, respectively) and fixed in a stereotaxic holder (Stoelting,WoodDale, IL, USA).
Then a circular 2-mm-diameter craniotomywasmade (Bregma:− 1.9mmAP,− 1.4mm
ML), and 500 nl of rAAV viral particles (AAV-DJ-CAG-GCaMP6s) were injected to a
depth of 1.25 mm from the brain surface. Injections were performed through a glass
micropipette with a 50 µm tip diameter (Wiretrol I, 5–000-1001, Drummond, USA)
by UltraMicroPump with Micro4 Controller (WPI Inc., Sarasota, IL, USA) at a rate of
100 nl/min. After the injection, all exposed surfaces of the brain tissue were sealed with
KWIK-SIL silicone adhesive (WPI).

Two weeks later, the animals were anesthetized and fixed in the stereotaxis again,
the silicone cap was removed, and the dura matter was perforated and gently removed
from the craniotomy site. Then, a 1.0 mm diameter GRIN lens probe (Inscopix Inc., Palo
Alto, CA, USA) was lowered slowly to a depth of 1.1 mm while constantly washing the
craniotomy site with sterile cortex buffer. Next, all the exposed brain tissue was sealed
with KWIK-SIL, and the lens probe was fixed to the skull surface with dental acrylic
(Stoelting).

After another two weeks, the animals were checked for a fluorescent calcium signal
under light anesthesia (1/2 of the dose described above). The mice were fixed in the
stereotaxis, the nVista HDminiature microscope (Inscopix) was lowered upon the GRIN
lens probe and the most optimal field of view was chosen. Then a baseplate for chronic
imaging was affixed to the scull surface with dental acrylic.

Finally, after a one-week recovery, awake mice with the attached nVista HD minis-
copewere placed for 15min into a custommade circularO-shaped track (50 cmdiameter,
5 cmwidth,with 5 cmheight borders)with proximal (different bordermaterial) and distal
(placed on a surrounding curtain 20 cm apart from the track) visual cues. Neural activity
was recorded at 20 frames per second at resolution 1440 × 1080 px, and the video of
mouse behavior was captured with a Sony HDR camera at 25 frames per second.

Image processing was performed with NoRMCorre [7] and CNMF-E [8] pipelines
and custom MATLAB and Python scripts. First, movies were downsampled spatially
by factor 2 to increase computation speed. Then, NoRMCorre routine was applied to
spatially align movies to correct motion artifacts. Next, CNMF-E routine was applied to
corrected movies and locations and activity traces of putative cell units were extracted
and manually inspected. Then, significant (>= 4M.A.D.) calcium events were detected
in the activity traces. Mouse trajectory was extracted from behavioral video recording
with an open-source Bonsai visual programming media [9].

All obtained time series were synchronized and aligned to the beginning of the
imaging session. To detect place cells we divided the space of the track into 40 spatial
bins (sectors approx. 4 by 5 cm each) and calculated the number of spikes for each cell in
each bin and divided it by the amount of time the animal occupied this bin. For each cell
the distribution of spiking density was normalized and fitted by Gaussian mixture, the
fitting curve was thresholded, and retaining bins were considered putative place fields
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(one cell could have more than one field). Next, we used a conservative approach and
discarded all the fields except those where the cell fired at least 10 times or more than
in 50% cases of visiting this field. The sample of an exemplary place field is shown in
Fig. 2C. The time of the first specific in-field activation was determined for each place
field as a time when the cell first fired in this place field.

All methods for animal care and all experimental protocols were approved by the
National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” Committee on Animal Care (NG-
1/109PR of 13 February 2020) and were in accordance with the Russian Federation
Order Requirements N 267 M3 and the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals.
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Abstract. The paper is the short review of our experimental results, in which the
complicated mechanisms of animal solving of elementary logic task were demon-
strated. The selection of mice for high scores of cognitive trait (namely, the ability
to extrapolate the direction of stimulus movement, which disappears from view)
was performed. This trait scores had been elevated at the initial selection gener-
ations, but this prevalence became unstable later. At the same time the selected
mice performed significantly above controls in another cognitive test (puzzle-
box), which requires to “understand” the object permanence rule. The selected
mice were also more successful in hyponeophagia test. These results mean that
changes in the genotype of selected line took place. At the same time data indi-
cated the high complex genetic determination of cognitive abilities in mouse and
demonstrate the actual need to use the test battery to evaluate the behavioral trait.

Keywords: Animal cognition · Behavior genetics · Elementary logic problem ·
Extrapolation task · Puzzle-box · Selection · Laboratory mice

1 Introduction

Rodent cognitive abilities are traditionally analyzed basing on animal learning success
in different conditioning paradigms, including even the habituation as non-association
learning. Learning is the basic concept which underlie the adaptive behavior and which
is the topic of numerous studies. Although it is evident, that cognitive abilities (and
animal cognitive ability as well) include also the ability to solve the logic tasks (the
problem which animal encounters for the first time, i.e. without previous learning). In
case of our studies these are the abilities to solve elementary logic problems. The spatial
navigation tasks (Morris water maze, Barnes and radial mazes) also require the ability
to “grasp” the spatial map parameters and also could be attributed to this category of
cognitive tasks (which of course involve different forms of memory). The ability to
solve elementary logic task means that animal could (or could not) understand the laws,
which connect objects and events in the external world (e.g. laws of movement or rule
of object permanence), and solve the problem having no identical individual experience
(i.e. previous learning). The ability of mice to extrapolate was assessed as the ability to
choose the correct direction of (food) stimulus movement which started to move aside
(to the left or to the right) when animal started to drink milk from the small food cup.
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After the few seconds the moving food cup disappeared from mouse view (Fig. 1a). The
correct solution was to move in the respective direction and to find the food and drink
milk via the side opening.

The notion of animal cognition, presented above, includes also the positive reaction
of an animal to novelty (although reaction to newobject and/or new environment depends
on level of anxiety as well), and this problem is a topic of numerous studies, including
testing the respective reactions in animals of different genotypes [1–3].

2 Results

Our work was based on previous findings in which rat and mouse ability to solve the
extrapolation problem was analyzed. The attempt to select rats which solve this task
successfully, failed. The parental generation consisted of genetically heterogeneous rats,
derived from the hybrids between wild brown rats and laboratory rats of several strains.
These animals displayed different degrees of ability to solve extrapolation task.Although
at the level of F3-F4 selection generations practically all animals were extremely fearful
in the experimental box (in spite of extensive handling and long laborious habituation
sessions), and it was not possible to perform experiments with them. Mouse experi-
ments demonstrated that most animals from the inbred strains were not able to solve
the extrapolation task, while mice-carriers of the chromosomal mutation (robertsonian
translocation, i.e., fusion, of chromosomes 8 and 17) resulted in successful solution of
extrapolation problem, which was confirmed by special genetic experiments [4].

In parallel, the breeding of mice which differ in the relative brain weight permitted
to show that among large brain strain animals which were able to solve the extrapolation
problem were more numerous, than in low brain weight strain. Three mouse selection
experiments for relative brain weight were performed, practically with similar results.
These data encouraged us to make the attempt to select mice for high scores of extrap-
olation task. Having in mind the failure of previous rat selection the second trait for
selection had been the lack of anxiety signs during task performance [5].

2.1 Extrapolation Task

The success in extrapolation task performancewasmeasured by the percentage of correct
task solutions in comparison with the 50% chance level and with the performance of
other mice groups (differing by genotype as well). It was found that mice of the selected
line (EX) solved the task with scores significantly above the chance level up to F9.
The anxiety indices (elevated plus maze performance) of these mice were significantly
lower, than those of the non-selected control population (CoEX). At the same time later,
in further generations, the EX mice performances in both extrapolation task and anxiety
probes became unstable and in sum the EX mice did not differ by this task indices from
those of the control animals.

2.2 Puzzle-Box Task

Starting from F9, mice were tested in another cognitive task – the so called “puzzle-
box” (Fig. 1b), introduced into laboratory practice by M. Galsworthy [6]. This test (in
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawings of experimental devices, in which mice were tested in the study of
their cognitive abilities. a -“extrapolation box”, made of the opaque plastic: 1- central opening,
via this opening the animal starts to feed (by milk) from the cup, 2 – side openings, to one of them
the food is displaced in each trial (6 trials in total), the choice, to which cup to move alternated by
the experimenter in quasi-random way, 3 - food cup, which starts the movement (in this case - to
the right), 4 - control food cup, which was invisible to mouse, but which moved simultaneously
with the target cup (control of milk odor and movement noise). b – puzzle-box: 1 - brightly lit
compartment, 2 – dark compartment, 3 – the underpass, which connects them. The walls of this
device are non-transparent, the lid of the dark compartment is shown as opened, but during the
test per se it is closed.

contrast to “food-motivated” extrapolation task) is based on animal urge to escape into
the dark. Mouse is placed into the brightly lit part of the experimental box, which is
provided by the underpass (sunken for 1.5 cm below the floor surface), and an animal
can escape into more comfortable dark box compartment. At the start probes of the test
the underpass was unobstructed, and mouse could penetrate into the dark compartment
(in most cases – easily). At the next trials the underpass was masked. First, the wood
shaving was used – the underpass is now hidden as the wood shaving filled it up to the
floor surface, and the underpass is visible no more. In these trials an animal is given
180 s to solve the task. If it did not - the failure was recorded. At the next stage the
underpass was closed by the light carton-plastic plug (which mouse could remove by
teeth and/or paws and muzzle), the time to solve this stage was 240 s. In order to solve
the puzzle-box successfully (i.e., enter in the dark during the scheduled time) animal had
to know that the underpass, which had been perceived previously, is seen no longer, but
it still exists. It could be detected even if it is not visible any more. This knowledge is
classified as understanding the rule of object permanence - the object just perceived did
not vanish - it is possible to find it. Object permanence rule had been initially introduced
by J. Piajet, who observed the emergence of this understanding in children during their
first months of life. The successful solutions of puzzle-box demonstrated by EX and
CoEX differed especially in the “cognitive” trials (i.e. when the underpass was masked).
EX mice performed significantly better, than controls.

3 Discussion

Thus, the selection of mice for high scores of the trait “extrapolation” did not result
in statistically significant and stable elevation of the positive task solutions [7], while
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animals of the selected line EX performed significantly more efficiently than controls
when tested for the solution of the “puzzle-box”.

This seeming paradox could be explained. The trait “extrapolation” is much more
complicated by its “internal structure” than the “puzzle-box”. The brief analysis of
requirements for the solution of extrapolation task is the following. First, the subject has
to “grasp” the direction of food stimulus (cup with milk) movement. The food cup could
be seen moving only for 2–5 s, and then disappears from view. Second, this event (the
fact that the food disappeared) should be fixed in brief memory. Third, an animal has to
overcome the state of frustration, which could develop after this event happened. This
frustration frequently induced mouse to move rapidly away from the frontal wall (the
food cup moves behind it, see Fig. 1a) and move towards the opposite box wall. After
this it could approach the central opening again or move along the internal perimeter of
the box and approach one of the side openings, shown as “2” in Fig. 1a). This approach
could be the “correct” one (approach to the side opening where the food cup is now) or
the opposite one (i.e. incorrect). The goal-directedness of animal behavior at this stage
is displayed when mouse (after initial starting back) approached the central opening
again and decided to choose moving in one of two directions. The decision of an animal
in which direction to move could be based either on “catching” the direction of food
displacement and approach the “correct” side opening or be made by chance - approach
any side opening. Thus the success of task performance could be given as the prevalence
of correct choices proportion over the 50% chance level. Forth, this paradigm required
as well, that an animal had to inhibit the innate behavior - to alternate the direction
of movement. Alternative movements to left and to right side openings (irrespective to
direction of food movement) were frequent in mouse groups with poor extrapolation
scores.

It should be noted that learning experience was of course present in these tests. It
was evident that hungry animal learned to seek milk in the central opening and learned
to approaches to side openings as well, although in many cases apart from the ability to
grasp the direction in which food disappeared. In the puzzle-box test mice easily learned
the position of the underpass, which leads into the dark (although not all mice understand
that the masked underpass could be revealed).

The structure of puzzle-box test is simpler than that of the extrapolation test, although
puzzle-box also belongs to the category of elementary logic problem. The prevalence
of EX mice performance over that of controls in this test signifies that the selection for
extrapolation did resulted in some of selection for behavior. As it was noted by Garland
and Kelly [8] the “directional selection should favor alleles that increase phenotypic
plasticity in the direction of selection, where phenotypic plasticity is defined as the
ability of one genotype to produce changes in brain-behavior processes, Most of these
factors should be revealed in further experiments, in particular, analyzing the effects
more than one phenotype when exposed to different environments”. This means that our
knowledge of microevolution processes in cases of behavioral traits don’t permit us yet
to make more detailed conclusions.

Ex and CoEX mice were compared in neophagophobia test [5, 9], in which the
food-deprived mouse was placed in the new small arena (not “frightening” device with
dim illumination) and given the new food (small pieces of cheese). EX mice performed
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more successfully in this test than controls - the number of approaches to new food
and the amount of cheese eaten had been significantly higher in EX groups during
several selection generations (from F8 to F17). The EXmice prevalence in this paradigm
is another indication that changes in EX phenotype occurred as the result of genetic
selection [5, 9] and that EX mice are really genetically different from unselected control
population CoEX. The reaction to novelty is the trait which is not only under “cognitive
control”, but is influenced by animal anxiety too [3, 10]. Our data could also mean that
the lack of fear towards new food was also the result of selection against the high anxiety
in experimental environment.

It should be noted that the mean relative brain weight of EX mice in the series of
selection generations had been consistently higher that in CoEX [9]. This was in good
accordance with our data on extrapolation and puzzle box solution data in mice with
genetic differences in relative brain weight [5].

4 Concluding Remarks

In general animal cognitive abilities (and their expression in extrapolation and puzzle-
box tests) really belong to the scope of the executive function concept [11, 12]. Created in
order to categorize the human cognitive performance, this notion is successfully used to
analyze animal behavior. In most cases this concept is the standpoint for analysis animal
goal directedness, decisionmaking and attention shift as applied to learned behavior (and
to analyze the brain structures involved). Although onemay note that in dogs the analysis
of executive function revealed the correlationwith the absolute brainweight indices [13].
The inclusion of extrapolation ability (and animal ability for elementary logic tasks in
general) in the framework of “executive function” analysiswill help towiden the scope of
this concept. These abilities, which were analyzed in our work, demonstrate that not only
learning could underlie the complex adaptation of animals and that the requirement for
adaptation could involve the decision making on the basis of cognitive problem solving.
The “animal logic” in comparison with human psychological issues of this capacity
attracts the attention during last decades [14]. The analysis of the puzzle-box data in this
light looks promising [15]. Thus, the inclusion of elementary logic problem solution in
the framework of executive function analysis will be fruitfull.
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Abstract. Advanced interhemispheric asymmetry considered to be a unique fea-
ture of the human brain. However, studies of the human brain asymmetry at the
gene expression level are scarce and report contradictory results. In total, three
healthy control and four schizophrenia adult human bilateral Brodmann area 10
(BA10) sampleswere used in the experiment. FOS, PDK4,CD44, andAQP1genes
had differential expression in the right and left BA10 in HC as revealed by RT-
qPCR. In SZFOSonly showeddifferential expression. For the first time, a decrease
of interhemispheric asymmetry of FOS, PDK4, CD44, and AQP1 gene expres-
sion in BA10 of schizophrenia patients was revealed. We propose that it might
play a key role in the cognitive and social maladaptation. Immunohistochemistry
revealed that Aqp1 localized in the GFAP-positive astrocytes of the infragranular
cortical layers. Close proximity of AQP1-positive astrocytic endfeets to the cere-
bral vessels implies their participation in neurovascular coupling. Thus, our results
are in good agreement with the hypothesis that evolutionarily novel mechanisms
of brain functioning are disrupted in neuropsychiatric diseases.

Keywords: Human · Brain · Asymmetry · Gene expression · Schizophrenia

1 Introduction

1.1 Gene Expression Asymmetry Hypothesis

Advanced interhemispheric asymmetry considered to be a unique feature of the human
brain [1]. Anatomical and functional lateralization made it possible to more efficiently
implement specialized functions and reduce redundancy in a highly complex social and
ecological environment in humans [2, 3]. BorisVelichkovsky [10] proposed, that the gene
expression asymmetrymight arise from the computational advantageof separatingneural
substrates for processing new information mediated mainly by the right hemisphere, and
processing established cognitive tasks and representations maintained predominantly
by the left hemisphere. However, studies of the human brain asymmetry at the gene
expression level are scarce and report contradictory results.
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1.2 Gene Expression Asymmetry Evidences

Early studies have shown that gene expression in the human neocortex was globally
symmetric [4, 5]. Later, a functional gene cluster was found in the upper part of the
human temporal cortex, having differential gene expression between hemispheres [6].
The epigenetic mechanisms of asymmetric brain maturation in the early stages of human
development, including faster maturation of the right hemisphere cortex, were investi-
gated in detail [7, 8]. Comparative transcriptomic analysis of unilateral left or right
human BA10 identified more than 60 differentially expressed genes [9]. Moreover, 24
differentially expressed miRNAs were found in the same samples [10].

Thus, the question, if the interhemispheric asymmetry of the gene expression can be
revealed between bilateral BA10 regions of the same brains, remains to be unexplored,
and the functional significance of asymmetric gene expression is an unresolved problem.

Here, in bilateral BA10 samples, we found differential expression of FOS, PDK4,
CD44, andAQP1 genes, and demonstrated the decrease of this asymmetry in schizophre-
nia patients. Expression of Aqp1 in human-specific cell type, and advanced functional
asymmetry in humanbrain suggests the disruptionof an evolutionarily novelmechanisms
in neuropsychiatric diseases.

2 Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

The experimental designwas approved by the IndependentMultidisciplinary Committee
on Ethical Review of Clinical Trials (protocol №4 from 15.03.2019), Moscow, Russia.

2.2 Samples

Three healthy control and four schizophrenia adult human bilateral Brodmann area 10
(BA10) samples were used in the experiment. Two BA10 samples were dissected from
each brain: one BA10 sample from the left hemisphere and a second BA10 sample from
the right hemisphere of the same donor. The Atlas of the Human Brain [11] were used to
locate regions in the human brains. All individuals were Caucasians who died of natural
causes. Healthy control donors (HC) had no history of neurological or psychiatric illness.
Schizophrenia (SZ) patients had a history of observation and confirmed schizophrenia
diagnosis at Mental-health Clinic №1 named after N.A. Alexeev, Moscow, Russia. All
subjects suffered sudden deaths with no prolonged agonal state. Mean age of HC and
SZ donors did not differ (52 ± 14.22 vs 57.25 ± 15.86, Mean ± SD). Mean postmortal
intervals between HC and SZ did not differ (28 ± 3.45 vs 29.50 ± 13.00). Detailed
information on human brain samples given in the Appendix, Table 1. The healthy con-
trol BA10 samples were obtained from the Anatomic Pathology Department of I.M.
Sechenov First Moscow State Medical University, Moscow, Russia. The schizophre-
nia BA10 samples were obtained from the Mental-health Clinic №1 named after N.A.
Alexeev.
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2.3 RT-qPCR

RNA was extracted from human BA10 brain regions with PureLink RNA Mini kit
(Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The quality of purified
RNA was examined with a Nanodrop spectrophotometer and 1 g of RNA was taken
for DNase I (Thermo Scientific) treatment conducted according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations. DNA-free RNA was subsequently transcribed into cDNA for RT-
qPCR procedure using Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis kit (Thermo Scientific).
Quantitative PCRwas performed using QuantStudio 3 Real-Time PCR System (Applied
Biosystems) in duplicates for each sample. The protocol used SsoAdvanced Universal
SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

ZBTB20, ATF5, FOS, PDK4, GADD45G, CD44, and AQP1 genes were chosen
for investigation as they demonstrated differential expression in right and left BA10
during transcriptomic analysis of unilateral samples previously [4]. Primer sequences
used for ZBTB20, ATF5, FOS, PDK4, GADD45G, CD44, AQP1, and GAPDH pro-
vided in Appendix, Table 2. The relative expression levels of ZBTB20, ATF5, FOS,
PDK4, GADD45G, CD44, and AQP1 mRNA were normalized by the geometric mean
of GAPDH mRNA expression.

2.4 Immunohistochemistry

Multiple immunofluorescent histochemistry was performed as described previously [12,
13]. Shortly, 20 µm thick cryosections were cut from BA10 samples from three HC and
four SZ (Appendix, Table 1). All sampleswere previously frozen in liquid nitrogen vapor
and stored at −80 °C until experiment. Sections were thaw-mounted onto microscope
slides and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 7 min followed by washing in
phosphate-buffered saline 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4) three times for 5 min. Then sections
were preincubated in PBST (0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS) with 5% normal donkey serum
(NDS) and 5% normal horse serum (NHS) for 1 h. The mixture of primary antibodies
– mouse anti-AQP1 (sc-55466, Santa Cruz, 1:250) and goat anti-GFAP (PA5-18598,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:1000) in the blocking buffer (2.5% NDS and 2.5% NHS in
PBST) was applied to the sections for 24 h at 4 °C in Shandon coverplates. Then sections
were washed and incubated with biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG (BA-2000, Vector
Laboratories, 1:200) in the blocking buffer for 2 h at room temperature. After rinses
in PBST, sections were incubated in a mixture of donkey anti-goat Alexa Fluor 488
(A-11055, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:500) and streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 568 conjugate
(S-11226ThermoFisher Scientific, 1:500) for 2 h.After severalwashes in PBST, sections
were stained in 1% Sudan black B solution in 70% ethanol for 30 min to block lipofuscin
autofluorescence. Then they were washed in PBS, mounted with aqueous mounting
medium (Fluoromount, Sigma-Aldrich, with DAPI) under coverslips, and sealed with
transparent nail polish. No staining was seen in control sections processed without the
primary antibody.
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2.5 Imaging

Images were obtained via an Olympus FluoView FV10i confocal laser scanning micro-
scope with UPLSAPO 60 ×/1.20-W objective. Image reconstructions were performed
in Imaris v7.2.3 (Bitplane). Three images were obtained from each section. One section
was processed per individual in each BA10. All individuals yielded reproducible results.

2.6 Statistics

Statistical processing of the RT-qPCR data was performed using QuantStudio design
and analysis software v.1.5.1 (ThermoFisher Scientific). Differences were considered
to be statistically significant at p < 0.05. Graphs were made by GraphPad Prism 6.0
software.

3 Results

3.1 Interhemispheric Asymmetry

FOS, PDK4, CD44, and AQP1 genes had differential expression in the right and left
BA10 in HC as revealed by RT-qPCR (Fig. 1a, c). No change in ZBTB20, GADD45G,
and ATF5 expression asymmetry was detected in HC (Fig. 1b). In SZ FOS gene showed
differential expression only (Fig. 1c). Interhemispheric asymmetry of FOS, PDK4,
CD44, andAQP1 gene expression in humanBA10 significantly decreased in schizophre-
nia (Fig. 1d-f). A tendency for the increase of expression asymmetry in SZ for ZBTB20
gene was observed (Fig. 1g). No SZ associated changes in GADD45G and ATF5 gene
expression asymmetry were detected (Fig. 1h-i).

3.2 Cell Phenotyping

Immunohistochemistry with antibodies against Aqp1 revealed its colocalization with
GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes in the infragranular layers of the human BA10 cortex
(Fig. 2). Close proximity of AQP1-positive astrocytic endfeets to the cerebral vessels
was observed. Membrane-bound Aqp1 expression clearly marked long-range vesicular
astrocytic processes.
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Fig. 1. Interhemispheric asymmetry of gene expression in human BA10: a – in healthy control
(HC), b – in schizophrenia (SZ), c-f – significant decrease in FOS, CD44, AQP1 and PDK4
gene expression asymmetry in SZ, g – a tendency for the increase in ZBTB20 gene expression
asymmetry in SZ, and h-i – no change in GADD45G and ATF5 gene expression asymmetry.

Fig. 2. AQP1 expression colocalized with astrocytic marker GFAP in the infragranular layers of
the human BA10 cortex. Note the closeness of AQP1-positive astrocytic endfeets to the vessel
(V). Note the AQP1 expression in long-range vesicular astrocytic process (arrows). Aqp1 (red),
GFAP (green), merged (AQP1 with GFAP colocalization). Scale 50 µm.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Interhemispheric Asymmetry

We demonstrated that FOS, PDK4, CD44, and AQP1 genes had differential expression
in bilateral BA10 regions of the same healthy control brains. These results are in con-
cordance with previously published data obtained from the left and right BA10 regions
of the different brains [9]. No change in ZBTB20, GADD45G, and ATF5 expression
asymmetry was detected in contrast to [9]. Further investigations are required with an
extended number of bilateral donors.

4.2 Cell Phenotyping

Immunohistochemistry revealed that Aqp1 localized in the GFAP-positive astrocytes of
the infragranular cortical layers. Close proximity of AQP1-positive astrocytic endfeets
to the cerebral vessels implies that they participate in neurovascular coupling. Aqp1
expression in long-range vesicular astrocytic processes is remarkable as such processes
known to be a hallmark of human-unique astrocytic subtype [16].

In addition, we detected concordant changes in AQP1 and CD44 expression asym-
metry in BA10, in agreement with the fact, that AQP1 and CD44 expression colocalized
in projection vesicular astrocytes [16]. Recent single-cell-resolution transcriptome anal-
ysis also showed that AQP1 and CD44 expression had human-specific expression in
astrocytes compared to primates [13]. Thus, our results are in good agreement with the
hypothesis that evolutionarily novel mechanisms of brain functioning are disrupted in
neuropsychiatric diseases [17].

5 Conclusions

In conclusion,wewould like to emphasize that a decrease of interhemispheric asymmetry
of FOS, PDK4, CD44, andAQP1 gene expression in BA10 of schizophrenia patients was
found.We propose that it might play a key role in the cognitive and social maladaptation.
This assumption is supported by a decrease in the functional asymmetry of the brain
connectome in schizophrenia [14] and in normal aging [15]. Revealed gene expression
asymmetry may reflect the advanced functional interhemispheric laterality considered
to be a unique feature of the human brain [1–3].

Acknowledgments. RT-qPCR results were obtained with financial support by RSF grant №20-
15-00299 to Mental-health Clinic №1 named after N.A. Alexeev Moscow, Russia. Postmortal
schizophrenia brain dissection and sample collection inMental-health Clinic№1 named after N.A.
Alexeev were performed within the State assignment of the Department of Health of Moscow.

The authors declare that the research was conducted in the absence of any commercial or
financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest.
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Appendix

Table 1. Sample information

№ Donor ID Psychiatric diagnosis Sex Age PMI Cause of death

1 HC1 Healthy M 59 24 Hypovolemic shock

2 HC2 Healthy F 62 30 Peritonitis

3 HC3 Healthy F 36 30 Hepatocellular failure

4 SZ1 Schizophrenia M 35 24 Coronary heart disease

5 SZ2 Schizophrenia M 74 48 Coronary heart disease

6 SZ3 Schizophrenia F 57 28 Coronary heart disease

7 SZ5 Schizophrenia M 62 18 Suicide

Table 2. Primer sequences for RT-qPCR

Gene name Primer
direction

Sequence Length

Homo sapiens zinc finger and BTB domain containing 20
(ZBTB20)

Forward 5´-CAGCACTGTTATCACTGTCA-3´ 118

Reverse 5´-TTCTGTCTGGCGTAAGTAGA-3´

Homo sapiens activating transcription factor 5 (ATF5) Forward 5´-AGTCAGGGCGGGCTTTG-3´ 81

Reverse 5´-CCTTAGCGTAGTGTCCCAAGGT-3´

Homo sapiens Fos proto-oncogene, AP-1 transcription
factor subunit (FOS)

Forward 5´-GAGAGCTGGTAGTTAGTAGCAT-GTTGA-3´ 112

Reverse 5´-AATTCCAATAATGAACCCAATA-GATTAGTTA-3´

Homo sapiens pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 4 (PDK4) Forward 5´-CCCCGAGAGGTGGAGCAT-3´ 83

Reverse 5´-GCATTTTCTGAACCAAAGTCCAG-TA-3´

Homo sapiens growth arrest and DNA damage inducible
gamma (GADD45G)

Forward 5´-TACGCTGATCCAGGCTTTCT-3´ 133

Reverse 5´-AATGAGGATGCAGTGCAGGT-3´

Homo sapiens CD44 molecule (Indian blood group)
(CD44)

Forward 5´-TGCCGCTTTGCAGGTGTAT-3´ 66

Reverse 5´-GGCCTCCGTCCGAGAGA-3´

Homo sapiens aquaporin 1 (Colton blood group) (AQP1) Forward 5´-TGGCTGTGGGATTAACCCTG-3´ 65

Reverse 5´-GGTTGCTGAAGTTGTGTGTGATC-3´

Homo sapiens glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH)

Forward 5´-TGCACCACCAACTGCTTAGC-3´ 87

Reverse 5´-GGCATGGACTGTGGTCATGAG-3´
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Abstract. Lipidomics is the omics technology aimed to detect and quantify the
complete diversity of lipids (lipidome) in the specific sample. Despite numerous
reports confirming the crucial role of lipids in the brain functions, studies of brain
lipid composition are sparse and incomplete in contrast to genome and transcrip-
tome data. Cerebellum recently emerged as a potent modulating center of neuronal
plasticity of the forebrain.Moreover, cerebellum has undergone great changes dur-
ing human brain evolution.Here, we studied the spatial distribution in thousands of
lipid species, marking different functional hubs in cerebellar microcircuits in evo-
lutionary lineage - macaque, chimpanzee and human. MALDI mass-spectrometry
imaging demonstrated that molecular and granular layers as well as white matter
of the cerebellum had unique lipid profiles. Lipidome-based hierarchical clus-
tering of different cerebellar hubs revealed significant evolutionary differences.
Remarkably, the greatest evolutionary distance in humans compared to primates
was observed in the white matter lipid profile. This fact completely agrees with
the significant changes in oligodendrogenesis andmyelination during human brain
evolution.

Keywords: Human · Brain · Lipidomics · Evolution

1 Introduction

Lipids make up half of the brain’s dry weight, and play an important role in structural
and functional brain organisation [1]. For a long time the lipid significance was limited to
cell membrane and energy storage. According to the modern view, lipids are considered
to be the key regulators of synaptic plasticity [2, 3]. Evidence shows that lipids affect the
activity of membrane-bound and unbound proteins that specifically interact with definite
lipid species [4]. Lipids affect fusion and formation of synaptic vesicles, ion flow through
membrane channels, and lateral diffusion of membrane receptors by regulating chemical
and mechanical properties of the membranes [5–7].

Information on lipid spatial distribution and its evolution in primate cerebellum are
very scarce. A comparative study of human, chimpanzee, macaque andmouse lipidomes
in a range of organs showed that brain lipid composition evolved faster than lipid com-
position of other organs. Some human-specific brain lipidome features were identified
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in this study of tissue extracts, including cerebellum [8]. To our knowledge, no study
has addressed the lipidome evolution of cerebellar structures with spatial resolution.

The actively developing method for spatial mass-spectrometry of low molecular
weight metabolites, MALDI imaging (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization)
measures the intensity of thousands of lipid ions on fresh frozen tissue sections with spa-
tial resolution up to 10μ. This approach is a powerful tool to study such a heterogeneous
tissue as a brain.

In the present study, we have established that patterns of lipid distribution in primate
cerebellum follow the cytoarchitecture of the main hub layers: white matter, granule and
molecular layers, and have species-specific features.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Samples

We measured nine cerebellum samples: human (n = 3), chimpanzee (n = 3) and
macaque (n = 3). Human and macaque brain samples were obtained from Shanghai
Brain Biobank, chimpanzee brain samples - from the Leipzig Max Planck Institute
of Evolutionary Anthropology. Donors had no known history of neurological disease.
Detailed information on the samples can be found in the Appendix (Table 1).

Samples were dissected from cerebellum region, frozen in liquid nitrogen vapors and
stored at −80 °C until used. Cerebellum samples were atemperated to −20 °C prior to
dissection, placedon ametal board, and cubic pieces 5–7mm(LxWxH)were cut out from
the lateral area for the analysis. The frozen brain samples were mounted onto the sample
holders by O.C.T. compound (Sakura, Japan) from the underlying side, exclusively. The
brain samples were cut into sections 20 μm thick by cryomicrotome (CM 1950, Leica
Microsystems, Germany), and thaw-mounted onto the ITO slides (15�, HST, US). For
MALDI, sectionswere dried in the vacuumchamber, andmatrixwas applied by spraying.
CHCA (α-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid) in 70% acetonitrile and 0.1% trifluoroacetic
acid was used as MALDI matrix. Neighboring sections were mounted on SuperFrost
slides (Thermo Scientific, US) for subsequent immunohistochemistry, and stored at −
80 °C until processing.

2.2 MALDI Imaging

MALDI imaging was performed by a modifiedMALDI-Orbitrap mass-spectrometer [9]
(ThermoScientific Q-Exactive orbitrap with MALDI/ESI Injector from Spectroglyph,
LLC) equipped with an 355 nm Nd:YAG Laser Garnet (Laser-export. Co. Ltd, Moscow,
Russia). For positive ion induction laser power was set to 20 J repetition rate to 1.7 kHz.
The distance between the sample on a coordinate table and ion funnel was 5 cm. Pro-
duced ions were captured by ion funnel and transferred to QExactive Orbitrap mass
spectrometer (Thermo). Mass-spectra were obtained in a mass range of m/z 500–1000,
and a mass resolution was 140,000. The tissue region to be imaged and the raster step
sizewere controlled using the SpectroglyphMALDI Injector Software. The spectra were
collected at 35 μm intervals in both the x and y dimensions across the surface of the
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sample [9]. Ion images were generated from raw files (obtained from Orbitrap tunesoft-
ware) and coordinate files (obtained from MALDI Injector Software) by Image Insight
software from Spectroglyph LLC (www.spectroglyph.com).

2.3 Immunohistochemistry

To identify cerebellar layers, sections were stained with anti-NeuN antibodies. NeuN is
localized in the nuclei and perinuclear cytoplasm of all types of neurons in the mam-
malian brain, except for the Purkinje cells [8]. Antibodies to NeuN have been widely
used to detect neuronal bodies in neuroscience, developmental biology, and stem cell
research as well as diagnostic histopathology [10]. Neighboring sections, adjacent for
those, taken for MALDI, were dried at +37 °C for 40 min, then fixed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin (HEM, Russia) for 7 min and rinsed in PBS (PBS, Sigma Aldrich,
USA) 3 times × 5 min. Then slides with sections were placed onto Shandon Cover
plate disposable immunostaining chambers and inserted into Shandon Sequenza racks
(Thermo Scientific, US). Non-specific bindingwas blocked by 5% normal donkey serum
(Sigma) in PBS with 0.5% Triton X-100 (PBS-T) for 1 h at room temperature. Then sec-
tions were incubated with mouse anti-NeuNmonoclonal antibody (Millipore,MAB377)
diluted at 1:250 in PBS-T with 2.5% normal donkey serum and 0.01% NaN3 at +4 °C
overnight. After that, samples were thoroughly rinsed in PBS and incubated with 1:500
Alexa Fluor 488 donkey-anti mouse IgG (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific, US) for
2 h at room temperature. Then samples were rinsed in PBS and coverslippedwithmount-
ing medium (FluoroMount, Sigma, USA). Omission of primary antibodies was used as
IHC negative control.

2.4 Imaging

Panoramic imaging of immunofluorescent cerebellum sections was performed using
Zeiss LSM 800 confocal system with ZEN Pro 2.3 software (Carl Zeiss Microscopy
GMBH, Jena, Germany). Cerebellar white matter, granule and molecular layers were
identified based on NeuN staining.

2.5 Data Analysis

MALDI raw mass spectra were converted to *.ibd and *.imzML formats using Spectro-
glyph software (https://spectroglyph.com/). All further processing was done in Cardinal
2.0 and R package designed for mass spectrometry imaging data analysis [8]. Imported
datasets were cropped to remove the uninformative parts of the spectra. Data was then
normalized to total ion current, and duplicated coordinates were removed. Peak picking
on the basis of signal to noise ratio of 3 was done to select peak centers for further
analysis. Signal to noise ratio was calculated based on the difference between mean
peak height in a pre-defined size window and the height of a relatively flat part of the
spectrum [8]. Spatial Shrunken Centroids algorithm was used for spatial clustering of
pixels with similar spectra.

The resulting cluster boundaries were compared with the structure boundaries on
histology images in order to assign every cluster to a specific cerebellar structure. Spectral
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features, specific for every cluster, were extracted from each dataset using the top labels
method of top-rank feature retrieval. Out of the top ranked features, only those that had
mean intensity > 1 in only one of the clusters, were analyzed. From all the m/z values,
typical for each structure, only values that were shared for all donors of the same species
were selected for the further analysis.

3 Results

We analyzed 1733 ions in every cerebellum sample. An example of ion spatial distri-
bution (A), clusterization (B) and anti-NeuN IHC image (C) of the Macaca mulatta
cerebellum is shown in Fig. 1. Similar results were obtained in all cerebellum samples
for m/z 748.6025 ions.

Fig. 1. Differential lipid distribution in Macaca mulatta cerebellum: A - an ion, detected exclu-
sively in the molecular layer; B - spatial clustering of all ions, detected in a cerebellum;C -NeuN,
a neuronal marker, IHC staining of neighbouring section: WM - white matter, GL - granule layer,
ML - molecular layer.

To go deeper, we studied the evolutionary distances as well as correlation between
lipid profiles of each cerebellum layer in the human, chimp and macaque cerebellum,
using a subset of ions, demonstrating layer-specific distribution. The result can be seen
in Fig. 2. Lipidome composition of the cerebellum appeared to have a high correlation
(Fig. 1A) inside individuals of the same species. Evolutionary differences between the
layers were found (Fig. 1B).
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Fig. 2. Cerebellar brain lipidome evolution: A - heatmap based on 279 peaks, showing layer-
specific distribution in at least one species. Colour represents Spearman correlation coefficient;
B - evolutionary distances between cerebellar structures of human, chimp and macaque. Abbre-
viations: Hu - human, Ch - chimpanzee, Mc - macaque; wm - white matter, gran - granule layer,
molec - molecular layer of cerebellum.

4 Discussion

Spatial distribution of 1733 ions was influenced by cerebellum cytoarchitecture in
human, chimpanzee and macaque. We demonstrated that white matter, granule and
molecular layers had distinct lipid profiles, and human white matter lipids had unique
features compared to chimpanzees and macaques.

Lipidome composition of cerebellum layers was generally conserved inside one
species, but differed among primates. The distance between structures was in good
accordance with the genetic distances between chosen primate species. Our results were
also consistent with the data from human and primate brain lipids measurement of tissue
homogenates [8].

Analysis of evolutionary differences between the cerebellum layers revealed several
unexpected results. Only a minor distance was observed between lipid profiles of the
white matter in chimpanzees and macaques, in contrast to a significant distance seen
between these two species and the human in thewhitematter. This fact completely agrees
with the significant changes in oligodendrogenesis and myelination during human brain
evolution [11]. The largest difference between chimp and macaque was demonstrated in
the lipidome of the cerebellar granule layer. The evolutionary distances between granular
and molecular layers’ lipid profiles in human and nonhuman primates were similar.

Thus, the primate cerebellum has undergone heterogeneous changes in the course
of evolution on the level of lipid composition. Lipid annotation would shed more light
on the functional significance of the revealed lipidome changes.
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Appendix

Table 1. Sample information

№ Sample ID Species Sex Age

1 HG Homo
sapiens

m 54

2 HA Homo
sapiens

m 62

3 HF Homo
sapiens

f 63

4 Reba Pan
troglodytes

f 45

5 Japie Pan
troglodytes

m 12

6 Herman Pan
troglodytes

f 12

7 90049 Macaca
mulatta

m 17

8 88099 Macaca
mulatta

m 26

9 89321 Macaca
mulatta

m 25
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Abstract. Studies of the ability of animals to take into account the limits of their
bodies when penetrating into various holes and openings are a well-developed
direction of research in body awareness. Here we studied the ability of brown rats
(Rattus norvegicus) to take into account their body weight. To solve the experi-
mental problem, the animals had to correlate their body weight with the strength
of the support along which they moved. It was found that 8 out of 25 rats were able
to solve this problem. During the experiment, the rodents demonstrated charac-
teristic “testing movements”, during which, we believe, they correlated their own
weight with the characteristics of external objects.We consider these results to be a
demonstration of the awareness of theirweight in rats as one of the body-awareness
modules.

Keywords: Brown rats · Self-awareness · Body-awareness · Body weight
awareness ·Mirror self-recognition

1 Introduction

1.1 Body-Awareness Studies

The study of the evolutionary prerequisites for self-awareness (discriminating between
the self as a subject and the environment) is one among the main directions of mod-
ern comparative psychology and cognitive ethology based on several methodological
approaches simultaneously [1]. At the moment, the point of view is being developed,
according to which self-awareness is a modular phenomenon, and eachmodule develops
independently in phylogeny [2].

One of the essential components of self-awareness is body-awareness, the ability
of animals to take into account the physical parameters of their body in relation to
environmental objects [3–6]. In recent years, this phenomenonhas been actively explored
as an alternative to classical mirror self-recognition [7].

In a 2017 study [8], Asian elephants Elephas maximus were to step on a mat and
pick up a stick attached to it with a rope, and then pass the stick over to the experimenter.
To do this, the elephants had to recognize their body as an obstacle to successful action
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and first step off the mat before trying to pass over the stick. The testing elephants left
the mat significantly more often than in the control group, where it was unnecessary to
step off the mat.

A similar study was conducted on children aged 18 to 24 months [3]. The authors
used several techniques to study the children’s awareness of their bodies. One problem
was when the child had to choose the right one of two holes in the door (penetrable and
impenetrable for his body) in order to reach the parent on the other side. Another was
a problem with a stroller, when the child had to realize that his own body standing on a
rug was an obstacle to the movement of the stroller, to which the rug was attached. In
the third task, the child had to get off the rug in order to hand it over to the experimenter.
On average, children of different ages made 2.5 mistakes while solving these problems.

1.2 Awareness of Body Limits as a Manifestation of Body-Awareness

Since 2004 we have been studying body-awareness in various animal species [5]. In the
experimental setup, the animals solved the problem that required correlating the limits
of their body with the size of the holes to penetrate into the goal compartment. The
independent variables in the experiments were the limits of the body and the limits of
environmental objects (the diameter of the holes in thewalls of compartments). The body
limits of animals were enlarged in several ways. In snakes, this was achieved by letting
them swallow food items of various sizes [5]. In other animals, this was achieved by
attaching various objects to their bodies by gluing (e.g. cockroaches) [9], or by putting
on a blanket (toads) [10], or by mounting an object on the skull (rats) [11]. Experimental
results show that animals of all studied species were able to form the skill of taking
into account both natural and enlarged limits of their body, but differ in the speed of
formation of this skill and the flexibility of its transformation.

1.3 Awareness of Body Weight as a Manifestation of Body-Awareness

Thus, most studies of the phenomenon of body-awareness conducted in recent years on
animals and humans focus on studying the ability of subjects to take into account the
physical limits of their bodies. In the recent study, we attempted to explore one other
aspect of body-awareness, i.e. the awareness of the body weight.

The aim of this study was the ability of brown rats to take into account their body
weight to assess the strength of a support along which they moved. In this case, we
consider the awareness of the animal’s weight as one of the modules of the complex
phenomenon of body-awareness, necessary for the coordination of their interaction with
environmental objects. Thus, we investigated the same phenomenon that was studied
earlier on elephants, although we used a different technique.

2 Method

2.1 Ethic Statement

All procedures performed in this study were conducted in compliance with the approval
of the Ethics Committee of the Moscow Institute of Psychoanalysis, No. 2, September
25, 2019.
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2.2 Experimental Design

The experimental setup was a glass box without a ceiling (1000 × 950 mm2, height
500 mm). Inside the box, on its opposite sides, parallel to the bottom at a height of
300 mm, there were two shelves occupying the entire width of the box and each 320 mm
long. The shelves were connected with three parallel bridges (50 mm wide each). Two
bridges were located along the sides, 200 mm off the walls of the box, the central one
200 mm from each of the side bridges (see Fig. 1). The bridges were attached to a single
metal rod, located exactly in the mid-length, and could be fixed in different positions:

Fig. 1. Experimental setup (top view): 1 - shelf no.1; 2 - shelf no.2; a, b, c – bridges; d - bridge
fastening rod.

• Loose position: The bridges, when balanced, were parallel to the bottom, connecting
both shelves, so that light pressure on one edge made the bridge move vertically.

• Fixed position: the bridges were additionally attached to the shelves with latches so
that pressing them did not entail displacement.

The experiment comprised two series: introductory and experimental. At the begin-
ning of each testing, the rat was placed in the center of one of the shelves inside the
experimental setup (shelf no.1). In the center of the opposite shelf (shelf no.2) there was
a bait (cheese). The testing was considered completed either after the rat, having passed
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one of the bridges to shelf no.2, reached the bait, or when the rat fell from the bridge,
which was in a loose position, or if the rat did not attempt to pass over any bridges. Trials
of all series were carried out sequentially with each animal. The time interval between
the trials was 5 min.

The introductory series consisted of 27 trials. All bridges were in a fixed position.
Objectives were to form the skill of reaching the bait and to reveal individual preferences
of a certain bridge.

The experimental series. In each trial, only 1 of 3 bridges was in a fixed position; the
location of this bridge varied quasi-randomly. The objective of this series was to form
the skill of choosing a suitable bridge for passing the rats. The series continued either
until the rat reached the learning criterion, 9 successful passes in a row without falling
(p < 0.001, binomial testing), or after a total of 36 trials.

Indicators:

• Number of successful passes over the fixed bridge from shelf no.1 to shelf no.2.
• Number of falls from fixed bridges.
• Number of testingmovements. By “testingmovements”weunderstood the behavior of
a rat when it placed all 4 paws on shelf no.1 and directed the muzzle toward the bridge,
sniffing it and feeling it with vibrissae, then pressed the bridge with one of the front
paws and acted depending on the result. If the bridge was fixed, the rat crossed it to
shelf no.2. If the bridgewas not fixed, the testingmovements led to some displacement
of the bridge under the pressure of the paw. Then the rat moved to another bridge and
also examined it until it found a fixed one. The described testing movements were
discovered in some rats, starting from the second trial of the experimental series.

2.3 Subjects

25 naive male rats Rattus norvegicus aged 2 to 6 months. From the beginning to the end
of the experiment the animals were kept in individual cages.

2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

The behavior of rats in the experimental set up was registered using a Panasonic HC-
VX980 video camera.

Statistical analysis was performed using Pearson’s chi-squared test (χ2) (StatSoft©
Statistica 8).

3 Results

The introductory series. All rats successfully reached the bait going from shelf no.1 to
shelf no.2, in all trials. All rats showed an individual preference for the central bridge
(27 trials each), the χ2 testing (df = 2, p < 0.01). In total, the rats crossed one side
bridge 77 times, another side bridge 89, the central bridge 509 times (χ2 = 241.3; df =
2; p < 0.001).

According to the results of the series, the rats split into 3 groups.
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• Group 1: 8 individuals reached the training criterion. The rats allowed 2 to 5 falls (S=
3.5; SD= 0.9). These rats demonstrated testing movements after several falls, starting
from the 2nd trial. On average, each rat performed from 1 to 3 testing movements per
trial.

• Group 2: 5 individuals that did not reach the training criterion after 36 trials. The rats
allowed 13 to 19 falls (S = 16.2; SD = 2.6). On average, a rat fell every second or
third trial. No testing movements were observed in this group.

• Group 3: 12 individuals that after 2 to 3 falls (S = 2.3; SD = 0.5) did not attempt to
cross the bridge and stayed on shelf no.1. After the falls, being placed in subsequent
trials on shelf no.1, the rats either did not approach the bridges, or approached them,
made testing movements, but did not go further.

In total, for all trials of the experimental series, the group 1 rats allowed 26 falls and
made 137 testing movements; the group 2 rats allowed 81 falls and performed no testing
movements. Thus, rats from group 1 made significantly fewer falls and significantly
more testing movements (χ2 = 155.2; df = 1; p < 0.001).

4 Discussion

Webelieve that in the introductory series, the preference of all rats for the central bridge is
explained by the fact that it allowed the shortest path to the bait. This factor is secondary;
however, it was excluded by the quasi-random position of the fixed bridge in the second
series. For the animals of the third group, the falls were most likely a strong distress,
and therefore they did not dare to make further attempts to cross the bridges. This is
probably a specific feature of their nervous system.Meanwhile, basing on the results of 8
individuals (group 1) we can state that the brown rat is able to take into account its body
weight when interacting with environmental objects. We believe that it was in the course
of the revealed “testing movements” that the rats carried out a comparison of their own
body weight with the strength of the support (fixed or non-fixed bridge). The fact that
the group 1 rats performing the testing movements made significantly fewer falls than
the group 2 rats, which did not perform such movements, testifies to the effectiveness of
this way of correlating the weight with the strength of the support.

At the same time, for the group 1 rats in this study their body was at first an obstacle
to solving the problem (same as in early experiments with elephants [8], rats [11] and
children [3]), but then they began to use it in as a prototype tool for the selection of
a suitable bridge. Thus, we think, we have demonstrated a possibility of experimental
revealing the awareness of their weight in rats, which can be considered as one of the
modules of body-awareness and self-awareness [1, 2].
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Abstract. It was shown by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy
that one day after bilateral occlusion of the common carotid arteries (to simulate
ischemia) inWistar rats (group 1, n= 15) under ketamine-xylazine-acepromazine
anesthesia (55.6, 5.5, 1.1 mg/kg, respectively, intraperitoneally), the content of
nitric monoxide (NO) in the olfactory bulbs decreased, and recovered after two
days.A similar trendwas observed inWistar rats (group 2, n= 15),which, simulta-
neously with ischemia modeling, were implanted intranasally with mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs). An intact group of rats (group 3, n = 15) was kept in the
usual conditions of the vivarium and did not undergo surgical interventions. The
content of copper in the olfactory bulbs of rats (for assessing the activity of super-
oxide dismutases 1 and 3) after ischemia modeling (group 1) tended to increase
and maintain the increase for two days of observation. Intranasal administration
of MSCs during the ischemia modeling was accompanied by a more significant
increase in copper content on the first day after brain ischemia modeling, but after
two days, a tendency towards restoration of the initial copper level was noted.

Intranasal administrating of MSC simultaneously with ischemia modeling
(group 2) was accompanied by amore rapid recovery of orientational-motor activ-
ity in experimental animals compared to rats in which only modeling of ischemic
stroke was performed (group 1).
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1 Introduction

Thepathogenesis of cerebral ischemia is constantly being supplemented by newhypothe-
ses [1–3], including the rationale for the choice of clinical tactics in violation of cerebral
blood supply in patients with COVID-19 [4]. These hypotheses concern problems of
metabolism and imbalance of neurotransmitters, active transport of ions across mem-
branes and an increase in the level of ionized calcium in neurons. The mechanisms of
neuronal damage are diverse and are caused, including paradoxically, by the neurotoxi-
city of the signaling molecule glutamate, in the development of which nitric monoxide
(NO) plays a key role [5–7]. NO is a highly chemically reactive free radical, which can
act as an oxidizing agent as well as a reducing agent [8]. The regulatory role of NO
has been shown in the nervous, cardiovascular, and other systems [6, 9–11]. The main
components of the NO cycle are NO-synthase and nitrite reductase enzymatic systems
[7, 9, 10, 12, 13]. During hypoxia as a result of the activation of the enzymatic and
non-enzymatic systems participating in the formation of NO from NO2 ions, the NO
cycle is activated and NO is produced from L-arginine. Mild and moderate hypoxia are
factors that drive metabolic and reparative processes in the body [7, 12–14]. In this case,
the NO cycle is activated, followed by an increase in the NO content and the activation
of many bodily enzyme systems that are involved in the synthesis of ATP and other intra-
and extracellular processes [7, 12, 13, 15]. This positive phenomenon at the pheno- and
genotypic level has been studied in detail when observing long-livers in mountainous
regions.

In the neurodestructive processes of various etiologies, including severe cerebral
ischemia, deficiency of regulatory neurotransmitter mechanisms is revealed. It is impor-
tant that in addition to neurotransmitter mechanisms, endogenous stem cells (SCs) of
the brain are activated [15–17]. SCs are grouped mainly in three areas of the brain—the
olfactory bulb, hippocampus, and the lateral ventricle region of the brain [15–17]. Unfor-
tunately, clinical practice demonstrates insufficient effectiveness of endogenous preven-
tive and reparative processes in the brain during the development of cerebral ischemia
of various etiologies. In this regard, attempts are systematically made to decipher the
complex features of the recovery processes in the brain when modeling ischemia.

Until now, research work has not yet proposed radical therapeutic technologies that
significantly improve the classical methods of treating patients with cerebral ischemia
[18]. This situation was one of the incentives for the study, the results of which are
presented in this article. Thus, the aim of the study was to clarify the reparative potential
of perineurally administered MSCs to activate recovery processes in ischemic brain
regions, as well as to specify, under these conditions, the functional interaction of MSCs
with NO-synthase and nitrite reductase enzymatic systems of the brain in the process
of optimizing the synthesis of ATP and other intra- and extracellular processes during
hypoxia.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental Animals and Behavioral Experiments

In male Wistar rats weighing 240–260 g (group 1, n = 15), ligation of common carotid
arteries was performed using sterile silk thread under ketamine-xylazine-acepromazine
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anesthesia (55.6, 5.5, 1.1 mg/kg, respectively, intraperitoneally). The technique is distin-
guished by high demonstrativeness and reliability (data were selected at p≤ 0.01) and is
widely used for modeling cerebral ischemia [19–21]. In the second group (n= 15), mes-
enchymal stem cells (MSCs) were implanted intranasally in male Wistar rats weighing
240–260 g simultaneously with bilateral occlusion of the common carotid arteries under
anesthesia. An intact group of rats (group 3, n = 15) was kept in the usual conditions
of the vivarium and did not undergo surgical interventions. Parameters of orientational
motor activity of all rats were assessed within five minutes in an elevated cruciform
maze before ligation and in the first, second, and seventh days after surgery. Using a
Logitech Webcam 905 video camera (Logitech, China), the average movement speed,
general mobility, and motor activity of rats in the open and closed sections of the maze,
verticalization, and groomingwere recorded. The data obtained were evaluated using the
ANY-Maze software package. Programversion 4.82, serial number:DBUT-VNJJ-JD8S-
SFGU; license number: PK8W-NBWV-HTHT-BYHB dated 02.28.2013 (Stoelting Inc.,
USA).

2.2 Formation of a NO Complex with a Spin Trap

For the quantitative determination of NO and Cu in the brain, we used the method
of electron paramagnetic resonance - EPR [6, 22]. This method is based on the reac-
tion of a radical (in this case, NO) with a spin trap, which is the Fe2+ complex with
diethyldithiocarbamate (DETC), which captures NO to form a stable ternary complex
(DETC)2-Fe2+-NO in various animal tissues. These complexes are characterized by an
easily recognizable EPR spectrum with a g-factor g = 2.035–2.040 and a triplet hyper-
fine structure. The EPR spectra were measured using the spin trap technique [23, 24].
Spin trap components: DETC-Na were injected intraperitoneally and a mixture of solu-
tions (iron sulfate and sodium citrate) prepared immediately before administration, was
injected subcutaneously into three points - the right and left thighs and the rostral part
of the interscapular region [25]. Iron citrate is formed in a mixture of iron sulfate and
sodium citrate. DETC-Na and iron citrate are distributed throughout the body and upon
interaction form a water-insoluble DETC-Fe2+ complex, that is capable of interacting
with NO to form a stable radical (DETC)2-Fe2+-NO, which can be detected by EPR
spectroscopy. The complex of spin trap with NO (DETC)2-Fe2+-NO is characterized by
an easily recognizable EPR spectrum with a g-factor g = 2.038 and a triplet hyperfine
structure. In addition, the spin trap interacts with Cu, forming the Cu (DETC)2 complex,
which can also be detected by EPR spectroscopy [26].

2.3 Measurements of NO and Cu

EPRmeasurements were carried out using a Brucker EMX/plus EPR spectrometer in the
X range (9.50GHz)with amagnetic fieldmodulationof 100kHz, amodulation amplitude
of 2 Gs, a microwave power of 30 mW, a time constant of 200 ms, and a temperature of
77 K in a Brucker finger Dewar. Tissue samples were delivered from Minsk to Kazan in
a container with dry ice after freezing in liquid nitrogen. The sample weight was 100mg.
The amplitude of the EPR spectra was always normalized in proportion to the mass of
the sample and the amplitude of the EPR signal of the reference sample [6].
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2.4 Data Analyses

The results are shown as mean ± SEM. The paired and unpaired Student’s t-test and
Signed Rank test were used for comparison within each experimental group. The sta-
tistical software SigmaStat32 was used. The statistical significance criterion was p <

0.05.

3 Results

3.1 Behavior of Rats After Brain Ischemia

It was found that on the second day after the occlusion of the common carotid arteries
(modeling of cerebral ischemia), in comparison with the initial values in the rats of
group 1, which were not injected with MSCs, decreases in the total distance traveled
(three times), distance covered in a closed area (twice), number of episodes of mobility
(twice), number and duration of acts of verticalization (twice), total distance covered
in the closed area (twice), average speed of movement in the closed area (twice), and
total time of mobility in the closed area (three times) were observed. Also, there were no
visits to the open areas of the labyrinth. A similar picture in the animals of group 1 was
also observed on the seventh day after surgery. This pattern of animal behavior reflects
a decrease in orientational motor activity in laboratory animals after the modeling of
cerebral ischemia in comparison with the preoperative period and animals of group 3
(intact). These changes persist both during the initial observation period after modeling
of cerebral ischemia (first-second days) and during a more distant period (until the
seventh day) after modeling ischemic stroke.

3.2 Behavior of Rats After Brain Ischemia and Administration of MSCs

A different pattern of behavior was observed in the group of animals that underwent
modeling of cerebral ischemia and receivedMSCs intranasally (group 2). On the second
and seventh days after modeling of cerebral ischemia and intranasal administration of
MSCs in the animals of group 2, in comparison with the initial values and with the data
of group 3, no significant differences were observed in the pattern of orientational motor
activity in the elevated cruciform maze. Thus, the administration of MSCs in the acute
period after the modeling of cerebral ischemia is accompanied by a more rapid recovery
of orientational-motor activity in the experimental animals. The data obtained are an
additional argument in favor of the experimental substantiation of the use of cellular
technologies during the rehabilitation period in patients after ischemic stroke.

3.3 Migration of MSCs After Its Intranasal Perineural Administration

The next stage of the study was to investigate the features of migration of MSCs after
24 h, two and seven days after the intranasal perineural administration of MSCs to the
experimental rats. The migration of MSCs in the brain after 24 h was studied using
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the specific marker MSCs CD90 and FITC, while the specific marker MSCs CD90 +
PKH67were used after two and seven days aftermodeling the brain ischemia. Horizontal
sections of the brain (thickness 8 µm) for microscopic examination were obtained using
a Microm HM525 cryostat (Microm International GmbH, Germany). The preparations
were immediately examined after their preparation using a fluorescence microscope at
the B.I. Stepanov Institute of Physics of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus
(Zeiss AxioVert 200M inverted research, camera: Zeiss AxioCam HRm, lens: Plan-
Neofluar 40x/0.75, Plan-Neofluar 20x/0.75 or Plan-Neofluar 10x/0.75). In the rats of the
first and second groups, migration of MSCs labeled with a fluorescent dye into the cere-
bral cortex and subcortical regions of the brain was observed. The brainstem contained
single fluorescent MSC, which presumably reflects the fact that blood flow is preserved
in the vertebrobasilar region of the vascular bed due to intact vertebral arteries. Preser-
vation of blood supply to the brainstem structures under model experimental conditions
is a condition for the functioning of the neural and glial structures of the brainstem. It
has been demonstrated [27] that MSCs migrate mainly to damaged areas of the nervous
tissue and, therefore, the main migration of stem cells is directed to the cortical regions
of the brain, which are supplied with blood from the region of clipped carotid arteries.

3.4 NO and Cu Content After Brain Ischemia and MSCs Intranasal Perineural
Administration

Measurements of the intensity of NO production by EPR spectroscopy were performed
using the spin trap technique [6, 22]. The components of the spin trap were injected
30 min before the extraction of the studied tissues. As a result, the complex DETC-
Fe2+ is formed, which forms a stable radical (DETC)2-Fe2+-NO with NO (Fig. 1). This
(DETC)2-Fe2+-NO complex is characterized by an easily recognizable EPR spectrum
with a g-factor g = 2.038 and a triplet hyperfine structure. Moreover, the spin trap
interacts with Cu, forming the Cu (DETC)2- complex, which can also be detected by
EPR spectroscopy. Decreased content of NO in the olfactory bulb of the rat brain was
found one and two days after the modeling of ischemia caused by the occlusion of the
common carotid arteries. The level of NO production in rats, in which ischemia was
simulated along with simultaneous intranasal administration of MSCs, was also reduced
after one and two days of simulating ischemia compared with group No. 3 of intact
animals (Fig. 2). There was no significant difference in the content of NO in rats, in
which ischemia was simulated with simultaneous intranasal administration of MSCs,
relative to ischemic rats.

The signals from the olfactory bulb.
The temperature is 77 °K. The rats were injected with (DETC)-Fe2+ - citrate. gcp =

2.038.
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Fig. 1. EPR spectra of olfactory bulb: a) of healthy rat, b) of rat after modeling of ischemia, c) of
rat after modeling of ischemia with simultaneously intranasal administration of MSC.

The signals from complex (DETC)2-Fe2+-NO.
The temperature is 77 °K. The rats were injected with (DETC)-Fe2+ - citrate. gcp =

2.038.
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Fig. 2. EPR spectra of olfactory bulb: a) of healthy rat, b) of rat after modeling of ischemia, c) of
rat after modeling of ischemia with simultaneously intranasal administration of MSC.

The signals from complex Cu(DETC)2.
The temperature is 77 °K. The rats were injected with (DETC)-Fe2+ - citrate. gcp =

2.038.
The copper content, which corresponds to the level of superoxide dismutases 1 and 3,

in the olfactory bulb of the rat tended to increase after simulating ischemia by ligation of
the carotid arteries and persisted for two days of observation. Intranasal administration
of MSCs was accompanied by a significant increase in the Cu content one day after
modeling ischemia, and by a decrease in its content two days later (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. EPR spectra of olfactory bulb: a) of healthy rat, b) of rat after modeling of ischemia, c) of
rat after modeling of ischemia with simultaneously intranasal administration of MSC.

4 Discussion

The data obtained reflect to a certain extent the known fact about the dependence of
NO mechanisms of action on the amount of this neurotransmitter in ischemic tissues. In
relatively small amounts, NO plays a regulatory role, whereas in excess amounts it has
dysregulatory function and may even exhibit toxic effects. Under these circumstance,
optimal conditions are formed for the manifestation of the reparative effects of MSCs.
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Abstract. In this brief review the role of the hippocampal formation in the pro-
cesses of navigation, orientation and spatial memory in wild animals is discussed.
Studies in bats revealed previously unknown types of spatial neurons associated
with three-dimensional navigation and their new properties. The involvement of
the hippocampal formation in the processes of long-distance flights of birds during
migration and homing is considered. The available data on the difference in hip-
pocampal morphology in relative species (or subspecies) of mammals and birds
that differ in their food-caching ability, foraging types, and the size of the home
range should be supplemented analysis brain functionswith utilizingmodern tech-
nologies. The results of research on wild species are significant for both zoologists
and neuroscientists and should be developed into interdisciplinary frameworks.

Keyword: Hippocampus · Hippocampal formation · Spatial navigation · Spatial
memory · Ecology · Environment · Bats · Birds · Rodents ·Wild animal models

At the present time there is significant progress in the experimental study of the hip-
pocampal formation functions in control of various aspects of spatial behavior (explo-
ration, cognitive mapping, spatial memory and navigation), while in more often studies
were carried out on laboratory rodents using the small laboratory apparatus (arenas,
mazes). Substantial advance in modern research of the hippocampus was connected with
the obtaining of numerous evidence of the functional heterogeneity of the hippocampus
along its septotemporal axis.

Multiple scales of spatial representation, a gradient of representational granularity
was found along this axis both in rodents and humans [1–3]. The spatial selectivity of
place cells decreases from the septal to temporal pole, the size of firing fields increases
along the hippocampal septotemporal axis. Using an 18-m-long linear track allowed
detecting place cells with large firing field (10m) in temporal subregion of rat hippocam-
pus [4]. It has been suggested that the large-scale mapping process may be important
for the formation of representations in the natural environment, for example within wild
rodent home range.Mechanisms such as the dynamic scaling of placefields in response to
the environment size and level of details may play a role in producing efficient represen-
tations of space [2, 4]. These and other findings led to an understanding of the limitations
of the standard laboratory approaches in the study of the spatial cognition. They should
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be augmented with the research of the hippocampal formation in wild animals [2, 5].
It is obvious that model subjects should not be merely laboratory rodents artificially
selected for a long time. The diverse species of animals are adopted to the complex
environment in a wild, they fit to the specific ecological niche. It provides opportunities
to adequately study natural functional systems and their neurological basis. It is known
that significant differences exist between laboratory mice and rats in spatial cognition.
The considerable difficulties of spatial learning noted in many mouse strains and there
is clear strain differences of the spatial behavior and morphology of the hippocampus
in laboratory rodents [6–9]. This undoubtedly makes it difficult to objectively assess the
function of the hippocampus, which may significantly differ from those of wild species
of rats and mice.

Spatial behavior plays a key role in the survival of animals in the natural environ-
ment; this is the exploration of an unknown area and control of changes occurring there,
optimal movement when searching for food, shelter, mates, avoiding dangerous places,
controlling the boundaries of the home range, etc. In wild, animals move around the ter-
ritory, the size of which significantly exceeds the size of laboratory apparatus. Animal
species differ in ecology, sensory capabilities, specified complexity of spatial behavior,
and spatial memory requirements. There are only few comparative studies on wild ani-
mals because of the extremely limited or simple lack of data on the brain morphology of
the most species. Moreover, there are objective difficulties in applying many laboratory
procedures in the field conditions. The research of the complex interrelation between
the ecological specifics of wild animals (the size of home range, the load on spatial
memory in food-storing birds, the distinct type of foraging, etc.) and the comparative
morphology of the hippocampus began long ago, but there are only few studies in this
field [10, 11]. The significant role of ecological context in the specificity of hippocam-
pal morphology and function has been revealed in studies by Lipp and his colleagues
[6, 12–15]. Recent studies of the hippocampal formation in different species have con-
firmed the perspectives of this approach. Substantial progress has been achieved in the
study of the hippocampal formation in flying animals (bats) moving in 3D space that
requires appropriate mechanisms for 3D mapping the environment, orientation and nav-
igation. Unique properties of neurons in the hippocampal formation were discovered,
which differ remarkably from those observed in laboratory rats [16]. Spatial specific
neurons (place cells) with large 3D place fields were recorded from hippocampal CA1
subfield of flying Egyptian fruit bats (Rousettus aegyptiacus). It was demonstrated that
bat hippocampus represents 3D volumetric space by a uniform and nearly isotropic rate
code [17] and this result was confirmed with other bats species, big brown bat (Eptesicus
fuscus) [18]. These findings have stimulated interest in a detailed study of the neurophys-
iological basis of spatial orientation and navigation to understand how representation of
3D space forms in other animals. Recently neuronal activity of the hippocampal place
cells and grid cells (in the medial entorhinal cortex) were studied in rats in the apparatus
with wire horizontal and vertical surfaces [19]. When rats explored vertical surfaces,
the hippocampal place fields were sparser, but their size and shape were similar in ver-
tical and horizontal plans. Additionally, grid fire fields on the wall were fewer and field
size was larger than on the floor. Thus, the spatial firing patterns of grid and place cells
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were altered on a vertical plane. Authors suggested that the 3D metrics of the cogni-
tive map were determined by an interaction between egocentric information (the body
plane) and allocentric information (the gravity axis). It was assumed that an altered or
absent odometric (distance-measuring) process in rats move on a vertical surface. Recent
experiments with Egyptian fruit bat flying towards a spatial goal led to the discovery
(in CA1 subfield) of subpopulation of neurons unusual for the hippocampus of other
species [20]. The neurons with angular tuning to the goal direction were found, they
were tuned to the egocentric direction and distance to the goal. Authors supposed that
the goal direction and goal-distance signals made up a vectorial representation of spa-
tial goals; therefore, a previously unrecognized neuronal mechanism for goal-directed
navigation was revealed. Commenting on this study, de Cothi and Spiers [21] noted
that the discovery of these cells fills a missing piece in the puzzle regarding how the
brain supports spatial navigation. These findings explain the results of human functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during navigation in virtual environments. It was
observed that activity in the hippocampus/subiculum correlates with the distance to the
goal during navigation [e.g. 22].

Perfect navigation of bats is also ensured by 3D head direction (HD) system. Unlike
rats [23], directionally specific cells were found in the presubiculum of bats that selec-
tively responded not only to the position of the head in the horizontal plane (tuning to
azimuth) but also provided pitch and roll tuning. 3D HD cells tuned to both azimuth and
pitch, which provided a global 3D compass that encoded the direction of the heading
vector in 3D [16, 24]. The discovery of a 3D compass in bats undoubtedly intensified
the research and led to revision of previous data on the functioning of the HD system in
laboratory rodents. It was demonstrated that head-direction cells in the mouse thalamus
and retrosplenial cortex were tuned to the combinations of an azimuth and tilt [25].
However, the results of the rats studies using another method were somewhat different
[26]. It was concluded that that information from a horizontal canal is primarily use
for the brain representation of the directional heading and that a 3D gravity-referenced
HD signal anchored to a direction in the horizontal plane. The possible interpretation of
the data obtained by these two groups remains a subject of discussion [27, 28]. There
are a few data to compare spatial neurons (place cells, grid cells and others) of the hip-
pocampal formation in birds and mammals. Spatial specificity of neurons was found in
the hippocampal formation of freely moving homing pigeons. However, spatial specific
single-unit activity was less robust than in rats [29, 30]. It has been suggested that the
spatial ecology and evolutionary history of various species may be a critical factors
shaping spatial-specific activity of hippocampal neurons. The HD system in the brain of
birds has not been found yet, although one can assume, that birds have such a functional
and necessary analogue for controlling and maintaining direction in flight. The search
of brain regions in birds, functional analogs or homologous of the mammalian HD sys-
tem is difficult because of differences in cellular organization of the telencephalon. In
contrast to mammals most of the avian pallium consists of nuclear subdivisions [31].
The problem of homology of hippocampal subfields in birds and mammals is not quite
clear, the concepts are being refined [32–34].
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In a comparative study of the brain in animals capable of homing or migrating it is
an important both to assess the functioning of the hippocampal formation during navi-
gation in a complex and extensive environment, and to correctly identify brain structures
involved in the realization of long-distance movement. Insufficient data are present on
mammals, no difference was found in relative hippocampus volume between migra-
tory and sedentary species of bats [35]. Most of the comparative studies were carried
out on homing pigeons and migratory bird species. Increased relative hippocampal vol-
ume, number and a higher density of hippocampal neurons were revealed in garden
warblers (Sylvia borin) with migratory experience as compared to juvenile birds with-
out such experience [36]. An intraspecific comparison of the hippocampus of migratory
(Zonotrichia leucophrys gambelii) and non-migratory (Z. leucophrys nuttalli) subspecies
of white-crowned sparrows also revealed increased relative size of the hippocampus and
more neurons in the right hippocampus in adult birds of migratory subspecies [37]. In
addition, enlarged hippocampus was in homing pigeon with homing experience [38].
Homing experiments utilizing GPS data-loggers to uncover the entire flight paths of the
pigeons prior to and after bilateral lesions of hippocampal formation showed important
results [32,39,40]. Impaired navigational performance in lesioned birds was over the
familiar space near the home loft, whereas the specific direction of the flight home from
the unfamiliar release location was correct. In addition, the lesioned pigeons as com-
pared to intact birds flew a straighter path home over a space they had never explored
before. The authors suggested that hippocampal lesion resulted in a perceptual neglect
of environmental stimuli in homing pigeon. These experiments showed that navigation
from distant, unfamiliar locations was independent of hippocampal formation in homing
pigeons. The reason for the increased size of the hippocampal formation in birds with
experience of migration and homing remains unclear. It is possible the hippocampus is
involved in other processes that are not related to navigation per se, in processes accompa-
nying flights over unfamiliar territories (memorizing landmarks, spatial behavior during
stopover phase, etc.) [41]. However, researchers of the neural basis of long-distance
navigation in migratory birds do not exclude the participation of the hippocampus in
information processing during celestial orientation (compass), the functioning of navi-
gational olfactory maps, as well as in the storage, integration and retrieval of information
about maps and compasses [42].

Comparative study of related species (or subspecies), differing in the load on spa-
tial memory, in the intensity and complexity of movement across the extensive territory
represents a promising way to study the hippocampus. Notable differences in the size,
morphology and the number of neurons of the hippocampus were found in food-caching
birds and those that do not [43, 44] and in rodents, differing in the size of home range
and the characteristics of foraging. The bannertail kangaroo rat (Dipodomys spectabilis)
hoards seeds in its burrow and cache retrieval in this manner requires no specialized spa-
tial memory. Merriam’s kangaroo rat (D. merriami), in contrast, hoards food in scattered
locations and uses spatial memory to find its caches. Hippocampus size, relative to brain
size, was significantly larger in the scatter-hoarding speciesMerriam’s kangaroo rat than
in the bannertail kangaroo rat [10]. Species-specific differences in the size of intra/infra
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pyramidal mossy fiber projection were found in two vole species (Clethrionomys glare-
olus and Microtus oeconomus) differed in ecology, a specific type of foraging, the size
of home range and success in spatial learning in water maze [12].

One of the intriguing directions is the study of the hippocampus in animals at various
of the life circle stages,when there is a change in interactionwith the environment (depar-
ture from the nest of young individuals, the formation of home range in adults and sex
specific spatial traits, seasonal factors). Descriptions of these processes, for example, in
shrews and voles are available in zoological works. However, there are few studies about
the effects of these factors on the hippocampus [10, 11, 45, 46]. Many findings discov-
ered long time ago need to be studied usingmodern laboratory technologies. Research of
the morphology and functions of the hippocampus in wild animals are of interest to both
zoologists and neuroscientists. These studies should be developed in the framework of
interdisciplinary projects (e.g., [46]). The use of valid animal models will significantly
expand knowledge about the neurobiological mechanisms of spatial behavior. The study
of real navigation will be undoubtedly complementary to investigation of human spatial
navigation in virtual reality set-ups combined with fMRI.
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Abstract. In order to investigate activity correspondence between brain com-
ponents with different phylogenetic age during learning processes we analyzed
neuronal activations of the retrosplenial disgranular (RSD) cortex along rostro-
caudal axis. This cortexwas chosen due to its structural organizationwhich suggest
that it includes neurons of different phylogenetic affiliation. The RSD cortex is
known to be the region of interest for the studies of memory acquisition, mem-
ory consolidation and memory reconsolidation. In our experiments we trained
animals different instrumental food-acquisition tasks and analysed gene expres-
sion changes in neurons by Fos-mapping (transcription factor Fos is a product
of c-fos gene expression) on brain slices. The experimental groups differed by
novelty degree, i.e. the degree of mismatch between the recent experience and the
experience previously formed in the experiment, namely the difference was in the
number of new key elements in the experimental chamber which animals had to
interact with to get food during the last session. We found uneven activation of
the RSD cortex along rostro-caudal axis and significant differences in this cortical
activity patterns between the “high novelty” group and the “low novelty” group.
The “low novelty” group animals showed significantly fewer Fos-positive neurons
in the caudal part of the RSD than the “high novelty” group animals. There were
no differences found in the rostral part of the RSD. It might be assumed that in the
caudal part of the cortex, neurons are specialized relative to the systems of “old-
er” low-differentiated experience. While the younger part of the cortex contains
neurons belonging to a highly differentiated newer experience. The obtained data
also indicate that Fos mapping of brain activity reflects the processes of accom-
modation reconsolidation of earlier acquired memory and marks differences in
individual experience.

Keywords: Learning · Reconsolidation · Novelty · Phylogenesis ·
Differentiation · RSD · Rostro-caudal axis · c-Fos

1 Introduction

The acquisition of new experience (learning) is considered as the formation of a new
system aimed at achieving a useful adaptive result. At the neural level it is underlied by
the acquisition of neuronal specializations, identified though specific activations during a
corresponding behavioral act, such as pedal pressing [1, 2] or being at a specific location
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(place cells) [3]. c-Fos protein synthesis, a product of expression of the immediate
early gene c-fos, is a necessary step for long-term memory consolidation that induces a
cascade of molecular changes in neurons and is related specialization processes [4, 5].
The expression of the early genes is induced by the mismatch within the individual’s
experience and is determined by the factor of subjective novelty of this event [6, 7].

Previously, a relationship was shown between the number of pre-training stages and
the number of neurons expressing the c-fos gene in the rat cortex after learning a new
instrumental food-acquisition skill [8]. It was concluded that varying the history of skill
acquisition, for example, learning in one or several stages, leads to differences in the
structure of individual experience and, therefore, to differences in its re-organization in
the process of re-learning, which is manifested by differences in the number of neurons
that change their genetic activity.

In order to investigate activity correspondence between brain components with dif-
ferent phylogenetic age during learning processes we analyzed neuronal activations of
the retrosplenial disgranular (RSD) cortex along rostro-caudal axis. This part of the cor-
tex was chosen because the change in the activity of its neurons is clearly associated
with the learning processes, and it is a zone of interest in experiments with recording
neuronal activity, in which these processes are studied [9–12].

The structural organization of this cortex suggests that it includes neurons of different
phylogenetic affiliation because its rostral part merges into the forebrain structures (in
particular, the cingulate cortex) and is closely related to them, and its caudal part – into
the zones of the hippocampus [13–16].

2 Materials and Methods

Subjects and Behavioral Task. Mature long-Evans rats (200–350 g)were trained three
consecutive food-acquisition skills in an experimental chamber (Fig. 1A) equipped with
automatic feeders that triggered when a corresponding lever is pressed.

The experimental design is illustrated in Fig. 1B. Animals were trained to trigger the
first feeder (f1) using one lever (i1), then trained to use another lever (i2) to activate the
same feeder, and use the third lever (i3) to trigger a new feeder (f2). Only one lever was
effective at the corresponding training stage. The third lever was introduced during the
last session, on the same day the animal brains were extracted for immunohistochemical
analysis (IHC).

Before any lever is introduced, animals were familiarized with the first feeder. After
that all animals were divided into two groups, which differed in familiarity with the
second feeder:

“Low novelty” group (Gr.1) – after familiarization with the first feeder were trained
to obtain food from the second feeder, thereby during the last session the animals were
trained to use a new lever to activate a familiar feeder.

“High novelty” group (Gr.2) – continued to receive food from the first feeder, so
during the last session they learned both a new lever and a new feeder. That is, the
novelty regarding the previously acquired experience in animals of the second group is
higher.
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Fig. 1. (A) Behavioral chamber. Numbered instruments (levers) and feeders. (B) Experimental
timeline. f – feeder; i – instrument; i ↔ f - behavioral cycle: press the instrument, then take food
from the feeder; IHC – immunohistochemistry. Gr. 1 - “low novelty” group; Gr. 2 - “high novelty”
group.

Immunohistochemistry. After the last experimental session, the animals were returned
to their home cages for 75 min, then put to sleep under inhalation anesthesia and decap-
itated. The marker of neuronal gene expression changes, the c-Fos protein, was detected
on cryogenic brain sections by immunohistochemical method (antibodies by Santa Cruz,
USA). Each brain was sliced at four levels (see Fig. 2A): from 4.20 to 3.00 mm from
bregma (forebrain); from −1.72 to −2.52 mm (rostral); from −2.76 to −3.24 mm; from
−4.44 to −5.04 mm (caudal). All together 32 brain slices were taken according to the
sixth edition of rat brain atlas [17].

Statistical Analysis. Data were analyzed using Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft Inc., USA). The
nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was used to assess the statistical significance of dif-
ferences in the number of Fos-positive neurons in brain structures in animals of different
groups. Differences were considered to be significant if p ≤ 0.05.

3 Results

The “low novelty” group animals showed significantly fewer Fos-positive neurons in the
caudal part of the RSD than the “high novelty” group animals. There were no differences
between the groups found in the rostral part of the RSD (Fig. 2B). The differences
reached the level of significance at the coordinate−2.76mm frombregma.No significant
differencewas foundwhenwe compared the averaged density for all brain slices between
the two groups (Mann-Whitney test, Z = −1.67, p = 0.094). Thus, uneven activation of
this cortical region along its rostro-caudal axis was revealed. We also found significant
differences in the activation pattern between two conditions: “low novelty” and “high
novelty”.
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic diagram of the rat brain, sagittal plane (Watson and Paxinos et al. [17]).
Grey color marks areas of brain sections. (B) Density of c-Fos-positive neurons in cingulate (Cg1)
and retrosplenial (RSD) cortex at different brain coordinates after last skill acquisition. Gr. 1 –
“low novelty” group, N = 5; Gr. 2 – “high novelty” group, N = 5. Mann-Whitney test, *Z = −
2.4, p = 0.015; ** Z = −2.5, p = 0.012.

4 Discussion

As it was noted earlier [18] neurons are specialized in relation to acquired behavior at
every stage of learning. Then it might be suggested that “low novelty” animals already
formed at the previous learning stages neuronal groups specialized in relation to the
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second feeder. Another possible example of such specializations is “place neurons”
(place cells). “High novelty” animals form such specializations during the last session
which might be reflected in a higher number of Fos-positive neurons in the caudal part
of RSD cortex necessary for the following selection for the specialized neurons. Thus
the results may support the assumption that the caudal part of the cortex is dominated
by specialized neurons relative to older, low-differentiated systems (related to spatial
localization, locomotor activity, etc.).While the phylogenetically younger structural part
(rostral) of the cortex includes neurons related to highly differentiated newer experiences,
including those that characterize the specifics of the selected behavioral alternatives.
Perhaps, in this behavioral task related to the need to find a new effective tool for
achieving the goal (food), such a parameter as novelty in the place where the result is
obtained is not significant for the subject, which explains the lack of differences in the
degree of activation in the rostral part of the cortex.

The resulting overt behavior of animals of both groups (the third skill) is similar
and does not demonstrate significant differences in behavioral indicators (such as the
number of effective and ineffective cycles), but there are differences in Fos expression,
which supports the assumption that mapping brain activity by Fos-expressing neurons
reflects the processes of accommodative reconsolidation [19, 20] and marks differences
in individual experience.

5 Conclusion

RSD activation along the rostro-caudal axis is uneven during learning.
Significant differences were found in the rostrocaudal pattern of RSD activation with

different degrees of mismatch.
It is necessary to take into account possible differences in the degree of RSD acti-

vation along the rostro-caudal axis in order to select certain coordinates when planning
studies.

Fos-mapping of brain activity reflects the processes of accommodation reconsolida-
tion and marks differences in individual experience.
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Abstract. Whisker sensory system plays crucial role in development of brain
functions in rats. In WAG/Rij rats with genetic predisposition to absence epilepsy,
the area of whiskers’ projection in the somatosensory cortex (barrelfield) is
known to contain hyperexcitable neurons which form epileptic focus. Neona-
tal period of development (PN1–8) is critical for development of whisker sen-
sory system. Whisker deafferentaion during this period causes irreversible plastic
changes that considerably impact brain functions in adulthood. Bilateral trimming
of all whiskers in WAG/Rij rats during PN1–8 affected seizure activity between
5 and 9 months of age. First, it prevented age-related increase in the number of
seizures, suggesting consistency of epileptic activity in the cortical focal zone;
second, it prevented age-related increase in seizure duration, suggesting consis-
tency of thalamo-cortical synchronization. Unilateral whisker trimming on PN1–
8 increased excitability of pyramidal cells in the intact barrelfild mediated by
HCN-related processes.

Keywords: Genetic model of epilepsy · Spike-wave discharges · Somatosensory
cortex · Excitability ·Whiskers · Barrelfield

1 Introduction

Whiskers in rodents’ snout are the part of a unique sensory organ. During explorative
behavior, adult rats and mice move their facial whiskers rhythmically in order to obtain
tactile information about the closest environment. This “whisking”behavior requires spe-
cific mechanism of sensorimotor integration. It is known that the maturation of “whisk-
ing” associates with functional integration of sensory and motor parts of the whisker
system [1–3]. During the neonatal period between PN1–8, rat pups could not move
their whiskers, but obtain whisker-related information passively could be considered as
the “passive touch” period of early ontogenesis [4–6]. The first regular movements of
whiskers in rats, i.e., bilaterally synchronous protraction followed rapidly by retraction
of whiskers, could be found on PN11, and they are engaged in the “whisking” behavior
on PN13 [3]. Furthermore, bilateral movements of whiskers co-occur with the animal’s
ability to support its head and to locomote in a forward direction. Integration of sen-
sory and motor information during active whisker sensation occurs prominently in the
neocortex [3, 7].
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The first postnatal weeks is the period when somatosensory and motor areas of the
neocortex are rapidly developed and actively controlled by the sensory information from
whiskers [8–11]. Classical studies indicated that complete denervation of thewhisker pad
via section of the sensory nerve or cauterization of follicles during the “passive touch”
period prevented patterning of the whisker-related neuronal circuits, including the area
ofwhisker’s projections in the somatosensory cortex (so-called barrelfield) [12, reviewed
by 9]. Another technique used for mild deafferentaion via trimming/clipping of whiskers
is noninvasive and reversible. Whiskers are known to grow back after trimming with a
speed of 1.5 mm per day [13], and whisking activity restores as soon as whiskers grow
back. Remarkably is that whisker trimming during the “passive touch” period does not
alterwhisker-specific patterning along the trigeminal pathway, but affects receptive fields
of cortical neurons in the projection area of whiskers (so-called barrel cortex) mainly
throughout a decrease of inhibitory interactions [e.g. 14,15; reviewed by 16]. In general,
the “passive touch” period can be considered as the critical period for development
of neuronal properties in the whisker-related area of the somatosensory cortex, such
as (1) inhibitory control of receptive fields; (2) excitation-inhibition balance; (3) ion
mechanisms of membrane excitability.

It is well known that somatosensory cortex in rats with genetic predisposition to
absence epilepsy (i.e., GAERS andWAG/Rij rats) play a key role in initiation of paroxys-
mal spike-wave discharges (i.e., electroencephalographic hallmarks of absence epilepsy)
[17–19]. This ‘focal zone’ of absence seizures in genetically prone rats characterized
by an increased neuronal excitability [20,21; reviewed by 18]. An increased excitabil-
ity is associated with an increased ability to produce regular bursts (i.e., peacemaking
functions) of cortical neurons, which is related to hyperpolarization-activated cyclic
nucleotide-gated channels (HCN) [22]. The role of HCN channels in controlling neu-
ronal excitability and pacemaker functions has been well described in the literature
[23–26]. It is important that functional properties of HCN channels can be modified
by changing of early sensory experience. For example, Ulrich Schridde and coauthors
indicated [27] that neonatal handling, maternal deprivation in WAG/Rij rats lead to an
increase of Ih and HCN1 associated with a reduction of absence seizures. Therefore, a
restriction of sensory inflow during the “passive” touch (the critical period of whisker
system)might promote absence epilepsy via an increase cortical excitabilitymediated by
HCN-related processes. This hypothesis was examined in WAG/Rij rats with a genetic
predisposition to absence epilepsy. Sensory experience was restricted by unilateral and
bilateral whisker trimming during PN 1–8. Electrocoticographic seizure activity was
examined at the age of 5, 7 and 9 months (considering that the fully blown seizures
appeared approx. at the age of 7 months [28]). Membrane properties and impulse activ-
ity the somatosensory cortex were examined using patch clamp recordings at the age of
PN 40–52.

2 Method

2.1 Electroencephalographic Study

This part of the study was performed in WAG/Rij rats that were bred and maintained at
Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology RAS (Moscow, Russia). The
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experiments were approved by the animal ethics committee of our Institute. Rats were
kept in environmentally controlled conditions with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle (light on
at 08.00) at a temperature of 21± 1 °C, appropriate humidity with constant airing. Food
and water were provided ad libitum.

The progeny was obtained from 8 primiparous female WAG/Rij rats at the age of 4–
6 months. The day of delivery was defined as P0. On the next day after birth, the number
of pups per litter was reduced to 7–9 with the equal number of males and females (or set
to equal as close as possible). Gender of pupswas determined bymeasuring of urogenital
distance which was greater in males than in females. Litters were randomly assigned to
the trimmed and control groups. In the trimmed group, all whiskers were trimmed daily
directly at the skin surface on the both sides of the snout from PN1 to PN8. In the control
groups, trimming was imitated by means of gentle mechanic stimulation of the whisker
pad skin with scissors. Immediately prior to trimming/sham trimming (approximately
10–20 s per pup), dams were removed from the home cage.

At the age of 4.5 m, male rats were equipped with screw electrodes for recording
of electrocorticograms (ECoG). Stereotactic surgery was performed under chloralhy-
drate anesthesia (i.p. injections 325 mg/kg, 4% solution in 0.9% NaCl). Electrodes were
secured to the skull using stainless steel screws (shaft length = 2.0 mm, head diameter
= 2.0 mm, shaft diameter = 0.8 mm). Active electrodes were placed epidurally over
the left and right sides of frontal cortex (AP 2; L ±2.5). All coordinates are given in
mm relative to the bregma. Reference electrode was placed over the cerebellum. Elec-
trodes were permanently fixed to the skull with methyl methacrylate monomer together
with two additional anchoring screws. After a recovery period, rats were used to record
electrical cortical activity in free behavior under 12:12 h light:dark cycle (light on at
8 a.m.). Signals were recorded continuously during the entire day (around 24 h), fed
into a multi-channel amplifier (PowerLab 4/35, ADInstruments) via a swivel contact,
band-pass filtered between 0.5–200 Hz, digitized with 400 samples/second/per channel
and stored in hard disk.

The first ECoG examination was performed at the age of 5 months and repeated at
the age of 7 and 9 months. In total, 14 control and 14 trimmed rats underwent ECoG
analysis. In the control group, 4 subjects did not develop epilepsy and were excluded
from analysis. In the trimmed group, 5 subjects were non-epileptics and were excluded
from analysis. Statistical data shown here were obtained in 10 control ‘epileptic’ rats
and 9 trimmed ‘epileptic’ rats.

2.2 Patch-Clamp Study

This part of the study was done at Institute of Physiology I, University of North Rhine-
Westphalia (Münster, Germany) in 2019. Experiments were approved by the ethical
committee of this institution. Male and female WAG/Rij rats were used (n = 15 rats).
In the experimental group (n = 9), unilateral whisker trimming was performed on the
right side of the snout every day during PN 1–8. The left side of the snot was intact. The
control group (n= 6) underwent sham trimming on the right side. At the age PN 40–52,
animals were sacrificed under general isoflurane anesthesia, their brains were quickly
removed and brain slices were performed for patch-clamp recording.
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Details of the current-clamp protocol described in [29,30]. Cortical sections of
250 mm thick were made in ice-cooled oxygenated solution with pH 7.35. The sec-
tions were transferred to artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) chamber at 33 C and held
for 30min. The pHwas adjusted to 7.35 by passing a gasmixture (95%O2 and 5%CO2).
Registration was carried out in the external solution (in bath) containing (in mmole):
NaCl - 125; KCl - 2.5; NaH2PO4 - 1.25; HEPES - 30; MgSO4 - 2; CaCl2 - 2; Glucose -
10; BaCl2 - 0.5–1, pH = 7.35 at 30 ± 1° C.

In the trimmed group, 25 neurons were recorded in the left somatosensory cortex
(contralateral to the trimmed side) and 16 neurons in the right (contralateral to the intact
side). In the control group - 9 neurons in the left cortex and 3 neurons - in the right
cortex.

3 Results

3.1 Effect of Bilateral Whisker Trimming (PN1–8) on the Age-Related Dynamics
of Spike-Wave Seizures

Spike-wave discharges (SWD) in the ECoG (hallmark of absence epilepsy) in WAG/Rij
rats were recognized as hypersynchronous repetitive high-voltage discharges with a
frequency of 8–10 Hz [31]. SWD were detected automatically in the full length EEG
at the frontal right channel using the custom software using detection algorithm based
on the continuous wavelet transform (see [32] for technical details). We measured the
number of SWD and duration of SWD over ~ 24 h period of time and averaged them per

Fig. 1. The effect of bilateral whisker trimming during PN1–8 on the age-related dynamics in
number of spike-wave discharges as measured in ECoG in freely movingWAG/Rij rats during late
ontogenesis. The effect of AGE is shown as ANOVA and asterisk indicates significant differences
according to LSD post-hoc test.
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h. Inasmuch as the number of SWD reflects the process of initiation within the epileptic
focal zone in the somatosensory cortex (i.e., excitability of epileptic focus), and duration
of SWD—the process of seizure maintenance in the thalamocortical network.

Fig. 2. The effect of bilateral whisker trimming during PN1–8 on duration of spike-wave dis-
charges as measured in ECoG in freely moving rats during late ontogenesis. Labels are similar to
that in Fig. 1.

In the control group, the number and mean duration of SWD were minimal at the
age of 5 m as compared to other ages (Fig. 1 and 2). The number of epileptic discharges
gradually increased between the age of 5 to 7 months (Fig. 1) suggesting an increased
epileptogenic activity in the somatosensory cortex. Duration of epileptic discharges
gradually increased during the period from 5 to 9 months and this may be accounted for
age-related increase of synchronization within the thalamo-cortical network.

In the bilaterally trimmed rats, epileptic activity did not change between 5 and
9 months of age (Fig. 1 and 2). Therefore, whisker trimming on PN1–8 (1) prevented
age-related increase of epileptogenic cortical epileptic zone during late ontogenesis
as suggested by the number of seizures, and (2) abolished age-related increase of
thalamo-cortical synchronization, as suggested by seizure duration.

3.2 Effect of Unilateral Neonatal Whisker Trimming (PN1–8) on the Excitability
of Cortical Neurons in the Somatosensory Cortex

Voltage-clamp protocol was used to examine membrane properties of pyramid neurons
in layer 5a of the somatosensory cortex. In the control group, no differences were found
between the threshold of action potentials obtained in neurons from the left and right
hemispheres. See Fig. 3awhere blue columns display recorded at the “intact” hemisphere
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and pink columns – at the “sham trimmed” hemisphere. In contrast, in the trimmed
animals, threshold of action potentials in pyramidal neurons located in the intact (right)
hemisphere was lower than in the deprived (left) hemisphere (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 3. The effect of unilateral whisker trimming (PN1–8) on parameters of action potentials
obtained in pyramidal neurons from layer 5a of the whisker area in the somatosensory cortex
(=barrelfield) as recorded on PN40–52. In “trimmed” group n = 9 rats, in control “Sham” group
n = 6 rats. Blue columns - right side (intact); pink columns - left side (trimmed/sham trimmed).
Asterisked are significant differences according to Mann-Whitney criterion.

In the control group, no differences were found between the amplitude of action
potential obtained in the right and left hemispheres (“Sham” in Fig. 3b). In the “trimmed”
group, neurons in the intact (right) hemisphere showed higher amplitude of action
potential as compared to that on the left (deprived) side.

Furthermore, gradual increase in the depolarization current caused gradual increase
in number of action potentials (Fig. 4). In the control group, pyramidal neurons in the
right and left hemispheres showed similar current-dependent increase in number of action
potentials (Fig. 4b). In the “trimmed” group (Fig. 4a), differences between the right and
left sides were significant. When depolarization current exceeded 120 pA, neurons on
the right (intact) side showed more action potentials than neurons in the left (trimmed)
side.

The current clamp protocol was used to investigate the properties of Ih-current medi-
ated byHCN channels. Hyperpolarizing and depolarizing currents of 200 to 500 pAwith
20 pA increment were injected in respect to the resting potential. Each pulse lasted 1 s.
Neuronal membrane resting potential was measured with the zero current injection. In
this experimental paradigm, the activation of HCN channels caused the so-called “sag-
ging” of voltage (“voltage sag,” Fig. 5a). Sag amplitude directly related to HCN channel
activity and used to estimate membrane current Ih [29, 30].

In the control group, sag amplitude in the right and left sides was similar (Fig. 5c). In
the “trimmed” group (Fig. 3b), sag amplitude in pyramidal neurons in the right (intact)
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Fig. 4. The number of action potentials elicited by increase of depolarizing current in pyramid
neurons of layer 5a in the whisker area in the somatosensory cortex (=barrelfield) as recorded on
PN40–52. In “trimmed” group n = 9 rats, in control “Sham” group n = 6 rats. Blue columns -
right side (intact); pink columns - left side (trimmed/sham trimmed). Asterisked are significant
differences according to Mann-Whitney criterion (p < 0.05).

side was lower than in the left (trimmed) side. This suggests lower activity of HCN
channels in pyramidal neurons at the intact area of whisker projections as compared to
the sensory-deprived area.

In the unilaterally trimmed rats, whiskers on the trimmed side were re-grown at the
age of recording, but neuronal properties in the intact and deprived barrelfield were sig-
nificantly different. It is assumed that the intact barrelfield might be overloaded therefore
their excitability increased (action potentials, Figs. 1 and 2). Considering an asymmetry
of activity of Ih-current mediated by HCN channels (Fig. 3), lower activity of HCN
channels at the intact barrelfield might contribute to higher excitability of pyramidal
neurons.

4 Discussion

The “critical (sensitive) period” in functional maturation is restricted period of time
when structural and functional properties of the nervous system are changed rapidly
and crucially depended on sensory experience. This is the turning point of an alternative
choice between two (ormore) possibleways of development [33]. Pathological processes
in the nervous systemmay also have a “critical period”.We associate the “critical period”
in the development of absence epilepsywith the ontogenesis of the somatosensory cortex.
In our understanding, the critical period in the development of absence epilepsy is a “time
window” when plasticity of the nervous system is the highest, and sensory experience
during this period may predetermine the clinical manifestations of the disease in the
distant future.

Giblin and Blumenfeld [34] assumed that the “critical period” of the development
of absence epilepsy in WAG/Rij rats is the age of 2 to 4 months, since the first epileptic
discharges in electroencephalogram appear during this period as well as upregulation
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Fig. 5. Sag amplitude as measured in pyramid neurons of layer 5a in the whisker area in the
somatosensory cortex (=barrelfield) as recorded on PN40–52. Blue columns - right side (intact);
pink columns - left side (trimmed/sham trimmed). Asterisks indicate significant differences in
sag amplitude according to Mann-Whitney criterion (p < 0.05). In “trimmed” group n = 9 rats,
in control “Sham” group n = 6 rats. Blue columns - right side (intact); pink columns - left side
(trimmed/sham trimmed).

of voltage-gated sodium channels Nav 1.1 and 1.6 in the somatosensory cortex. Here
we found that neonatal sensory experience significantly impact development of absence
epilepsy in WAG/Rij rat model, suggesting that the “critical period” of this disease may
be shifted to earlier stages of development and it may related to disfunctioning of cortical
HCN-channels.

This study was supported by Russian Academy of Science and the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research (Grant Nz19-015-00242).
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Abstract. Chronic disorders of consciousness (DOC; i.e., vegetative state and
minimally consciousness state) develop in patients surviving coma after severe
brain damage. Characteristic clinical feature of these syndromes is the dissocia-
tion between preserved wakefulness and complete or almost complete absence of
awareness. Advanced diagnostic technologies provide us with valuable insights
into the pathophysiology of chronic DOC, and structural and/or functional discon-
nection of elements of brain networks that are essential for information processing
is believed to be its major underlying cause. Depending on the study modality,
findings may include global or more localized decrease of cortical metabolism on
PET scanning, or abnormal structural or functional connectivity on DTI or fMRI,
as well as low-differentiated/disintegrated TMS-EEG responses, etc. Understand-
ing the mechanisms of chronic DOC leads us to deeper knowledge about the
phenomenon of human consciousness.

Keywords: Chronic disorders of consciousness · Vegetative state ·Minimally
consciousness state · PET · TMS-EEG · FMRI

1 Introduction

Understanding the neuronal architectures that give rise to conscious experience is one
of the central unsolved problems of today’s neuroscience. In the context of clinical
medicine, researchers dealwith a variety of severe conditions associatedwith the acute or
prolonged loss of consciousness resulting from brain injury, hypoxia, cerebral ischemia
or haemorrhage, infection, intoxication, etc. Unravelling mechanisms underlying these
disorders may not only pave the way to the development of effective rehabilitation
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techniques but also create an approach to the understanding of the phenomenon of
consciousness.

Prolonged disorders of consciousness (DOC) represent a spectrum of conditions
that develop in patients surviving coma beyond 4 weeks after brain injury [1, 2]. Their
characteristic feature is the dissociation between preserved wakefulness and complete
or partial absence of awareness [3]. Indeed, typical clinical presentation of a vegetative
state (VS) patient includes spontaneous eye-opening (that differentiates this condition
from coma), restored sleep-wake cycle and completely of partially spared brainstem
reflexes and functioning of the autonomic nervous system, while no apparent signs of
purposeful behaviour and voluntary reactions can be seen [4, 5].

The degree to which the patient is able to demonstrate non-reflexive response to
external stimuli determines clinical syndromewithin the spectrumofDOC.The complete
absence of behavioural signs of awareness along with preserved arousal indicates VS,
or unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS), that is a synonym replacing a “VS”
term due to ethical considerations [2, 5, 6]. To cross the borderline between UWS/VS
and minimally consciousness state (MCS) the patient must be capable to reflect his
interaction with the environment. This may be low-level behavioural activity, such as
visual pursuit, localization of noxious stimuli or appropriate emotional reaction, or more
complex responses, e.g., command following, intelligible verbalization or discernible
attempts to communicate. Depending on the complexity of this non-reflexive acts MCS
is divided into the subcategories MCS “minus” and MCS “plus” [7]. The next level of
recovery, denoted as an emergence from MCS, is achieved when the patient regains the
ability to use the objects or communicate in a functional way [8]. Chances for recovery in
DOC decrease after first 2 years post-injury and may be higher in traumatic brain injury
and in patients who gain command following in early stages, with up to 35% patients
achieving independence after 10 years [9, 10]. Therefore, as DOC patients generally
maintain vital functions, their condition may remain unimproved for years and even
decades.

Recent development of research techniques and theoretical constructs, such as global
neuronal workspace theory and the integrated information theory, significantly promoted
the studies of DOC [11–15]. Exploring mechanisms of DOC led to several advances in
our understanding of neural correlates of consciousness, i.e., “theminimal set of neuronal
events that gives rise to a specific aspect of a conscious percept” [16].

2 Anatomical Abnormalities in Chronic DOC

Even early morphological studies of DOC established widespread lesions in the cerebral
hemispheres along with relatively spared brainstem structures as characteristic features
of UWS/VS [17]. While in traumatic brain injury typical pattern includes diffuse axonal
damage and ischaemic thalamic lesions [18, 19], in non-traumatic DOC diffuse corti-
cal laminar necrosis and multifocal cortical infarctions were often found [17, 20]. These
findings support thewidely accepted view that content of consciousness is determined by
the function of the thalamocortical system, while arousal is controlled by the ascending
reticular activating system and forebrain [21, 22]. Therefore, dysfunction or disconnec-
tion between these structures underlies clinical presentation of chronic DOC. Of note,
the pattern of abnormalities is less severe in MCS patients than in UWS/VS [23].
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Standard MRI data seen in prolonged DOC are also consistent with more signifi-
cant burden of abnormalities in UWS/VS than in MCS. T1-weighted MRI demonstrated
that DOC states are characterized by severe atrophy of the thalamus, basal ganglia, hip-
pocampus and basal frontal lobes, with clinical measures of awareness and wakefulness
associated with the degree of tissue atrophy within thalamic and basal ganglia nuclei,
respectively [24]. Typical patterns of MRI lesions (i.e., diffuse cortical atrophy, ven-
tricular enlargement, leukoaraiosis, degenerative lesions in the thalamus and brainstem)
were presented as a scale that allows classifying UWS/VS and MCS patients [25].

In a study exploiting brain volumetry DOC patients were characterized by smaller
regional brain volumes than healthy subjects, with atrophy of grey matter occurred
faster in UWS/VS compared to MCS [26]. White matter integrity studies using diffu-
sionMRI approaches (i.e., diffusion tensor imaging, DTI) demonstrated that in traumatic
brain injury corpus callosum lesions, namely fractional anisotropy measure, may reflect
levels of consciousness [27]. Post-anoxic DOC patients are characterized by more dis-
tributed white matter changes [28]. Levels of consciousness correlated with the integrity
of pathways between regions comprising default mode network (DMN; see below) and
the thalamus [29]. DTI results discriminated MCS and VS patients by abnormalities in
subcortical white matter and thalamic regions and successfully predicted clinical scores;
of note, no differences between VS and MCS were seen considering brainstem changes
[30]. Another diffusion MRI-based approach to measuring structural integrity, diffu-
sional kurtosis imaging, also demonstrated its utility in the assessment of microstruc-
tural changes in both white and grey brain matter in DOC [31, 32]. Novel approaches
to data analysis, such as machine learning, may increase the accuracy of classification
across various levels of consciousness (UWS/VS,MCS “minus”, andMCS “plus”) using
thalamocortical connectivity up to 84% [33].

3 Functional Neuroimaging in Chronic DOC

Functional neuroimaging methods rely on the assessment of brain activity via determin-
ing cerebral blood flow or cerebral metabolism. Positron emission tomography (PET)
uses radioactively-labelled molecules of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) to estimate glu-
cose uptake, that indirectly represents neural activity, or H215O to assess regional cere-
bral flow. PET-FDG studies demonstrated a reduction of global metabolism in UWS/VS
patients to 40%–50% compared to healthy and awake volunteers [34, 35]. In MCS
patients global metabolism level was significantly higher than in VS (55% vs. 42% of
normal values), that allowed differentiating between these two conditions [36]. How-
ever, recovery of consciousness was not necessarily associated with the restoration of
global metabolic activity [37]. Therefore, maintaining the global cerebral metabolism
at a certain level may be necessary but insufficient for the recovery of conscious-
ness, and restoration of awareness may be related to the level of global metabolism
in a nonlinear fashion. Studies of regional metabolism in UWS/VS patients indicated
decreased glucose uptake in a large-scale frontoparietal network [38], including the
medial association cortex (i.e., anterior cingulate/medial prefrontal cortex and posterior
cingulate/precuneus cortex) and the lateral association cortex (prefrontal and posterolat-
eral cortex) that are the components of DMN [38–40]. InMCS patients the frontoparietal
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networkmetabolismmight be partially preserved, while inUWS/VSmore homogeneous
decrease in cortical metabolism was demonstrated [36]. Recovery of consciousness was
shown to be accompanied by an increase of metabolism in the corresponding cortical
areas [37] and restoration of thalamocortical connectivity [41]. Therefore, preservation
of the widespread frontoparietal neural network and its connections to thalamic nuclei
is an essential prerequisite for consciousness.

Functional MRI (fMRI) assesses brain activity by measuring BOLD signal oscilla-
tions in response to a stimulus or in resting state. The latter approach has advantageswhen
applied in DOC patients as it does not require interaction, and allows to estimate func-
tional connectivity between brain regions [42]. Impairment of the connectivity within
several large-scale brain networks has been identified in DOC patients, with abnormali-
ties being more severe in UWS/VS than in MCS [43–46]. Specifically, the role of DMN
connectivity changes ni DOC has been studied extensively, as it is the most robust and
widely reproduced finding [46]. It has been established that abnormalities of connec-
tivity within the DMN are associated with the degree of clinical impairment [47] and
predict the outcome [48] in DOC.Whole-brain connectivity patterns have also been used
to estimate the degree of connectome disruption in UWS/VS and MCS [49, 50].

Activation fMRI studies using the auditory, visual or somatosensory paradigm are
aimed at detecting cortical responses to specific stimuli or instructions. In response
to auditory or noxious stimuli, UWS/VS patients demonstrated activation only at the
level of primary cortical areas, without the involvement of associative zones, in con-
trast to high-level cortical activation, seen in MCS [51, 52]. Higher-level activation
was also associated with a greater chance of recovery at long-term follow-up [53].
Experiments using cognitive fMRI paradigms, when the patient is instructed to imagine
some action, led to a discovery of the phenomenon of cognitive-motor dissociation, or
“covert consciousness”, i.e., near-normal fMRI activation pattern in patients lacking any
behavioural signs of purposeful motor activity [54–56]. A recent meta-analysis indicated
that the prevalence of cognitive-motor dissociation among DOC patients may approach
15% depending on the modality and paradigm used for testing [57]. Of note, recent
guidelines on the diagnosis of coma and prolonged DOC considered several functional
imaging techniques (PET, resting-state fMRI and active fMRI paradigms) as a part of
multimodal assessment in unresponsive patients [58].

4 Electrophysiological Studies in Chronic DOC

EEG and event-related potentials (ERP) are valuable tools for clinical and research pur-
pose inDOC. From the perspective ofmedical care, EEGplays a crucial role in the detec-
tion of epileptiform activity that may be seen in the absence of seizures. Visual analysis
of standard EEG, sleep EEG, quantitative analysis of high-density EEG and cognitive
ERP (P300) were also included in the recent diagnostic guidelines [58]. Detection of
reactivity to stimuli and the presence of elements of sleep on EEGmay indicate a higher
level of awareness and better prognosis. Spectral analysis of high-density EEG, assess-
ment of functional and effective connectivity may show differences between UWS/VS
and MCS patients [59], with machine learning algorithms for analysis seem promising
for this task [60, 61]. Furthermore, active EEG paradigms allow for the identification of
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cognitive-motor dissociation. P300, that is thought to be caused by activation of attention
and working memory, may discriminate UWS/VS and MCS; however, the sensitivity of
this method is low [62].

Recently, a theoretically based electrophysiological measure of consciousness, a per-
turbational complexity index (PCI), was introduced [63]. PCI is derived from the EEG
response to transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and measures the complexity of
the spatiotemporal pattern of TMS-triggered cortical activation. This approach allows to
assess functional differentiation and functional integration of thalamocortical networks,
that is considered to be an essential prerequisite for consciousness within the framework
of the integrated information theory [13, 64]. PCI is expected to be low when there is
the loss of integration between cortical areas or when the differentiation of responses
is low (i.e., perturbation elicit a stereotypic reaction in most areas). Conversely, PCI is
high if many integrated areas are affected with the perturbation and they produce dif-
ferentiated responses. PCI provided reproducible values when tested in healthy subjects
during wakefulness, dreaming, non-rapid eye movement sleep, and different levels of
pharmacological sedation [63]. An empirical threshold value of 0.31 was suggested to
discriminate between conscious and unconscious states, that was later confirmed in the
setting of chronic DOC, with the sensitivity of 94.7% in detecting MCS [65]. Consid-
ering its relevance at the individual subject level, TMS-EEG was acknowledged as a
part of a multimodal assessment of chronic DOC patients, according to recent diagnos-
tic guideline [58]. Several studies demonstrated congruence between the distribution of
PCI values and patterns of structural [66, 67] and metabolic [68] abnormalities in DOC
subjects, paving the way to more detailed the stratification of this category of patients.

5 Conclusion

Novel researchmethods applied to chronic DOC patients indicate structural and/or func-
tional disintegration of groups of neurons and neural networks, which blocks information
processing at the local level and interaction with network components. This manifests
as impaired cortical metabolism, disturbed structural and functional connectivity, and
poorly differentiated/disintegrated neuronal responses to external stimuli. It allows us to
characterize the state of conscious wakefulness as a complex, differentiated and highly
energy-consuming activity of neural networks in the thalamocortical system, supported
by the activating effects of parts of the brainstem and basal frontal lobe. This activity is
realized through dynamic neural ensembles and large-scale neural networks including
neurons of the prefrontal, parietal and cingulate cortex, and results in the processing of
incoming and existing information, and the formation of conscious perception.
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Abstract. Intraoperative brain mapping is an important step in performing neu-
rosurgery because it allows to spare the eloquent areas of the brain and increase
the post-operative life quality for patients. However, the gold standard - electrical
cortical stimulation - leads to seizures in up to 30% cases when language cortex is
mapped intraoperatively in epilepsy patients. Modern neurosurgery is facing the
need for a more innocuous method to intraoperatively map functionally critical
cortical zones.

The goal of this study is to create a setup for passive intraoperative functional
mapping, and to compare informativeness and safety of both mapping procedures.

We have created and tested a software and hardware setup for a high-resolution
passive ECoG-based eloquent cortex mapping in a neurosurgical setting. Also,
we have developed a mobile version of this platform that can be used in multiple
hospitals and operating rooms across the country. We found precise localization
of the Broca’s area overlapping by more than 90% with the results of electrical
cortical stimulation mapping in 3 out of 4 patients. In the fourth patient, the
language cortex was not localized in the resection area, and the patient did not
experience post-operative language deficiency.

Passive mapping of the Broca’s area is a safe alternative to direct electrical
stimulation. Further development of this approach includes mapping cortical acti-
vation in a patient in response to audited speech without the need to name the
objects which may allow for mapping under anesthesia.

Keywords: Electrocorticography · Intraoperative brain mapping · Electrical
cortical stimulation · Speech mapping · Broca’s area · Functional brain areas ·
Cortical mapping · High-frequency gamma activity

1 Introduction

In order to prevent permanent neurological deficit after a neurosurgical intervention, it is
necessary to gather highly precise information on the location of functionally significant
areas of the cortex. Such information is invaluable in the process of resection of the
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supratentorial gliomas and surgical treatment of patients with extratemporal forms of
pharmacoresistant epilepsy [1, 2].

In 1937, W. Penfield suggested measuring the location of the functional areas in the
brain using direct electrical stimulation of the cortex and evaluating the clinical symp-
toms triggered by such stimulation [3]. Since then neurosurgery has acquired tremendous
experience in applying electrical cortical stimulation (ECS), the parameters for stimuli
have been determined, as well as the frequency and structure of possible complications
of this investigative tool [4]. However, its usage remains limited due to the high risk of
seizure occurrence, which in language mapping can be as high as 30% [5].

In 2005, A. Sinai et al. suggested to examine the dynamics of high-frequency gamma
activity (HGA) oscillations using data received from electrocorticographic (ECOG)
recordings during picture naming as a biomarker for the Broca’s area in patients with
drug-resistant epilepsy and chronically implanted subdural electrode grids [6], and H.
Ogawa et al. [7] described the first attempt at applying passive language mapping in
neurosurgical conditions.

Our research objective is to test the functional intraoperative mapping setup that is
developed by us and compare accuracy and safety for passive versus active mapping of
the language areas.

2 Materials and Methods

We have developed a software and hardware system for passive mapping of functional
areas, which, combined with an innovative data processing algorithm, allows us to reli-
ably map brain areas supporting speech function both in patients during neurosurgery
and in patients with chronically implanted electrode grids. The hardware employed at
the first stage consisted of a personal computer, a signal amplifier, the system for neu-
rophysiologic experiments BE Plus, a microphone, and a tablet for picture presentation
(see Fig. 1c).

Usually, a 64-microelectrode grid with interelectrode distance of 3–5 mm is used for
mapping in our setup.Also,we record a signal fromamicrophone registering the patient’s
speech and a signal synchronizing presentation of pictures to the patient. Mathematical
data processing algorithm ranks electrode signals in accordancewith the likelihood of the
hypothesis that the activity registered is indeed functionally connected to the performed
naming task. The stimuli we present to patients include the battery of tests translated
into Russian and adapted for it by O. Dragoy et al. [8].

We implemented the following experimental procedure. The anesthesia was per-
formed in accordance with the protocol “asleep – awake – asleep”: the patient was
awakened only for themain operation stage. The opening of the duramater and electrode
grid placement took place after extracting the laryngeal mask airway and establishing
contact with the patient. The microelectrode grid was placed onto the surface of the cor-
tex where the language areas were supposedly located. The grid contained 64 electrodes
with interelectrode space of 5 mm (AD-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation, USA)
and was connected to the signal amplifier via a sterile cable connector L–DCL-64BDIN
(AD-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation, USA).

In order to determine the basic cortical rhythm before presenting the stimuli, we
recorded electrocorticography of rest for 300 s. The patient did not move, and absolute
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silencewasmaintained in the operating room.Thenext stage involvedpresenting pictures
to the patient using the tablet. The patient was shown alternately pictures of actions and
objects, with the interval of 400 ms between the pictures. In total, we utilized 30 pictures
previously selected by good reproducibility of answers.

Right after the passive mapping was finished, the electrode grid was removed from
the surface of the cortex, and the acquired results were analyzed by an algorithm of our
own development. The following operations were performed with the recorded signals:

1. Bandpass signal filtrationwith a filter with finite pulse response (128 samples length)
in the 60–80 Hz band [9];

2. Envelope calculation of the filtered process using Hilbert transform [9];
3. Identification of the regression model in order to predict the state code: 1 – action;

0 – rest. For this, the first half of the data envelope samples of rest and action states
were used.

4. As the criterion, the coefficient of determination – R2 - was used. The R2 coefficient
was calculated on the second half of the data. The coefficient valueswere then printed
on a color-coded grid (see Fig. 1d).

Simultaneously with the mathematical analysis of the HGA desynchronization pro-
cess, the ECS language mapping began in accordance with the classical W. Penfield
procedure. The same pictures were presented for the active mapping, and at the moment
of their presentation a bipolar probe was applied to the cortex surface near the supposed
language areas. The cortical stimulator was set to produce electric impulses with the fre-
quency of 50 Hz and duration of 4000 ms and the amperage of 10 mA. Any reproducible
interruption of naming an action or an object was considered a positive result and the
corresponding area was labeled, see the white frame in Fig. 1d.

Subsequently,wehave improved the systembycreating a partlywireless setup,which
now consists of a tablet (Samsung Galaxy Tab A 8.0 SM-T290), a signal amplifier, a
Wi-Fi modem (Asus WL-500W), and a laptop (Asus GL-502V). Thus, the laptop is
connected to the tablet through Wi-Fi, and the tablet is used for picture presentation.
The described setup demonstrates performance on the same level as the previous setup
but allows for greeted flexibility in a cluttered operational room.

Additionally, the new setup has allowed us to synchronize the timing of picture
presentationwith the ECoG signal, recorded through the amplifier. This provided uswith
a possibility to focus our analysis on the specific stages of the picture comprehension
and speech production process. The described framework in addition to providing vitally
importantmapping of the speechmotor cortex facilitates collection of the unique datasets
fostering fundamental research into uniquely human speech function.
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Fig. 1. a – The subdural electrode grid in the process of mapping. White rectangle encloses the
electrodes where HGA desynchronization was the most observable (see also d); b – The cortex
area where anomia occurred during ECS in accordance with the W. Penfield protocol. Both a and
b are the intraoperative pictures which show correlation between the ECOG & ECS mapping
results within a neurosurgical operation with awakening the patient. c – The setup for functional
mapping in intraoperative environment. d – An example of a graphical representation of the
bioelectrical HGA analysis. The white rectangle encloses the area determined by the Penfield’s
cortical stimulation procedure. The R2 values of the regression model fit to gamma envelope
profile are color-coded.

3 Results

In the course of the study, passive intraoperative speech mapping had been performed
on four patients and compared to the results of the gold standard – electrical cortical
stimulation mapping. All the attempts turned out to be successful: in three cases the
observed functional areas overlapped bymore than 90% (see Fig. 1a and 1b), in the fourth
case, neither of the methods revealed a language area in the region of the electrode grid,
and the subsequent resection did not lead to language function deficiency afterwards.

Thus, we acquired comparable results in both mapping techniques in all the cases. In
the patients in whom the Broca’s area was effectively localized, HGA desynchronization
during naming was detected under the electrodes compactly located in the area of the
size 1.5 × 2 cm in the lower segments of posterior frontal gyrus.
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We observed precise overlap between the naming area determined by the ECS map-
ping and the localization established by the passive ECOG mapping in these patients.
The points, stimulation of which caused anomia, were found in the area of the elec-
trodes under which the most significant desynchronization of the bioelectrical activity
was registered (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b).

4 Discussion

Identification of functional areas is an essential stage of any neurosurgical operation
involving the cerebral cortex. The method of ECS, suggested by W. Penfield in 1937
[5], allowed to explore the location of the functional areas in detail and establish the
functional map of the neocortex [11]. For a long time, ECS has remained the only way
to perform intraoperative mapping of the areas associated with language and motor
function. However, its major shortcoming is a high risk to induce an epileptic seizure
[11]. Whereas locating primary motor cortex areas situated in the precentral gyrus is
possible without awaking the patient [12], the same cannot be said about locating the
language areas, when the patient has to be awake in order to perform the mapping
procedure [10]. Nevertheless, a seizure attack can influence both mapping procedures.
During motor mapping, a seizure attack in response to ECS can only slower down the
process for the time necessary for the effect of the antiepileptic drugs to disappear, but
even in this case the postictal decrease in neuronal excitability can lead to false negative
results [12]. In case of language mapping, the patient’s awakening is a crucial part of the
procedure, therefore an occurrence of an epileptic seizure not relieved by spraying the
surface of the cortex with cold saline solution allows neither to continue cortex mapping
procedure nor to monitor the language function further in the process of the surgery [10].

In order to lower the frequency of ECS complications, M. Taniguchi et al. suggested
a method of monopolar stimulation via sequences of short electric impulses [13]. In
comparison to the method of W. Penfield, this method decreases the probability of a
seizure attack by half, however, it does not fully prevent it. S.M. Verst et al. analyzed
data from41patients and discovered similarity of the results between theECSprocedures
of M. Taniguchi andW. Penfield, although the latter still remains the gold standard [14].

Among other options for intraoperative functional mapping are functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) and navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) [15,
16]. However, the application of these methods is limited by the relatively low spatial
resolution of fMRI and lack of a uniform protocol for mapping language areas through
nTMS. Moreover, the most significant obstacle to wide implementation of the pre-
operative mapping methodology is the brain shift that occurs in response to craniotomy
[4].

Multiple studies showed that during movement, speech or analysis of incoming
information the most significant changes on electroencephalogram (EEG) appear in the
gamma band, whose frequency is higher than 30 Hz [17–19]. But this biomarker cannot
be properly put to use in clinical environment because of the low spatial resolution of
scalp EEG (which does not exceed 6 cm2) [20]. Implantation of subdural electrodes in
patients with drug-resistant epilepsy for preoperative preparation for resection of the
epileptogenic area allows to record ECOG, the spatial resolution of which is limited
only by the interelectrode space, because the electrodes lie directly on the brain surface.
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A. Sinai et al. demonstrated for thefirst time that itwas technically possible to perform
passive mapping of functional areas responsible for word production and articulation
using thedata onHGAdesynchronization in patientswith chronically implanted subdural
electrodes. Nonetheless, the method has not been accepted for wide application due to
lack of serially produced equipment and the fact that only patients with drug-resistant
epilepsy actually needed it [6].

In clinical practice, intraoperative functional mapping is in the great demand, and at
the moment it is commonly executed by means of ECS. If this procedure were replaced
with safer passive HGA desynchronization analysis via ECOG, it would significantly
alter the course of surgical intervention and increase the number of patients for whom
functional mapping would be possible.

The first attempt at passive speechmapping during craniotomy in conscious patients,
published by H. Ogawa et al. in 2014 [7] demonstrated the possibility to perform this
directly in the operating room, where the electromagnetic noise intensity is extremely
high due to all the surrounding equipment. In order to achieve this result, the authors
used an amplifier of their own development and electrodes with standard interelectrode
space, which limited the spatial resolution to 1 cm2.

For our work, we utilized the amplifier BE Plus (EB Neuro, Italy) that is serially
produced and accessible in Russian Federation. Signal processing was performed using
an original decryption algorithm, at first installed on a computer with the operating
system Windows. Later we installed it on a laptop with the screen diagonal of 17 in.,
which does not require any additional energy sources. This makes our setup mobile,
reproducible and potentially accessible by other labs and clinics.

We have first used a subdural grid with platinum electrodes and interelectrode space
of only 5 mm for passive intraoperative language mapping. This significantly exceeds
the theoretical resolution of ECS, which is limited by the distance between the branches
of the bipolar stimulator and the amount of electrical current accumulated on them,
growing in proportion to the current intensity.

Functional mapping based on the analysis of changes in bioelectrical activity con-
siderably simplifies the procedure and makes it absolutely innocuous even for patients
with high risk of epileptic seizures. Utilization of grids with lesser interelectrode space
increases the resolution for the acquired map of functional areas, which can potentially
allow to widen the resection area to their actual boundaries.

The method of high density passive functional mapping implemented by us looks
promising. It can be used for neurosurgical resections of the gliomas located near the
language centers of the brain. However, before it can be applied routinely additional
feasibility and congruence studies are needed.

5 Conclusion

We have implemented and tested a setup for passive intraoperative language mapping
that demonstrated comparable informativeness and high precision in comparison to the
classical ECS. Passive mapping of the functional area of the brain responsible for speech
production – the Broca’s area – is a safe alternative to direct electrical stimulation. It
can be performed within the neurosurgical operation that includes awaking the patient.
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However, further clarifying research of passive functional mapping of language and
sensorimotor functions is required.
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Abstract. Speech disfluencies are a notable component of natural discourse pro-
duction and comprehension that may play a role of signals that control the flow of
communication. Using task-based functional MRI, we examined how brain func-
tional connectivity changes when listeners encounter a disfluency. Participants
listened to fragments of audio recordings of natural discourse from the RUPEX
corpus while looking at the speaker’s photograph and being engaged in a referen-
tial task locking their attention on the narration. Using the intrinsic connectivity
contrast, as a measure for a data-driven approach, we found modified connectiv-
ity in different portions of the left parietal cortex in response to isolated phoneme
lengthenings or clustered disfluencies including phoneme lengthenings. Given the
important role of the parietal cortex in attention and sensory integration, our results
indicate promising targets for further studies of functional connectivity and neural
networks in speech disfluency perception. From a broader perspective our study
demonstrates how corpus linguistics and neuroimaging may join their efforts for
interdisciplinary research of the brain and language.

Keywords: Speech disfluency · Perception · fMRI · Functional connectivity

1 Introduction

Speech disfluencies are a notable component of natural discourse production and com-
prehension that may play a role of signals that control the flow of communication. For
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example, if a speaker hesitates while thinking about a better wording of their utterance,
the listenter may interpret this as evidence of speech planning difficulty and as a sig-
nal of possible moment of turn-taking in the conversation. While brain mechanisms of
fluent speech production and comprehension are the subject of intensive research in
neuroimaging, the neural circuitry underlying speech disfluencies is almost an unknown
territory with only a few attempts to chart it. From a speech production perspective,
Kircher et al. [1] showed that within-clause speech pauses result in greater activation
in the left tempoparietal junction compared to continuous speech. In speech perception,
Eklund and Ingvar [2] found that both filled and silent hesitation pauses elicit greater acti-
vation in the primary auditory cortex and the motor components of the speech network
in the listener’s brain compared to fluent speech, with extra activation of the supple-
mentary motor cortex (SMA) for filled vs. Silent pauses. In our recent pilot fMRI study
[3], we explored the perception of four types of isolated speech disfluencies and their
clusters annotated in the “Russian Pear Chats and Stories” corpus: silent pauses, filled
pauses (like uh and um), lengthenings (phoneme prolongation as a hesitation marker),
and self-repairs, or breaks (explicit corrections of an already started vocalization). We
found neural correlates for the perception of silent pauses, self-repairs, and three types of
disfluency clusters, mainly covering the extrastriate visual cortex, auditory and speech-
related temporal cortices, as well as the insula. The present fMRI study continues the
previous work with a larger sample and a different focus. For perception of the same
types of disfluency, we were looking for neural correlates in the connectivity rather than
the activation domain, that is, we tried to identify, using a data-driven approach, the
brain regions that demonstrated changes in their functional connectivity when listeners
encountered disfluencies compared to a fluent speech baseline.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Thirty right-handed native speakers of Russian (mean age 25 ± 5 y.o.; 12 males and 18
females) recruited from the Moscow academic community took part in the study. Data
from 14 participants were used for the brain activation analysis in [3]. No one reported
any contra-indications for the MRI procedure, nor were there any hearing problems
or any history of neurological or mental disease. All had either normal or corrected-to-
normal visual acuity. The studywas approved by the Interuniversity Ethics Committee of
Moscow. Participants gave written consent to the experimental procedures and received
financial compensation for their time and effort.

2.2 Equipment and Materials

As stimulusmaterials, we used fragments of the “Russian Pear Chats and Stories” corpus
(RUPEX; [4]). This corpus includes video recordings of natural communication between
four participants of an experiment who retell and discuss the so-called “Pear Film”which
was created by a research group of Wallace Chafe in the 1970s [5]. In the corpus, the
recordings are integrated with annotations of multiple communication channels such
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as intonation, manual gestures, eye movement, etc. Selection of the material for the
present experiment was based on the speech disfluency and verbal channel annotations.
Due to the slow dynamics of fMRI BOLD signal we selected discourse fragments that
lasted no less than 10 s and contained annotated speech disfluencies separated by at
least 2 s. The materials contained 154 disfluencies which were either isolated (7 silent
pauses, 46 filled pauses, 17 lengthenings, 25 self-repairs, or breaks, and 4 miscellaneous
disfluencies classified as ‘other’) or clustered (18 filled pause + lengthening, 9 filled
pause + self-repair, 8 filled pause + lengthening + self-repair, 3 lengthening + self-
repair, 17 ‘other’). Details of the speech disfluency classification and annotation as well
as material selection procedures are provided in [3].

To restrict potentially confounding information available to participants from the
other communication channels, the original video was removed and the audio recording
of each discourse fragment was accompanied by a static screenshot introducing the
speaker to the participants. Recordings of eight different speakers (male and female)
were used. Discourse fragments were separated by a silent black screen presented for
2 s. Video and audio stimuli were delivered to the participants lying in the magnet bore
with MRI-safe presentation equipment (InVivo display and custom headphones). The
stimulus presentation was controlled by the VLC player for MacOS.

2.3 Procedure

Participants were instructed and given a practice trial of the task outside the scanner.
During the structural and prior to the functional scanning, participants watched the “Pear
Film” video discussed in the conversations from the corpus. Then the stimuli sound level
was adjusted individually for each participant to make sure they felt comfortable but at
the same timewere able to distinctly hear the speech against the scanner noise. Fragments
of the discussion material from the corpus were organized into two sessions of about
10min each. Each session contained 4 trials of a referential task: instances of the pronoun
‘he’ in any form (on in Russian) accompanied by a red frame on the screen, to which
the participant had to respond by a button press indicating which movie character the
pronoun refers to. The task was introduced to guarantee participant attention to the
material without informing them about the central role of disfluencies in the study.

2.4 Neuroimaging Data Collection and Analysis

Neuroimaging was performed with the Philips 3T Ingenia scanner at the Mental Health
Research Center (Moscow, Russia). T2*-weighted functional images were collected
using the FFE EPI pulse sequence with TR/TE= 2500 ms/35 ms, 34 slices oriented par-
allel to AC/PC plane and 3.2 mm isotropic voxels. Per participant, 267 and 271 volumes
were acquired from the first and the second session respectively; 3 extra volumes from
the beginning of each session were discarded. Additionally, the T1-weighted structural
images were acquired (TFE sequence, TR/TE/FA = 8 ms/4 ms/8°, 170 near-transverse
slices, 1-mm isotropic voxels) as well as two SE EPI sequences with opposite directions
of the phase encoding (AP vs. PA) and with the same slice prescription and voxel reso-
lution as the functional images; these volumes were further used for the calculation of a
fieldmap.
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The fMRI data were preprocessed with SPM12, FSL5.0.9 and Conn toolbox 17a;
functional connectivity was analyzed using Conn. Preprocessing included slice timing
correction, motion and inhomogeneity artifact correction, spatial coregistration of the
functional and structural images, spatial normalization to the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space, spatial smoothing of the functional images with FWHM 8× 8×
8 mm, ART-based scrubbing, aCompCor and temporal high-pass filtering ([0.008 Inf]).

Eachdisfluency typewasmodelled as a separate condition. Lengthening+ self-repair
clusters were not included in the final analysis because they were represented by only 3
events. The fluent speech condition was modelled explicitly as 12 events per participant
(elementary discourse units were selected in the middle of at least 10-s intervals between
the two consecutive disfluency events). Normalized intrinsic connectivity contrast (ICC)
was used as a data-driven measure of connectivity and was computed for each voxel.
Each type of disfluency was compared to the fluent speech explicit baseline with a T-
contrast for a GLMmodel (9 comparisons). The number of invalid scans per subject was
included into each group model to control for possible residual effects of head motion.
Clusters of voxels showing significant between-condition differences in ICC (p< 0.005
voxelwise, pFDR < 0.006 = 0.05/9 clusterwise) were included in the final results.

Fig. 1. Region in the left parietal cortex (anterior supramarginal gyrus) demonstrating greater
ICC for isolated Lengthening > Fluent Speech. N = 30, p < 0.005 voxelwise, pFDR < 0.006 =
0.05/9 clusterwise.

3 Results

Functional connectivity changes in speech disfluency versus fluent speech perception
were obtained for three out of nine conditions. A cluster in the left anterior supramarginal
gyrus (1755 mm3, center of mass at −60; −31; 47) demonstrated stronger functional
connectivity with the rest of the brain during perception of lengthenings (Fig. 1). Clus-
tered disfluency combining lengtheningwith filled pauses (Fig. 2) and lengthening, filled
pauses, and self-repairs (Fig. 3) showed greater connectivity in the left superior parietal
lobule and precuneus bilaterally (1890 mm3, c.o.m. at 3; −43; 50) and weaker connec-
tivity in the left superior parietal lobule and precentral gyrus (1701 mm3, c.o.m. at−42;
−43; 59), respectively.
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Fig. 2. Region in the left parietal cortex (superior parietal lobule) demonstrating greater ICC
for disfluency clusters of Lengthening and Filled Pauses > Fluent Speech. N = 30, p < 0.005
voxelwise, pFDR < 0.006 = 0.05/9 clusterwise.

Fig. 3. Region in the left parietal cortex (left superior parietal lobule and precentral gyrus) demon-
strating decreasing ICC for disfluency clusters of Lengthening, Filled Pauses and Self-Repairs vs.
Fluent Speech. N = 30, p < 0.005 voxelwise, pFDR < 0.006 = 0.05/9 clusterwise.

4 Discussion

Notably, all of the functional connectivity changes revealed in the present study impli-
cated lengthening (although in different combinations with other types of speech disflu-
ency) and different portions of the left parietal cortex. Since the parietal cortex is included
in networks underlying different aspects of information processing and cognitive con-
trol, speculative interpretation of the present findings seems to be premature since it may
vary from relatively low-level (i.e., phoneme lengthenings result in increasing load of the
phonological component of working memory which engages the parietal cortex) to rela-
tively high-level (i.e., speech disfluencies may serve as attention-reorienting signals that
are important for conversational turn-taking, and the attention-reorienting system also
engages the parietal cortex). Given that the current analysis implemented a data-driven
rather than hypothesis-driven approach, our results indicate some promising targets for
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further studies of the functional connectivity and neural networks in speech disfluency
perception. From a broader perspective our study demonstrates how corpus linguistics
and neuroimaging may join their efforts for interdisciplinary research of the brain and
language.
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Abstract. Visual cognition relies on a distinct type of eye movements called
saccades. The cerebellum is important for all types of eye movements and gaze
fixation stability and is involved in cognitive functions. In our previous research,
we reported oculomotor deficits in cerebellar patients: unstable gaze fixation,
incorrect hypermetric (‘overshooting’) saccades, increased trajectory of scanpath
while examining the picture. The purpose of current research was to investigate
the relations between eye movement parameters and visual attention and working
memory in children who had undergone cerebellar tumor treatment. 55 children
(age 9–17, mean = 12.0 ± 3.2) participated in the experiment. The subjects per-
formed oculomotor (3 tasks, using Arrington eye tracker) and cognitive (4 tests,
CANTAB) assessment. We found that gaze fixation stability correlated positively
with the speed of RVP completion (p< 0.001) and negatively with the number of
solved tasks in SOC (p= 0.018). Proportions of accurate visually guided saccades
positively correlated with number of remembered elements in SWM (p= 0.019).
Proportion of hypermetric saccades positively correlatedwith the number of errors
in RVP (p = 0.009). In visual search task, trajectory length (scanpath) positively
correlated with proportion of errors in SWM (p = 0.003), longer response times
in RVP (p < 0.001) and smaller number of remembered elements in SSP (p =
0.023). Thus, oculomotor deficits resulting from cerebellar dysfunction are proved
to be accompanied by cognitive deficits such as sustained attention disturbance
and visuospatial working memory capacity decrease. These findings contribute to
our understanding of visuomotor cognitive behavior mechanisms and may result
in introduction of additional rehabilitation procedures for patients with cerebellar
dysfunction.
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1 Introduction

Close interactions between eye movements and visual cognition have been shown in
numerous reports originating from different fields of neuroscience [1, 2]. Visual cogni-
tion relies on a distinct type of eyemovements called saccades to focus objects of interest
on the fovea. Saccades, gaze fixations and their parameters are controlled by a compli-
cated hierarchically organized saccadic system consisting of a complex of cortical areas
and subcortical nuclei [3] as well as parts of the cerebellum [4].

The cerebellum is important for all types of eyemovements andgazefixation stability.
The oculomotor cerebellum, consisting of the fastigial nuclei and dorsal vermis (lobules
VI and VII), plays a major role in saccade processing, adaptation and controls their
accuracy. In addition, cerebellum is involved in the smooth initiation of the eye chase, the
horizontal eye alignment and the processing of vergence [5, 6]. Pathologies of different
parts of cerebellum, particularly of cerebellar nuclei, disturb saccade execution, fixations
and other types of eye movements [7].

For a long time, cerebellumwas believed to be involved in bodymovements only [8].
Later multiple connections between cerebellum and different cortical structures such
as premotor, prefrontal and posterior parietal areas were discovered, and cerebellum
involvement in cognitive processes was shown both in animals and humans [9–11].
Therefore, cerebellum plays a central role in the functioning of not only motor, but also
cognitive system [12]. However, how correct this theory is and exactly what contribution
the cerebellum makes to cognitive processes remains unclear [13].

The contribution of the cerebellum to cognitive function was revealed by Schmah-
mann J. D. He examined patients with cerebellar lesions and described ‘cerebellar cog-
nitive affective syndrome’, thus showing cerebellar involvement in cognitive processes
[14]. This disorder affects cognitive control of executive functions, especially work-
ing memory, attention, planning, verbal fluency, spatial cognition, language, and causes
overall cognitive decrease. It is frequent for common types of childhood cancer – medul-
loblastoma and astrocytoma.Medulloblastomas and astrocytomas account for more than
10% of all brain tumors in children. These tumors are located exclusively in the pos-
terior fossa. Medulloblastomas and high-grade astrocytomas always require combined
treatment consisting of surgery and radiation therapy [15]. Advances in medicine allow
more children to get better, but the long-term effects of cancer treatment are poorly
understood [16], and the number of children diagnosed with cancer is growing every
year. Therefore, the study of the cerebellum on oncological models is of both theoretical
and practical significance [17].

Cerebellar involvement in cognitive processes is currently being widely studied,
and patients with cerebellar tumors are reported to have visuospatial perception and
attention deficits [18], as well as impairments in working memory [19]. Moreover, in
our previous research, we reported deficits in gaze fixation and execution of saccades,
both visually guided and voluntary, in children with cerebellar tumors [20, 21]. Unstable
gaze fixation, incorrect hypermetric (‘overshooting’) saccades were found in cerebellar
patients, as well as increased trajectory of scanpath while examining the picture. We
propose that visual attention and visual working memory are constantly interacting. As
a result, the efficiency of their functioning depends on the integrity and coherence of
the oculomotor system and adequate attention control [22]. Thereby, the purpose of
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our research was to investigate the relations between eye movement parameters and
visual attention and working memory in children who had undergone cerebellar tumor
treatment.

2 Materials and Methods

55 children patients (61% males; age 9–17, mean = 12.0 ± 3.2) earlier subjected to
treatment of posterior fossa tumors participated in the experiment. 35 children (64%)
were diagnosed with medulloblastoma, 20 (36%) children - with astrocytoma (mostly
low-grade). They were staying at the Clinical Research Rehabilitation Center (Chechov,
Russia) when the experiment was conducted. The time of remission was 48.1 ± 35.5
months. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of Dmitry Rogachev
NationalMedical Research Center of Pediatric Hematology, Oncology and Immunology
(protocol number 8e/13-17 of 27.10.2017) and was run in accordance with the principles
of Helsinki’s declaration.

We analyzed oculomotor behavior and cognitive processes of the subjects. Oculo-
motor assessment consisted of three separate tasks: 1) gaze holding (to fix gaze at static
stimulus), 2) visually guided saccades (VGS, to execute saccades to presented object),
3) visual search (to count objects). To determine gaze fixation stability, we computed
ellipse approximations (in square degrees) of all gaze positions for every subject in gaze
holding test using least squares method. In VGS test we determined the proportions (%)
of accurate and hypermetric saccades (with the amplitude more than 10% larger than
the required). In visual search test we computed the time of execution (s) and scan-
path (degrees). Eye movements were recorded at 60 Hz using Arrington eye tracker
(Arrington Research, Inc., USA).

Cognitive assessment consisted of four subtests assessing visual system performance
quality from the CANTAB computerized neurocognitive tests system (Cambridge Cog-
nition Ltd, UK). To assess sustained attention, the RVP (Rapid Visual Information Pro-
cessing) test was performed (number of errors during test executing and response times
(ms) were determined). To assess visual working memory, the SSP (Spatial Span) and
SWM (Spatial Working Memory) tests were used. In SSP the number of elements
retained in working memory was recorded, in SWM - number of errors during test
executing. To evaluate spatial planning, the SOC (Stockings of Cambridge) test was
performed (the number of solved task was determined). We used Spearman coefficient
to evaluate correlation between oculomotor parameters and cognitive characteristics in
subjects.

3 Results

We found that gaze fixation stability correlated positively with the speed of RVP test
completion (r = 0.458, p< 0.001, Fig. 1) and negatively with the number of solved tasks
in SOC (r = −0.341, p = 0.018). Bigger sizes of ellipse area reflected more unstable
gaze fixation and were related to longer response times in sustained attention test and
smaller number of solved tasks in spatial planning test.
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Fig. 1. Correlation between gaze fixation stability (size of ellipse’s area, sq. degrees) and time of
RVP test completion.

According to VGS test, the proportions of accurate visually guided saccades posi-
tively correlated with number of remembered elements in SSP (r = 0.365, p = 0.019).
In contrast, proportion of hypermetric saccades positively correlated with the number of
errors in RVP (r = 0.416, p= 0.009, Fig. 2). Thus, better visuospatial memory capacity
and better performance in sustained attention test were related to higher accuracy of
saccades.
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Fig. 2. Correlation between hypermetric saccade proportion and the numbers of errors in RVP
test.

In visual search task, trajectory length (scanpath) positively correlated with errors
in SWM test (r = 0.414, p = 0.003, Fig. 3), longer response times in RVP test (r =
0.524, p < 0.001) and smaller number of remembered elements in SSP (r = −0.324,
p = 0.023). Moreover, visual search task execution time negatively correlated with the
number of solved tasks in SOC (r = −0.335, p = 0.028). Hence, disturbances in visual
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search were reflected in greater execution time and longer scanpath due to difficulties in
visual spatial working memory, sustained attention and planning.
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Fig. 3. Correlation between scanpath during visual search and the numbers of errors in SWM
test.

4 Discussion

In this work we studied interactions between saccadic system functioning and visual
cognition processes in children earlier subjected to cerebellar tumors treatment. Tumor
process itself and subsequent treatment lead to injuries of oculomotor cerebellar regions
and their interconnections to different cortical areas. Oculomotor deficits resulting from
cerebellar dysfunction are proved to be accompanied by cognitive deficits such as sus-
tained attention disturbance, visuospatial working memory capacity decrease and worse
spatial planning.These results correspond to previous research revealed cognitive impair-
ments in patients with cerebellar lesions [14, 16, 18]. The mechanism of cerebellar con-
tributions to executive functions appears to be a part of interest [13]. In some studies, it
was shown that one saccade is analogous to an element in working memory. An increase
in the number of elements of working memory leads to a decrease in the accuracy of
the answer [23]. Saccades, attention and working memory can be thought of as a single,
interconnected system [24]. Saccades are very rapid eye movements that create a com-
plete image of an object [25]. At the same time, the number of partial images of a visual
stimulus generated during fixations after saccades is limited, and most of them are lost
in preparation of a general image. Thus, saccadic impairments caused by lesions of ocu-
lomotor centers in cerebellar vermis and lobules, may result in errors in memorization,
processing and visual cognition.
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5 Conclusions

These findings contribute to our understanding of visuomotor cognitive behavior mecha-
nisms andmay lead to in introduction of additional rehabilitation procedures for patients
with cerebellar dysfunction. In addition, the presented data contributes to the under-
standing of the relations between working memory attention and visuomotor systems.
When planning rehabilitation programs, a comprehensive assessment of these functions
is necessary, and rehabilitation process will benefit from such an integrated approach.
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Abstract. P300 wave is associated with working memory update, allocation of
attention resources, and decision making. Numerous studies have consistently
revealed P300 abnormalities in schizophrenia making it a promising neurophys-
iological state and trait marker. The aim of the current paper was to revalidate
P300 meaning in schizophrenia as well as to analyze its associations with brain
structure and function as revealed by neuroimaging. The findings did not sup-
port the wave anomalies. The correlations of P300 with current psychopathology,
neuroleptic medication as well as with prefrontal cortex thickness and subcortical
structures morphometry and diffusion parameters were non-significant. The pilot
study has revealed the relationships between P300 amplitude and functional con-
nectivity between parietal and anterior cingulate subcomponents of fronto-parietal
neuronal circuit, however, the inconsistent nature of correlations requires further
research.

Keywords: Auditory P300 · Schizophrenia ·MRI

1 Introduction

Among event-related potential (ERP) subcomponents, an auditory oddball P300 is one
of the most extensively examined in studies of schizophrenia. The wave is associated
with cognitive processes, which have been shown to be impaired in the disease, namely
working memory update, allocation of attention resources, and decision making [1].
On the other hand, it is originated from multiple generators located in the superior
temporal gyrus, temporal-parietal junction, prefrontal and cingulate cortex, thalamus,
and hippocampus [2] – key brain elements affected by schizophrenia. Numerous studies
have consistently revealed auditory P300 abnormalities in schizophrenia [3] making it a
promising neurophysiological marker in biological psychiatry. Our previous studies also
supported the findings on P300 reduction and/or prolongation in the disease indicative
of deviations in corresponding brain structures and psychophysiological processes [4,
5]. Furthermore, the similarity of data to those in family high risk groups assumed
endophenotype nature of these P300 anomalies [6].

Now, since more than ten years, P300 in schizophrenia merits attention again.
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A hypothesis arose that the contemporary psychiatry focus on cognitive abnormal-
ities and appearance of antipsychotic medication more targeted to an improvement of
cognition probably led to derangement of P300 role as a state and trait neurophysiological
marker in schizophrenia.

In line to speculations above, the findings on the lack of P300 abnormalities have
lately emerged in schizophrenia patients with very prolonged illness duration [7].

Another edge that must be considered is the hierarchy of associations between
P300 and structural and other functional brain parameters as collected via neuroimaging
modalities.

Hence, the aim of the current paper was to revalidate P300 meaning in schizophrenia
in newly collected samples as well as to analyze its associations with brain structure and
function as revealed by MRI.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Out of the subjects pool collected for the decades (265 medicated patients with
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder and non-psychotic patients at ultra-high risk of
psychosis [UHR]), and 123 mentally healthy subjects without family loading by mental
disorders) we have chosen the samples of those who underwent both ERP and high field
(3T) MRI examination during the last years.

All subjects were right-handed males aged from 16 to 30 years. Except for a few
subjects, all patients were on medication.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Mental health research
center, and conformed to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association for
experiments involving humans. All participants signed an informed consent form.

2.2 Auditory Oddball ERP Recording

The standard auditory oddball ERPwas done onNeuroKM(Russia) system. The subjects
were binaurally presented (via earphone) with pseudorandomized mixture of non-target
(1000 Hz, P= 80%) and target (2000 Hz, P= 20%) stimuli. They were instructed to sit
with eyes closed and push button by thumb of right hand in response to target stimuli and
ignore the non-targets. EEG was recorded in 16 leads (10–20 system) with reference to
linked ears leads, in 0.3–70 Hz range (with off-line filtration to 1.6–30 Hz band). Thirty
artifact-free epochs containing correctly recognized targets were analyzed. P300 was
determined as the largest positive wave in poststimulus interval of 280–450 ms (in F7,
F3, F4, F8, T3, C3, CZ, C4, T4, P3, PZ, P4 leads).

The analyses comprised intergroup ANOVA comparison (with Bonferroni post-hoc
correction; schizophrenia patients [n = 41] vs at ultra high risk patients [n = 30] vs
mentally healthy subjects without family loading [n = 41]) as well as the analysis of
correlations of P300 with psychopathology (PANSS scores), age of illness onset and
illness duration in patients with schizophrenia (n = 41). Also the correlations were
obtained between neurophysiological parameters and structural, diffusion, and resting-
state functional MRI data.
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2.3 MRI

MRIexaminationwas doneon3TPhillipsAchievaor Ingenia (theNetherlands) scanners.
The modalities that will be discussed in the present paper comprised structural (cortical
thickness), diffusion-weighted (probabilistic tractography), and resting-state fMRI.

Structural MRI. TheT1-weighted imageswere analyzedusing theFreeSurfer software
[8] to provide detailed participant-specific anatomical information. In addition to the
volume-based reconstructions, FreeSurfer produces vertex-based models of the cortical
surface in the native anatomical space [9–12]. The vertex positions were adjusted such
that the surface followed the T1 intensity gradient between the cortical WM and grey
matter. Smoothness constraints allowed the surface to cut through a voxel to provide
subvoxel (sub-millimeter) accuracy of the surface location [13]. As a result of structural
image processing, the cortical thickness at each vertex along each subject’s brain surface
were quantified. The correlational analysis between P300 and cortical thickness and
subcortical volumes was done in 41 first-episode patients with schizophrenia.

Diffusion-Weighted MRI. The DW-MRI data were analyzed using the TRACULA
package [14], which uses global probabilistic tractography and incorporates anatomical
priors derived from structural MR images. The overall workflow is comprised of two
stages: 1) processing of T1-weighted images to obtain cortical parcellation and subcorti-
cal segmentation using the FreeSurfer software ; and 2) preprocessing of DW-MRI data,
“ball-and-stick” diffusion modelling , and reconstruction of 18 pathways with computa-
tion of the fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean (MD), radial (RD) and axial diffusivities
(AD) for each tract. The correlational analysis between P300 and white matter tracts
diffusion characteristics was done in 23 first-episode patients with schizophrenia.

Resting-State fMRI. T2*-weighted images were obtained via EPI sequence. During
the scanning (5 min), the participants were asked to lie motionless with open eyes,
fix their gaze on a white cross in the center of grey field presented with special MR-
safe monitor, and to avoid consistent thinking about one topic during the period of
scanning. Pre-processing of the acquired images was conducted via SPM12 (https://
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/). Further processing of resting-state fMRI
data was carried out using CONN-fMRI toolbox 17.b (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/
conn).Head-motion artifacts andphysiological noisewere corrected. Thenweperformed
the analysis of functional connectivity between regions of interest (ROIs; ROI-to-ROI
analysis). A set of ROIs comprised of frontoparietal network nodes was taken from the
functional atlas [16]. Frontoparietal network was chosen as its within- and between-
network dysconnectivity is a prominent neurophysiological marker of schizophrenia
[17] and the circuit was found to be closely associated with P300 generation [18].

The pilot analysis was done in 13 first-episode patients with schizophrenia. By using
general linear model with random effects, we looked for correlations between P300
parameters and the functional connectivity between components of the frontoparietal
network separately in each hemisphere (p < .05, false discovery rate [FDR] corrected
over the total number of connections included in the analysis).

https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn
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3 Results and Discussion

Between-group analysis revealed significant (p < 0.05) increase in P300 latency pro-
longation in F8, C4 in UHR group compared to healthy controls, whereas patients with
schizophrenia demonstrated intermediate values. The correlations between P300 and
PANSS (positive, negative and summarized scores) as well as illness duration and age of
onset did not reach the level of significance. Also, no significant correlations were found
betweenP300 amplitudes and latencies anddaily dose of neuroleptics (in chlorpromazine
equivalent).

So, the absence of significant differences by P300 between schizophrenia patients
and mentally healthy subjects challenges the usefulness of this ERP component as a
marker of illness mechanisms.

Non-significant correlations with clinical parameters doubt that P300 parameters are
state-dependent. Such negative results seem a robust finding and are due to a number of
reasons [19]. In our study, an additional factor can be a clinically stable remitted state
which contributed to normalization of psychophysiological processes.

There were no significant correlations between P300 and prefrontal cortex thickness,
volumes of subcortical structures or white matter diffusion characteristics. These find-
ings correspond to the results of some other multimodal studies that also find no such
structural-functional associations [20]. One speculative interpretation is that such ERP
measures may be associated with a complex system of structural and functional char-
acteristics, rather than directly correlating with structural variability in separate cortical
regions or white matter fascicles.

However, in the first-episode patients, P300 amplitudes in Pz negatively correlated
with functional connectivity between parietal and anterior cingulate subcomponents of
fronto-parietal neuronal circuit in the right hemisphere, while P300 amplitude in F8
positively correlated with connectivity between the same ROIs in the left hemisphere.
Li et al. [21] applied event-related EEG-fMRI and found that healthy participants with
higher P300 amplitude demonstrated decreasing connectivity when the brain switched
from rest to oddball task, and vice versa. According to these results, our data might
possibly mean that patients with more pronounced P300 amplitude in parietal areas need
less additional brain resources for executive functions in mind-wandering. At the same
time, inverse (i.e., positive) correlation between P300 amplitude in F8 and functional
connectivity in frontoparietal network remains unclear. In any case, associations between
P300 parameters and functional connectivity in resting-state fMRI in schizophrenia
require further studies with larger samples.

So, our latest findings emphasize the fact on seemingly “normal” (or normalized)
P300 parameters in quite significant percent of patients with schizophrenia. However,
whether the core neurophysiological mechanisms remain abnormal should be a subject
of further studies. Unexpectedly, the neurophysiological marker had few correlations
with neuroimaging data (except for those with resting-state fMRI). This strongly adds
to the functional-structural brain considerations in schizophrenia.

The work was supported by RFBR grants 20-013-00748 and 18-013-01214.
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Abstract. Basal ganglia electrophysiological oscillations are extensively stud-
ied. While beta oscillations are considered to contribute to motor dysfunction in
Parkinson’sDisease (PD), alpha oscillations havenot been the focus of researchers.
This study was inspired by observing stable oscillations in the alpha range dur-
ing deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgeries in Parkinsonian patients. Hence, we
aimed to investigate the role of alpha oscillations in motor performance of PD.We
recorded local field potentials during DBS surgeries. We identified alpha and beta
oscillation peaks and their localization, sensitivity to motor tests, and correlation
between the oscillation power in both bands with symptoms severity on the con-
tralateral side of the body. The alpha oscillation area was located ventrally to the
beta oscillation area. Beta, but not alpha oscillations were sensitive to voluntary
movements. Alpha oscillations were associated with a more severe bradykinesia
score on the contralateral side of the body.Wemay conclude that alpha oscillations
may interfere with motor performance in a different manner than beta. The high
stability of alpha oscillations may contribute to both the insensitivity to motor
tests and manifestation of bradykinesia.

Keywords: Basal ganglia · Parkinson’s disease · Subthalamic nucleus ·
Microelectrode recordings · Alpha oscillations

1 Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative movement disorder that is caused by
basal ganglia dysfunction due to dopaminergic deficiency. Three decades ago, Albin and
Delong proposed a model, stating that dopamine depletion causes insufficient activation
of the prokinetic direct pathway from the striatum to the internal globus pallidus, along
with insufficient inhibition of the indirect antikinetic pathway [1]. However, now it is
widely assumed that basal ganglia dysfunction affects not only firing rate, but also firing
pattern, in particular extensive neuronal synchronization and pathological oscillations
in the basal ganglia structures [2].
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Commonly, rhythmic activity is split into several oscillation ranges, including theta,
alpha, beta and gamma bands. Usually, the oscillation range limits are defined as 4–8 Hz
for theta, 8–12 (or 13) Hz for alpha, 12 (or 14)-30 Hz for beta and 30–60 Hz for gamma
bands. Oscillations in PD have been studied extensively, with special attention being
paid to the theta range, which is correlated with tremor and the beta range, which is
linked to other motor symptoms of PD. In several reports, the borders of the oscillation
bands are shifted to widen the ranges in focus: some researchers view theta and alpha
ranges together, expanding the border of the low frequency range in view to 10 Hz [3]
or even 12 Hz [4]. In other cases, one may see an opposite approach, when the whole
alpha range or some part of it is merged with the beta range [2, 5]. Although this shifting
the borders of the range limits may be useful in some respects, it still needs careful
investigation and justified scientific reasons to move the oscillation ranges to any level
and in either direction. To date, these arbitrary shifts in the range limits may confuse
and complicate the interpretation of the data from different reports, rather than improve
our understanding of the pathophysiological changes in the basal ganglia network.

Currently, LFP oscillations in the basal ganglia network in the beta range are consid-
ered as being implicated in pathophysiological changes in the subthalamic nucleus (STN)
in PD. Several studies have reported that oscillations in the beta range may contribute to
clinical signs of PD [6–8] and are sensitive to voluntary movements [9, 10]. Oscillations
in the theta range are commonly associated with tremor [11]. In basal ganglia studies,
the alpha oscillation range is rarely examined as an isolated band. Commonly, the alpha
range is not in the focus of studies of STN neurophysiological activity in PD patients,
which search for a link between motor impairment in PD and oscillatory activity in the
basal ganglia. We have not found reports concerning the features of alpha oscillations
in STN motor regions and the possible implications of alpha band activity in motor
processing in the STN.

This study was inspired by observing very stable rhythmic activity in the alpha range
during deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgeries in PD patients. The aim of this study was
to describe and explore the features of alpha and beta oscillations and localization of
these two types of rhythmic activity.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Patients

Thirty-one Parkinsonian patients (18 females and 13males, 36–66 years old) participated
in this study. LFP recordings were collected in 2017–2018 in the Burdenko Centre for
Neurosurgery during DBS surgeries. All the recordings were performed in the awake
state under local anaesthesia. Preoperatively, patients were withdrawn frommedications
overnight. The details for all procedures were carefully explained to the participants
before the operation. All participants gave their written informed consent. The study
protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee, in agreement with the Declaration
of Helsinki.

All the patients underwent a neurological examination before the surgery to assess
the severity of motor symptoms according to unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale
(UPDRS). Clinical data for the patients are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Architecture and parameter details of the proposed network.
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2.2 Procedure and Data Collection

Microelectrode recordings (MER) were performed during surgeries to localize the bor-
ders of the subthalamic nucleus for the proper implantation of the stimulating electrode.
Before the operation, patients underwent Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with a
fixed stereotactic frame using T1 and T2 weighted sequences on a Signa Horizon Speed
1.5T scanner (GeneralElectric). The individual target coordinateswere assessedbasedon
MRI images using the stereotactic planning stationLeksellGSurgiplanSoftware (Elekta,
Sweden). The electrode was placed 10mm above the target and immersed by increments
of 0.1–0.3 mm along the trajectory, using the NeuroNav system (AlphaOmega, Israel).
LFP recordings were performed with a sampling rate of 712 Hz.

In 11 cases, patients were asked to perform movements during the DBS surgeries.
There were two types of tests: we asked patients to contract the fist and to move the
foot contralaterally to the site of microelectrode recording. During the procedure, an
electromyography (EMG) signal from the finger flexors and anterior tibialis muscle
were recorded to control for the fist and foot movements.

2.3 Data Analysis

LFP Processing. We performed the analysis of LFP recordings using Neuroexplorer
software. LFP recordings were pre-filtered using a 50 Hz notch filter. The segments of
LFP recordings at rest and during hand or foot movements were analysed separately. In
order to assess the level of rhythmic activity in different frequency ranges, we calculated
the mean value of the power spectra density (PSD) in given frequencies (8–12, 12–20,
20–30, 30–60 Hz), and also the maximal values of the spectra (peak amplitudes) in the
given frequencies.

We tested the amplitude of the alpha and beta peaks along with motor symptoms for
the contralateral side of the body. Mixed effect models were applied to test the influence
of bradykinesia, rigidity and tremor severity on oscillation levels in both bands.

The strength of oscillation was assessed based on maximal values and mean values
of PSD spectra in given frequency ranges.We localized the position of the alpha and beta
oscillations using maximal values of oscillations in 8–12 and 12–20 Hz across patients.
To assess the influence of motor sign severity on the level of oscillations in the alpha
and low and high beta bands, we measured the mean of power spectral values in given
frequencies (8–12, 12–20 and 20–30 Hz, respectively).

Lead-DBS Analysis. To study whether alpha and beta oscillations have any differences
in localization,wedefined the coordinates of the peaks usingLead-DBSsoftware (https://
lead-DBS.org) withinMATLAB2016b (TheMathWorks, USA). The sites withmaximal
values in alpha (8–12 Hz) and beta (12–30Hz) frequencies extending to 90% quartiles of
the whole data set values were localized along fitted electrode trajectories. For each site,
x, y and z coordinates were assessed in dorso-ventral, latero-medial and anterio-posterior
directions, respectively.

Statistical analysis of the datawas performed usingR (https://cran.r-project.org). The
differences in the localization of alpha and beta peaks was measured using generalized
linear model fitting. The sensitivity to voluntary movements was tested by applying a

https://lead-DBS.org
https://cran.r-project.org
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paired t-test. To measure the association of intensity of oscillations to the motor signs of
Parkinsonism, we applied mixed effect models with the hemisphere of LFP recording
acting as a random factor.

3 Results

We collected and analyzed 701 LFP recordings from 56 hemispheres with particular
attention to oscillations in alpha and beta range. The specific activity in the alpha range
had a peak frequency between 10 and 12 Hz, which differed from beta activity, which
was not so stable and usually had a higher peak frequency, ranging from 15 to 25 Hz.We
found 64 LFP recordingswith an alphamaximal amplitude value above 2%of PSD (90%
quantile for maximal alpha amplitude in our data set was 1.89) and 70 LFP recordings
with a low beta maximal amplitude above 1.5% of PSD (90% quantile for maximal alpha
amplitude in our data set was 1.49) on the PSD plots. Among them, 23 LFP recordings
had simultaneous alpha and low beta peaks in the power spectrum.

Examples of LFP spectrograms with alpha, beta, and coexisting alpha and beta
oscillations are shown at Fig. 1.

3.1 Localization of Alpha and Beta Peaks

First, we analyzed the localization of the most prominent oscillation peaks using Lead-
DBS software. We assessed for statistical differences in coordinates for single alpha
and beta peaks in different axes. We found differences in the dorso-ventral direction
with alpha lying more ventrally and beta lying more dorsally (p-value= 0.015). Median
values for x, y and z coordinates of alpha and beta peaks, and the interquartile range for
peak positions in each direction may be seen along with spatial distribution of the peaks
in Fig. 2.

3.2 Associations of the Oscillations with Voluntary Movements

For 11 patients, we obtained 47 LFP recordings at the same site at rest and during fist
contraction and foot movements, contralateral to the side of electrode implantation.

We compared the recordings at rest and during voluntary movements in the same
site in alpha, low and high beta, and gamma oscillation bands (Fig. 3). We found no
significant changes in alpha between the states. There were significant increases in the
low beta range during leg movements (p-value = 0.0022) and a significant increase in
the high beta range during hand movements (p-value = 0.038). Additionally, we found
a significant increase in the gamma range for both types of tests (p-values= 0.0098 and
0.0012 for foot and hand movements, respectively).

3.3 The Correlation Between Oscillations and Clinical Signs of PD

We tested the association between the intensity of oscillations in various ranges and
bradykinesia, rigidity and tremor scores on the contralateral side of the body. As we
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Fig. 1. Spectrograms for LFP recordings with alpha, beta and coexisting alpha and beta
oscillations.

had multiple measures in each hemisphere, we applied mixed effects models with the
hemisphere of LFP recording acting as a random factor.

The only significant correlation in this case was found between alpha oscillation
severity as a dependent variable and the bradykinesia score as a predictor (p-value =
0.0081). The difference in the influence of alpha and beta oscillations on the bradykinesia
may be visualized when comparing bradykinesia scores on the contralateral side of the
body between the hemisphereswith andwithout alpha and beta peaks in the STN (Fig. 4).

Additionally, we found significant correlations (p< 0.05) for UPDRS 2 and 3 scores
in the off statewith both alpha and beta oscillations.However, these scores do not account
for the differences between the body sides for motor signs.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of alpha and beta peaks across x,y,z coordinates according to LeadDBS
imaging. Median values and interquartile ranges for each group are provided on the plots
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Fig. 3. Boxplots showing changes in ocillation scores at rest and during voluntary movements in
the same site in alpha, low and high beta and gamma oscillations bands

4 Discussion

Levy and colleagues were the first to study pathological STN synchronization in the beta
band in PD and its possible link to clinical symptoms in PD patients [12]. Since then,
hundreds of reports on this topic have been published in the scientific literature. At some
point, researchers studying oscillatory activity in the STN in PD expanded the focus to
several oscillatory bands, including theta and gamma ranges. For many years, scientific
reports have shown little or no interest in the alpha region, which was typically linked
to cortical regions of the brain.

Recently, alpha oscillations in subcortical regions have attracted the attention of
researchers. However, most of the reports imply that alpha contributes to the non-motor
functions of the STN [13]. There is some evidence that alpha oscillations may be located
in associative regions of the STN [14]. This notion is further supported by the data
indicating that STN alpha oscillations are involved in non-motor tasks and processes,
including emotional aspects of perception and risk of depression [13, 15–18].

As far as we know, to date there are no comparative studies of alpha and beta oscilla-
tions and their relation to motor signs in PD. This study was inspired by observations of
stable LFP alpha oscillations in the range of 10–12 Hz intraoperatively in several cases
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Fig. 4. Boxplots for bradykinesia scores in the hemispheres with and without alpha and beta
peaks in the STN.

during DBS surgeries. During this study, we analyzed 701 LFP recordings in 56 hemi-
spheres of 31 PD patients. The features of the observed 10–12 Hz alpha activity differed
significantly from that of beta oscillations in the range of 13–30 Hz.

In several cases, alpha andbeta oscillationswere observed simultaneously in the same
site of the STN, although alpha oscillations tended to occur more ventro-medially com-
pared to beta oscillations. This coexistence of alpha and beta activity is the strongest evi-
dence that indicates the independence of these two types of rhythmic activity, concerning
the source and possible implications in the function of the basal ganglia network.

Using Lead-DBS tools, we confirmed that alpha and beta oscillations reside in sep-
arate, although overlapping, regions of the posterior STN. Beta oscillations are located
in the dorsal region of the posterior STN, which coincides perfectly with the motor
subdivision of this structure, while alpha oscillations are displaced toward the ventral
associative STN subdivision. This fact indicates that alpha and beta activity may differ
substantially in source and nature.

We have tested the sensitivity of oscillations in alpha, beta and gamma range to
voluntary movements. As expected, we observed changes in oscillations during move-
ments in gamma and beta, but not 10–12 Hz alpha band. Periods of motor activity were
accompanied by an increase in beta oscillations, that may be viewed as contradiction
to “antikinetic” properties of beta oscillations. Indeed, several groups have reported the
decrease in beta band activity prior to and during the onset of the movement in Parkinso-
nian patients [19–21]. However, researchers that have studied continuous movements in
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Parkinsonian state have observed statistically significant increase in beta oscillations [10,
22], which is in line with our data. Insensitivity of the alpha range to motor performance
in contrast to beta and gamma oscillations also supports this assumption.

When we tested for a link of alpha and beta oscillations to the motor signs of PD on
the contralateral side of the body, the only significant association was revealed between
alpha oscillations and the bradykinesia score. According to our data, there was no signif-
icant association between beta oscillations and one-sided PD motor signs after multiple
measures in the same hemisphere were taken into account. At the same time, we found
significant associations between both alpha and beta oscillations and UPDRS 2 and
UPDRS 3 off scores.

The high stability of alpha oscillations in the STN (aswe can see on the spectrograms)
may hamper information processing during voluntary movements more effectively than
beta and this may imply both an insensitivity of alpha rhythm to movement and its
apparent association with motor impairment on the contralateral side of the body.

In summary, we may state that alpha and beta oscillations should be viewed and
studied separately, as they have different features (i.e. localization, stability, sensitivity
to movement and clinical symptoms).Wemay hypothesize that stability of alpha oscilla-
tions in the STN may hamper information processing during voluntary movements and
this may imply both a movement insensitivity and association with motor impairment,
but further research is necessary to clarify that point.
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Abstract. Induced delusions can act as a model of “learning error” when the
recipient becomes convinced of delusional interpretations of events due to a dis-
torted perception. The results of fMRI scanning of a pair of an inductor and a
recipient with two stories of delusion - persecution and greatness are presented.
Analysis of functional imaging shows different activities of the same areas of the
cerebral cortex in the inducer and in the recipient. The volume and localization
of activation of the cerebral cortex in the inducer is increased compared to the
recipient. The data on the differences in the localization of the brain zones, which
are activated in comparison with different plots of delirium, were obtained.

Keywords: Induced delusional disorder · Folie à deux · fMRI

1 Introduction

The term “induced delusional disorder” replaced the archaic “emotional contagion” [1]
or “imposed psychosis” [2],” two-person obsession” [3], “induced insanity” [4], etc.
The term is abolished in the updated versions of the international classifications of
mental disorders due to its rarity and the diagnosis is recommended to be encoded as
“chronic delusional disorder” without reference to etiopathogenetic mechanisms. The
Genesis of induced delusional disorder remains unspecified due to the casuistic nature
of observations. Thus, according to a systematic review [5], it is customary to give an
indicator of 1.6–2.6% of the number of all hospitalizations in psychiatric hospitals [6]
in the literature but the initial data for these figures is an article from 1942 [7], which
makes it difficult to compare with modern index. In addition, there is a possibility that
one of the pair of psychotic patients with folie à deux does not fall into the diagnostic
field of psychiatrists for a long time due to the public acceptance of delusional ideas or
tolerance to their ideas on the part of their close environment, primarily family members
[8, 9]. Folie à deux assumes the presence of inductor (primary partner), who “shapes”
recipient’s (secondary partner) delusional ideas in close emotional contact [8, 10–12], the
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inductor (senior by age or status among the immediate environment) and recipient (who
takes a subordinate position in a couple) often lead a secluded life with limited contacts,
and the plot of delusional ideas along with psychosis concerns events or phenomena that
are familiar to them [3].

Clinically speaking, there are several forms of folie à deux [3, 7, 9, 13] which depend
on the chronology of delirium development, the degree of coverage, and the period of
delirium reduction after the separation of a psychotic couple [7, 9].

– imposed (imposed, imposed - imposed psychosis), wherein he recipient is a mentally
healthy person who is able to completely get rid of delusional beliefs after separation
from the inductor [4, 7, 14];

– communicative psychosis [15], wherein he recipient takes a dim view of the inductor’s
delusional ideas for some time, but retains them in a reduced form even after separation
from the inductor;

– induced psychosis in the classical description implies the transfer of delusional ideas
from the inducer to the recipient with increased readiness for delusional formation [4].

In our opinion, the clinical case presented below is an example of the transformation
of communicative psychosis into the classical form of Folie à deux on the example of a
mother and daughter.

2 Anamnesis

It is known that relatives on both lineswere closed, unsociable, reserved in the expression
of emotions. The father did not participate in the upbringing of his daughter, and was
not interested in her fate. Both patients are Caucasian and right-handed.

Mother: 61 years old, retired. She was anxious, responsible, executive and unsociable
until the age of 30. Having mastered the specialty of an engineer, she’s worked for ten
years without career growth. She led a solitary life, was not interested in anything, and
avoided the opposite sex. She gave birth to a daughter from a colleaguewithoutmarriage.
She changed her mind when she devoted her life to raising a child at the age of 30. She
stopped communicating with the few people she knew and switched to a less skilled
job with a flexible schedule. She considered herself to be the only one who knew what
regime and loads were acceptable for a child. She was sure that the majority of teachers
could not adequately assess all daughter’s talents, that they envied, harmed her, built
obstacles, etc. The mother considered her particularly gifted and talented, she talked to
the daughter for several hours every day, settled to various extracurricular activities and
dreamed of a brilliant career as a diplomat or as a specialist in international law. She filled
her daughter’s conscience with these ideas, regarded criticism or the slightest remarks
about her daughter as an “insult”, considered ratings below “excellent” as unjustified.
However, such a mother avoided open conflicts due to being anxious and fearful. By
the age of 55–60 years, she began to notice distraction, forgetfulness, which affected
the quality of work - she did not understand the meaning of what she read, could hardly
concentrate on things, forgot the instructions of her superiors and made mistakes in
calculations. At the same time, the “head of the family” secretly appointed her daughter,
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shifting the responsibilities of earningmoney to her.At the same time, the responsibilities
of earningmoney were shifted to the daughter who also became the “head of the family”.

Daughter: 31 years old, a secretary. She was born after a normal pregnancy, emergency
delivery, in early development without features. She was attached to her overprotective
mother since childhood, convinced of her own exclusivity and believed that she was
worthy of a brilliant career and high positions. She studied perfectly, tried to be the best
in everything and to earn praise. She didn’t seek to communicate with her peers and
preferred to spend time alone with books. She felt no need for confidential communi-
cation with anyone else than her mother. As a teenager, she became more persistent in
achieving career goals, focusing entirely on her studies. She graduated from the specialty
and master’s degree programs with honors and combined her final years of study with
secretarial duties in the University administration. She enrolled in grad school with a
plan to complete a dissertation research on international law, then she went to European
countries to study archival documents in public libraries. Shemet a native of India during
one of such trips and considered him her groom and planned to marry him. However,
she did not receive a real offer and their communication was limited to several meetings
and massaging.

She noted the special attitude of her colleagues since the age of 26. She complained
to her mother that her colleagues ignored her achievements at work, downplayed her
merits, and did not notice the amount of work done. She began to notice “signs of open
hostility” from colleagues two years later. She became more tense, conflicted, rude and
unrestrained communicating with others. During the same period, she began to notice
unfamiliar lack of focus, difficulty concentrating and distraction. She fought for justice,
wrote complaints to the supervisor with a request to resolve the situation in order to
restore justice and prove her case. She hoped to be protected from undeserved attacks.
She was sure that the supervisors were in a conspiracy with the colleagues to deprive
her of her job because she didn’t receive any support. She reproached her colleagues
for allegedly reporting non-existent mistakes, accused them of deliberately damaging
papers, breaking furniture and office equipment. When she came home, she discussed
all the problems with her mother, condemned the behavior of colleagues, searched for
the perpetrators of the conflict together, “calculated” the next steps of the enemies and
came up with ways to “defeat everyone”. A year later, she began to suspect colleagues
of conspiring to cause physical damage, allegedly heard them discussing the attack
plan. The daughter changed routes on the way home every day, recognized the faces of
passers-by and noticed suspicious cars.

She began experiencing of severe anxiety, which made it difficult to fall asleep; she
often woke up at night and did not feel rest in the morning, became absent-minded and
could not cope with normal tasks a month before the first hospitalization (30 years old).
Thinking about the situation at work, she realized in an instant that she had been in the
center of the struggle for years because “she collected materials for her dissertation as
a valuable employee and a qualified specialist that are of interest to the special services
of different countries including India and Russia.” She concluded that the groom “was
sent by the CIA for recruiting and her colleagues at the Institute are on the opposite
side, so they harassed her and put psychotropic drugs in food and drinks for poisoning.”
She found confirmation of her suspicions in random phrases, which were interpreted
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as threatening hints and she realized that an attack was being prepared for her. She
barricaded the front door together with her mother at home, cut off all communications,
considering them tracking devices, sealed the ventilation for fear of being poisoned.
They lived for a week this way, recognized facts of their personal life on TV and saw
coded threat massages from colleagues there. They ate almost nothing as they considered
all the food poisoned. Eventually, they were hospitalized in a psychiatric clinic at the
insistence of relatives. At first the patients remained confident in the prosecution even
being divided into departments: the daughter searched for hidden cameras in the wards,
accused the doctors of colluding with the special services and remained confident in her
“great mission to save the world”.

The treatment was carried out synchronously in the daughter and the mother: Sol.
Haloperidoli 0,5% 2,0 ml + NaCl 0,9% 500,0 ml IV drip in the morning №3, Tri-
hexyphenidili 2 mg –0–2 mg, Sol. Phenazepami 2,0 ml IM at night. After three days
of intensive care, they were transferred to Risperidone 4 mg; after three weeks of the
treatment, they were transferred to a prolonged injection of Risperidone 37.5 mg IM.
At the same time, there was a rapid reduction of paraphrenic delusion in both patients,
while maintaining the delusion of persecution in the daughter.

3 fMRI

3.1 Technical Specifications

The second week of the treatment during the period of hospitalization a single fMRI
examination of both patients was performed for diagnostic purposes; by this time the
patients’ delusional symptomswere deactualized, but their conviction that the experience
was not a manifestation of the disease continued. The fMRI-examination was conducted
at the Kurchatov Institute Research Center using a Siemens Magnetom Verio 3T MR-
tomograph. Three-dimensional T1-weighted sequence in the sagittal plane with high
spatial resolution (176 sections, TR = 2530 MS, TE = 3.31 MS, section thickness =
1 mm, deflection angle = 7°, inversion time = 1200 MS, and FOV = 256 × 256 mm2)
was used to obtain anatomical MRI images. fMRI data were obtained using an ultra-fast
sequence, which allows you to increase the frequency of fMRI data acquisition several
times preserving all the spatial characteristics of the scan (51 sections, TR = 1100 MS,
TE = 24 MS and an isotropic voxel 2 × 2 × 2 mm3). This study was approved by the
ethics committee of the National Research Centre Kurchatov Institute, ref. no. 5 (from
April 5, 2017). Additionally, the GFM (gre_field_map) MRI scan mode was used to
take into account the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field of the tomograph and correct
artifacts associated with this. Field map imaging was performed with a double-echo
spoiled gradient echo sequence (gre_field_map; TR = 580.0 ms, TE = 4.92/7.38 ms,
voxel size: 2 × 2 × 2 (0.6-mm gaps), flip angle 90°) that generated a magnitude image
and 2 phase images.

The fMRI and anatomical MRI data were pre-processed using Statistical Paramet-
ric Mapping (SPM12; Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; avail-
able free at https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/) based onMatlab 2016a.
After importing the Siemens DICOM files into the SPM NIFTI format, the center of
anatomical and functional data was manually set to the anterior commissure for each

https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
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subject. Broccoli’s algorithm has been used to correct motor artifacts. The head move-
ment parameter was less than 0.5 mm after the correction. Motion parameters were
re-calculated in the realignment step and after were included as additional regressors in
the general linear model (GLM) analysis. Spatial distortions of the EPIs resulting from
motion-by-field inhomogeneity interactions were reduced using the FieldMap toolbox
implemented in SPM12. Next, slice-timing correction for fMRI data was performed
(the correction of the hemodynamic response in space and then in time to avoid pro-
nounced motion artifacts. Anatomical MPRAGE images were segmented using the seg-
mentation algorithm implemented in SPM, and both anatomical and functional images
were normalized into the ICBM stereotactic reference frame (MNI (Montreal Neurolog-
ical Institute) coordinates) using the warping parameters obtained from segmentation.
Anatomical data were segmented into 3 possible tissues (grey matter, white matter, cere-
brospinal fluid). The MELODIC ICA module of the FSL program was used for hand
classification of fMRI ICA noise components and removal of physiological and motor
artifacts. Functional data were smoothed using a Gauss function with an isotropic kernel
of 6 mm FWHM.

3.2 The Method of Selection of the Stimulus Material

A set of inducements based on two delusional plots was formed as an auditory test
material to identify the features of individual activity and brain abnormalities - paranoid
delusions of persecution and paraphrenic syndrome, including 13 phrases for each in
combination with 13 neutral phrases. In total, 52 inducements were used in the fMRI
study of each patient (13 test inducements and 13 neutral inducements for paranoid and
paraphrenic delusions). The subjective significance of phrases was assessed using the
technology of control of the surveyed response to perceived audio inducements, based
on synchronous registration of vegetative reactions using MRI-compatible polygraph
[18, 19]. Such a technique made it possible to control the surveyed patients’ response
to stimulus phrases and discard those intervals when fMRI-data were exposed to var-
ious artifacts (failure in breathing, lack of skin-galvanic reaction with a subjectively
significant stimulus, or the presence of skin-galvanic reaction in response to a neutral
stimulus). It was performed the one-sample t-test and setting the height threshold at p
< 0.001 and cluster size > 10 voxels.

3.3 The Results of fMRI

The results of statistical analysis of fMRI data are shown in Figs. 1–4. The indicated
anatomical names of the selected areas are obtained by comparing their coordinates in
theMNI systemwith the CONNAtlas implemented in the fMRI image analysis package
of the same name [20].

Figure 1 and 2 show three (out of 91) selectively taken axial sections (along the
vertical z axis) of structural images with statistical maps (Student’s t-test, p < 0.001)
that reflect the brain activity in response to phrases that are significant according to the
plot of paranoid delusions of persecution.

Figure 3 shows three similar axial cross-sections that reflect the activity of brain areas
in response to subjectively significant phrases according to the paraphrenic delusion plot
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Precuneus Angular Calcarine Lingual

Frontal

Fig. 1. Activation of the cerebral cortex in response to stimulus phrases that are significant and
insignificant according to the plot of paranoid delusions of persecution in the daughter (above)
and the mother (below)

in comparison with insignificant ones: the difference in the activity of brain areas in the
mother is greater than in the daughter (if we compare with Fig. 1).

The use of culling in processing fMRI data obtained in response to phrases based
on the paraphrenic delusion plot revealed significant changes in the activation pattern
(Fig. 4).

4 Discussion

The delusional disorder in the presented clinical case meets the diagnostic criteria for
both: induced delusional disorder (ICD-10) and general paranoid disorder (DSM-5).
Analyzing clinical features, it is highly likely that the mother’s mental disorder debuted
in the postpartum period at 30 with a slow increase. A negative domain with restricted
affect, diminished emotional range, poverty of speech, curbing of interests, reduction of
sense of purpose and reduction of social drive is clearly identified [21–23]. There were
also positive disorders in the form of paranoid ideas of pretension with the plot of the
greatness of her daughter. However, the psychosis they experienced together is classified
as delusions of persecution, including ideas of poisoning, damage, which turned into
delusions of fantastic content.

As mild cognitive deficits increase, manifested by dysmnestic disorders in the form
of impaired memorization of new information, incomplete reproduction of past events,
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Precuneus Angular Calcarine Lingual

Frontal

Fig. 2. Activation of the cerebral cortex in response to the stimulus phrases that are significant
and insignificant according to the plot of paranoid delusions of persecution in the daughter (above)
and the mother (below): fMRI data processing with culling in mind

and reduced attention function, themother lost the dominant role in the symbiosis and, in
fact, the daughter became the primary patient in the development of a psychotic disorder.
Thus, the inducer (the primary patient of the plot of acute delirium folie à deux) is the
daughter. It can be noted that the delusion of the relationship had been growing for
two years against the background of a belief in their own significance and uniqueness.
As a result, the ideas of the relationship were replaced by delusions, which in turned
into paranoid delusions. Subsequently, there was a systematization of delirium by type
of insight. Leading in the plot were the ideas of persecution, poisoning, which led to
an increase in delusional activity, namely, “the persecuted persecutor” [9]. It should
be noted that at this moment the psychotic experiences were synchronized, the plot of
delusion became identical in the inducer and the recipient.

fMRI studies showed that both patients showed an increased hemodynamic signal in
two zones – Precuneus and Angular, which are part of the Central-Executive Network
and are responsible for consciousness, spatial thinking, attention and memory retrieval.
Additionally, the inductor (the daughter) showed an increased hemodynamic signal in
the Calcarine and Lingual zones, which are involved in the recognition of visual images
and in the reproduction of visual memories. The results of fMRI data analysis showed a
decrease in the difference of the Precuneus voxels activation, but voxel activations were
obtained in the precentral gyrus of the motor cortex and temporal gyrus of the primary
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Precuneus Angular Calcarine Vermis

Fig. 3. Activation of the cerebral cortex in response to phrases based on the plot of paraphrenic
delusion in the daughter (above) and the mother (below)

auditory cortex. The reaction of neural networks of the brain to the phrases of the plot of
delusion is noticeably higher in the daughter than in the mother (either with fMRI data
culling or without).

The recorded increase in activity in the precuneus area is a consequence of increased
concentration of internalized attention on significant events. According to available data,
a decrease in the volume of gray matter leads to a compensatory increase in functional
activity [24]. The same authors found a correlation of reduced connectivity of this area
with the postcentral gyrus in patients with schizophrenia, as an indicator of the growth
of negative symptoms. Thus, a higher activity on fMRI for presenting inducements
with the plot of delusions of persecution in the daughter may indicate a significantly
greater prevalence of positive symptoms and more pronounced affective significance in
comparison with the mother. This assumption is confirmed by data comparison of other
areas [25, 26]. Thus, it was found that a compensatory increase in activity in the left
hemisphere in patientswith the first stage of schizophrenia is a consequence of a decrease
in its volume. The asymmetry of activity and a decrease in the volume of angular gyrus is
associatedwith a violation of the semantic-lexical network that ensures the assignment of
meaning to sequences of sounds and the creation of associative connections in thinking
processes [27]. In general, angular gyrus and precuneus are key areas that are parts
of the frontoparietal network of cognitive control and are associated with conscious
information processing and retrieval of important information from memory [28, 29].
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Precentral TemporalOccipital 

Fig. 4. Activation of the cerebral cortex in response to paraphrenic delusion phrases in the
daughter (above) and the mother (below): fMRI data processing with culling in mind

Meta-analyses of experimental studies conducted in the Theory of Mind paradigm
[30, 31] indicate a disorder of the emotional states, social relations and their assessment
recognition network in patients with schizophrenia. It is assumed that the structures of
the medial prefrontal regions (mPFC) and temporal areas of both hemispheres (temporal
lobe) can play a key role in these disorders. Disorders of cognitive tasks are also related
to dysfunction and impaired connectivity of the structures of the basal ganglia, thalamus,
and cerebellum [32, 33]. In the study,we observed changes in the hemodynamic response
in these structures with different comparison options, to a greater extent in the daughter.

5 Conclusion

As already mentioned, the above material should be considered with a proper measure
of criticality – interesting facts were found when assessing the current state of only two
patients. At the same time, the proposed approach to the cognition of neurocognitive
mechanisms of mental pathology and the technology of a complex method – using fMRI
and a compatible polygraph can be very useful in scientific and applied research on the
nature of the origin and development of schizophrenia.
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Abstract. Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is one of the most common epilepto-
genic lesions associated with cortical development malformations. However, the
accurate detection of the FCD relies on the radiologist professionalism, and in
many cases, the lesion could be missed. In this work, we solve the problem of
automatic identification of FCD on magnetic resonance images (MRI). For this
task,we improve recentmethods ofDeepLearning-basedFCDdetection and apply
it for a dataset of 15 labeled FCD patients. The model results in the successful
detection of FCD on 11 out of 15 subjects.

Keywords: MRI · Deep learning · CNN · Computer vision ·Medical detection ·
Epilepsy · FCD · Focal cortical dysplasia

1 Introduction

The imaging and computational technologies’ latest achievements facilitated the rapid
development of the decision support systems based on medical images [1]. Applica-
tion of the machine learning and computer vision methods in medical imagery showed
that the prediction and prognosis could be made automatically to identify pathological
changes and make a medical prognosis [2]. At the same time, the high cost of the manual
radiological examination determines the urge to develop such systems for the automated
analysis in neuroimaging data as well as using machine learning methods to support the
radiological process, increase the effectiveness and quality of the diagnostics.

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is one of the most common epileptogenic lesions
associated with malformations of cortical development [3]. The development of a deci-
sion support system for radiologists in FCD detection is important, and it urges large
and rigorously annotated datasets. However, even on small number of samples, the FCD
detection could be enhancedwith themeans ofDL tricks, such as autoencoder pretraining
on unannotated data.

We acknowledge our project medical partner science-practical center n.a.
Pirogov for annotated data.We acknowledgeZhoresHPC cluster for the computation

facilities. All code for experiments is publicly available1.

1 https://github.com/alievrusik/cnn_fcd_detection.
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1.1 Related Works

Currently, there are plenty of methods for automatic FCD detections. Previous
approaches rely on the brain’s symmetric structure, template matching, anal feature esti-
mations, using conventional machine learning techniques. Some statistics (e.g., cortical
thickness, GM-WM blur, TI hyper-intensity) are estimated and fed into decision system
(e.g. Support Vector Machine) [4, 5]. Such methods require severe feature engineering.

Recently, deep-learning-based methods were proposed for FCD detection. In [6, 7]
authors use U-Net like architecture for building FCD segmentation model. They train
the network using sagittal slices and get DICE score of 52.47, which is superior to non-
neural-networks approaches. In [8], authors combine classical computer vision and deep
learning techniques using special patch extraction techniques, CNN classification, and
post-processing. It yields state-of-the-art results in terms of accuracy (classification) and
Intersection over Union (detection).

In this paper, we reproduce the state-of-the-art method proposed in [8], and made
several significant improvements to enhance its performance on the dataset provided by
our medical partners.

2 Data and Methods

For training we used 15 labeled FCD subjects (from Pirogov center), 15 unlabeled FCD
subjects (from Pirogov center) and 17 healthy control subjects from HCP [9] and LA5
[10] datasets. The subjects were scanned by the SIEMENS MAGNETRON Scyra 3T
scannerwith resolution 256×256×256voxels. In all experiments,we use leave-one-out
(LOO) validation scheme.

It worth to mention that unlikely to previous works we have weak annotation of
FCD subjects [1I]. The labeled subjects are annotated with 2D bounding boxes per
each view (sagittal, coronal, axial) by professional radiologist (see Fig. la). The input
MR image is first preprocessed to correct the bias field, align with a standard atlas
(MNI152 1 mm template [12]), and strip the non-brain tissues (FSL [13] and FreeSurfer
[14] software). Also intensities were normalized with Histogram Standardization and
Z-normalization using TorchIO library [15]. To obtain 3D FCD regions, for each subject
we fitted parallelepiped into 2D boxes.

As a baseline model, we use the method proposed in [8]. It consists of 4 major
steps: 1) preprocessing, 2) brain patch extraction, 3) deep learning classification, and 4)
postprocessing. We suggest referring to the original article for details.

As a key part of the algorithm is patch extraction, it seems natural to assess models
by evaluating probabilities assigned to patches. So we introduce Top-k score metric for
model evaluation. At the inference stage, we take k top patches by probabilities and
estimate whether at least one of them intersects with the ground-truth FCD region. In
that case, we label it as successful detection. Then we average it across all validation
subjects.

2.1 Improvements

The baseline model yielded a top-k score of 0.2. We made some iterative improvements
to boost its performance. Careful ablation study is given in Table 1 (configurations a–g).
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(b)  Rectangular mask (right). (c) Ellipse mask (right).

Fig. 1. FCD region annotations.

Data was labeled with 2D boxes on each of the axial, coronal, and sagittal slices. It
is not correct to put a 3D rectangular box onto them, as, firstly, large non-FCD regions
will be marked as FCD. Secondly. rectangularity is lost at the image alignment step. To
overcome this issue, we inscribe a 3D ellipse to use it as a mask (see Fig. lc).

Furthermore, we refused to use hard labeling (i.e., any non-zero intersection leads
to ‘1’ labeling) for this task and, instead, use soft labeling. Ellipse mask still captures
some non-FCD regions. Hence it is fair to give labels according to how big the overlap
is. We calculated the number of overlapping voxels with an FCD mask for each patch,
divided it by the maximum number for a given subject. We want labels for big-overlap
patches to be close to 1, and labels for small-overlap patches to be around 0.5. This can
be achieved by taking the root of the fifth degree of the acquired number.

Analyzing the patch extraction procedure, we noticed that size 16 × 32 is actually
too small to cover all brain regions. Some FCD areas were just missed. So we increased
the patch size from 16 × 32 to 24 × 40.

As far as we had ground truth labels in three orthogonal planes, for each axial slice,
we considered also the coronal slice crossing with the axial slice in its center; the sagittal
slice again crossing with the axial slice in its center, as well as their ‘mirrored’ neighbors
(see Fig. 2a). Therefore after these manipulations each input tensor is of shape 6× 24×
40.

It worth to mention that 8 out of 15 subjects have FCD located in the temporal gyrus,
while 7 out of 15 subjects have FCD located in the non-temporal region. Temporal and
non-temporal FCD regions differ considerably from each other due to sharp differences
in the brain anatomy of these regions. CNN model tends to overfit to temporal zone,
which results in model yielding high probabilities for temporal patches of non-temporal
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(a) Example stack of patches taken from multi dimensions. Red - original patches. Blue
- their ’mirrored’ versions.

Encoder Decoder

(b) Autoencoder with ’3 heads-3 tails’ architecture 

Fig. 2. Multi-dimension patches’ processing scheme.

subjects. To overcome this issue, we separately train models for temporal and non-
temporal FCD subjects.Wewill refer to it as ensembling-specific-to-localization models.

We also pretrain autoencoder to take advantage of 15 unlabeled FCD subjects of
the same modality as the 15 labeled ones. It is incorrect to concatenate all slices into
multi-channel image, so we use autoencoder with ‘3 heads - 3 tails’ architecture (see 2b).
Each slice pair is processed by its own convolution, concatenating results and applying
one more linear operation afterwards. The decoder is a mirrored version of the encoder.

3 Results

In Table 1, it is shown that the largest boost in model performance was given by ensem-
bling specific-to-localization models. Using coronal or sagittal slices did not lead to
better results, though without ensembling specific-to-localization models, it did.
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(e) (f) (g) (h) Original slice

Fig. 3. Example of model performance on the same slice for different configura- tions (a)−(g).
(h) - original slice without models’ predictions. Green - side patches, yellow - middle patches,
light ellipse - FCD region. For each patch probability yielded by model is shown.

Table 1. Top-20 score ablation study

Model Top-20 score

(a) baseline model 0.200

(b) + soft patch labeling 0.266

(c) + increased patch size 0.400

(d) + autoencoder pretraining 0.533

(e) + specific-to-localization
models

0.733

(f) + coronal slices 0.667

(g) + sagittal slices 0.733

For each configuration visualization is provided on Fig. 3. For configuration (a),
one can notice that model tends to give higher probabilities for middle patches. Con-
figurations (a)−(d) provides relatively high probabilities for non-FCD patches (False
Positives), but captures desired ones. Configuration (f) tends to give lower probabilities
in general. However, it does give the highest probabilities to FCD patches (see 3f). We
did not notice an improvement in visualization for configurations (f) and (g) compared
to (e).

We provide several examples of configuration (e) model’s performance (see Fig. 4).
Generally, model tends to capture all FCD-located patches. However, model has problem
with distinguishing FCD patches and their mirrored versions, especially for ones located
in temporal gyrus. Some FCD regions are predicted with relatively small probability. It
is caused either by small size of FCD regions (4b) or by lack of characteristic features
of FCD, e.g. increased thickness or assymetry (4 g).
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Fig. 4. Example of performance of model with configuration (e) on FCD subjects.

The best top-20 score is 0.733, so FCD regions were successfully detected for 11 out
of 15 subjects. We recommend using configuration (e), as it is harder to interpret results
by models using slices from extra dimensions (f, g).

4 Conclusions

In the current workwe reproduced a state-of-the-art DL-basedmethod for FCDdetection
and proposed new metric for FCD detection algorithm’s assessment. We investigated
several ways to improve current approach specifically to deal with weakly annotated
FCD data. We significantly boosted the FCD-detection CNN models performance with
the use of soft labeling, autoencoder pretraining and ensembling specific-to-localization
models.
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Abstract. Hand dominance is known to make a robust bias on human brain activ-
ity in a normal state. Recent studies showed that simple motor tasks performed
by a non-dominant hand caused increased activation, similar to that which occurs
when more complex tests are performed with a dominant hand. The influence of
dominance on brain activity in Parkinon’s disease (PD) remains unclear. In the
present studywemade an attempt to analyse the differences between brain activity
during dominant and non-dominant hand movements in PD and compare it with
the control group.We used functionalMRI and an event-related paradigm to study
the brain activity of 16 subjects in control group and 16 patientswith PDduring left
and right hand movements. Data analysis showed few clearly lateralized clusters
of activity in major motor areas in the control group and two hemispheric activa-
tion in motor and non-motor areas in PD group during both hand movements. We
also found a deficit in the activation of the primary somatosensory cortex, primary
motor cortex, basal ganglia, and insula during both movements in the PD group
compared to controls. At the same time we found brain activity asymmetry caused
by the dominance influence in the PD group. Thus, we have shown that although
motor deficit in Parkinson’s disease has a greater effect on habitual movement,
the influence of dominance still persists and should be taken into account in PD
studies.
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1 Introduction

Hand dominance is usually considered as a cortical phenomenon resulting from later-
alization of the hemisphere [1]. The influence of handedness on human brain activity
remains unclear and important to study pathophysiological mechanisms and clinical
asymmetry inParkinson’s disease.Mattay and colleagues showed that simplemotor tasks
performed by a non-dominant hand caused increased activation of the ipsilateral cortex
in the primary sensorimotor and lateral premotor areas, similar to that which occurswhen
more complex tests are performed with the dominant hand [2]. Increased activation of
the ipsilateral cortex may be due to the lack of automation of these movements for the
non-dominant hand. Moreover, studies of the non-dominant hand movements showed
that the intracerebral loop basal ganglia-thalamus motor cortex plays an important role
in controlling the speed of self-initiated, but not externally evoked movements [3].

It was shown that handedness does not predict the side of onset of motor symptoms
in Parkinson’s disease [4]. On the other hand, a meta-analysis of previously provided
evidence showed the association between the predominant side of PD symptoms and
hand dominance [5]. It has been suggested that the side of onset of initial motor symp-
toms of PD and the dominant hand are independently related [6–8]. Previous study has
shown that movements by a non-dominant hand are more complex and unhabitual than
for a dominant hand, therefore, they require the activation of additional brain structures
[9]. According to the recent PD model simple automated movements are controlled by
a motor loop, including the sensorimotor parts of the striatum and cortex [10–12]. More
complex, unhabitual movements are carried out with the involvement of the associative
sections of the striatum and cortex. They suggest that in patients with PD the sensori-
motor loop is disturbed, therefore, motor control is performed through a more complex
associative loop.

The literature contains many studies devoted to the study of differences in brain
function during left and right hand movements in normal state and the Parkinson’s
disease, but researchers have rarely considered results in terms of dominance [9, 13–
15]. These studies have provided important knowledge on our understanding of several
aspects ofmotor control in PD, from simplemotor execution tomore complex behaviors,
like motor coordination or automation. In our study we made an attempt to estimate the
influence of dominance to brain activity in Parkinson’s patients and compare it with
control group. We suppose that despite the fact that dominant hand movements are more
habitual and thus should be more affected in PD the influence of handedness to brain
activity remains significant and should be considered during PD study.

2 Materials and Methods

The study was performed using the functional MRI method, in which 20 volunteers
and 25 patients with Parkinson’s disease took part. All participants were right-handed,
and lateralization was estimated by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [16]. Before
performing the scan, the subjects were given instructions on how to performmotor tests.
Written consent was obtained from each participant. The study was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Burdenko National Medical Research Center of Neurosurgery
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(01/2018). Head movements were determined by General Electric (GE) software. Video
was recorded during each study, to estimate the errors inmotor test performance. Patients
with severe motor fluctuations and more than 10% of errors were excluded. The final
group included 16 patients with PD and 16 age- and gender-matched control group. The
severity of the disease, according to a unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale (UPDRS
- III, OFF-State), ranged from 21 to 71 points, with an average disease duration of 13±
5 years. Averaged hypokinesia score was 9 ± 3 and rigidity score 4 ± 2 (Table 1). The
differences between both scores for right and left hands were insignificant (p > 0.1).
Patients did not take their medicine for more than 12 h before the start of the study (OFF
state).

Table 1. Patients data

Patient Gender Y.O. Duration of
illness

Hoehn-Yahr
off

UPDRS III
off

Debutside R
hipokinesia

L
hipokinesia

R rigidity L rigidity

1 f 62 21 2,5–3 34 Left 4 8 2 4

2 f 52 11 3 71 Left 10 13 6 4

3 f 70 21 4 54 Left 9 11 7 8

4 f 61 11 3 65 Left 12 14 5 6

5 f 63 8 3 48 Left 11 10 3 4

6 f 51 12 4 78 Right 14 11 8 6

7 f 55 9 3 44 Left 9 10 7 6

8 f 59 22 3 45 Right 12 8 6 4

9 f 63 13 3 47 Right 10 5 5 5

10 f 62 17 3 41 Left 9 13 2 4

11 m 43 6 2,5 21 Right 11 5 2 0

12 f 57 11 3 37 Right 14 6 5 2

13 m 45 8 2,5 32 Right 8 6 4 3

14 m 65 13 3 23 Right 6 1 4 0

15 f 56 10 3 42 Left 11 12 4 6

16 f 67 7 4 49 Left 9 12 3 4

Image collection was carried out on a 3 TMRI scanner GE Signa HDGEHealthcare
with an eight-channel head coil. The protocol included: (1) T1-weighted sagittal 3D fast
gradient echo sequence for anatomical data (TR = 8.8 ms, TE = 3.5 ms, voxel size
1× 1× 1 mm) and (2) T2 echo-planar sequence for functional images (TR= 2000 ms,
TE = 3.5 ms, voxel size 1.8 × 1.8 × 4 mm). ROI included the whole brain without the
brainstem.To fix the head, we used positioning wedges-inserts.

The study used an event-related experimental paradigm,whichwas a sequence of ver-
bal commands provided with headphones. One series consisted of the commands: “Get
Ready!”, “Left/Right Hand in a Fist…” (LH/RH), “Clench!”, “Unclench!” (Appendix
Fig. 5). The total duration of one episode was 18 s, the total number of episodes was 20.
For each hand tests were carried out 10 times in a certain sequence.
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Analysis of MRI and anatomical data were performed using SPM12 software
(https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/). Pre-processing included the fol-
lowing steps: reduction the center of the anatomical and functional images to the ante-
rior commissure (CA); realignment to exclude artifacts associated with head movement;
co-registration of functional images with anatomical ones; correction of differences in
image acquisition time between slices; segmentation of anatomical data; spatial normal-
ization of data to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard using ICBM space
template; smoothing functional slices using a Gaussian function (Gaussian kernel= 6).
Next, the first-level analysis was performed using a general linear model (GLM) with
contrasts: LH > Rest and RH > Rest. For GLM we used the moment of clenching the
hand into a fist as onsets and 2 s duration. The second-level analysis was performed by
a two-sample t-test (p < 0.05), corrected with FWE. Contrasts between groups were
performed by a two-sample t-test (p< 0.001), uncorrected. To localize the activity areas
of the brain and create an ROI mask, the WFU PickAtlas software package was used
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/wfu_pickatlas/).

3 Results

The brain activity of 16 volunteers and 16 patients with PD during the movements of
the right (dominant) and left (non-dominant) hands was analyzed.

3.1 Control Group

The control group showed activation of 7 clusters (Fig. 1, Appendix Table 2) during the
movement of the dominant hands. Activation was localized in the motor areas of the
brain: in the contralateral primary motor cortex (M1), the primary somatosensory cortex
(PSC), and supplementary motor area (SMA). Also, movements caused activation of the
contralateral insula/operculum and supramarginal gyrus (parietal cortex). Subcortical
structures were represented by the thalamus and posterior putamen. We also observed
activation in the ipsilateral cerebellum.Motor tests performed by the non-dominant hand
caused activation in the cortical structures of the contralateral hemisphere: M1, PSC,
SMA, as well as the ipsilateral cerebellum. In the subcortical structures, activation was
observed in the middle part of the contralateral striatum.

The dominant hand movement caused a greater volume of activation cluster size in
all structures, except M1 where the activation for both hand movements was similar.
PSC activation volume was twice when moving a dominant hand. Activation clusters
in the SMA differed by more than 6 times between left and right hand movements.
Cerebellar activity increased more than 4 times during dominant movement. Moreover,
we did not find activation in the thalamus, parietal cortex, insula, and operculum during
non-dominant hand movement. Meanwhile, we observed anterior displacement of the
activation in the putamen.

3.2 Parkinsonian Patients

Patients with Parkinson’s disease showed activation of 17 clusters during the dominant
hand movements (Fig. 2, Appendix Table 2), localized in both motor and non-motor

https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/wfu_pickatlas/
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Fig. 1. Activated areas during left and right hand movements superimposed on anatomic slice of
averaged brain in control group. Numbers on the images indicate the slice coordinates the z-axis
as determined by the MNI.

brain structures. We observed the largest clusters in the bilateral M1, PSC, and SMA. In
addition, we found activation in the contralateral insula/operculum and bilateral supra-
marginal gyrus (parietal cortex). The activity of subcortical structures was localized in
the thalamus and rostral ipsilateral putamen. We also observed activation in the ipsilat-
eral cerebellum and in several small clusters located in different parts of the brain. Motor
tests performed by the non-dominant hand caused activation of the same structures but
excluded the putamen. There were also a few small clusters in other parts of the brain.

We observed a greater volume of activation in the PSC, SMA, and thalamus during
dominant movement. Activation was less in the M1, parietal lobe and cerebellum com-
pared with movements by the non-dominant hand. In the PSC, we observed a 5-fold
reduction in activation volume when moving the left hand. It is curious that there was
2-fold less activation volume in the M1, and at the same time there was a 3-fold increase
in activation volume in the SMA during dominant hand movement. In the parietal lobe,
we observed a 3-fold significant increase in activation volume during non-dominant
motion. Movement by the dominant hand caused a 2-fold greater volume of activation
in the thalamus. We found activation in the left insula/operculum, independently of the
clenched hand, but when moving the left hand, this was 2-fold lower. Rostral putamen
activation was observed only when moving a dominant hand. The volume of activation
in the cerebellum was similar for both hands.
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Fig. 2. Activated areas during left and right hand movements superimposed on anatomic slice of
averaged brain in PD patients. Numbers on the images indicate the slice coordinates the z-axis as
determined by the MNI.

3.3 Parkinsonian and Control Groups Contrast

We found that, in contrast to volunteers, in which the brain activity was concentrated
in several (mainly motor) areas, patients with PD had many small clusters dispersed
in the different brain structures, including non-motor areas (Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Appendix
Table 2). Volunteer vs PD contrast showed a similar decrease in activity for both dom-
inant and non-dominant hands. The patients had decreased activity in the contralateral
motor cortex, in the contralateral basal ganglia, and also in both insula. Basal ganglia
activity included mostly posterior putamen and pallidum. Also we observed a decrease
in activity in the ipsilateral cerebellum. Non-dominant hand movement caused addi-
tional activation in more anterior part of putamen and lateral part of insula (Fig. 3). The
opposite contrast showed few clusters localized in the ipsilateral motor cortex, SMA,
thalamus and contralateral auditory cortex, insula and cerebellum during dominant hand
movement. Non-dominant hand movement also caused additional activation in bilateral
precentral and postcentral gyri, SMA, parietal lobe and somatosensory areas. We also
found activity in the contralateral cerebellum (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Activated areas for Control> PD contrast during left and right hand movements superim-
posed on anatomic slice of averaged brain. Numbers on the images indicate the slice coordinates
the z-axis as determined by the MNI.

4 Discussion

Neuroimaging studies have investigated different aspects of motor control in PD related
to movement automaticity, execution of self initiated and externally triggered move-
ments [11, 12, 14, 17, 18]. These reports revealed some typical motor-related neural
responses in PD, like hypoactivation in the striatum and SMA, with hyperactivation
in the premotor cortex, parietal cortex, and cerebellum compared with control group
[11, 12]. Hyperactivity in the putamen during internally but not externally generated
movements has also been observed in PD [17]. Many studies reported the influence of
the affected side and side of onset of motor symptoms to brain activity in Parkinson’s
disease [9, 13–15]. A recent study reported that the dominant side of PD symptoms is
usually in accordance with handedness [19]. However, the influence of handedness on
brain activity during voluntary movement in PD remains unclear. In the present study,
we characterized the patterns of brain activity evoked by dominant and non-dominant
hand movements in PD subjects and compared it with a control group.

Our data showed that in the control group there are robust differences in brain activ-
ity between dominant and non-dominant sides. The major difference in localization was
observed in the basal ganglia and thalamus. We propose that activation of the posterior
putamen and thalamus during dominant handmovement could result from it’s high auto-
maticity. The activation of the more anterior parts of the putamen during non-dominant
left hand movement suggests that these movements are less habitual, since the anterior
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Fig. 4. Activated areas for PD> Control contrast during left and right hand movements superim-
posed on anatomic slice of averaged brain. Numbers on the images indicate the slice coordinates
the z-axis as determined by the MNI.

putamen performs several functions related to controlling movement and learning [20].
Left hand requires more cognitive effort in order to plan, select, and execute movements
[9, 20]. Moreover, previous studies showed that movements of the non-dominant hand
resulted in amore balanced pattern of activation in the two hemispheres, due to relatively
greater ipsilateral activation [2, 9]. We did not find any additional activity of nonmotor
cortical areas in the contralateral and ipsilateral hemisphere during both movements.
However, our data are consistent with the fact that movements of the dominant hand
elicited large contralateral activation which may provide a neural substrate for higher
efficiency and a greater motor skill repertoire of the preferred hand [21].

We showed that brain activity in patients with PD was less lateralized. In contrast to
volunteers, where the activity of the brain was concentrated in the contralateral hemi-
sphere (except the cerebellum), in patients we observed the activity in both hemispheres,
especially when moving with a non-dominant hand. It is believed that the involvement
of the ipsilateral hemisphere in motor behavior may be due to the fact that this simple
movement is a complex motor task for patients and requires extra brain resources [9,
22].

The specificity of these differences during dominant and non-dominant hand move-
ment should also be separately noted. Dominant hand movement was characterized by
significantly lower activation area in M1 in the PD group, while in the control group
it was similar. We propose that these differences in M1 could result from the lack of
motor information through the basal ganglia associated with the disturbance of habitual
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motor control in PD [10]. At the same time, we observed the opposite activation pat-
tern in the PSC and SMA, which could be considered as a compensatory mechanism.
We also found bilateral activation of the parietal cortex during dominant hand move-
ment and contralateral activation during non-dominant hand movement. In contrast, in
control group, bilateral activation of the parietal cortex was observed when moving the
left (non-dominant) hand and contralateral activation when moving the right (dominant)
hand [13].

The intergroup comparison showed a decrease in brain activity in the primary
somatosensory cortex, primarymotor cortex, basal ganglia, and insula during bothmove-
ments in the PD group compared with the control. These data are in accordance with the
pathophysiological model of Parkinson’s disease resulting from dopaminergic deficit
in substantia nigra, which leads to basal ganglia dysfunction [14]. Wherein it should
be noted that during dominant hand movement, the decrease in the posterior motor
areas of the putamen and pallidum was stronger than during movement with the non-
dominant hand. The opposite contrast showed that non-dominant hand movement in PD
was accompanied by an activation of many non-motor cortical areas, which probably
compensated the lack of activation in the main motor structures.

Generally, our study showed that dominance strongly affects brain activation both in
control group and Parkinson’s disease. There are few study limitations which should be
noted. First of all it’s a rather small sample of participants and the lack of a group with
a left dominant hand, as well as group heterogeneity in the affected side and gender. We
suppose that further investigation is needed to study the influence of the affective side
and dominant side on motor control in Parkinson’s disease.
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Appendix

Fig. 5. Research design.
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Table 2. Localization of activated areas during left and right hands movements in control group
and PD patients

Control

Left hand Right hand

Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T

x y z x y z

1 718 35 -18 50 Precentral R 8,1 1 1024 -41 -20 54 Postcentral L 8,0

Postcentral R 6,7 Precentral L 8,4

Frontal Sup R 6,4 Parietal Inf L 6,4

2 63 -12 -48 -18 Cerebelum 4 5 L 6,9 Frontal Sup L 6,0

Cerebelum 6 L 6,1 Parietal Sup L 6,4

3 14 29 3 -2 Putamen R 6,4 2 279 14 -56 -18 Cerebelum 4 5 R 8,1

4 13 9 -9 54 Supp Motor Area R 6,1 Cerebelum 6 R 7,3

Vermis 4 5 6,7

Vermis 6 6,2

Fusiform R 6,2

3 119 -5 -7 54 Supp Motor Area L 6,9

Cingulum Mid L 6,9

4 256 -27 -18 6 Putamen L 6,7

Insula L 6,6

Rolandic Oper L 6,2

Pallidum L 6,4

Temporal Sup L 6,1

Temporal Pole Sup L 6,0

5 43 -61 -22 18 SupraMarginal L 6,6

Postcentral L 6,3

Temporal Sup L 6,0

6 12 -14 -20 2 Thalamus L 6,3

7 20 -59 -33 30 SupraMarginal L 6,1

PD

Left hand Right hand

Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T

x y z x y z

1 310 37 -22 62 Precentral R 7,2 1 513 -40 -26 54 Postcentral L 7,7

Postcentral R 6,9 Precentral L 6,9

2 232 59 -33 26 SupraMarginal R 6,9 Parietal Inf L 6,8

Rolandic Oper R 6,5 2 174 -5 -12 50 Supp Motor Area L 6,7 

Temporal Sup R 6,4 Cingulum Mid L 6,5

Postcentral R 6,4 Paracentral_Lobule_L 6,0

Angular R 6,3 Supp Motor Area R 6,0

3 50 -20 -52 -26 Cerebelum_4_5_L 6,3 3 111 50 3 30 Putamen 6,5

Cerebelum_6_L 6,1                    Precentral_R 6,6

Vermis_4_5 6,2 Caudate_R 6,6

4 45 -3 -16 30 Corpus Callosum 6,2 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6,1

Cingulum Mid R 6,5 Postcentral_R 6,2

5 42 7 -7 58 Supp Motor Area R 6,7 4 77 -48 1 2 Rolandic_Oper_L 6,6

Cingulum Mid R 6,5 Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 6,3

6 40 -48 1 2 Temporal Sup L 6,5 Precentral_L 6,5

Rolandic Oper L 6,7 Insula_L 6,1

Insula L 6,0 Temporal_Sup_L 6,0

7 39 31 8 22 Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 6,0 5 63 -35 -22 22 Rolandic_Oper_L 6,1

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 5,8 Insula_L 6,1

8 21 52 3 30 Precentral R 6,4 SupraMarginal_L 6,2

Postcentral R 6,3 Postcentral_L 5,9

9 20 18 -22 2 Thalamus_R 6,4 6 52 59 -26 26 SupraMarginal_R 6,4

10 20 8 18 30 Cingulum_Mid_R 6,2 Postcentral_R 6,3

11 19 -1 29 30 Cingulum_Mid_L 6,0 7 37 -12 -22 -2 Thalamus_L 6,9

Cingulum_Ant_L 6,1 8 24 -46 -27 6 Temporal_Sup_L 6,2

12 18 18 5 18 Caudate_R 6,3 Temporal_Mid_L 6,1

13 16 -1 5 62 Supp_Motor_Area_L 6.1 9 20 22 16 -2 Putamen_R 6,5

14 15 -48 -26 2 Temporal_Sup_L 6,5 10 17 31 44 14 Frontal_Mid_R 6,3

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Temporal_Mid_L 6,1 Frontal_Sup_R 6,4

11 15 46 14 26 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6,5

12 13 12 -56 -22 Cerebelum_4_5_R 6,7

Cerebelum_6_R 6,5

Control>PD

Left hand Right hand

Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T

x y z x x x

1 455 29 3 2 Putamen_R 4,7 1 318 -37 -3 14 Putamen_L 4,3
Insula_R 4,1 Insula_L 4,9
Rolandic_Oper_R 4,0 Rolandic_Oper_L 4,1
Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 3,7 Temporal_Sup_L 3,8
Amygdala_R 4,0 Pallidum_L 4,0
Temporal_Pole_Sup_R 3,7 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L 3,5

2 335 35 -18 50 Precentral_R 5,0 2 219 -42 -24 58 Precentral_L 4,5
Postcentral_R 3,8 Postcentral_L 4,4
Frontal_Sup_R 3,8 3 148 40 3 2 Insula_R 4,1

3 74 -39 -1 6 Insula_L 4,4 Rolandic_Oper_R 3,9
Rolandic_Oper_L 3,7 Putamen_R 3,8

4 39 -59 -33 30 SupraMarginal_L 3,7 4 53 18 -48 -22 Cerebelum_4_5_R 4,1
Parietal_Inf_L 3,6 Cerebelum_6_R 3,9
Postcentral_L 3,4 Fusiform_R 3,7

5 32 -14 -48 -18 Cerebelum_4_5_L 4,0

PD>Control

Left hand Right hand

Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T Cluster N voxels Peak MNI coordinate Lable (aal) Mean T

x y z x y z

1 876 -5 -26 58 Paracentral_Lobule_L 4,2 1 222 23 -20 66 Precentral_R 4,5
Precentral_L 4,0 Postcentral_R 3,7
Postcentral_L 4,2 Frontal_Sup_R 4,0
Precuneus_L                              3,9 2 122 -52 -27 2 Temporal_Mid_L 3,8
Paracentral_Lobule_R 4,0 Temporal_Sup_L 3,8
Cingulum_Mid_L 3,6 Heschl_L 3,8
Postcentral_R 4,1 3 87 48 -9 38 Precentral_R 4,1
Precentral_R 4,1 Postcentral_R 3,8
Supp_Motor_Area_L 4,2 4 54 -37 25 -10 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 3,9
Supp_Motor_Area_R 3,7 Insula_L 3,6

2 605 14 -44 34 Precuneus_R 3,9 5 29 8 -42 62 Postcentral_R 3,6
Cingulum_Mid_R 4,2 Postcentral_R 3,7
Precuneus_L 3,7 Precuneus_R 3,7
Cingulum_Mid_L 3,8 Parietal_Sup_R 3,6
Cingulum_Post_L 3,8 6 26 8 -16 50 Cingulum_Mid_R 4,3
Cingulum_Post_R 4,0 Supp_Motor_Area_R 3,9
Cuneus_R 3,5 7 17 -14 -39 -14 Cerebelum_4_5_L 3,6

3 328 42 -48 42 Angular_R 3,7 Fusiform_L 3,9
Parietal_Inf_R 3,9 ParaHippocampal_L 4,0
SupraMarginal_R 3,7 8 11 14 -18 2 Thalamus_R 3,7

4 225 42 -7 42 Postcentral_R 4,3
Precentral_R 4,5

5 190 -31 -27 14 Temporal_Sup_L 4,1
Heschl_L 4,2
Rolandic_Oper_L 4,3
Insula_L 4,1
Temporal_Mid_L 3,5

6 74 -5 40 22 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 3,6
Cingulum_Ant_L 3,6
Cingulum_Ant_R 3,6
Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 3,5
Cingulum_Mid_R 3,6

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

7 51 -25 -65 38 Occipital_Mid_L 3,7
Parietal_Inf_L 3,5
Occipital_Sup_L 3,7

8 42 -40 -63 34 Angular_L 3,8
Occipital_Mid_L 3,6

9 31 -10 -82 -2 Lingual_L 3,9
Calcarine_L 3,7

10 22 7 -56 -22 Vermis_4_5 3,6
Cerebelum_4_5_R 3,7
Vermis_6 3,8

11 20 -24 -33 -6 Hippocampus_L 3,8
ParaHippocampal_L 3,8

12 20 -55 -35 2 Temporal_Mid_L 3,6
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Abstract. Themirror neuron system (MNS) is a key component in the neurophys-
iological mechanisms of social behavior. At the same time, the properties of the
mirror neurons are very difficult to study using indirect methods such as fMRI and
EEG. Also, invasive registration of neural activity in people is possible only in the
case of serious medical interventions. This MNS study was conducted in patients
with pharmacoresistant epilepsy, and the gamma activity of local potentials in
the frontal and temporal lobes was studied using depth invasive electrodes. The
MNS activation was accompanied by increased gamma activity in the left inferior
frontal gyrus, anterior insula, caudate nucleus, and in the right hippocampus. The
degree of activity was related to the complexity of the hands movement.

Keywords: Mirror neuron system · Gamma activity · Epilepsy

1 Introduction

Mirror neurons have been studied since 1996 when Rizzolatti with his colleagues dis-
covered neurons with mirror properties that increase their activity during observation
and execution of the same action [1]. There were a lot of attempts to investigate mir-
ror neurons in humans and a lot of disputes about whether the mirror neurons exist in
humans or not. The point is that there were only indirect methods of mirror neurons
studying in humans like fMRI, EEG, or PET. Such methods couldn’t reveal that activa-
tion during observation and execution of social movements occurs in the same neurons.
Despite this fact, a lot of new interesting properties of the mirror neurons system (MNS)
were uncovered. First of all, Rizzolatti reported that mirror neurons were activated dur-
ing action observation when the subject understood the purpose of the action and was
able to repeat that action [2]. The mirror neuron system has been found to play an
important role in empathy, learning, understanding other people’s intentions, and social
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interaction in general [3–7]. Finally, in 2010 Mukamel published joint work with neuro-
surgeons where they recorded single neuron activity in patients with pharmacoresistant
epilepsy [8].

This work put an end to the debate about the existence of mirror neurons in humans:
there were very accurately measured the activity of more than 1,000 neurons in different
regions of the brain, and there were found neurons that respond when viewing and
performing the same action by a person.Of course, thisworkwas unique in its complexity
and accuracy. Furthermore, the invasive implantation of recording electrodes into the
patients’ brains required compliance with all ethical standards. This is why the invasive
recording was only possible for patients with epilepsy who were preparing for surgical
removal of the focus of epileptic activity. As a result, Mukamel found mirror neurons in
the motor and premotor cortex, as well as the hippocampus and amygdala [8].

So far, there are not many papers that cover the MNS work using invasive regis-
tration of extracellular neurons activity. One of the works was done on patients with
Parkinson’s disease, a bilateral desynchronization of beta activity during action obser-
vation and execution was found [9]. In 2014, when investigating the capabilities of the
invasive brain-computer interface, it was shown that subdural electrodes registered sim-
ilar patterns of alpha-beta and gamma activity when observing and capturing objects
[10]. Waldert with his team registered local field potentials (LFP) in the premotor and
primary motor cortex of two monkeys [11]. The authors showed that the low-frequency
LFP signal can be modulated while observing the action in both considered areas of
the cerebral cortex. A comparative study of the sensorimotor and speech functions of
the MNS using ECOG recording was provided in 2015 [12] and obtained desynchro-
nization of alpha, and beta rhythms in the frontal, parietal, temporal regions, and lower
frontal gyrus when observing and performing both visual-motor and speech tasks. Sev-
eral papers have reported changes in invasive gamma activity in their MNS studies,
which we will consider in more detail during the discussion [13–16].

Thus, invasive studies of the MNS are unique and extremely necessary works for
understanding the mirror properties of neurons. This work aimed to identify changes
in LFP gamma activity in the lower frontal gyrus and temporal regions, including the
hippocampus, in tasks that activate the MNS.

2 Methods

2.1 Ethics Statement

The research methods were approved by the local ethical committees of the Institute
of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology of the Russian Academy of Sciences
(Moscow, Russia) and were performed under the ethical standards laid down in the
Declaration of Helsinki of 1964.

2.2 Subjects

The study involved 11 patients (10 men, 1 woman, right-handed, aged 21 to 39 years,
average 29 years) with a diagnosis of focal intractable epilepsy, preparing for surgical
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removal of the epileptic focus.All patientswere admitted to the neurosurgical department
of Clinical Medical Center ofMoscow StateMedical and Dental University. All subjects
gave their informed consent andwere free to withdraw from the study at any time. Before
the operation, this groupof patientswas equippedwith depth electrodes for invasive video
EEG monitoring to determine the “attack onset area” and “irritative area”. All subjects
fully understood the experimenters’ instructions and easily performed the experimental
task. The study of the MNS activity was conducted at least 5 h after the operation to
insert the electrodes when the patient was already fully conscious and showed adequate
activity.

2.3 Experimental Design

The method of conducting the MNS study should include the tasks of observing and
performing (also often used imagination) biological gestures, for which a video clip
was mounted. This video clip included fragments with various hand movements, as well
as a fragment with a non-biological moving object (a ball that rolls on a table). In the
video, all the movements were performed by an actor in neutral clothing, and only the
hands, forearms, and part of the table were visible (the face was not visible). Three
different movements were selected – a simple motor act (clenching the right hand),
an emotional movement involving both hands (clapping), and a purposeful movement
(grasping and moving the cup). The patient was instructed to observe the demonstration
of movement (“observation” task), then imagine this movement (“imagination” task),
then repeat it (“execution“ task). The duration of each task was 10 s, and there were
pauses between tasks, during which the researcher reminded what the next task would
be. As a baseline, the neural activity was recorded in a resting state with open eyes in the
same body position. The video also included a 10-s fragment with a static image, where
the same actor didn’t show any movements (the task of observing a “static image”). The
demonstration of a static image was carried out in order to differentiate the reaction to
the “picture” and to the social movement.

The video clip was demonstrated from a 17-inch laptop monitor, which was placed
on a stand in front of the patient. The distance from the monitor screen to the patient’s
face was 40–50 cm. Patients were placed on their hospital bed, the back of the bed was
brought to a semi-vertical position. Before the experiment began, patients were brought
to the most convenient position for video viewing and performing movements with their
right hand. Before starting the experiment, patients were explained the essence of the
study and given the necessary instructions.

2.4 Electrodes and Signal Acquisition

The electrodes were implanted in the hippocampus of the right and left temples and
in the frontal lobes. Sterile disposable AD-TECH® electrodes with platinum contacts
(1.12 mm diameter) were used to monitor epileptic activity. Each depth electrode had 4
or 6 contacts located at a distance of 10 mm from each other, the distance between the
first and last contact of the electrode was 32 mm for 4-contact and 52 mm for 6-contact
electrodes. The deepest contact was located at a depth of about 60 mm. In the frontal
lobes, the electrodes were passed through the lower frontal gyrus with the tip in the
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projection of the caudate nucleus in the left and right hemispheres. Temporal electrodes
were inserted through the middle or upper temporal gyrus with the tip located in the
projection of the right hippocampus also in the left and right hemispheres. Electrodes
screwed into the scalp were used as reference and grounding electrodes. The localization
of invasive electrodes was monitored using computed tomography.

2.5 Data Processing and Analysis

The signal from the depth electrodes was recorded at a sampling rate of 2 kHz (in
3 patients), 8 kHz (in 1 patient), and 4 kHz (in 7 patients), then a bandpass filter of
1–300 Hz and a 50 Hz rejection filter with harmonics were performed using the free
EDF browser program. For each patient in each task, spectral power values of gamma
(35–300 Hz) rhythm were identified with a standard fast Fourier transform (FFT). The
absolute power values of each sample were also recalculated relative to the baseline and
normalized by natural logarithm. Relative values of gamma power were analyzed using
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA, Statistica V.7.0 by StatSoft © Inc., USA) with factors
such as “hemisphere” and “lobe” depending on whether the recording electrodes were
located. Also for the tasks of observation, imagination, and execution, ANOVA was
performed taking into account the “motor movement” factor, depending on the type of
hand movement observed and performed.

When the location of the epileptic focus was determined, the signals of the same
hemisphere were excluded from the patient’s data pool.

3 Results

3.1 Gamma Activity in Various Tasks

Normalized relative values of the gamma rhythm power were used to analyze its changes
when performing tasks in comparison with the baseline (see Fig. 1). The repeated mea-
sures ANOVA taking into account the “hemisphere” and “lobe” factors revealed a sig-
nificant influence of factors combination R1 * “hemisphere”* “lobe”, current effect F(4,
1400)= 30.43, p= 0.000. Changes in the gamma rhythm in each of the tasks are shown
in Fig. 2 for the frontal and temporal electrodes in the left and right hemispheres (the
value in the baseline corresponds to zero on the y-axis).

One can see a significant increase in gamma activity during the imagination and
execution task in the left frontal lobe and right temporal lobe. At the same time, there was
a significant decrease in gamma activity in the left temporal lobe during the execution
task. Gamma activity was lower baseline during observation of the static image and
non-biological motion of a ball.

3.2 Gamma Activity and Different hand’s Movements

The next step in our analysis was to determine whether gamma activity depends on the
type of hand’smovement. repeatedmeasuresANOVAwas carried out taking into account
the following factors: hemisphere (1), lobe (2), type of movement (3), and repeated task
(R1 – observation, imagination, execution). The following Table 1 gives the indicators
of the ANOVA and p-values for significant effects.
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Fig. 1. Relative changes in gamma activity when performing various tasks (static image obser-
vation, observation, imagination, and execution of the biological movements, and non-biological
motion observation) in the left and right hemispheres in the temporal (blue circles) and frontal
(red triangles) lobes. The baseline values are zero.

Table 1. Repeated measures analysis of variance.

Effect SS Degree of
Freedom

MS F p

Intercept 17,30 1 17,30 19,02 0,00

{1} hemisphere 5,40 1 5,41 5,95 0,02

{2} lobe 12,02 1 12,02 13,22 0,0003

{3} movement 9,16 2 4,58 5,04 0,006

hemisphere * lobe 56,38 1 56,38 61,98 0,00

1 * 2 * 3 7,85 2 3,93 4,32 0,01

Error 512,98 564 0,90

{4} R1 22,54 2 11,27 41,04 0,00

R1 * hemisphere 2,13 2 1,07 3,88 0,02

R1 * lobe 3,35 2 1,68 6,12 0,002

R1 * movement 3,12 4 0,78 2,85 0,02

R1 * 1 * 2 14,54 2 7,27 26,47 0,00

R1 * 1 * 3 5,97 4 1,49 5,44 0,00

R1 * 2 * 3 2,88 4 0,72 2,62 0,03

Error 309,83 1128 0,27
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One can also see differences in gamma changes during observation, imagination,
and execution of three types of hand movement: hand clenching, clapping, and cup
grasping (see Fig. 2). There were significant increases in gamma activity in left frontal
electrodes during imagination and execution for all movements and during observation
of the clapping and cup grasping only. In the right temporal lobe there were significant
gamma increases during imagination and execution of the same movements (clapping
and cup grasping only). There was a significant decrease in gamma activity in the left
temporal lobe during execution of the hand clenching and clapping.

Fig. 2. Relative changes in gamma activity when performing various tasks (static image obser-
vation, observation, imagination, and execution of the biological movements, and non-biological
motion observation) in the left and right hemispheres in the temporal (blue circles) and frontal
(red triangles) lobes. The baseline values are zero.
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

Themain idea of thisworkwas to usemore objective indicators of neural network activity
in the study of theMNS. It is a gamma signal that is associated with the neurons’ activity,
therefore in this paper, we are talking about the gamma activity of the LFP signal, which
reflects the electric potential changes of nearby neural circuits. At the moment, there
are many fMRI and EEG studies that investigate the properties of the MNS. But such
methods always cause a lot of doubts, since theBOLDsignal andmu-rhythm suppression
are indirect indicators of network activity. Gamma changes in the LFP signal is a more
direct activation indicator of surrounding neural networks.

The strongest increase in gamma activity in our work was obtained when performing
all “mirror” tasks in the left frontal electrodes, namely in the lower frontal gyrus, anterior
insula, and head of the caudate nucleus. Also, a significant, but not so strong increase in
gamma activity was in the right temporal lobe, namely in the hippocampus. Analysis of
the literature gave the following.

Caruna used the ECOG method, when analyzed the gamma range in the premotor
cortex only during observation, without using execution and imagination tasks [13].
Babiloni in 2016 showed that in patients with epilepsy in the sensorimotor, premotor,
and prefrontal cortex regions, both when observing and performing hand movement,
alpha and beta suppression and gamma increasing of ECOG were occurred [14]. In
a recent study, Perry and colleagues [15] examined the MNS activity using ECOG in
prefrontal, motor, temporal, or parietal regions of the right or left hemisphere. The
results showed an increase in the gamma power when observing and performing tasks.
Simultaneous recording of multi unit activity, LFP, and EEG from the ventral premotor
cortex in monkeys were provided in a recent study [16]. There were revealed that the
activity of the premotor cortex significantly correlateswith an increase in theLFPgamma
range, as well as with a decrease of the sensorimotor EEG rhythms.

Thus, our results of measuring gamma activity are in good agreement with the lit-
erature data. As for the activation regions, the premotor cortex and lower frontal gyrus
have long been mentioned in works on the mirror system of the brain [3, 5, 6]. The
insula through which the frontal electrodes passed has extensive connections with both
the limbic system and the motor cortex, so it can be an intermediary in the mirror system
between motor functions and feelings of empathy [7]. Activation of the right hippocam-
pus was not as strong and was not shown in all tasks, but only in more complex ones.
This effect may be associated with memory retrieval processes when trying to imagine
and repeat the hand movement seen. At the same time, Mukamel in their work found in
the hippocampus neurons with mirror properties [8].

The greatest increases in gamma rhythm were in the presentation and execution
tasks. When considering different motor acts, it became clear that when observed,
gamma increased only in two more complex tasks - clapping hands and moving the
cup. The first movement of clenching the hand, probably, was the easiest to perceive.
The increase in activity exactly in the left frontal lobe is probably because all the sub-
jects were right-handed and the left hemisphere dominates in planning actions. Thus,
all the necessary elements of mirroring have worked. Interestingly, when observing a
non-biological object (the movement of the ball) there was even a decrease in gamma
power, which may be associated with a decrease in the MNS activity.
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In conclusion, we can state that this study revealed the mirror neurons activity in
the left lower frontal gyrus, anterior insula, and caudate nucleus head in all “mirror”
tasks, as well as in the right hippocampus when performing the most complex tasks of
imagination and repetition. The degree of activity was related to the complexity of the
hands movement, and the activation side was related to the dominant hemisphere of the
participants.

The authors declare that the researchwas conducted in the absence of any commercial
relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest.
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Abstract. Children who survived cerebellar tumor occur with atactic motor dis-
orders. These disorders could be represented in postural, locomotor and oculo-
motor domains. The gait efficiency depends on visual information acquired from
saccadic eye movements. The aim of the study was to establish the relationships
between measures of tandem gait and saccades and to verify them by stabilometry
and general motor score using Bruininks-Oseretsky Test. We used motion cap-
ture system (Optitrack) for gait registration and Arrington eye tracker for saccade
detection. 15 patients (9–17 years old) survived cerebellar tumors and stayed in
rehabilitation center, participated in the study. We found significant relationships
between the parameters of tandem gait and saccades: high percent of hypermetric
saccades (saccades which overshoot the target) was strongly associated with high
tandem gait variability (r = 0.552). Moreover, the degree of impairment of gait
and saccadic parameters significantly related to worse postural disturbances (r =
0.752; r = 0.541) and motor skills (r = −0.673; r = −0.612). Observed find-
ings comprehensively characterize the severity of ataxia and could provide new
approach for the diagnosis of CNS lesions.

Keywords: Cerebellum · Pediatric cancer · Tandem gait ·Motion capture · Eye
tracking

1 Introduction

An integral part of the functioning of the locomotor system is the complex interaction
of different areas of the brain, providing reliable feedback from the visual system [1].
Effective locomotion relies on visual input received via saccadic eye movements (rapid
oculomotor movements) [2]. Understanding the relationship between saccades, fixations
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and locomotor acts (such as gait) can provide insight into the parallel and collaborative
work of these two systems [3].

Neural networks subserving the integration work of saccadic system and locomotion
coincide in regions of brainstem and the cerebellum [3]. The cerebellum is crucial for
gross and finemotor skills, balance and gait. According to gait generation, cerebellar cor-
tex and deep cerebellar nuclei (dentate and fastigal, where representations of single mus-
cles are located) formcomplex circuitwith inferior olivary nuclei, providing combination
of motor acts [4, 5]. Fastigal nucleus has projections to the brainstem reticular formation
and is thought to be an important locomotor region controlling proximal limbmovements
[6]. Saccade regulation involves cerebellar regions such as oculomotor vermis (vermal
lobulesVI-VII) and aswell as fastigial nucleus [7]. Brainstem saccade generator receives
projections from fastigial nucleus adjusting the saccadic amplitude [8].

Due to cerebellar lesions of various origins, the classic motor impairments are
expressed in dysmetria of movements, oculomotor abnormalities, ataxic gait, tremor,
muscle weakness and dysarthric speech, as well as disorders of non-motor functions
(cognitive and affective) [7, 9]. One of the most informative clinical test for ataxia esti-
mation is tandem gait test used when conducting neurological examinations to quantify
the severity of impairments [10, 11]. Tandem gait implies walking heel to toe in a straight
line, resulting in conditions of limited support and difficult maintenance of balance [12].
In normal clinical use, the task completion time and the number of steps and errors are
recorded, but at the moment, research options are being developed using the registration
of biomechanical parameters by motion capture systems [13].

Cerebellar oculomotor disorders include nystagmus, unstable fixations, saccadic
intrusions and oscillations, impairments of smooth pursuit, saccadic dysmetria [14, 15].
In our previous research we showed saccadic hypermetria (when inaccurate saccade
overshoots the target) could be considered as one of the most prominent symptom of
cerebellar disorder [16]. Hypermetric saccades often followed by corrective saccades of
smaller amplitude which return the gaze to the target. Eye tracking is useful non-invasive
tool which allows to investigate saccadic functions in patients.

Various studies have shown commongait and saccadic regularities in healthy subjects
and abnormalities in patients with neurodegenerative diseases [17–20]. In most of them,
the parameters of locomotion and eyemovementswere recorded separately. For example,
in Parkinson’s disease the step length and saccades tend to be hypometric, freezing of gait
relates to increased saccadic latency [18]. In patients with cerebellar ataxia predictable
results were given: dysmetric saccades occur during stepping [19]. It should be noted
that more studies have recently appeared with simultaneous registration of gait and eye
movements [20].

Cerebellar dysfunction can be caused by tumor process and its treatment. Among
pediatric types of cancer, posterior fossa tumors (medulloblastoma, astrocytoma,
ependymoma etc.) make up 50% of all brain cancer and represent a serious problem
in neuro-oncology [21]. They mostly occur at an early age and lead to disability of the
child for the rest of his life. While treatment approaches have been recently developed
and provide high survival rate, pediatric neuro-oncology requires new rehabilitation
methods for improving recovery process and reducing the consequences of disability. To
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assess the effectiveness of the rehabilitation process, it is necessary to use high-precision
technological solutions, e.g. objective methods of motion capture and eye tracking.

Considering this, aim of our study was to establish the relationships between mea-
sures of tandem gait and saccades in patients survived cerebellar tumors for accu-
rate diagnostics of ataxia symptoms. In addition, we wanted to test how systems of
gait and eye movements correspond to system of postural control and the child’s
overall motor development using standardized classical methods of stabilometry and
Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency.

2 Methods

Research was conducted on 15 patients (8 males, 9–17 years old, M= 13.4± 2.5) who
survived cerebellar tumor. Most of patients were diagnosed with medulloblastoma (7)
and pilocytic astrocytoma (5) and single cases represented other tumors (ganglioma – 1,
ependymoma – 1, neurocytoma – 1). Subjects didn’t suffer from severe mental, neu-
rological and ophthalmological deficits. They were staying at Clinical Research Reha-
bilitation Center (Chechov, Russia) and receiving rehabilitational course after finishing
of treatment (including the chemotherapy) for at least six months. The experiment was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Dmitry Rogachev National Medical Research
Center of Pediatric Hematology, Oncology and Immunology (protocol number 8e/13–
17 of 27.10.2017) and was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki.

The experimental design consisted of twomain digital (motion capture and eye track-
ing) and two supplemental classicalmethods (stabilometry andBruininks-OseretskyTest
of Motor Proficiency, BOT-2).

We used optical system Optitrack Motion Capture (12 cameras Flex 13, 120 Hz)
for estimating kinematics of tandem gait. A set of 26 reflective markers were placed on
anatomical landmarks of subject’s body (Fig. 1). Subjects were asked to walk 4.5 mwith
eyes open, heel-to-toe, without spaces between feet along the straight line marked on
the floor. Data from one marker on heel and from virtual marker represented center of
mass position was registered. Estimated parameters were: (1) step length (m) - the length
of two feet (40–60 cm, including mistakes); (2) step amplitude (height, m) – abduction
of the leg to the side; (3) gait variability – the ratio of step length to the amplitude of
step; (4) the trajectory of center of mass (CoM trajectory) from virtual marker (m). For
further analysis, the coefficients of variation (CV) of step length, step amplitude and
gait variability were used. The higher is the CV of gait variability – the more variable
(inefficient) is the gait. CoM trajectory represents the real distance covered, taking into
account the deviations from the given path.

Eye movements were evaluated in visually-guided saccades test and recorded by eye
tracker Arrington 60 Hz. Standard 9-point calibration algorithm was used. Patients were
asked to perform 24 visually guided saccades to the tops of the square demonstrated
on the monitor. Saccadic amplitudes were obtained. Estimated parameters were: (1)
percent of hypermetric saccades (whose amplitude exceeds the given bymore than 10%);
(2) percent of corrective saccades (followed after hyper- or hypometric saccades); (3)
scanpath (°) - the total amplitude of the executed saccades according to the square’s
trajectory.
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Fig. 1. Multisectional model of the lower extremities using 26 markers located on anatomical
landmarks. The image is obtained from Visual 3D.

Stabilometry was performed using Stabilan-01–2® device (ZAO OKB “Ritm”,
Taganrog, Russia) for estimation of postural balance (in Romberg Pose with eyes
opened). The estimated parameter was mean velocity of center of pressure moving
(V of CoP, mm per sec).

Child’s overall motor development was evaluated by BOT-2. This test sums up the
performance of tasks for gross and fine motor skills, coordination, strength and dexterity
[22]. The estimated parameter was general motor score.

All assessments described above were performed once and separately during the
course of rehabilitation for each patient.

The statistical analysis was processed with STATISTICA 13 for Windows. Spear-
man’s rank correlations were used for obtaining the relationships between parameters
of motion capture, eye tracking, stabilometry and BOT-2.

3 Results

Our investigation of locomotor and oculomotor systems revealed significant relation-
ships between gait variability level and saccade performance in patients (Table 1). Thus,
high percent of hypermetric saccades was strongly associated with high CV of gait vari-
ability and increased CoM trajectory. Elongate scanpath was related to elongate CoM
trajectory and to increased CVs of step amplitude and gait variability. High percent of
corrective saccades tended to be associated with CV of gait variability (p = 0.061) and
CoM trajectory (p = 0.062).

We also compared obtained parameters of locomotor and oculomotor systems with
standardized indicators of postural stability and overall motor development for their ver-
ification (Table 2). Negative correlations of BOT-2 test execution are associated with the
inverse relationship of the indicators of other tests because higher scores of BOT-2 mean
better motor child’s development in contrast to all other indicators. It should be noted
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Table 1. Relationships between measures of tandem gait and saccade performance. Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients (r) are given.

% of hypermetric saccades % of corrective saccades Scanpath

CV of step amplitude 0.403 0.403 0.544*

CV of gait variability 0.552* 0.432 0.596*

CoM trajectory 0.697** 0.453 0.530*
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01

that standardized tests showed significant relationships between balance functions and
general motor skills.

V of CoP and general motor score correlate with almost all the parameters we have
deduced. It should be emphasized, that CV of step amplitude and gait variability are
highly reliable correlated to stabilometry. It could be caused by moving the CoM during
gait as well as during deviations in postural stability.

Table 2. Relationships between measures of tandem gait, saccade performance and stabilometry
and BOT-2. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (r) are given.

V of CoP (stabilometry) General motor score (BOT-2)

% of corrective saccades 0.541* −0.612*

Scanpath 0.510* −0.402

CV of step amplitude 0.912*** −0.614*

CV of gait variability 0.752*** −0.673**

V of CoP −0.572*
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

4 Discussion

In our study, we identified objective measures of tandem gait and saccades and revealed
their interconnectionswith each other andwith indicators of postural stability and overall
motor development in patients survived cerebellar tumors. Lesions of the cerebellum,
as a structure of integration of these systems, determine revealed relationships [3]. The
prominent sign of cerebellar disorder expresses in dysmetria of movements and saccades
[5, 7]. Dysmetria of movements is presented by increasing of distance covered because
of searching foot movements to return to a stable state. High gait variability (CVs) and
elongate CoM trajectory evidence atactic gait. Dysmetria of saccades is presented by
occurring of hypermetric (in contrast to previous research where hypometric saccades
were revealed [19]) and corrective saccades, also reminiscent of the return of the eye
to a stable state. Such oculomotor behavior may be pointed as an “ataxia of eyes” [23].
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Thus, considering disturbances in postural stability, we revealed manifestations of ataxia
in working mechanisms of human motor systems.

5 Conclusion

Our findings demonstrate the possibility of application high-precisionmethods ofmotion
capture and eye tracking to comprehensively characterize the severity of ataxia and divide
patients for further rehabilitation based on the results obtained. Moreover, deduced indi-
cators could be useful for detailed diagnostics of reducing ataxia’s manifestations after
completing a rehabilitation course. The proposed approach may also be applied in the
diagnosis of motor disorders provoked by a number of other CNS diseases (Parkinson‘s
disease, stroke, traumatic brain injury, etc.).
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Abstract. The role of histone acetylation in memory reinstatement after its dis-
ruption by antimnemonic drugs has been shown recently. It is known that a nor-
mally functioning serotonergic system is required for successful reconsolidation of
context memory in terrestrial snails Helix lucorum. In the present study, using the
nonselective antagonist of serotonergic receptors methiothepin and the histone
deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor sodium butyrate, we studied the role of histone
acetylation in the maintenance and restoration of context memory after its impair-
ment with methiothepin. The results obtained clearly demonstrate that memory
impaired bymethiothepin during reconsolidation is not restored later under condi-
tions of an increased level of histone acetylation due to administration of sodium
butyrate, both with weak memory reactivation (reminder of context) and with
strong memory reactivation (electric shock). However, simultaneous administra-
tion of HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate and a blocker of serotonin receptors
methiothepin under conditions of memory reactivation prevented the impairment
of context memory. The data obtained demonstrated that histone acetylation is a
regulatory component for memory maintenance and reconsolidation.
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1 Introduction

To date, a large amount of experimental material demonstrated connection between
the effects of serotonin (5-HT) in the nervous system of mollusks and the ability to
learn [1–5]. It was shown that disruption of serotonergic system using the neurotoxin
5,7-dihydroxytryptamine or P-Chlorphenylanine during reminder leads to a weaken-
ing of the consolidated memory [6, 7]. It was also found that serotonergic reinforcing
neurons change their activity during learning [6]. There are now several demonstra-
tions that chromatin modifying mechanisms such as histone acetylation may under-
lie following memory processes: consolidation, reconsolidation, and extinction [8–18].
Numerous studies demonstrated that histone deacetylases (HDAC) inhibitors are able
to rescue memory deficits [8, 13, 19, 20] and reinstate previously impaired memory
[21–23]. In addition, it was established that increased serotonin concentration after sero-
tonin precursor 5-hydroxytryptophan administration can reinstate the impaired context
memory [24].

An increasing array of findings supports the connection of serotonin-histone regu-
lation of physiological and behavioral responses. Recently, it was shown that a broad-
spectrum HDAC inhibitor, trichostatin A, enhances the function of 5-HT neurons in
organotypic raphe slice cultures [25]. Detailed analysis performed in this study showed
that inhibition of HDACs increases the 5-HT synthesis and release by epigenetic mech-
anisms, and that the 5-HT release is mediated by the enhancement of AMPAR-mediated
excitatory inputs and CaMKII signaling [25]. Activation of the 5-HT2A receptor by the
endogenous serotonin repressed the promoter activity of the histone deacetylase 2 gene
in mouse [26]. The link between serotonin and histone acetylation was demonstrated
in Aplysia californica: administration of serotonin providing long-term facilitation of
synaptic strength increased the acetylation of histone H3K14 and histone H4K8 [27].
Moreover, authors explored chromatin structure in Aplysia neuronal cultures in the
context of learning-related synaptic plasticity. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays
showed that serotonin induced the downstream geneC/EBP by activating CREB1,which
recruits CBP for histone acetylation [1, 27]. Another mechanism underlying serotonin-
histone relations may be histone serotonylation. The ability of serotonin to covalently
bind to its protein targets inside the cell was described in 2003 [28]. This protein modifi-
cation is catalyzed by the enzyme transglutaminase 2. It has been shown that stimulation
of serotonergic receptors through the G protein, leading to the activation of phospholi-
pase C, the production of IP3 and the release of calcium from the endoplasmic reticulum,
regulates the activity of the enzyme transglutaminase 2 and stimulates serotonylation
[29, 30]. Recently, an article was published in which it was shown that in the nucleus
serotonin covalently binds to histone H3 via transglutaminase 2 [31].

Given the importance of serotonin role, histone acetylation in different memory pro-
cesses, and their ability to affect each other functioning, here we examined the regulatory
role of histone acetylation in reinstatement andmaintenance of contextmemory impaired
with nonselective antagonist of serotonergic receptorsmethiothepin. The results obtained
clearly demonstrate that memory impaired bymethiothepin during reconsolidation is not
later restored under conditions of an increased level of histone acetylation upon adminis-
tration of sodiumbutyrate, bothwithweakmemory reactivation (with reminder) andwith
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strong memory reactivation (with electric shock). However, the simultaneous adminis-
tration of histone deacetylase inhibitor sodium butyrate and a blocker of serotonin recep-
tors methiothepin under conditions of memory reactivation prevents the weakening of
context memory in mollusks. The effects of HDAC involvement in regulation of the
serotonin system are clearly demonstrated.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Animals

Experiments were carried out in adult Helix lucorum taurica L. All animals for these
experiments were comparable in weight (15g ± 5). The snails were kept in a wet envi-
ronment and fed with carrots. Three to 5 days before training sessions, the experimental
animals were deprived of food in order to keep them in active state of food-searching.
The experimental procedures were in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals published by the National Institute of Health, and the protocol
was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Institute of Higher Nervous Activity
and Neurophysiology RAS. All behavioral test sessions were performed between the
hours of 08:00 and 15:00h, animals were randomly assigned to treatment conditions and
blind-tested in counterbalanced order.

2.2 Behavioral Experiments: Context Conditioning Paradigm

Behavioral experiments were conducted as described in our previous behavioral studies
of context conditioning [32]. We used two different contexts, in one of which (a ball
floating in water – context 1, Fig. 1a) the animals were shocked, while the second context
(flat glass – context 2, Fig. 1b) was used as a control context, in which the animals did not
receive shocks. Thus, differences in the responses of animals to the test tactile stimuli
in two contexts indicated the presence of context memory. In context 1, the snails were
tethered by their shell in a manner allowing them to crawl on a ball that rotated freely in
water containing 0.01% NaCl. The ball was covered with aluminum foil to complete an
electrical circuit between the animal’s foot and a carbon electrode placed in the water.
Electric shocks were delivered using 1 to 4mA, 1sec current through a macroelectrode
applied to the dorsal surface of the snail’s foot. Behavioral responsiveness was tested in
both contexts using a tactile stimulation with calibrated hairs 0.2 mm tip diameter with
pressure 25 gr/mm2.

The amplitude of ommathophores (posterior tentacles) withdrawal in response to
the moderate intensity tactile stimulation of the head skin 4–5 mm behind the posterior
tentacles normally was 5–15% of the maximal withdrawal in untrained animals. To
quantify and average the results, we video-recorded all responses, analyzed the distance
between tip and base of the tentacle off-line for each trial, and scored the withdrawal
amplitude as a percentage of the pre-stimulus length of the tentacle in each trial.

Before training, each snail was exposed to the experimental setup for 30 min daily
for two days. Then the first test session (T0) was performed for all groups. Blind testing
was performed for each snail in two randomly alternating contexts. After obtaining the
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pre-training scores, each group of snails received at least two electrical shocks per day
with 20–30min intervals for 10 days inContext 1 alone.No testingwas performed during
the training sessions. One day of rest after completion of the training session was given;
animals were allowed to feed during the rest periods in terrarium. The order in which
the animals were tested in each context was randomized. To reduce possible effects of
recent handling, the test was administered no sooner than 5 min after the subjects were
placed in the environment. Only actively moving animals were tested, because an animal
in the inactive state (passively attached to the ball, no locomotion, with partial retraction
of tentacles) may demonstrate an inadequate response to tactile stimulation.

The first group of experiments was devoted to finding out whether sodium butyrate is
able to reinstate long-term contextmemory after its disruptionwith serotonergic receptor
antagonist methiothepin. 24 h after the second test session (T1) (for details see a protocol
on Fig. 2a) the snails were injected with methiothepin (groups G2-G4) or vehicle (sterile
Ringer saline; group G1). Next day the third test session (T2) was carried out for all
groups. Twenty-four hours later the snails were injected with vehicle (groups G1, G2)
or sodium butyrate (group G3) with memory reactivation (20 min on a ball= reminder).
Group G4 was injected with sodium butyrate and then once shocked on a ball. Next
day the fourth test session (T3) was carried out for parallel groups with testing in two
different contexts without any drug injections.

The second group of experiments was devoted to finding out whether the simultane-
ous blockade of serotonergic receptors with methiothepin and histone deacetylases with
sodium butyrate would prevent the disruption of long-term context memory. 24 h after
the second test session (T1), all groups G1-G3 were reminded of training by placing
for 20 min in the same context where they were previously shocked (Context 1) and
then immediately injected with vehicle (G1), methiothepin (G2), sodium butyrate and
methiothepin (G3). Next day snails were tested (the third test session, T2).

2.3 Drugs and Injections

Methiothepin (MET) (Sigma, St. Louis, USA), 5 μg/g of body weight was dissolved
in a sterile Ringer saline (in mM: 100 NaCl, 4 KCl, 7 CaCl2, 5 MgCl2, and 10 Tris-
HCl buffer (pH 7.8)). Sodium butyrate (NaB) (Sigma, St. Louis, USA) at a final dosage
4.8 μg/g of body weight was dissolved in sterile saline. Estimated final concentration
in the hemolymph of free behaving animals of methiothepin was 1.4x10−5M, sodium
butyrate - 4.4x10−5M. These concentrations are required to produce the effects of chosen
chemical substances. Control animals received an injection of the samevolumeof vehicle
(sterile Ringer saline). 0.1ml of the drug solutions were injected into the hemocoel of the
animal. The specific timing at which the intracoelomic injections were made is indicated
in the protocols. Intracoelomic injections were performed in an actively moving animals
with a fine needle inserted in the low-sensitive part of the foot skin normally hidden
under the shell.

2.4 Data Analysis

All data are presented as the mean± S.E.M. Additionally, each scored value is shown as
a dot at each figure. Statistical analyses were performed using StatSoft Statistica version
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10. The data were analyzed using two-way ANOVA with one repeated measure (test),
followed by post-hoc comparisons using Bonferroni test. Significance was set at p <

0.05.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of two contexts in behavioral experiments: a - context 1 (ball),
b - context 2 (flat glass).

3 Results

In the first series of experiments, we tested whether the histone deacetylase inhibitor
sodium butyrate would restore context memory impaired due to blockade of the sero-
tonergic system with methiothepin during reconsolidation. After training, all groups of
snails demonstrated a significant increase in the amplitude of tentacle contraction on
ball (Fig. 2a, T1, G1, n= 10, 62.6± 6.6%, G2, n= 5, 76.8± 7.1%, G3, n= 12, 61.3±
3.7%, G4, n = 7, 68.7 ± 6.3%) relative to responses on flat glass (Fig. 2a, T1, G1, 5.3
± 1.1%, G2, 7.6 ± 2.1%, G3, 7.6 ± 1.2%, G4, 6.9 ± 0.3%, F1,60 = 368.4, p < 0.001,
context effect). The day after T1 testing session, groups G2, G3, G4 were injected with
methiothepin immediately after being reminded (20 min on a ball without exposure to
electric shock). Group G1, which served as a control, was injected with Ringer saline
(see protocol on Fig. 2a). Testing next day (T2) showed that the methiothepin adminis-
tration significantly worsened the context memory in groups G2-G4 (Fig. 2a, T2, ball
reaction, G2, 9.2± 1.4%, G3, 8.9± 2.6%, G4, 11.5± 4.3%) compared with the control
group G1 (67.3± 4.4%) (group effect: F3,60 = 13.719, p< 0.001). The next day, groups
G1-G2were injectedwith Ringer saline followed by a reminder; groupG3was reminded
immediately after sodium butyrate injection; group G4 received a single training ses-
sion (shock on a ball) immediately after sodium butyrate injection. When tested 24 h
after drug administration (Fig. 2a, test T3), ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of the group (T3, F3,60 = 181.77, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons showed that the
percentage of tentacles contraction on the ball of groups G2 (6.4 ± 1.3%), G3 (6.6 ±
1.5%), and G4 (12.9 ± 2%) did not differ in the test session T3 (p > 0.05). The control
group G1 showed a significantly bigger response of the tentacle contraction on the ball
(70.2 ± 3.1%) compared to the groups G3 (p < 0.0001) and G4 (p < 0.0001), which
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received sodium butyrate injections during memory reactivation. In addition, the with-
drawal responses of the G2-G4 groups did not differ on the ball and on the flat glass (p>
0.05). The results obtained clearly demonstrate that memory impaired by methiothepin
during reconsolidation is not restored under conditions of increased histone acetylation
due to administration of sodium butyrate, both with weak memory reactivation (with
reminder) and with strong memory reactivation (with electric shock).

In the second series of experiments, we investigated whether the increased histone
acetylation due to administration of sodium butyrate would prevent the disruption of
long-term memory by methiothepin during reactivation. We injected methiothepin and
sodium butyrate simultaneously after memory reactivation (see the protocol on Fig. 2b),
not sequentially with 48 h interval as in the previous experiment (see the protocol on
Fig. 2a). After training, all groups of snails demonstrated a significant increase in the
reaction of the tentacle contraction on ball (Fig. 2b, T1, G1, n = 7, 66.6 ± 6.3%, G2, n
= 5, 75.5± 8.3%, G3, n= 8, 72.3± 5.8%) relative to flat glass (Fig. 2b, T1, G1, 5.1±
1.4%, G2, 6.6 ± 0.5%, G3, 7, 5 ± 0.6%, F1,34 = 296.9, p < 0.001, context effect). The
day after T1 testing session, group G1 was injected with Ringer saline immediately after
the reminder (20 min on a ball without shock), group G2 was injected with methiothepin
immediately after the reminder, group G3 was injected with methiothepin and sodium
butyrate simultaneously and immediately after the reminder. When tested 24 h after
drug administration (T2 test), ANOVA revealed a significant main group effect (Fig. 2b,
T2, F2,34 = 9.9378, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons showed that the percentage of
tentacle contraction on the ball of G2 group (13.4 ± 3.8%) with methiothepin was
significantly lower than that in the control animals receiving saline (G1, 69.3 ± 6.6%)
(p < 0.0001) and animals of G3 group (70.5 ± 5.6%; p < 0.0001) with simultaneous
administration ofmethiothepin and sodiumbutyrate. Post-hoc analysis did not reveal any
differences between withdrawal reactions on the ball of G1 and G3 groups. In addition,
the withdrawal responses of G2 group did not differ on the ball and on the flat glass
(p > 0.05) while the withdrawal responses of G3 group were significantly different.
Thus, we have shown that memory reactivation under blockade of serotonergic system
with methiothepin led to a significant decrease in the tentacle contraction response
in mollusks, while administration of the histone deacetylase inhibitor sodium butyrate
duringmemory reactivation under blockade of serotonergic systempreventedweakening
of the context memory.

4 Discussion

To date, most studies on histone acetylation have focused on the function of histone
acetylation in acquisition, reconsolidation, and extinction of long-term memory [8–18].
Here, we examined the role of histone acetylation in memory impairment and rein-
statement in snails. Consistent with a previous study in mollusks [6], we revealed that
the reinforcing serotonin neurotransmitter system is necessary for successful repeated
reconsolidation of context memory in terrestrial snails Helix lucorum (Fig. 2a, 2b):
methiothepin injections immediately after a reminder disrupted the context memory.
These data are also consistent with earlier studies, where it was shown that methio-
thepin disrupts acquisition of both sensitization of defensive reaction in snails [33] and
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Fig. 2. Averaged data on the effects of the histone deacetylase inhibitor sodium butyrate (NaB)
on the maintenance and impairment of context memory. a. The context memory impaired due
to the methiothepin injection was not restored under conditions of increased histone acetylation,
both after weak memory reactivation (R, reminder) and after strong memory reactivation (with
electric shock). b. The administration of methiothepin simultaneously with sodium butyrate and
reminding prevented weakening of the conditioned reflex response. Data are presented as mean
± S.E.M.

consolidation of associative reflexes [34]. Retrieval of methiothepin-impaired context
memory followed by the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate administration did not induce
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significant strengthening of impaired memory trace (Fig. 2a, G3, G4). At the same time,
we showed that the amnesic effect of methiothepin inhibition can be rescued by enhanc-
ing histone acetylation level with sodium butyrate if methiothepin and sodium butyrate
applied together (Fig. 2b, G3). These results are consistent with literature data on the
ability of histone deacetylase inhibitors to prevent various amnestic effects. For example,
it has been reported that inhibition of protein-kinase Mζ (PKMζ) erases different types
of memories in different species [32, 35–41]. Ko with colleagues [22] demonstrated
that enhanced histone acetylation levels can rescue memory erasure induced by PKMζ

inhibition: when sodium butyrate was co-infused with PKMζ inhibitor Zeta Inhibitory
Peptide (ZIP),memory impairmentwas not observed. It is necessary to stress that sodium
butyrate did not enhance in our experiments the withdrawal reactions in the safe context
(glass), in other words, the responsivity to the tactile stimuli in the non-reinforced con-
text was not changed. So we can conclude that sodium butyrate effects were absolutely
specific for the memory. These findings demonstrate that the HDAC inhibitor sodium
butyrate by itself does not affect the basal synaptic functions, what is consistent with the
literature [8, 15, 21, 42].

Obtained results suggest that the serotonergic system participate in maintenance of
memory upon reactivation, and possibly via its role in histone acetylation. Previously it
was shown in Aplysia californica that administration of serotonin providing long-term
facilitation of synaptic strength increased the acetylation of histone H3K14 and histone
H4K8 [27]. Moreover, chromatin immunoprecipitation assays showed that serotonin by
activating the transcription factor CREB1 induced the downstream gene C/EBP, which
recruits CBP for histone acetylation [1, 27]. Results obtained in our experiments can
be regarded at least partly as effects of serotonin on epigenetic regulation. Increased
histone acetylation at memory formation was also reported in a number of other studies
[15, 43–45]. In the current study, memory erasure through methiothepin was rescued by
enhancing histone acetylation levels. Based on these data we can propose a hypothesis
that serotonin after a reminder (or behavioral training) upregulates the histone acetylation
level. When we block serotonergic receptors with methiothepin, serotonin cannot bind
with its receptors and the upregulation of histone acetylation does not happen. When we
apply the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate, we mimic the serotonin effects on histone
acetylation.

The changes in histone acetylation that accompany a reminder procedure may occur
rapidly as it happens at learning [15].Whenwe block serotonergic receptorswithmethio-
thepin while increasing histone acetylation by the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate
during reminding, we mimic the serotonin effect on histone acetylation and thus we
manage to maintain the existing memory. Methiothepin administration without sodium
butyrate during reminding does not lead to increased histone acetylation. It is known
that increased histone acetylation is associated with transcription of memory-related
genes that is necessary for changes in synaptic plasticity [17, 46–49]. As transcription
of reconsolidation-related genes does not occur properly under methiothepin exposure,
the reminding procedure causes memory impairment. Subsequent administration of the
HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate does not rescue the impaired memory, suggesting that
memory was damaged drastically, as the result the memory trace does not persist or
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it is too weak after serotonergic system blockade. Thus, histone acetylation-mediated
neuroplasticity is not sufficient for rescue of remotememories impaired bymethiothepin.

The latter fact is of important difference fromour earlier data [23].We showed that the
HDAC inhibitors sodiumbutyrate and trichostatinA reinstated thememory impaired dur-
ing reconsolidation under protein synthesis blockade or “memory molecules” (PKMζ)
blockade with peptide inhibitor ZIP. Trichostatin A was also used by Chen with col-
leagues [21] who showed that memory can be reinstated with the inhibitor of HDAC
following inhibition of protein-kinase Mζ and impairment of the memory. It is most
likely that sodium butyrate and trichostatin A-mediated memory reinstatement occurred
due to the presence of the “priming trace” [50], remained after memory disruption [21,
23]. Probably, in the current study, such trace did not exist or was too weak after methio-
thepin administration during reconsolidation and that is why the HDAC inhibitor sodium
butyrate had no effect.

Overall, the data obtained has provided evidence that histone acetylation plays a
crucial role in memory processes. Despite the fact that HDAC inhibitors have a powerful
effect on histone acetylation, these inhibitors are not always able to affect memory. Our
findings provide new insights into understanding of the physiological mechanisms of
memory reinstatement by providing a link between epigenetic mechanisms such as
histone acetylation and serotonergic system.
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Abstract. The processes of neuroinflammation and closely related to them the
destructive and reparative processes of neuroplasticity play an important role in the
pathogenesis of endogenous mental disorders. Structural damage of nerve cells
dendrites, dendritic spines and synapses as well as of neural pathways caused
by these processes inevitably disrupts the functioning of the brain neural nets
and impairs cognitive functions, and should be reflected in the parameters of the
brain electrical activity. However, there are only a few studies of the relation-
ships between the parameters of immunity and EEG in neuropsychiatric disor-
ders. In order to clarify the role of neuroimmunity interaction in pathogenesis of
mental pathology a set of pre-treatment clinical, EEG and neuroimmunological
parameters was analyzed in 25 female in-patients, aged 20–50, with depressive-
delusional conditions. Certain correlations were revealed between values of EEG
spectral power, immunological markers of neuroinflammation and neuroplastic-
ity, and quantitative assessments of patients’ clinical conditions. The structure of
these correlations emphasize the role of demyelination in pathogenesis and EEG
pattern in depressive-delusional conditions.

Keyword: Psychiatry · Depressive-delusional conditions · Quantitative EEG ·
Immunology · Neuroinflammation · Neuroplasticity

1 Introduction

Contemporary data demonstrate the important role of processes of neuroinflammation
and closely related to them the destructive and reparative processes of neuroplasticity in
pathogenesis of endogenousmental disorders, includeddepression [1–3] and schizophre-
nia [4–7]. In particular, it was shown that high enzymatic activity of leukocyte elastase
(LE) and activity of its antagonist alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor (a-1_PI) reflect the activity
of illness being associated with exacerbation of endogenous mental disorders, while in
remission their activity decreased [5, 7, 8]. Appearance and increased levels of autoanti-
bodies (AAB) to neuroantigenes (to common myelin protein AAB_CMP and to nerve
growth factor (protein S100b) AAB_NGF) in serum reflect the damage of myelinated
neural pathways. This is associated with the most severe and highly progredient forms
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of mental disorders caused by non-reversible changes in brain tissue [5]. Structural dam-
age of nerve cells dendrites, dendritic spines and synapses as well as of neural pathways
caused by these processes inevitably disrupts the functioning of the brain neural nets and
impairs cognitive functions. This should be reflected in the parameters of the brain elec-
trical activity. However, in the literature there are only a few studies of the relationships
between the parameters of immunity and EEG in neuropsychiatric disorders [9].

The aim of the study was to identify the relationships between quantitative clin-
ical, EEG, and neuroimmunological parameters to clarify the role of neuro-immune
interaction in the pathogenesis of depressive-delusional states.

2 Methods

The study was carried out at the Laboratories of Neurophysiology and Neuroimmunol-
ogy and the Department of Endogenous Mental Disorders and Affective Conditions of
the Mental Health Research Centre (Moscow, Russia). The study followed the princi-
ples of biomedical ethics stipulated under the Helsinki Declaration 1964 and its subse-
quent amendments and approved by the local bioethics committee of the Mental Health
Research Centre,Moscow, Russia (#16, Feb 12, 2019). Each patient signed the voluntary
written informed consent to participation in the study.

2.1 Patients

The study included 25 female in-patients, aged 20–50 (mean age 36,3 ± 11,4 years
old) with depressive-delusional conditions met the criteria of F20.01–02 i F25.1 of the
International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10), admitted to clinic of
the Mental Health Research Centre. The inclusion criteria were: the patient’s age from
20 to 50 years and the diagnosis of depressive-delusional conditions. Exclusion criteria
included the patient’s age under 20 years old and elder than 50 years old, pregnancy or
breastfeeding, the presence of signs of organic mental disorders and/or chronic somatic
diseases at the stage of decompensation, as well as information about use of psychoactive
substances.

The pre-treatment data of quantitative clinical, neurophysiological and immunolog-
ical examinations of patients were analyzed.

2.2 Clinical Assessments

The depressive signs of patients were rated quantitatively by the Hamilton’s Depres-
sion Rating Scale (HDRS-17) [10]. Apart from the total sum of points on the HDRS-17
(HDRS-sum) the statistical analysis of these data took into account the values of the
depression symptoms cluster (HDRS-depr), of the anxiety symptoms cluster (HDRS-
anx), of the somatic symptoms cluster (HDRS-somat), and of ideation symptoms clus-
ter (HDRS-ideat) of the HDRS-17 were calculated. The depression symptoms cluster
(HDRS-depr) is the sum of points on items 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 of the HDRS-17 scale. The
anxiety cluster (HDRS-anx) is the sum of points on items 9, 10 and 11 of the HDRS-
17 scale. The somatic symptoms cluster (HDRS-somat) is the sum of points on items
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12, 13 and 14 of the HDRS-17 scale. The ideation symptoms cluster (HDRS-ideat) is
the sum of points on items 2, 15, 16 and 17) of the HDRS-17 scale. Higher values of
scores correspond to more pronounced symptoms.

Psychopathological signs of patients were assessed quantitatively using the Positive
and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) for schizophrenia [11] in which higher values of
scores correspond to more severe symptoms. Total sum of PANSS scores (PANSS-sum),
as well as sums of scores of positive syndromes subscale (PANSS-pos), of negative syn-
dromes subscale (PANSS-neg), and of general psychopathological syndromes subscale
(PANSS-gen) were calculated.

2.3 EEG Study

Multichannel recording of the background EEGwas acquired before the beginning of the
treatment course using a “Neuro-KM” EEG topographic mapping hardware (“Statokin”,
Russia) and the “BrainSys” software (“Neurometris”, Russia) [12]. The patient was
sitting in a comfortable chair in a state of quiet wakefulness with eyes closed. The
monopolar EEGs were recorded from 16 Ag/AgCl electrodes (with impedances below
10 k ÄW ) positioned according to the International 10–20 system: F7, F3, F4, F8, T3,
C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1 and O2 EEG leads with ipsilateral ear-lobes
references A1 and A2, and ground electrode placed in between Fz and Fpz. EEG was
acquired at 35 Hz bandpass, 0.1 time constant, with additional 50 Hz notch filter, and
was recorded to computer hard disc at 200 Hz sample rate. Duration of EEG recordings
was not less than 3min. Artifact rejection was performed automatically using the built-in
option of “BrainSys” software (at amplitude threshold 4 S.D.). Low-amplitude artifacts
from slow eye movements were rejected manually taking into account their specific
frontal-occipital amplitude gradient.

Then the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based spectral analysis of artifact-free EEG
fragments (not less than 30 epochs of 4-s duration)was performed using “BrainSys” soft-
ware. Absolute spectral power values (in µV2) were calculated for 8 narrow frequency
EEG sub-bands: delta (2–4 Hz), theta1 (4–6 Hz), theta2 (6–8 Hz), alpha1 (8–9 Hz),
alpha2 (9–11 Hz), alpha3 (11–13 Hz), beta1 (13–20 Hz), and beta2 (20–30 Hz) from
frontal (F3, F4), central (C3, C4), temporal (T3, T4), parietal (P3, P4), and occipital (O1,
O2) EEG leads.

2.4 Immunological study.

Peripheral blood sampleswere taken in each patient on the day of clinical assessment and
EEG recording. Four immunological parameters were measured: the enzymatic activ-
ity of leucocyte elastase (LE) and activity of its antagonist alpha-1 proteinase inhibitor
(a-1-PI) as biomarkers of neuroinflammation, as well as serum levels of autoantibod-
ies to common myelin protein (AAB-CMP) and to nerve growth factor (S100b protein
– AAB-NGF) as biomarkers of neuroplasticity processes. The measurements were per-
formed using enzymatic spectrophotometricmethod (for LE and a-1-PI), and by standard
solid-phase Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) method [13] both realized
in the frames of “Neuro-Immuno-Test” laboratory technology [14]. Measurements of
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these immunological parameters are relatively simple and less expensive in comparison
with measurements of some other neuroinflammation and neuroplasticity markers (like
interleukins).

2.5 Statistics

The relationships between pre-treatment clinical, EEG and immunological parameters
were analyzed by the Spearman rank correlation method with Benjamini-Yekutieli cor-
rections for multiple comparisons. When describing the results, only those correlations
are presented that are significantly different from zero (p < 0.05).

3 Results

LE values correlated positively with the sums of scores of the HDRS-17 clusters of
depression (HDRS-depr) and somatic disorders (HDRS-somat), and negatively with
the sum of points of anxiety cluster (HDRS-anx). Aswell LE values correlated positively
with the sums of points of the subscales of positive (PANSS-pos), and with the sum of
points of general psychopathological symptoms (PANSS-gen), and with the total score
(PANSS-sum) of the PANSS scale. In addition, negative correlations were revealed
between LE values and values of EEG spectral power in delta band in both occipital (O1
and O2) and in the left temporal (T3) leads, and values of alpha2 spectral power in
both occipital (O1 and O2), and values of beta1 spectral power in the central (C3) and
temporal (T3) leads of the left hemisphere.

The a1-PI values correlated positively with the sum of points of the HDRS-17 cluster
of ideation symptoms (HDRS-ideat), with sum of points of the PANSS-gen and with
PANSS-sum, as well as with values of theta2 spectral power in the left frontal (F3) and
in the left central (C3) EEG leads.

The AAB-NGF values correlated negatively with the sum of scores of the HDRS-
17 anxiety cluster (HDRS-anx), as well as with values of theta2 spectral power in the
left frontal lead (F3) and with values of beta1 spectral power in the right temporal lead
(T4), and correlated positively with values of alpha2 spectral power in the left parietal
lead (P3).

The largest number of significantly non-zero correlation coefficients were found for
the AAT-CMP values. AAT-CMP values correlated positively with the sum of points
of the HDRS-17 ideation symptoms cluster (HDRS-ideat), with the sum of points of
PANSS-pos and with PANSS-sum. As well it correlated positively with values of delta
spectral power in the left temporal lead (T3) and in the left occipital lead (O1), with
values of theta1 spectral power in the left temporal lead (T3), with values of alpha1
spectral power in the right occipital lead (O2), with values of alpha2 spectral power in
all EEG leads (except of right temporal lead T4), and with values of alpha3 spectral
power in both occipital leads (O1 and O2).

4 Discussion

The presence of some correlations between neuroimmunological biomarkers of neuroin-
flammation (LE and a-1-PI) and neuroplasticity (AAB-CMP and AAB-NGF) and quan-
titative clinical assessments (by both HDRS-17 and PANSS rating scales), as well EEG
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spectral power values, confirms the participation of the processes of neuroinflammation
and neuroplasticity in the pathogenesis of depressive-delusional conditions.

The structure of the correlations obtained, namely the largest number of significant
correlation coefficients between the AAT-CMP values and EEG spectral power in the
majority of narrow frequency sub-bands and in almost all EEG leads indicates that
damage of the myelinated neural pathways, reflected in the increased values of AAT-
CMP, determines the specialties of EEG patterns in patients with depressive-delusional
conditions.

5 Conclusions

The data obtained confirm the participation of the processes of neuroinflammation and
neuroplasticity in the pathogenesis of depressive-delusional conditions, and emphasize
the role of demyelination in clinical manifestations and in the EEG patterns in these
mental disorders.
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Abstract. Companion robots should support natural communicationwith humans
referencing the events in the environment and should respondwith compound com-
municative reactions, reacting to incoming utterances, actions, gazes and other
surrounding events. We represent a project of F-2 companion robot, where we
implement unified representation types for (a) incoming speech semantics and
(b) real events in the environment, registered by computer vision system. We rely
of a classic linguistic notion of “case-frame” and represent each event as a predi-
cate and a number of valencies: agent, patient, instrument, etc. Predicate and each
valency refer to a referent (“id” of event or object) and is also represented by a
list of semantic markers. These unified representations allow the robot to react
to speech semantics and real events in a unified way. To simulate communicative
reactions, we use a number of scripts (productions) which are activated by incom-
ing case-frames, generate behavioral cues and get disactivated, once the cue is
executed on the robot. The balance of activations allows the robot to select the
most significant reactions or to simulate emotional behavior, expressively reacting
to someminor stimulus. This architecture allows to eliminate the bottleneck on the
stage of robot reactions, effectively process diverse incoming stimuli and simulate
rich and compound communicative behavior on the robot.

Keywords: Emotional computer agents · Cognitive models · Semantic
representation

1 Introduction

Companion robots should process incoming natural speech, recognize surrounding
objects, and talk about their internal states, memory events and real-world situations,
using speech and nonverbal cues. Robots should also remember the history of interac-
tion and accumulate knowledge from different text sources: personal communication of
incoming texts. The central point in the design of cognitive architectures for robots is
the representation of semantic information (both from speech and visual sources) and
its processing architecture, offering rich and believable behavior for the robot.
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Following classic approach by M. Minsky, an artificial cognitive architecture should
consist of modules, competing or cooperating in various cognitive tasks [1]. Minsky has
suggested, that basic processing should be performed by proto-specialists, each of those
is a simple “agent” or procedure, designed to react to some dangerous or lucrative stimu-
lus (external or internal), and thus,modelling a primary emotion (fear, aggression), reflex
(withdrawal) or drive (hunger). The resolution of conflicts between the proto-specialists,
active within the current moment of operation, constitutes current behavior of the agent
– possibly, a mixture of expressive cues, suggested by diverse proto-specialists. We rely
on further elaboration of this architecture, suggested withinCognition and Affect Project
– CogAff model [2]. CogAff includes three levels of processing: (a) basic reactive level,
withholding primary emotions and drives, (b) middle deliberative level, responsible for
rational inferences and (c) upper meta-management level, engaged in reflexive process-
ing. CogAff via SimAgent Toolkit has passed numerous experiments and is implemented
in various artificial emotional agents. Although CogAff offers an extended view on the
architecture of human cognitive processing, its internal cognitive representations are
quite simple, as designed to represent simple events of virtual environments within Sim-
Agent Toolkit. In our study we suggest an extended architecture, which implements the
principle of script competition, typical for proto-specialists and CogAff architectures,
but handles real speech semantics and representations of real objects and events, as
recognized by computer vision modules.

2 F-2 Architecture

Werepresent a design of a cognitive architecture for a companion robot F-2. The architec-
ture combines (a) an advanced speech processing system with morphological, syntactic
and semantic levels, (b) visual recognition system, (e) central processor, which is operat-
ingwith scripts or productions, and (d) robot controller, whichmanages speech synthesis
and executes behavioral patterns on the real F-2 robot (Fig. 1).

The system is designed as a composition of modules (pipeline), which may run
on the server without robot and computer vision (CV) subsystem and process daily
news, blogs or novels to accumulate the extracted case-frames (facts) to a memory
base. The system may also run on the robot to process (a) incoming written speech
or oral speech after the external speech-to-text recognition and (b) the events from
CV-subsystem. The processing is executed as the activation of scripts in the central
processor module by the incoming representations. Scripts are subdivided into groups,
sensitive to (a) emotional semantic representations (d-scripts, n = 79) and (b) rational
semantic representations (r-scripts, n = 1600). In this sense, the distribution of scripts
implements the two basic levels of CogAff architecture, while meta-management of
reflexive processes are not covered. In case the system runs on the robot, the activated
scripts send the corresponding behavioral patterns to the queue of the robot controller.
These patterns can be executed depending on the activation of scripts and the availability
of the robot’s actuators. To describe the format of semantic representations within F-2
architecture we further examine the functions of speech processor and CV-subsystem as
well as their integration within the component of scripts.
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the F-2 companion robot.

3 Speech Processor

Speech processor is designed for the Russian language, but after the replacement of
grammar and dictionary it may work with other languages, as the semantic represen-
tations will remain mostly intact. It receives written text or transcribed oral speech
after a speech-to-text recognition service. The processor is based on traditional linguis-
tic layered architecture with morphological, syntactic, and semantic processing levels.
Wordforms are tagged with the help of a dictionary with 100,000 lemmata (1.5 mln
wordforms), stored as a database. An automatic tagger (guesser) is used for unknown
forms. Syntactic analysis relies on formal representation of the Russian grammar in
SyntXML format [3]. The grammar contains over 600 syntactic rules, which define pos-
sible binding of two or more wordforms, or even virtual language segments. As for the
output the syntactic component constructs a syntactic tree, as on Fig. 2, or a set of such
trees with limited cardinality in case of lexical or syntactic ambiguity. Within a syntactic
tree each noun (or pronoun) is assigned to a certain valency within the case-frame of
the verb – as seen in SemVal variable in Fig. 2. The list of valencies is based on [4]
and includes agent (ag), patient (p), instrument (instr) and other valencies (n = 22).
A special predicate (p) meta-valency is assigned to verbs and predicatives; we assume,
that this valency governs a predication, and with this assumption the semantics of a
predication can be represented as a table (see Table 1). The semantic representation of
each valency is a union of semantic markers for all the words within this valency (e. g.
an adjective is joined with noun) retrieved from the semantic dictionary. Homonymy is
marked by sub-division indexes (“1 1”, “1 2” etc.).

The semantic representation in this format is constructed for every clause for each of
the homonymic syntactic trees. All the constructed representations arrive at the input of
script component, which calculates distances between the semantic representations and
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Fig. 2. Syntactic representation of a sentence Our hopes confuse us.

Table 1. Semantic representations of a sentence Our hopes confuse us.

P (predicate) Ag (agens) Pat (patient)

1 1 present tense
1 1 assertive
1 1 to cause emotions
1 1 to cause negative
emotions
1 1 @to_ surprise
1 1 @5_VERB

1 1 many
1 1 abstract-goal
1 1 abstract
1 1 @wish_NOUN
1 1 @343_NOUN
1 1 own

1 1 somebody
1 1 egocentric – me
1 1 other person
1 1 physical object
1 1 principal – speaker
1 1 set of people

the premises of scripts. The tree with minimal average distance to scenarios is chosen
for processing. A similar operation is executed for visual representations, that resemble
text semantics but do not have homonymic variants.
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4 Computer Vision Processor

Visual recognition subsystem should generate conceptual representations for the events,
that are important enough to invoke the reactions of the robot. It also has to aggregate spa-
tial information of the recognized events and objects, thus constructing the 3D-model
of the robot’s surrounding. The system consists of a set of CV modules and a video
aggregator, which accumulates data from the modules and creates conceptual represen-
tations (events) for possible reactions of the robot. We assume, that personal interaction
and communication regarding the problem space are the two most important areas for
the CV-awareness. Thus, we use (a) face detection and face tracking modules to detect
the aspects of personal communication and (b) tangram puzzle assembly submodule to
detect operations in the problem space. The number of modules can be easily extended.
The data on the recognized objects and events is transferred by each module into video
aggregator, which constructs 3D-model of the environment and generates events for
further processing by scripts (Fig. 3). These stimuli events of the visual recognition
subsystem are represented as case-frames, similar to semantic representations from the
speech processor.

Fig. 3. Visual recognition subsystem principal scheme.

For face detection we apply pre-trained linear SVM-classifier in a sliding window
within an image multiscale pyramid. This classifier uses advanced version of HoG-
features [5] implemented in Dlib library [6]. We have decided to recognize user’s face
orientation as one of the key stimuli for user-robot interaction. In our experiments we
assume the orientation of user’s face as a rough evaluation of user’s gaze or attention.
The face orientation detection consists of two steps: (a) facial landmarks detection,
(b) determination of relative 3D-position of the detected landmarks in the camera coor-
dinate system. To detect facial landmarks, we apply an Ensemble of Regression Trees
approach [7]. Then we associate these landmarks with 3D-points in an approximate face
model and solve a Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem to determine a 3D-orientation
of the user’s face in the camera coordinate system [8]. Video aggregator receives and
updates the information on the location and orientation of the human face. It generates
the events in the format as in Table 1, like, ‘person (ag) looks at (p) you (pat)’, to invoke
a response from the robot, e. g. a response gaze. Also, it reports the current coordinates
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of the human face, so that the robot can update the angles of head and eyes, while trying
to ‘look at the person’.

To model the interaction with a user while solving a problem in the real world, we
have chosen the Tangram puzzle, where a user has to construct a figurewith a given shape
with a help of 7 game elements. This game represents a good example of a task, where a
human and a robot construct something together. The robot registers the position of game
elements and user moves, gives emotional feedback and suggests the required actions.
We have developed a recognition and game support library, which records movements
and evaluates, whether a move is a step forward to any of the possible puzzle solutions
(each game has multiple solutions). The data from this library is also accumulated by
the aggregator which further generates events in a form, similar to Table 1, like ‘Game
element 5 (pat) has moved (p) to the correct position (targ) for the solution No 3 (ben)’.
This allows the script component to react accordingly.

5 Competitive Processing

Upon the receipt of each input event in a form of a case-frame the script component cal-
culates its distance to the premises of scripts. The preferring scripts are chosen (a) pro-
portionally to the similarity between input event and the premise of the script, and (b)
proportionally to the activation ofmicrostate (current emotional state) for the correspond-
ing script (only for the emotional d-scripts). In other words, each input is evaluated as
relevant, if it corresponds to some known situation frame (for r-scripts) or to the emotive
representation (d-script) of a prevailing emotion (microstate). The activated script trans-
fers its behavioral pattern on Behavior Markup Language (BML) [9] to robot controller
for possible execution. The BML is executed if the script activation is high enough, or
if the corresponding body parts of the robot are free. This allows to simulate blending
emotions, when two opposite emotions are combined in behavior [10], and even irony,
when a strong negative reaction is substituted by an ironic positive response from the
opposing script [11]. The competition of scripts allows the robot to combine the behav-
ior from several scripts, e. g. ‘head’ and ‘mouth’ can be engaged to execute the direct
speech reply, while the underlying anxiety is expressed with ‘hands’ though automanip-
ulation or scratching. Script loses its activation upon the execution of the corresponding

Fig. 4. Competitive processing of scripts
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BML. Figure 4 shows an example, where three incoming events (phrases) activate three
instances of DECEPT (deception) d-script.

The instances compete in time, incrementally losing their activation, when the cor-
responding BMLs are executed (lower part of the screen), while the general microstate
(negative emotional state) is activated by the sum of negative incoming events and loses
its activation, following the expression of the scripts (upper part of the screen).

6 Conclusion

While the general architecture of F-2 robot inherits the classic concepts of proto-
specialists and CogAff , it has been greatly extended to handle the semantics of nat-
ural texts and real events following CV recognition. In this respect the representation
of semantics in the form of linguistic case-frames allows the robot to process seman-
tic and visual information in a unified way. The competition of scripts on the reaction
stage makes the architecture flexible, allowing the robot to react to incoming speech and
visual events with diverse (and even contradictory) internal states and generate rich and
compound communicative behavior, including blending emotional patterns and irony.
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Abstract. In amore general project, the present study is a part of, we apply natural
communicative behavior to a robot in a situation where it acts as an assistant for a
childwhile the child is solving a spatial problem– in our case, a Tangrampuzzle. In
order to find the key features of such tutoring behavior, we have arranged a natural
situation with two people, helping each other to solve a puzzle. To date, 10 adult
(5 pairs) men and women have been recorded. We analyzed the communication
strategies that respondents use to effectively help in solving the task. We pay
special attention to the emotional dynamics of the participants in each of the two
dialogue positions: the assistant and the Tangram solver. We use the obtained data
to develop deep and differentiated emotional model for the robot that is applicable
to the situation of free assembly of the Tangram puzzle.

Keywords: Multimodal communication · Robot-to-human interaction ·
Affective robot tutors

1 Introduction

What makes a robot attractive? In natural communication, a person adjusts his behavior
to the situation and actions of other people. Therefore, for the effective interaction with
humans, robots also need to perform coordinated and timely actions based on the analysis
of their social environment. A key feature of social robot behavior is the ability to adapt
to the changing needs of the user [1]. Perceived adaptability affects the perceived utility
of the robot, increases user’s satisfaction from the interaction as well as the intention to
use it in the future [2]. Robot’s ability to respond to changes in the surrounding situation,
to adapt its behavior and emotional expression to the users is an important factor to create
a positive impression of interaction with a companion robot. It is important for robots to
demonstrate emotional dynamics and expression depending on incoming events, such as
reactions to successful or incorrect user’s actions, user’s questions, and user’s gestures
directed to the robot (for example, touching). The emotional model of companion robots
might provide flexible and diverse behavior that underlies social interactionwith humans.
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The robot’s ability to simulate ‘feelings’ and express the variety of emotional reac-
tions using expressive means (e. g. movements with eyes, head, and hands) is highly
appreciated in learning [3–6]. Robots are used for teaching natural sciences [7], mathe-
matics [8], music [9], and foreign language [10]. The use of robots might be also effec-
tive for developing children’s cognitive skills [11, 12]. Social robots involve children
in learning, increase their motivation and curiosity, as well as the number of emotional
responses [3, 13, 14]. Robots can demonstrate various means of communication: using
gestures, boy postures, and facial expressions, that also helps to increase the interest and
motivation of users to learning. Thus, modeling complex emotional behavior is one of
the key characteristics for educational robots.

So many researchers pay special attention to the development of an emotional robot
model [15] in learning. For example, in [16] iCat robot plays chess with a child. The
robot’s emotional state and expression is affected by every move of the child. Children
may interpret the robot’s affective behavior and by that acquire additional information
to better understand the game. The robot has empathic abilities, that also contributes to
improving children’s chess skills.

In our lab, we are developing a robot that acts as a child’s assistant in solving puzzles.
In this way, the robot controls the solution of the task: it introduces the puzzle to a child,
gives instructions, and monitors the progress of the task.

2 F-2 Robot Platform for Experiments

2.1 Modeling of Multimodal Robot Behavior

We are developing the F-2 robot, which can be used as an experimental platform for the
development of interaction models between humans and robots (Fig. 1). Robot’s move-
ments are modeled based on The Russian Emotional Corpus (REC) [17]. In this way, we
model a complex robot behavior that is as close as possible to natural communication
behavior. This behavior allows the robot to interact with people naturally and intuitively.

Numerous experimental studies have shown that complex nonverbal behavior of a
robot has an effect on the attractiveness of the robot to the user. For example, in [18], we
investigated the effect of complex robot eye movements on users. The experiment [19]
evaluated the contribution of various means of communication (eye movements, facial
expressions, gestures, speech) to the positive impression of the robot. It was shown that
emotional gestures of the F-2 robot increase its attractiveness to the user, more than
head movements and facial expression. Another experiment [20] investigated the effect
of oriented robot gestures on users in spatial game situations. It was found that subjects
implicitly prefer the robot that uses pointing gestures in its instructions. It is also shown
that some participants in the experiment follow the robot’s pointing gestures, without
realizing it.

In a recent study [21], we test the effect of robot’s emotional gestures and speech on
participants in a game situation. In the experiment two identical robots helped children to
complete the tangram puzzle. In the experiment two independent variables were varied,
each of which had two levels: (a) robots demonstrated expressive (emotional) or neutral
gestures, (b) robots could react with emotional or neutral statements. It was found that
emotional gestures are the key factor that influences the attractiveness of the robot for
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Fig. 1. The robot F-2

the child. In addition, children noted that the robot with emotional speech and gestures
is more kind, empathic, it “has interesting words”. In our experiment it was found that
the robot F-2 successfully acts as a teacher, children like his assistance in solving spatial
puzzles.

Previous simulations of game assistance were organized in the Wizard of Oz
paradigm: the moves by the player were evaluated as successful or not by a remote
human operator. Robot has been suggesting to complete the puzzle in a fixed order.
As we develop an automatic system computer vision recognition system for Tangram
puzzle, our attention is focused on the development of an extended emotional model
of the robot with more complex system of robot responses with the optimal frequency
of suggestions. The emotionality of gestures and speech should be more differentiated.
On the one hand, when developing a model, it is necessary to focus on well-known
classifications of emotions. For example, the robot must be able to look surprised, sad,
happy, angry, frightened or fell shame. On the other hand, a qualitative analysis of the
behavior of real people in identical situations is necessary. For example, in [22] the
analyses of human-human interaction (HHI) has been suggested as the basis of multi-
disciplinary approach to the development of empathic robotic tutor. In [23] the Inter-ACT
(INTEracting with Robots–Affect Context Task) corpus was presented, an affective and
contextually rich multimodal video corpus containing affective expressions of children
playing chess with the iCat robot.

2.2 Video Corpus

To develop a deeper and more differentiated emotional model, we need a qualitative
analysis of behavior of real people in identical situations – in situations of assembling
a puzzle. In our work, we create a corpus with recordings of pairs of people helping
each other to solve a tangram puzzle. To date, 10 adults (5 pairs, average age 34.5 years)
have been recorded. We analyze the communication strategies that respondents use
to effectively assist in solving the problem and pay special attention to the emotional
dynamics of the research participants in each of the dialogue positions (assistant and
puzzle solver).
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The participants helped each other solve a tangram puzzle by suggesting the right
moves. Each subject had to solve and to explain 4 figures: two from a single set of
Tangrams (7 elements), two from a double set (complex figures, made of 14 elements). In
total, solutions to 40 Tangram tasks were recorded. Before the beginning of each session,
the solver received the outer contour of the figure to the solved, and the assistant received
the detailed composition of the figure – one of the possible solutions. The assistants were
not limited to follow a specific strategy – it was important to create the situation of free
assembly to select the appropriate strategies for the robot. The respondents could use
pointing gestures, but they were not allowed to touch the figures and the target place for
the game element. The experiment was recorded on a video camera (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The experimental situation

Following the analysis of video recordings, we have identified the main assisting
strategies. The strategy in which the assistant focuses on the actions of the solver was
called “Helping”. It is characterized by the increased time for requesting a hint, adjust-
ment of hints to the current arrangement of elements on the field, a general orientation
towards the behavior of the puzzle solver. The strategy, in which assistants insistently
try to impose their strategy on the solver, was called “Dominant”. Study participants
used both strategies depending on the complexity of the task and the previous interaction
experience. The average waiting time for a hint or comment for the Helping strategy
is about 3–10 s, for the Dominant – 1–2 s. Consequently, while assisting a human, a
robot must wait for a hesitation pause of variable duration to give an advice, so as not to
look intrusive and not deprive the subjects of the opportunity to solve complex problems
without assistance.

The analysis of video recordings revealed the types of instruction used by the study
participants:

1. Instruction about specific operations with a single game element.
2. Instruction about the decision procedure.
3. Instruction about the general structure of the figure or a general instruction.

These types of instructions can be initiated by the assistant before the puzzle solver
begins the corresponding actions – this is typical for the dominant strategy. Instructions
can also be offered when the puzzle solver meets the difficulties, in response to the
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solver’s request, which is usually typical of a helping strategy. When assembling a
tangram puzzle, respondents balance between different types of prompts, develop the
most optimal strategy for interacting with each other.

After analyzing the corpus, it was also found that participants in the experiment
demonstrate complex behavioral patterns for emotions of different “depths”. The emo-
tional expressions can be divided into push emotions (internal or experienced) and pull
emotions (external or expressed).

According to the data obtained, half of the subjects experienced great difficulties not
in assembling itself, but rather in assisting. The respondents began to get nervous, when
the solver misinterpreted the advices, tried to hide their irritation, got upset because of
the lack of mutual understanding in the pair, etc. Informants often intentionally used
exaggerated expressions of fatigue or surprise to indicate the opponent’s wrong action
– e. g. behavioral patterns corresponding to the statements: I can’t stand your mistakes
anymore! orWhy is it so hard?Such emotionswere demonstrated tomake the assessment
of the interlocutor’s actions more explicit. In other words, if a person wants to describe
the interlocutor’s action as incorrect, he can imitate emotion and broadcast a message
about the interlocutor’s incorrect actions not only through a direct statement (Wrong),
but also through an emotional pattern.

The identified patterns can be interpreted based on K. Scherer’s concept of push
and pull emotions (experienced and expressed emotions) [24]. Based on experimental
and corpus studies, Scherer showed that push-emotions are experienced internally by a
person, while their external expression is suppressed as much as possible. This is typical
for those emotions that are not approved in society (aggression, disgust, gloating). At
the same time, pull-emotions can be experienced by a person relatively poorly, but their
external expression is significantly exaggerated, for example, this is typical for empathy
and guilt – for emotions in which the expression is associated with social approval.

Implementing such emotional dynamics on a robot will allow us to design complex
emotional responses. The obtained data is considered when developing the emotional
model.

3 Formal Model of Emotional Dynamics

To develop a formal emotional model, we proceed from the following requirements:

1. The robot should process most of incoming stimuli, giving preference to the correct
and incorrect movements of the user.

2. The robot can take the initiative and give advice to the user.
3. The choice of communication strategy (as in points 1 and 2) depends on (a) the

significance of the stimulus, (b) simulated personal characteristics of the robot – the
emotional profile, and (c) the general simulated emotional state of the robot.

The robot control system allows us to combine the robot’s facial and gesture
responses from various behavioral packages (in BML format). The robot can express
negation or irritation with head movements and at the same time compensate for them
with hand movements (for example, automatic manipulation). The architecture allows
us to model complex behavioral patterns of emotions of different “depths”.
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We also develop an emotional model that simulates short-term (within a single
communicative reaction) emotional dynamics using an inventory of expressed emo-
tions (pull-emotions), as well as long-term (within an interval of several reactions)
communicative dynamics using an inventory of experienced push-emotions (Fig. 3).

For combinations of emotions, the following response pattern is used:
input from the user: <user action>
output from the robot: <patterns of communicative functions of expressed
emotions><robot utterance><patterns of communicative functions of experienced
emotions>

Fig. 3. Activating the emotional model

With a correct or incorrect user action, the proximity of the event to the stimulus
patterns of expressed and experienced emotions is calculated. The level of emotion
activation is calculated and updated. After that, an outgoing message is generated, at the
beginning of which the patterns of expressed emotions are executed. First of all, these
are emotional signs focused on feedback – the user must understand whether the robot
evaluates his last action positively or negatively. An incoming event also changes the
activation of experienced emotions, which are shown rather weakly.

4 Conclusions

Our goal was to develop the communicative behavior of the robot for a situation in
which it acts as a tutor in solving a tangram puzzle. For this, the corpus was collected
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and analyzed, which includes video recordings of the puzzle assembly during the inter-
action of two adults. Analysis of video recordings allowed us to identify key features
that need to be implemented in robot’s communicative behavior: types of assistance
advices, the strategies of their requests and offers. In addition, we found that participants
in the experiment demonstrated complex behavioral patterns for emotions of different
“depths”. Their emotions can be divided into internal (experienced or push-emotions)
and external (expressed or pull-emotions). Based on the data obtained, we develop a
flexible emotional robot model that adapts to a variety of communication situations.
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Abstract. This work analyzes approaches to the construction of models of
autonomous agents that would be capable to discover by themselves the laws
of nature. The importance of the concept of "the internal model of the external
world" is emphasized; an autonomous agent could have such a model. Such mod-
els can be compared with scientific theories, which can also be considered as
models of the external world. A specific model of the evolution of a population
of autonomous agents of two types is also constructed and analyzed. This model
considers the following agents’ types: 1) ordinary agents and 2) smart agents with
profound cognitive abilities. The characteristics of the evolution of the population
of the considered agents are analyzed by means of computer simulation.

Keyword: Cognitive agent · Cognition of nature · Model of the evolution of the
population of agents

1 Introduction

The goal of this work is to analyze approaches to the design of an autonomous agent
that is capable to discover the laws of nature. The general idea of the work is close to
a new scientific direction: modeling of cognitive evolution. This direction devotes to
investigate cognitive biological evolution that led to the formation of human thinking,
which is used in scientific cognition of nature [1].

A similar approach was proposed in the work [2]. In that work, the principles of
constructing of an autonomous agent-physicist were proposed. Such an agent could
discover the laws of the external world and, ultimately, could discover the physical laws
of nature. At constructing the agent-physicist, we can use the cognitive methods and
features of Isaac Newton, who developed the laws of mechanical physics.

Rather simple models of the autonomous agent’s cognition of causal relationships
in the external world [3, 4] could also support the designing of the agent-scientist. It is
important that thesemodels were developed using the analysis of the concept of causality
by David Hume [5]. These models demonstrate that in the process of evolution, agents
with the ability to cognize causal relationships have a selective advantage over agents
that are not able to cognize causal relationships.
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2 Approaches to Modeling of Autonomous Agents with Profound
Cognitive Abilities

This paper analyzes approaches to designing models of agents with better cognitive
abilities than the abilities of agents of the works [3, 4]. An important concept that we
will use is the concept of an internal model of an agent. We will consider two types
of internal models of the agent: 1) the cognitive model of the external world (that is
independent on the agent), 2) the model of the agent’s interaction with the external
world.

Models of the external world are close to scientific theories. Many scientific theories
can be considered as models. For example, we can talk about a model of quantum
mechanics and about amodel of the theory of relativity.Models of the agent’s interaction
with the external world can use models of the first type, i.e. the models of the external
world.

We can consider the hierarchy of these models and the evolution of these models in
agents with different cognitive abilities. For example, similar to the work of Valentin
Turchin [6], we can consider the improvement of agent’s internalmodels through analogs
of metasystem transitions, i.e. transitions to higher levels of the hierarchy of models.
Note that Turchin emphasized an important transition to a new level of the hierarchy;
namely, a transition to critical thinking. In critical thinking, various forms of thought
processes are mentally analyzed and compared, and, ultimately, the most perfect form
from those thought processes is selected. According to Turchin [6]:

“Critical thinking considers each explanation (linguistic model of reality) along-
side other competing explanations (models) and it is not satisfied until it is shown
that the particular explanation is better than its rivals”.

Let us emphasize that critical thinking played an important role in the formation of
the axiomatic method in mathematics and the corresponding proofs in ancient Greece.
Turchin underlines [6]:

“Neither in Egyptian nor in Babylonian texts do we find anything even remotely
resembling mathematical proof. This concept was introduced by the Greeks, and
is their greatest contribution”.

The transition to a higher level of the hierarchy can be illustrated as follows. At a
low level, particular problems are solved; at a higher level, a general axiomatic theory
is built, which includes these particular solutions as consequences of the general theory.

Note that the functional systems (FS) of Petr Anokhin [7] can be considered as
models of the second type, namely, models of the agent’s interaction with the outside
world. Vityaev and Demin [8, 9] analyzed in detail the possibilities of modeling the FS
of agents taking into account the hierarchy of FS.

Note that the agent’s model of predictions of future situations [4] can be considered
as the simplest model of the external world. The model for using these predictions [3]
can be considered as a model of the agent’s interaction with the external world. Further,
based on these models, we will construct and analyze a specific computer model of the
evolution of a population of agents that can have and use internal models of the external
world.
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3 Model Description

The current model describes the general characteristics of the evolving population of
cognitive agents. The model is similar to models of the works [3, 4]. We believe that
there are two types of agents in the evolving population. Agents of the first type have
ordinary cognitive abilities and use only intuitive ideas about the external world. Agents
of the second type have knowledge about the external world (such as models of the
external world) and can use this knowledge. We denote the number of agents of the first
and second types by N1, N2, respectively. We will also refer to agents of the first type
as ordinary agents and agents of the second type as smart agents.

We believe that time is discrete: t = 1, 2,… Each agent has its own life resource R.
To maintain its knowledge, its cognitive abilities, an agent of the second type spends a
certain resource �R2 each time step.

We assume that every time step the agents encounter a difficult situation. The agent
can handle this difficult situation. If the agent solves problems related to this situation,
then the agent gets a reward: it obtains a rather large addition �RS to its resource. When
an agent receives this addition, it adds �RS to its resource R. The probability of solving
problems related to a complex situation and getting an addition to the resource is different
for agents of different types. For agents of the first and second types, this probability is
equal to P1 and P2, respectively. Naturally, we assume that 0 ≤ P1 < P2 ≤ 1.

If an agent’s resource exceeds a certain threshold RTH , then that agent can give birth
to a child. When a child is born, the parent agent gives the half of its resource to the
child agent. Usually, the type of the child agent is the same as the type of the parent
agent. However, “mutational” transitions from agents of the first type to agents of the
second type and reverse transitions with probabilities P12 and P21, respectively, are also
possible.

In addition, we assume that each agent spends a certain resource to maintain its life:
each time step the agent spends a certain portion of its resource, i.e. its resource value
is multiplied by the coefficient kD, 0 ≤ kD ≤ 1.

The model was investigated by means of computer simulation.
In computer simulation, we believed that the size of the total population of agentsNT

is limited: NT ≤ NMAX . NT = N1 + N2. If the population size has reached the value NT ,
then new agents cannot be born. We also assume that the initial number of agents in the
population N0 is significantly less than NMAX , i.e. there is a possibility of increasing the
population size in the process of evolution. The types of agents were chosen randomly
into the initial population, with equal probability for both types.

4 Results of Computer Simulation

Initially, a computer simulation was carried out for the reference version of the model
with natural simulation parameters. In this case, the “mutational” transitions between
the types of agents during reproduction were not taken into account, i.e. it was assumed
that P12 = P21 = 0. After this, the influence of the value of the addition to the resource
�RS received by the agent when solving a complex problem in the evolutionary process
was considered. Further, the influence of “mutational” transitions between the types of
agents during their reproduction was analyzed.
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4.1 Reference Version of Modeling

In the reference version of the simulation, the following parameters were used. The
maximum number of agents in the population was NMAX = 1000. The initial number
of agents in the population was N0 = 10. The increase in the agent’s resource at the
successful solution of a complex problem was �RS = 2. This value was the same
for both types of agents. However, the probabilities of solving the problem by agents
were different: smart agents (agents of the second type) solved a complex problem with
probability P2 = 1, ordinary agents (agents of the first type) solved a complex problem
with probabilityP1 = 0.1. The resource consumption of a smart agent for maintaining its
cognitive abilities was ΔR2 = 1. The probabilities of “mutational” transitions between
agents of different types during reproduction in this version of the simulation were zero:
P12 = P21 = 0. The value of the agent’s resource, which is necessary for the birth of a
descendant, wasRTH = 10. The resource consumption of each agent required tomaintain
its life corresponded to the coefficient kD = 0.9.

The simulation results for the reference version are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1
shows the dependences of the number of ordinary (N1) and smart (N2) agents, as well as
the total population size NT on the time t. Note that after a short transition period (about
10 time steps) the number of ordinary agents becomes almost constant. The number of
smart agents does not change at all. The dynamics of the population-average resource of
both types of agents are shown in Fig. 2. The dependences of the number of born agents
of both types on time are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. Dependences of the number of ordinary (curve 1) and smart (curve 2) agents, as well as
the total population size (curve 3) on time. �RS = 2, P12 = P21 = 0. The results are averaged
over 1000 different calculations.

Note that the established number of ordinary agents is higher than the number of
smart agents. Although the resource of smart agents is higher than that of ordinary agents.
Smart agents do not give birth to offsprings at all, since they do not have enough resources
for this (the resource of each smart agent is equal to 9.97). The absence of sufficient
resource for duplication of smart agents is due to the fact that these agents spend a large
amount of their resources to maintain their cognitive abilities. The resource of smart
agents is less than the value RTH , which is necessary for the birth of a child.
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Fig. 2. Dependences of the population-average resource of ordinary (curve 1) and smart (curve 2)
agents on time.�RS = 2,P12 =P21 = 0. The results are averaged over 1000 different calculations.
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Fig. 3. Dependences of the number of births of ordinary (curve 1) and smart (curve 2) agents on
time. �RS = 2, P12 = P21 = 0. The results are averaged over 1000 different calculations.

4.2 Influence of the Value of the Reward at Successful Problem Solving

In this version of the simulation, the increase of the agent’s resource obtained by the
agent after the successful solution of a complex problem was increased, the value of
this reward was �RS = 3. All other parameters remained the same as in the reference
version.

The dynamics of the number of agents, the population-average resource of agents,
and the number of births of agents is shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. It is seen that in this
version the number of smart agents and their resource grow. The total population size
quickly reaches the maximal value NMAX ; after this reaching, new agents are not born.
The number of smart agents becomes almost equal to NMAX ; the number of ordinary
agents becomes equal to 12.8.

4.3 Influence of “Mutational” Transitions Between Types of Agents

In this version of the simulation, the value of the increase of the resource after a successful
solution of the problem, as in the previous version, was �RS = 3. In addition, the
“mutational” transitions between the types of agents were introduced. It was assumed
that a smart agent with a high probability P21 = 0.9 gives birth to an ordinary agent,
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Fig. 4. Dependences of the number of ordinary (curve 1) and smart (curve 2) agents, as well as
the total population size (curve 3) on time. �RS = 3, P12 = P21 = 0. The results are averaged
over 1000 different calculations.
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Fig. 5. Dependences of the population-average resource of ordinary (curve 1) and smart (curve 2)
agents on time.�RS = 3,P12 =P21 = 0. The results are averaged over 1000 different calculations.
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Fig. 6. Dependences of the number of births of ordinary (curve 1) and smart (curve 2) agents on
time. �RS = 3, P12 = P21 = 0. The results are averaged over 1000 different calculations.

and the probability that an ordinary agent gives birth to a smart one is small: P12 = 0.1.
The simulation demonstrates that the numbers of agents of the two types become close
to each other, although the number of smart agents is somewhat larger than the number
of ordinary agents. The dynamics of agents’ resources and the number of agent births is
qualitatively close to that of in the previous version.
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5 Conclusion

Thus, themodel of the evolutionof a populationof agentswith different cognitive abilities
has been built and analyzed. It is clear that this model is still very far from the models of
agents capable to discover the laws of nature. Nevertheless, the model characterizes the
features of the development of populations inwhich some of the agents have significantly
more effective cognitive properties in comparison with other agents.

It is interesting that using this model, one can consider the evolution of people with
different cognitive abilities in the human community. One can also consider the evolution
of states with different levels of scientific development. Although, of course, such an
interpretation of the results of the present model for human communities must be carried
out with caution.

The further development of models of autonomous agents with effective cognitive
abilities, the approaches outlined in the beginning of this article can be used. It is most
appropriate to use the principles outlined in the works [1, 6].
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Abstract. The paper proposes a method for automatic recognition of reactions
to frustration in texts. It also presents the results of a study that allows catching
linguistic patterns for extrapunitive responses (E-reactions) aimed at protecting
the “Self”; and shows the results of experiments with the Rosenzweig picture-
frustration test protocols. We use a linguistic analyzer, “PCA Machine”, which
considers the wide range of multi-level features aggregated by the relational-
situational model to process the texts with E-reactions to frustration. Then we
developed a set of templates, which can catch the revealed linguistic patterns and
use them together with machine learning models. This approach turns out to be
new for modeling the reasoning of expert cognitive research. Experimental results
show that in most cases, the templates allow detecting E-reactions. Moreover,
the share of unrecognized reactions is small; however, to increase the recognition
reliability, it is necessary to consider additional features, including the context of
the analyzed text fragments.

Keywords: Reaction on frustration · Relational-situational analysis · Linguistic
template · Rosenzweig picture-frustration study

1 Introduction

Rosenzweig defines extrapunitive reaction to frustration as a state of anger and indig-
nation when one blames others for their fault [1]. His picture-frustration study (P-F
study) has long been a useful research tool for assessing aggression as a reaction to
frustration. In individual diagnostics, it is used to identify ways how a person responds
to obstacles and accusations. Examples of typical answers are often used to define the
test methodology.

However, until now, a systematic description of speech reactions to frustration in
psychology has not appeared. On the one hand, this is because such research is inter-
disciplinary and requires a linguist; on the other hand, the very foundations of coding
reactions in the methodology of P-F study are well described. Therefore psychologists
intuitively understand the differences in responses of a particular type.

Natural language processing (NLP) methods make it possible to set new problems
when creating new and modifying old psychodiagnostic methods. Simultaneously, iden-
tifying the linguistic foundations ofRosenzweig’s typeswould also be in research interest
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because it opens up the possibility of professional reflection, discussing those linguis-
tic features that psychologists are guided by when they rely on their expert intuition.
Another motivation here is that recent studies show that frustration sometimes causes
typologically definite shifts in speech; therefore it can be automatically detected [2].

In this paper, we identify and address the following open research question:

– Are there linguistic patterns of frustration response, and is it possible to hypothesize
that the author of the text has frustration?

Furthermore, to address the question above,we have developed a software tool for the
automatic classification of subjects’ responses in the Picture-Frustration test, although
there were technical issues:

1. Lexical richness, which means that there is much lexis to express particular ideas in
speech. Besides, real texts are full of misspellings. We use a character-level word
embeddings (FastText, [3]) to overcome this problem.

2. The frustration detection model should consider various linguistic features from
morphology and lexemes to semantic roles and syntax dependencies.

3. The actual type of reaction in a text fragment often depends on the context. This leads
to ambiguity, then we work with separate text fragments and means our approach
has to be context-dependent.

4. Lack of training datasets. We propose to use a multistep approach to deal with the
issue. Following the approach in the first step, we extract high-level features from
text clauses with linguistic templates; then, we train a classificationmodel with those
features. In the final step, we use an additional set of simple context-dependent rules
to disambiguate the classification results. This way, we can use a relatively simple
machine learning model, which can be trained on a small labeled corpus without
overfitting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides an overview of
related work. Section 2 contains a brief description of the experimental corpus and the
methodology to build this corpus. Section 3 presents the proposed the revealed linguistic
patterns and the method for the recognition of frustration-derived aggression in Russian
texts. In Sect. 4, we analyze the experimental results and discuss the drawbacks and the
directions of the future improvement of the method.

2 Related Work

The studies, which are the closest to this paper’s topic, are devoted to sentiment analysis,
aggression, and frustration detection in texts. For example, an article [4] presents amodel,
which has a sentiment analysis block to provide two-dimensional scores of emotion
(valence and arousal), a market cognition analysis block based on context-dependent
Hidden Markov Model (HMM). They also apply logistic regression model to reveal
relationships between emotions in social networks and market cognition. This approach
allows studying the effects of arousal in the market crash. The experimental results show
that the increase of arousal emotions is related to the awareness of a market crash.
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Similarly, paper [5] proposes a character level convolution neural networkmodel that
incorporates entity-specific sentiment information for efficient incivility detection. The
model significantly outperforms other methods. In a result analysis, they also studied
the behavioral aspects of the aggression targets and aggressors and tried to reveal the
aggression reasons. Also, they have shown that there are patterns in aggressive behavior.
Namely, they found a significant fraction of account holders who act as repeat offend-
ers. They have mocked the targets more than ten times. Similarly, some targets get
mocked multiple times. They found the targets to have higher reputation scores than the
aggressors.

In [6], researchers analyzed more than 2 million messages, comparing discussion
actors around neutral topics to those more likely to be hate-related. They use word
embeddings, sentiment, and emotional indicators, lexis, and POS tags as features for
classification and apply bidirectional LSTM [7] because the training dataset was quite
big.

Severalworks tackle cognitive distortion detection. Themain obstacle here is the lack
of training datasets. For example, Shickel presents a relatively straightforward approach
to that problem [8]. This approach involves detecting heterogeneous features for each
text, which are then used to train separate logistic regression classifiers for predicting the
label. They utilize n-grams, lexis, and word embeddings as features for the classification.
Having a relatively small experimental dataset, he claims that the simplest text-based
method is shown to provide the best performance. They also revealed the benefit of
combining rigorous preprocessing with straightforward n-gram feature extraction and a
simple linear classifier.

Similar results have been obtained in [9]. Namely, the researchers present a method
to classify text into one of 15 distortion categories. They compared several machine
learning-based approaches, such as Logistic regression, SVM, recurrent neural networks
(Gated Recurrent Units) [10], gradient boosting on decision trees (XGBoost) [11]. The
best-performing model is again logistic regression because the dataset was relatively
small.

Paper [12] presents an HMM-based method for studying sentiment and user influ-
ence in social media networks. They model emotion-triggered impact and did analysis
of emotion-influence causality and use relatively shallow features, such as keywords.
The experiments show that the method can reveal influential users who express intense
emotions of fear, anger, disgust, and sadness.

Agrawal with colleagues [13] propose a method that combines lexical features such
as word and character n-grams with additional indicators like sentiment scores. Besides,
they generate adult, offensive, and sentiment scores with neural models. With these fea-
tures, the authors trained a Light-GBM model [14], which achieves better performance
than deep-learning based models.

To sum the review up, some clues should be noted for the analysis of E-reactions
in texts. Firstly, the lack of labeled corpora often leads to the situation; then, simple
linear models show better quality scores than the deep-learning ones. Otherwise, if the
training corpus is available, the standard approach is to use complexmodels for sequence
labelings, such as recurrent neural networks andHMMs, since the context of the analyzed
text fragments is crucial. Secondly, Agrawal with colleagues has shown that promising
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results can be obtained if one combines high-level features derived with some complex
model, such as a deep neural network and a simple classification model, like Gradient
Boosting.

3 Data Set of E-Reactions

We collected labeled dataset with text responses to frustration. Namely, we received
pre-processed texts from 458 test subjects from Moscow and Kurgan, passed the P-F
test, 1095 responses in summary. The test subjects are mainly university students and
adult employees of several local companies. Those texts have all types and subtypes of
reactions: extrapunitive, intropunitive, and impunitive (E, E ′

, e, M, M
′
, m, I, I

′
, i).

Then, we separated those texts into fragments and performed the manual analysis
by linguists. They studied the use of different-level linguistic units to express a specific
type of response to frustration.

4 Aggression Classification Framework

The revealed and analyzed E-reaction patterns show five main communicative action
groups in aggressive responses aimed at protecting the “Self”.

1. Demand, often complicated by the illocutionary semantics of edification or reproach.
The formal indicator of the performance of this action is the predicate expressed by:

a) A verb in the imperative mood (“Call your boss!”).
b) Modal verbs “can”, “need”, “have to”, “should” (rus: “moq�”, “dol�en”) in
the subjunctive mood or an impersonal predicative word and an adjoining infinitive
(“You could have lookedmore attentively!”, “You should lookwhere you are going!”).

2. Sharp conviction of someone, negative assessment of someone’s behavior, some-
times direct insult. The primary formal indicator of these actions is a predicate
expressed by a noun or adjective of negative semantics (“You are a liar”. “Your
accusations are disgusting”).

3. Confrontational denial of the partner’s statements, rejection of his actions, sometimes
with a tinge of reproach. In this case, the predicate uses the negative particle “not”
(rus: “ne”). (“I don’t even want to hear.”, “You didn’t keep your word”).

4. Outrage at something, expressed by a rhetorical question (“And why should I wait
another three hours?”, “Why would I even know this?”).

5. Outraged mockery of the collocutor, expressed by an interrogative sentence with the
idiom “or what?” (rus, part.: “qto li?:”) (“Are you talking to yourself, or what?”,
“Did you need to get the right, or what?”).

E-reactions can also be expressed by speech clichés of the corresponding semantics
(“Nothing of the kind!” – denial of the collocutor’s judgments. “Are you out of your
mind?” – anger at one’s behavior).
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Figure 1 shows the aggression classification framework. In the first step, we apply
MyStem [15] and UDPipe [16] to extract lexical, morphological features, and syntactic
dependencies in the clauses. Then semantic role labeling is performed with the analyzer
created at the FRC CS&C RAS [17] (PCA Machine). We use the relational-situational
model of a text, a heterogeneous semantic network (HSN), to represent the extracted
linguistic features. This model includes vertices (syntaxemes) and edges, which reflect
the syntactic and semantic relationships between these vertices [18].

The second step consists of matching these network models (for each clause) with
context-free templates, which contain a formalized description for multi-level linguistic
features. The templates reflect features corresponding to particular groups of commu-
nicative actions. We created them to get higher recall than precision because it is hard
to obtain high precision with any context-free approach.

In summary, there are 18 distinct templates of E-reactions. Each template itself is a
fragment of a HSN. Vertices and edges in these fragments can be defined incompletely
(for example, a vertex description can have part of speech or lexeme list only). Then
we use a one-hot encoding approach and build high-level feature vectors, which hold
information if a clause matches some templates.

Pattern matcher

Clause classifier

Text
High-level features

Set of reactions

Extracted fragments

Fig. 1. Aggression classification framework

In the third step, we applymachine learning to train themodels to classify the clauses.
Since one clause can represent several reactions, we treat this classification problem as a
multi-output one. Eventually, we have tested the following machine-learning methods:

1. Decision tree ensembles, such as a Random forest [19] and Gradient boosting on
decision trees [14].

2. Linear SVM based classifier with L2 regularization.

Since those models are single-output classifiers, we have trained an independent
model for each output. We selected all the hyperparameters for the classifiers above
with a grid search on 3 fold cross-validation. In the last step, we use a set of contextual
templates, similar to those from step 2, to clarify the type of clauses, labeled with several
classes. More precisely, these templates refer tokens from the clauses to distinct types
of reactions.
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5 Results and Discussion

We performed an experimental evaluation of the proposed method in pairs of texts
containing E-reactions and texts containing all other types of reactions. We use standard
scores to assess training reliability, which are precision, recall, and F1-score. Let describe
them in more detail.

– tp is the number of correctly identified fragments containing E-reactions;
– fp is the number of fragments that do not contain E-reactions but are incorrectly
assigned to this type by the classifier;

– fn is the number of the E-reaction fragments incorrectly assigned by the classifier to
other types.

The precision (P) is the share of correctly identified fragments from all fragments
marked by the classifier as E-reactions. Recall (R) - the proportion of correctly identified
E-fragments and F1-score – harmonic mean of precision and recall.

P = tp

tp+ fp
,R = tp

tp+ fn
,F1 = 2PR

P + R
(1)

We use the statistical procedure of 3-fold cross-validation to evaluate the classifi-
cation quality scores [20]. The XGBoost-based approach shows the best results, so we
present the obtained scores for this classifier in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of detecting E-reactions among all other types of reactions

Reaction F1 P R

E′ 0.81 0.68 0.99

e 0.43 0.59 0.31

I 0.68 0.57 0.83

I′ 0.99 0.97 1.0

M 0.93 0.87 1.0

M′ 0.59 0.79 0.47

m 0.90 0.83 1.0

i 0.74 0.59 1.0

The high recall (R) shows that the created templates, in most cases, make it possible
to identify E-reactions because the proportion of unrecognized reactions is small. Low
precision (P) indicates that some context-dependent templates are needed after this step
to consider additional features when classifying the types of responses. The creation of
such templates is a topic of future research.

Therefore, the experiment shows that in most cases, the templates allow distinguish-
ing between E-responses and other types of reactions, besides the share of unrecognized
responses is small.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we have revealed and validated some linguistic patterns of frustration E-
response. Moreover, we built an automatic software tool, allows detecting this type of
response.

For psychology, the proposed two-step text classification method can be considered,
on the one hand, as an approach to professional self-reflection, and on the other, as a tool
for verifying data of projective tests. It allows one to create a set of tools for automatic
text psychodiagnostics (for example, discussions in social media). In linguistics, that
approach builds a bridge from the categorical and grammatical meaning of an utterance
to its psychological content. In cognitive research, it turns out to be a new method for
modeling the reasoning of an expert evaluating texts.

However, the future revision of the proposed method is necessary. First of all, we are
going to implement the last step of the framework and add context-dependent templates.
Second of all, we admit that manual revealing of linguistic patterns is laborious; it
reduces the scalability of themethod. Thereforewe are going to applyTransformer-based
language models, which have been proved to emergent linguistic hierarchical structures
while training [21]. With those models, one can significantly reduce a linguist’s work
from manual studying text corpora to examining template candidates provided by the
network. Active learning also seems to be a perspective direction of future research
because it simplifies creating the manual labeled corpora.
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Abstract. In previous works, a probabilistic generalization of formal concepts
was developed that is resistant to noise and is capable of restoring formal con-
cepts. In this paper, we show that probabilistic formal concepts have a deeper
meaning than the restoration of formal concepts. Probabilistic formal concepts
model “natural” concepts explored in cognitive sciences and “natural” classes
explored in the “natural” classification. The hyper network of probabilistic for-
mal concepts reflects the hierarchical structure of complex patterns – a hierarchy
of secondary, increasingly complex features that are found as a result of deep
learning. This hierarchy, obtained by logical-probabilistic methods, in addition to
being “natural”, is also explanatory, since it can give descriptions of its classes in
logical-probabilistic terms. Thus, the hierarchy of probabilistic formal concepts
discovered on complex images yields logical-probabilistic deep learning. The ver-
tices of the hyper simplexes of the hyper network of probabilistic formal concepts
reflect the content of “natural” concepts and classes, as they are inextricably linked
with the underlying features. These vertices determine the meanings of “natural”
concepts and classes, which are not reducible to the features that form them.

Keywords: Concept · Clustering · Hypernet lattice · Probabilistic formal
concept

1 Hypernet of Probabilistic Formal Concepts

In Formal Concept Analysis [1], “formal concepts” are classification units that group
data of the tables (“formal contexts”) over a set of objects G and features M, in which
rows are objects from G, and columns are attributes from M. Objects are grouped into
classes in such a way that objects that have a maximum set of common attributes are
included in the class, and this set of objects is maximum, i.e. no other object outside
this class possesses the same set of attributes. The pairs (set of objects, set of features)
obtained in this way can be naturally ordered by inclusion and represented as a complete
lattice. Here is an example from the report of S.O. Kuznetsov.

In this example (Fig. 1) we have 4 objects for which 4 features a,b,c,d are defined.
For these objects, 7 non-trivial formal concepts are defined, nested into each other by
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Fig. 1. Lattes of formal concepts

inclusion ({4}, {4}′), ({1}, {1}′), ({2}, {2}′), ({1,4}, {d}), ({3,4}, {b, c}), ({1,2}, {a}),
({2,3,4}, {c}), where {4}′- all features of the object 4. Note that the definition of formal
concepts is the sameas that of a syndrome (a complex of organically related features). The
syndrome includes all features common to the cases under consideration. However, the
construction of the lattice of formal concepts is associated with the following problem:
in the presence of noise (data distortions), the lattice of formal concepts is filled with
noisy clones of the original classes-concepts, which leads to its exponential growth. In
the works of [3–5] a probabilistic generalization of formal concepts is developed that is
resistant to noise and is capable of restoring formal concepts.

The purpose of this work is to show that probabilistic formal concepts have a deeper
meaning than the restoration of formal concepts under conditions of noise. Probabilistic
formal concepts model “natural” concepts explored in the cognitive sciences. In works
[6, 7] it is shown that “natural” concepts reflect a highly correlated structure of features of
objects of the external world, which can be represented by “causal models” that are fairly
accurately formalizedbyprobabilistic formal concepts. Thehighly correlated structure of
features of objects in the external world is also manifested in the “natural” classification.
J. Stuart Mill [8] very accurately described “natural” classes as probabilistic formal
concepts: “Natural groups… Are determined by features… However, this takes into
account not only features that are certainly common to all objects included in the group,
but the entire set those features, of which all are found in most of these objects, and
most - in all”. This definition, which J. Mill formulated back in 1843, differs from the
definition of a formal concept only in that He says about most objects and features,
which is precisely taken into account in the definition of probabilistic formal concepts.

The hypernetwork of probabilistic formal concepts reflects not only nesting accord-
ing to features and objects, but also the natural “embeddedness” of objects of the external
world, as J.Gibsonwrote.Moreover, all complex images – faces, paintings, literaryworks
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contain a hierarchyof secondary, increasingly complex features. That iswhyDeepLearn-
ing methods have achieved impressive results. They organized hierarchical processing
of information in neural networks that can capture this hierarchy of secondary features.
Probabilistic formal concepts can reveal this hierarchy as a hierarchy of “natural” sec-
ondary features (concepts) and a hierarchy of “natural” classes. This hierarchy, obtained
by logical-probabilistic methods, besides being “natural”, is also “explainable”, since it
can give descriptions of its classes in logical-probabilistic terms. Thus, the hierarchy of
probabilistic formal concepts discovered on complex images yields logical-probabilistic
deep learning. Classes descriptions, obtained in this hierarchy automatically, are the ver-
tices of the hyper-simplexes of the hypernetwork of probabilistic formal concepts that
reflect the content of these “natural” classes. This vertex of the hypersimplex determines
themeaning of the “natural” concept, which is not reducible to the content of the features
that form it.

2 Probabilistic Formal Concepts

The precise definition of the probabilistic formal concepts is given in works [3–5]. Here
we describe the process of probabilistic generalization of formal concepts in order to
demonstrate its naturalness, although it is not mathematically trivial.

It consists in the following steps:

1. Define formal concepts as fixed points of implication [1].
2. Replace implications with probabilistic causality satisfying the following properties:

a. Cartwright’s definition of probabilistic causality [2]:
If R = (H1&...&Hk ⇒ H0), R← = {H1, . . .Hk}, R→ = H0, then
ν(R→/&R←) > ν(R→/&(R←\H )), H ∈ R←.

b. Satisfies the condition of maximal specificity, defined by Hempel [9]. Infor-
mally, this condition means that the probabilistic causal relationships must use
maximum of available information.

c. Define maximum specific probabilistic causality as probabilistic causality that
satisfy conditions a,b.

3. Define probabilistic formal concepts as fix-points of these maximum specific
probabilistic causalities.

4. Prove [10] that these fix-points are logically consistent and not contain some feature
and its negation.

5. Define probabilistic formal concepts in terms of these fix-points.

Define “natural” classification and “natural” concepts as probabilistic formal
concepts.

Let us consider the condition of maximal specificity in more details for the further
definition of the neuron formal model that can learn maximum specific probabilistic
causalities.

The condition ofmaximal specificitywas defined byHempel for solution of the statis-
tical ambiguity problem. This problem rises in the field of the Inductive-Statistical (I-S)
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inference when inconsistent conclusions may be inferred from the consistent premises.
Let us consider a traditional example. Suppose that we have the following statements:

• L1Almost all cases of streptococcus infection clear up quickly after the administration
of penicillin.

• L2 Almost no cases of penicillin resistant streptococcus infection clear up quickly
after the administration of penicillin.

• C1 Jane Jones had streptococcus infection.
• C2 Jane Jones received treatment with penicillin.
• C3 Jane Jones had a penicillin resistant streptococcus infection.

These statements imply a contradiction by I-S inference. On the base of L1 and C1∧C2
one can explain why Jane Jones recovered quickly (E). The second argument with
premises L2 and C2∧C3 explains why Jane Jones did not (¬E). The premises of
both arguments are consistent with each other, they could all be true. However, their
conclusions contradict each other.

Hempel suggested to solve this problem by forcing all statistical laws in an argument
to be maximally specific. In other words, they should contain all relevant information
with respect to the domain in question. In our example the premise C3 invalidates the
first argument L1, since it is not maximally specific with respect to all information about
Jane Jones. So, we can only explain ¬E, but not E. The maximally specific statement
instead of L1 must be “Almost all cases of streptococcus infection that are not penicillin
resistant clear up quickly after the administration of penicillin”.

We have proved that maximal specific causal relations solve the problem of statis-
tical ambiguity [10] and I-S inference is consistent if it uses only maximally specific
statements.

3 Formal Model of Neuron that Learn Maximal Specific Causal
Relations. Probabilistic Formal Concepts as Cellular Ensembles

We formalize the conditional connection at the level of the neuron in such a way that it at
first satisfies the Hebbian rule [11] and second can learn maximum specific probabilistic
causalities. We developed a special semantic probabilistic inference [12] that learn such
causalities.

By information, given to brain as «input», we mean all stimulus provided by afferent
systems. Let us define information about a certain stimulus n, arising from an object
(situation) a and transmitted by a nerve fiber, by a predicate Pi(a), i = 1, ..., n, where
a is a perceived object (situation). If this information transmitted on excitatory synapse,
then it perceived by neuron as a truth of the predicate Pi(a), and if this information
transmitted on the inhibitory synapse, then it perceived as a negation of the predicate
¬Pi(a). We define the excitation of neuron (its axon) in a situation (object) a by a special
predicate P0(a). If neuron is inhibited in situation a, then we define this by a negation
of this predicate ¬P0(a). We suppose, that each neuron is exciting by its receptive field,
which is initial (before training) semantics of this predicate P0(a).
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Predicates Pi(a), i = 1, ..., n and their negations are literals, which we denote as
a, b, c, ... ∈ L. Let us introduce some definitions needed for the formal model.

The rule C = (a1&...&an ⇒ c) is a subrule of the rule C′ = (b1&...&bk ⇒ c) if
{a1&...&an} ⊂ {b1&...&bk}, n < k.

By the probabilistic law we mean the rule C = (a&...&b ⇒ c), the conditional
probability (a&...&b&c)

/
(a&...&b) of which is strictly greater than conditional prob-

abilities of all its subrules. Strongest Probabilistic Law is a probabilistic law that is not
a subrule of another probabilistic law.

Semantic probabilistic inference (Fig. 2) of a literal c is a sequenceC1 �C2 �...�Cn

of probabilistic laws Ci = (ai&...&bi ⇒ ci), such that Ci is a subrule of the rule Ci+1
and probability of Ci is strictly less than the probability of Ci+1, i = 1, ...n − 1. Cn is
the strongest probabilistic law.

c

⇐ a
1
&...&a

k1
&

⇐ b
1
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&

b
k2+1
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&

b
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Fig. 2. Semantic probabilistic inference

A maximally specific ruleMSR(c) for the inference of a literal c is a such Strongest
Probabilistic Law of some Semantic probabilistic inference of a literal c that have
maximum value of conditional probability.

Theorem [9] (solution of the statistical ambiguity problem). I-S inference and fix-
points that use only MSR(c) rules are consistent.

Our formal model of a neuron (Fig. 3) is very similar to the structure of the semantic
probabilistic inference (see Fig. 2) and it accurately implements the semantic proba-
bilistic inference and thereby reveals the most specific causal relationships. Fix-points of
thesemost specific causal relationships, produced by interconnected neurons, form cellu-
lar ensembles of self-excited neurons that form probabilistic formal concepts, reflecting
a highly correlated structure of features of perceived “natural” objects.
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Fig. 3. Formal model of neuron
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Abstract. One of the main methodological problems in evaluation of functional
connectivity is the spatial leakage (SL) effect which occurs due to volume conduc-
tion and leads to false positives in coherence or phase-locking estimates. Several
solutions have been already suggested, including the use of the imaginary part of
coherency or cross-spectrum. Because these standard metrics are insensitive to
zero-phase interactions, they prevent detection of false coupling, resulting from
SL, but may underestimate true physiological interactions, characterized by close-
to-zero phase lags. Due to the broad neurophysiological evidence, such interac-
tions should not be excluded from consideration. The recently proposed method,
referred as Phase Shift Invariant Imaging of Coherent Sources (PSIICOS), became
the first implementation of the algorithm which reliably detects interactions for
all the range of phase-lags by suppressing the power of SL subspace components
of cross-spectrum. However, connectivity values obtained via PSIICOS are non-
normalized by construction anddependon source power, so that uncoupled sources
with high power profiles may become false positives. This limitation motivated
us to develop a statistical test based on randomization of original time series or
cross-spectrum in such a way that power distribution in source space is preserved,
but phase interactions are eliminated. The generation of covariance matrices from
Wishart distribution appeared to be the most reliable method, when applied to
data from simulations. Thus, together with the proposed statistical test PSIICOS
can be used as an effective instrument applicable to real EEG- or MEG-data in
fundamental research or for clinical purposes.

Keywords: EEG · MEG · Connectivity · Cross-spectrum · Volume conduction ·
Wishart distribution · Statistical testing

1 Introduction

Despite the rapid development of neuroscience, the explanation of functional abilities of
the brain is still a mystery that stirs up the minds of both theorists and methodologists.
All the features that describe the brain would not contribute to its high computational
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capacities, if its elements did not possess a crucial property – the presence of functional
connectivity [1].

The conclusive evidence suggests that connectivity, reflecting interactions between
brain areas, underlies healthy brain functioning [2] and determines its dynamical prop-
erties [3]. Characterized by high temporal resolution, such non-invasive neuroimaging
techniques as EEG andMEG, together with methods of source localization, make it pos-
sible to accurately estimate spatial, temporal and frequency characteristics of functional
coupling. Nevertheless, the choice of robust methods and their improvement are still in
great demand.

Within the scope of this paper, we operationalize functional connectivity as phase
coupling. It represents engagement of neuronal oscillations at similar frequencies and
reflects frequency-specific parameters of brain functioning [4]. In general, measures of
phase coupling quantify the consistency of distribution of phase lags between signals by
estimating the properties of cross-spectral density function – the frequency equivalent
of cross-covariance function, which measures the joint variability of two signals at pairs
of time points [5].

One of the main methodological problems in noninvasive evaluation of phase cou-
pling is the spatial leakage (SL) effect which occurs due to volume conduction [6] and
leads to false positive scalp correlations [7]. The standard metrics of phase coupling
exploit the assumption that SL effects are instantaneous due to quasi-static approxima-
tion of the forward model [8–10]. The standard methods, such as imaginary coherence
[10] or phase lag index [11] and their derivatives [12–15] exclude artifactual zero phase
interactions together with true zero phase interactions. Besides, the majority of these
methods reach the maximum of their sensitivity when the phase lag �φ = π/2 and
approach zero when �φ is close to zero. Thus, all standard metrics can underestimate
true connectivity. Moreover, simulations illustrated that the presence of true interactions
spreads the signal and produces ‘ghost’ false positive interactions between uncoupled
sources. Ironically, these ‘ghost’ interactions are still detected by the algorithms based
on exclusion of zero-phase coupling [16].

The importance of capturing zero or near-zero phase interactions is supported by
empirical evidence: this type of coupling was reported in animal visual cortex [17, 18]
as well as both visual andmotor cortex [19] andwas supposed to reflect sensory or visuo-
motor integration due to communication via reciprocal cortico-cortical connections. In
humans, phase coupling with zero-centered distribution of lags was reported in sub-
jects who viewed ambiguous visual stimuli and perceived faces rather than meaningless
shapes [20]. Zero-phase rhinal-hippocampal coupling in gamma frequency range was
registered [21] in patients with unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy as a result of successful
declarative memory formation. In neocortex, near-zero phase interactions occur more
often than zero phase coupling. The delays in neuronal interactions fall in themillisecond
or submillisecond range [22]. These lags are consistent and may reflect, for example,
visual stimulus orientation [23]. The major possible mechanisms that could underlie
zero and near-zero phase phase synchronization include bidirectional communication
between two areas [24]; the presence of common input – an area which drives two other
areas into near-zero phase coupling [25]; or dynamical relaying [26, 27] via brainstem,
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hippocampus or thalamus [28]. Thus, all the metrics of phase coupling, based on exclu-
sion of zero phase interactionsmake us blind in regard to a broad range of physiologically
plausible functional coupling scenarios.

The recently proposedmethod, referred as Phase Shift Invariant Imaging of Coherent
Sources (PSIICOS) [29], became the first implementation of the algorithmwhich reliably
detects interactions for the entire range of phase-lags from the debiased sensor-space
cross-spectrum resulting from suppression of SL power by the means of a projector
operating in the linear space of cross-spectral matrices. However, connectivity values
obtained via PSIICOS are non-normalized by construction and depend on source power,
so that functionally uncoupled sources but powerful sources may be detected as coupled
and thus generate false positives. This issue can be resolved by an appropriate statistical
procedure on the basis of null distribution of cross-spectral coefficients. The development
of such a statistical test defined the aim of the present study.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Randomization Techniques

As it was previously stated, the aim of this study is to develop such a technique that
allows for obtaining the distribution of cross-spectral coefficients under a null hypoth-
esis of no coupling between sources. Two major approaches for construction of such a
distribution are randomization of EEG or MEG time series, resulting in surrogate data,
or randomization on the basis of already computed cross-spectrum.

Surrogate testing implies generation of multiple time series, which share the same
statistical properties with the original one but lack the target property (in our case this
target property is phase coupling). The values of interest (e. g. cross-spectral coefficients)
obtained on the basis of that surrogate data form null distribution that can be compared
to the observed value obtained from the original data. If the observed value statistically
deviates from the surrogate distribution, one can conclude that the target property is
present in the original data.

For surrogate testing we have chosen randomization of independent components
obtained for the EEG or MEG data [30], AR-modeling and cyclic phase permutations
of the source-space activity (CPP) [31].

2.2 Sampling from Wishart Distribution

Aside from surrogate testing, data-based parametric approaches can be used. The basic
idea is to use a parametric distribution which represents the probability of observing a
given covariancematrix.Note that a cross-spectralmatrix that is instrumental inPSIICOS
approach is simply a covariance matrix of Fourier coefficients at a specific frequency.

Let us consider a p × n random matrix

X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∼ Np×n(M, �), (1)

which consists of p-variate Gaussian random vectors with mean M and scale covariance
matrix �. In this case p × p random matrix S = XXThas Wishart distribution [32] (a
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multivariate extension of χ2-distribution) with scale matrix� and n degrees of freedom.
We expect the cross-spectral estimates to be Wishart-distributed and therefore in order
to model statistical properties of the cross-spectral matrices under null-distribution of
no coupling we useWishart distribution with S whose elements are determined from the
data and spatial leakage properties encoded into the forward operator.

The standard way to obtain a random sample from Wishart distribution is Bartlett
decomposition [33]. If orientations of the dipoles are not fixed, then the i − th source is
represented by the topographies of two orthogonally oriented equivalent current dipoles
(ECDs) gi= [gixgiy] in the tangential plane at the given i − th vertex. In this case, by
the means of traditional inverse mapping procedures, for a given pair of sources at fixed
latency t we estimated the power of activation timeseries of the two orthogonal ECDs.
These power components formed the diagonal of the scale matrix �. The off-diagonal
terms reflected spatial leakage calculated using the forward model and notions of point-
spread function. In order to obtain null distribution of cross-spectral values for sources
with fixed orientations, the principal orientation angle was found by means of singular
value decomposition (SVD) applied to the upper right 2 × 2 part of Wishart matrix.

The degrees of freedomofWishart distributionwere equated to the number of epochs
in the data. Cross-spectral estimates used by PSIICOS exploit the cross-spectrum at all
latency values within an epoch. In order to model this we build nullWishart distributions
for each fixed latency and then perform Fisher’s probability test to combine the results
of individual tests from each latency. This gives the final p-value with regards to the
averaged observed cross-spectral coefficient.

2.3 Material

The accuracy of the proposed approaches was evaluated on the basis of realistic sim-
ulation studies. We used a cortical surface with 15000 vertices and a high-resolution
forward-model matrix.

The data consisted of 100 epochs, and the induced activity of coupled sources was
modeled with two 10 Hz sinusoidal waveforms with random phase with respect to the
start of each epoch. The phase jitter was drawn from a random distribution from the
[−π /2 π /2] range. To simulate the close to zero phase coupling mean phase lag was
established asφ=π /20.Thepower spectrumdensity of themodeled brain noisematched
the spectral characteristics of EEG or MEG data. The sources were projected into the
sensor space using the forward matrix pre-computed with Brainstorm software.

In our simulations, each truly coupled network corresponded to the pair of nodes in
the high-resolution cortical mesh. As for estimating source-space cross-spectral coef-
ficients we used a sparser version of the cortical mesh, we considered a given pair of
sources to be a true connection, if their coordinates fell into a given neighborhood around
the original coordinates.

We tested the accuracy of our approaches in two conditions: the detection of three
modeled networks and the detection of two modeled networks in the presence of one
uncoupled networkwith high power characteristics. The latter conditionwas supposed to
test the immunity of our statistical paradigms to the presence of false large cross-spectral
estimates.
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3 Results

The comparison of the proposed statistical approaches demonstrated that data-driven
parametric testing outperforms surrogate testing. Using ICA-based surro-gate distri-
bution results in constant sensitivity (true positive rate) TPR = 1, and the maximal
specificity was equal to 0.67, which is unsatisfactory due to a larger number of pairs
tested. CPP surrogates performed better and achieved for maximal sensitivity TPR = 1
was at higher specificity of 0.76. Statistical testing based on the ARmodeling yielded for
sensitivity TPR = 1 the specificity of 0.97, but was characterized by a very poor spatial
distribution of the false positive source pairs. It should be stressed that truly coupled
sources constitute just a small part of all possible connections and, consequently, sen-
sitivity is expected to be large. Additionally, falsely detected pairs are to have spatially
consistent structure and would ideally fall into the neighbourhood of the truly coupled
sources. Thus, for the statistical test to be of a high accuracy we should consider only
high specificity values along with low false alarm rate.

Fig. 1. The spatial structure of three modeled networks. In various conditions one of the networks
was uncoupled and characterized by a high power resulting in large cross-spectral coefficients.
The working statistical test was expected to detect only two truly coupled networks.

Parametric approach based on using the Wishart distribution as a null distribution,
appeared to me more accurate. The viability of the proposed approach is supported by
reasonable reconstruction of spatial structure of the modeled networks even in the pres-
ence of the highly powerful sources.Without statistical testing, these sources correspond
to the largest cross-spectral coefficients and would produce the false positive detection
of coupling. Since Wishart distribution implicitly captures interrelation between power
components and covariances, it was demonstrated that even when the cross-spectral
coefficients of the uncoupled sources exceed the ones from the coupled sources, they
are correctly labeled as statistically insignificant (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The demonstration of the immunity of Wishart-based statistical test to the powerful but
functionally uncoupled sources. (A) The dependence of cross-spectral coefficients and source
power. The distinguishable cluster of points represents uncoupled pairs of sources. As evident
from the plot, these pairs are successfully labeled as statistically insignificant (p < 0.05). (B) The
spatial structure of the detected coupled networks.

4 Discussion

We have tested and evaluated several approaches of statistical testing in order to assess
the statistical significance of cross-spectral estimates obtained after PSIICOS-projection
[29], which allows us to overcome the artifacts of volume conduction and supports an
accurate detection of zero and close-to-zero phase coupling. Using realistic simulations,
we have compared the performance of the following methods that allowed us to form
the null distribution of cross-spectral estimates and use it as a statistical criterion: ran-
dom shifting of independent components, AR modeling of source activity, cyclic phase
permutations (CPP) and sampling from Wishart distribution.

Parametric approaches based onWishart distribution outperformed surrogate testing.
ICA-based surrogate testing yielded too randomized data, although we expected such
a surrogate distribution to be much more conservative due to the possibility of several
coupled dipoles to contribute to the same component. CPP-based surrogates demand to
be modified with respect to more accurate extraction of phase cycles. AR-based surro-
gate distribution as well as Wishart distribution were close to the empirically observed
distribution of cross-spectral estimates from the simulation without synchronized activ-
ity. However, AR-based surrogate distribution being used as a statistical criterion failed
to reconstruct spatial patterns of modeled networks. On the other hand, statistical testing
based on Wishart distribution was immune to the presence of uncoupled networks with
a high power profile.
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5 Conclusion

Thus, with a high degree of certainty we can conclude that the proposed parametric
approach based on Wishart distribution forms a viable basis for a statistical testing.
This expands the capabilities and accuracy of PSIICOS technique. We conclude that
the procedure can be useful in estimating genuinely low phase-lag coupled sources
ubiquitously present in the empirical data.
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Abstract. Brain-computer interfaces are considered as the next level of human-
machine interaction. A bunch of approaches in decoding human states aims to
achieve sufficient precision and accommodate a growing number of distinct states
to decode. The following study investigates the capabilities of the EEG-based
inverse modelling to improve the classification accuracy and provides a com-
parison between different inverse models. The computational pipeline of repre-
sented BCI includes clustering and dimension reduction of the forwardmodel. The
obtained results show the advantages of minimal norm estimate (MNE) inverse
operator in comparison to the Beamformer, sLORETA. We have also observed
that a motor imagery BCI based on the fully blown individual inverse model out-
performed that based on Riemann geometry-based approaches, while the latter
demonstrated performance superior to the approaches using band specific sensor
space power distribution. The performance analysis was done using a 32 channel
EEG data recorded during motor imagery of the four limbs.

Keywords: Brain-computer interface · Brain-machine interface · BCI · EEG
inverse problem ·Motor imagery BCI · Low-density EEG · EEG Riemannian
approach ·Minimal norm estimate · Beamformer

1 Introduction

Brain-computer interface is a developing interdisciplinary field of science and technol-
ogy which is expanding the capabilities of human-computer interaction. Brain-computer
interfaces prove their applicability in the task of motor rehabilitation [1], it also finds
uses in psychiatry and psychology under the disguise of neurofeedback [2]. There is
some non-medical usage of BCI in the gaming and control of daily routine [3].

Transformation of brain activity into the commands issued into the external environ-
ment results from a specific computational pipeline [4]. The proposed blocks include a
range of statistical approaches,machine learning techniques and digital signal processing
methods. Typically, EEG-based motor BCIs exploit desynchronization of sensorimotor
rhythms in the two sets of frequency bands - alpha (7–13 Hz) and beta (13–30) [5] as
quantitative features. It has been also shown that it is possible to use the inverse problem
solution as an additional computational step that when performed correctly implicitly
adds more information to the decoding process and improves the decoding accuracy
[6]. This is because such a transition from the space of sensor signals to the space of
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neuronal sources allows us to partly counteract the volume conduction that smears the
activity of individual sources into the EEG sensor timeseries. Here, we for the first time
implement an inverse modeling-based motor BCI based on the low-density EEG and
perform a detailed performance analysis of our solution to pinpoint the key aspects that
influence it.

There are several approaches that decompose EEG-signal into source activations
which can have non-adaptive and adaptive nature [7]. The first group does not use sta-
tistical properties of the recorded signal to form a decomposition matrix (inverse oper-
ator) to be applied to the incoming data. The inverse operators formed by this family
of techniques are constant over time and depend only on the individual anatomy and
the regularization approach used to solve the inverse problem. The most widely spread
method is minimal norm estimate (MNE) that yields source distribution that describe the
data and have minimal quadratic norm. This method relies on a system of linear equa-
tions that represents the initial signal as a linear combination of source activity. When
we find its solution, we prefer the one which has minimal activity in sources [8]. One of
the key parameters for the MNE algorithm is the regularization parameter that theoret-
ically should reflect the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the recorded signal. Variation of
this parameter can produce a significant impact on quality of obtained source activity.
The extension of MNE approach is standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic
tomography (sLORETA) [9] that uses a different scalingmatrix to compute the quadratic
norm.

When it comes to adaptive algorithms the most widely used one is linearly con-
strained minimum variance beamformer (LCMV) [10]. For computation of the inverse
operator, it uses correlation matrix of the recorded data and the forward model. Adaptive
nature of this approach gives its superresolution property but makes it crucially depend
on the forward model accuracy which can be compromised in practice.

2 Methods and Materials

The 32 channel EEG data were recorded at sampling frequency of 250 Hz from a subject
executing motor movement of four states: left hand, right hand, legs, rest. The data were
then filtered in the 1–40 Hz range with eye-movement components rejected via ICA-
based spatial filtering. Also, the dataset included an MRI scan of the participant’s brain
used to construct the EEG forward model. Recorded EEG data were split into 2-s-long
overlapping segments with 0.2 s step, so that each such segment referred to one motor
state. The segments extracted from the first contiguous part of the recorded data was
used for training and the rest was used for testing. The overall number of data slices
made up 724 samples.

We calculated the EEG forward model using the 3-shell overlapping spheres of the
source dipoles located in the nodes of the cortical mesh extracted from the individual
MRI using the FreeSurfer software. Based on this forward model we produced three
inverse operators:MNE, sLORETA, LCMV. TheMNE inverse operator was constructed
for a grid of the regularization parameter values. Only source-space corresponding to
the sensory-motor regions was used. The selected region of interest (ROI) comprised
20 zones picked up using Desikan-Killiany atlas. The resulting ROI appeared to have
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6765 voxels. We then used a K-means clustering procedure applied to the topographies
(columns of the forward model matrix) of all ROI sources.

Prior to the clustering we performed dimension reduction. The given forward matrix
consisted of triplets of dipoles for each source and was divided into three matrices for
each dipolar orientation aligned with x, y, z coordinate axes. Each of the matrices was
decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD). We only kept the first singular
components capturing 95% of the forward model variance. We have then projected the
original forward matrix onto these principal directions and concatenated the obtained
vectors for the three dipolar orientations.

K-means clustering was then applied to these reduced topography vectors. To deter-
mine the number of clusters we used the elbow approach based on the within-cluster
sum of squares (WSS) metrics. The dimension reduction of the initial forward model
matrix lets us to easily compute several clustering with different numbers of clusters to
find the one which fits best the geometry of sources.

The final feature vector was created by computing mean band power values in alpha
(8–12 Hz), beta (15–25 Hz), and theta (3–7 Hz) ranges using the time-series of 40
resultant clusters which resulted into 120 features per time unit. The final dataset con-
tained 724 class-balanced samples each of which corresponds roughly to a 2-min long
record. We trained the SVM classifier with radial basis function kernels using the first
600 samples without shuffling and used the rest of 124 samples for testing. The SVM
classifier significantly outperformed Decision Tree, Linear regression and Random for-
est classifiers as compared using a 4-fold cross-validation procedure over the first 600
training samples. The SVM hyperparameters were also picked as identified using this
cross-validation procedure. All models were developed using sklearn Python library, the
hyperparameter values for all algorithms were tuned using GridSearch toolbox.

3 Results

Analysis of performance was done in several steps. Firstly, we have selected MNE
regularization parameter λ = 1/2000 that yielded the best accuracy [11] of 0.73 on the
balanced dataset with four classes, see Fig. 1.a. Thenwe compared the accuracy achieved
by the BCI based on the MNE inverse solver to the BCI using sLORETA and adaptive
beamformer based inverse solutions. As evident from Fig. 1.b the source-space MNE
based BCI significantly outperformed the two other possible implementations whose
performance was just slightly above chance. In the case of adaptive beamformer based
inverse this observation can be due to the inaccuracy of the forward model which is
critical for the beamformer approach.

Nevertheless, all inverse solver-based approaches outperformed the traditional sensor
space methodology, including that based on the use of Riemann geometry approaches
[12] and exploiting sensor-space covariance matrices as features. To implement this
approach, we used a simple MDM-based decision rule with a Riemann distance as a
metric of the distance between covariance matrices. This approach yielded a significant
increase in classification accuracy, around 0.5 accuracy in our 4-state BCI as compared to
the traditional FBCSP sensor-based approach. These results are summarized in Fig. 1.b.

Next we explored the dependence of the classification accuracy on the length of
the time-window used for classification. As shown in Fig. 1.c the best accuracy was
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Fig. 1. BCI Performance analysis. (a) Accuracy score of MNE-based BCI with different regular-
ization parameters (b) Accuracy score according to different inverse models and different sensors
space approaches (c) Accuracy score as a function of time window duration (d) Accuracy score
values that as a function of percentage of variance explained used during the dimension reduction
step.

achieved using the longest (2 s) data window. One of the steps in our source-space
MI BCI implementation is that of dimension reduction. In Fig. 1.d we explored the
accuracy as a percentage of explained variance when attempting to reduce the feature
space dimension. As our experiments demonstrated this step does not significantly affect
the classification accuracy in our BCI.

4 Discussion

The transformation into source space gave significant enhancement in BCI performance.
This improvement can be explained by the additional information about mixing of corti-
cal sources brought into the solution by the inverse solver. Additionally, it is necessary to
point out sensitivity of accuracy to value of λ, that illustrates the importance of signal to
noise (SNR) estimation, because λ explains level of noise in sensor space signal. It might
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be relevant to make additional trials in the beginning of the BCI experimental paradigm
that will allow us to make suggestions about SNR. Low classification accuracy when the
LCMV beamformers are used as inverse solvers is likely associated with the imprecision
of the forward model. Other methods might require additional tuning of parameters.

The best alternative forMNE-basedBCI in terms of this study is sensor space decoder
built on Riemann geometry approaches. Riemann shows a high prediction rate and can
be accounted as a true competitor to source space decoder and also to a variety of spatial
filtering techniques. Furthermore, we found that the accuracy critically depends on the
length of the timewindow,we achieved the reported performancewith thewindow length
of 2 s. The described observations need further verification on a group of participants.

5 Conclusion

The obtained results emphasize the benefits of using the inverse solver in the EEG
and MEG based BCIs. Given that the forward model accuracy is likely to affect the
BCI performance we expect even greater benefits when dealing with MEG data. The
Riemannian approach remains the best option if one does not want to explicitly inverse
model the data.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of constructing a neural network mod-
eling of the structure of conceptual experience in testing this block in the model
of intelligence by senior school students M.A. Kholodnaya. The study involved
100 students (median is 15 years). Methodological base of the research: “Concep-
tual synthesis”, “Conceptual generalization”, “Semantic differential”. The study
results allow us to conclude that the accuracy of the resulting model is low, allow-
ing 43.2197 errors, which is unacceptable for trusting the obtained model. Despite
the low reliability of the constructed neural network model, the constructed neural
network made it possible to argue for the correctness of the structure of the con-
ceptual block of mental experience proposed by M.A. Kholodnaya. The findings
encourage us to develop more appropriate analysis tools on the one hand and to
develop the structural components of intelligence on the other.

Keywords: Neural network modeling · Conceptual experience · Intelligence

1 Introduction

The development of themathematical apparatus and applied tools for processing and ana-
lyzing experimental data obtained in empirical research makes it possible to understand
the essence of many phenomena and events, including the composition and structure
of the activity’s mental experience. As a basis for the analysis, we chose the structural
model of intelligence proposed by M.A. Kholodnaya [5, p. 157], implying the inclusion
of 6 blocks (Fig. 1):

Each of these blocks subdivides into several components. For the analysis in the
presented work, we considered a block of conceptual experience in its components [6]:

• semantic abilities are mental properties that are related to the productivity of semantic
processes and reveal themselves in the processes of operating with the content of
verbal signs within the framework of the individual mental lexicon and in the speed
of operational processing of semantic information;

• categorical abilities are mental properties related to the productivity of categorization
processes and ensuring the assignment of the corresponding object to a specific cat-
egory based on transformations in the system of categorical signs of varying degrees
of generalization;
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Fig. 1. Structural model of intelligence.

• generative abilities are mental properties related to the productivity of conceptualiza-
tion processes and providing the ability to generate some newmental contents missing
in available information (identifying implicit connections and patterns, constructing
metaphors, interpretation, modeling, thought experiment, etc.).

Following M.A. Kholodndya’s scientific concept, all conceptual abilities have a
hierarchical organization based on generalization and conceptualization of the mental
content. So, at the base of the conceptual structure are semantic abilities, then categorical
abilities follow, and conceptual abilities close this hierarchy of conceptual abilities.

Thus, there is reason to assume a specific complex of related mental formations that
characterize the activity’s conceptual experience. Accordingly, in the presented study,
the structure of conceptual abilities is analyzed, suggesting conceptual, categorical, and
semantic abilities as components of a neural network model of conceptual experience.

Purpose of the study: disclosing the specifics of the construct of conceptual
experience in older adolescence using a statistical analysis of its components.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Participants

To analyze the model, we carried out an empirical study and sampled 100 students of
the 9th grade of school No. 1201 in Moscow at the age of 14–16 years (Fig. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 2. Study participants. Sex
differentiation.
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Fig. 3. Study participants. Age differentiation.

2.2 Materials

2.2.1 Methodology “Conceptual Synthesis” [6]

The material of the “Conceptual synthesis” methodology, which allows assessing the
formation of conceptual abilities, aims to identify the ability to independently construct
a semantic context based on three unrelated words while offering the maximum possible
number of their combinations in the form of meaningful sentences.

Indicator: the sum of points characterizing the formation of conceptual abilities
(ability to conceptual synthesis).

2.2.2 Methodology “Generalization of Three Words” [6]

The material of the “Generalization of three words” method provides an assessment of
the ability to categorical generalization.

Indicator: the sum of points characterizing the level of formation of categorical
abilities).

2.2.3 Modified Method “Visual Semantics” [2]

According to research by E.Yu. Artemieva [2], there is a mechanism that naturally
“packs” the experience of human interaction with the world into some impressive
structures, which E. Yu. Artemyeva called “semantic-perceptual universals” [2, p. 14].
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We assessed two variables using this technique: semantic interpretations of indefinite
visual forms and the ability to generate semantic features when describing indefinite
visual forms.

Indicators (calculated for each subject): 1) the total number of semantic interpreta-
tions, denotations; 2) the total number of semantic features, signs (total number of joint
ventures).

2.3 Procedures

• Methodology “Conceptual synthesis” [6].

A4-size forms have one triad of words in each form:

• shell - paper clip - thermometer
• computer - tornado - pin
• planet - electrical outlet - the hourglass.

We orally give the study participants instructions: to establish different variants of
semantic connections between these three words andwrite down each variant in the form
of one or two sentences. We presented three triads of words in total. The working time
with each triad was 3 min.

Methodology “Conceptual synthesis” (PS) assesses the variable “conceptual abili-
ties.” Evaluation criteria for the answer: 0 points - no written proposals; only two words
were used (for example, for the second triad of words – “I sat at home and watched a film
about a tornado on the computer”); 1 point - simple listing of words in a sentence (for
example, for the first triad of words – “A shell, a paper clip, and a thermometer were on
my desk”); 2 points - creating a context within the description of a specific situation or
specific circumstances (for example, for the third triad of words – “Previously, time on
our planet was measured only with the help of an hourglass, and then electrical sockets
and mechanical clocks appeared”); 3 points - a sentence using comparisons, metaphors,
generalizing categories, or expanded causal relationships (for example, for the first triad
– “A shell cut in half has curls that look like the bends of a paper clip, and if this shell is
heated to 200°, it will melt and youwill get a glass for a thermometer and other objects”).

We summed up the points for all triads.

• Methodology “Generalization of three words” [6].

The material of the “Generalization of three words” method consists of 10 triads of
words, each of which the researcher reads out to the research participants sequentially.
Participants in the study should think about the common between the words they read
and write down the answer with one or two words. The methodology gives 25 s to reflect
and to write down the answer for each triad of words.
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List of word triads:

1. article, flower bed, picture
2. newspaper, lighthouse, bonfire
3. hunting, playing, thinking
4. monument, bridge, antenna
5. icon, map, decoration
6. pulse, tide, spring
7. trap, fence, cork
8. soap bubble, vase, suitcase
9. umbrella, trench, stick
10. scale, beads, ladder

Evaluation of each answer for each of the ten triads according to the following
criteria:

• 0 points - no answer; generalization of only two words; thematic generalization based
on the spatial or temporal proximity of objects (for example, for the fourth triad
– “city,” “my yard”);

• 1 point - analytical generalization; formal generalization without an exact meaningful
specification (for example, for the fourth triad – “made by man,” “metal”);

• Two points - strict categorical generalization using generic concepts (for example, for
the tenth triad – “sequence”).

We summed up the points for all ten triads.

• The modified method, “Visual semantics” [2].

The subject is shown a graphic image on a white A4 sheet in the upper part. There were
two questions to be answered about each image. The first question is: “What is it? What
does it look like?”. Second question: “What properties do you feel are inherent in this
object? What is it like?”. Figure 4 presents five images from Artemyeva’s set in total.

Fig. 4. Examples of graphic images in the method “Visual semantics” [2].

We use graph analysis and non-network analysis (STATISTICA 12 and SPSS 21.1
software) to process the results.

3 Results

Figures 5 and 6 show the response surfaces:
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Fig. 5. The response surface of two different
types of semantic abilities (“Denotation” and
“Signs”) and conceptual abilities.

Fig. 6. Response surface of semantic,
categorical, and generative abilities

Table 1. Neural network models of conceptual experience indicators (automated selection with
attenuation).

№ Network
architecture

Learning
performance

Test
performance

Control
performance

Learning
algorithm

Error
function

Activation on
the hidden
layer

Activation
of output
neurons

6 RBF 20-5-1 56,78 37,27 42,86 BFGS 2 SOS Hyperbolic Identity

Table 2. Sensitivity analysis of the 6th neural networkmodel of indicators of conceptual abilities.

Net Sensitivity analysis (STATISTICA Spreadsheet. sta)
Samples: train, test, validation

Generative
abilities

Categorical
abilities

Semantic abilities
to generate features

Semantic abilities
to generate
interpretations

6. RBF 20-5-1 1,07 1,05 1,04 1,02

4 Discussion

Speaking about neural network modeling, we should first say that these methods bases
on graph theory. Network models are precise and consider the object of research as a
single complex of interrelated components. The used network model of the logical-
mathematical description makes it possible to algorithmize the system parameters’
calculations.

Network modeling of random measurements is an essential method for the analysis
of multivariate random measurements. The network itself is a graph composed of nodes
connected by edges. Accordingly, the variables of the network turn out to connect in the
form of interdependent paths of transitions (edges) to each other (nodes) [1].

In general, there are two types of links that can be present in the network and
represented as edges of the graph: - the edge can be directed, in which case it has
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an arrow at one end indicating a one-way effect, - or the link can be undirected, which
indicates some mutual relationship. We use pairwise Markov random fields to model
undirected networks [3]. A node represents each variable, and many edges connect the
nodes. In these models,

Links between nodes are “weights” of the edges of the network, and the weight of
an edge is always a nonzero number because zero weight indicates no edge. The sign of
the edge weight (positive or negative) indicates the type of interaction, and the absolute
value of the edge weight indicates the strength of the bond effect between nodes. The
length of an edge in a network is reciprocal of the edge’s weight. The distance between
two nodes is equal to the sum of all edges’ lengths on the shortest path between two
nodes [7].

Scientists assess the importanceof individual nodes in a networkusing the specialized
Fruchterman Reingold algorithm [4]. Network visualization is an abstract representation
of high-dimensional space in two dimensions. However, 2D rendering cannot correctly
reflect themodel’s actual space since themetric distance between node placements in 2D
space has no direct interpretation, for example, with multidimensional scaling. Graph
theory has developed several methods to more objectively quantify, which node is the
most central in a network [8]:

• The node strength, also called the degree in unweighted networks [7], adds the strength
(weight) of all associated edges to the node; - if the network consists of partial corre-
lation coefficients, the strength of the node is equal to the sum of the absolute partial
correlation coefficients between this node and all other nodes.

• Closeness takes the reciprocal of all shortest paths between one node and all other
nodes in the network.

• Strength of a node indicates how strongly a node is directly connected to other nodes
in the network - proximity - how strongly a node is indirectly connected to other
nodes.

• Betweenness tells howmany of the shortest paths between two nodes to go through the
node in question; - the higher the intermediate, themore critical is the node connecting
other nodes.

Thus, we present the results of studying the network structure of conceptual expe-
rience in the context of semantic, categorical, and generative abilities through network
modeling. Following the results presented in Fig. 5, we made a preliminary conclusion
that the degree of abstraction and generalization of the concepts’ information affects
the strength of the connection between the components of conceptual experience. Thus,
more abstract “Signs” of the circle’s graphical variations are consistent with a highly
organized conceptual ability profile than “Denotation,” i.e., interpretation of the same
graphic variations. Concerning categorical abilities (“Generalization”), it is not possible
to make such an unambiguous conclusion (Fig. 6).

Neural network modeling of conceptual abilities gives us nine models (automated
selection with damping). We trained the models with radial basis functions with inter-
active learning. The work done demonstrated a large learning error for the correction.
We used multiple subsamples using radial basis functions but increasing the number of
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hidden neurons from 3 to 25 pieces—the program identifies only 1 model: RBF 20-5-1
(Table 1).

As can be seen from the obtained results of constructing a neural network model
of conceptual experience indicators, the resulting model’s accuracy is low, allowing
43.2197, which is unacceptable for trusting the obtained model. Considering the sen-
sitivity analysis (Table 2), i.e., analyzing the importance of variables, the first place
in terms of importance in the constructed model is occupied by conceptual abilities,
the second. Accordingly, the less significant place belongs to categorical abilities, and
semantic abilities to generate signs and interpretations follow the 3rd and 4th place.

5 Conclusion

Thus, we conclude that, although the low reliability of the constructed neural network
model, nevertheless it made the possibility to argue the correctness of the structure of
the conceptual block of mental experience proposed by M.A. Kholodnaya.

Acknowledgments. State assignment for the IP RAS No. 0159-2019-0008, Institute of Psychol-
ogy of the Russian Academy of Sciences).
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Abstract. We simulated radial traveling waves of local currents on the folded sur-
face of the human cerebral cortex. The magnetic fields on the surface of the head
were calculated by individualMRI.ModelMEGswere comparedwith experimen-
tal data using two-dimensional correlation. The maximum values of correlation
coefficients were determined for traveling wave velocities of 0.2 m/s with epi-
centers in the occipital lobes of the brain, including V1 and V2. In these cases,
a jump in the levels of maximum correlations in time and space took place. At a
velocity of 6 m/s, the maximum values were lower, and the change in the level of
correlations was smoothed out. The results of the study show the advantage of the
intra-cortical hypothesis of the brain traveling waves.

Keyword: Cortical traveling waves · Intra-cortical hypothesis ·MEG

1 Introduction

Traveling waves of local brain potentials have been experimentally found in animals
from snails [1] to the higher apes [2] and man [3]. These waves can be recorded only
using intra-cortical electrodes [4] or voltage-dependent dyes [5].

Macroscopic traveling waves observed in recording of EEG, MEG, and ECoG are
visualized using interpolation and most likely reflect the effects caused by extracellular
currents in the conductive volumetric environment of the brain, its shells, skull and
head integuments. The visibility of macroscopic traveling waves is conditioned by the
equivalent rotating dipoles formed due to themovement of cortical travelingwaves along
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the complex folded surface of the brain [6, 7]. The validity of this approach based on
experimental data was shown by us in a number of works [8, 9].

On the other hand, the hypothesis ofmacroscopic travelingwaves,whichhas nodirect
experimental support, is used to interpret the results [10]. The propagation of excitation,
creating mesoscopic traveling waves of local brain potentials, is due to the transverse
processes of unmyelinated axonal fibers (the propagation speed of action potentials
< 1 m/s), whereas macroscopic traveling waves explain the transmission of signals
through the white matter of the brain having the propagation speed of action potentials
>1m/s. In this work, we evaluated the hypotheses about macro- andmesoscopic cortical
traveling waves by simulating such waves on the three-dimensional model of the human
brain cortical surface and reconstructing the MEG to compare the simulations with the
experimental data.

2 Materials and Methods

Weused one healthy right-handed subject for theMEGanalysis. Registrationwas carried
out with a 306-channel MEG using an Elekta Neuromag Vector View setup (Elekta Oy,
Finland), which was located in a magnetically shielded room. The MEG recording was
carried out for 9min in the state of quiet wakefulness with closed eyes. A high-resolution
structuralMRI of the headwas obtained using aMagnetomVerio 3 (Siemens) tomograph
based on a T1-weighted sequence (R= 1900ms, E= 2.21ms, voxel size 1× 1× 1mm).
According to the MRI data, a model of individual surfaces of the head and brain was
built with the resolution of about 300 000 vertices. Each vertex was an epicenter, for
which the distributions of the current density in the form of radial traveling waves with
propagation velocities of 0.2 or 6m/s and an average frequency of 11Hzwere calculated.
The model waves propagated over the distances of 2 cm for the lower and of 20 cm for
the higher velocity. We conditionally called the first model “mesoscopic”, because for
it, a limited wave propagation of no more than 2 cm was assumed. In the second case,
the model wave covered almost the entire surface, and in numerous works such traveling
waves are called “macroscopic” [11].

The forwardMEGproblemwas solved using the boundary element model separately
for each hemisphere [12] in the Brainstorm software environment [13]. The technique
is described in detail in our works [8, 9, 14].

As a result, we obtained 306 values of the magnetic field per 100 ms at the locations
of the sensors, which were used to register the MEG in the experiment. Model MEGs
were compared with the experimental data by calculating two-dimensional correlation
(corr2 function in MATLAB) each time shifting the analysis window by 2 ms. We
found the maximum correlation value for each moment of time and the corresponding
vertex on the simulating surface of the subject’s cerebral cortex. Thus, theMEGrecording
was analyzed for 5min. The obtained set of correlation coefficientswas analyzed in order
to reveal advantage of one of the models.

We compared the growth of the maximum values of the correlation coefficients for
each of the models separately for each hemisphere. We assessed the normality of the
distribution of the correlation coefficients for each of the models and the differences in
their mean values using ANOVA method. The difference between the maximum values
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of the correlations and their probability for each model were analyzed. We obtained the
spatial distribution and the dynamics of changes in the positions of the traveling waves
epicenters for two types of simulations with maximal similarities between the model
and experimental MEG signals.

3 Results

In our analysis, we used model waves starting from 145885 epicenters for the left hemi-
sphere and starting from 154674 epicenters for the right hemisphere for two veloci-
ties and two propagation distances. Two-dimensional correlations were calculated for
15 segments of 20 s between experimental and model signals. For each segment, 9950
correlation values were obtained per epicenter. Thus, 21 773 336 250 coefficients were
obtained for the left hemisphere and 23 085 094 500 values for the right hemisphere for
each propagation velocity and the same number of solutions for the second model. For
each time interval of 2 ms, the epicenter with the maximum value of the correlation was
found separately for each hemisphere of the brain.

The increase in the levels of correlations was significantly different for the compared
models (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Comparative increase in correlations for traveling wave models with velocities of 0.2 m/s
and 6.0 m/s in the left and right hemispheres.

The level of maximum correlations at a certain moment of time for the simulations
of traveling waves with the speed of 0.2 m/s was, on average, significantly higher (p
< 0.0001) than for the simulations with the speed of 6.0 m/s for the both hemispheres
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of mean correlation values using ANOVA for traveling wave models with
wave velocities of 6.0 m/s (1) and 0.2 m/s (2) in the left hemisphere (left) and the right hemisphere
(right).

In the mesoscopic model, the mean correlations were 0.6079 for the left hemi-
sphere and 0.5931 for the right. For the model of macroscopic waves in the right
and left hemispheres, the average correlations were at the level of 0.3502 and 0.3635,
respectively.

Epicenters for traveling wave velocities of 0.2 m/s were determined in the occipital
and parietal lobes of the brain with levels r > 0.7. For a given velocity, 516 such waves
were found in the left hemisphere. Most of these epicenters were located in the calcarine
fissure and parieto-occipital fissure, which correspond to the areas of the visual cortex
V1, V2 (Fig. 3). Epicenters arose in different places of these areas, mainly shifting by a
distance of no more than 20 mm and a maximum distance of 70 mm (see “VideoJ02” in
SupplementaryMaterials). At the velocity of 6m/s, themaximumvalueswere lower, and
for the correlation level r> 0.7, only 84 epicenters were identified in the left hemisphere,
which were evenly distributed between the frontal and occipital poles (Fig. 4). Position
changes in most cases were either local, up to 5 cm, or remote, up to 15 cm, i.e. “jumped”
between the frontal region and the occipital region (see “VideoJ60” in Supplementary
Materials).

The dependence between the numbers of the traveling waves epicenters in the left
hemisphere having the correlations with the MEG data, which is greater than a given
threshold and the value of the threshold for the wave velocities v = 6.0 m/s and v =
0.2 m/s is presented in Fig. 5. The relation between these numbers of the epicenters as
a function of the threshold correlation is displayed in Fig. 6.

Thus, in the left hemisphere, the number of epicenters of the traveling wave with
the velocity of 0.2 m/s having a high correlation with the MEG data (i.e. r > 0.75) is at
least 5 times higher than the corresponding number for the traveling wave velocity of
6.0 m/s. Moreover, by the correlation of 0.8, the number of mesoscopic traveling waves
becomes almost 40 times higher than the number of macroscopic traveling waves.

For the right hemisphere, we obtained the results qualitatively similar to the results
demonstrated in Fig. 3–6 for the left hemisphere.
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Fig. 3. The epicenters of mesoscopic traveling waves (asterisks) in the left hemisphere for r >
0.7, v = 0.2 m/s.

Fig. 4. The epicenters of macroscopic traveling waves (asterisks) in the left hemisphere for r >
0.7, v = 6.0 m/s.
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Fig. 5. The numbers of the epicenters of mesoscopic (solid line) and macroscopic (dashed line)
traveling waves in the left hemisphere having the correlations greater than a given threshold as
functions of the threshold.

Fig. 6. The relation between the number of mesoscopic waves epicenters and the number of
macroscopic waves epicenters in the left hemisphere having the correlations greater than a given
threshold as functions of the threshold.

4 Discussion

Although we have not yet received absolute evidence in favor of the mesoscopic wave
model, the advantage of this model is supported by the data given in Sect. 3. It must
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be admitted that both models give very similar magnetic field distributions on the head
surface and the crucial experiment that will deny the existence of macroscopic cortical
waves will be a joint analysis of ECoG records and microelectrode arrays [3] using our
calculation methodology. The analysis using the mesoscopic paradigm, unfortunately, is
still limited to one hemisphere, although it is known that the majority of waves arise in
symmetrical regions of both hemispheres [6, 15]. The joint analysis of the hemispheres
is possible, but it requires much more computational resources.

The localization of the traveling waves epicentres in the occipital cortex is clear,
because we analyze the alpha rhythm that is associated with the visual cortex and has
the largest amplitude in normal humans in comparison with other similar rhythms. The
localization of the epicentres of the model macroscopic waves reflects the distribution
of the magnetic field of the alpha rhythm observed in the occipital and posterior frontal
regions. This distribution can also be explained by the presence of powerful current
sources in the occipital cortex, which imitates macroscopic waves.

Traveling waves are associated with the mechanism of attention on a mental image.
In addition, the brain compares sensory and mental images [16]. Earlier, we showed a
special role of the visual cortical projection periphery in this process [17].

In our work, we observed chaotic “jumps” of the traveling waves epicenters in the
visual cortexwhen the subject is at restwith his eyes closed. It is known from the literature
that both evoked visual responses and saccadic eye movements are accompanied by
traveling waves [18]. In this case, the amplitude of the EEG (EP) and MEG (EMF)
is much less than that of the alpha rhythm. Typically, the perceived sensory image is
projected onto the central cortical field of the retinotopic projection. Only in cases of
lateral vision, the epicenter of the traveling wave appears at the periphery of the cortical
projection of the visual field, which causes a noticeable effect of increasing the EEG
amplitude [16].

5 Conclusions

We have shown the advantage of themesoscopic traveling wavemodel for a spontaneous
alpha rhythm. In this case, the epicenters of traveling waves arise in the primary and
secondary fields of the visual cortex in the occipital lobes of the brain. This leads to the
conclusion that traveling waves of the alpha rhythm propagate at speeds of the order of
0.2 m/s, which corresponds to the speed of the action potential in the non-meyline axons
of neurons. The same results were obtained in experiments on animals when recording
traveling waves with intra-cortical electrodes such as Utah arrays [19] or by optical
methods [3]. The second important outcome of this our research is the observation of
“jumping” epicenters or the appearance of foci of activation in different areas of the
visual cortex, which may correspond to mental tracking by analogy with eye tracking
and subjectively may be accompanied by wandering of the inner gaze with awareness
of visual imaginary or recalled visual images.

6 Ethical Approval

Thus, themodel of the evolutionof a populationof agentswith different cognitive abilities
has been built and analyzed. It is clear that this model is still very far from the models of
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agents capable to discover the laws of nature. Nevertheless, the model characterizes the
features of the development of populations inwhich some of the agents have significantly
more effective cognitive properties in comparison with other agents.

It is interesting that using this model, one can consider the evolution of people with
different cognitive abilities in the human community. One can also consider the evolution
of states with different levels of scientific development. Although, of course, such an
interpretation of the results of the present model for human communities must be carried
out with caution.

The further development of models of autonomous agents with effective cognitive
abilities, the approaches outlined in the beginning of this article can be used. It is most
appropriate to use the principles outlined in the works [1, 6].

7 Supplementary Materials

The “jumps” of the mesoscopic and the macroscopic traveling wave epicenters corre-
sponding to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in the time interval of 5 min are presented in the time-scale
1:100 in the video files “VideoJ02” and “VideoJ60”, respectively, that can be found in
the archive “222Video” at the GitHub repository by the link https://github.com/BrainT
ravelingWaves/MentalTracking. The program codes in MATLAB for these videos as
well as for the figures presented in the present paper can be also found by the link given
above.
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Abstract. In the current work we focused on the problem of identifying the
mechanism of interaction of neural networks in the human brain in cognitive
processes. An important step in solving this problem is to identify functionally
homogeneous regions of the brain. In this paper, we present two methods which
are needed to identify these regions and build maps of areas of the brain that
work stable in time. We tested the developed methods on experimental resting-
state fMRI data and showed that the brain areas identified with the proposed
methods have greater functional homogeneity compared to established anatomical
and functional brain atlases and thus could be considered more suitable for further
connectome calculation.

Keywords: Functional connectome · Homogenous regions · FMRI data ·
Regions of interest

1 Introduction

Functional Connectome (FC) is a term used to refer to the whole variety of functional
connections in the brain. One of the urgent tasks today is to construct the FC of the
human brain at rest [1, 2]. One of the aspects of building a FC is its scale. This can
be, for example, the scale of individual neurons, ensembles of neurons, or even entire
macroscopic regions of the brain [3]. If fMRI data are used to construct a FC, then the
unit of data is a volume of the order of 1 to several tens of cubic millimeters, called a
voxel. At such a scale, the number of voxels in the human brain can exceed 100,000.

To reduce the dimensionality of the data, as well as to get rid of the influence of the
noise introduced by the scanning process into the dynamics of individual voxels, several
voxels are often combined into spatially connected functionally homogeneous regions
(FHRs), in which all voxels have similar dynamics [4]. Since the dynamics of all voxels
of one FHR are similar, each FHR is represented by its single characteristic time-series
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or region dynamics. As a result, the functional connectome includes connections not
between individual voxels, but between the selected functionally homogeneous regions.

Currently, there are many approaches to the allocation of FHR [5], but there is no
single generally accepted approach. Regions of anatomical atlases are often used as
the FHR. But the regions of anatomical atlases are often very large and the dynamics
of the voxels included in them are not always similar. For example, voxels that are
formally included in one region according to anatomical atlases (for example, AAL),
but located on opposite boundaries of the anatomic structure, may have a correlation
close to zero. In this case, it would be incorrect to consider the selected regions as
functionally homogeneous. And if the regions are not functionally homogeneous, then
it is incorrect to take one “characteristic” dynamics from the region. One of the reasons
for such heterogeneity of regions in the case of using anatomical atlases, as well as for
many other existing approaches, is the complete division of the brain into regions, when
each voxel is assigned to one of the regions. As a result, sharp boundaries between the
regions are formed, and voxels lying near these boundaries and combining the dynamics
of both regions are not taken into account correctly.

To solve the problems described above, we propose two new methods for creating
FHR. One method is focused on identifying the FHR with a high level of connectivity
between the voxel dynamics included in it, however, the configuration of the selected
regions dynamically changes over time. The second approach relaxes the requirement
for the strength of between voxel similarity within a region, but allows creating FHRs
that are stable in time. An essential feature of the proposed approaches is the possibility
of the presence of voxels that do not belong to any region.

In this work, we focus on testing and validating the presented methods. The structure
of this work is the following: in Sect. 2 we describe the developed methods for creating
FHRs, as well as methods for testing and validating them on simulated and experimental
data; in Sect. 3 we present the results of testing, as well as some additional studies, such
as, analysis of the stability of the results and the effect of autocorrelation in data on the
result of identifying the FHRs.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 FHR Selection

Wehavedeveloped twomethods for FHRselection.Onemethod is focusedon identifying
theFHRwith a high connectivity strength between the voxel dynamicswithin the regions,
but the location of the regions can change over time. The second method is focused on
identifying the FHRs that are stable over time but the connectivity strength within each
region might be reduced.

The first method, “Cluster Segmentation Method” (CSM), is based on the clustering
of voxels dynamics. CSM includes the following simple steps:

1. Split the whole time interval T of the input fMRI data into overlapping intervals T1,
T2, … TN.
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2. Cluster voxels dynamics in each time interval Ti (for example, using k-means clus-
tering) based on correlation distance. Thus, we get N sets of clusters, where each set
corresponds to one time window.

3. Select the sets of voxels clustered into the same clusters with a probability not less
than given. We use probability of 80%.

CSM method uses 2 parameters: the time intervals length at step 1 and its overlap
degree. The CSM method is described in details in [6].

The second method, “Functional Segmentation Method” (FSM) includes the
following steps:

1. Select “Level of minimum correlation” (LMC). It is assumed that for each selected
region therewill be a reference dynamic having correlationwith any voxel’s dynamic
in the region greater than this LMCvalue. So theLMCvalue characterizes the internal
functional homogeneity of the identified regions.

2. Select an “Influence Area” (IA) for each voxel: a spatially connected area consisting
of voxels that have correlation with the current voxel greater than the LMC value.
The result of this step is many overlapping IAs.

3. Voxels redistribution between IAs: one voxel - to one IA. Large IAs are preferred.

The FSM uses 1 parameter: LMC value. The FSM method is described in details in
[6].

An important feature of both proposed methods is the possibility of neutral voxels
i.e. voxels that do not belong to any region.

2.2 Testing and Approbation

We tested the proposed methods both on simulated data and on experimental fMRI data
obtained with a 3 T magnetic resonance imager Magnetom Verio.

Simulated Data. To check the correctness of the methods, we tested them on simulated
data. The advantage of simulated data in contrast to experimental data is that the results
of the methods can be compared with the model and we can get a numerical estimate of
error.

We used models based on experimental data in which voxel dynamics were replaced
with simulated time series of the same length. And the method of replacement depended
on the specific model:

1. The “completely randommodel” involves replacing the dynamics of each voxel with
a random time series with a uniform distribution of values.

2. The “random permutation model” involves replacing the dynamics of each voxel
with a random time series, which is obtained from the time series of experimental
data by arbitrary permutation of values.

3. The “ideal model” involves replacing the dynamics of each voxel in such a way that
a perfect splitting is obtained: the entire brain is divided into regions, and in each
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region all voxels have the same dynamics, different from the dynamics of voxels in
any other region.

4. The “noisy model” is obtained from the “Ideal model” by adding white noise to the
dynamics of each voxel, the amplitude of which depends on the amplitude of the
signal. We used models with noise levels of 5, 15, and 25%

For each simulated data set, we identified the FHR using the CSM and FSMmethods
and compared it with ground truth data. To calculate the error, we took the resultingmaps,
determined the “one-to-one” correspondence between the selected FHR and the model
ones, and then estimated the number of voxels that were included into the wrong regions.

Experimental Data. The experiment was carried out on 3 T MRI scanner Magnetom
Verio (SiemensGmbH,Germany) at theNational ResearchCentre "Kurchatov Institute".
fMRI data were obtained with the following scan parameters: 42 slices, repetition time
(TR) 2000 ms, echo time (TE) 20 mc, field of view (FOV) 192 × 192 mm2, voxel size
3 × 3 × 3 mm3. As part of the study, 1000 time samples were scanned for functional
data, with a total duration of about 33.5 min. The total study acquisition time was
40 min. Functional and structural MRI data were processed using the SPM12 software
package (available at [7]). After converting DICOM files to NIFTI format, all images
were manually centered to anterior commissure for better template coregistration. The
EPI imageswere corrected formagnetic field inhomogeneity using the FieldMap toolbox
for SPM12 and recorded during expiremt session field mapping protocol. Then, the slice
timing correction for fMRI data signals was conducted. Anatomical and functional data
were normalized in the ICBM stereotactic reference system. T1 images were divided
into 3 tissue maps (gray, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid). Functional data was
smoothed using a 6×6×6 mm3 FWHM Gaussian filter.

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the NRC Kurchatov Institute,
ref. no. 5 (from 05.04.2017). All subjects signed an informed consent for participation
in the study.

Testing and Approbation Methods. The experimental data were used both to obtain
synthetic data and for additional testing:

1. We studied the characteristics of the FHR identified by the CSM and FSM methods
on the experimental data, in particular: the total number of selected regions, the
strength of the connection between voxels within the same region, the number of
voxels distributed over regions, etc.

2. We studied the stability of the resulting FHR over the time:

a. For the FSM we investigated how much the configuration of the allocated FHR
changes over time. For this we split the experimental data set into overlapping
time windows of length 300 with the intersection of 50 time samples. Then
we identified the FHR in each time window using the FSM method. Next, we
compared the FHR identified in the time windows with each other. For this we
calculated the intersection percent.
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b. For the CSM we investigated the influence of the time window length on the
resulting FHR location change. For this we identified the FHR for time windows
of different lengths (from 50 to 400 with a step of 50). Then we calculated the
intersection percent of the obtained FHR corresponding to different windows

3. FMRI data is known to have autocorrelation in it. Autocorrelation influences
correlation-based methods. Since the developed methods use correlation as a metric
of voxel connectivity we analyzed the effect of autocorrelation on the results of iden-
tifying the FHR. For this we removed autocorrelation from the data and compared
the results of the proposed methods obtained on the original and cleaned data. To
remove autocorrelation, we used the MATLAB function “ar” with parameter order
equals 2.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Simulated Data

Testing on simulated data led to the following results:

1. “Completely random model” and “Random permutation model": both methods did
not allocate a single region, as expected.

2. “Ideal model”. Both methods selected all regions without errors.
3. “Noisy model”:

a. 5% noise: both methods selected regions without errors;
b. 15% of noise: CSMmethod - without errors, FSMmethod - 0.5% of total number

of voxels differs to ground truth data;
c. 25% noise: CSM method - 0.2% voxel mismatch, FSM method - 18% voxel

mismatch.

The results show that for the CSM method, the error is insignificant even at a noise
level of 25%. For the FSMmethod, the error rate is quite high - 18%. The high percentage
of mismatch values can be explained by the dependence of the method results on the
parameter values. For the FSMmethod, the parameter is the minimum correlation level.
If the correlation between the voxels is lower than this value, then they should not be
included into the same FHR. We performed an estimate for LMC = 0.85, while adding
25% noise can decrease the correlation level between voxels to 0.7 or less. Therefore,
such voxels should not be included into the same region. For comparison, reducing the
LMC value to 0.75 leads to the percentage of voxels that do not match ground truth data
is reduced to 2.8%. It is impossible to determine the only one correct value of the LMC,
because at the moment there is no single opinion - what level of correlation between
voxels of one region is considered high enough. Different studies use various levels:
from 0.6 and higher [8–11].
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3.2 Experimental Data

The experimental data were used to identify FHR using the CSM and FSM methods.
As mentioned earlier, the result of the FSM method depends on the selected level of
minimum correlation. Figure 1 shows the dependence of identified FHR characteristics
on the selected LMC.

Fig. 1. Dependence of the characteristics of FHRs identified by FSM method on the LMC value.

What LMC value should be chosen? The answer to this question should be based on
two factors (in descending priority): 1) the LMC value should not be lower than a good
level of correlation (we choose values 0.7 and above as a good level of correlation); 2) as
many voxels as possible should be distributed across the FHR. Based on this criterion, we
chose LMC equal to 0.77 for the experimental data. This LMC does not give the absolute
maximum number of distributed voxels, but the graph in Fig. 1 (top right) shows a flat
section starting from the 0.77 level and below, where the number of distributed voxels
does not differ much. But at the same time, a maximum number of regions is formed at
the LMC = 0.77. It should be noted that for other data this level may be different.

We also estimated the dependence of the CSM method results on the length of time
windows. For this, we obtained the FHR for time windows of different lengths (from 50
to 400 with a step of 50) and calculated the degree of overlap between the obtained FHR
sets corresponding to different windows. The result is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
that the larger the window size is, the more stable becomes the map of obtained FHR.
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Fig. 2. The degree of overlap of the FHRs identified by the CSM method at different parameters
of the time window: from 50 to 400 with a step of 50. The FHRs were compared in terms of the
intersection level using the formula I/U, where I is the intersection, U is the union of the FHRs.

Based on these estimates, we fixed a window length of 300 and an overlap of 50%,
thus obtaining 5 time windows.

Having fixed the parameters of the developed methods, we assessed the main char-
acteristics of the obtained FHRs and compared the result with Glasser’s anatomical atlas
[12], which we have extended adding internal structures to it (see Table 1).

Table 1. The main characteristics of the FHRs obtained by the CSM and FSM methods on
experimental data and the regions of the extended Glasser’s atlas.

Characteristic CSM FSM Extended Glasser’s atlas

Number of regions 519 544 401

Average correlation between voxels of
one region (averaged over all regions)

0.7 0.78 0.35

STD of correlation between voxels of
one region (averaged over all regions)

0.15 0.1 0.22

Quantile of correlation between
voxels of one region (averaged over
all regions) (10% / 90%)

0.49/0.89 0.64/0.91 0.08/0.64

Minimum correlation between voxels
of the same region (averaged over all
regions)

0.44 0.53 0.11

Percentage of voxels, distributed by
regions (according to extended
Glasser’s atlas)

32 33 100

The table shows that the average correlation within the regions obtained by the
proposed methods is higher than in the regions in extended Glasser’s atlas. Also, even
the minimum correlation between voxels of one region, averaged over all regions, in the
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case of the proposed methods is higher than the average intraregional correlation for the
extended Glasser’s atlas.

Figure 3 shows a distribution of the correlation level between voxels of the same
region. The extended Glasser’s atlas gives a distribution with a peak in the region of 0.3,
and the proposed methods give a distribution with a peak in the region of 0.8.

Fig. 3. The distribution of correlation values between voxels of one region (each histogram
includes data from all corresponding regions).

As noted above, the FSM method is focused on identifying the FHR with a high
level of internal connectivity, but the configuration of the selected regions changes over
time. The CSM method weakens the requirement for the strength of voxel connectivity
within the region, but highlights the time-stable FHR. Nevertheless, it can be seen from
the figure that the level of connectivity within the regions identified by the CSMmethod
is high.

We also analyzed the stability over time of the regions obtained by the FSMmethod.
To do this, we split the entire experimental data set into overlapping time windows of
length 300 with a step of 50 time samples. And in each time window, we determined
the FHR by the FSM method. Next, we compared the FHRs allocated in different time
windows with each other by calculating their overlap. The result is shown in Fig. 4.
Adjacent timewindowsgive abettermatchof the allocatedFHR, but even in non-adjacent
windows, overlap of FHRs id more than 50%.

FMRI data is known to have autocorrelation in voxel dynamics. Obviously, methods
for studying functional connectivity based on correlation depend on the presence of
autocorrelation. The developed methods use correlation as the central metric of voxel
connectivity, so we analyzed the effect of autocorrelation on the results of identifying
the FHR based on the developed methods.

We removed autocorrelation from the experimental data, performed the extraction
of FHR on the cleaned experimental data, and compared the characteristics and maps of
the extracted FHRs. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the number of allocated voxels for
cleaned and uncleaned data. The figure shows that autocorrelation significantly affects
the results of the FSMmethod. The presence of autocorrelation changes the dependence
of the number of regions and the total number of voxels distributed across regions on the
LMC parameter. At the same time, in the CSM method, removal of autocorrelation did
not greatly change the dependence of these characteristics on the window size parameter.
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Fig. 4. Stability in time of FHRs, allocated by the FSM method on experimental data. The entire
dataset is divided into sections of length 300 time samples with a step of 50 time samples. In each
time window, the FHRs were identified by the FSM method. The FHRs between the windows
were compared in terms of the intersection level using the formula I/U, where I is the intersection,
U is the union of the FHRs.

We can see that autocorrelation strongly affects the results of the methods, therefore we
recommend removing autocorrelation from the data, but since at the moment there is no
consensus in the scientific community on this issue, this remains at the discretion of the
researchers.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the number of voxels (top) and the number of regions (bottom), distributed
over the FHR using the FSM (left) and CSM (right) methods, depending on the LMC and the
length of the time window on the data before removing autocorrelation (green) and after removing
autocorrelation (blue).
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4 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that the brain regions taken from established anatomi-
cal atlases are not functionally homogeneous. Therefore, we have developed two new
methods: one method is focused on identifying regions with a high level of connectiv-
ity between voxel dynamics, the second method is aimed at selecting regions that are
stable in time. An essential feature of the proposed approaches is the possibility of the
presence of voxels that do not belong to any brain macroscopic region. For example,
based on our experimental fMRI data, extended Glasser’s atlas includes 29 757 voxels,
and the regions created based on proposed methods include the order of ten thousand
voxels. Next, we showed that the obtained partitions give a high level of homogeneity
of functional connections (the average correlation within the region is 0.8).

Nevertheless, the partitioning results obtained by the developed methods must be
checked and updated from the physiological point of view. To assess the stability of
the spatial distribution of obtained brain regions, it will be important to study the effect
of autocorrelation in fMRI data on the developed methods. The proposed approaches
are important for identifying functionally homogeneous brain regions, which can subse-
quently beused to calculate causal and correlational connectivity in brain neural networks
responsible for cognitive processes.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a novel experimental design for studying
sense of agency (SoA) in joint human-machine actions than involved grasping
movements. The joint actions were implemented by using an electromechanical
grasping device propelled by a servo drive. The device completed a grasping
action initiated by a participant. These actions were contrasted with other levels
of the participant’s involvement, including active movements, passive movement
and observation of a dummy’s movement. Our experimental setup allows us for
studying the possible correlation between the level of involvement into action and
quantitative distance estimates. The proposed experimental design was tested in a
pilot study involving 9 heathy volunteers. In particular, the survey results showed
a significant correspondence between the score of reported SoA and participant’s
role in action. We suppose that our new design for studying joint actions will
contribute to the development of exoskeletons, rehabilitation technologies and
advanced human-machine systems.

Keywords: Joint actions · Active-passive actions · Sense of agency · Intentional
binding · Spatial binding

1 Introduction

1.1 Sense of Agency

The sense of agency (SoA) is an essential part of human self-consciousness [1]. It refers to
the subjective experience of discovering oneself as the author of an action. This sensemay
dramatically fail in some situations as for instance in cooperative problem solving and in
swift joint attention [2]. One of the most important issues in SoA studies is quantifying
it in various conditions. The early discovered problem is that a direct interview with the
subject can force them to reevaluate their experience, and will only grant access to the
high-level judgements of agency, leaving aside the low-level feeling of agency [3]. This
obstacle urges the experimenters to search for behavioral and physiological correlates
of SoA. The correlates would make the implicit evaluations of SoA possible, which in
turn would help to discover the necessary conditions for the emergence and dissipation
of SoA.
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1.2 Intentional Binding and Spatial Binding

A probable behavioral correlate of SoA known as intentional binding has been widely
discussed in literature. Intentional binding refers to an effect in quantitative subjective
estimates of time reported by Haggard et al. [4]. The participants estimated a time
interval between an action and its outcome as significantly shorter than it actually was,
but this effect was observed only when the action was voluntary, and not induced by
transcranial magnetic stimulation. A similar effect called spatial binding was reported
for the subjective estimates of distance [5]. A distance travelled by the mark from the
moment of action to a certain event was perceived as shorter by the participants when the
action and the event were causally connected. Since causal binding has been observed in
time intervals as well [6], it could be fruitful to study the relation between the subject’s
involvement into action and their subjective estimates of distance.

1.3 SoA in Joint Actions

It is common for the experimental studies of SoA to contrast voluntary actions with
the involuntary ones. However, new advancements in exoskeletons and rehabilitative
technologies raise the issue of SoA in joint human-machine actions. Accordingly, the
array of situations where an intermediate level of involvement of the human subject takes
place has to be considered. Would the subject experience sense of agency as in regular
voluntary actions, if the action they intended were completed by a machine? The case
we view as even more interesting is the possibility of enhancement of the human actions
using mechanical devices. Few studies were dedicated to SoA in joint human-human
[7] and human-machine [8] actions, but we were unable to find any published studies of
SoA in actions enhanced by the machine, or committed with the machine acting as an
instrument, rather than an independent co-agent. However, in our recent study of SoA
[9] we had already considered interaction between human agent and assisting device,
though the assisting device in that experiment did not boost one’s performance.

In the current paper we present an experimental design for studying the possible con-
nection between the subjective estimates of distance and the level of subject’s involve-
ment into action. The action implemented in our design is a grasping movement, that is
made with a thumb and an index finger. By creating an exoskeletal claw-like device, we
were able to include joint actions into the design. Also, we made a silicone dummy of
a human hand to organize a condition where the subject is only an observer. In total the
design we propose features four levels of human involvement. The method was tested
in a preliminary study, which yielded promising results, that yet have to be verified in a
full-scale experiment.

2 Methods

2.1 Apparatus

Wedesigned an experimental setup (see Fig. 1) in order to probe the supposed correlation
between the subjective estimates of distance and subject’s degree of involvement into
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action. The setup included two devices: a wire lifting device and a grasping device (the
“claw”) that aided a participant in grasping the wire.

Participant’s wrist was fastened on a wooden platform at the base of the device. A
metallic stand containing the controller board, servo drive and a capacitive sensor was
also fixed on the platform. A wire was attached to the lever, which could be lifted by a
servo drive at the top of the stand. The servo drive was covered with an opaque case so
a participant would not be distracted when it was operating. The wire went through the
base of the device into the wooden box that supported the whole setup. At the bottom of
the box the wire was hooked to a weak spring, so the wire always would be straightened.
The fragment of the wire within the experimental purview stretched from an opening
in the stand to the base of the device, and was visible to a participant. The wire was
marked with a solid drop of tin painted black. Three lasers were on the sides of the
stand, emitting beams at the sensors on the base parallel to the wire. A holder with two
LED lamps illuminating the working area was also placed on the base, as well as a
monitor and a numeric keypad used for data input.

The claw consisted of two aluminum plates forming a gear train. A servo drive bolted
to the claw could make it clench and unclench automatically safe for a participant.
With the claw a participant was able to move only their metacarpophalangeal joints,
therefore the grasping motion had a single degree of freedom. The claw was tightly
fixed on the participant’s thumb and index finger by hook-and-loop fasteners. During
the experiment, when the claw was clenching it would cross the laser barrier imposed
by three laser beams. This event in turn would trigger the servo drive at the top of the
stand, and the wire would start to lift. When participant’s fingertips touched the wire,
it would immediately stop, the tin drop reaching a certain position. A participant then
estimated the distance between the drop and the opening in the stand. After 500 ms
would pass, the LED lamps would turn off, leaving no source of light and no means to
reevaluate the distance. A participant used a numeric keypad to enter their subjective
estimate of distance which appeared on the monitor screen. The screen was adjusted to
low brightness and framed by a cardboard shutter so only a small windowwith a number
was left.

Data processing and control of the servo drives and lamps was carried out via a
program developed in Delphi 2010.

2.2 Experimental Design

The experiment was conducted in four distinct stages. Each stage consisted of multiple
identical trials. In every stage the grasping movement was executed in one of four
different ways, presumably with varying involvement of a participant:

– active movements (Act) – a participant grasped the wire on their own;
– active-passive movements (Actpas) – a participant initiated the action with a slight
move, whereas the servo completed it.

– passive movement (Pas) – the servo grasped the wire while the participant was idle;
– hand dummy movement (Dum) – the participant’s hand was unfastened and replaced
with a silicon dummy of a human hand. The servo grasped the wire on its own,
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. 1 – Numeric keypad; 2 – LED lamps; 3 – Claw servo
drive; 4 – Laser barrier; 5 – The wire; 6 – Opaque case; 7 –Wire lifting servo drive; 8 – Controller
board; 9 – LCD monitor; 10 – Wooden platform; 11 – the “claw”; 12 – Participant’s hand or a
hand dummy.

while a participant observed the movements and made distance estimates as in other
conditions.

All these activities were perfectly safe for the participants. The experimenter pre-
sented the Actpas condition to a participant as a part of the experiment where the claw
served as “the assistant”, helping them to grasp the wire faster and with minimal effort.
We expected these joint actions to be quicker than active movements, the data on action
durations is provided in the “Results” section. It has to be noted that active and active-
passive movements were voluntary, while passive and dummy movements were com-
mitted by the device. During the Pas and Dum stages, the experimenter made sure that
the participant did not move by tracing the EMG.

After the experimental session the experimenter asked the participant to evaluate
their experiences of sense of agency in every block of trials using a Likert-type scale that
ranged from 0 to 9. The exact formulation of the question was the following: “Evaluate
your sense of authorship over each kind of actions; 9 – you are the author of the action,
0 – the action was perceived as externally caused.
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2.3 Participants

The group of 9 naïve right-handed healthy volunteers (5 males and 4 females, average
20.7 years) participated in the pilot experiment.Due to thewell-knownepidemic situation
of the year 2020, we were unable to involve a larger sample size of subjects for testing
this novel method in a full scale. All subjects were introduced to the procedure and
signed an informed consent. The experiment procedures were in agreement with the
institutional and national guidelines for experiments with human subjects as well as
with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out using Statistica 10 (StatSoft, USA). To analyze the
effects in distance differences, repeated measures ANOVA was used. Further compar-
isonsweremade using the Fisher LSDpost-hoc criterion. For survey results the Friedman
test was used and post hoc analysis withWilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with
a Bonferroni correction applied.

3 Preliminary Results

3.1 Enhanced Action Speed in the Actpas Condition

In this study we intended to create an instance of the joint human-machine actions with
enhanced performance. The reasoning behind this idea was simple: we reckoned that
acceleration provided by the device would make the interaction seem more useful and
ergonomic for the participants. We compared the characteristic durations of grasping
actions in the Act and the Actpas blocks, thus juxtaposing the unaided movements
with those performed together with the device. The action time durations of respective
actions were calculated as differences between two events: the participant’s exceeding
of the EMG threshold and activation of the capacitive sensor when the wire was caught.
In two participants the durations could not be calculated due to invalid registration of
EMG threshold exceeding in the Act block. In Pas and Dum conditions the durations
were impossible to determine, because the EMG threshold exceeding was simulated in
these conditions. We conducted tests of significance for the mean durations using 1-way
repeated measures ANOVA. The analysis showed a significant effect: Wilks’ λ = 0.03,
F(2, 5)= 25.08, p< 0.0002. As we intended, on average, grasping actions in the Actpas
block were completed faster than in the Act block. The group means of action time
durations can be seen in Fig. 2.

3.2 Subjective Estimates of Distance

In the present study we investigated the non-verbal subjective estimates of distance in
condition with varying degree of involvement into action. According to our hypothesis,
the shortened subjective estimates of distance may be an implicit correlate of SoA, not
unlike intentional binding that refers to shortened estimates of time intervals between the
action and its effect. The distance we considered in this experiment was the displacement
of the tin drop that happened before the capacity sensor activated. The drop began to
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Fig. 2. Group means of action time durations. Vertical lines denote 95% confidence intervals.

ascend swiftly when the laser barrier was crossed, i.e. when the action commenced,
and it stopped in result of the action having been performed. We calculated differences
between the actual and subjectively estimated distances and averaged them in every
participant.

We analyzed themean differences between distances using 1-way repeatedmeasures
ANOVA.All four kinds of conditionswere considered. The analysis showed a significant
effect:Wilks’λ= 0.02, F(5, 4)= 25.08, p< 0.04. Post-hoc analysis revealed differences
between the Act and Dum conditions (p < 0.03), and also between the Act and Pas
conditions (p< 0.02). No significant differences in other pairs of conditions were found.
The group means of differences between the subjective estimates and real distances can
be seen in Fig. 3.

3.3 Survey Results

After the experimental session the participant was asked to evaluate the experienced
sense of agency in every block of trials. For that purpose, a Likert-type scale ranging
from 0 to 9 points was used. To analyze the scores, we used the Friedman test, and the
post-hoc analysis was conducted bymeans ofWilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni
correction. The Friedman test demonstrated a significant effect (χ2(3) = 21.6375, p <

0.001). The interquartile range equaled 0 (from 9 to 9), 1.75 (from 6.75 to 8), 4 (from
0 to 4) and 0 (from 0 to 0) in the Act, Actpas, Pas and Dum conditions respectively.
Post-hoc analysis showed a significant difference between the Act andActpas conditions
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Fig. 3. Groupmeans of differences between the actual distances and subjective estimates. Vertical
lines denote 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 4. The box-and-whisker diagrams for mean SoA scores.
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(Z=−2.3664, p< 0.05), the Actpas and Pas conditions (Z=−2.5205, p< 0.05). The
box-and-whiskers diagrams for mean SoA scores in all conditions can be seen in Fig. 4.

4 Discussion

In the present study, we successfully tested a novel experimental design for exploring the
possible correlation between the subjective estimates of distance and sense of agency
(SoA). The main advantage of our design is that it features a wide range of levels
of subject’s involvement into action. Partial involvement of the subject is a necessary
condition for studying SoA in joint human-machine movements, e.g. in interactions with
an exoskeleton. A variety of joint actions examined in the present study is referred to
as the active-passive (Actpas) action. In our setup, an active-passive action was initiated
by the human agent and completed by the “claw” – an exoskeleton fragment created for
assistance in grasping movements. We contrasted the active-passive movements with
the active ones (Act), the passive ones (Pas) and with the movements of a silicone
hand dummy (Dum). In the Act condition, the participants performed an action on their
own, while the “claw” was deactivated. In the Pas and Dum conditions the action was
involuntary: the “claw” moved in a preprogrammed way, having been attached to the
participant’s hand (Pas) or a hand dummy (Dum).

We were interested in portraying the device’s assistance as beneficial in the Actpas
condition, and so we attempted to make the joint movements faster than the active
movements. We pursued this endeavor because in real life situations one would rather
prefer joint actions if they enhanced one’s capabilities, given the agent is able to perform
an action on their own. Our preliminary results show that in our setup the active-passive
movements were performed significantly faster than in the case of active movements.

A possible correlate of SoA considered in our design was the difference between the
estimated and actual displacement of a tin drop. The drop’s relocation started when the
action was initiated, and ceased, when the action (grasping the wire) was completed. An
effect we expected to find may have been similar to intentional binding – the subjective
shortening of time intervals between the action and its result. The preliminary results
support our hypothesis: the mean differences between the distance estimates and actual
distances were significantly higher in the Act condition than in Pas and Dum conditions.
In order to make further speculations, a research with a larger sample is required. How-
ever the experimental design we presented here seems to be adequate and sufficient for
conducting such a full scale study.

While testing the new design, we also conducted a survey where the participants
were asked to give explicit SoA scores to all the four movement types. The preliminary
results show a significant difference between the Act and Actpas conditions, the Actpas
and Pas conditions and the Act and Pas conditions. No differences between the Pas
and Dum conditions were detected, reminding some of the out-of-body effects [10,
11]. However, it has to be noted that both types of movement presuppose little agency.
The gradation that manifested itself in the results corresponds with varying degrees of
involvement implemented in the experimental design. It suggests that the active-passive
actions are experienced as actions with intermediate intensity of SoA. Again, as with
the subjective estimates of distance, a more substantial research is needed to test this
particular hypothesis.
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5 Conclusion

We developed a novel experimental design for studying SoA in joint human-machine
grasping actions. We successfully tested the proposed design, and the first data was
collected. According to these preliminary results, the joint actions were performed faster
by the participants than similar unaided actions. There also was a correlation between
subject’s degree of involvement into action and the subjective estimates of distance
travelled by the mark between the moments of action initiation and completion. In
addition, survey results showed a significant statistical correspondence between the
score of reported SoA and subject’s role in action.
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or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest.
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Abstract. The detection of conscious awareness in patients with disorders of
consciousness using behavioral signs is challenging in the presence of sensory,
motor, or executive function deficits. Brain signal measurements provide addi-
tional information for patient stratification, and the large amounts and multidi-
mentional nature of the obtained data motivate the application of machine learning
(ML) methods. We review some of the recent studies applying this approach to
data from electroencephalography, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
and resting-state functional MRI. Each of these modalities provided features cor-
relating with the behaviorally determined levels of consciousness. At the same
time, considering the accuracy of the obtained classification algorithms, we high-
light the problem of simultaneous model selection and accuracy estimation using
the same sample, which requires special techniques of statistical analysis, other-
wise the obtained accuracy estimates can be biased and prone to misinterpretation.
Additionally, there is a need for greater generalization ability of the classifiers over
the whole spectrum from the UWS to the conscious state. The use of ML within
brain-computer interfaces for the detection of command following is discussed as
a promising complementary method able to detect patients with cognitive motor
dissociation, and its results may prove useful as labels in the training of algorithms
for the direct stratification of DOC patients.

Keywords: Disorders of consciousness · Diagnosis · Unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome ·Minimally conscious state ·Machine learning · Cross-validation ·
Brain-computer interface

1 Introduction

Disorders of consciousness (DOC) are some of the most devastating neurological con-
ditions resulting from severe brain damage. In addition to the extremely difficult task
of improving the state of the patients, there are significant diagnostic problems. A dis-
tinction is made between the unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS, also called
the vegetative state, VS), in which wakefulness occurs without any behavioral signs of
awareness, and the minimally conscious state (MCS), in which there are minimal but
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reproducible signs of awareness of oneself and the environment. The behavioral tests
used to identify these conditions can underestimate the level of consciousness due to
impairments in the sensory, motor, and executive functions.

This motivates the present active research interest in finding objective methods to
assess the level of consciousness based on instrumental techniques, such as structural,
diffusion-based and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain [1],
electroencephalography (EEG), as well as recording evoked potentials, including EEG
responses to transcranial magnetic stimulation [2]. The multiplicity of the modalities
used and the multidimensionality of the data obtained in each of them make it highly
desirable to automate the search for patterns and combined features useful for diagnos-
tics, which can be done using machine learning methods. At the current, initial stage
of development of such approaches, the clinical assessment is used as the true classifi-
cation for training and testing the algorithms. Assessing their ability to go beyond the
limitations of behavioral tests and surpass the clinical scales in assessing the state of
consciousness in the presence of sensorimotor dysfunctions is a challenge for the future.
In some studies, the correctness of the results of instrumental studies disagreeing with
the clinical diagnosis is indirectly assessed on average based on the subsequent disease
dynamics in such cases.

In this perspective paper, we summarize some of the recent results of applying
machine learning techniques for the extraction of features correlating with the level
of consciousness from brain signals of different modalities. We highlight the problem
of feature selection with limited amounts of data, as well as the challenge of finding
classifiers applicable across a range of states of consciousness, which will maximize
their chance of capturing brain properties genuinely related to conscious awareness.

2 Recent Applications of Machine Learning to the Differentiation
Between Disorders of Consciousness

In this section, we review three studies employing machine learning for stratifying
DOC patients based on different types of brain measurements: EEG, diffusion MRI,
and resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI).

The study [3] analyzed 181 EEG recordings with 256 channels from 167 patients (75
UWS, 68 MCS, 24 brain-damaged, but conscious), as well as 14 healthy volunteers. A
recording session lasted 30min and included auditory stimulationwith regularities at two
different hierarchical levels (the ‘Local-Global’ protocol). The characteristics of evoked
potentials (including late P300 peaks and themismatch negativity) and background EEG
activity (in particular, power in frequency bands, entropy and algorithmic complexity,
as well as spectral and informational measures of connectivity) were calculated. The
parameters were averaged over a priori regions of interest, and the resulting 92 charac-
teristics were compared between the UWS and MCS. The effect size was described by
the area under the ROC-curve (AUC) with values above 50% corresponding to parame-
ters that are higher in the MCS than in the UWS. The most informative parameters were
the weighted symbolic mutual information in the theta range (AUC = 74%), and the
normalized power of the delta rhythm (AUC = 31%) and alpha rhythm (AUC = 72%).
To investigate the possible complementarity of information from different features and
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to refine the classification by combining the data, the support vector machine (SVM)
classification algorithmwas used, with an assessment of accuracy using cross-validation.
A classifier set to use the best cross-validated single EEG measure gave AUC = 71%,
and the classifier based on all the parameters reached AUC= 78%. Thus, a certain com-
plementarity of the EEG measures was found, and the use of the SVM method made it
possible to find their combination allowing a more accurate classification of patients in
the UWS and MCS than that obtained using single EEG characteristics.

An important general issue illustrated by the study [3] is that using the same sam-
ple for selecting the best-performing feature and estimating its accuracy can make the
resulting estimate biased in the optimistic direction.Moreover, themagnitude of this bias
depends on the details of the distributions involved and cannot be easily determined, so
the cited best AUC values for specific EEG characteristics should be interpreted with
caution. An approximately unbiased accuracy estimate can be obtained for a classifi-
cation algorithm involving selection of features (as well as models, hyperparameters,
etc.) using cross-validation (CV), provided that all the selection steps are performed
separately for each fold (e.g., using nested CV), based only on that fold’s training set
rather than on the whole sample. In the context of significance testing, the issue of selec-
tion and inference on the same data is called the multiple comparisons problem, and
several methods of accounting for it are available. One of them (the false discovery rate
correction) was used in [3] and helped reliably identify the EEG features significantly
different in the UWS and MCS.

Another important aspect is the ability of the classifiers to generalize across sev-
eral states of consciousness. It is natural to expect that a binary criterion separating the
UWS and MCS by capturing features genuinely related to consciousness should clas-
sify subjects in a conscious state (CS) as belonging to the higher-consciousness class
(MCS rather than UWS). Misclassification of CS subjects is arguably more problematic
than that of DOC patients both because CS subjects presumably have higher awareness
than MCS patients (and should thus be easier to classify correctly) and because such a
discrepancy cannot be explained by the limitations of behavioral detection of conscious-
ness (which is possible in a fraction of DOC patients). Importantly, while most EEG
features in [3] showed similar effects in the MCS-UWS and CS-UWS contrasts, some
measures produced diverging results, e.g., the mean non-normalized theta power (AUC
= 65% and 49% respectively). Perhaps partly due to such features, the SVM classifier
trained to distinguish the UWS from MCS classified the majority but not all the brain-
damaged CS patients and healthy subjects correctly (34 of 38, or 89%). A conceptually
similar situation was observed in the study [4], where a UWS-MCS classifier based on
functional connectivity (derived from rs-fMRI) classified 37 out of 39 healthy controls
correctly. Studying the causes of the remaining discrepancies is important for increasing
the accuracy of the algorithms and, crucially, for making themmore likely to capture the
neural correlates of consciousness rather than being influenced by confounding factors
that may be specific to each patient subpopulation, as well as random features (sampling
error) in the particular patient samples.

The study [5] involved 25 patients: 10 in the UWS and 15 in the MCS, who were
further subdivided into 7 MCS– and 8 MCS + patients. The aim was to investigate the
differences between these groups in the structural thalamo-cortical connectivity using
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diffusionMRIdata.A searchlightmapping techniquewas used, inwhich a 5-voxel sphere
is built around each brain voxel, and the thalamic connectivity values from the voxels
within each sphere are used as features in a classifier. Three separate SVMmodels were
constructed to distinguish three pairs of states: MCS + vs. UWS, MCS– vs. UWS, and
MCS+ vs. MCS–. The accuracy was assessed by cross-validation, and the significance
was determined at the level of 0.05 with a Bonferroni correction for the number of
spherical regions, which corresponded to the classification accuracy thresholds of 81–
84%. Only clusters with at least 50 contiguous voxels were reported. For each pair
of consciousness states, regions were found (predominantly in the frontal, parietal and
sensorimotor areas) whose patterns of thalamic connectivity gave a 100% classification
accuracy. However, the accuracy estimates for the best-performing regions are subject
to the bias mentioned above and must be interpreted very cautiously. Unbiased estimates
can be obtained either by placing the region selection step into a cross-validation loop
or by collecting additional data and validating the effects in the regions selected in the
study [5]. At the same time, in the tests of statistical significance (i.e., of better than
random separation of the patients), the region selection problem was accounted for by
using a correction for multiple comparisons.

The ability of the pairwise classifiers to generalize to the third state of consciousness
(e.g., the performance of the UWS vs. MCS– separation criterion in the UWS vs. MCS
+ classification problem) was not directly investigated in [5]. In this regard, the authors
note that although the most significant regions for all the three contrasts traversed parts
of the frontal, parietal, and sensorimotor zones, their precise locations were different.
Similarly to the previous discussion, this motivates further work aimed at investigating
whether there exist structural connectivity patterns showing a robust monotonic change
with the consciousness level from the UWS to the conscious condition.

In the study [6], resting-state fMRI data from 44 conscious subjects was used to
construct classifiers that distinguish the state of wakefulness from two unresponsive
states: deep sedation and general anesthesia. Subsequently, the authors testedwhether the
obtainedmodelswere able to detect and differentiate between disorders of consciousness
(21 patients: 13 UWS, 8 MCS, and 28 healthy volunteers). The calculated parameters
included the fractional amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (fALFF) and regional
homogeneity (ReHo) of the rs-fMRI signal averaged by each of 10 resting-state networks
represented by a total of 226 spherical nodes of a 10 mm diameter. Additionally, the
functional connectivitywithin and between these networkswas calculated. Threemodels
were applied to the obtained 75 features: SVM, decision trees (Extra Trees variant of
the Random Forest method, ET) and an artificial neural network (ANN). The ANN
had 2 hidden layers of 25 and 5 ReLU units, with dropout, and a single-node (sigmoid)
output layer,while the hyperparameters of the SVMandETmodelswere optimized using
nested cross-validation. All three models successfully distinguished wakefulness from
general anesthesia or deep sedation (AUC = 0.95, 0.92, and 0.94 for the SVM, ET, and
ANNmodels, respectively). Additionally, the models separated healthy volunteers from
UWS patients (AUC = 0.99, 0.94, 0.98, respectively). However, only the ANN model
showed a significant difference between the UWS and MCS. The SVM and ET models
classified themajority ofUWSpatients as unconscious, whereas the corresponding result
was nonsignificant for the ANN model. All the three models gave mixed results when
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applied for the classification of MCS patients. Thus, the features that differ between
wakefulness and sedation also distinguish healthy subjects from UWS patients, while
the same features are much less effective in differentiating between the MCS and UWS.
Once again, this situation illustrates the high dimensionality of neural correlates of
consciousness and the corresponding difficulty of selecting generalizable features.

3 Classification of Mental States Using Machine Learning
for Detection of Command Following in DOC Patients

The studies reviewed above used machine learning algorithms to directly predict the
consciousness states of individuals from brain measurements. However, these methods
can be used in the context of DOC diagnosis in a different way, namely to classify a
patient’s brain signals evoked by a verbal command, so that ameaningful correspondence
between the instruction and brain activity is interpreted as mental command following.
Two seminal papers [7] and [8] demonstrated this approach using fMRI, with several
patients demonstrating command-related modulation of brain activity similar to that
observed in healthy subjects, and one patient additionally being able to answer yes-no
questions using brain signals. The data analysis was based on voxelwise statistics, which
is standard for this type of data, and custom-designed procedures for synthesizing infor-
mation from relevant voxels. At the same time, EEG-based brain-computer interfaces
have considerable advantages over fMRI for this purpose, which include the wider avail-
ability of EEG equipment, potential for portability, and greater suitability for online data
analysis with real-time feedback, which allows the patients with preserved awareness to
engage more directly with the tasks.

This opportunity was explored in the study [9] involving 78 DOC patients (45 UWS
and 33MCS), none of whom showed behavioral command-following abilities. An EEG-
based brain-computer interface (BCI) experiment was performed to detect command
following, and the results were correlated with the rates of subsequent recovery. In the
experiment, each patient was instructed to focus on one of two simultaneously pre-
sented visual stimuli (e.g., photographs). Flashing frames appearing around each stim-
ulus marked the time points for the analysis of event-related potentials, while the two
images flickered at different frequencies to assess the existence of time-locked EEG
signals. In a calibration session, an SVM classifier was trained to distinguish the P300
components corresponding to the target vs non-target stimuli. In a subsequent evaluation
session, each of the two stimuli was scored by the sum of two components: the output
of the SVM classifier applied to the time points of frame flashes around this stimulus
and a measure of EEG activity time-locked to the image flickering. The stimulus with
the higher score was selected and compared to the true target, and a statistically sig-
nificant number of successes (32 out of 50) obtained for a patient was interpreted as
command following. Such patients were characterized as having cognitive motor disso-
ciation (CMD) and constituted 44% of all the studied DOC patients. Within the UWS
group, a transition to MCS happened in 15 of 18 patients with CMD (83.33%), but only
in 5 of the remaining 27 UWS patients (18.52%). In the MCS group, improvements in
the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised scores were observed in 14 of 16 patients with CMD
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(87.5%), but only in 4 of the other 17 MCS patients (23.53%). Thus, CMD was shown
to be associated with better outcomes.

The application of machine learning within BCIs differs from its use for directly
classifying patients in several respects. An advantage of the former setting is that, within
the training samples, the true labels (e.g., target stimuli) are known exactly, whereas the
behaviorally determined patient classes used as labels in the latter case are affected by
impairments in the sensory, motor, and executive functions. Additionally, the size of the
training sample for a BCI is determined by the number of trials and can in principle be
increased, although there are limitations due to patient fatigue. Conversely, recruiting
additional DOC patients requires substantial efforts and may be limited by external
factors. At the same time, the studies discussed in the previous section extracted features
of brain signals related to a broad array of behaviors indicating the MCS, whereas the
BCI-basedmethods typically are focused on command following only and rely on certain
sensory functions. Additionally, as noted in [9], in some patients, a non-significant result
of EEG classification may be due to the limitations of the BCI rather than the absence of
command following, so that the resulting characterization of such patients is less exact
(‘potential non-CMD’) than for the group with detected CMD.

4 Conclusions

Machine learning methods make it possible to efficiently synthesize information about
states of consciousness obtained from multidimensional data of various modalities.
Adequate assessment of the classification accuracy requires correct statistical analy-
sis accounting for model selection, otherwise the results are prone to misinterpretation.
Additionally, the optimal classifiers and the most relevant features obtained to date are
typically specific to a particular pair of compared conditions and show only a lim-
ited ability to generalize to the entire spectrum of states of consciousness. Achieving
this generality is important for increasing the reliability of the diagnostic performance
and elucidating genuine physiological mechanisms of consciousness. The application
of machine learning for the detection of command following and yes-no communica-
tion is a complementary approach providing important information about the patients
in which the technique is successful. Using its results in training algorithms for patient
stratification can help increase their accuracy in diagnosing disorders of consciousness.
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